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BEHRING SEA COMMISSION.

INSTRUCTIONS TO BRITISH COMMISSIONERS.

i^o. 1.

The Marquis of SaUshnri/ to Sir G. Baden- PoiveJl and Dr. Dawson.

Foreign Office, June 24, 1891.

Gentlemen: Tlie Queeu bavingbeen graciously pleased to appoint
you to be her Commissioners for the purpose of inquiring into the con-

ditions of seal life in Behring Sea and other parts of the ]S[orth Pacific

Ocean, I transmit to you herewith Her Majesty's Commission under the

Sign Manuiil to that effect.

The main object of your inquiry will be to ascertain, "What interna-

tional arrangements, if any, are necessary between Great Britain and
the United States, and Eussia or any other Power, for the purpose of

preserving the fur-seal race in Behring Sea from extermination?"
Her Majesty's Government have proposed to the United States that

the investigation should be conducted by a Commission to cousjst of

four experts, of-whom two shall be nominated by each Government,
and a Chairman, who shall be nominated by Arbitrators.

If the Government of the United States agree to this proposal,

you will bo the Delegates who will represent Great Britain in the

Commission.
But, in the meanwhile, it is desirable that you should at once com-

mence your examination of the question, and that for that purpose you
should proceed as soon as you conveniently can to Vancouver, from
whence the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty have been requested
to provide for your conveyance to the various sealing grounds and
other jilaces which it may be expedient for you to visit.

Application has been made to the United States Government for per-

mission for you to visit the seal islands under their jurisdiction, and a
similar request will be addressed to the Eussian Government in the
event of your finding it necessary to visit the Commander Islands and
other Eussian sealing grounds.
Your attention should be particularly devoted to ascertaining

—

1. The actual facts as regards the alleged serious diminution of seal

life on thePribyloff Islands, t\iQ, date at which such diminution began, the

rate of its progress, and any previous instance of a similar occurrence.

2. The causes of such diminution; whether, and to what extent, it is

attributable

—

{a.) To a migration of the seals to other rookeries.

{h.) To the method of killing pursued on the islands themselves.

7



8 REPORT OF BRITISH COMMISSIONERS.

(c.) To the iucrease of sealing- upon the high seas, and the manner in
which it is pursued.

I need scarcely remind you that your investigation should be carried
on with strict impartiality, that you should neglect no sources of infor-

mation which may be likely to assist you in arriving at a sound con-
clusion, and that great care should be taken to sift the evidence that is

brought before you.
It is equally to the interest of all the Governments concerned in the

sealing industry that it should be ])rotected from all serious risk of
extinction in consequenceof the useof wasteful and injudicious methods.
You will be provided with all the documentary evidence in the pos-

session of this Department which is likely to be of assistance to you in
the prosecution of your inquiry.
Mr. A. Froude has been appointed to be your Secretary, and will accom

pany you on your tour,

vi Separate despatches will be addressed to you with regard to
the expenses of your mission, and the form in which your cor-

respondence with this Office should be conducted.
I am, &c.

(Signed) Salisbury.

[Inclosure in No. 1.]

Commission passed under the Royal Sign Manual and Signet, appointing Sir George Smyth
Badcn-Fowell, E. C. M. G., M. P., and George Mercer Dawson, LL. D., F. li. S., to

undertake an inquiry into the Conditions of Seal Life aiid the precautions necessary for
preventing tlie extermination of the Fur-seal Species in Behring Sea and other parts of
the North Facific Ocean.

Victoria, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdoni of Great Britain and
Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith, Empress of India, &c., to all and singular
to whom these presents shall come, greeting

!

Whereas, we have deemed it expedient tliat Commissioners should be appointed
for the purpose of inquiry into the conditions of seal life and the precautions neces-
sary for preventing the extermination of the fur-seal species in Behring Sea and
other parts of the North Pacific Ocean :

Now, know ye, that we, reposing especial trust and confidence in the diligence,
skill, and integrity of our trusty and well-beloved Sir George Smyth Baden-Powell,
Knight Commander of Our Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
Member of Parliament; and of our trusty and well-beloved Professor George Mercer
Dawson, Assistant Director and Geologist of the Canadian Geological and Natural
History Survey, have nominated, constituted, and appointed, and do by these pres-
ents nominate, constitute, and appoint them our Commissioners to undertake the
inquiry aforesaid:
And we do hereby give to our said Commissioners full power and authority to do

and perform all acts, matters, and thiugs which may be necessary and proper for

duly carrying into effect the object of this our Commission.
In witness whereof we have signed these presents with our Royal hand.
Given at our Court at Windsor Castle, the 22nd day of June, in the year of our

Lord 1891, and in the fifty-fifth year of our reign.

By Her Majesty's command,
(Signed) Salisbury.

iTo. 2.

The Marquis of Salisbury to the Behring Sea Commissioners.

Foreign Office, January 15, 1892.

Gentlemen: I have to inform you that Her Majesty's Minister at

Washington has sent home the text of seven Articles, signed by himself
and Mr. Blaine on the 18th ultimo, which are to be embodied in a formal
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Agreemeut between Her Majesty's Goveriimeut and that of the United
States for referring to Arbitrators certaiii qnestions at issne between
the two Governments in regard to the jurisdiction claimed by the latter

over the waters of Behring Sea in connection with the fur-seal fisheries

therein.

Sir J. Pauncefote has also forwarded the text of an Agreement signed
on the same day for the appointment of two Commissioners by Her
Majesty's Government and that of the United States respectively, to

investigate, conjointly with the Commissioners of the other Govern-
ment, all the facts relating to seal life in Behring Sea, and the necessary
measures for its proper protection and preservation.

A copy of Sir J. Pauncefote's despatch, inclosing both these docu-

ments, is forwarded herewith for your information.

I now transmit the Queen's Commission under the Sign Manual
appointing you to be Her Majesty's Commissioners in accordance with

the provisions of the Joint Commission Agreement, and I request that

you will proceed to Washington as soon as you can conveniently do so,

in order to draw up the Keport indicated in the second paragraph of

the agreement.
vii The information which has been obtained by your American

colleagues and yourselves during your recent visit to Behring
Sea will supply you with material for the preparation of" your Report.

There are, however, a few points to which Her Majesty's Government
consider it desirable that your special attention should be directed.

You will observe that it is intended that the Report of the Joint

Commissioners shall embrace recommendations as to all measures that

should be adopted for the preservation of seal life. For this purpose,

it will be necessary to consider what regulations may seem advisable,

whether within the jurisdictional limits of the United States and Can-
ada, or outside those limits. The Regulations which the Commissioners
may recommend for adoption within the respective jurisdictions of the

two countries will, of course, be matter for the consideration of the

respective Governments, while the regulations affecting waters outside

the territorial limits will have to be considered under clause G of the

Arbitration Agreement in the event of a decision being given by the

Arbitrators against the claim of exclusive jurisdiction put forward on
behalf of the United States.

The Report is to be presented in the first instance to the two Govern-
ments for their consideration, and is subsequently to be laid by those

Governments before the Arbitrators to assist tliem in determining the

more restricted question as to what, if any, Regulations are essential

for the protection of the fur-bearing seals outside the territorial juris-

diction of th e two countries.

In the event any points arising ou which the Commissioners are

unable to arrive at an understanding, they should report jointly or

severally to each Government on such points.

]u conclusion, I have to state that Her Majesty's Government place

every reliance on your tact and discretion in the conduct of your inves-

tigations with your American colleagues, who will, no doubt, be equally

desirous with yourselves of arriving at a common agreement on the

questions to be discussed.
I am, &c.

(Signed) Salisbury.
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[luclosurc in Xo. 2.|

Commission jyasscd under the Royal Sign Manual and'Slgnet appointing Sir George Smyth
Baden-Powell, K. C. 21. G., M. P., and Professor George Mercer Daivson, Assistant
Director and Geologist of the Canadian Geological and Natural History Survey, to be

Her Majesty's Commissioners under the Behring Sea Joint Commission Agreement between
Great Britain and the United States of the ISth December, 1S91.

Victoria, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire-

land, Queen, Defender of the Faith, Empress of India, *fcc., &c., &c., to all and singu-
lar to whom these ])resent8 shall come, greeting

!

Whereas we have deemed it expedient that Commissioners should he appointed
for the purpose of inquiring into the conditions 6f seal life in Behring Sea and the
measures necessary for its proper protection and preservation under the Agreement
between Great Britain and the United States of America of the 18th December, 1891.

Now know ye that we, reposing especial trust and contidence in the diligence,

skill, and integrity of our trusty and well-beloved Sir George Smyth Baden-Powell,
Knight Commander of our most distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
Member of Parliament, and of our trusty and well-beloved Professor George Mercer
Dawson, Assistant Director and Geologist of the Canadian Geological and Natural
History Survey, have nominated, constituted, and appointed, and do by these presents
nominate, constitute, and appoint them our Commissioners to undertake the inquiry
aforesaid.
And we do hereby give to our said Commissioners Full Power and authority to do

and perform all acts, matters, and things which may be necessary and proper for duly
carrying into effect the object of this our Commission.
In witness whereof Ave have signed these presents with our Royal hand.
Given at our Court at Osborne the 1st day of January in the year of our Lord 1892,

and in the 55th year of our reign.

By Her Majesty's command,
(Countersigned) Salisbury.
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JOINT REPORT.

No. 3.

The Behring Sea Commissioners to the Marquis of Salisbury.—[Received
March 19.)

Washington, March 4, 1892.

My Lord : "We have tlie honour to transmit herewith a Report signed
this day by the Coininissiouers of Great Britain and the United States
appointed to investigate the condition of seal life in the North Pacific

Ocean.
Under the instructions contained in your Lordship's despatches of the

24th June, 1891, and of the 15th January last, and in accordance ^yith

the terms of the Agreement arranged between the two Governments,
the requisite investigations have been carried out; the .loint Keport, as

now subn)itted, lias been agreed to; and we are at i)resent engaged in

drawing up our "several" lieports dealing with those facts of seal life,

and measures necessary for its proper protection and preservation, on
which no agreement was come to in the Joint Report.

We have, &c.
(Signed) George Baden-Powell.

George M. Dawson.

[Inclosuro in No. 3.]

BEHRING SEA COMMISSION JOINT REPORT.

An Agreement having lieen entered into between the Governments of Great Britain

and the United States to the effect that

—

"Each Government shall appoint two Commissioners to investigate, conjointly
with the Commissioners of the other Government, all the facts having relation to

seal life in Behring Sea, and the measnres necessary for its proper protection and
preservation

;

"The four Commissioners shall, so far as they may he able to agree, make a Joint
Report to each of the two Governments; and they shall also report, either jointly or

severally, to each Government on any points npon which they may he unable to

agree

;

"These Reports shall not be made pnblic until they shall be submitted to the Arbi-

trators, or it shall appear that the contingency of their being used by the Arbitrators

cannot arise ;

"

And we, in accordance with the above Agreement, having been duly commissioned
by our respective Governments, and having communicated to each other our respective
powers, found in good and due form, have agreed to the following Report

:
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1. The joint investigation has been carried out by us, and we have utilized all

sources of information available.
2. The several breeding-places on the Pribyloff Islands have been examined, and

the general management and methods for taking the seals upon the islands have been
investigated.

3. In regard to the distribiition and habits of the fur-seal when seen at sea, informa-
tion based on the observations recorded by the cruizers of the United States

2 and Great Britain, engaged in carrying out the modus vivendi of 1891, has been
exchanged for the purpose of enabling general conclusions to be arrived at on

these points.
4. Meetings of the Joint Commission were held in Washington, beginning on Mon-

day, the 8th February, and continuing viutil Friday, the 4th Mai'ch, 1892. As a result
of these meetings, we find ourselves in accord ou the following propositions:

5. We are in thorough agreement that, for industrial, as well as for other obvious
reasons, it is incumbent upon all nations, and particularly upon those having direct
commercial interests in fur-seals, to provide for their proper protection and preser-
vation.

6. Our joint and several investigations have led us to certain conclusions, in the
first place, in regard to the facts of seal life, including both the existing conditions
and their causes; and, in the second place, in regard to such remedies as may be nec-
essary to secure the fur-seal against depletion or commercial extermination.

7. We find that, since the Alaska purchase, a marked diminution in the number of
seals on, and habitually resorting to, the Pribyloff Islands has taken place; that it

has been cumulative in effect, and that it is the result of excessive killing by man.
8. Finding that cousitlerable difference of opinion exists on certain fundamental

propositions, which renders it impossible in a satisfiictory manner to express our
views in a Joint Report, we have agreed that we can most couvenieutly state our
respective conclusions ou these matters in the "several" Reports which it is jjrovided
may be submitted to our respective Governments.
Signed in duplicate at the city of Washington this 4th day of March, 1892.

(Signed) George Smyth Baden-Powell.
Geokge Mercer Dawson.
Thomas Cokwin Mendenhall.
Clinton Hart Merriam.

(Signed) Ashley Anthony Froude, } , ..

g.,...„tariesJoseph Stanley-Brown, i;^

'^omt Aeaetanes.



REPORT OF THE BRITISH BEHRING SEA COMMIS-
SIONERS.

No. 4.

The Behrinr/ Sea Commissioners to the 3farquis of Salishuri/.—(Received

Aur/ust 14.)

Foreign Office, August 13, 1892,

My Lord: With reference to onr despatch of the 4th March, 1892,

inclosing" the Joint lieport of the Joint Commission, we now have
the liouour to snbmit, as the "several'' Report contemplated in that

despatch, the Report which we have had the hononr to make to Her
Majesty the Qneen nnder the Commission appointing us to investigate

seal life in Behring Sea.

We have, &c.
(Signed) George Baden-Powell.

George M. Dawson.

'
[Inclosiire iu No. 4.]

REPORT.

To the Queev's Most Excellent Majesty.

May it plkask Your Majesty,
We, your Majesty's Commissioners, .appointed to nndertake an iuqviiry into the

conditions of seal life and the precautions necessary for preventing tlie extermina-
tion of the fur seal species in Behring Sea and other parts of the North Pacitic Ocean,
beg to submit the following Report.

2. The main object of onr inquiry was to ascertain what international arrange-
ments, if any, were necessary between Great Britain and the United States and
Russia, or any other Power, for the i>urpose of preserving the fur-seal race from
extermination.

3. W^e were further instructed that Her Majesty had proposed to the President of
the United States that the iiivestigatiou should be conducted by a Joint Commission
of the two nations, and tiiat, on the conclusion of an Agreement providing for this,

we were to be the Delegates who would represent Great Britain on the Commission.
4. It was also understf)od that the investigations and conclusions of this Joint

Commission would be ultimately laid befoi'e the Arbitrators, who were to adjudicate
on the international rights involved, and on the establishment of Regulations for

the ])roper jirotection and preservation of the fur-seal in or habitually resorting to

the Behring Sea.
5. Wherefore, in carrying out the terms of our Commission, it has been our object

to acquire and record the most complete inform.ation available, in order to ])romote,

iu the true interests of all concerned, an ecjuitable, impartial, and nnitually satis-

factory adjustment of the (juestions at issue.

6. The necessary means ot transport over the North Pacific Oce.an was provided
for us by the Lord Commissioners of the Admiralty, and the requisite permission to

visit and examine the seal rookeries situated in American or Russian territory was
olitained at our request from the respective Governments.

13
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7. We formed complete plans for visiting such places situated in, and such areas of
the North Pacific Ocean, and holding personal interviews with such persons as

4 should satisfy us that we had neglected no source of information which might
be likely to assist us in arriving at sound conclusions.

8. Care was taken before commencing our local investigations to complete our
personal knowledge of all documentary evidence to which Ave could procure access,
including the previous official correspondence, and a mass of public and i^rivate
publications, descriptions, records, uud opinions.

9. Reiiuests for information were also addressed to scA'eral countries outside the
probable scope of our personal inquiries, from which collateral information of
importance could be derived. With the aid of the Canadian and Imperial Goveru-
ments, a scries of questions were sent to the A'arious Governments who now hold
the chief resorts of the fur-seal iu the Southern Hemisphere, namely, the Argentine,
Uruguayan, Chilean, and Brazilian Republics, and the Colonies of the Falkland
Islands, the Cape of Good Hope, Tasmania, New South Wales, Victoria, and New
Zealand.

10. Iniiuiries were also made for information iu regard to the North Pacific seal
fisheries to the Governments of Russia and Japan, to Her Britannic Majesty's Con-
suls at Shanghae, Canton, Honolulu, and San Francisco, and to the Canadian Indian
Agents along the coast of British Columbia.

11. In regard to personal work, a brief account of our proceedings will explain
the plan of action adopted, and we append a Chart of our track. P>om the 6th to
the 9th July we consulted with the Canadian Ministers in Ottawa; we then crossed
the continent by train, and at Vancouver and Victoria held prearranged interviews
with those who were engaged in the i>ractical work of sealing, and with the Com-
mander-in-chief of the Pacific Station and the port authorities. So soon as the
chartered steamer "Danube" could be got ready for sea, we left on a direct course
for the jjort of Iliuliuk, iu Unalaska Island.

12. The "Danube" made the passage of about 1,400 miles in seven and a-half
days. After consulting at Unalaska with the Senior Naval Officer, Commander
Turner, of Her Majesty's ship "Nymphe," we made the best of our way to the
Pribylort' Islands, where we spent several days carrying out our first inspection of
the seal rookeries in company with Professor Meudenhall and Dr. Merriam, the
Commissiouers-desiguate of the United States, every hospitality and courtesy being
aftbrded by the officials both of the Government and of the lessees of the islands.

13. At this date the rookeries were still at their fullest, ami the organization had
not yet broken up. After careful inquiry into the various questions connected with
the habits and treatment of the seals on the.se islands, we started on the 6th August
on a cruize of 1,450 miles to the eastward and northward in coraijany with her Maj-
esty's ship "Pheasant,'' to satisfy ourselves as to the limits of the range of tlie fur-
seal in those parts of Behring Sea. We visited the native and other Settlements on
Nunivak Island, Cape Vancouver, St. Matthew Island, St. Lawrence Island, and
Plover Bay in Eastern Siberia, near the entrance of Behring Straits, returning thence
for a second inspection of the Pribyloff rookeries and to note the difference in their
appearance after a fortnight's interval.

14. Thencewe proceeded to Iliuliuk Harbour, Unalaska, to communicate by apjioint-
ment Avith the Commanding Officers of the English and United States war-ships as
to future movements. Leaving that port on the 24th August for the westward we
cruized along the Aleutian chain, calling at the Islands of Atka and Attn, on Avhich
are the only remaining natiA^e Settlements in the Avestern part of the Aleutian chain.

15. We then crossed to the Commander Islands, and there received from the Rus-
sian authorities every facility and courtesy in our task of learning all Ave could
concerning seal life on those islands. Thence we proceeded down the coast of Kam-
schatka to Petropaulouski, where again the Russian authorities gave us every infor-
mation. On this cruize Her Majesty's ship "Porpoiscj" sailing in company, proved
of the greatest assistance.

16. Leaving Petropaulouski on the 10th September our course was shaped for the
Pribylofl:' Islands, so as to strike them from a westerly direction, and continue across
that portion of Behring Sea our observations of seals seen at sea. A third and final

examination of the Pribyloft" rookeries was then made after a further interval of
twenty-six days, and Unalaska Avas again reached on the 17th September.

17. Leaving Behring Sea on the 20th September, Ave visited Kadiak Island, Sitka,
and Shakan, making inquiries of both the native and White residents as to the fur-
seal fishery in this distant territory of the United States. Continuing our cruize of
investigation, we called at the following places on the coast of British Columbia,
viz., Port Simpson, Metla-katla, Port Essingtou, Masset (Queen Charlotte Islands),

Bella-Bella, Nawitti, Clayoquot Sound, and Barclay Sound, Avhere, by per-
5 sonal imiuiries, Ave Avere enabled to amplify the Avritten statements Avhich, in

compliance Avith our prcA'ious request, had been forAvarded to us by the Indian
agents on the coast. The Indian Settlement at Neah Bay, on the U^nited States shore
of the Straits of Fuca, was also visited, where Ave likewise obtained valuable infor-
mation.
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18. The facts thus obtaiuod aftorded a direct knowledge of the fur-sealing industry,
both past and present, as it affects the Indians of South-east Alaska and British
Columbia.

19. We completed our local investigations by obtaining from the sealers in Victoria,
Vancouver, and Seattle, further evidence as to their opinions and wishes, thus con-
cluding our task by obtaining authoritatively the views of all persons connected with
the fur-seal fishery on the facts of seal life and on the protective measures they would
favour.

20. The cruize in the North Pacific occupied nearly three months, and the log
shows a distance covered of more than 9,000 miles.

21. We were thus enabled to examine for ourselves all the principal seal rookeries,

and especially to inspect the typical rookeries on the Pribyloff Islands at three
diftereut seasons, at the widest intervals of time possible within the period at our
commaud: to learn, by personal inquiry, knowledge of the limits eastward, north-
ward, and westward of the present habitat of the fur-seal, and to satisfy ourselves as
to the peculiar features of the localities which the fur-seal did or did not select as
shore resorts.

22. In regard to the important point of the facts and reasons of the presence of the
fur-seal in particular portions of the ocean at particular seasons of the year, a point
on which we could find little or no jirevious descriptions or recorded observations,
records were collated from schooners engaged in sealing, and for 1891 we formulated
a j)lau of seal logs and seal track-charts based on recorded observations of seals seen
at sea, which has been very efficiently carried out on the British men-of-war
"Nymphe," " Porpoise," aud "Pheasant," and on our own chartered steamer, the
"Danube,"—similar work having also been carried on by the United States men-of-
-war and revenue-cutters employed in Behring Sea during the same season. For this
'pur])ose also special inquiries were made as to the kinds of fish coustitutiug the
Ifavourite food of the fur-seal. Photographs were also taken by us of the seals, their
.breeding places, aud surroundings.

23. It may be observed further, that in obtaining evidence from persons of expe-
rience or knowledge of the subject, we adopted, in general, the informal plan of free
interviews and independent conversation. In this way we acquired A'ery distinct
and trustworthy knowledge of their opinions and experiences.

24. The witnesses who thus gave evidence included officials of the Governments
and til© Companies, and ex-officials now otherwise employed, owners, captains and
hunters engaged in pelagic sealing; natives, chiefiy Aluet and Russian half-breeds,
engaged in killing and skinning^'seals on the Pribyloff Islands; natives, such as
Indians, Innuits, andAluets, who habitually hunt and kill fur seals, and merchants
and others connected with the trade in furs.

25. In the following statement of the results of our investigations, we propose,
first of all, to present in simimary, in Part I, a general view of the conclusions at
.which we have arrived as to the condition of seal life in the North Pacific Ocean, and
'as to the measures necessary for the preservation of the fur-seal industrj-.
We would then, in Part II, deal in a more systematic manner and in detail with

the various divisions of the subject, and subsequently give, as Appeudices, such cor-
respondence aud statistics as may be needed to complete our account of the subject
under investigation.



Part I.

SUMMARY OF FACTS AND CONCLUSIONS.

I.

—

The Former, Present, and Prospective Condition ov the
Fur-seal Fishery in the North Pacific Ocean.

(A.)

—

General Conditions of Seal Life.

fuSi'
"' "'"^ ^^' The fur-seal of the North Pacific Ocean is an animal

in its nature essentially pelagic, which, during the greater
part of each year, has no occasion to seek the land, and
very rarely does so. For some portion of the year, however,
it naturally resorts to certain littoral breeding jdaces, wliere
the young are brought forth and suckled on land. It is

gregarious in habit, and, though seldom found in defined
schools or compact bodies at sea, congregates in large num-
bers at the breeding places. Throughout the breeding sea-

son, the adults of both sexes—if not entirely, at least, for

very considerable periods—abstain from food, but during
the i^emainder of the year the seals are notably infiuenced
in their movements by those of the food-fishes upon which
they subsist.

Migrations. 27. Sucli movcments are, however, subordinate to a more
general one of migration, in conformity with which the fur-

seals of the North Pacific travel northward to the breeding
islands in the spring and return to the southward in the
autumn, following two main lines, one of which approxi-
mates to the western coast of North America, while the
other skirts the Asiatic coast. Those animals which pursue
the first-mentioned migration-route, for the most part breed
upon the Pribylotf Islands in summer, and sjoend the win-
ter in that part of the ocean adjacent to, or lying oft", the
coast of British Columbia, Those following the second
route breed, in the main, on the Commander Islands, and
winter off' the coasts of Japan. The comparative proximity
of the breeding islands frequented by the seals pertaining
to these two migration-tracts during the summer insures a
certain interrelation and interchange of seals between the
two groups, to an extent not fully known, and which
doubtless varies much in different years.

'Winter anil US. The fur-scal of the North Pacific may thus be said, in

'rnt.s""^'
' '" " each case, to have two habitats or homes between which it

16
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migrates, both equally uecessaiy to its existence under jires-

ent circumstances, the one frequented in summer, the other
during" the winter. If it were possible to confine the fur-

seal to the vicinity of the northern islands resorted to dur-
ing the breeding season, or even within the limits of Beh-
ring Sea, the species would become extinct in a single year;
but if, in any way, it were to be debarred from reaching
the islands now chiefly resorted to for breeding purposes,
it would, according to experience recorded elsewhere,
speedily seek out other i)laces upon which to give birth to

its young.
2!). The fur-seal of the Southern Hemisphere, wliile rec-

ognized as distinct in kind, resembles that of the North
Pacific in its habitual resort to littoral breeding places and
in other respects, but is not known to migrate regularly
over such great tracts of sea, or to have definitely separable
summer and winter habitats.

30. With reference to the length of the period during
which the fur-seals resort to the shore:—The breeding Evoiita on
males begin to arrive on the Pribyloft' Islands at varying i>r<p<iiiig places.

dates in May, and remain continuously ashore for about
three months, after which they are freed from all duties on
the breeding rookeries, and only occasionally return to the
shores. The breeding females arrive for the most i^art

nearly a month later, bearing their young immediately on
landing, and remaining ashore, jealously guarded by the
males, ibr several weeks, after which they take every oppor-
tunity to play in the water close along the beaches, and
about a mouth later they also begin to leave the islands in

search of food, and, migrate to their winter habitat. The
young males and the young females come ashore later than
the breeding seals, and at more irregular dates, and "haul
out" by themselves. Lastly, the pups of the year, born in

June and July, commence to "pod," or herd together away
from their mothers, towards the middle or end of August,
and after that frequent the beaches in great numbers, and
bathe and swim in the surf. They remain on the islands

until October, and even November, being among the last

to leave.

31. While resorting to or remaining on the land, the fur-

seal is practically defenceless, and it is, therefore, on unin-

habited islands or rocks that large numbers of seals are

known to congregate during the breeding season. Such
j,i^Jj,''

**
*^ * " ^

places alone have afforded the necessary security from
various predaceous animals and from man, and all the noted

seal " rookeries" of both hemispheres have been
7 found on unpeopled insular areas. The latitude and

corresponding climate of such breeding places has
doubtless been a circumstance of some importance in ren-

dering certain localities congenial to the fur-seal, but even
the vSingle species inhabiting the North Pacific shows a con-
siderable range of adaptability in this respect, provided
that thenecessary security against disturbance and destruc-

tion be afforded for adults and young.
32. Until the discovery by the Kussians of the Com-

mander Islands in 1741, and the Pribyloft' Islands in 1786,

B s, PT VI 2
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those Avcrc doubtless, in the average of years, fully peopled
with seals up to the limits imposed by natural conditions,

()iiL;iniiiioiuu- such as food supply, areas aA-ailable for breeding grounds,

isia'i'X''"'''"''^
''^'*^ ^^'^ counteracting ellects of destructive agencies at

that time alfecting seal life. Among the latter, particular

mention may be made of i)rcdaceous marine animals such
as the killer whale aiul shark, and to hunting carried on in

the southern portion of the migration range of the seal by
various natiAC tribes. These agencies were ;dinost contin-

uous in tlieir operation, but, in addition, ceitain occasional

causes of destruction of seals must not be lost sight of.

Anu)ng these are, inclement seasons in Avhich tlie breeding
islandsjorsomeof them, remained so long ice-bound that the
females were unable to land in time to give birth to their

young; autumn storms, fatal to young seals, and also the
recurrent inroads of nuirrains or diseases of various kinds.

Of the two first of these last-mentioned causes, instances
whii'li have resulted in great danuige to seal life have been
recorded on the Tribyloff Islands. In regard to the third,

though else\vhere observed, there is a renuirkid)le absence of
notice in the records of these islaiuls.

Natural thictun- 33_ '\'\^^. sciiaratc or concurrent efiects of such causes,
tioiism numbers. i ,. i ,- ^^ i i ^ , i -i

even before the eraot the seal hunter, must have produced
great tluctuatious in the total volume of seal life in certaia
years or terms of years. There are of course no data avail-

able in actual ])roof of this, but that such must have
occurred is sutficiently obvious from aiuilogy with the
known facts relating to other animals, and particularly
those of a similar gregarious habit.

iiiKrioioiH-e 34:. In all parts of the world the discovery of the breed-
ing islands of the fur-seal has usually been followed by
unrestricteds]aughteru])on these breeding places, and this

luis inv:>ri;ib]y resulted in general de]>letion, often ai)])roach-

ing exteijnination, but in no known case within historical

times, has it actually resulted in complete^ extirpation.

(B.)

—

KUl'nuj on the Bn't'dhaj Ishotds.

Eftects ..f kill- 35. The discovery of the breeding islands in the Korth
'"'^" Pacific, and the slaughter of seals upon them by man,

introduced a more important f;ictor in regard to their seal
life, the general effect of which, under what regulations
soever, tended inevitably towards a reduction in the aggre-
gate number of seals frequenting the islands. In other
words, the initiation of commercial killing on the breeding
islands interfered with the previously established balance
of nature. It formed a heavy new draft upon seal life,

while no compensating relief was aftbrded against the
active depredations of other enemies or against other nat-
ural occurrences which had heretofiu-e set limits to the
increase of the seals. Their former i)laccs of secure retreat
were invaded by man. while, during the greater part of
each year, they remained exposed on the open ocean as
before to innumerable accidents, and entiiely beyond the
control or possible i)rotection of those in charge of the
breeding islands. The inroads of the seal killers on the

with uatiirnlcoii

<litiou!<
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islands iniijlit be modified in kind or in degree, but their

general tendency eould not be reversed,

30. The Pribyloff and Connnander Islands of the North Kegniationson

Pacihc have, however, continued to be the resorts of large '"'•'®'i'"^>«^'i'"i'*-

numbers of fur-seals for more than KtO years subsequent to

their discovery and occupation by the Eussians. Almost
from the first, regulations restricting the slaughter of seals

on land were instituted and carried out by the Kussiau
authorities, ami similar measures have been continued in

the case of the Pril>yloff Islands by the Goxernment of the
United states. Though continuous, or nearly so, in their

general operation, such regulations have varied much in

their nature, and even more with regard to the degree of

elliciency with whic^h they have been enforced, and in the
latter respects they have at no time been entirely satisfac-

tory for the purposes intended.

'M. During the early years of the Kussiau control, the inipiovcmints

conditions of seal life were very imperfectly understood, ""''^"'"^'"°*'-

and but little regard was paid to the subject. A rapid
diminution in the number of seals freijuenting the islands,

however, eventually claimed attention, and improvements
of various kinds followed. Among the tirst of the more
stringent measures adoi)ted was the restriction of killing

to males, which followed from the discovery that a much
larger luimber of males were born than were actually

8 required for service on the breeding "rookeries."

The killing of fenmles was practically forbidden on
the Pribyloff Islands about 1847, and on the Commander
Islands probably about the same date.

38. The obvious fact w^as also recognized that the killing-

for food alone of large numbers of young seals or "pups,"
when their skins came to possess no commercial value, was
a useless waste of seal life. On the Comnuinder Islands

this i)ractice ceased after the year 1874. It was strongly

protested against as early as 1875 on the Pribyloff Islands,

but was not actually forbidden there until the year 1891.

30. The number of seals annually killed on the Pribyloff xumijois uiii-

Islands during the earlier years of the Pussian I'^^U'iuie is[^y'^'g^j^\'^^^|,'"''^"

not accurately known, though fairly exact statistics are

extant from the year 1817. Sufficient is known, however,
to show that the number killed in various years before this

date differed widely, and was in some years excessive.

The whole nunabers of seals killed in certain terms of years
has been recorded with approximate accuracy. A study
of the figures thus available indicates that the average
annual killing during the twenty-one years, 1787 to 1800,

both inclusive, Avas about 50,000; during the nine years,

from 1807 to 1810, it was approximately, .47,500; and dur-

ing the years from 1817 to 180() was 25,000.

('Ombiniug the whole i)eriod covered by the figures above
quoted, and adding* the year in which the islands Avere

discovered, Ave find that th(i killing on the Piibylofl" Islands
averaged for this term of eighty-one years about 34,00(>

annually.
The exact iigures, in so far as these can be obtained, are

given in a tabular form (§771).
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tinoatenert*'"iu
'^^^' ^^^^ exccssive killing of seals in certain years of the

Kussian times. Russian periocl of control, together with the nearly pro-
miscuons slaughter (for the first part of this period) of seals

of both sexes and all ages, doubtless had much to do with
the alarming decrease in seal life Avhich occurred more than
once during this period. It is to be noted, however, in this

connection, that as both males and females continue to be
l^roductive as breeders for a number of years, the effect of
excessive killing of any particular class of seals, such as
young males or young females, for two or three consecutive
years, could only produce its full eft'ect on the breeding
" rookeries " after the lapse of four or five years.

It is thus instructive to observe that even to maintain
the comparatively low average number killed during the
Russian period, it was found absolutely necessary on sev-
eral occasions to institute periods of rest or " zapooska,"
in which all killing of seals was prohibited for some years.

incrense in lat- 41. It Is also uotcworthy, tluit for many ycars prcvious

sianrtgime. '"*' to the closc of the Russsiau control (probably from about
1842) under a more enlightened system of management
than that of the earlier years, the number of seals resorting
to the islands was slowly increasing, and that the average
number taken annually was gradually raised during these
years from a very low figure to about 30,000, without
apparently reversing this steady improvement in the num-
bers resorting to the islands.

42. In 1867, the last year of the Russian tenure, a sudden
and great increase in the take of seal-skins was allowed to
occur, and the number arose abruptly in this year to about
75,000.

United States 43. Jn the uext year, being the first in which the Priby-
loff Islands i)assed into the control of the United States,

an almost promiscuous slaughter occurred, in which it is

estimated that over 242,000 seals were killed. In 1869
about 87,000 seals in all were killed, making an average
number for each of the three years, 1867 to 1869, of over
130,000, and including large numbers of females.

44. The effect of the irregular and excessive killing on
the breeding islands in these three years (long before pe-

lagic sealing had grown to be of any importance) became
Effects of ex- apparent in two principal ways: (1) the number of seals

cesane ® *"§ '"
^jjjjjjjjjgjjg^^ qq ^\^Q breeding islands to an extent much
greater than could be accounted for by the actual number
slaughtered, and at about the same date the seals were seen
in uni)recedented abundance off the British Columbian
coast to the southward (facts clearly shown in the diagrams
and by figures elsewhere given for the catch)

; (2) the num-
ber of young produced in the three following years was
much less than before, and this, in conjunction with the
extraordinarily high limit of 100,000 allowed by law to be
taken each year, commencing in 1871, speedily brought
about a very marked decrease in males of killable age.
Thus, in 1875, notwithstanding the generally optimistic
tone maintained in official reports, we find a first significant

note of warning, and economy of seal life is inculcated. In
the same year the number of skins obtained was consider-
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ably reduced in face of a steady market, and before the
decline in i)rices of tbe two sneceediug years, which decline,

no doubt, accounts in part for the still smaller luimber of

skins taken in these two years.

!> 45. It is particularly important to note the effects

of the excessive killing of the years 18<i7-()8-69,

which, combined with those ensuing from the slaughter of
male seals of particular ages in various years to 1876, can
be closely followed, chietiy by means of Captain Bryant's
intelligent notes on this period, Avhich are elsewhere sum-
marized (§ 810 et seq.).

46. It is clearly apparent, and is borne out by the expe-
jiu^gj'J"^!;'®. ^^\l'

rience of later years, that any severe disturbance of the turbance."

natural conditions on the breeding islands is at once re-

flected in changes of habits of the seals and in the irregn-

larities and overlapping of dates in the annual cycle of seal

life. Such changes are not prevented by the restriction of
killing to males, for an excess in number of males is a part
of the natural conditions; and any change in the proportion
of males, even if not pushed so far as to become in itself a
cause of decrease in numbers born, constitutes a true cause
of change in habits, and has a very special effect on the
time and ])lace of landing of the females (§ 396 ct seq.). An
excess in number of males, with the consequent competition
for females, must, in all i)robability, further be regarded as

a provision for maintaining the strength of the race as a
whole by means of natural selection, and in the case of the
fur seal it is not j)ossible to substitute for such provision
the artiticial selection of breeding males, as is done with
animals under the control of num.

47. In 1870 the Pribyloff' Islands were leased by the Kiiiinfr fixed

United States to the Alaska Commercial Company, and the "* ^'""'""•

number of seals to be killed for skins was fixed empirically

at 100,000 annually. This number was admitted at the
time by the best authorities to be experimental (§§ 810, 815),

and it was x^rovided by Congress that the Secretary of the
Treasury might reduce the number allowed for killing if

found necessary, for the sake of preserving the seals and
with proportionate reduction of rent. Practically, how-
ever, and on grounds not publicly explained, it remained
unaltered, and became a fixed limit.

48. As early as 1875 and 1876 fhe number thus estab- iieported too

lished was officially reported as being too great, but it was '"^''''

not reduced or changed during the entire twenty years'

term of the lease, except by au alteration made in the rela-

tive proportions to be killed on St. I*aul and St. George
Islands in 1874, when also the time during which the kill-

ing for skins might progress was extended.
49. The limit thus fixed did not include seals killed for Actual killing

food at seasons or of ages at which the skins were not mer- «'-'^'''''^'i'''' i^u.^oo-

chantable; and, as a result, the total recorded take of seals

on the islands in each full year of the lease but three,

actually exceeded 100,000. Of these three exceptional
years, one falls below 1()0,000 by a very small amount only,

while two are considerably below it. Thus, excluding the

first year, the number known to have been killed in each
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of tlie nineteen sncceedins years of tlie lease averages
103,147. The ol'iicial tigures for the entire twenty years of

the lease farther sliow tliat, during tliis term, lL'9,r)30 seals,

including about 93,()()() unweaned young, or ''])ups," were
killed for food or otherwise, of M'liich the skins were not
marketable; this waste alone being more than 7 per cent,

of the whole number killed.

50. These totals, however, do not include seals lost or

destroyed in various ways incidental to the modes i)rac-

tised in driving and killing (§ 704 ct scq.), nor those taken
or killed in raids (§ 727 ct ficq.), or other illegal ways con-

sequent on the imi)erlV'ct ]>rotection of the islands. These
together would raise tlie iij^ures representing the annual
killing by a very material though unknowu amount. Lieu-

tenant Maynard, in his report Mritten in 1874, estimates

the total number of seals killed each year about that date

at 112,000. According to Bryant ('^M<mograpli of North
American Pinnepeds," p. 410), the total number of seals

actually killed upon the islands during the first six years
of the ITnited States control amounted to 110,000 annually.

51. The killing since 1807 of so large a number of seals

on the Pribyloff Islands thus constituted a draft on their

seal life of a character never before attempted, and more
than twice as- great as any similar demand of which com-
parable records have been preserved; the aniuial average,

as above stated, for the previous eighty years, having been
about 34,000.

52. The various reports on the condition of the seals

resorting to the Pribyloff Islands in ditferenfc years, ami
other published information bearing;- on the same subject,

are often contradictory, and sometimes so manifestly inac-

curate, particularly iu respect to the crucial jioint of the
Reports aflord mimber of seals, that it is difiicult from these alone to form

imsa IS ii.K.iy
.^^^y satisfactory or coherent idea of the actual state of seal

life during much of this period. These discrei>ancies iu

part arise from the frequent changes which occurred iu the

l)ersonnel of the Government Agents and Comjjany's offi-

cers, in consequence of which no single method of ascer-

taining the condition of the "rookeiies," or of estimating

the number of seals fretiuenting the islands, was long nmin-
tained : in i)art from tlie api)earance iu several cases of the

same individual, now in the capa(;ity of an emi)loye

1.0 of the Company, and again as a supervising offlcer

of the (rovernmeut. I'here are alst), unfortunately,

certain groups of years during whicli no serious attempt
appears to have been made to ri'cord tlie true condition of

the breeding islands. This is particularly the case in years

between 1880 and 1880.
Eviaoiice of 53. The killing on the islands was, however, by law con-

otii.rkiiHis.
lined to male seals, and it is, rather from the collateral

evidence afforded by allusions to the proi)orfion of virile

males to females, together with other incidental references,

the meaning of which becomes clear when coupled with
local knowledge, tlian from many of the direct statements

l»ublished, that a true idea of the actual coiulition of seal

life on the islands durini>- these years can be formed.
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54. The proper proportion in number of virile males to ^^^-pmw.^of

adult females is a matter of importance, and in estimates,

made while the rookeries of the Pribyloff Islands were still

in excellent condition, there is a satisfactory measure ot

agreement on this point. Bryant placed tins proportion at

one male to nine to twelve females, while Elliott states tlie

mean number of females in a harem in 1872-74 at from five

to twenty ("Monograph of North Ameiican Pinnepeds,"p.

390: United states Census IJeport, p. 3(5). IVI. Grebnitzky,

Superintendent of the Commander Islands, and a naturalist

of pre-eminent experience in the facts of seal life, infonned

us that when the proportion of females exceeded ten to each

mature male, he considered that too many males were being-

killed and that each harem should in no case contain more

tlum twenty females. When, therefore, we find the harems

in the Pribyloff Islands growing yearly larger, till at the

present time they surpass the proportions above mentioned

from four to eight times, it is reasonable to conclude that

in this change the ettect of an excessive slaughter ot young

males is rendered ap])arent.

55 Our own and all other local observations on the rook-

eries during the last few years prove that it is no uncommon

event to find a single male S(>al with a harem numbering

from forty to fifty, and even as many as sixty to eighty,

females
50. Further evidence with the same meaning is afforded J-ther^^^^^^^^

by the increasing number of barren females; by the dis-

turbance and change iji the habits of the seals ; by the actual

dearth of "killable" seals in the vicinity of the nearer rook-

eries, and the extension of driving (as early as 1879 or 1880)

to places which had i)reviously been held in reserve and

which had seldom or never been drawn upon in earlier years

;

by the driving of "killables" from the very margins ot the

breeding rookeries, which should have remained undis-

turbed : by the longer time during which the killing required

to be continued in later years in order to enable the iull

quota to be obtained, and by the larger number ot under-

sized and otherwise ineligible animals, including temales,

ruthlessly driven up in recent years and turned away trom

the killinV grounds in an exhausted and bewildered it not

actually injured state. The pro]>ortiou thus turned away,

according to the report of the Special Treasury Agent m
1890, actually rose to 90 per cent, of the whole number

driven
57. A critical investigation of the published iii after, ^J;;dicato^j-o^^^

together with the evidence personally obtained trom many

sources and an examination of the local details ot the rook-

eries and hauling grounds on the Pribyloff Islands, leads

us to believe that tliere has been a nearly continuous tleteri-

oration in the condition of the rookeries and decrease in the

number of seals frequenting the islands from the time at

which these i)assed under the control of the United States,

and that although this decrease may possibly have been

interrupted, or even reversed, in some si)ecially favourable

years, it was nevertheless real, and in the mam persistent.
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for"kiiifn
^
too ^^' "^'l^^''® ^'^'^ ^^ ^^o (loiibt that tliG iiuiiibei- fixed by law

Hgh/ '"^ ""and maintained for commercial killing on the breeding-
islands lias been much too great, and that tlie resulting
slaughter of more than 103,000 male seals in each year has
been more than the total volume of seal life could fairly

stand. The sparing of females in a degree prevented, for

the time being, the actual depletion of seals on the islands,
and this, with the fact that the killing of immature males
does not immediately produce its effect on the " rookeries,"
caused the apparent decrease to be at first gradual. As,
however, this effect was of a cumulative character, it could
not very long escape observation, and it was observed by
the natives, as we personally ascertained from them, to be
distinct and serious at least as early as 1882 or 1883, while
Colonel JVIurray, the Government Agent, and Mr. Elliott,

the Special Treasury Agent, in their several reports to the
Treasury, trace the beginning of the notable diminution
back as far as 1879 or 1880. Other evidence of a circum-
stantial rather than a direct character, elsewhere detailed,
enables the earlier effects of the general decrease to be fol-

lowed still further back (§ 071 et seq.).

Not adaptable. 59. It is particularly necessary to note that the adoption
of a high fixed number to be killed each year, practically

prevented such a system of adaptable control, based
11 on the observed facts of each year, as would have

enabled the best results to have been obtained and
due provision to have been made in time to counteract the
effects of unfavourable seasons or of other extraneous con-
ditions affecting seal life. The system adopted was in fact
purely artificial, and one not suited to the natural require-
ments of the case.

(C.)

—

Sealing at Sea.

Pelagic sealing 60. From the circumstances above noted, the maintenance

teauife!"
'''"''"''" of scal life lu the North Pacific was threatened and reduced

to a critical state in consequence of the methods adopted
on the breeding islands, where the seals were drawn upon
annually to, and even beyond, the utmost limits possible
apart from depletion, and where, in consequence of the
enlarged season of commercial killing and the allowance
of " food killiug" during the entire time in which any seals
resorted to the islands, these animals had i)i':>ctically no
undisturbed season of respite. At this time a new factor
also tending towards decrease appeared in the form of
•"pelagic sealing," a phrase applied specially to the hunt-
ing of the fur-seals on the open sea, schooners or other small
vessels being emi)loyed as a base of operations.

Its origin and 61. This particular method of sealing originated as a
eveopment.

natural outgrowth from that practised from time imme-
morial by the natives of tlie coast of British Columbia, and
parts of South-eastern Alaska and the State ofWashington.
In this industry these natives have from the first been
largely interested, though it has been taken up, fostered,
and directed by the Whites. It was thus in its mode of
origin a perfectly natural and legitimate development of
the native modes of hunting (§ 571 et seq.).
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62. Pelagic sealing', as thus by dej^rees expanded into an
iinportaut industry, was an essentially novel method of tak-

ing the fur-seal consequent on the peculiar habits and mari-

time genius of the native peoples of the west coast of iSorth

America, and particularly ofthose in British Columl)i;i, and
the vicinity of Cax)e Flattery in the adjacent State of Wash-
ington. It was from the first, and still is, an important
source of revenue to a native population, numbering many
thousands, as well ns a help to their advancement in civili-

zation.

03. Under the circumstances above described as prevail-

ing on the breeding islands, the growth of this new industry,

however, meant a further acceleration of the rate of dimi-

nution of the fur seal of the North Pacitic as a whole.

04. The hunting of the fur-seal by the native peoples in
y^^^^" eXultln^

*

their own canoes, and using the shore as a base of opera-

tions, had been practised trom times which are prehistoric

for the West Coast; but the total number of seals thus
taken (save in certain exceptional years) was always small,

and it was not till about the year 1861> that the tirst practical

essays were made in taking the seals at sea with the assist-

ance of schooners provided with Indian hunting crews and
canoes. This method of hunting was initiated almost simul-

taneously, about the time mentioned, in British Columbia
and in the adjacent State of Washington.

65. It may liere be particularly noted that the industry Peculiar char-

thus developed in consequence of peculiar local conditions, ^^^^[ng*
I'^'agi"

had never elsewhere appeared as a factor of commercial
Importance, and that'in so far as we have been able to dis-

cover by inquiries specially directed to this point, no ves-

sels carrying hunters for the puri)ose of taking seals at

large on the sea-surface had ever before frequented any seas

anywhere.
The vessels sailing from i^ew England and from some

British i»orts, Avhicli formerly, in considerable numbers,
made sealing voyages to the Southern Hemisphere (§ 834
et seq.)^ slaughtered the seals there only on shore and at the

breeding places, and this without any respect for the rights

of territorial dominion or property over the islands they
frequented. The " sealing fleet " employed in the Southern
Hemisphere has, therefore, at no time been of the same
character with that engaged in pelagic sealing in the jSTorth

Pacific.

60. For several years subsequent to its inception, pelagic if« gvovrth.

sealing remained in the hands of a few persons, and was
to so great an extent a trade secret that little information
can now be obtained respecting it. This is particularly the

case in regard to the sealing-vessels sailing from United
States ports, some of which, although interested in ])elagic

sealing proper, are known to have obtained many skins by
illegal raiding on the breeding islands from tlie earliest

years of the control of these islands by the United States.

67. From four schooners in 1878 and 1879 (about which
time the new development of sealing first began to attract

some attention), the sealing fleet owned in British Colum-
bia gradually increased, till in 1889 twenty-three, in 1890
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12 twenty-nine, and in 1891 fifty vessels were employed
ill it. So far as known, the first of tliese vessels to

enter Beliring- Sea for purposes of sealiiif^- was the " Mary
Ellen," in 18S4. In 1885 two of the British Columbian
vessels continued their voyage into Behring Sea, and in
the following- year the entire fleet, then luimbering eighteen
vessels (excepting two which were wrecked), did so.

The fifty vessels emi^loyed in 1891 were provided with
oTO boats and canoes, and were manned by 1,083 Whites
and Indians.

G8. The TUimber of skins thus obtained grew in propor-
tions corresponding to the growth of the fleet from 3r),.3I0

in 1889 to 43,315 in 1890, and to 49,615 in 1891. Only a
portion of these catches were, however, made within Beh-
ring Sea, and of this portion an increasing percentage was
obtained in the westeru region of that sea.

69. At least one vessel registered in the United States is

First pelagic kuowu to have entered Behring Sea for legitimate pelagic

ringsfiea"
^*^^ sealing as early as 1881, and, in this particular extension

of the industry, the British Columbian sealers cannot
therefore claim to be the pioneers.

70. The United States have for many years past strenu-
ously endeavoured to build up native maritime industry.
In this pelagic sealing they undoubtedly have on the
Pacific coast a useful nursery for seamen. The industry
of whaling has shown a serious falling-off in recent years,
but that of sealing has exhibited a marked and steady
increase. In 1885 there were not ten vessels so employee!.
In 1891 the sealing fleet owned in the United States num-
bered more than forty vessels, and the value of the catch
is reported to have exceeded 30,000Z.

(D.)

—

Additional points connected with dealing at Ben> or
on Shore.

sefveTonPriby- ^^" "^^^^ decrcasc iu the number of seals resorting to the
.,11 isiau.is. Pribyloft" Islands is reported to have been more rapid since

1886 or 1887, and this has been attributed to the growth of
pelagic sealing. At the same time, the chief complaint
has been that a great proportion of the seals taken at sea
are females, whereas the most noticeable decrease observed
on the islands is in nmles. While, therefore, it may be
admitted that pelagic sealing must be held accountable for
its share in the total eftect, the above mentioned incom-
patible complaints cannot be received without question.
When a decrease became apparent on the islands, pru-
dence should have dictated some curtailment of the annual
slaughter there in correspondence with the effect of the
new factor tending towards diminution.

Measuresprac- 72. ISTo sucli Curtailment, however, occurred. The Corn-

quota
" " ' '^'"pany holding the lease of these islands on fixed terms were

not interfered with, but continued to take their full legal
quota of skins without regard to the risk to seal life as a
whole. Not only so, but instead of redu'-ing the catch,
the standard of weight of skins taken on the islands was
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steadily lowered so as to include a youiiiier class of seals

under the designation of "killables." Instead of skins
weighing 7 or 8 lbs., those of 5 lbs. and (as vre have ascer-

tained on excellent authority) even of 4 lbs. and of 3| lbs.

Lave been taken and were accepted by the Company as
early as 1889.

This is in marked contrast with the conduct of aftairs on
the Commander Islands, where no seals yielding skins

below 7 lbs. in weight have been allowed to be killed for

some years, and where in 1891, in order to attbrd a factor

ot safety, the limiting weight of skins was raised to 8 lbs.

73. The Company holding the lease of the Pribyloff

Islands had, of course, its own interests in view, and the
period of its lease was drawing to a close; but it must be
added that no explanation has been offered by the Govern-
ment Agents in charge of the islands of the principles

under which they were guided to allow this lowering of

standards, with the concomitant encroachment on the
limits of breeding rookeries, and the extension of the area
of driving- to places hitherto held in reserve.

74. Summarizing the causes of w^aste of seal life involved .

waste of seal

in the metliods actually practised in killing' seals on the
Pribylofit Islands (§ (559 et seq.), we tind the following to be
the most serious:

(i.) The killing of unweaned "pnps" and of "stagey"
seals for " food," which together reached an average amount
equalling" 7 per cent, of the total annual catch. The skins
of such seals are unmerchantable, and their slaughter is

now admitted to be unnecessary, but it has been allowed
to continue till the year 1891.

(ii.) Accidental killing of seals, due to over-driving, and
other violence inseparable from the mode of "driving"
and clubbing the seals. These evils had been fully dealt
wuth by the United States Special Agent in his report

for 1890.

13 (iii.) "Stampedes" upon the breeding rookeries,

caused by efforts to secure "drives" too close to

their borders, or to carelessness of various kinds. -These
are especially destructive to "pups," which are trampled
to death by the older seals.

(iv.) Effects of disturbance on the breeding rookeries,

and of distress and fright resulting from "driving," which,
it is believed, causes many mothers with young, as well as

other classes of seals, to leave the breeding islands pre-

maturely.
(v.) Surreptitious killing* of seals by unauthorized per-

sons on the islands. This may not liave reached great
dimensions, but is known to have occurred, and no statis-

tics can be obtained res])ecting' it.

(vi.) Raids upon the rookeiies, rendered possible by the
laxity of control and supervision, which pi'ove most de-

structive to all classes of seals engaged in breeding, and
especially- to nursing mothers and "pups."

75. The ofticial statistics show, besides the seals killed

of which the skins were accepted for shipment, only those
killed for " food," and of which the skins were rejected.
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All tlie incidental causes of loss above noted are unac-
counted for, and the actual i)erceiitage of wastage in secur-
ing' the annual quota of skins since the Alaska purchase
thus remains indeterminate, but must have been great. It
is believed to have exceeded 10 per cent., and may well
have reached 20 per cent, on the whole number of skins
accepted.

Di f fie lilt yot 76. It is thus clear that the slaughter of seals upon the

kmin'^*.'"^
•'"''"'* breeding islands is in itself an essentially critical aud dan-

gerous method of killing, Avhich, although established by
long custom, can scarcely be otherwise Justified. Xo reg-

ulations which have heretofore been devised have even
theoretically removed such dangers. Till quite recently,

altogether insufficient care has been exercised in carrying
out existing regulations; and the facts above referred to

show clearly in what way, notwithstanding stated rules,

and, in the absence of thoroughly independent and trained
supervision, such rules may be so interpreted or strained
as to ijermit the most serious damage to seal life as a whole.

Allegations 77. Agaiust the methods of pelagic sealing two principal

sfa^ihit*
P'^'^s*'' lines of criticism and of attack have been developed, and

both have been so persistently urged in various ways, that
they a])pear to have achieved a degree of recognition by
the uuinformed altogether unwarranted by the facts, in so
far as we have been able to ascertain them, though in both
there is an underlying measure of truth. It is stated (1)

that almost the entire pelagic catch consists of females;

(2) that a very large proportion of the seals actually killed

at sea are lost.

f
^^

\i^
' " "

"
^

''^' ^^ ^^ undoubtedly true that a considerable proportion
of the seals taken at sea are females, as all seals of suit-

able size are killed without discrimination of sex. This is,

in part, however, a direct corollary of the extent and
methods of killing upon the breeding islands, where, i>racti-

cally, in late years, all males reaching the shore have been
legally killable, and where, as a matter of fact, nearly all

the young males which land have been persistently killed

for some years, with the necessary result of leaving fewer
killable males in proportion to females to be taken at sea.

79. The precise bearings on the industry as a whole of
the character and composition of the pelagic catch made
along various parts of the coast and in Behring Sea are
discussed at greater length elsewhere (§ G33 et seq.), but it

may be here noted that the great surplus of females, result-

ing from the practice Just alluded to, has certainly ren-

dered the killing of considerable numbers of these at sea
less harmful in its effect than it might otherwise have
been.

80. To assume that the killing of animals of tlie female
sex is in itself reprehensible or inhuman, is to make an
assumption affecting all cases where animals are preserved
or domesticated by man. Most civilized nations, in accord-
ance with the dictates of humanity as Avell as those of self

interest, make legislative provision for the protection of
wild animals during the necessary periods of bringing
forth and of rearing their young; but the killing of females
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is universally recognized as permissible if only to preserve
the normal proportion of tlie sexes. This is the case in

all instances of game preservation and stock raising, and
in the particular example of the fur-seal, it is numerically
demonstrable that, in maintaining- a constant total of seals,

a certain proportion of females should be annually avail-

able for killing. The kdliug of gravid fenmles must, how-
ever, be deprecated as specifically injurious, and in any
measures proposed for the regulation of seal hunting
should receive special attention.

81. Respecting the number of seals lost after being killed PfrcentaKeiost
,

,'- ^ i'-i i-u ixii.of seals killed.
at sea, a large mass ot evidence has been accumulated, not
alone directly from the pelagic sealers proper, but also

from inde|)endent native hunters, both Indian and Aleut,
and from other sources of a disinterested character. The
result of this goes to show that the asserted wastefulness

of the methods employed is gravely exaggerated by
14 common report, and that there has been uuirked

improvement in this respect due to the increasing-

experience of the hunters (§ 613 et scq.).

82. Against this expert testimony we find scarcely more
than supposititious statements quoted and requoted, which,
when traced back to their sources, are discovered to rest

either on very limited experience or on very doubtful au-

thority; in some of which the number of seals fired at is

hopelessly confused with the number killed, while in others

it is even assumed that the number of rounds of ammuni-
tion disposed of represents the number of seals killed. We
have tlumght it well to follow up all the statements upon
which these allegations and hypothetical calculations are

based, and practically all of these are summarised else-

where (§ 014), and call for no further comment here. It is

certain that inexperienced hunters miss many seals, and
lose a considerable proportion of those hit, but such purely
negative results cannot rightly be assumed to have any
bearing-on the number lost by skilled hunters, such as con-

stitute the crews of the successful sealers.

83. More recently a further accusation has been made Mortaiiiy of

against the practice of pelagic sealing, to the eftect that-^"""^''*"''
'*

large numbers of females, with young upon the breeding-

islands, are killed at sea, and that in consequence many of

the young die. The consideration of this point involves so

many facts of seal life that it cannot be treated at length
here; but it may be mentioned that, when upon the Priby-
loft' Islands in 1891, we ourselves were the first to note and
to draw attention to the occurrence of a considerable num-
ber of dead " pups " in certain parts of the rookery grounds.
Various explanations of this fact were offered by the resi-

dents of the islands, both Whites and Aleuts, but in no
instance was the killing- of the mothers at sea at first

voluntarily advanced by them as a principal cause. The
actual circumstances, closely investigated by us, were,

'

indeed, such as to call for some other explanation, as else-

where detailed (§ 344 et seq.). It is, nevertheless, certain

that mothers are sometimes killed at sea, especially in

l)roximity to the shore fronts, and it is chiefly ui^ou this
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ground a radius of protectiou about the breediug" islands,

extending beyond the ordinary limit of territorial juris-

diction, is advocated as a measure of material benefit.

Eflv. ( <,f high 84. In addition to the circumstances obtaining on the
'"'"''• breeding islands, and the inceptiou and growth of pelagic

sealing, the high i)rices ruling for skins during the past
few years have to a considerable extent stimulated the
hunting of seals by uatives all along the coast. They have
also teuded to incite, on the part of the more lawless
sealers, raids upon the shores of the breeding islands

themselves, many of which have proved successful in con-

sequence of the wholly inadequate protection which has
heretofore been accorded to these shores; but, so far as we
have been able to ascertain, no schooners sailing from
British Columbia under the British Hag have even been
detected as participants in such raids on the Pribyloff

Islands.

(E.)

—

Fortner and yresetit Condition of the Industry.

Seals becom- §5^ Pcrliaps thc uiost jiotablc result of the above-men-
mg more pe agio.

^.^^^^^^ co-opcratiug causcs, embracing the disturbance of

conditions on the breeding islands consequent on close and
persistent driving and great paucity of males, on raids

made upon the shores of the islands, and on hunting at sea
during the northward migration of the seals, has been to

render that animal even more than before strictly pelagic

in habit.

80. Seals not actually engaged in breeding, including

young seals of both sexes and barren or unimpregnated,
though mature females, have either not landed upon the
islands, or have remained there for but a short time; and
thus the aggregate number to be seen on shore at any one
time has of late years become notably reduced.

More than ever 87. At thc sauic tlmc, thc general consensus of the state-

ments obtained from persons occupied in pelagic sealing

goes to show that there lias been no similar decrease in the
number of seals found at sea, but rather a possible increase

during the corresponding years. The evidence of a gen-

eral kind to this effect does not stand alone, but is fully

confirmed hy an analysis of the annual catch of the British

Columbian sealing fleet for the past few years, as exhibited

in the subjoined table, in which the average number of

skins obtained to each canoe or boat, and to each man
employed in the x)elagic sealing industry is given

:

found at sea.

1887.
1888.
1889.
1890.
1891.

Number of
Seala per
Canoe

or Boat.

Number of
Seals

per Man.

161 .56

143
I

55
15C

j

58
160

I

59
134

i

4r.
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Weather aud other obvious circumstances, including
those connected witli the uncertain status of the sealers in

respect to seizure, have of course affected tlie figures for

the various years to a considerable extent; but speaking
generally, the results show a remarkable uniformity, and
taking into consideration the measures adopted in 1801
under the modus vivotdi, the results of pelagic sealing in

this year are particularly noteworthy and to the point, see-

ing that of the fifty schooners employed, nearly all were
turned back before the expiry of the usual hunting season.

88. At sea, however, it is generally acknowledged that
the seals are becoming from year to year more and more
difficult of approach and capture, facts specially noted by
the native independent hunters, because specially afit'ecting

their catch by reason of the greater distance fi-om shore to

which it is now necessary to go in search of seals.

89. While, therefore, it is certain that, in recent years,
, ^p".-f "/'1-?

the number of seals to be found upon the Pribyloif Islands isiaiuiL'
'^ ° '

has very considerably decreased, it is uncertain to what
extent this particular decrease has been compensated for,

or is counterbalanced by the greater dispersion of seals at

sea. Under all the circumstances, it must be considered
as a remarkable evidence of the resistance of seal life to

unfavourable treatment, that the apparent decrease upon
the islands has not been even greater.

90. Kespecting the actual amount of this decrease upoh
the Pribyloff Islands, it is difficult to arrive at anything
like precise conclusions, in consequence of the lack of trust-

worthy evidence of a comparable nature for the various
years. A study of the available published data, made in

connection with a personal examination of the various
breeding grounds themselves, has convinced us, however,
that some, if not all, the estimates of the total number of

seals made in the earlier years of the term of the Alaska
Commercial Company have been greatly exaggerated, while
reports made in 1890, however accurate in themselves, have,
because compared with these overdrawn estimates, exag-
gerated the amount of the decrease.

91. The alarming forecasts as to the condition of the
breeding islands based upon reports made in 1890, have,
fortunately, not been verified by the facts in 1891, as per-

sonally observed by us. If, indeed, the correctness of some
of these reports for 1890 be admitted, the rookeries nuist

have materially improved in condition in 1891, while all

the evidence collected indicates that they were, in 1891, in

at least as good condition as they were in the preceding-

year.

92. On the Commander Islands, where the breeding rook-
c^"™'°" ^""e

"

eries have undoubtedly been more carefully aud systemat- laiauda."

ically supervised, the number of seals seen has gradually
increased for many years, and has in late years ap]>arently
held its own up to the present year, in which a decrease
has been noted. There is reason to believe, however, that
the increase ceased in 1S89 or 1890, and was replaced by a
deficit in 1891 in consequence of the number of skins taken
in the two foregoing years, which greatly exceeded the
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average, presumably because these years were the last of
the Alaska Commercial Compauy's lease of these islands.

Reasonable proof is thus again afforded that the sum total

of seal life on the breeding islands is affected most directly

by excessive killing on shore.
Facts at soa 93. jn nearly all that has heretofore been written on the

laementary.'^''™ fur-seal of the North Pacific, attention has been too nar-

rowly conlined to such observations as could be made upon
the breeding islands, and the fact that the greater part of
the life of the seals is spent, not upon these islands, but at
large on the ocean, has been to a great extent lost sight of.

This naturally happened from the circumstance that those
in any way interested in the seals, till the beginning of
pelagic sealing, remained upon the breeding islands, and
knew merely what coukl be ascertained there. The data
now obtained at sea, for the first time enables the migra-
tion routes and the winter as well as the summer habitat
of the fur seal to be clearly uiulerstood, and it becomes
evident that, in considering the condition of seal life as a
whole, we must include, not only the observations made
on the islands, but also the complementary, and, in part,

countervailing, facts noted at sea.
General con- 16 94. A rcvicw iu detail of all the available facts,

most of which have been alluded to or outlined in

the foregoing part of this summary, leads us to believe
that there has been, in the main, a gradual reduction in

the total volume of seal life in the North Pacific, dating
back to a period approximately coincident with the excess-

ive and irregular killing on the Pribyloff' Islands in 1807 to

1869, but that this reduction in total volume has not in late

years been nearly so rapid as the observed decrease in num-
bers upon the Pribyloff" breeding islands in the correspond-
ing years. Such a review suggests that if suitable and
moderate regulations be now adopted and carried out, the
decrease may be arrested, and no danger of the proximate
depletion of the fur-seal or destruction of the fur-seal fishery

need be anticipated.
Possible result. 95. If, howevcr, the inflexible and heavy draft on seal

life in the past should be maintained on the breeding
islands, while pelagic sealing also continues to increase at
the present ratio, it is practically certain that the whole
number of seals must, in the course of a few years, become
further reduced to such a degree as to cause the industries
based upon their capture to lose all importance from a
commercial point of view. The continued undue disturb-
ance of the seals must likewise tend to cause them to
abandon their present haunts.

Industrial con 96. Ajjart, therefore, from such merely ethical consider-
bi tratious.

ations as have from time to time been advanced in favour
of the preservation of the fur-seal, but Avhich appear to

have no special bearing upon this more than on any other
animal in a state of nature, the intrinsic value of the fur

of the seals together with the material interests involved
in the taking and the dressing of the skins, seem to call for

such regulations as may result in the maintenance of the
fisherv.
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97. A point, however, of grave but unrecognized impor-

tance, is tbe direct influence on the sealing industry of the
market for seal-skins. It is necessary to remember tbat
the requirements of this market may from time to time
altogether alter the regulations necessary. In the Atlantic
hair seal fishery, for instance, the international regulations

became subject to the new requirements of a process by
which the hair of newly-born seals became commercially
valuable. Again, the actual price of the skins at any par-

ticular period depends largely upon the uncertain require-

ments of fashion; and it is known that the Alaska Com-
mercial Company, recognizing this fact when lessees of the

Pribylofif Islands, by various more or less direct methods,
did much to popularize and increase the nuirket value of

the seal-skins, of which in the earlier years of their lease

they held a practical monopoly.
98. To render this point perfectly clear, it is only neces-

sary to quote the following exi)ressions from the report of

the Congressional Committee of 187G on the Alaska Com-
mercial Company:—"Every art and appliance and nuich
money have been expended in the cultivation of a taste for

seal-skin furs, which the Alaska Commercial Company had
almost the exclusive control over. ... By placing on
sale a larger number of skins than was required the i^rices

obtained would be lessetied, and the popular estimate of

this luxury depreciated, so that its present value would be
endangered and a change of fashion probably effected,

diverting it to some other fur, which might ruin the trade

altogether."

99. The high price obtainable for the skins in recent

years has, however, been in itself a principal cause of the

increased activity in killing and hunting which now ap-

pears to threaten the industry. If, for any reason, the

price of seal-skins should fall below, or even nearly to, the

amount of the Government tax (10 dol. 25 c.) payable on
skins under the new lease of the Pribylofif Islands, then, on

the one hand, the lessees woidd no longer find it remuner-

ative to continue taking- seals on shore, and, on the other,

the profits of seahng at sea would become so much reduced

as to discourage further enterprise in this direction.

100. It would thus appear that, as matters stand, a "lost^ Regj^y^ations

influential factor in respect to the fate of the fur-seal fishery

is one altogether removed froni natural facts of seal life,

and that either the demand for seal-skins as a whole, or

the special size or kind of skins called for by the market,

may at any time be changed in such a manner as to intro-

duce new determining factors in the industry. It is there-

fore evident that, in a matter of such considerable import-

ance, some additional and possibly counteracting system

of regulation of an intelligent kind is desirable; that this

should include a consideration of the industrial features of

the case as well as of those relating to the fur-seal as an ,

animal, and should be susceptible of constant adaptation to

fho changing requirements of the problem,

B s, PT VI—~3
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17 II.

—

Considerations Eelating to the Basis
UPON WHICH Precautions may be devised
FOR the Preservation of the Fur-seal.

je case to be iQl. The case to be met in the North Pacific is outlined
in the foregoing i^aragraphs, and is treated in greater de-

tail in Part II of this Report. Broadly stated, it is that
too many seals are or may be killed, that there are too few
males on the breeding islands; and that the seals, being
so continnally harassed and disturbed, may take to other
breeding and feeding places, or largely diminish in num-
bers, and in either case endanger and damage the existing
sealing industries.

(A.)

—

Interests involved.

seiand^shore** ^^^' ^^^ regard to iuterests, the sealing industry is nat-

urally divided into Avhat may, for the sake of brevity, be
termed the shore and ocean interests respectively. The
rights in either case are indisputable, and the possessors of
one class of these rights will not willingly allow them to

be curtailed or done away with for the mere purpose of
enhancing the value of the rights of their commercial rivals.

Thus the only basis of settlement which is likely to be sat-

isfactory or permanent is that of mutual concession, by
means of reciprocal and equivalent curtailments of right,

in so far as may be necessary for the preservation of the
fur-seal.

103. It may be added, that the line of division between
the shore and ocean interests is not an international one,
and that the question of compromise as between the two
industries cannot, in consequence, be regarded strictly from
an international point of view. If Ave may judge from the
respective number of vessels employed, the interest of citi-

zens of the United States in pelagic sealing is at the pres-
ent time approaching to an equality with that of Canada;
while Germany and Japan have been or are represented
in sealing at sea, and other Hags may at any time appear.
The shore rights, again, are at ))resent chiefly divided
between the United States and Russia, although Japan
owns some smaller resorts of the fur-seal.

inl?J '
* '^^ ''^' ^^^- Confining ourselves more strictly to the eastern part

of the North Pacific, to which the present discussion directly
relates, a comparison may be instituted between the amount
of capital emi^loyed in the prosecution of sealing on shore
and at sea, and of the other interests involved.

I ff*!
P^ ^''^'-^ 10^- ^t tlie present time the actual value of the buildings,

plant, and equipment of the North American Commercial
Company, on the Islands of St. Paul and St. George, is esti-

mated not to exceed 130,000 dollars (20,000/.). Adding to
this a further sum to cover other items of capital less directly
connected with the islands themselves, the entire invested
capital would probably be over-stated at 200,000 dollars

(40,000?.) ; and it is not to be forgotten that the Companies
leasing the seal islands habitually do a profitable retail trade
in supplies, &c., with the natives and others in addition to
acquiring the seal-skins.

ployed.
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100. Tlie estimated aggTegate value of the British Colum-
fij^^JJ ^^'steF'*'^'^

biaii vessels employed in sealing, with their equipment, as

they sailed in 189i, was :359,000 dollars (72,000/.). It has
been asserted that only a portion of this total, correspond-
ing" with the length of the period in each year in which
these vessels are actually engaged in sealing, should be
taken as the capital invested. This stateuieut is, however,
as a matter of fact, incorrect. The sealing vessels are sel-

dom used in or fitted for other en]i)loyment, and nearly all

of them remain laid up in harbour between the dates of the
closing and opening of the sealing season—that is, between
October and January, or February.

107. Adding to the above amount an estimate of the Xotai.

value of the United States sealing tleet in the same year,

which, it has been ascertained, cx(;eeds 250,000 dollars
(r)0,000/.), and may probably amount to 300,000 dollars

(00,000/.), an aggregate amount of capital of about 05(>,000

dollars (130,000/.) is represented by the combined fleets.

In the foregoing estimates, no mention is made of the
revenue accruing to the Government of the United States
from the lease of the Pribylofif Islands to the sealing Com-
pany.

108. It is difficult to present a luimerically accurate state- Comp.arative

ment showing the magnitude of the several interests astakeu''^"

represented by the nund)er of skins taken on the Pribylotf
Islands and at sea resi)ectively. During- the past few
years, the statistics of the Canadian pelagic catch have
been fully and carefully recorded j but of the catches made
by the numerous vessels sailing" from ports in the United
States, no trustworthy or complete official or trade st;itis-

tics appear to exist. Certain approximate figures for the
total pelag:ic catch have, however, been obtained,

18 the difference between which and those representing
the Canadian pelagic catch, compared with other

incomplete statistics, may be roughly assumed as showing
the catch by United States vessels. These totals include,

however, in some cases, skins taken on seizure from both
Canadian and United States vessels. The statement thus
presented may be considered as at least sufficiently accu-
rate to indicate the relative importance and growth of the
shore and sea industries respectively. The catches made
by United States vessels are comparatively small in pro-

portion to the number of vessels emi)loyed, chiefly because
of the lack of skilled hunters.
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109. Tliese statistics may bo tabulated as follows;
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wliodo not ship in sealing-vessels, is, from the point of view
of the Indians themselves, not inconsiderable. It amounts
for the British Columbian coast alone (§ 560) to an annual
money value of about 30,000 dollars (6,000/.), besides a con-

siderable food value represented by the seal liesh and lat.

This independent native huntin,y- is undoubtedly a prim-

itive vested interest of the coast tribes, and its character

in this respect is strengthened by the fact, now made clear,

that the winter home of the fur-seal lies along, and is adja-

cent to, the part of the coast which these seal-hunting tribes

inhabit.

19 114. In regard, then, to the interests likely to be summary.

affected by any measures of preservation, it is evi-

dent that much the largest amount of invested capital is

that engaged in pelagic sealing, uhile the most important
native interest involved is that of the Indians who take

seals either along the coast or as engaged hunters in the

schooners. On the islands there is far less capital employed,
and the number of natives earning a livelihood is relatively

small.

(B
.

)

—

Principles involved.

115. Passing from the interests to a more special consid- Protection both

eration of the princi])les involved in the i)rotection of the "ea.^^'""^"

'^^

fur-seal, it is in the first place clear, in view of the habits

and range of migration of this animal, that unlimited kill-

ing, whether practised on shore or at sea, must nltinmtely

result in destroying the jJTOsperity of the sealing industry

as a whole, and, therefore, that any measure of protection,

to be effective, must include both areas.

116. It is, moreover, equally clear, from the known facts. Easier on shore.

that efficient protection is much more easily afforded on the

breeding islands than at sea. The control of the number
of seals killed on shore might easily be made absolute, and,
as the area of the breeding islands is small, it should not
be difficult to completely safeguard these from raiding by
outsiders and from other illegal acts.

117. The danger to seal life on the breeding islands is, Greater changer

.Li XI 1 1 1 ii- .c • -1 1 • 1 ''f depletion on
on the other hand, and lor reasons ot a similar kind, par- shore,

ticularly great. It is chiefly by the persistent killing of

all males between certain ages upon tae Pribyloft Islands

that the sealing industry is immediately threatened. To
killing carried out on shore at the breeding season the
depletion of the fur-seals of the Southern Hemisphere is

entirely due, and, as Ave have seen, as an effect of such
killing, long before the inception of pelagic sealing, the

rookeries of the Pribyloff" Islands were more than once
brought to the verge of depletion.

It is certain that by excessive killing on the breeding-

islands, to whatever class of seals directed, the sealing

industry as a whole might without difficulty be ruined.

118. In sealing at sea the conditions are categorically ^^5^*^^''' *^*"ser at

different, for it is evident that by reason of the very method
of hunting the profits must decrease, other things being
equal, in a ratio much greater than that of any decrease
in the number of seals, and tliat there is therefore inherent
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an iiutomatic |>i'inciple of regulation sufficient to prevent
the possible destruction of the industry if practised only
at sea. The growth of pelagic sealing' proper, even though
so recent in its origin, already begins to contribute experi-

ence in support of this view. The seals Avhen at sea occupy
a given area of surface, and there is thus a natural limit to

the number of boats or canoes which can work that area
witliout interfering to a (;ertain extent with each other's

success. The increasing wariness of the seal has already
been alluded to, and it is also to be borne in mind that seal-

ing at sea can only be carried on in calm weather, seals

obtaining absolute "rest" while stormy weatiier prevails.
Protectioii sea ] 19. It is, therefore, abundantly evident, if we iudge by

alone ouiti? iirnt- ' 7 «« c> «/

equate! actual experience, that a coutrol of Seal life beginning aud
ending with protection at sea, either partial oi- absolute,

can do no more than palliate, and certainly cannot mate-
rially lessen, the danger to seal life as a whole, unless such
control be devised and adopted in close co operation with
agreed upon ecpiivalent measures on the breeding islands.

lUO. Whether from the i)oint of view of expediency or
from tliat of justice, this must be the dominant principle of
any regulation, and while it is improbable that any scheme
of measures would be seriously proposed v.iiich neglects
this princi])le, it cannot be too plainly stated that if the
attempt is made to regulate the killing of seals on shore or

at sea without the provision of concurrent restrictions upon
the other method, the result at best would be a curtailment
of slaughter in one direction, the door being left open to a
more than equivalent slaughter in the other, und no security

being obtained. It therefore follows that, as one class of
restrictions must be applied within jurisdictional limits, and
the other requires regulations applicable to all comers upon
the high seas, the subject of measures must be considered
as one of conventional agreement, concession, or bargain
as between the Powers interested. It will also be remem-
bered, that the primary plea for such an arrangement has
been that advanced in their own interest by the possessors
of the breeding islands; but it is believed, on the other
hand, that had no such plea been made, the interests of
the jselagic sealers w^ould, in the natural course of events,

have led them to press for a better protection of the breed-
ing x)laces of the seals ashore, in the interests of their own

branch of the industry.
Suggested prr;- 20 121. It lias bccu poiutcd out, aud wc bclievc it to

inbition on shore.
^^^ probablc, that if all killing of seals were prohibited

on the breeding islands, and these were strictly protected
and safe-guarded against encroachment of any kind, sealing

at sea might be indefinitely continued without any notable

diminution, in consequence of the self-regulative tendency
of this industry.

New metiioda 122. The natural development of pelagic methods of seal-

slry'!'^'^™" '"'^^'''ing has rendered it now no longer possible to preserve the

seals merely by restricting the catch on the breeding islands,

and the old methods of urili/ing the seals on these islands,

and of alfording them a measure of protection there during
the season at which they come to laud for breeding purposes,
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have become in tlieir nature ineffective and inapproj)riate,

especially in view of the sea sealing, wliicli, at the time
these methods were adopted, was practically nnknown.
The added knowledge of the fnr-seal now gained renders
it further necessary to recognize it as an essentially pelagic
animal, which, at a certain season of each year, resorts to

the land. Thus, the older and cruder methods of regula-

tion have become unsound and in large measure useless,

and the new conditions which have arisen require to be
faced, if it is desired to obviate all <langer of commercial
exterminatiou.

123. Besides the general right of all to hunt and take the ^^^^'^{^"^^
"s''*^

fur-seal on the high seas, there are, however, some special

interests in such hunting, of a prescriptive kind, arising from
use and immemorial custom, such as those of the "natives"
of the Piibyloff Islands, and of the inhabitants of the Aleu-
tian Islands, of South-eastern Alaska, of the coast of Brit-

ish Columbia, and of the State of Washington. There are
also rights dependent on local position, such as those of the
Governments j)ossessing the breeding islands and those
controlling the territorial waters in or adjacent to which
the seals spend the winter half of the year. Such rights

do not, however, depend on position only, but also on the
fact that the seals necessarily derive their sustenance from
the hsh which frequent these waters, which, if not thus
consumed by the seals, would be available for capture by
the people of the adjacent coasts. The rights of this kind
which flow from the possession of the breeding islands are
well known and generally acknowledged, but those of a
similar nature resulting from the situation of the winter
home of the seal along the coast of British Columbia have
not till lately been fully appreciated.

124. Eeferring more particularly to the Pribylofif Islands,
pr^^°|'og^*'°°

°°

it must perhaps be assumed that no arrangement would be '^' ^
"

entertained which would throw the cost of the setting apart
of these islands as breeding grounds on the United States
Government, together with that of the support of some 300
natives.

It may be noted, however, that some such arrangement
would offer ])erhaps the best and simplest solution of the
present conflict of interests, for the citizens of the United
States would still jiossess equal rights with all others to

take seals at sea, and in consequence of the proximity of
their territory fo the sealing grounds, they would probably
become the principal benehciaries.

125. Any such disinterested protection of breedingislands ^";ee(is no inter.

either by Eussia or the United States would possess the uon"!"*
^*^^" "'

extreme simplicity of being entirely nnder the control of
a single Government, whereas in every other project it

becomes necessary to face the far more difficult problem of
international agreement to some code of regulations involv-

ing an accompanying curtailment of rights. In other
words, any such arrangement must be viewed either as a
concession of certain rights on the high seas, or a conces-
sion of peculiar rights devolving from territorial possession
of the breeding islands of the seal, made iu each case for
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tliO])ur])()S('. ofiiidnciiif^ equivalent concessions on the otliei"

side in the common interest.
Thp ruling 12C}. FoY iniicticiil ])nri)oses, the main consideration is

tection. "
" *"'* that any sclieme ot'nieasnrcs ot'i)i'otection shall absolutely

control, so far as may be necessary, any aiul every method
of taking sealsj and from industrial considerations, and in

order i)roperly to determine on reciprocal concessions, it is

necessary to assume some ruliui;" principle in accordance
wirh Avhich these shall be governed, and such may be found,
in a rou,i>h Avay, in ])ostuliiting a ]>arity of interests as be-

tween i)e]agic sealing' and sealing" on the breeding islands.

This would inv()lve the idea that any regulation of the
fishery, as a whole, should be so framed as to afford as
nearly as possible an equal share in benefit or proceeds to

these two interests.

Ji\ghu iit sea 127. Inasmuch as the United States and Russia, -with in

isni'iuuToI'ii" 51" '''"''^i' degree .lai)an, alone have direct interests in the
VM-vd. breeding islands, while all other nations share with them

the undoubted riglit of sealing on the high seas, it may at

iirst sight appear ine(iuitablethat any basis of arrangement
giving so large a share to the possessors of the breeding
islands and involving so general a curtailment of common
rights should be contemplated.

IL'S. The except ionally favourable position which
21 the United States and Kussia Avould hold under such

a basis of arrangement is, however, to some extent
justified by the fact, that ii])on these Governments would
devolve the exj)ense and responsibility of efficiently con-

trolling and gnarding the breeding islands of the seals. It

may be noted tliat the ])reseiit time is one specially favour-
able to S(uno such arrangement, because (ireat I'>ritainand

the United States alone i)ossess considerable sealing tleets,

and it is probable that any regulations agreed upon by
these two (lovernments (especially if also approved by
Russia) would meet with the ready concurrence of other
Powers at present but slightly interested, or with merely a
potential concern in the matter.

ado'iVtiui" ^rstv
1^'^' 1" dealing Avith specific measures of preservation, it

wiitro. may be well to bear in mind tluit nu)re or less eflective steps
have already been taken for this ])ni)Ose in other ])arts of

the world besides the Pribylotf and Commander Islands.

It is wholly ill accordance with long exjierience in game
protection in the United Kingdom that the tendency has
arisen in various parts of the IJritish hhnpireto ])rotect the
fur-seal. In Australasia, in South Africa, and in the Falk-
land Islands, regulations have been adopted from time to

time with this object. Further precedents of a specially

api)ro])riate character are found in the regulations of the
Newfoundland (iovernment for the control of the great hair-

seal fishery, and in the Jan-IMayen International Agree-
ment, whereby a certain area of the North Atlantic, defined
by lines of latitude and longitude, has been subjected to

specific rules as to sealing since 1875, these rules affecting

the control of vessels, their captains, and crews.
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1.30. The principal modes of ])rotectioii of a ])i'actical eliar-
J-\

' "c i p a i

acter wliich liave been sn.i>-j4-ested for the North racific by tion'suggirteii!'^

various authorities may be classed under the followin^y-

heads:
(a.) Time. Limit in ])eriod of sealing'.

(6.) Knmber. Limit in number of seals taken.

((?.) Area. Limit in regions over which sealing- nniy be
carried on.

((/.) Methods Improvement in methods of conducting-
sealing-.

131. Limitations of time have been placed most pronu'- cioseTeasous.***'

uently in the list of remedies; and, indeed, " close seasons"
have beeu popularly regarded as the main if not tlu^ only
remedy of a general kind. It is clear, however, in the
light of facts, that, for the purpose of limiting- the total

uumbers taken, a time limit is specially aj)plicable only to

the i)elag-ic industry, in which the number of seals taken
bears a direct ratio, other things being equal, to the length
of the season of hunting-, and where the only way in which
a reduced catch would not result from a shortened season
would be by an increased number of vessels employed,
which would soon reach unremunerative limits. On the
breeding- islands, on the cmitrary, limiting- the time of kill-

ing- does not necessarily limit the numbers taken, and the
only effective limit is one of number. This has been fully

acknowledged in the measures adopted throughout with
regard to the regulation of the catch on both the Pribyloft"

and Commander Islands, where it is obvious that if but
one or two summer months in all were allowed for kilHng
and no other restrictions were a])plied, the number of seals
killed would become merely a (juestion of the number of
men employed, and need only be limited by the exhaustion
of animals to kill.

132. With further reference to the effect of i)r()posed EtrectH differ at
,. T-. 1 ,, , VT «<"* "-^"d "" shore.
tune Innits or close seasons on the shore- and sea-sealing
respectively, and in order to prove that such an apparently
simple method of regulation is not equally applicable to

both industries, it may be shown that generally this effect

would be not only inequitable, but often diametrically
opposite in the two cases.

In i)elagic sealing, the weather is usually such as to i nduce
a few vessels to go out in January, but the catches made in

this month are as a rule small. In Februaiy, March, ami
April the conditions are usually better, and larger catches
are made. In May and June the seals are found further
to the north, and these are good sealing months; Avhile in

July, August, and i)art of September sealing is conducted
in liehring Sea, and good catches are often made till such
time as the weather becomes so uncertain and rough as to.

practically close the season.

133. Upon the Pribyloff Islands, though it has been the on tiK« I'liby-

custom to kill a certain number of seals for food at all times " *'''^"* ^'

during the i)eriod of live or live and a-half months in which
any seals are found on shore, the young males or "bache-
lors" (which, together with virgin females, are practically

the only class which can be taken ashore in large numbers
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without actually breakiuf^- up and destroying the breeding
rookeries) do not arrive in notable proportions till June,
and, in common with other seals upon the islands, become
" stagey," and incapable of yielding good skins about the
middle of August. The ])rofltable killing ou the Pribyioft"

Islands is thus naturally limited, as a maximum, to a period
of about two months, and as a rule and under normal cir-

cumstances, the annual quota has been completed
22 within thirty to tifty working days, during which

the slaughter is carried ou at a numerical ratio many
times greater than that attainable during any period of the
l)elagic killing.

134. With seals killed at sea, the skins are never found
to be in a " stagey" condition, as has been ascertained by
inquiries specially made on this point, and there is, there-

fore, no naturally definite close to the time of profitable

killing, such as occurs on the islands. The markedly
"stagey" character of the skins at a particular season
appears to be confined to those seals wliich have remained
for a considerable time on the land.

Close seasons 135. Without, therefore, entering at length into a com-

appiicabie.'^"""^ parisou of ths respective effects of close seasons at sea or

on shore, it may be stated that, with the exception of the

months of July and August, any close time whatever would
have practically no effect on the killing on the islands, while

several of the months which might be chosen would seri-

ously affect sealing at sea. If, again, June or July should

be chosen as a close month, it would shorten the time of

killing upon the islands, but without necessarily reducing
the number killed; while an endeavour to insert such a
month of inaction, in the middle of the season of pelagic

sealing, would not only be very difficult in proper enforce-

ment, ijut, if enforced, would i)ractically break uj) the seal-

ing voyages, as the vessels engaged are then far from their

home ports.
other means of 136. Limitations of number of other kinds have, how-

reguiation.
evcr, bccu proposcd as applicable to the regulation of pe-

lagic sealing. Thus, it has been suggested that the number
of seals to be taken by each vessel should be limited ac-

cording to tonnage; tliat the whole number of vessels

employed should be limited; that those engaged in sealing

be required to obtain a license; and that a limited number
of personal licenses should be .supplied to individual

hunters.
Some such ]irovisions might be found to possess a par-

tial applicability, but while they might be useful portions

of a greater whole, they could not by themselves become
efficient sj'stems of control.

Combined limi- ^37 j^^^ eouitable basis of protection is therefore not to
tationoftimeaiul , „ . ; 1 -, j /. • 1 i t
number. be fouud lu the adoption of any simple and corresponding

close season, including a part of each year applicable to

both shore and sea alike; but as pelagic sealing might
easily be regulated by the adoption of a close season, while

shore sealing might with equal facility be governed by a

limit of number, it seems probable that some compromise
of interest may be arrived at by a combination of these

methods. .
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138. If certaiu moiitlis should be discuvssed as a close '^i'"*^ '""*" -i*

time for sealing at sea, it becomes important to inquire'*^''

which part of the season is most injurious to seal life in

pro])ortiou to the number of slvins secured, and to this

inquiry there can be but the one reply, that the most de-

structive part of the j)elagic catch is that of the spring,

during which time it includes a considerable proportion of
gravid females, then commencing to travel on tlieir way
north to bring forth their young. It is on similar grounds
and at corresponding seasons that protecti(ni is usually

accorded to animals of any kind, and, apart from the fact

that these seals are killed upon the high seas, the same
arguments apply to this as to other cases.

139. This portion of the pelagic sealing is wholly carried

on in that part of the North Pacific which lies to the south
of the Aleutian Islands, and here also, as has already been
pointed out, a certaiu number of seals are killed at the
same season by the iude})endent sealing of natives resident

along the coast of British Columbia and South-eastern

Alaska. The aggregate number of seals killed in this par-

ticular way is, however, relatively so small that it may be
practically ignored in any general i)ioposals looking to pro-

tection. It is scarcely possible, under present circum-

stances, to interfere with the independent native sealing,

even if it should be considered just to attempt to do so.

This species of hunting is decreasing rather than increas-

ing in amount as other industries grow up, and it may be
further indirectly discouraged without great difficulty.

140. It may be remembered that, to a great degree, any
restricticms of time applied to sealing at sea are also

restrictions of area, for at different seasons the sealing is

necessarily carried on in different i)arts of the ocean.

111. Respecting protection by means of limiting the area
j,J;',"^J^?

"^ *'""*

of sealing operations, it may be i)ointed out that the cir-

cumstances are such as to enable this to be done upon the

breeding islands without difficulty, for, both in the case of

the Tin'ted States and Russia, two separate islands are

resorted to by the fur-seals, and one or other of these

islands in each case might be strictly set apart and main-
tained as a reserve of seal life. Oi", again, certain portions

of the several islands might without difficulty be perma-
nently exempted from driving or disturbance by the sealers.

142. Limitations affecting sealing operations on the high Expense of
- ., ,. ,

'^

,

1 1 111 J.1T11 control at sea.
seas, by international assent, might equally be established

and maintained with the aid of a sufficient i^atrol of cruiz-

ers, though such police regulations would be attended
23 with considerable expense. Some expenditure is,

however, involved under any system of control of

sealing at sea, whether defined by area or by time limits.

143. In any case, great good would be done by extending rrotected zones

around the breeding islands, to a distance to be agreed [°,"X|
^""'^ ''"

upon in conformity with the circumstances, a zone of pro-

tected waters. Such an area of protection, if only of mod-
erate width, would not alone ]>revent the disturbance or

slaughter of practically all seals at the time actually resort-

ing to the breeding rookeries, but Avould possess the great
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additional advantage of rendering it possible to put down
the veiy destructive raids u])on the rookeries, wliicli have,
almost from the time of the Alaska purchase, been prac-
tised with comjiarative impunity by certain unscrupulous
sealers (§ 727 et seq.). It has ahvays been easy, under cover
of darkness or fog, to slip iu under the land across an
imaginary line drawn at only three miles from the shore;
but by extending such a limit to ten or twenty miles, it can
be^made an effective safeguard, so long as any cruizer is

retained about the islands ou police duty. The advantages
,

of such a widened zone of protection will be quite obvious
to any sailor, and its ])ractical.elfect would be to keep the
sealers, from ordinary i)rudential motives, very far from the
shores of the breeding islands. A 60-mile zone was reported
by Mr. lilaine (in December 1890) to be, in the opinion of
the President, an " effective mode of preserving the seal

fisheries for the use of the civilized world."
144. To render such reserved area an efficient protection,

however, it would be necessary to provide that between
certain dates no vessels, whether under pretext of whaling
or fishing of any kind, should enter the protected area
except iu making a passage, and that any vessel lowering
boats, or hovering within this area, would be subject to
penalties. It is already known that vessels ostensibly
engaged iu whaling and other pursuits in Behring Sea, have
really occupied themselves or aided in sealing or raiding,

and any less strict measures of preservation could only
result in increasing this evil.

' (C.)

—

Hummary of General Conditions hearing upon Regu-
lation.

145. From the foregoing review of the various facts and
circumstances of seal-life in the North Pacific, the follow-

ing may be stated to be the governing conditions of i>roper

protection and preservation

:

(fl.) The facts show that some such protection is emi-

nently desirable, especially in view of further expansions
of the sealing industry.

(&.) The domestic protection heretofore given to the fur-

seal on the breeding islands has at no time been wholly
satisfactory, either in conception or in execution, and many
of its methods have now become obsolete.

{e.) Measures of protection to be effective must include
both the summer and winter homes, and the whole migra-
tion ranges of the fur-seal, and control every place and all

methods where or by which seals are taken or destroyed.
(f7.) Although primarily devised for the protection and

perpetuation of the fur-seal itself and of the sealing in-

dustry as a whole, any measures must be such as to inter-

fere as little as jiossible with established industries, and
such as can be instituted under existing circumstances.

{e.) Equitable consideration must therefore be given to

the several industries based upon the taking of seals, and
especially to the number of persons dependent on these for
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a livelihood aud to the amount of capital invested, so that

the measures adopted may be such as to recommend them-

selves on the ground of common interest.

(/,) The controlling* Regulations should be so framed as

to admit of varying' degrees of stringency in accordance

with the changing exigencies of the case.

III.

—

Measures for the Protection and Preservation of the
Fur-seal of the North Pacific.

(A.)

—

General Nature of Measures required.

146. The actual measures necessary for the proper protection and
preservation of the fur-seal fall under two heads, namely:

(i.) Improvements in the methods of taking seals;

(ii.) Eestriction in the number of seals taken.

24 Those of the latter class are the more important, but as the

"improvements in methods" are more easily dealt with, and are

scarcely open to question, these may be first outlined.

(i.)

—

Iiwprovements in the Methods of tdkhuj Seals.

147. On the Breeding Islands.—The " drives" should be made as short

as possible, say, not to exceed half-a-mile as a maximum. They should

be carried out with due deliberation, avoiding excessive hurry, and
under the personal supervision of a responsible officer, and all seals not
intended to be killed should, as far as possible, be "cut out" at an early

stage in each "drive."

The actual clubbing of the seals should be performed with greater

care, avoiding injury or death to seals not intended to be taken.

148. Care should be exercised to avoid disturbing the actual breeding
rookeries in any way, and no seals not capable of yielding merchantable
skins tshould ever be killed.

The breeding islands should be fully secured against "raids," a com-
petent guard, with authority to repel any attempts at landing, being
provided; while some armed vessel should remain about the islands

during the whole of each sealing season, say, from the 1st June to oOth
November.

149. At Sea.—Here most of the improvements in methods which may
be suggested, necessarily partake of the character of restrictions which
may tend directly to reduce the number of seals taken. Such improve-
ments therefore require to be considered in their connection with the
general regulations projiosed for the restriction in number of seals

killed.

150. The most important improvements or restrictions which may be
treated from the side of " methods" are as follows:

Prohibition of the use of riHes in shooting seals at sea, and of the

employment of nets as a means of capture.

The adoption of a system of personal licences for White hunters, such
licences to be renewable annually, and revokable for proved breach of

any of the regulations provided.
Vessels propelled by machinery to pay an increased licence fee, or to

be wholly excluded from sealing.
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(ii. )—Ii(strictioii in the Kiiviher of Seals taken.

151. We are of opinion that to be elfective and suited to the exist-

ing conditions and to the interests at i)resent involved, any system of
measures for regulating the numljer and kind of seals taken should
include provisions of the following kinds:

{a.) The strict limitation of the number of seals killed on the breed-
ing islands to a safe maximum, the number and kiud of seals to be
adjusted within the limit of this maximum, from year to year if found
necessary, in accordance with the actually observed state of the breeding-
rookeries in each year.

(/>.) The institution of a zone of j)rotected waters surrounding the
breeding islands.

(c.) The establishment of a close time, such as to limit the period of
hunting at sea, and so devised as in particular to safeguard the seals

during that portion of the sjiring (covering the earlier part of the seal-

ing voyages as now made) in which a certain i)roportion of gravid
females is taken.

15U. One or other of these provisions for the limitation of sea sealing
should be subject to modification in area or time respectively, in such
manner as to check any tendency to excessive killing at sea, to allow
for exceptionally unfavourable breeding seasons, and, in general, to

correspond with any marked increase or decrease found to occur in the
number of seals.

153. It is suggested that such comi^ensatory changes in the degree of
stringency of regulative measures shall be made to depend upon the
number fixed for killing on the breeding islands in each year, so that if

it be found necessary or advisable to change this ruling number at any
time, the degree of stringency of the regulations apx)lied at sea may
be proportionately increased or diminished.

154. A compensatory i)rinciple of this kind should absolutely remedy
(if not in each individual year, at least in the average of years) any
possible want of efficiency in the general scheme of measures, remov-
ing any doubt which may be supposed to attach to the proper control
of sealing at sea, which it is not jjossible to regulate on an exact
numerical basis.

25 (B.)

—

Specific ^Scheme of Regulations recommended.

155. In view of the actual condition of seal life as it jiresents itself

to us at the present time, we believe that the requisite degree of pro-
tection would be aftbrded by the application of the following specific

limitations at shore and at sea:

{((.) The maximum number of seals to be taken on the Pribyloff
Islands to be fixed at 50,000.

(b.) A zone of protected waters to be established, extending to a dis-

tance of 20 nautical miles from the islands.

(c.) A close season to be provided, extending from the 15th Septem-
ber to the 1st May in each year, during which all killing of seals shall

be prohibited, with the additional i)rovision that no sealing-vessel shall
enter Behring Sea before the 1st July in each year.

156. liespecting the compensatory feature of such specific regula-
tions, it is believed that a just scale of equivalency as between shore
and sea sealing would be found, and a complete clieck established
against any undue diminution of seals, by adojDting the following as a
unit of compensatory regulation

:
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For each decrease of 10,000 in the number fixed for kilhug- on the
islands, an increase of 10 nautical miles to be given to the width of
protected waters about the ishiuds. The minimum number to be fixed

for killing on the islands to be 10,000, corresponding- to a maximum
width of protected waters of 60 nautical miles.

157. The above regulations represent measures at sea and ashore
sufficiently equivalent for all practical purposes, and probably embody
or provide for regulations as applied to sealing on the high seas as
stringent as would be admitted by any Maritime Power, whether
directly or only potentially interested.

158. As an alternative method of effecting a compensatory adjust-

ment of the stringency of measures of protection, it is possible that
some advantages might be found in the adoption of a sliding scale of
length for the season of sealing at sea, with a fixed width of zone of
protection about the islands.

In this case it is believed that, in correspondence with a decrease of
10,000 seals killed upon the breeding islands, the length of the sealing

season at sea might be curtailed by seven days, such curtailment to be
applied either to the opening or closing time of the sealing season.

159. It may be objected to the principle involved in any correlative

regulation of shore and sea-sealing, that it would be impossible in any
particular year to make known the number fixed for killing on the islands

in time to secure a corresponding regulation of pelagic sealing. As a
matter of fact, however, if the condition of the breeding rookeries called

for any change, it should be possible to fix this number with sufficient

precision a year in advance; while, on the other hand, the general
effect would be almost equally advantageous if the number killed on
the islands in any one year were employed as the factor of regulation

for pelagic sealing in the following year.

100. While a zone of protection has been spoken of as the best method
of safeguarding the vicinity of the breeding islands, it is to be borne in

mind that such an area might be defined for i)ractical purposes as a
rectangular area bounded by certain lines of latitude and longitude.

Even in dense fog, and, therefore, comparatively calm weather, an
arrested vessel could be anchored with a kedge and warp until the
weather cleared, according to frequent custom. The special advantages
of a concentric zone appear to be that it is more directly in conformity
with the object in view, and that in fine weather the visibility or other-

wise of the islands themselves might serve as a rough guide to sealers.

101. The restriction of the number of seals killed on the breeding-

islands, appropriate safeguards being provided, admits of very consid-

erable precision, and requires no special explanation. That the restric-

tion of the number taken at sea may be accomplished practically and
with all necessary certainty, and that the means of control available in

the case of this branch of the sealing industry are sufficient, is clearly

shown by the successful application of measures such as these here
proposed, to the Jan-Mayen and Newfoundland hair-seal fisheries, as
well as of those based on like iDrinciples which are generally employed
in protecting fish and game.

26 (C.)

—

Methods of (jiving effect to Hef/itlations.

162. The means suited to secure the practical efficiency of regulations
at sea are generally indicated by those adopted in the instances just

cited. It is unnecessary to formulate these here in full detail, but the
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following suggestions are otiered as pointing out those methods likely

to i)rove most useful in the particular case under consideration

:

(i.) Statutory provisions should be made, declaring it unlawful to

hunt or take fur-seal during the close season by subjects or vessels of

the respective Powers.
(ii.) The time of commencement of the sealing season should be fur-

ther regulated by the date of issuance of special Customs clearances
and of licences for sealing, and preferably by the issuance of such
clearances or licences from certain specified i^orts only.

(iii.) As elsewhere explained, the regulation of the time of opening
of the sealing season is the most important, and the closing of the
season is i)ractically brought about by the onset of rough weath6r in

the early autumn. If, however, it be considered desirable to fix a pre-

cise date for the close of sea-sealing in each year, this can be done, as
in the case of the date of sealing under the Jan-Mayen Convention.

(iv.) The liability for breach of the regulations, of whatever kind,

should be made to apply to the owner, to the master or person in charge
of any vessel, and to the hunters engaged on the vessel.

(v.) The ])enalty.imposed should be a tine (of which one-half should go
to the informant), with possibly, in aggravated cases or second ofl'euces,

the forfeiture of the catch and of the vessel itself.

(vi.) To facilitate the supervision of the seal fishery and the execu-
tion of the regulations, all sealers might, in addition, be required to fly

a distinctive flag, which might well be identical with, or some colour
modilication of, that already adopted for the same purpose by the
Japanese Government.

(D.)

—

Alternative Methods of RegnlatUm.

Kio. Although the general scheme of measure^ above described
appears to us, all things considered, to be the most appropriate to the
actual circumstances, measures of other kinds have suggested them-
selves. Some of these, though i^erhaps less perfectly adapted to secure
tlie fullest advantages, recommend themselves from their very sim-

plicity and the ease with which they might be applied. Of such alter-

native methods of regulation, three may be specially referred to:

(i. )

—

Entire I'rohihiium of Killing on one of lite Breeding Islands, witli suiiahle Concurrent
liegnlations at Sea,

164. The entire reservation and protection of one of the two larger
islands of the Pribylofl' group, either St. Paul or St. George Island,

might be assured; such island to be maintained as an undisturbed
breeding place, upon which no seals shall be killed for any purpose.
On the remaining island, the number of seals killed for commercial pur-

poses would remain wholly under the control of the Government of the
United States.

In consideration of the guaranteed preservation of a breeding island
with the purpose of insuring the continuance of the seal stock in the
common interest, a /one of protected waters might be established about
the Pribylofl' Islands, and pelagic sealing might be further controlled

and restricted by means of a close season, including the early spring
months, or by a protected area to the south of the Aleutian Islands,

defined by i)arallels of latitude. Such provisions at sea to have, as far

as ]jossible, qu5i.utivaleut relation to those established on the breeding
islands.
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(i(.)

—

Recurrent Periods of Rest.

105. This implies the provision of a period of rest, or exemption of all

seals from killing, both at sea and on shore, to extend over a comiilete
year, at such recurrent intervals as may be deemed necessary.

27 Such a period of rest might be fixed in advance for every fifth,

or i>ossibly as often as every fourth, year, and be made to form a
part of a general scheme imposing limitation of number of seals killed

on the islands in intervening years, together with restriction by time or

by area of ])elagic sealing.

While proximately equal in effect on both shore and sea killing, a
period of rest of this kind would, in other respects, cause some incon-
venience by its interrux)tion of the several industries, and this, though
minimized by the fact that the date of occurrence of the year of rest

would be known in advance, would not be wholly obviated by this

circumstance.

{in.)—Total Prohibition of Killing on the Breeding Islands, tvith Concurrent strict Regu-
lation of Pelagic Sealing.

166. While the circumstance that long usage may in a measure be
considered as justifying the custom of killing fur-seals on the breeding
islands, many facts now known respecting the life history of the animal
itself, with valid inferences di-awn from the results of the disturbance
of other animals upon their breeding places, as well as those made
obvious by the new conditions which have arisen in consequence of the
development of pelagic sealing, jooint to the conclusion that the breed-
ing islands should, if possible, remain undisturbed and inviolate.

107. If this view should be admitted, and i)articularly if the United
States and Ixussia, as the owners of the principal breeding islands of
the North Pacific, should agree to co-operate in entirely proliibiting all

killing of seals on these islands, and in guarding and protecting the
breeding places upon them, it should be i)ossible to obtain, in considera-
tion of such care exercised in the common interest, an international

assent to measures regulating sea sealing, of any required degree of
stringency, includingcertain si)ecial rights of supervision by the Powers
mentioned.

108. It might, for example, under such circumstances, be provided

—

(1.) That all sealing-vessels should be registered, and should take out
special licences at one or other of certain specified ports, as, for instance,
Victoria, Port Townsend, Honolulu, Hakodate, and Vladivostock.

(w.) That such annual clearances or licences be not issued before a
given date, say, 1st May, and that certain licence fees be exacted. Such
licence fees to be collected by the Customs authorities of the licensing

Government, and to be eventually transferred, in whole or in part, pro-

portionately, to the Governments protecting the breeding islands, to go
toward meeting the cost of this protection.

(3.) That no vessel should seal in Behring Sea before some fixed date
(say, 1st July) in each year,.and that vessels intending to seal in Beh-
ring Sea should report either to the United States or to the Eussiau
authorities on or after that date at named ports, such as Unalaska or
Petropaulouski.

(4.) That all duly licensed sealing-vessels should be required to fly a
distinctive flag, and that any unlicensed vessel found engaged in seal-

ing should be subject to certain penalties.

(5.) That a zone of protected waters should he established about the
breeding islands, within w'hich no sealing should under any circum-
stances be permitted.

B S, FT VI 4,
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(E.)

—

International Action.

169. In the foregoinj::;- remarks on tlie measures available for the pro-

tection and xjreservation of the fur-seal of the North Pacific, reference

is made throughout especially to the eastern part of that ocean, includ-

ing more particularly the area comprised in the range of those fur-seals

of which the summer haunts and breeding places are about or on the

Pribyloff Islands, and of which the winter home is found especially off

the coast of British Columbia. It is evident, however, that the same
remarks and recommendations apply equally to those fur-seals which
in summer centre about the Commander Islands, and in winter fre-

quent the seas off the coast of Japan.
170. It may be stated, further, that no system of control can be con-

sidered as absolutely complete and effective which does not include

under common regulations all parts of the North Pacific, and that the

facility of execution of measures and their efficiency would, under any
system of regulations, be much increased by the concurrent

28 action of Great Britain, the United States, Eussia, and Japan,
as indicated in the Message of the President of the United

States in 1889. Apart from the fact that vessels prevented from seal-

ing at given dates in certain areas might at these times frequent other

waters in increased numbers, the circumstance that there is a certain,

though not fully known, interrelation and interchange of seals between
the eastern and western breeding islands of Behring Sea, points very
clearly to the advisability of such co-operation in protection.
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DETAILED OBSERVATIONS ON THE FACTS AND CONDITIONS OF
SEAL LIFE.

I.—Natural History and Environment of the Fur-seal of
TUE North Pacific.

(A.)

—

Migrations and Range of the Fur- seal of tlie North Pacific.

(i.)

—

Eastern Side of the North Pacific.

171. Respecting: the migrations and range of the fur-seal in the North
Pacific, while numerous scattered references are to be found, these are
for the most part fragmentary and vague, and no connected account of

the migrations or migration routes, based upon facts, have heretofore

been given. The additional information gained in the course of special

inquiries on this subject now, however, not only enables the migrations
of the fur-seal to be clearly followed, but appears definitively to set at

rest the question which has been consistently asked by sealers from the
earliest times of the Russian occupation as to the winter habitat of the
fur-seal.

172. Written inquiries on this and other points were addressed to the
district Indian agents along the coast of British Columbia, and the
traders, Aleuts, Indians, and others interested or engaged in seal-

hunting, or resident on the West Coast, have been conversed with and
questioned. (See Appendix C.)

173. The notes thus obtained are summarized below, and it may be
stated that, with few and unimportant exceptions, such as may be
explained by variations from year to year in time and direction of
migration, these are concordant and homogeneous in their meaning.

174. Those who have been upon the Pribyloft' Islands in the autumn
and winter state that the seals leave these islands and their vicinity for

the south chiefly between the middle of October and the early jjart of
December, though a few may depart before the first date, while in

exceptionally mild seasons stragglers have been known to remain after

the latter month. The mature seals, especially the females, are the first

to leave, the pups (now on account of their change of coat ranking as
" grey pups") going later, and almost all about the middle of November,
when they are driven off by the weather. The "holluschickie" (half-

grown males or "bachelors") and a few old bulls are the last to leave.

175. From October to December, but chiefly in November, the seals

are seen in varying abundance by the Aleuts of the eastern part of the
Aleutian Islands, and are hunted by these people.

61
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The openings in the Aleutian chain, through which most of the seals

go southward, are those known as the Unalga, Akutan, Uniniak, and
Issanakh Passes. The seals killed here are chiefly grey pups, which,
particularly when the wind blows strongly from northerly directions,

seem to miss the actual passes, and to become embayed for a time in the

harbours and inlets on the northern side of the islands.

When strong easterly winds prevail at this season, grey pups, which
have evidently made their departure from the Pribyloff Islands, are

occasionally and in small numbers drifted as far to the westward as

Atka Island, longitude 172° west, but none are ever seen at Attu
Island.

170. On getting clear of the Aleutian Islands, the seals continue their

migration in a southerly or south-easterly direction, and do not follow

the coast in its north-easterly sweep, round the border of that part of

the ocean which is sometimes called the Gulf of Alaska. They are not

seen about Kadiak at this season, and only rarely in the autumn and
winter oft' Sitka. Nearly two degrees of latitude south of Sitka, how-
ever, the Indians of Klawak, in the Bucarelli Gulf, take a number of

seals every winter, generally about Christmas, most of these being grey

pups or yearlings.

177. About the northern part of the Queen Charlotte Islands, some
young seals are seen every winter toward the end of January and in

February. These are chiefly grey pups or yearlings, though a few full-

grown males and seals of other ages are seen as well. Hunting is not

carried on at this season, but considerable numbers of such seals

30 have sometimes been taken close to the shore. Between the

latter part of February and the third week in April, it is stated

that no seals are seen here.

Abreast of, or somewhat further north than, the Queen Charlotte

Islands, a considerable body of seals is often met with at sea by the pe-

lagic sealers in May or June. These seals are then moving northward.

In the northern part of Hecate Strait and its adjacent waters a few

grey pups are said to be often found in November and December, but
persons giving information on this point mention the end of December
as the time of arrival. Seals are more plentiful in January, February,

and March, but particularly in February. The entrance to Wark Inlet

is specially noted as a locality at which grey pups are often obtained

at this season. A few adult seals are sometimes taken in winter off

Banks Island, but no regular hunting is attempted there before the 1st

March, when Bonilla Island is occupied for this purpose by Kit-katla

Indians, and the 1st April, at which time Tshimsians resort to Zayas
Island for the same purpose. The hunting, as at present practised,

extends over April and the greater part of May; oft" Bonilla Island it

is continued through the gTeater part of June, but this diti'erence is

due rather to the option of the Indians than to any diversity in dates

in the arrival and departure of the seals in the two places.

Seals of both sexes and all ages are killed during the hunting season,

and a few full-grown bulls are seen, but are seldom taken. There is,

in this region, no interval between the arrival of seals from the north

in the early winter and their departure for the north, which occurs in

the main about the end of May.
Mr. B. Cunningham states, that about twenty-three years ago, he;

was personally cognizant of the fact that for several successive years

a small colony of adult seals stayed all the winter about Somerville

Island, in the entrance of Observatory Inlet. These seals appeared to

be following and feeding upon the ulachan or candle-fish.
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178. On tliat part of the const about Milbank and Fitzlmgli Sounds,
still further south, but unlike the last region in being fully open to the

Pacific, a few seals are seen about Christmas, or uot long thereafter.

They are generally first observed outside Cape Calvert. Seals are

most abundaut iu March, but a few remain till the latter part of Juue.
The seals coming first are chiefly females, but after about the 1st Juue
they are uearly all young males. Fully matured large males are found
in small nuDd)ers; grey pups or yearlings venture further into the inuer

chaunels, aud come nearer to the shores.

179. About the north end of Vancouver's Island and the entrance to

(Jneen Charlotte Sound the seals are first seen early in December, but
not in any abundance until about Christmas, from which time, for a
month or six weeks, they are very numerous in all this vicinity; though
the stormy character of the weather prevents the Indian hunters from
going far to sea in i)ursuit of them. Thej^ are stated to disappear about
April. The females are the first to arrive in the winter, but are fol-

lowed by the grey pups or yearlings a little later, and in most of the
time during which the seals remain, both sexes and all ages are repre-

sented, though the grey pupij come nearest to the shore, particularly

when the weather is lough. In the winter of 1890-91, a number of

seals were killed by the Indians as far in as the entrance of Knight's
Inlet, and on one occasion (according to Mr. Huson, about 1870, in

March) a great number of grey pups ascended Knight's and Kingcombe
Inlets to their heads, following the ulachan, which seek these places
to spawn at this season.

180. At Nootka, on the west coast of Vancouver Island, it is stated
that no seals are seen before Christmas, but in the first or second week
after that date, according to the weather, hunting begins, and is con-
tinued for three months. Occasional large old bulls are also rarely
seen here.

181. AtClayoquot Sound, the seals arrive about Christmas, orbetween
that time and the end of December, and hunting begins early in Janu-
ViYy. The Indians report that some schooners hunt off that coast for

about a month from this date before going north. Seals of both sexes
ap])ear here and remain together, but no large bulls have ever been
seen.

In 1885 seals were unusually abundant off Clayoqnot as early as the
10th or ir)th December, but were mostly grey i)ups ^'smalls," or 2 and
3 year- olds.

182. About Barclay Sound the seals are first reported in December,
and are often very abundant during January and February. The
greater number leave before the end of Ajiril, when they begin to travel
north, but a few are killed, further out at sea, sometimes as late as the
15th June.
Most of the skins brought in by Indians are grey jmps or " smalls,"

but in 1891 there was an unusual number of adult skins.

183. With further reference to the occurrence of fur-seals on the
30 A coast of British Columbia generally, the following note by Mr. J.

W. Mackay, who has for many years been conversant with this

coast, may be quoted. In rejily to inquiries made, he writes: "These
animals were driven to the ocean from the narrow waters by the use of
fire-arms in hunting. During the spring, numbers of the young ani-

mals fish in the broken waters inside the half-tide rocks and reefs which
fringe the western shores of Vancouver Island and of the other islands
which lie west of the mainland from Queen Charlotte Sound to Dixon
Entrance. The older animals remain further at sea, but numbers of
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tliom take rofiifi^e in tlio Inr^or sounds dnrinjx stormy wentlior; I have
scon tlicni oil" Mctla-katla, in tlic month of .January."

184:. Ca])tain .John Devorcux, who 1ms boon lor twonty-sovon yoars on
the coast of r>ritisli (Columbia, and luis liad oxcollont o])i)ortnnitic8 for

obsorvation, in comnmnd oftlie Canadian (lovornmont stoamor "Dong-
las," informs us, in rojily to questions addressed to him, that iVom the
latter part of November, or early in December, to the beginniufif of June,
the fur-seal is found oft' the coast of the entire length of Vancouver
Island, but that in the early winter the weather is altogether too rough
for hunting, lie adds, "When they are found along the baidc on the
west coast of Vancouver Island thoy are feeding on their natural feed-

ing-grounds." He further states tliat, though olten far off the land, he
has frequently found them inshore, and even eighteen miles up Uarclay
Sound ; as well as in the Strait of Fuca, and, on rare occasions, in the
Gulf of (leorgia.

185. Near Oape Flattery and about the entrance of the Straits of

Fuca, it is rei)ortod that the Indians have on exce])tiona] occasions
seen seals as early as December, ami schooners have been known to

take seals in that month off the (yai)e; but the seals usually arrive
about the 1st rlaiiuary, when hunting begins. Grey ])ups ai'e the first

to appear, but in l^'ebruary all sorts of seals are found, except mature
males. No full-grown bulls have ever been seen in this vi(;inity. No
fenmles with puj) are found after the 5th or (!th July, and it is prob-
able that only a few stragglers of any kind renmin, though, acccnding
to Judge Swan, occasional seals are to be found here at all seasons.
The last seals seen in summer are as a rule males or barren females.

In exceptional instances a few seals, probably grey ])nps or yearlings,

have been noted in recent years as far up the Straits of Fuca as Vic-

toi'ia and Port Townsend. Mr. J. W. Mackay, already quoted, states

that the older hunters of the Songis, Sooke, and Tlalum tribes, living

on or near the southern end of Vancouver Island, told him that in for-

mer years fur-seals were in the habit of landing in large numbers at

liace Ivocks, Avithin 11 miles of Victoria. Fur-seals also many years
ago frequented the (lulf of (Jeorgia, and Mr. Mackay has himself
bought skins from the Seshal Indians, of Jarvis Inlet, which they liad

taken at Sangster Island, near Texada Island.

180. From the foregoing notes, end)odying the result of careful

inquiries ])ersonally made at the localities referred to along a stretch

of 2,000 miles of the west coast of the Continent, it is evident that in

that part of the ocean adjacent to the entire length of the coast of

British Columbia, as well as within the main openings and inlets of

that coast, the fur-seal is a i)ermanent winter resident, arriving soon
after it is known to have passed soutlnvard through the Aleutian chain,

and remaining till a general movement to the north begins in the early

spring, and, tliongh the movement last referred to acquires greater

force and regularity towards its close, no time occurs between the
arrival of the seals IVom the north and the return migration, at which
they are not fouml otf this coast.

187. To the north of the Queen Charlotte Islands, however, the case
is different, for here, as already stated, the seals do not follow the
coast in the autumn migration, whereas they move in rather close

parallelism or contiguity to it when on their way north in tlie spring
and early summer. Thus, in the vicinity of Sitka some seals appear
near the coast as early as the middle of April, but they become abun-
dant during May, and some are still seen in the early i^art of June.
On the Fairweather ground, in the Gulf of Alaska, seals are most
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hninerons from the 1 st to tlio 15tli June. About tlie 25th June, in 1891

,

tuey were found in abundance by the sealing-schooners on the Portlock

banks, to tlio east of Kadink Island.

About Kadiak tliey are generally found from the 25th May to the end
of June, being most abundant in the average of years about the lOth

June. They are seldom seen in July, and very rarely even stragglers

are noticed after the middle of that month.
In the latter part of June, or about the 1st July, the female seals in

pup, which have entered Behring Sea, are fouiul only making their

way rapidly and directly to the breeding islands, while the great body
of non -breeding seals either travel in a more leisurely way and with

frequent intervals of rest, in the same direction, or disperse themselves

in search of food over various parts of the sea.

30 B 188. According to Elliott, Bryant, and Maynard, the greater

number of the adult breeding males (known as "beachmasters"
or "seacatchie") arrive at the Pribyloft" Islands and take up positions

there, from the 1st to about the middle of June. The females about

to give birth to their i)ups follow, at first in small and then in large

numbers, their time of arrival ending about the lOth to 25th July.

Yearlings (the grey pups of the previous season) come to the islands

in great nundjcrs in the latter part of July.

189. Comparatively little attention has been given to the movements
of the full-grown males by the pelagic sealers, because of the snmll

value of their skins, but it has been noticed that even as early as May
the females at sea are travelling more persistently than the other seals

to the north, while after the 1st June they are said to "bunch up" ami
to travel so fast towards the passes in the Aleutian Islands, that it is

impossible to kill many of them.
190. Eespecting the extreme southern limit of the range of the fur-

seal of the North Pacific on the American coast, little can be added to

what has already been published. The earliest departures of vessels

for pelagic sealing from Victoria usually occur not long after the 1st

January; these vessels then generally cruize southwards, sometimes

nearly to thelatitudeof San Francisco, in pursuit of seals; but it would
appear that no large " catches " have been recorded to the south of the

Columbia River, and frequently much of what has been classed in the

Returns as "south-coast catch" has been obtained off the entrance of

the Strait of Fuca. It seems certain that in recent years, at least, no

considerable number of seals is found further south than about 40o

north latitude, though stragglers may find their way much further south.

Captain Scammon, in his work on marine mammalia, states that fur-

seals were formerly abundant on the Californian coast. They have been
noted, in small numbers, as lately as 1878 on the coast of Southern

California,* while ProfessorJordan informs us that they were still taken
in considerable numbers on the Guadaloupe Islands there in 1879.t We
have also been informed by an ex])erienced sealer that in former years,

he had seen fur-seals as far south as the Gulf of Tehuantapec.
191. On this subject Professor Allen writes: "The fur-seal is well

known to have been formerly abundant on the western coast of Korth
America, as far south as California, but the exact southern limit of this

range I have been uimble to determine." He then quotes Scammon as

to the occurrence of these animals on the San Benito Islands, the coast

of Lower California, Guadah)upe Island, and Cedros Island, in latitude

28^. He adds, writing in 1880: "Although at one time abundant on

* Elliott, Census Report, p. GO.

t'Tisliery lucUistries of the United States," vol. ii, p. 393.
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tlie California coast, tliey are by no means numerous there now, having
been nearly exterminated by unrestricted slaughter by the sealers."*

This local depletion of seals may incidentally be taken as a further evi-

dence of the local character of the seal lierds above referred to, a point
of some importance, which is subsequently discussed. If included in

the annual migration-cycle of the Pribylofit' Island seals, the Californian
coast should not at this date have shown any notable sign of diminu-
tion in number of ser.ls.

It is, however, extremely im^^robable that these seals were concerned
in the annual migration to Behring Sea, and doubtful whether they
were regularly migratory at all in the proper sense of the term. Like
most of the fur-seals of the southern hemisphere, they may merely have
resorted to the neighbouring land at the breeding season.
Scammon states that the fur seals formerly bred along the Californian

coast. The Farallone Islands, off that coast, are known to have been
the resort of a considerable body of seals, which may be assumed to
have been of the same species with those of the North Pacific, and
doubtless occupied these islands as breeding places. The Russians
established a station there, and, ''from 1812 to 1818, about 8,400 fur-

seal skins were obtained there, and it is stated that before their occu-
pation by the Russians as many as 10,000 were taken on these islands
in a single autumn. "t The season at which this killing took place, if

correctly given, is alone sufficient to show that the seals found here
were not migrants from the far north.

192. Disregarding exceptional cases of small importance, with the
occurrence of stragglers x)receding or lagging behind the main body of
seals, and including both sexes and all ages of seals without reference
to the different dates at which these are known to reach various points,

it would thus appear that the seals which resort to the eastern i^art of
Behring Sea, with the Pribylotf Islands as a centre, in the main

31 frequent that sea from the early i)art of June till about the
middle of November, a i>eriod of about five months and a-half.

Behring Sea may, in fact, be named their summer habitat.

Daring a period of four and a-half or five months, extending in the
main from about the 1st January to the middle or end of May, they
frequent the sea lying off that part of the West Coast included between
the 56th and 4Gth parallels of north latitude,—these limits including
the whole length of the British Columbian coast, and extending beyond
it slightly at both extremes. This is the winter habitat of the fur-seal

of the eastern side of the North Pacific.

During a great part of the time, in which the seals are off this coast,

the weather is so tempestuous as to prevent successful x)elagic hunting,
whether from schooners, or directly by canoes using the shore as a base
of operations. The actual numbers of seals seen close in shore depend
largely upon the weather in each locality, and varies much from year to

year; and with a prevalence of strong westerly winds, the grey pups
or yearlings are driven into the immediate vicinity of the coast and into

its bays and channels, first and in the largest numbers. The neigh-
bourhood of Dixon Entrance, the northern end of Vancouver Island,

the entrance to Queen Charlotte Sound, and the entrance to the Straits

of Fuca, are localities specially notable for the abundance of seals

during the winter and spring.

The actual resorts of the seals are not alone influenced by the weather,
but also greatly by the supply of suitable food, as more fully explained

* " Mouogiapli of North American Pinuipeds," p. 332.

i Bancroft's Works, vol. xxxiii, p. 487.
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elsewliere; and it is iirobably in great measure because of the abun-
dance of food fishes near the hirger openings in the land above men-
tioned, that these phxces are special resorts.

193. It is a noteworthy and interesting fact, ascertained in the course
of the present inquiry, that the full-grown males, known as "beach-
masters" or "seacatchie," have seldom or never been reported to the
south of the 50th parallel, while all other classes of seals are found in

considerable numbers nuich further south. This statement, of course,
applies to the seals frequenting as their winter habitat that part of
the ocean lying off the coasts of British Columbia and the State of
Washington.

194. Touching the distance to which the seals extend off the coast-

during the winter months, the generally stormy weather at this season,,

with the dependant absence of i)elagic sealers, have prevented accurate
information from being obtained. Captain Devereux, already cited,,

has, however, possessed special opportunities for obtaining information;
on this subject. He writes: "The distance from the shore where they
(fur-seals) are to be found most plentiful, say, off Cape Beale (wher©
the bank extends furthest from the land), is from 30 to 150 miles; but
these figures must not be talcen by any means as a fixed limit." Judge
Swan has recorded the fact that, in 18S0, large numbers of fur-seals

were seen at from 100 to 300 miles off shore by vessels bound into the
Straits of Fnca from China and the Sandwich Islands, but the exact
time of year is not given.* While the seals are moving northward in

the spring, it can only be stated that, when the weather becomes such
as to enable pelagic hunting to be carried on, the main body of seals is

found to extend for a width of 50 or 60 miles off the coast of Vancouver
Island, and for about 80 miles off the Queen Charlotte Islands.

195. Between the winter and summer resorts of the fur-seals lies a
minimum distance of about 1,200 miles, across which they pass only
during their migration. As already stated, in their spring migration
they appear to follow parallel to the general trend of the coast on their

way northward and westward, keeping in touch with the shore, or at
least with the soundings or submarine edge of the continental plateau.

196. In their southern or southeastern migration the seals do not
follow the coast, but after passing through the Aleutian Islands, it is

possible that they may at first scatter rather widely and at random over
the ocean. It is certain, at least, that they do not pursue a direct course'

to the northern portion of their winter habitat, and thence travel regu-
larly southward along the coast. The comparatively small differences;

and occasional irregularities in their dates of arrival in the different

parts of their winter resorts, with other circumstances, seem to indicate
that they come in-shore from the westward with an extended front.

This, it would appear, results naturally from the set of the currents iu

this part of the ocean from west to east and directly toward the coast,

together with the prevalent westerly winds of November, December,
and January. The latter are well shown iu detail on Maps 27, 47,

and 49 in the "Challenger" Eeports, Physics and Chemistry, vol. ii.

(For currents and directions of drift in the Pacific Ocean, see especially
Petermann's "Mitteilungen," 3G Band, 1890.)

While, therefore, the course and manner of this southern and eastern
migration (embracing scarcely two months of the entire year)

32 must at present remain to some extent hypothetical, the whole
remaining migratory route of the fur-seal is now accurately known,

and the circumstances are such as to leave little doubt that this iDartis

*" Fishery Industries of the United States," vol. ii, p, 394.
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correctly explained as above. It may be supposed, that to tlie winds
and currents chiefly is attributable the conceutratiou of the far-seals iu

the vicinity of the coast preparatory to the iuceiition of the spoutaueous
northward movemeut early in the spring.

(ii.)— Western Side of the North Pacific.

197. Respecting the migratiou-rauge of the fur-seals which resort to

the Conunander Islands, to Robbeu Island, and in smaller numbers to

several places in the Kurile Islands, as more fully noted iu subsequent
Images, comparatively little has been recorded; but the result of inquir-

ies made iu various directions, when brought together, are sufiQcient to
enable its general character and the area which it covers to be outlined.

The deficiency in information for the Asiatic coast depends on the fact

that pelagic sealing, as uiulerstood on the coast of America, is there
liractically unknown, while the people inhabiting the coast and its

adjacent islands do not, like the Indians and Aleuts of the opposite
side of the North Pacific, naturally venture far to sea for hunting
liurposes.

1*J8. The facts already cited in connection with the migration of the
seals on the east side of the Pacific, show that these animals enter and
leave Behring Sea almost entirely by the eastern passes through the
Aleutian chain, and that only under exce])tional circumstarices, and
under stress of weather, are some young seals, while on their way south,
driven as far to the west as Atka Island. No large bodies of migrating
seals are known to pass near Attn Island, the westernmost of the Aleu-
tians, and no young seals have ever within memory been seen there.

These circumstances, with others which it is not necessary to detail

here, are sufficient to demonstrate that the main migration-routes of

the seals frequenting the Commander Islands do not touch the Aleu-
tian chain, and there is every reason to believe that although the seals

become more or less commingled in Behring Sea during the summer,
the migration-routes of the two sides of the North Pacific are essentially

distinct,

199. During the late autumn, the winter, and in early spring, the
fur-seals of the western side of the North Pacific are in fact known to

frequent that part of the ocean to the eastward of the Island of Yezo,
the northernmost of the Japanese group, and are seen about that coast
chiefly between Inobasaki and the east iiart of Yezo. As the prevailing
winds are at these seasons off-shore, and as neither these nor any
oceanic current tend to establish a drift toward the land, the fur-seals

are probably much more widely scattered in i)roportion to their numbers,
and are spread out to a greater distance from tlie land here, than those
of the other side of the ocean are found to be during the corresponding-
period of stay in their winter habitat. This belief corres])onds with
such information as we have been able to obtain on the subject, and
probably in part at least explains the fact that it has not yet been found
to be a profitable enterprise to engage in pelagic sealing iu this portion
of the Pacific. It must further, however, be mentioned here, that no
definite information has been obtained as to the northern limit of the
tract which may be described as the winter habitat of the fur-seal on the
western side of the North Pacific. It may therefore possibly include
some portion of the waters adjacent to the Kurile Islands.

200. According to information contained in a Memorandum supplied
by your Majesty's Minister at Tokid (Appendix B), the seals are first

Been off the coast of Yezo early in November, while from other sources
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it Las been ascertained, that in former years, when the Alaska Commer-

cial Company's vessel followed the southern route in her spring voyage

from San Francisco to Petropaulouski, fui'-seals were often seen at sea

in the mouth of May in about the same latitude.

201 When the seals first come south in the autumn, the grey pups

are often abundant not far from the shores of Yezo and about Nambu,*

and from 2,000 to 3,000 are annually taken there by the inhabitants, m
boats In the Memorandum just referred to, it is stated that, "Large

numbers of seals from the Kussian rookeries are scattered every winter

over the ocean lying off the east coast of Japan, but they are unmo-

lested by foreign or native seabng-vessels, and only the fringe of them

is touched by native fishermen in their open boats along the Nambu
and Yezo coast."

, . ., • i

202. When these seals move to the northward, in the spring or early
'

summer, they doubtless follow a route parallel to the line of the

33 Kurile Islands, though there is nothing known to show whether

they pass near to these islands, or at some considerable distance

to the eastward of them. According to Mr. Grebnitsky, Superintend-

ent of the Commander Islands, the seals travel with the northward

branch of the Japan current, and are first seen on the south-western

shore of Copper Island, where some of them land, while others continue

their journey to the north-westward, between Copper and Behring

Islands; and those which land on the northern rookery of Behring

Island come to it eventually from a north-eastern direction. The same

gentleman further states, as the result of his observations, that these

naturally pelagic animals land thus on the Commander Islands only

because it is necessary for the females to do so in order to give birth to

their young; while he believes the main reason of the landing, at later

dates, of the seals not actually engaged in breeding, is that during the

<' shedding" or "stagey" season, their pelage becomes too thin to afford

a suitable^'protection from the water. The date of arrival of the seals

on the Commander Islands is somewhat later than on the Pribyloff

Islands, and the dates of leaving appear to be also later and rather

more irregular in correspondence with the longer summer season and

less precisely marked beginning of cold weather. In fact, in unusually

mild years, a few fur-seals may generally be found about the Com-

mander Islands all the winter.
^ , » , ^ ,»

203. According to Captain Brandt, of the Russian gun-boat " Aleut,"

who has had long experience of these waters, the fur-seals frequenting

Robben Island, on the east coast of Saghalien in Okotsk Sea, pass

through the Kurile Archipelago into the Pacific in autumn and do not

go directly south into the Japan Sea; though he has seen a few fur-

seals at sea. not far to the north of Vladivostok.

204. It will be observed that the migration-range of the fur-seals fre-

quenting the Commander Islands is somewhat less extended than that

of those resorting to the Pribyloff Islands, its entire length being little

more than 1,000 miles.
. ^. n

205. It is of interest here to refer to the account of the migrations ot

the fur-seal or "sea cat," drawn up by the Russian Kraschenimikofl,

which is supposed to be based partly on his own observations and

largely on those of his fellow-traveller Steller, both members of Behring

Expedition.! He writes : " The sea cats are caught in the spring and

in the month of September, about the River Sheepanova; at which

time they go from the Kurilskoy (Kurile) Islands to the American

* A seaport on the east coast of Nipon, near latitude 40°.
. . , „ „,.

t Quoted by J. A. Allen in "Mouosraph of North American Pinnipeds, p. d4l;

from Grieves' English translation, 1764,
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coast (read Commander Islands); but the most are catched about tbe
Cape of Kronitzkoy, as between this and tbe Cape Sbupinskoy (both
on the east coast of Kamtschatka) ; the sea is generally calm, and
aftbrds them proper places to retire to. Almost all the females that
are caught in the spring are pregnant; and such as are near their time
of bringing forth their young are immediately opened, and the young
taken out and skinned. None of them are to be seen from the begin-
ning of June to the end of August, when they return from the south
{sic, read cast) with their young."

206. The remarks on the same subject made by Fleurieu in March-
and's voyage are probably in the main also based on those of Steller.

He writes, referring to the last decade of the eighteenth century:

Ces auimaux quitteut au mois de Juiu les c6tes tie la prcsqu'ile cle Kamtscbatka-
et y revienneut, comine il a <5tc dit, a la fiu d'Aoflt ou au conimeiicement de Septembro,
pour y passer rautomue et I'liiver. Daus les temps du ddjiart, les femelles sout
jjrctes a mettre bas, et il paroit que I'objet du voyage de ces anipliibies et de
s'^loigner le plus qu'ils peuvent de toute tcrre habitee, pour faire trauquillenient
leur petits sur des bords solitaires, et s'y livrer eusuite sans trouble aus plaisirs de
Famour; car c'est un mois apres qu'elles out mis bas que les femelles eutreut en
chaleur. Tous reviennent fort maigrcs a la fin d'Aoiit ; et il est a pr^sumer que,
pendant leur absence, ils ne mangent que peu ou point du tout.*

207. The particular interest attaching to these quotations is, that
they appear to show that at the early dates to which they refer, the fur-

seal was much better known and more often seen by the natives of the
coast of Kamtschatka than it is at the present day, from which it is

reasonable to conclude that on the Asiatic coast as well as ou that of

North America the fur-seal has considerably changed its habits, as the
result of persistent hunting, and has become more pelagic than it

originally was.
Particulars of the same kind referring to the North American coast

are elsewhere referred to in detail (§ 396 et seq.).

208. The mode of origination of the regular migratory habit, which
has become hereditary and instinctive in the case at least of by far the

largest number of the fur-seals of the North Pacific, is an inter-

34 esting question of a general kind. It is evident that the habit
has grown up as a necessary result of resorting to far northern

breeding grounds, while at the same time it is not essentially a part of
the life liistory of the animal, as the breeding stations formerly occupied
on the Californian coast show. It is further instructive to mention, that
as the result of inquiries made on this point from those most familiar with
the subject in New Zealand, the Falkland Islands, and Cape Colony, it

is found that the closely related fur seal of the Southern Hemisphere
does not regularly migrate over great tracts of the ocean, but, when
occupying stations where the conditions are favourable for its existence
throughout the year, it merely approaches the shores and lands upon
them at the breeding season. The continued presence of fur-seals about
the Commander Islands in mild winters, likewise shows that even in

the case of the fur-seal of the North Pacific, it requires the prompting
afforded by decided changes in the seasons to keep up the regularity
of its migratory habits. It has indeed been suggested, and with some
probability, that the seasonal changes in the temiierature of the sea
itself may have much to do with impressing regularity on the annual
movement of migration, or, in other words, that when this temperature
falls below or rises above certain limits, the seals begin to move south-

ward or northward in search of less frigid or less heated waters. The
data at hand are, however, insufficient lor a detailed study of this point.

* "Voyage autour du Monde, 1790-92," tome V, p. 65.
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(iii.)

—

Disiribuiion at Sea.

209. Tlie distribution and mode of occiirrerice of the fur-seals at sea
wlieu congregated in their winter liabitats on the two sides of tlie

North Pacific, and while migrating, have ah-eady been noticed. While
the information on these points is not as complete as could be wished,
it is sufficient to show in a general way how the fur-seal is affected in

its movements by currents, drift, and winds. In speaking of its food
and feeding habits on a subsequent page, it further becomes apparent
in what manner the seals congregate and travel in following certain

food fishes. It appears to be rather in consequence of sucti circum-
stances, operating conjointly upon these pelagic animals, than to any
ruling gregarious tendencies while at sea that they become collected

into "schools" or groui)s of greater or less dimensions. This at least

is the result of the examinations made during the summer of 1891 in

Behring Sea, where, though two or three seals were often seen actually

in company, and occasionally as many as six or eight, the general rule

seemed to be that each seal was pursuing its own course, travelling,

sleeping, feeding, or sporting in the water, without reference to others
in the vicinity. This is clearly shown by the observation that even
when passing through an area at sen in which the seals would be noted
as abundant, they are as a matter of fact usually separated by distances
mnch too great to enable any single animal, or any group of two or
three individuals, to be in any w^ay cognizant of the presence of the
next adjacent individual or similar group. Apart from seals met with
near the shores of the breeding islands, the densest " school " found by
us was on one occasion about five miles to the westward of the laud of

St. Paul Island, where about forty seals were counted in a distance run
of two miles. In all other cases, it was exceptional to meet with seals

to the number of four to a mile run, while two to a mile run was much
above the average even when passing through areas of abundance. It

is thus evident that the seals had been brought together in such areas
of abundance by reason of common conditions rather than by their

own volition.

210. In order to arrive at as complete a knowledge as possible of the
actual distribution of the fur-seal in Behring Sea, a circular was pre-

])ared, in which it was requested that regular seal logs should be kept
on the British cruizers, and, through the kindness of the Commander-
in chief on the Pacific Station, communicated to their Commanders.
The work was taken up with enthusiasm by the various ofiicers, and
maintained throughout the season. Careful observations of the same
kind were also made on our own steamer, the "Danube," and subse-
quently, through the courtesy of the United States' Commissioners,
copies of the track-charts, and observations made of seals by the vari-

ous United States' cruizers, were supplied. Information on the same
subject was also sought in various other ways, such as by inquiry from
the captains and hands of sealing-vessels met in Victoria and Van-
couver, and from the inhabitants of various places touched at during
the summer.

211. Little or nothing has previously been put on record with regard
to the distribution of the fnr-seal in Behring Sea during the months of

their stay there, for thongh the pelagic sealers had formed their own
opinion as to the best regions for carrying on their avocation, they natu-
rally did not make these public, and it is believed that, in some cases at

least, they were rather inclined to keep such knowledge as they
35 had gained by experience entirely private. What has been actu-

ally published on this subject depends principally upon meagre
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observations or ill-founded conjectures sucli as the resident agents on
the breeding islands have been able to make with their limited opjjor-

tunities. The circumstances in 1891 were, however, exceptionally
favourable for acquiring information of a comparable kind on the ques-

tion of distribution.

212. The observations at command for 1891 practically cover pretty
thoroughly the period of about two months during which seals are ordi-

narily taken by pelagic hunters in Behring Sea, extending from the
middle of July to the middle of Sejitember, and they are nmch more
complete for the eastern than for the western part of the Behring Sea.

213. On consideration of the material to be dealt with, it was decided
that it might be most advantageously divided into two periods of about
a month each, the first including all dates from the 15th July to the 15th
August, and the second those between the 15th August and the 15th
September. All the lines cruized over in the first of these periods were
plotted on one set of maps, and those in the second period on another.

The parts of these tracks run over during the night, and in which seals

therefore could not well be observed, were indicated on the maps in a
dilferent manner from the day tracks, as far as possible; and with the
assistance of the logs, the numbers of seals seen in certain intervals

were then entered along the various routes in a graphic manner. The
places in which pelagic sealers had reported seals to be abundant or

otherwise, as well as those in which sealing-vessels were found at work
by the cruizers, and other facts obtained from various sources, were also

indicated on the maps.
214. Without attempting to enter into further details here as to the

methods employed, the general results arrived at may now be briefly

described:
It is evident, in the first place, that the seals are most abundant in

the water in the immediate vicinity of the shores of the breeding islands,

this abundance of seals extending often not more than half-a-mile from
the fronts of the breeding grounds, and seldom for 3 or 4 miles in such
a way as to be at all notable. In the case of the Pribyloflf Islands, it

is also observed that seals were numerous in both the monthly periods
in the tract included in a general way between St. Paul and St. George
Islands, though they diflered much in this respect even at nearly
approximate dates. It is further clearly shown that the Pribyloff and
Commander groups form the main centres of abundance of seals in

Behring Sea during the summer; but that while this is undoubtedly the
case, the seals are not found to decrease in numbers with any approx-
imation to regularity in zones concentric with the islands,—always
excluding the seals in the immediate neighbourhood of the shores.

215. It is therefore not possible to outline a series of zones in which
the number of seals present will bear an inverse ratio to the distance

from the islands. It is, however, possible to draw an approximate limit

lor a region about the Pribylofit group, which will roughly define the
area of abundant seals at sea during each of the two monthly periods

chosen. In the case of the region about the Commander Islands, data,

though almost wanting for the first monthly period, and but scanty for

the second, are sufficient to indicate a general mode of distribution

similar to that demonstrable in the first case. Within the areas of

abundant seals, these animals are, however, by no means regularly

distributed, even at any particular fixed date, but are scattered in

irregular patches in the diffuse character already described, and are

very often thickest locally towards the outer limits of the area.

210. Beyond these areas, seals are found more or less sparsely scat-

tered over a great part of Behring Sea, which in the first period extends,
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in the longitude of the Pribyloff Islands, from the Aleutian chain north-
ward to about the 59th degree of latitude, includes the whole vicinity
of the western Aleutian Ishmds, and spreads again to a greater width
with the Commander Islands as a centre.

217. In 1891 the area of abundant seals about the Pribyloft" Islands
appeared to be not only changed in form, but considerably reduced iu
size in the second monthly period; while that of scattered seals was
not only changed iu form, but much enlarged in area. It appears, that
in most years, in the later summer this area of scattered seals extends
to the north-east of the Commander Islands, quite to, or even beyond,
the 60th i)arallel of north latitude. This particular extension is prob-
ably to be explained by the drift of that branch of the Japan current
which flows through the western part of Behring Sea, assisted by the
prevailiug southerly winds in the same part of the sea in June and
July;* while the comparatively restricted spread in a northward direc-

tion iu the eastern part of the sea may be similarly connected with the
general movement of the water from north to south in that region.

36 218. The northern outline of this wider region of scattered
seals iu the second monthly period, may be practically assumed

as that of the normal range of the fur-seal to the north, and is adopted
as such on one of the accompanying maps. On other maps the outlines
of the areas of abundant and scattered seals in each monthly period are
shown. The extreme northern range of the fur-seal, however, extends
far beyond the line just referred to, for Captain Healey and Lieutenant
Jarvis, of the United States Eevenue Cruizer "Bear," state that fur-

seals are occasionally seen by whalers as far as St. Lawrence Island, and
even on the northern shores of that island. They also found iu 1891, at
Cape Tchaplin or Indian Point on the Siberian coast, the natives in
possession of a few skins of old bull seals, which they stated had been
taken near St. Lawrence Island. Our own inquiries on that island and
at Plover Bay on the Siberian coast were purely negative as regards
fur-seals, though hair seals, including the rare banded or ribbon seal
{Histrloplioca fasciata), were being taken by the Tuskis iu nets. It
was, however, further ascertained that one or two instances had occurred
of old male seals being taken near St, Michael, not far from the Yukon
mouth, and it is therefore probable that a line drawn from Cape Tchap-
lin to this place may be considered as defining the extreme maximum
northern range of the fur-seal of the North Pacific. This limit, how-
ever, appears to be but rarely attained, and then only by mature and old
males, which have probably become useless on the breeding rookeries,
and have been driven or have wandered away alone far from their kind.

219. With the idea that the general distribution of the fur seals iu
Behring Sea, from the breeding islands as centres, might show some
direct relation to the prevailiug winds, meteorological observations
made during the summer by ourselves and on several of the cruizers
were sent to the Meteorological Department of Canada, and were there,
under the direction of Mr. Carpmael, analyzed by Mr. Stupart, who
prepared wind-roses for each of the monthly periods for the vicinity of
the Pribyloff Islands. The observations taken near the Commander
Islands were, however, insufficient for such treatment. The wind-roses
thus obtained for the vicinity of the Pribyloff Islands were then com-
pared, both in a direct and in an inverse sense, with the outlines of the
area of abundant seals, but without bringing to light auy manifest con-
nection of the kind conjectured, though there appeared to be a slight
balance of evidence iu favour of the belief that the seals tended rather to

" See Maps 37 and 39, " Challenger Expedition Report," Physics and Chemisty, vol. ii.
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travel against tbe wind tbaii with it. So far, therefore, as this evidence
goes, it seems to show that the seals found at sea, even in the regions
in which they are not very far from the breeding islands, are not ani-

mals which have only temporarily left tlie islands, for in this case their
movements would almost certainly show some obvious relation to the
prevailing wind and weather. The fact that they do not do so, in itself

suggests that the seals met with at sea really form practically inde-
pendent i)elagic schools of a diffuse kind.

220. An examination of the area surrounding the Pribyloff Islands in

which seals were abundant in 1891, together with such other facts bear-
ing on former years as could be obtained from pelagic sealers, indicates
that the maximum limit to wliich this area may reach from the islands
in the summer months in any direction is not more than about 180 miles,
and it is probable that similar conditions obtain with regard to the
Commander Islands.

221- Eespecting the number of fur-seals to be found at sea within the
areas of abundance above referred to, and exclusive of those frequent-
ing the islands and their immediate shores, it is difficult to attain to
anything like certain results. The endeavour has been made, how-
ever, in a tentative way to reach some roughly approximate estimates,
by finding the number of seals actually seen in measured lengths of
runs in or across such areas, chosen as typical, and made at different

times in both monthly periods. The results obtained varied somewhat
widely, as might be expected, not alone in consequence of the actual
difference in density of the seals, but also from circumstances con-
nected with the weather and the state of the sea surface. The obser-

vations made were, however, combined in a general average, which,
when thus treated, showed about one seal noted to each mile run. On
the assumption (which cannot be very far from the fact) that on the
average a width of half-a-mile was efliciently scanned from the deck,
this would give a mean number of two fur-seals to each square mile of

sea surface within the area referred to.

222. As to the much larger area of scattered seals, it is still more
difficult in this case to arrive at any even approximately accurate
results, for though long runs were often made without meeting any
seals, limited patches of relatively abundant seals were sometimes met
with, and these seemed to be quite irregularly distributed. It appears
probable, however, that the density of seals within these areas does not

exceed, but may reach, about one to five square miles.

37 223. ]S[o connected body of observations is in existence as to

the actual abundance of seals at sea and their distribution in

various parts of their range in different years, but more attention has
naturally been paid to this since the development of pelagic sealing.

The following references on this subject have been found in documents
already published, or obtained in evidence. They are together suffi-

cient at least to show that the distribution of the seals at sea, particu-

larly as between different parts of their winter habitat, is subject to

considerable variation.

18G0. Judge J. G. Swan says, that between 1857 and 1866 fur-seals

were very scarce about Cape Flattery, and that it is only since the last-

mentioned year that they have begun to resort to the vicinity of Fuca
Strait in such great numbers.*

[This statement is probably based on the number of skins actually

taken by the Indians, and may iu part, at least, be explained by the

* "Fishery luduatriea of tbe TJuitcd- States," vol. ii, p. 394,
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fact that for a number of years the Indians scarcely hunted the far seal

(§502).]
1868. 5,000 fur seals are said to have been killed about the Strait of

Fuca in tliis year.*
1809, Bryant speaks of the abundance of fur seals ofi" Ihe coasts of

Oregon, Washington, and British Cohinibia in this as compared with
former years.t

1872. Captain Lewis, then connected with the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, stated that in 1872 "immense numbers of fur-seal pups and
yearlings" were observed in the ocean oft' Vancouver Island and the
entrance to Fuca Straits. That he had never during thirty years of
previous service on the north-west coast seen or heard of such an abun-
dance of fur-seals. He thought that " 8,000 or 9,000 skins, chietiy pups
and yearlings," weie taken.

t

1873. Captain Lewis, previously cited, stated that in this year very
few fur-seals were seen off the British Columbian coast. His figures
showed only "600 or 700 skins; these were all older ones."§

1806 to 1880. Writing in 1880, Judge J. G. Swan says :
" This unprec-

edented number of seals which made their appearance, a number which
seems to have increased evety season since 1800, will give employment
to a larger tleet of vessels another year.

||

1880. Fur-seals were reported in great abundance 100 to 300 miles
offshore, by vessels making for the Strait of Fuca.
According to Judge J. G. Swan,^] the canoe catch of Neah Bay

(Makah) Indians in this year was 1,558.

1881. Mr. Marsilliot, second engineer of United States Eevenue Cut-
ter "Wolcott," states that in this year fur-seals were very abundant in

Puget Sound, and were taken as far in as Hoods Canal.**
1888. Judge J. G. Swan, in a letter to Senator Holph, says: "Seals

are reported as being unusually numerous this season, and are in
myriads. California steamers report running through one herd which
extended 100 miles, and the seals appeared to be as thick as they could
swim."tt

1889. Captain J. D. Warren, who has been actively engaged in seal-

ing for twenty years, states that during that time he has noticed no
diminution in the number of seals at sea, but, if any change at all, an
increase.

f|:

1889. Captain W. O'Leary, with four years' experience, says: "I do
not think there is any decrease in the number of seals entering Behring
Sea. I never saw so many seals along the coast as there were this

year, and in Behring Sea they were more numerous than I ever saw
before." §§

1890. Mr. A. R. Milne, Collector of Customs at Victoria, summariz-
ing the information obtained by him from sealers respecting that season,
says: "I can now safely repeat what I have already said and written,

that owners and masters do not entertain the slightest idea that the
seals are at all scarcer." He adds, that statements made to a contrary

* Dall. "Alaska and its Resources," p. 493.

t "Monograph of North American Pinniprds," p. 332.

t Quoted by Elliott, United States Census Report, p. 166.

§ United States Census Report, p. 166.

II
"Fisherv Industries of the United States," vol. ii, p. 397.

IT Ibid., p."394.
** Quoted by Judge J. G. Swan in Ball. "United States Fishery Commission," vol.

iil,p.206.

tt ParlianieTitary Paper [C. 6131], p. 192.

tt Ibid., p. 356.

§§ Ibid., p. 357.
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effect in the press are believed to have been inspired by interested
motives.*

1890 and 1891. Mr. E. H. Pideock, Indian, reports that the Indians
of northern port of Vancouver Island say the fur seals have been less

plentiful than before during these two years.
Mr. Harry Guillod, Indian Agent for the west coast of Van-

38 couver Island, says that the Indians report an unusual abundance
of seals in these two years, Avhile they were scarce for three years

l)reviously.

1891. Mr. C. Todd, Indian agent at Metla-Katla, on the northern part
of the coast of British Columbia, states that the Indians believe tlie

number of fur-seals to have been about the same for the past twenty
years.

Respecting the number of seals met with at sea in this year, the
following statements occur in the sworn evidence of sealers:

C J. Kelly: Seals are as plentiful this year from the coast (of British
Columbia) to the Shumagin Islands as last year.

Captain W. Petit: From Cape Flattery north, seals were more plenti-

ful than any year since 1886 5 in Behring Sea, as plentiful as in former
years.

Captain W. E. Baker: Along the coast to the Shumagin Islands seals

were as plentiful in some places as the year before; in others, more
plentiful. No material diiterence in my average catch for last four
years. No decrease in number of seals in late years.

Captain A. Bisset: Seals were as plentiful last year as in previous
years along the coast.

Captain T. M. Magnesen: Seals were more plentiful last year than I

had ever seen them, both in Behring Sea and along the coast.

Richard ThomiDson: Seals were as plentiful last year as the year
before.

Andrew Laing: No decrease in seals last year.

Cajitain W. Cox: Seals were as plentiful last year as ever before.

Captain C. Hackett: Found the seals as plentiful on the coast last

year as in former years. Seals were more numerous in Behring Sea
than I ever saw them before.

Captain C. McDougal: Found the seals thicker in Behring Sea than
ever before.

A. Douglas : Had sealed seven years. Noticed no decrease in number
of seals last year. Thought they appeared a little shyer. Saw more
seals and larger bodies of seals in Behring Sea than ever before.

L. L. McLean: Seals were more plentiful last year. Never saw seals

so plentiful in Behring Sea before (in seven years' experience).

1892 (January). Judge J. G. Swan, in a letter, states that Indians
report seals unusually abundant off Cape Flattery and about Barclay
Sound.

(B.)

—

Food of the Fur-seal.

224. The broad and general facts of the annual migration habits of

the fur-seal do not ai)]iear to depend i^rimarily upon the pursuit of

food, but rather seem to be governed by the instinctive resort to the
breeding islands in the spring, followed by the equally instinctive

departure for more southern latitudes on the approach of the cold and
snows of winter. The distribution and migrations of the animals upon
wliich the seals depend for food doubtless have, however, a consider-

* Parliamentary Paper [C. 6253], p. 78.
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able influence on the movements of the seal in a subordinate degree,
and particularly upon its abundance or otlierwise at various times in
dilterent parts of its summer and .winter habitats. Some of the last

observations qnoted have a direct bearing on this point.

225. Most of the information gained on this subject is the result of
special inquiries made among the native hunters of different parts of
the coast, and of (piestions addressed to the pelagic sealers. The
knowledge procured by these people is obtained in various ways. Seals
are often seen at sea actually pursuing fish of dilferent kinds, or com-
ing to the surface with a fish hekl in the jaws. Tlie stomachs of seals
killed at sea are frequently well filled with fish, and are, from motives
of curiosity sometimes examined. It is also often noticed tliat a seal,

when taken into a canoe, vomits the entire contents of the stomach.
Another, and, thongli less direct, scarcely less trustworthy source of
information, is the locally-observed coincidence in abundance of seals
with that of certain kinds of fish.

226. Without quoting at length the numerous statements obtained
on this point, it may be said that the general tenour of the evidence
shows, that while the fur-seal has been known to eat almost all kinds of
fish, including cod and even halibut, its fsivourite diet consists of small
fish, of which the herring, probably from its size and from its gregarious
habit, is altogether the most inqjortant. The appearance of seals
toward spring in the inner waters along the coast of British Columbia,
and the numbers seen there at any particular ])lace or time, bear a very
close relation to the occurrence of shoals of herring, while some of the
most notable cases of the penetration of seals into the narrow channels

about the estuary of the Nass, Skeena, and Knight's Inlet have
39 been directly traced to their pursnit of the ulachan, or candle-

fish, then resorting to these places to spawn.
227. Another animal, which may be classed as a special food of the

fur-seal, is the squid or cuttle-fish. Evidence of this has been obtained
at various points along the British Columbian coast and in the Com-
mander Islands, and of the seal stomachs opened by us on the Priby-
loff Islands, besides a very few fish-bones the beaks of sqnid were about
the only traces of food found. It is perhaps further worth noting in
this connection, that Captain Morrell many years ago stated, with
special reference to the fur-seal of the Falkland Islands, that they are
said to live on the squid.*

228. It is particularly along the British Columbian coast, within the
winter habitat of the fur-seal, that the connection of its movements
with those of the herring has been traced. Unfortunately, little is

accurately known about the migratory habits of the herring in any part
of the world, and the information respecting the migrations of this fish

on the West Coast is exceedingly imperfect. It is probable that here,
as elsewhere, the migrations of the herring are somewhat capricious,
and that this fish regularly approaches the shores in large schools only
about the spawning season, while its movements at other times are
largely governed by the relative abundance on different parts of the
surface of the ocean of the minute crustaceans and other pelagic organ-
isms upon which it lives. This, again, depends on the winds and cur-
rents and temperature, and to the interaction of these several factors,
the sudden appearance or disappearance of bodies of fur-seals, in
various parts of their winter habitat particularly, may doubtless be
traced.

*Dall, "Alaska and its Resources," p. 492.
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229. In the summer habitat within Behring: Sea, it has been noted by-

some of the more intelliffeut pelade sealers that fur-seals are found to
be numerous where "whale-food", abounds. The "whale-food" met
with in these seas consists of similar minute orsjanisms to those com-
posing " herring-food," and the seals are doubtless in search of the
smaller fishes wliich may be living upon this food. A further circum-
stance having the same general bearing is the frequently-observed
association of seals at sea, particularly in Eehring Sea, with abundance
of single fronds or tangled masses of drift kelp. This no doubt depends
partly on the fact that the kelp affords shelter and a measure of pro-
tection not only to the minute pelagic organisms, but also to the various
small fishes which prey upon these. It is, however, to be explained for
the most part by the circumstance, that the drift kelp accumulates in
areas of eddy or slack-water between the various marine currents, into
which these minute organisms with surface-fishes and the fur-seals
themselves naturally drift.

230. The most important point to be gathered from these observations
is, that the fur-seal is not usually a bottom feeder, and that it is not
necessary that its fishing-grounds should be found ujion submarine
banks situated at such moderate depths as those to which the seal may
attain by diving or " sounding,"a hypothesis often advanced by theorists,
but which finds little basis in the known facts.

231. That the fur-seal is essentially a pelagic surface feeder, is further
shown by the fact that it is not known to resort habitually to the best
fishing banks in Behring Sea, such, for instance, as the Baird bank, and
that fish, such as the cod and halibut, inhabiting water of some depth
and feeding along the bottom, are often found in considerable numbers,
not only near the breeding islands of the seal, but even in the imme-
diate vicinity of the breeding rookeries of these islands. Such fish

are actually caught at various seasons by the natives of the Pribyloff
Islands within 1 or 2 miles of some of the largest rookeries on the south
side of St. Paul Island, and not more than 2^ or 3 miles off the rookeries
on the north shore of St. George Island. On one occasion, while at
anchor for a short time within less than half-a mile from the largest
rookery on Behring Island, at Cape Yushin, over twenty cod, with some
other fishes, were caught from our steamer with two or three hand lines,

in water not more than G or 7 fathoms in depth.
232. Some particulars are given on a later page respecting the absten-

tion from food of the fur-seals while remaining upon or about the breed-
ing islands. It appears to be certain that the mature males doing duty
on the breeding rookeries do not feed at all during the breeding season,
and that for some time, at least several weeks, after landing, the breeding
females do not leave the rookery grounds in search of food. There is

no apparent reason why the "holluschickie," or young males, should
not go to sea in quest of fish. Singularly enough, however, though
animals of this class have been killed by hundreds of thousands upon
the breeding islands under all conceivable conditions of weather, and

often within less than an hour of their deportation from their

40 hauling-grounds, the abnost universal testimony is to the ei^fect

that their stomachs are invariably found to be free from food.

233. With a view to obtain such direct information on this subject as
might be possible, tlie stomachs of seals killed in our presence were
examined; and though the results of these examinations, noted below,
do not entirely confirm the statement just referred to, they show a
remarkable absence of food. The number of seals which it was thus
possible to examine was of course small.
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On St. George Island, twenty seals were killed on tlie 1st Anj;ttst in

our presence. These were selected from a drive made froui the nearest

part of the Great Northern Rookery, to the killing ground about half-

a-mile distaut, and had been about three hours oft' the rookery before

they were killed. Of these twenty young- males, the stomachs gave
the following results:

Seventeen : no food whatever, in most a little slimy matter, froth or

bile, and often a few lively worms.
One: a handful of small pebbles.

One: a clot of brownish blood.

One: an isopod crustacean, about an inch in length, and a few frag-

ments of fish bones.
234. On St. Paul Island, the 3rd August, the stomachs of ninety-

eight young males were examined. These were selected from a drive

made from Zoltoi sands to the killing ground, a distance of about 2,000

feet, from which they had been driven early in the same morning, pos-

sibly two or three hours before being killed. The contents of these

stomachs, in addition to a few worms present in many cases, were as.

follows

:

Sixty-five, contained nothing, or, in some cases, a pinch of sand, or

a small quantity of slimy or frothy matter.

Seventeen, contained pebbles, sometimes several, in other cases but
a single iiebble.

Six, showed a rather notable quantity of bright yellow bile.

Four, contained some blood, generally somewhat changed in colour

by the action of the gastric juices, aiid in one or two cases clotted.

Three, contained the horny armatures or beaks of squids only; one
of these a single beak, another two beaks, and the third three beaks.
One, held some pebbles, the ear-bone of a fish (codf), and a few

pieces of broken dead shell.

One, held some pebbles and broken pieces of dead shell, with a single

beak of squid.

One, showed a very small piece of kelp only.

235. From the large North Kookery on Behring Island, 5th Septem-
ber, an adult male or "seacatch," two females, and an unweaned i)up,

were driven directly from the rookeiy ground, about 200 yards distant,

and killed, by permission of the authorities, for presentation by us as

specimens to the British Museum. The stomachs of all four were com-
X)letely empty, with the exception of a few worms in those of the three
adults. Not only the pup, but the females, and even the old male, were
fat and in good condition.

230. Respecting the j)ebbles frequently found in the stomachs of the-

fur-seal, it has been suggested by Mr. Elliott tliat these may be swal-

lowed for the purpose of destroying the worms often observed. It has
further been suggested that such stones have incidentaly found their

way into the seals' stomachs attached to sea-weeds, or zoophytes eaten
by the seals; but little can be said in favour of this theory. The habit
is one, however, not peculiar to the fur-seal, but common to most pin-

nipeds.* The largest of those pebbles actually collected from ther

stomachs of the seals above noted as having been killed on St. Paul on
the 3rd August, is a fiat stone, 1^ inch in length and 1 inch in breadth,
but much larger ones have often been found. It is probable that individ-

ual stones do not as a rule remain very long in the stomach; for about
one-half of those collected on this occasion were rough scoriaceous

•"Monograph of North American Pinnipeds," p. 354.
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fragments, showing little or no sign of attritiou. The other moiety
was more or less perfectly rounded, and a certain number showed a
peculiar fine i)olish, probably to be attributed to wear in the stomach
of the animal. About one-seventh of the entire number represent
rocks not found on the Pribylolf Islands, or, if occurring at all, only
very exceptionally as erratics carried there attached to the roots of

drift trees or kelp, or brought ui)oii floating ice. These have, in all

probability, been borne by the seals themselves from some distant
localities. The remaining and much the larger part of the collection

consists of ordinary volcanic pebbles, such as might be picked up any-
where on the beaches of the Pribyloff or the Aleutian Islands.

41 237. The Aleut forenuin in charge of the rookeries on Behring
Island stated that the young seals began to swallow pebbles

when about four months old, after which they become thin. If correct,

this statement would api)ear to mean that it is about the time at which
the young are weaned that this habit is first developed. He also said
that, when seals of mature age were observed to swallow stones, they
Avere (or became) thin, and this may possibly be regarded rather as the
effect of the gastric worms than of the pebbles. The same man added,
and entirely as an idea original with himself, that when the seals first-

arrived at the Commander Islands each year, they contained stones
unlike those to be found upon the islands, and Avhich he conjectured
had been picked up ui)on the Kamtschatka coast. In the stomach of
the seal pup examined for us by Dr. Giinther at the British Museum,
it will be noted that a stone was found, although the pup was supposed
to be about seventeen days old only. (Ai)pendix D.)

238. On several of the rookery- and hauling-grounds of the Pribyloff
Islands there is to be seen a notable abundance of small rounded i)eb-

bles, just such as those found in the stomachs of the seals. As these
lie upon the surface, often far above any possible action of the sea, and
as there is no evidence of beaches of such rolled stones due to former
periods of greater submergence upon the Pribyloff Islands, the con-

jecture apiiears to be legitimate that these have, in the course of years,
been brought and accumulated by the seals themselves. Whether
voided or disgorged from time to time ui^on the rookery grounds, or

whether accumulated by a slower process consequent on the occasional
death of seals upon these grounds, cannot be decided. The suggestion
here made, it should be stated, is due to Mr. J. Stanley-Brown.

239. The blood noticed in some of the stomachs may probably be
attributed to the laceration of the tongue by the teeth, or to congestion
and extravasation of the nasal membranes brought about by the severe
ordeal of driving. Its presence in the alimentary tract is at least

scarcely exi)licable as the result of internal lesions.

240. In the middle of September, when ]iaying a last visit to the
Pribyloff Islands, several of the young seals of the same year, then
well grown, were observed upon water-washed rocks, either ])laying

with or eating fronds of kelp. Mr. J. C. Kedpath stated that he
believed the seals actually ate the kel]) as a part of their food, but from
])ersonal observation no statement could be made to this effect, and it

is considered very doubtful.
241. Colonel J. Murray informed us that, in 1890, the young seals o^

pu])s killed as food for natives on the Pribyloff Islands about the 4th
and 8th November, had not even at that date been weaned, but were
found full of milk. He further stated, that such pups had been driven
in the very early niorning to the killing grounds, and sometimes not
killed till late iu the evening, thus insuring a period of at least fifteen
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hours from the time jit whicli they hiul had any possible connection witli

their mothers. Others, again, liad not been killed till the following-

morning, enlarging the necessary time of abstinence from suckling to

twenty-four hours from the time of last suckling'. These observations

appear to show that the young seals are capable of laying in a very con-

siderable reserve in the way of mother's milk, and have important bear-

ings on the general question of the time'during which the mothers may
absent themselves from the breeding rookeries at earlier dates in the

history of the young.
242. Perhaps the most notable feature in regard to this food question,

and one directly consequent on the prolonged abstinence of the seals

from food while on and about the islands, is the entire absence of all

excrement on the rookeries and hauling grounds. Captain Bryant
appears, however, to be the only author who has specially mentioned
this particular and striking fact. He writes:

The fact of their remainiug without food seems so contrary to nature, that it seems
to me proper to state some of the evidences of it. Having been assured by the natives
that such was the fact, I deemed it of sufficient importance to test it by all the means
available. Accordingly, I took special pains to examine daily a large extent of the
rookery, and note carefully the results of my observations. The rocks on the rook-
ery are worn smooth and washed clean by the spring-tides, and any discharge of
excrement could not fail to be detected. I found, in a few instances where newly-
arrived seals had made a single discharge of red-coloured excrement, but nothing was
seen afterwards to show that such discharges were continued, or any evidence that
the animals had partaken of food. They never left the rocks except when compelled
by the heat of the sun to seek the water to cool themselves. They are then absent
from the land for but a short time. I also examined the stomachs of several hundred
young ones, killed by the natives for eating, and always witlio)it finding any trace of
Ibod in them. The same was true of the few nursing females killed for dissection.

On their arrival in the spring they are very fat and unwieldy, but when they leave,

after their four mouths' fast, they are very thin, being reduced to one-half their
former weight.

42 In a note appended to the above by Professor Allen, that gen-
tleman writes : " Steller states that in the numerous specimens

he dissected he always found the stomachs empty, and remarks that
they take no food during the several weeks they remain on land; Mr.
Dall conhrms the same statement in respect to the present species, and
Captains Cook, VVeddel, and others, who have had opportunities of
observing the different southern species, atfirm the same fact in respect
to the latter. Lord Shuldham long since stated that the walrus had
the same habit, though its actual fast seems somewhat shorter than
those of the eared seals, . . . This singular phenomenon of a pro
tracted annual fast during the j)eriod of parturition and the nursing of
the young—the season when most mammals require the most anq)le

sustenance—seems not wholly confined to the walruses and eared seals.

So far as known, however, it is limited to the pinnij)edes; and, except-
ing in the case of a single member, the sea elephant, to the two above-
named families. By some of the old writers the sea-elephant was said
to feed sx>aringly, at this time, on the grasses and sea-weeds that grew
in the vicinity of its breeding places, but the weight of the evidence in

respect to this point seems to indicate that this species fasts similarly

to the eared seals and walruses during the period it resorts to the land
to bring forth its young."*

243. The fur-seals on Juan Fernandez are likewise reported, and
without qualification as to sex, to abstain from nourishment during the
breeding season: "Toward the end of the month of June these animals

* On the Eared Seals. " Rull. Mus. Conip. ZooL," vol. ii. No. 1, pp. 101, 102. See
also Senate, Ex. Doc. No. 32, 4l8t Congress, 2nd Session, p. 5.
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come on shore to bring forth their young, and remain to the end of
September without stirring from the spot, and without taking auy kind
of nourishment." *

Though not at the time aware of Bryant's statement, above quoted,
the absence of excrementitious matter was one of the first points noted
and remarked on by us after hmding upon the Pribyloflt" rookeries, and
it is to tlie absence of such matter alone that the continuous herding
together on one spot for several months of so many thousand animals is

on sanitary grounds rendered possible. It became obvious that so soon
as the seals commence again to feed, it must be absolutely necessary for
them to abandon their crowded quarters on shore. The evidence thus
afibrded, that the females do not feed to any notable extent until the
young are practically weaned, or, at all events, until very late in the
suckling season, is perhaps more definite than that given in any other
way.

(0.)

—

Physical Characteristics of the Pribyloff and Commander Islands,
and Nature of the Breeding Grounds.

244. The principal breeding places of the fur seal of the North Pacific
at the present time, are the Pribyloff and Commander Islands, and,
omitting certain exceptional periods dependent chiefly on the interrup-
tion of natural conditions brought about by the slaughter of seals, it

ai)pears that the Pribylofit' Islands have, within historic times, been fre-

quented by larger numbers of seals than the Commander Islands.
Eecent changes, depending chiefly on the circumstances which have
occurred in the first-named islands, have, however, at the present time,
produced a nearer approach to equality in numbers as between the two
groups of islands than has been normal. Of other breeding j)laces in
the North Pacific still known to be frequented by smaller numbers of
seals, liobben Island is the most important, but of these some notes are
given later.

245. While it has not been disproved that the fur-seal may bring forth
its young upon detached floating masses of the great kelp of the Pacific,

particularly in cases where the gravid female has been prevented from
reaching the breeding places on shore in due time, such instan<;es, if

they occur, must be quite exceptional.. As to the alleged birth of young
at sea, the result of careful inquiries of various kinds shows that if this
should occur without the presence of any resting place, the young prob-
ably perish, for, though undoubtedly capable at birth, and even if cut
from the mother before birth, of swimming for a shorter or longer time,
the young is not suited at once for a pelagic existence, and authentic
instances in which females with recently-born young have been seen at
sea are very rare. It may be mentioned here, however, that some of
the Indians of the northern part of the coast of British Columbia aver
that they have seen the female fur-seal swimming with its young on its

back in the manner said to be practised by the sea-otter, and actually
observed in the case of the hair-seal, but this statement has not been
fully authenticated.

240. The normal habits of the fur-seal are such as to require a
43 safe terrestrial retreat at the season during which the young is

born, where the young may remain undisturbed for a x)eriod of
three or i)ossibly four months, or till such time as they may be able to
assume the pelagic habits of the adult. It is therefore primarily for

the purpose of giving birth to their young and suckling them that the
female fur-seals seek the breeding islands. At other seasons they do

* Quoted in United States Census Report, p. 122.
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not require to land anywliere, and, as a matter of fact, they very seldom
do so. It has frequently been stated that the mating of the male and
female must be accomplished on shore, but there is ample proof that

tins is not true, and that the male and female come together with equal

facility in the water. It is thus evident that the ruling motive for the

lauding and sojourn ashore of the seals, is the birth of the young, and
that the habit of the males in frequenting the breeding rookeries and
seeking the females there after the young have been born has grown up
from this or in connection with it. With many animals the male has a
function to fulfil on the breeding places in protecting the young, but in

this instance tlie males are neither called upon, nor do they show any
natural disposition, to exert themselves in this particular direction.

247. The Commander and Pribyloff Islands when originally discov-

ered in 1741 and 1780 respectively, were entirely uninhabited by man;
nor has any evidence been found since on either grouy) to show that man
had ever previously visited them. With the exception of St. Matthew
Island, which, by reason of the late date to which the ice often lingers

about its shores, is not suited to become a habitual breeding resort of

the fur-seal, these two groups of islands are the only ones in Behring
Sea, or, for that matter, in the whole northern ])art of the North Pacific,

which were not either peopled by natives or regularly visited by them
on their hunting and fishing expeditions. To this cause rather than to

any other is to be attributed the fact that these islands became the
permanent breeding resorts of the fur-seal. The cool and humid sum-
mer climate may doubtless in itself have been congenial to the seal, but
in this respect, and also in the temperature of the sea surrounding them,
well-marked differences occur as between the two groups, while almost
any of the very numerous islands of the Aleutian chain afford surround-

ings so similar in the matter of climate that they would undoubtedly
have aflbided suitable breeding places if similarly uninhabited. The
islands of this chain were, however, then thickly inhabited by the Aleuts,

and as the fur-seal, when resorting to and remaining upon the shores dur-

ing the breeding season, is practically defenceless and incapable alike

of resistance or effective flight, while its flesh and fat are highly prized

by all native tribes as food, it is probable that no breediug stations could
long be maintained there or on any other lauds similarly i)eopled.

Captain Scammou nevertheless states that fur-seals formerly occupied,

ill addition to the Pribyloff and Commander Islands, "several of the
more isolated points in the Aleutian chain."* He does not, however,
jiarticularize further, or say whether he speaks from personal observa-
tion, or from what source his information was obtained.

248. The fact that fur seals of the same species formerly had breeding-

places ou such islands as the Farallones of the Californian coast, under
climatic conditions perhaps as different as it is easy to imagine, is alone

sufficient to show that climate was not the ruling factor in the choice

of the Pribyloff' and Commander Islands by the fur-seals of the North
Pacific. If further evidence be required it is furnished by the facts

relating to the species of fur-seal inhabiting the soutbern hemisphere,
which, though differingfrom thatof the North Pacific in structural points,

is so similar in habit as to furnish a case in point. Here also it is found
that all the notable breeding places or rookeries Avere discovered upon
insular lands to which man had never come, and on which, during this

critical period of the annual cycle of its life, the fur-seal was also exempt
from the attacks of other terrestrial animals to whi<*,li it would have been

*"Maiiue Mammalia," p. 155.
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an easy prey. Tliis being granted, it is, perhaps, a legitimate subject

of speculation what the conditions in the North Pacific were before the

present races peopled its shores and nearer islands, and more particu-

larly before the islands of the Aleutian chain were peopled. Dall has
shown it to be probable that even these islands were inhabited from a
very remote period, that the population was throughout of an Innuit
type, and that the occupation of the islands proceeded from east to

west.* It can scarcely be doubted that in still earlier times the fur-

seals resorted to many or to all of these islands at the breeding season,

but that as the islands became occupied successively by the predecessors
of the modern Aleuts, tliis animal, from the nature of its habits, was
the first to find them no longer safe or congenial. When discovered by
the Russians it was estimated that the population of the chain amounted
to 50,000, and in this fact alone a sufficient reason for the absence of

breeding rookeries of the fur-seal is found.

44 249. The Pribyloff Islands are almost entirely, and the Com-
mander Islands are chiefly, composed of rocks of volcanic origin,

but in this respect they are by no means singular, and no physical

characteristics dependent on this circumstance are ruling ones in respect

to their fitness as breeding i^laces,

250. The Pribylofl" group consists of two rather large islands, St.

Paul and St, George, separated by a distance of about 39 miles, with
two small islets, Walrus Island and Otter Island adjacent to St. Paul.

Of these, Otter Island is about a mile in length, while Walrus Island
is a mere flat rock about a quarter of a mile in length. The seal rook-

eries are all situated either on St. Paul or St. George, and those on St.

Paul are considerably the more important. St. Paul Island is about 13

miles in length by 6 in breadth, while St. George Island is about 14

miles in length, by 5 miles in greatest breadth, with a somewhat infe-

rior area.

251. As already stated, both are composed of volcanic rocks, prob-

ably referable to the latest stages of the Tertiary i^eriod, and consisting

largely of basalts or basalt-like rocks in the form of nearly horizontal

beds, often distinctly columnar where broken olf in clifts. There are,

however, certain beds of scoriaceous material which are included

between those representing originally molten matter. These islands

appear, in fact, to be the resiilt of old submarine volcanic eruptions,

spreading their material in ju^etty regular layers on the sea-bed, and
eventually rising above the surface of the shallow eastern plateau of

Behring Sea, either because of the mere accunuilation of material, or

perhaps more probably with the aid of a local elevatory movement of

somewhat later date. Since the original time of their appearance above
the sea, their margins have been worn into sea-clift's, or beaten back to

form stretches of sandy beach, by the action of the waves; but in con-

sequence of the absence of older rocks, most of the material for these

beaches, as well as that of the sand dunes which chai^cterize parts of

the coast (particularly on St. Paul Island) is not siliceous, but is com-
posed of the comminuted material of the local volcanic rocks.

252. The surface of St. Paul may be described as (jonsisting of rounded
hills, of which the highest attains an elevation of about 600 feet, con-

nected by flat land, much of which is but little elevated above the sea.

Its shores are not often bold though forming cliffs of moderate height

in some xflaces, particularly about its western end. St. George is, on
the whole, considerably higher, and contains very little low or flat land.

* "Contribifcions to North Americau Ethnology," vol. i.
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Its surface consists of liills and upland moors, and its liighest parts

exceed 900 feet. The shores of St. George are generally steep and bold,

and much of its border is formed by clift's of considerable height, which
constitute the breeding places of innumerable birds.

253. ISTo tree or shrub occurs on either island, of which the surface is

covered, wheu not too rocky to support any growth, with grass and
herbaceous vegetation, mingled with moss and lichen on the higher parts.

Neither island aftbrds any harbour, and it is necessary to anchor under
a weather shore and to effect a landing either with an off-shore wind or

in calm weather. The situation of the village on St. Paul is, however,

such that a landing can generally be effected there either on one side or

other of the long south-westerly-extending peninsula terminating in

Eeef Point.

254. The breeding rookeries and hauling grounds (or tracts which the

bachelors and other seals not actually engaged in breeding frequent)

are, of course, confined to the immediate vicinity of the coast line on

both islands. The seals seldom laud and never remain on Walrus Island,

and though in former years many are said to have hauled out on Otter

Island, and some still do so, this is not known to have been occupied as

a bree<ling station.

255. All the existing breeding rookeries on St. Paul and St. George
Islands were visited and examined by us during our first visit to the

islands about the end of July, and some of tliem were subsequently

re-examined on our second and third visits in the months of August
and September respectively, for the purpose of noting the changes in

the distribution and habits of the seals at various seasons. So much
has, however, already been written in description of the topography of

the various rookery grounds, particularly by Mr. H. W. Elliott, that it

is not here necessary to enter into any minute description of them. It

will serve all practical purposes and will tend to leave the main question

involved unobscured, if the several rookeries are merely characterized

in a very general way, and if their differences and common characters

are subsequently treated of together.

250. There are on St. Paul Island at the present time seven recog-

nized breeding rookeries, of which the names and general characters

are as follows

:

(i.) Zapadnie Eooliery.—This consists of two parts, which may be
called West and East Zapadnie respectively, separated by a

45 small bay with sandy beach, upon which the seals do not renmin.

The rookery ground of both ]>arts faces to the south-east, and
consists of rather regular sloi)es rising from the edge of the sea, and
more or less thickly strewn with angular or sub-angular basaltic blocks.

(ii.) Tolstoi Eoohery.—This rookery faces to the north-west, on the

other side of English Bay. The ground occupied by the breeding

seals is, for the most part, a steep and rugged slope, strewn with

angular blocks, and broken by jutting masses of solid rock. At its

north east end the slopes become lighter, and it merges into the open
and smooth slopes of Middle Hill, which constitute an important
hauling-ground frequented by bachelor seals or holluschickie.

(iii.) Lagoon Roolcery.—Facing to the south-west, and open to the

full sweep of the sea only in bearings between south-west and west.

In consequence of the protection aftbrded by the long Reef Point, this

rookery ground is the most sheltered of any on either of the islands.

The ground actually occupied by the breeding seals is a narrow and
low reef of well rounded boulders, which separates the sea from a
shallow lagoon.
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fiv.) Errf Eool-eries.—Oceupyinj? both sides of tlie outer part of the
lou<i; proiuoutory known as Keef Point, and facing" to the north-west
and south-east. The nortli-western slope, ofteu called Garbotcli, is

rather steep, and a part of the rookery-ground occui)ied on this side

consists of a narrow fringe of rocky shore overlooked by low basaltic

cliffs. A uarrow ridge, Avhif.h is worn bare and occupied as a hauling
ground by holluschickie in the early part of the season, and is fre-

quented by all classes of seals at a lat(^r ])eriod, sei)arates the north-

western from the south-eastern side of Keef Toiut. On the south-east
side there is a wide border of flat land but little elevated above the
tide, upon which the greater part of the seals of the rookeries is found.
Almost the whole of the rookery ground of the reef is plentifully strewn
with angular masses of rock, though occasional smooth spaces also

occur. The higher parts of the Reef Point consist very largely of a
bed of volcanic scoria?, lying compact and much in its original state,

and forming a fine hard surface considerably dift'e'rent from that fouud
on most of the rookeries.

(v.) Lulcannon and Ketavie Hoolceries form practically one rookery;
they slope generally eastward, and in parts are much broken by the
irregular jutting out of the solid rock and the many angular masses
which have detached themselves from it.

(vi.) Polavina RooJcery.—This faces to the south-eastward and stretches
irregularly along the shore for nearly H miles. The rocky shore is

here bounded on the landward side by a range of low irregular cliffs,

perhaps averaging 40 feet in height, and the breeding seals for the most
part occupy the upper part of the beach along the base of the cliffs,

together with such breaks and hollows as exist in the cliffs and a wide
rocky reef near the sea level at the southern end of the rookery ground.
A certain jjroportion of the breeding seals, however, take up stations

upon the upper edge of the cliffs, and later in the season they move
irregularly back upon the low plateau composed of bare volcanic tufa

which rises very gradually toward the distant base of Polavina Hill.

(vii.) North-East Point Rookery.—This is the most important breeding
l^lace upon either of the islands, and nught perhaps be more correctly

described as a series of rookeries than as a single one. North- East Point
is a low peninsula of quadrangular form, connected at one of its angles
by a narrow neck, consisting of sandy flats and high dunes, with the
main island. Hutchinson Hill, probably about 150 feet in height and
near the northern side of peninsula, is its highest point. The rookery
ground runs along the eastern, northern, and north-western shores
almost continuously, though in some places—and particularly in the
immediate vicinity of Hutchinson Hill—it is much wider than in others.

Nearly all this length of shore is strewn thickly with rocky fragments,
which as far as the highest tides reach are usually well rounded, but
farther back are still angular or sub-angular. Between Hutchinson
Hill and the sea, there is a considerable width of rock-strewn flat land
resembling that of the south-east side of Keef Point, and coinciding

with the most imi)ortant portion of the rookery.
257. On St. George's Island there are now five recognized rookery

grounds, four on the northern coast and one in Zajiadnie Bay on the
southern coast:

(i.) Zapadnie RooJcery.—This breeding ground is more or less perfectly

divided into two parts, one lot of seals occupying a rough bouldery flat

immediately back of the beach, another the slope of a hill a little fur-

ther to the south.
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(ii.) Sfarri/ Arfeel RooJcery.—The ground here occupied by the breed-

ing seals is a particularly steep slope, which faces to the eastward and is

broken off at one side, to the north, by the shore cliff, which prevents

the seals when they land from reaching the breeding grounds directly.

(iii.) North Kool-ery.—This is the most important breeding

40 ground on St. George Island, and irregularly occupies nearly a

mile of the shore. It is supposed to contain about half the entire

number of seals resorting to this island. The shore is here character-

ized by low irregular cliffs, with occasional breaks which afford access

to the low plateau above. Most of the breeding seals are, however,

strung along not far from the sea, and gather into larger groups wher-

ever the width of the lower rocky shore is greatest.

(iv.) Little Eastern Rooli'ery is compaiatively small, and occupies a

piece of shore not unlike that of many parts of North Rookery.

(v.) Great Eastern Boolcery.—This rookery spreads at its western end
part-way up the slopes of a steep and somewhat rocky hill, while its

eastern end runs along the base of the rather high cliffs, on a very rough
and rocky beach forming there a narrow strip just above the wash of

the sea.

258. An examination of the various rookeries on the Pribyloft' Islands

alone, is sufficient to show that the seals are by no means exacting in

regard to the precise character of the ground occupied. They do not

require a southern or a northern aspect, and the statement that they

land naturally upon the first part of the coast reached on their course

from south to north is contradicted by the position of most of the rook-

eries of St. George Island. Nor do they api)ear to seek specially either

sheltered or exposed situations, though most of the rookery sites are of

the latter character. Their breeding ground may be nearly flat, or very
steeply inclined, aiid on it they may be exposed to the driving spray

from the waves or removed to some distance from the sea and at some
height above it. The feature most peculiar to the rookery grounds, and
common to most of them, is the profusion of detached angular masses
of rock, which depends upon the ease with which the basaltic rocks of

the Pribyloff" Islands break up into such blocks under the local climatic

influences. But this cannot be assumed to be an essential requirement

of the seals, for they are found to be equally at home on beds of well

water-worn boulders and on flats and slopes locally free from stones or

rocky projections.

259. Most of the rookeries on the Pribyloff Islands are characterized

by extensive off'-lying beds of kelp, which indicates a gradually shelv-

ing rocky bottom, aiul implies that) any very heavy sea will be broken
and reduced in force before it actually falls upon the land. This may
be a desideratum, but it is not a necessity, as some examples show, and
tlie kelp-beds are by no means confined to those parts of the shores

adjacent to the rookeries.

200. It appears possible to mention only two conditions which have
been avoided by the seals in the choice of their rookery grounds: these

are mud and loose sand. On muddy ground the fur is doubtless apt to

become uncomfortably clotted, and the sand if driven by the wind or

splashed about by rain is probably also irritating to them. Shifting

sandy ground besides renders the always clumsy locomotion of the seal

when upon the land additionally difilcult; but it may be noted that

sandy beaches appear to be well liked by the seals when they haul out

temporarily, and are not actually established for breeding purposes. On
most of the rookery grounds, away from the actual beach, the character

of the soil is such that it becomes beaten down between the projecting
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rocks into a Imid and nearly smooth floor, a circumstance which depends
in ])art on the incorporation with it from year to year of the felted hair
wliich is shed by the seals themselves during the stagey season.

2t)l. liehring and Coi)per Islands, forming the Commander group,
differ very considerably in physical aspect from the Pribyloff Islands,

though like them they are entirely destitute of either arboreal or

shrubby growth, and are largely covered by grasses. These two islands
form parallel elevations running in north west by south east bearings,
and separated by a least distance of 26 miles. Copper Island, which is

furthest to the eastward, is separated by 190 miles of ocean from Attn
Island, the westernmost of the Aleutian chain. Behring Island is again
removed by a distance of 95 miles from the nearest part of Kam-
tschatka, and though the high volcanic mountains of the peninsula may
in clear weather be seen from the island, the latter is i^robably never
under any circumstances visible from the mainland. It is, nevertheless,

rather remarkable that the islands of this group had never been inhab-
ited by man until their discovery and occupation by the Russians in

1741, as the distance from the mainland is not so considerable as in

itself to afford a completely satisfactory explanation.
262. Behring Island is about 50 miles in extreme length, with a

width of nearly 20 miles at its northern and widest end. From this it

tapers gradually but irregularly to Cape Maniti, its south-eastern
extremity. The northern half of the island is low, with a rolling or

nearly flat surface, much of which is described as consisting of "tun-
dra" land. It includes one large lake, which discharges on the north-

ern shore. The southern half is higher, and appears, as seen
47 from the sea, to consist of a mass of rounded hills of heights

varying from several hundred to perhaps 1,000 feet. The shores
of the higher part of the island are very generally bordered by cliffs

or stec]) scarped rocks, with narrow V-shaped valleys breaking through
them to the sea. The greater part of the island is composed, so far as
examined, and also on the authority of M. Grebnitsky, of well stratified

Tertiary rocks, generally shales and sandstones, but basalts and vol-

canic breccias appear upon some parts of the coast, and generally from
the projecting reefs and rocks. There are no harbours, but a fair

anchorage with off-shore winds may be found at Nikolski, the only per-

manent settlement, situated on the west coast of the island, about 10
miles from its north end.

263. Copper or Medni Island is about 30 miles in length, with a
greatest width of about 5 miles to the south of the middle of the island.

It is a partially submerged mountainous ridge, much higher and bolder
than Behring Island, and apparently almost wliolly composed of volcanic

rocks, which are not, however, modern, like those of many parts of the
Aleutian Islands, but probably of Tertiary age. Its surface is exceed-
ingly irregular and comprises very little flat land of any kind, while
the shore is often bordered by bold and rugged sea cliffs, particularly

along the south-eastern side. The shore-line of this side is sinuous,

but that of the north-east side is broken, and comprises several consid-
erable bays, but no good harbours for large vessels. There are three
small settlements on the coast: Glinka, Karebelny, and Preobajenski,
the last named being the most northern, and the only one continuously
occupied at other seasons than the time of sealing. The highest parts
of Copper Island probably attain an elevation of 3,000 feet.

264. Along the shores of both of these islands there are extensive
fields of kelp, but these are not more notable than those to be found
in similar situations in the Aleutian, Pribyloff", and other islands of

II
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the southern part of Behring Sea or along the Alaskan and British

Columbian coasts,—a fact which is perhaps worthy of note in connection
with statements which have been made as to the peculiar suitability of

these islands to the graminivorous and now extinct Ehytina, as well as

from its possible bearings on the habitats of the fur-seal.

265. Upon Behring Island the fur-seals are killed in the immediate
vicinity of the two rookeries, where salt-houses are established. On
Copper Island, the rookeries, situated on the south-west coast, are
classified under two groups, from one of which the seals are driven
across to Karebelny and from the other to Glinka for slaughter, this

being supposed to be necessary owing to the rough character of the
coast where they are actually situated.

206. Further evidence of the adaptability of the seals to circumstances
is found in comparing the physical character of the rookeries on the
Commander Islands with those of the Pribyloff" Islands. On Behring
Island, the North Rookery, situated at Yushin Point, towards the western
part of the north coast of ihe island, is the largest. It occupies a flat

stretch of rocky reef, which runs seaward in a triangular form, with its

wide base against the land a^nd a length of about a quarter of a mile.

The surface of the reef is irregular, and much of it stands above high-
water mark, though in heavy gales few parts of it can escape the more
or less direct wash of the surf. I^o the west of the reef i)roper, and
connected with it, is a wide dry beach or bar of sand, which is also

occupied by seals, but chiefly by holluschickie or bachelors. On the
landward side, the reef is overlooked by low rocky banks overgrown by
rank grasses and weeds, and between these and the reef proper are some
small irregular grassy flats and pools of salt water. Here the seals

never go, though there is no apparent reason why this upper plateau
might notbeusedas ahauling-groundor "parade," which would resem-
ble several of those adjacent to rookeries on the Pribylofif Islands.

267. The South IJookery on Behring Island, situated at Poludenni
Point, on the south- west side of the island and about midway in its

length, was not visited by us. It is, however, much smaller than the last,

and is described as presenting very similar characters. In both cases
there is ample room for expansion of the rookery ground without break-
ing its continuity.

268. On Copper Island, the circumstances are again quite different.

The rookeries and hauling-grounds are here scattered along about 15
miles of the south-east coast, extending from about the middle of the
island to its southern end. All the rookeries are small; and though
distinguished by various local names they are not well defined, but
are connected by irregular scattered colonies of breeding seals strung
along the narrower and less favourable parts of the shore. The whole
shore is bordered by high irregular cliffs, here and there broken by
ravines, or by more moderate though always steep and rough rocky
and grassy slopes. Flat rocky reefs run out irregularly from the shore

below, with abundance of rocks awash and large fields of kelp.
48 Opposite the breaks in the clifls are bouldery or gravelly bays,

and both these and the larger areas of reef are irregularly occu-
pied by the seals. At Palata Point, near the southern extremity of
the island, the seals occupy a steep slope of earthy appearance, which
they have completely bared of vegetation to a distance estimated at 150
to 200 yards back from the shore, and a height of, say, 200 feet. This
rookery in its general character more closely resembles Starry Arteel
than any other of the PribyJott" Islands. It is distinctively a breeding
rookery, as no holluschickie, it is said, ever haul out near it.
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269. On Copper IslaTid, however, as on Beliring Island, M. Tillman,
the Superintendent in charge for the Russian Government, states that
even when the seals were more abundant than in 1891, there has never
been any lack of room for expansion of the rookeries and hauling
grounds, and that there are many other localities in all respects equally
well suited for occupation by the seals, though these usually occupy the
same or nearly the same stations year after year. It is thus evident
on the Commander as on the Pribylotf Islands, that no very special or
peculiar physical features are required to render certain spots suitable

as the breeding resorts of the fur-seal. It is necessary to emphasize
this point, as the question has been obscured by a tendency to surround
it with a certain mystery, and to affirm that certain spots, and those
alone, are available as rookery grounds.

270. The fact remains to be explained, however, that the breeding
seals actually do resort with great i)ersistency to the various recognized
rookeries, congiegating in these spots and leaving other neighbouring
parts of the shores of the breeding islands untenanted. There is

indeed some evidence to show that the same old bulls or ''beach-

masters" fi'om year to year occupy the same places, and it is quite
probable that the instinct which induces many animals to return to the
same place in succeeding seasons, may influence the fur seal. There
is, however, another and very obvious practical cause for the reoccu-
pation of old rookery grounds. As a rule, these extend some distance
beyond the reach of the se;), and are there by the continuous j)resence

and movement of the seals not only bared of vegetation, but beaten
down into smooth and hard flats and slopes, and therefore constitute

as long as they are occui)ied each year, and from this very cause, the
places most congenial to the seals. The fact that the first of the seals

to arrive in the spring, coast along the shores and land for a time in a
timid and tentative way only, shows that they are in search either of
their old breeding stations or of suitable new ones, and there can be no
doubt that they are largely guided in their choice by the very manifest
traces of former occupation by their species which the rookery sites

present.
271. Kot the least evident of these signs is the peculiar and very

distinct odour of the rookery grounds. It is certain that the sense of
smell is more trusted in by the fur-seal as an indication of danger than
either that of sight or hearing (the eye and possibly the ear also being
probably adapted j-ather to use in the water than in the air) and it is

more than likely employed in relocating the old breeding grounds in

each succeeding year. This is the opinion of the natives, who have
had the best opportunities for observation, and is borne out by many
other facts, some of which are elsewhere alluded to in this report.

272. The reasonable consideration of this subject has been somewhat
obstructed by the assumption of an entirely unwarranted fixity in the
position and area of the ground occupied each year by the breeding
and non-breeding seals of each rookery site. For the very reason,

ax)parently, that such fixity is not found in nature, it appeals to the
imagination of writers of a certain class. While it may therefore be
admitted that the several rookeries have on the whole a notable degree
of permanency, this undoubtedly arises from their continued occupa-
tion each year, rather than from any peculiar physical conditions in

the places chosen ; and while the animals are clearly averse to sudden
change, the boundaries of individual rookeries when not naturally
limited, evidently from year to year increase in one direction and
diminish in another, in consequence of circumstances which may at
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first be accidental; but which are acquiesced in by the seals and ren-

dered for a time permanent. This is particularly the case witb the
hauling-grounds or resorts of the hoUuschickie, which hang about the
borders of the breeding' rookeries proper, and thus in the course of
years, a very considerable area of ground in any particular locality

may come to bear traces, in polished rock surfaces and otherwise, of
the presence of seals, in consequence of the natural oscillations of the
whole body of animals which have occurred in the course of many
generations of seal life.

273. It is unfortunate that no such precise or consecutive observa-
tions have been made, with the aid of plans, measurements, and fixed

marks, as to enable the changes in rookery- and hauling-grounds to be
followed out from year to year, either on the Pribyloff or Commander

Islands. It will be sufficient, however, to refer to a few known
49 facts which are independent of very close observation, but bear

on the point in discussion. One of these is the remarkable differ-

ences noted in various years between the relative proportion of seals

visiting the two islands, St. Paul and St. George. These are referred

to in connection with the historical notes on those islands. Of the
same purport is the fact that two rookeries existed within historical

times at a place called Maroonitch, on the north coast of St. Paul,
which even maintained their position in a reduced form in the season
of great scarcity of seals in 1830, but which have since absolutely dis-

appeared, though there is no reason to suppose that they were at any
time heavily drawn upon, if at all disturbed by man. Elliott states

that in 1872-74, when at the prompting of the natives he examined
this shore, he was still able to trace the old limits of these rookeries

tolerably well by the polished edges of the rocks.* Another, thougb
never large, rookery, named Nah-speel, situated near the village on
St. Paul Island, has become extinct more recently; while as a fact, in

the opposite direction, the formation of the Lagoon Eookery within the

memory of natives still living may be cited.t

274. St. George Island again, the natives assert, was in early Eussian
times, entirely peoj)led by sea-Hons, and the fur-seal began to frequent

it only iu later years. Though more doubtful than the other cited

instances, there appears to be some reason to believe that there is a
basis of fact in this statement also.f

275. An examination of the shores of the Pribyloff Islands, shows
that statements which have occasionally been made, to the effect that

all ground available for the purposes of seal life has been fully occu-

pied within historic times, are incorrect, and that the most extended
limits of even temporary occupation indicated by any marks still remain-

ing, do not prove that the area available and suitable for breeding
rookeries and hauling grounds has ever been occupied up to its full

capacity. From this it follows, that even if restricted for breeding

I)arposes to these particular islands, the fur-seal has never reached its

natural limit in numbers in consequence of a want of space for breed-

ing ground but only as the result of other causes.

270. As a further result of the examination of the physical character-

istics of the rookery grounds, it may be stated that the necessary con-

* United States Censua Report, pp. 49, 59.

t Ibid, p. 52.

t United States Census Report, p. 58. When Lutk6 visited the islands in 1827,

al)out 1,000 sea-lions were killed each year on St. George, and 300 or 400 on St. Paul;
but fill-seals were also abundant on both. "Voyage Autour du Monde/' tome i,

p. 2(J5.
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ditions, and even the most favourable conditions, are by no means con-

fined to tlie Pribyloff and Commander Islands, wide rocky beaches
overlooked by sea-cliffs, and with all the characteristics of those of Cop-
per Island, are found on many of the islands of the Aleutian cliain, and
though low plateaux bordering the shores, or gentle slopes rising from
the beaches are not so common, there are plenty of them to be found
in different parts of this great series of islands, some of which, as for

instance the Semitchi Islands, almost precisely resemble St. Paul in

physical characters. Again, on St. Matthew and Hall Islands, locali-

ties well suited for breeding places of the fur-seal occur, but as already
indicated, the inhabited character of the Aleutian chain, and the long
continuance of ice about the St. Matthew Islands probably explain the
absence of rookeries in these places.

(D.)

—

Annual Progress of Events in Seal Life on the Breeding Islands.

277. In order to follow out the various questions connected with the
life history of the fur-seal, it is necessary to bear in mind the main
points involved in that important part of each year during which it

resorts to the breeding islands. A summary of the facts in this con-
nection will be given here.

So far as regards the Pribyloff" Islands, the fullest details under this

head may be found in the works of several writers, particularly in those
of Bryant, Elliott, and Maynard. There is very little room for differ-

ence of opinion as to the main facts, and most of the points in which
divergence is found may be explained by the tendency to give too rigid

dates and too precise an aspect to the various events and changes; or to

the circumstance that with the growing depletion of males upon the
islands and its attendant results, the dates and habits formerly observed
by the seals have also, to some extent, changed from year to year. It

will be sufficient to give a general and very brief resume of the princi-

pal events of the breeding season based chiefly on the combined obser-
vations of the writers above cited, and afterwards to refer in somewhat
greater detail to a few important points connected with these and with
the general organization of seal life on the islands.

278. The first seals to arrive at the islands in sj)ring are the full-

50 grown males or "bulls" of about six years old and upwards. A
few stragglers sometimes reach the islands as early as the mid-

dle of April, and from about the 1st May to the 10th or 15th June they
continue to arrive, but in much larger numbers towards the latter part
of this period. On arrival, these full-grown males, generally known as
"beachmasters," or "seecatchie," take up stations on the old rookery
grounds to await the coming of the females.
With the main body of full grown bulls a large proportion of the

"bachelors," or younger males, also appear.
279. The time of arrival and landing of the gravid females appears

to depend directly on the approaching close of their period of gesta-
tion. A few usually land as early as the 1st June, but it is, under nor-
mal circumstances, between the middle of June and the middle of July
that the great body of females come ashore, and at or about the same
time most of the yearlings of both sexes, or such of them as resort to
the islands, also generally arrive, though it appears that in some years,
at least, the main body of seals of this class lands somewhat later.

On landing, the females, or " cows," are taken possession of by the
old bulls, and very soon after landing the young are born. Within a
few days the females are again in heat and under normal circumstances,
with an adequate supply of virile males, the female is at once served.
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The landing of gravid females does not usually cease till about the
20tli or 25tli July, and in certain years has been continued much later

by females which have evidently beeu served unusually late in the pre-
vious season.

280. All this time the bulls jealously keep the females they have
secured within the boundaries of their particular harems, but about the
end of July, or early in August, the breeding rookeries begin to lose
their compact character. The beach-masters, or many of them, return
to the sea, or haul out here or there on the beaches, while younger males
crowd upon the rookeries, and the females continue going and coming
between the sea and their young on shore. Before the middle of
August a large proportion of the females are at all times to be found
swimming and disporting themselves in the water close to the rookery
ground, and the young collect in masses along the edges of the shore
and rocks, from which they make short excursions into the sea.

281. About the middle of August, most of the seals found upon the
Pribylofl" Islands become what is known as " stagey," in consequence
of tlie shedding of the hair and under-fur. This condition appears to
continue, more or less definitely, for about six weeks. The fact, else-

where mentioned, that practically no "stagey " skins are ever taken at
sea, appears not only to show that the change in pelage is rendered
definite and well marked by prolonged resort to the land, but also that
during this period the seals frequenting the islands do not go to any
great distance from their shores.

282. In October the seals begin generally to leave the islands, the
oldest and strongest being the first to go. i^early all the bachelors, or
holluschickie, have left before the 10th November, and before the end of
that month all the pups of the year, which have now changed the first

black coat for a grey one, also go. A very few seals, however, gener-
ally linger on into December, and in exceptional years have been known
to stay on into January and even into February.

283. The seals resorting to the Commander Islands, whicb belong, at
least in the main, to a difierent migration-area, and reach the islands
from the south-westward, are thought by those acquianted with both
these and the Pribyloft" Islands to be somewhat later in the date of their
arrival than those of the latter islands. It is stated that here as on the
Pribyloff Islands the seals have been later than usual in coming in recent
years. In 1891, we found the "stagey" season was just beginning on
the Commander Islands on the 1st September. The first killing of
seals took place on Copper Island in the same year on the 22nd June.
Generally speaking, some seals can be found to kill on this island (in

which the dates are slightly in advance of those in Behring Island) as
early as the 1st June.

(E.)

—

Ages at which Males reach Virility, and the Females produce Young.

284. The ages at whicli the male and female seals respectively reach
maturity and become able to take part in the procreation of their species,

as well as the number of years during which the male remains virile

and the female fertile, are questions of very practical importance from
two points of view. In the first place, they enable us to trace out the
effect of the killing of seals of special ages or sexes at certain times,
and, in the second, to estimate the time necessary for any improvement
in numbers to follow from the sparing of the younger seals on the

rookeries.

51 285. Veniaminov arrived at the conclusion that the female gives
birth to its first young in its fifth year, and bases a somewhat
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intricate and ingenious series of calculations partly on this supposition,*
but there is now a very general consensus of opinion among those who
have studied this question on the Pribyloff Islands to the eftect that
tlie females are covered at or shortly after the expiry of the second
year from the time of their birth, and bear young in the third year from
that time or early in the fourth year of their age. The same ojiinion

was found to be held u])on the Commander Islands, and there is every
reason to believe that it is essentially correct.

280. Both males and femalesleave the iskmds at the close of the season
in which they are born as "grey i)ups," the sexes being undistiuguish-
able to all outward apjiearance. In the following season they are
classed as yearlings, and it is probable that a large proportion of these
either do not land upon the islands at all or stay only for a short time
on shore. Such of the yearlings as are found upon the islands, however,
botli males and fenmles, consort with the holluschickie or bachelors.

287. It appears, further, to be certain that the males arrive at virility

in their fourth year, and between this time and that in which they attain
their foil strength and size and are able to maintain their places on the
breeding rookery, when six or seven years old, they are often spoken of

as " half-bulls " or "reserves." They actually serve in the latter capacity,
and cover many of the females which escape the attentions of the older
males upon the rookery grounds, and in such cases the act of coition is

usually accomplished at sea.

288. While the j^oints just referred to maybe supposed to have been
ascertained with moderate certainty, nothing is certainly known as to
the maximum ages attained by seals of the two sexes respectively, and
very little as to the total number of young which a female may bear
during the continuance of her fertility, or the number of years during
which the male retains his virility. Elliott conjectures that the females
may live to an age of 18 or 20 years. Bryant gives his reasons for sup-
posing that 12 years is about the average attained by the males.t
Veniaminov thought that the females in their prime bring forth every
year, and as they grow older, every second year. He states that, accord-
ing to ])ersons familiar with them, each female may in^oduce in the course
of her life ten or fifteen young or even more.J He admits, however,
that this is very uncertain, and the whole subject is, in fact, beset with
almost insuperable difficulties. All that is certain is that both males
and fenudes continue to perform their functions as breeders for a con-
siderable number of years.

289. From what has been said as to the number of years required by
the respective sexes to reach maturity, it follows that any great loss

of young in the year of their birth can only begin to make itself appar-
ent on the rookeries, in the case of females, after the lapse of three
years, and in the case of males after five or six years. Thus in the
event of the killing of all or nearly all the young males of a certain
age, in any one year or series of years, a void of smaller or larger
dimensions is created in the supply of full-grown males for the rookery
grounds, which can only be partially bridged by the continuance on
the rookeries of the older and enfeebled males, which have j^assed their
natural term of retirement. If such killing is maintained from year to

year, the deterioration in the supply of virile males for the requirements
of the females, though slow and spread over several or many years,
must be continuous. Moreover, the lowering of the standard weight

* Quoted by Elliott in United States Census Report, p. 141 et seq.

t " Monogriipli of North American Pinnipeds," ]). 407.

t Quoted iby Elliott in United States Census itcjjort, p. 141.
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of skins wliich lias actually occurred in late years on the Pribyloff

Islands, because of the scarcity of males of 3 or 4 years of age and
wiiicli penults the killing to embrace those of 2 years old and eveu year-

lings, is the most effectual metliod possible of cutting off the supply of
virile males at the fountain head, and of enlarging the void in male seal

life to alarming proportions.

290. Details of this kind, with their observed effects on seal life, are

cited in abstract in the historical notes elsewhere given (§ 810 et seq.),

but it is impossible to adequately represent in summarized form the

whole of the facts bearing on this point. Captain Bryant's observa-

tions, as quoted by Allen, should be referred to.*

291. The diminution which has culminated in late years on the

Pribyloff Islands recalls the criticism made by Lutke, when he visited

these islands in 1827. Lutke writes

:

La pr6caution de separer les gros mMes d'avec ceux qui doivent etre tu^s, est

n^ccssaire pour entreteuir la multiplication ; mais cette precaution cst-elle suffisante

pour cela? Si tons les jeunes sont extermiD<^s, d'oii sortirout a la tin les gros

52 males? Les chasseurs exp6rimeutcs out observ6 que les ours uiarius viveut de
quiuze a vingt ans ; il en r^sulte qu'avec cette m6tliode dans vingt aus il ne

doit plus tester un sen 1.

1

(F.)

—

Requisite proportions of Sexes.

292. Though each full-grown male or " seacatch " holding his place on
the rookery ground endeavours to obtain and keep about him as many
females as possible, there is a limit to the number which may be advan-
tageously held by a single male, and when adult males are found in

abundance, it is not easy to pass this normal limit; but, on the other

hand, when, in consequence of a x>aucity of adult males in proportion

to females, the harems become too large, the females are irregularly

served, served too late in the season, or, in some cases, may altogether

escape efficient service, with resulting irregularities in times of birth of

young in the next year, or an addition to the number of barren females.

293. The proper proportion of adult males to females cannot be ascer-

tained by inspection of the Pribyloff rookeries as they are at present,

because of the obvious and generally acknowledged deficiency of virile

males; but in the earlier years of the control of these islands by the

United States, Bryant estimated the existing proportion as about one
male to fifteen females, or, as indicated by other statements by the same
writer, as one to nine or twelve. | Elliott, a few years later, and subse-

quent to the date of certain changes in organization of the seals

described by Bryant, writes:—"I found it an exceedingly difiicult

matter to satisfy myself as to a fair general average number of cows to

each bull on the rookery; but, after protracted study, I think it will be
nearly correct when 1 assign to each male a general ratio of from fifteen

to twenty females at the stations nearest the water, and from there

back in order from that line to the rear from five to twelve." § M. Greb-
nitsky. Superintendent of the Commander Islands, as the result of his

prolonged experience, states that the proportion of one adult male to

ten females should not, as a rule, be overpassed, and that one to twenty
may be considered as a maximum limit. Captain Blair, long familiar

with the fur-seals of the Asiatic coast, informed us, in si)eaking of

liobben Island, that the number of males now existing there, viz., one

* "Monograpli of North American Pinnipeds," p. 398 et seq.

tLutkd "Voyage autour du Monde," tome i, p. 261.

t Monograph of North American Pinnipeds/'pp. 385, 390.

^ United States Census Report, p. 36.
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adult male to twout/fivc I'ciiiales, was far too small. Lieutenant May-
iiard, again, says: "The bulls are polygamous, having from live to

twenty cows each; so that tlie number of tliem upon the rookeries is

not more than one-tenth of that of the cows.*
294. It may thus be very safely assumed that the ratio of virile males

of full age, cannot be allowed to exceed the projiortion of (mo to twenty,
without serious danger of harm to the breeding rookeries, and the
certainty of grave irregularities on them; and it is necessary to bear
this fact in mind in endeavouring to appreciate the meaning of the
present condition of the rookeries of the Pribyloff Islands, where, as
elsewhere j^ointed out, these conditions have, for a number of years,

not been realized.

(G.)

—

Coitio7i.

295. An erroneous statement concerning the manner of life of the
fur-seal, which has important bearings in various ways, but which has
luiturally arisen and has been as naturally maintained in consequence
of the too exclusive attention paid by most writers on this subject to

the breeding islands, is that the fecundation of the female is, and can
oidy be, accomplished on shore. Bryant has, however, distinctly stated
that coi)ulatiou very often occurs in the water, and in the description

of seal life iirepared by him for Professor Allen, he adds: "When there
was a full supply of breeding males copulation occurred mainly on the
breeding grounds, the half-bulls (or reserves) participating to only a
limited extent, and was rarely seen to occur in the water. Since 1874,

owing to the decrease in the number of breeding males, a much larger
proportion of the females receive the males in the water, so that on any
still day after the 20th July, by taking a canoe and going a little off

shore, considerable numbers maybe seen pairing and readily approached
so near as to be fully observed.! In another place the same

53 gentleman is even more precise, writing : " O^ing to the position

of the genital organs, however, coition on land seems not to be
the natural method, and only rarely—perhaps in three cases out of ten

—

is the attempt to copulate under such circumstances effectual." Mr.
W. H. Dall, again, in a manuscript note supplied to Professor Allen,

says: " They [the females] sleep in the water lying on their sides, with
the two flippers [of the u])per side] out of the water, and receive the
male in the' same position." |

290. Special inquiries made by us on this particular subject have fully

confirmed Bryant's original statements, the evidence obtained including
that of four or five gentlemen who have had long experience with the

Pribyloff" and Commander Islands, and several intelligent and observ-

ant hunters who have been engaged in sealing at sea.

297. The particular importance attaching to this subject depends on
the circumstance that the possibility of connection being accomplished
at sea, and the greater frequency of this habit caused by the dearth of

adult males on the rookeries, enables us to explain in great measure
the irregularity, which has in late years much increased, of the date of

birth of the young. It shows, in fact, that the time of impregnation of

the female is not necessarily comprised within the period during which
she seeks the shore for the purpose of giving birth to the young.

* Maynard's Report, Ex. Doc. No. 43, 44th Cons^ress, 1st Session, p. 3. This passage
is incorrectly quoted by Elliott in his Census Report, where Maynard la made to

state that the seals have each from twenty to fifty cows.
t Senate, Ex. Doc. No. 32, 41st Congress, 2nd Session, p. 5, "Monograph of North-

American rinnipcds," pp. 385. 405.

t "Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,*' vol. 1, Part I, p. 100.
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(H.)

—

Age at which the Young Swhn.—Kumher of Young at a Birth.

298. It lias already been noted, that evidence such as to show that
the young' can swim for a time at or immediately after birth, has been
obtained from a number of sources, though it is, at the same time, im-

probable tliat under any circumstances the young is at first fitted to

maintain its existence for any length of time in the open sea. This is,

however, not a matter of any great imi)ortance, for it is evidently the
normal method for the young to remain for some weeks ashore before
venturing even to enter the sea.

299. It, nevertheless, ap])ears to be quite possible that, under excep-
tional cir(;umstances, the female might succeed in rearing her young
while only occasionally resorting to the land and while moving from
place to place. There is no reason to believe that the fur-seal is less

adaptable in this respect than the hair seals, and of one of the latter

{Ptoca vituUna) Professor Allen quotes Mr. John Cardeaux to the fol-

lowing effect: "The female has one young in the year; and, as these
banks [upon which they breed] are covered at flood, the cub, when born,
must make an early acquaintance with the water,"* One of the authors
of this Keport has, moreover, seen the same species (17th of June, 1878)
in the southern ])art of theQueen Charlotte Islaiuls, breeding upon tidal

rocks, from which, when alarmed, the mothers took to the sea, each car-

rying her young upon her back, tlio heads of the mother and young seal

coming to the surface simultaneously at each rise. Upon Indian
authority, the same habit has been, as elsewhere noted, observed in

the case of the fur-seal.

300. The date at which the young normally begin to swim has, how-
ever, like many others, been given an altogether undue fixity ajul pre-

cision. Thus Elliott states that by the 8th or 10th August the pups
born nearest to the water first begin to learn to swim ; t and Bryant gives
the 20th August as the date at which they first take to the water; % while
as early as the 28tli July, in 1891, great numbers of pups were actually
observed by us to be swimming along the edges of the rookery grounds
and climbing in and out over the rocks, and this in spite of the fact

that it is acknowledged that the seals now arrive at the islands at dates
later than they did in former years. On the 14th September two pups
were even seen swimming and alone at distances of 40 and 70 miles
respectively to the westward of the Pribyloff Islands.

301. As a rule, but a single pup is produced at a birth, and, though
this rule is not without exceptions, it may be used in any estimates of
the natural rate of increase of the seals. Maynard admits that occa-

sional cases of twins have been recognized on the Pribyloff Islands,
notwithstanding the difficulty of arriving at certainty as to such a mat-
ter under the circumstances which there obtain. The Haidas and the
Tshimsians state that they have frequently found two unborn pups in

a female seal when killed, though a single pup is much more common.
Chief Edensaw, many years ago, saw a female in the act of giving
birth on Kose Spit, Queen Charlotte Islands; one pup had been born,
and when he killed the mother he found another still unborn.

302. It is perhaps further worth noting, in this connection,
54 that those most familiar with the closely allied fur-seal of the

South African Coast state that, as a rule, two pups are produced

* "Monograph of North American Pinnipeds," p. 591.

t United States Census Report, pp. 40, 42,

X "Monograph of North American Pinnipedg," p, 387.
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at a birth; while on the Austialiaii coast it is said that the female gen-
erally brings forth a single pup, sometimes two.*

(I.)

—

Distances to which Seals go from the Breeding Islands in search of
Food, and Times of Feeding.

303. The feeding habits of the seals, and the distances to which seals

engaged in breeding on the islands may be supposed to go for food, as
well as the period of the breeding season at which excursions in search
of food begin to be made, are important because of their direct bearing
on the limits of protection which might approjiriately be accorded
about the islands at the breeding season.

304. The full-grown bulls, or beachmasters, holding stations on the
rookery-grounds, undoubtedly, in the majority of cases—if not inva-

riably—remain on duty throughout the breeding season and to the
close of the rutting period without seeking food. The young again,
born in any ])articular season, are not weaned, or not fully weaned, nor
do they, muler normal circumstances, leave the immediate vicinity of

the shores till the time of their final departure.
305. It is thus only the classes of bachelor and female seals that can,

under any circumstances, be found leaving the islands in search of food
during the breeding season. Of the females, the yearlings associate
with the ])achelors. Some of the two-year-olds may seek the vicinity

of the rookery-grounds for the purpose of meeting the males, but prob-
ably they do not long remain there, while it is believed that most of

them are covered at sea. Barren females, again, whether without
young from jige, from an insufficiency of males, or inefficient service,

are not in any way permanently attached to the islands at this time.

300. The remaining—and, at the time in question, most important

—

class is that of the breeding females. These, some time after the birth

of the young and the subsequent copulation with the male, begin to

leave tlie rookery-ground and seek the water. This they are able to do
because of the lessened interest of the beachmasters in them, and more
particularly after many of the beachmasters themselves begin to leave
their stands. Thus, by about the middle of August, probably only
one-half of the females, or even less, are to be seen at any one time on
the rookeries. Snegiloff, the native foreman in charge of the rookeries
on Behring Island, expressed the opinion that the females first leave
their young and begin to frequent the water about a month after the
birth of the young. Bryant says about six weeks.t Other authorities
are less definite on this point, but, according to observations made by
ourselves, the mothers and young were present on the Pribylotf rook-
eries in approximately equal numbers in the last days of July, while, on
the same rookeries, in the third week of August, the young largely out-

numbered the mothers present at any one time, and, in so far as could
be ascertained by observation, the females were disporting themselves
in the sea off the fronts of the rookeries.

307. It is very generally assumed that the female, on thus beginning
to leave the rookery-ground, at once resumes her habit of engaging in

the active quest for food, and though this would ajtpear to be only
natural, particularly in view of the extra drain produced by the demands
of the young, it must be remembered that, with scarcely any exception,
the stomachs of even the bachelor seals killed upon the islands are found

* "Prodromus of the Zoology of Victoria," by Sir F. McCoy, F. R. S., Decade
VIII, p. 9.

t Seuate, Ex. Doc. No. 32, 4l8t Congress, 2nd Session, p. 5.
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void of food, and tbat all seals resorting to the islands seem, in a great

deoiee to sbare in a common abstinence. While, tlieretore, it may be

considered certain that after a certain period, the females begin to seek

such food as can be obtained, the absence of excrementitions matter on

the rookery grounds, elsewhere referred to, shows that this cannot occur

till towards the close of the breeding season. It may, further, be stated,

that there is a very general belief among the natives, both on thePriby-

loff and Commander Islands, to the effect that the females do not leave

the land to feed while engaged in suckling their young, and that neither

of the two females killed in our presence for natural history purposes

on Behring Island, on the 5th September, had any trace of food m the

stomach, though killed within a few yards of the rookery from which

they had iust been driven. Also bearing on the same point is the state-

ment made in a memorandum received from Her Majesty's Minister at

T6ki6 based on information obtained from a gentleman lully conver-

sant with the habits and haunts of the fur-seal of the western side of

the North Pacific, as follows: "It is sometimes stated that the

55 breeding cows are in the habit of leaving the rookeries to fish for

the support of their young, but the experienced authority on

whose remarks these notes are founded is not of this opinion. He has

never found food inside the female fur-seal taken on the breeding

grounds." (See further under Food paragraph 224, et seq.)

308. It appears to us to be quite probable, however, that toward the

close of the season of suckling, the female seals may actually begin to

spend a considerable portion of their time at sea in search of food. It

is unlikely that this occurs to any notable extent till after the middle of

September, before which the season of pelagic sealing in Behring Sea

practically closes. It is not as if the mere presence of seals in any

particular part of Behring Sea during the period iu question could be

taken as representing that of females from the breeding rookeries, for,

as already stated, other classes of seals remain thus at large during the

greater part, or even the whole, of the breeding season, and it is gener-

ally very dilhcult even for the most experienced eye under favourable

circumstances to distinguish at sea between such unattached seals and

breeding females. Several of the statements as to the feeding resorts

of breeding females from the islands have undoubtedly been founded

on the mere presence of seals of some kind at sea. In fact, most of the

previously published statements on this point have been based either

exclusively on information gained on the breeding islands, and, there-

fore, not to the point, or on such information, loosely combined with

notes on the position of seals casually observed at sea. It is unfortu-

nate that the prohibition of pelagic sealing in Behring Sea in 1891-

rendered it impossible in this i)articular year to gather much actual

experience in this matter, such as might have been obtained by exam-

ining the condition and sex of seals killed at various known distances

from the islands.
. , , ,.

The statements collected from other sources are often singularly diver-

gent; but, notwithstanding the evident lack of information on this par-

ticular point, a remarkable agreement is found among those interested

in decrying pelagic sealing, to the effect that the pelagic sealers do, and

must, kill a large number of female breeding seals. In order, however,

to show the present state of this question, and the actual basis of many
and serious complaints against sea sealing, a few quotations from various

authorities on seal life may first be given, and after that some notes on

the further evidence obtained by ourselves.
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309. Bryant, after describing tlie relaxation in watclifnlness of tlie

male after impregnation has been accomplislied, says of the female:
''From that time she lies either sleeping near her yonng, or spends her
time either Jloatinff or playing in the icater near the shore, returning occa-
sionally to suckle her pup."*

Elliott writes in a similar strain of the same period. The females,
he says, " lie idly out in the rollers, ever and anon turning over
and over, scratching their backs and sides with their hind flippers."

t

Elsewhere he states that the mother, he thinks, nurses her pup every
two or three days, but adds, "In this I am very likely mistaken."^
Again, he speaks of a mother coming up from the sea. "where she has
been to wash and perhaps to feed for the last day or two."§ In another
reference, he says: " Soon after the birth of their young they leave it

on the ground and go to the sea for food, returning perhaps tomorrow,
perhaps later, even not for several days in fact, to again suckle and
nourish it, having in the meantime sped far off to distant feeding
banks," «&c.||

310. In the Report on the Fur-seal Fisheries of Alaska (1889),^ Mr.
W. B. Taylor states that the cows go out every day for food to a distance
of 10 or 15 miles, or even further.
Mr. T. F. Eyan states that the "main feeding grounds of the seal

during the summer stay upon the islands, and to which the cows are
continually going and coming, are to be found 40 to 70 miles south of
St. George Island."
Mr. G. R. Tingle, in the same Report, says that the seals probably go

20 miles out in some cases in search of food.
311. Such are the more definite references of a published kind which

we have been able to find on this important point in seal life, and they
are sufficient to show that very little has heretofore been known on the
subject, though much has been taken for granted.

312. The following is a summary of the evidence personally obtained
in 1891 from those supposed to be most capable of giving an opinion
on the subject:
Mr. G. R. Tingle stated that he believed seals from St. George went

to feed, for the most part, about 30 to 40 miles to the southward or
south-eastward of that island. From St. Paul he was not aware that

they went in any particular direction.
56 Mr. J. C. Redpath did not know of any special place or places

to which the seals go to food, but believed that the females go
from 10 to 15 miles from the islands for that purpose.
Mr. D. Webster thinks that seals go from St. George Island, when

feeding in the autumn, about CO miles southward; he believes that there
is a favourite feeding ground in this vicinity, because he has seen
numerous seals there when on his way from the islands to Ounalaska.
Mr. Fowler stated that he believed there was a favourite feeding

ground of the seals about 30 miles off north east point of St. Paul
Island. This was not from personal knowledge, but depended on state-
ments that seals had been seen in abundance there.
Natives of St. Paul informed us that the females from the rookeries

went only 3 or 4 miles to sea to feed, always returning to their young
*" Monograph of North American Pinnipeds," p. 386.
tibid., p. 361.

t United States Census Report, p. 38.

§ Ibid., p. 39.

!|Ibid.,p. 35.

11 House of Representatives, Report No. 3883, 50th Congress, 2nd Session. The
italics in the above-cited passages are our own.
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on sliore tlie snmo day. Wlien questioned as to the classes of seals

seen fiutlier out, as, for instance, midway between St. Paul and St.

George Islands, tliey stattd that all kinds of seals might be found

there, but added again that the females usually do not go far from the

rookeries.

Mr. N. Grebnitsky, Superintendent of the Commander Islands, stated,

as the result of his own personal observation and long experience, that

the females went out to sea while suckling the young, but not further

than half-amile or a mile from the shore. Most of the natives, he
added, thought that the females did not feed during- this period, but in

this he believed them to be mistaken.

M. Tillman, the Agent of the Kussian Government, in charge of Cop-
per Island, where he has been for two years, thinks that the females go
as much as 2 to 4 miles off shore to feed, but return to the rookeries

every night.

M. Kluge, who has been for twenty-one years in the service of the

Alaska Commercial Company on several dift'erent islands, agreed in

this point with M. Tillman, and added that he knows from close per-

sonal observation, which he was able to make on Kobben Island, that

the females return every iHght, as stated.

Snegilotf, the native foreman on Behring Island, thinks, on the con-

trary, that the females nniy leave their young for several days, and may
go as far as 10 miles from land to feed.

313. So far as the facts actually observed in 1891 go, it is apparent
that there is always a considerable number of seals swimming, playing,

or sleeping at sea opposite each of the rookery grounds, and that these

in August consist largely of females, while in September great num-
bers of pups are to be found in addition. When extensive kelp beds
exist off the rookeiies, the nuiin body of seals is generally seen inside

the kelp, and at a distance of half a-mile or so from shore compara-
tively few seals are seen; while at two or three miles seaward from the

rookery there is no notable abundance of seals, and if sailing round
the breeding islands in a fog, at a distance of four miles from the shore,

it would be difficult for the closest observer (apart from other indica-

tions) to decide when he had passed abreast of a rookery.

314. It is, however, certain, from statements obtained, that females
with milk are occasionally killed at sea by the pelagic sealers, and
though it is possible that these are mothers which have deserted the

islands in consequence of having been driven up to the killing grounds
with the holluschickie, or because of some other cause of disturbance,

such as the death of their young, it is highly probable that in the later

summer and autumn the distance to which the females go from the
breeding places becomes gradually increased. It is, nevertheless,

scarcely credible that, under any circumstances, the females engaged
in feeding their young can navigate to great distances from the islands

on erratic courses, and subsequently return punctually and without
fail to their rookeries; and any assumption made on this basis must be
regarded as requiring proof of a character very different to that so far

advanced by those holding such a belief.

315. It may be added here, as the result of personal observations as

well as of those already published, that the seals tend to leave the
rookeries and hauling grounds for the sea in large numbers when
incommoded on shore bj^ too great heat or by heavy rain, and, further,

that after stormy weather, characterized by heavy wind and surf, there

is generally an increased and marked exodus from the shore.
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316. Singularly eiiougii, tlie greatest diversity of opinion was found
to prevail, even among those who ought to be best informed on this sub-

ject, as to whether the seals leave the land for feeding or other purposes
most commonly by day or by night. This difference of opinion obtained
not only among the Whites, but also among the natives, and it is found
both in the Pribyloflf and Commander Islands. Some maintain that
the female seal returns to shore every night, others that most of them
leave the shore at this time, and, taking all opinions into consideration,
the only conclusion that can be arrived at is that the seals go and come

at all times. Certainly, tliere is no particular period of rest upou
57 the rookeries themselves during the breeding season, for they are

as noisy during the night as by day. Judging from observations
made while at anchor near the rookery grounds of St. Paul and St.

George, it would appear that the seals are more abundant in the water
during the night, when they often surrounded the vessel in great num-
bers. On these occasions they seldom seemed to be travelling in any
particular direction, but played about, coming up first on one side of
the vessel and then on the other, and appeared to be more wary and
easily frightened than during the day.

(J.)

—

Habits when SncTcling.

317. When the female seals begin to absent themselves at frequent
intervals from the rookery grounds and from their young, as already
described, the young begin to travel about in all directions from the
actual spot of their birth. Most of them collect in large groups, or
"pods," sometimes near the edge of the sea and sometimes at a dis-

tance from it, while solitary pups are to be found roving or sleeping
everywhere. It has been stated, and the statement has been received
without question, that throughout the entire season, and even under
the circumstances above described, the female is invariably able to

single out, and will suckle only, her own young. Analogy with most
other animals appears to favour this view, and probably accounts for

the fact, that it has been accepted without proof, which, indeed, as
neither the individual mothers nor the individual young can be con-
tinuously recognized on the rookeries, would be very hard to obtain.

318. The analogy just referred to may or may not hold in the case of
the fur-seal, which is in many respects very peculiar in its habits. The
young of most other animals, if left at any time by the dam, remains
where left, and it is very seldom necessary for the mother to select her
own x)rogeny from a vast crowd of others. Again, even assuming that
she be capable of tbus singling out her own young one, if, as is com-
monly supposed, she remains for the greater part of the day, or, accord-
ing to some authorities, for several days, in the sea, she must very often
wholly fail to find her young, which may have in the meantime wandered
off to an entirely different part of the rookery. Under these circum-
stances, the female would continue to be unquiet till she got rid of her
milk, and must indeed be possessed of great fortitude if she refuses to

part with it to any of the thousands of other young seals about her.

The difficulty of finding the young must, of course, be vastly increased
in cases in which the mother has given birth to two pu^^s, one of which
may have wandered in one direction, another elsewhere.

319. The idea that the female will suckle the pup she has brought
forth only.^ appears to have been started by the natives, but, so far as
can be ascertained, is first advanced by Bryant, who writes: ''On land-
ing, the mother calls out to her young with a plaintive bleat like that
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of a sheep calling to her lamb. As she approaches the mass (of young)
several of the young ones answer and start to meet her, responding to

her call as a young lamb answers its parent. As she meets them she
looks at them and passes hurriedly on till she meets her own, which she
at once recognizes."*

320. Elliott has adopted this theory, and amplifies it, writing:—"The
mother, without first entering into the crowd of thousands, recognizes

the voice of her offspring, and then advances, striking out right and
left, toward the position from which it replies." Elsewhere in this con-

nection he speaks of the mother crying out for its young and recognizing

the individual reply, "though ten thousand around, all together, should
blaat [sic] at once." On a later page, he again says :

" I have witnessed
so many examples of the females turning pups away to suckle only
some particular other one, that I feel sure I am entirely right in saying
that the seal-mothers know their own young, and that they will not
permit any others to nurse save their own. I believe that this recog-

nition of them is due chiefly to the mother's scent and hearing."

t

321. It is not intended to criticize these statements, which, in so far

as they relate to observed facts, can be certified to; but it is necessary
to point out that they constitute the entire body of proof in the matter
in question, and that the infiuence drawn from them must be charac-

terized as "not proven." The young themselves certainly do not know
their own mothers, and the statement that the mother knows her indi-

vidual young seems to be placed in doubt, and is certainly not to be
assumed merely from analogy with other animals which show a degree
of affection for their young, because of the observation which may be
made any day on the rookeries, that the female fur-seal is entirely care-

less respecting her offspring.

58 322. As Mr. Elliott is chiefly responsible for the theory here
specially referred to, it is only fair, however, that he should be

heard also on the last-mentioned point. On this he says: " The apathy
with which the young are treated by the old upon the breeding grounds,
especially by the mothers, was very strange to me, and I was con-

stantly surprised at it. I have never seen a seal-mother caress or fondle

her offspring; and should it stray to a short distance from the harem I

could step to and pick it up, and even kill it before the mother's eye,

without causing her the slightest concern, so far as all outward signs

and manifestations would indicate."!

323. The whole theory in fact, when examined, rests on the circum-
stance that when a female seal is seen to come ashore, she will not take
the first young one she meets, but perhaps by sound, perhaps by scent,

selects one which she allows to feed. It appears, therefore, to be at
least quite possible, that in thus making her selection she may merely
seek a young one which does not carry the smell of fresh milk about
it. The gregarious habits of the fur-seal, with the difficulties inherent
in the matter of the reunion of mother and young under the peculiar
circumstances obtaining on the rookeries, appear to show that it would
be advantageous to seal life as a whole if any mother would suckle any
hungry pup.

324. It may be added, that in a report received from Mr. C. H. Jack-
son, Government Agent in charge of the Seal and Guano Islands of
Cape Colony, he states, respecting the fur-seals inhabiting these islands

(after speaking of the killing of females), that "but for a happy pro.

*A8 quoted by Allen, "Monograph of North American Pinnipeds," p. 387.

t United States Census Report, pp. 39 and 162.

t United States Census Report, p. 38.
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vision of nature, whereby a female seal will suckle any young one, the
destruetiou of the new-born seals would beconii)lete;" and, again, says:
"The cow will suckle any of the young seals, whether her own or not,

and this period of nursing continues more or less for about six months,"
The same statement is made with respect to the tur-seal of the Aus-

tralian coast.*

325. The analogy of other animals has so frequently been cited in

this connection that it may be in point to quote from an interesting
memorandum furnished by Sir Samuel Wilson, M. P., the eminent Aus-
tralian sheep-breeder. He states that it is common and easy to make
ewes suckle other ewes' lambs, either by putting the skin of the dead
lamb over the new lamb, or by folding together, in hurdles, the strange
lamb and the ewe. When the herd is valuable, all ewes are mothered
to lambs which have none of their own, and the same is done in the case
of twins. Ewes recognize their own lambs by smell. Sometimes a lamb,
not her own, may come up on the other side while she is suckling her
own lamb, and may, unnoticed by her, suck her for a time. There are,

moreover, lambs which go about in this way, and manage to live by
what they can steal. This Australian experience is fully borne out by
general experience.

(K.)

—

Natural Causes of Destruction.

326. In connection with the general aspects of seal life, and theefiects
upon it of commercial killing, it is necessary to remember that it is

largely ruled by certain natural events, or phenomena, and that, as in

the case of nearly all animals in a state of nature, but a limited proj)or-

tion of the whole number of young produced ever attain either to a
'•killable" age, or to one of maturity. Thus, in killing a large number
of seals annually, a draft is made upon a margin of seal life which has
escaped all the other necessarily environing dangers, and which very
often must be regarded as a natural reserve in process of being slowly
built up in the intervals between irregular and exceptional inroads
which may at any time occur, and over which man exercises no possible
control.

327. Thus, on the Pribyloff Islands, one particular instance has been
recorded, when, in consequence of the long persistence of field-ice about
the islands, the seals were very greatly de])leted. This occurred in 1836,

when, according to native count, the number of adult seals on St. Paul
Island was reduced to about 4,000, and the greater part of the small
number of seals killed in that year consisted of pups. Other, though
less disastrous instances, of the same kind have occurred since, and a
study of available information respecting the amount and position of the
ice in Behring Sea in various years shows that such adverse conditions
may recur in any year, though probably seldom with the same intensity

as in 1836.

328. Again, large numbers of pups are often killed before leaving
the islands by heavy storms occurring before they are able to swim
strongly, and in consequence of which they are dashed against the
rocks or upon the beach. Unfortunately, nothing like a comi)lete
record has been kept of such occurrences, but Bryant, Maynard, and

Elliott, in their x^ublished Eeports, all refer, at greater or less

59 length, to them. One notable oase of this particular kind
occurred in October 1876,t and Mr. D. Webster informed us that

* "Prodromes of the Zoology of Victoria," by Sir F. McCoy, F. R. S., Decade
VIII, p. 10.

+ "Mouograpli of North Americau PiuuiDods," p. 397,
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once "in the seventies" as early as July, he had seen the beaches at

North-East Point "strung with dead pups," after a heavy storm.

More or fewer pups are, iu fact, apparently killed iu this way every
year.

329. On Robben Island, very considerable numbers of young pups
are killed by burgomaster gulls (Larus glmimis), which j)ick out their

eyes. This is so well known that a reward of 5 copecks (li<?.) is given
for each of these gulls killed. This gull is rather scarce on the Com-
mander Islands, but the natives there have noticed cases of pups being
killed in the same way. They are common about the Pribyloff Islands,

and are frequently seen on the rookeries, but no one there appears to

have observed them attacking young seals.

330. The most generally recognized danger to the pups, of a con-

stant kind, while they are still upon the islands, is that resulting from
the adult bulls or seacatchie on the rookeries. These, when fighting,

or otherwise excited or disturbed, pay not the slightest attention to

the young in their vicinity, and overrun them without compunction in

such a manner as frequently to cause their death. Elliott doubts
whether more than 1 per cent, of the whole number of young in each
year is destroyed in this way-, but everyone who has paid the slightest

attention to the economy of the rookeries is fiimiliar with the frequent

occurrence of such deaths.

331. In his Eeport upon the condition of affairs in Alaska (1875), the

same writer speaks of the j)resence on the rookeries of "decaying car-

casses of old seals and the many pups which have been killed accident-

ally by the old bulls while fighting with and charging back and forth

against one another."* In the Census Report substantially the same
passage is, however, jjaraphrased by the writer, with the substitution

of "few pups" for "many pups."t
Professor Allan may also be cited in this connection, though he spe-

cially refers to alarms of a kind which can scarcely be strictly classed

under natural causes of destruction. He writes: "Constant care is

also necessary lest thoughtless persons incautiously approach the breed-

ing grounds, as the stampede of the seals which would result therefrom
always destroys many of the young."

|

332. When a sudden alarm causes a panic among the seals on a
rookery, and they make in consequence a rush in closely-huddled masses
for the water, very considerable numbers of pups may at any time be
killed. It is very easy in this way to "stampede" even the breeding
seals, and the necessity of preventing such stampedes is one of the main
reasons for preserving the vicinity of the rookeries from all intrusion

and disturbance. As already noted, the seals are alarmed particularly

by smell, and during the summer of 1891 a panic was caused on the
Reef Rookery of St. Paul Island by the drifting over it of the smoke
from a steamer which was entering the anchorage there.

333. Nordenskiold refers particularly to this matter in his account
of the fur-seals of Behring Island, writing:

The young ones are often smothered by the old when the latter, frightened in some
way, rush out into the sea. After such an alarm hundreds of dead pups are found
on the shore. §

334. Killer whales
(
Orca rectipinna) are among the more activeenemies

of the fur-seal. Mr. D. Webster, who, because of his long experience on

*Page 149. See also "Monograph of North American Pinnipeds," p. 370.

t United Slates Census K<^port, p. 12.

t "Bull. Mus. Couip. Zool.," vol. ii., Part I, p. 97.

$ "Voyage of the • Vti^ii,'" translation by Leslie, vol. ii, p. 290.
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the Pribyloff Islands, has already been frequently quoted, states that
these whales usually come to the islands from the north early in Sep-
tember, and stay about them as long as the seals do.* They kill many
seals, particularly pups, and wantonly kill, apparently in sport, many
more than they actually devour. Captain Lavender, in his Report for

1890, mentions the occurrence of large schools of killer whales in pursuit
of young seals about the islands on the 30th October in that year,t
and Lieutenant Maynard mentions a case in which a single killer whale
was found to have fourteen young seals in its stomach. | The Aleuts
at Ounalaska further stated that tliey have often seen killer whales pur-
suing and catching fur-seals, not alone the young, but also the adults.

335. In the vicinity of the Commander Islands killer whales also

occur, but they do not appear to be so numerous as about the Pribyloff
Islands, and their ravages have not been complained of in the same

way.
60 336. As the killer whale frequents not only the summer haunts

of the fur-seal, but its whole migration-range and winter habitat,

it is practically certain that the seals are exposed to their attacks at all

times, except when actually ashore on the breeding islands. It is,

moreover, supposed, and doubtless correctly so, that the larger sharks
to be found in the same waters prey upon the young seals to a consider-

able extent.

337. In consequence of these and perhaps other enemies, and of vari-

ous accidents, and irrespective of possible epidemic disease, the number
of the young seals born is greatly reduced before they return as year-

lings in the following year; and it is still further continuously reduced,
thotigh in a diminishing proportion, in subsequent years. On this sub-
ject Bryant writes as follows

:

During the time the young seals are absent from the islands, fully 60 per cent, of
their number are destroyed by their enemies before they arrive at the age of one
year, and during the second year.about 15 per cent, more are lost. Later they appear
to be better able to protect themselves, but before they arrive at maturity, at least

10 per cent, more are destroyed. So that if left entirely to themselves, only 10 or 15
per cent, of the annual product would mature or reach the age of seven years.

§

On the same subject Elliott writes, speaking particularly of the males:

By these agencies, during their absence from the islands until their reappearance
in tlie following year and in July, they are so perceptibly diminished in number,
that I do not think, fairly considered, more than one-half of the legion which left

the ground of their birth last October came up the next July to these favourite
landing-places; that is, only 250,000 of them return out of the 500,000 born last year.
The same statement, in every respect, applies to the going and coming of the 500,000
female pups, which are identical in size, shape, and behaviour.

||

338. Neither of these statements claim any great precision, and it

would be impracticable to make them precise. Bryant's may be taken,
however, as showing a more careful consideration of the facts, and
according to his estimates, in the case of 100,000 pups, but 40,000 would
return in the second year and 34,000 in the third year, while about
30,000 would reach maturity.

339. It can scarcely be doubted that the fur-seal of the North Pacific

is also subject to diseases of various kinds, the prevalence or otherwise
of which have their effects on the numbers at each particular period.

Inquiries made on the subject have, however, not brought to light any

*See also Bryant in "Monograph of North American Pinnipeds," p. 407.

t Senate, Ex. Doc. No. 49, 51st Congress, 2nd Session, p. .

t House of Representatives, Ex. Doc. No. 43, 44th Congress, 1st Session, p. 6.

$ " Monograph of North American Pinnipeds," p. 407; see also House of Represent-
atives, Ex. Doc. No. 83, 44th Congress, 1st Session, p. 65.

II
United States Census Report, p. 63.
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notable mortality whlcli lias been attributed to disease, nor do previously

published reports include any mention of such mortality. It may thus

at least be inferred, that no notably fatal disease has attacked these

animals whde upon their breeding islands within historic times, but it

is not safe to affirm that disease has been wanting-, or that epidemic

diseases may not, at any given time, appear, and require to be allowed

for in any regulations made respecting the killing of seals.

340. In the lieport of Mr. C. U. Jackson on the fur-seal islands of

Cape Colony, already referred to, he writes: "Upon several islands,

especially in the Ishabar group, are to be found the remains of vast

numbers of 'seal,' probably the effects of an epidemic disease at some
distant period."

341. On the same subject and referring to the same region, Mr. H. A.

Clark writes as follows,'quoti!ig "Morell's Voyages": "In 1828 Captain

Morell, in the schooner 'Antarctic,' visited the west coast of Alrica on

a fur-seal voyage. At Possession Island, in latitude 20° 51' south, he

found evidence of a pestilence among tlie fur-seals. The whole island,

which is about 3 miles long, he states, was covered with the carcasses

of fur seals, with their skins still on them. They appeared to have
been dead about five years^ and it was evident that they had all met
their fate about the same j3eriod. I should jvulge, from the immense
multitude of bones and carcasses, that not less than half-a million had
perished here at once, and that they had fallen victims to some myste-

rious disease or plague." About 17 miles north of Possession Island

are two small islands not over a mile in length, where Captain Morell

found still further evidence of a plague among the fur-seals. "These
two islands," he says, "have once been the resort of immense numbers
of fur-seals, which were doubtless destroyed by the same plague which

made such a devastation among them on Possession Island, as their

remains exhibited the same appearance in both cases."*

342. Elliott, alter stating that he has observed no disease among the

seals of the Pribyloft' Islands, quotes a recorded instance of a plague

affecting the hair seals of the north of Scotland, Orkney and
61 Shetland Islands, and adds: "It is not reasonable to suppose

that the Pribyloff' rookeries have never suffered from distempers

in the past, or are not to in the future, simply because no occasion seems

to have arisen during the comparatively brief period of their human
domination." t

343. The fur-seals upon the Pribyloff' Islands are, however, afflicted

by at least one known trouble, that of intestinal worms, and in the

stomachs of nearly every seal killed a certain number, and often a very

considerable number, of such worms are found. This cannot of course

be considered as constituting in itself a very serious affection, but if

under any particular train of circumstances it should be considerably

increased, it alone might become a danger to the continued well-being

of the seals.

(L.)

—

Mortality of youny Seals in 1891.

344. In the season of 1891, considerable numbers of dead pups were
found in certain ]daces upon the rookery grounds or in their vicinity,

and various hypotheses were advanced to account for this unusual mor-

tality. As some of these have special bearings on the general question

of seal preservation, it may be well to devote a few words to this par-

ticular subject.

* " Fishery Industries of the United States," vol. ii, j). 416.

t Unitew States Census Report, p. 62.
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345. Tn order to exliibit tlie circnmstaiices surrounding this fact and
to arrive at a in-obable explanation of its true meaninii', it will be neces-

sary in the lirst instance to ^ive in sununarized form the observations
and notes bearinji' upon it made on the jiround by ourselves.

34(). When visiting- Tolstoi Rookery, St. Paul Island, on the 29th
July, we observed and called attention to several hundred dead pups
which lay scattered about in a limited area, on a smooth sloi)e near the
northern or inland end of the rookery j;round, and at some little distance
from the shore. The bodi(\s were i)artly decomposed, and appeared
to have lain where found for a week or more, which would place the
actual date of the death of the pujjs, say, between the 15th and 20th
July. Neither the Government Agent who was with us, nor the natives
forming our boat's crew at the time, would at first believe that the
objects seen on the rookery were dead pups, aftirming that they were
stones; but when it became clearly ap])arent that this was not the case,

they (iould suggest as causes of death only over-running by bulls or surf

along the shore, neither one of which appeared to us at the time to be
satisfactory. JNlr. 1). Webster, interrogated on the subject some days
later on St. George Island, oifered merely the same suggestions, but a
few days still later, both Whites and natives on the islands were found
to have developed cpiite other o])inions, and to be ready to attribute the
deaths to the operations of pelagic sealers killing mothers while oft at

sea, and leading to the death of pups from starvation consequent on
such killing.

347. Believing the matter to be one of considerable importance, how-
ever it might be ex])lained, i^articular attention was paid to it on sub-
sequent visits to rookeries. On the 31st July and the 1st August the
rookeries of St. George were ins])ected, but no similar appearances were
found, nor was anything of the same kind again seen till the 4th August,
on Polavina rookery, St. Paul Island, where, near the southern extrem-
ity of the rookery, several hundred dead ])ups were again found by us,

here also covering an area of limited size, which Ave were able to exam-
ine carefully without disturbing the breeding seals. It was estimated
that the pui)s here found had died between ten days and two weeks
before, which would place the actual date of death at about the same
time with that of those lirst referred to.

348. On the following day the extensive rookeries of North-East
Point were visited ami examined, but very few dead pups were any-
where seen. Mr. l^'owler, in charge of these rookeries for the Comi)any,
Avas specially questioned on this point, and fully confirmed the nega-
ti\^e observations made by ourselves at the time. It may here be men-
tioned that the vicinity of Korth-East Point had been the principal and
only notable locality from Avhich, uj) to this date, sealing vessels had
been sighted in the ofling, or had been rei)orted as shooting seals Avithin

hearing of the shore.

341). On the lJ>th August, alter a cruize to the nortlnvard of about
a fortnight's duration, Ave returned to St. Paul, and on the same day
revisited Tolstoi Rookery. Oji this occasion the dead pups previously
uot*^d Avere still to be seen, but the bodies were flattened out and more
or less coA'cred Avith sand, by the continuous movement of the living
seals. There Avere, however, on and near the same place, and i)articu-

larly near the angle betAveen I'olstoi Rookery and the sands of English
Bay, many more dead pups, larger in size than those first noted,

62 and scarcely distinguishable in this resi)ect from the living pups
Avhich Avere then "podded out" in great numbers in the immedi-

ate neighbourhood. Messrs. Fowler and Murray, who accompanied us
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on this occasion, adniitted the mortality to be local, and the first-

named gentleman stated that in his lonfj ex])erience he had never seen
anything- of the kind before, and suggested that the mothers from this

special locality might have gone to some particular "feeding bank,"
and have there been killed together by sea sealers. On the same day
we visited the Reef liookery again, and a search was made there for

dead pups, which resulted in the discovery of some of ai)])ro.\imately

the same size with those last mentioned, but probably not more than
an eighth, and certaiidy not more than one-fourth, in number as com-
pared with the inner end of tjie Tolstoi llookery ground, and propor-
tionately in both cases to the number of living pups.

350. While making a third inspection of the Wt. Panl rookeries in

Se]>tember, on the lOth of that month, the Keef and North-East Point
rookeries were again s])ecially examined. The rookery ground of the
south eastern side of the Eeef Point was carefully inspected area by
area, with field glasses, from the various rocky points whieh overlook it,

and from which the whole field is visible in detail save certain narrow
stony slopes close to the sea-edge, where dead pups might have been
hidden from view among the boulders. Subsequently, the north-eastern
sloping ground, named (lorbach on the plans, being at that date merely
occui)ied by scattered groups of seals, was walked over. The result

of the inspection was to show that there were on the south-east side a
few dozen dead pu])S at the most in sight, while on the opposite side

l)erhai)s a hundred in all were found in the area gone over, being, i)rob-

ably, the same with those seen here the previous month, and in number
or contiguity not iji any way comparable with those seen at the inner
end of Tolstoi.

351. On the same day a final visit was made to the North-East Point
rookeries, then in charge of three natives only. Two of these men
went over the ground with us, and were questioned on various subjects,

including that of dead pups, through our Aleut interi)reter. They
would not admit that they had seen any great number of dead pups on
the North-East Part this season, and did not seem to be in any way
impressed with the idea that there had been any unusual mortality
there. The ground to the north of Hutchinson Hill was, however,
carefully examined by us from the slopes of the hill, and a few dead
pups were made out there. Again, at a place to the north of Sea-lion

Neck of the plans, and beyond the sand beach uj)()n which holluschickie
generally haul out, a slow advance was made among a large herd of
females and pups, though part of these were necessarily driven off the
ground in so doing. An occu])ied area of rookery was thus walked
over, and the dead i)U])S which appeared at this spot to be unusually
abundant were counted with approximate aecuracy. A very few were
found scattered over the general surface, but on ap])roacliing the shore
edge, an area of about L'U,()00 square feet was noted, in which about
100 dead pups were assembled. Some of these lay within rea(di of the
surf at high tide. IVIost ai)i)eared to have been dead for at least ten
days, and several were broken up and mangled by the movement of
the living seals on and about them. This particular locality showed a
greater number of dead i)ups to area than any other seen at this time
either on the North- East or Keef rookeries, but in number in no respect
comparable to that previously noted at Tolstoi, or even to that on the
south part of Polavina.

352. We were informed on this our last visit to the Pribyloff Islands,

that subsequent to our discovery of and comments upon the dead pups
at the two last-mentioned x^laces, the attention of J\Jr, J. Staulcy-Browu
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(wlio was er.Ji'aged during the summer in making a special examination
of the rookeries for the United States Government) was called to the

circumstance, and that he undertook some further examination of it, of

which the result will, no doubt, eventually be rendered available. Dr.

Acland, who had just been installed as Medical OfHcer on St. Paul,

also told us that he had, within a few days, examined the bodies of six

of the dead pups from Tolstoi, ami that though rather too much decom-
posed for correct autopsy, he had been unable to find any signs of

disease, but that all those examined were very thin road without food

in the stomachs.
353. It may be noted here that the carcasses thns examined must

have been those of pups which had died in the month of September,
or when no sealing schooners remained in Behring Sea.

354. The body of a pup found by us on the North East Rookery on
the 5th August, which was still uiulecomposed, was preserved in alcohol,

and has since been submitted to Dr. A.Giinther, F. K. S.,of the British

Museum, who kindly ottered to make an examination of it. This is

quoted at length in Appendix (D). The stomach was found to contain

no food. The body was well nourished, with a fair amount of fat in

the subcutaneous tissue, but no fat about the abdominal organs.

63 The lungs and windpipe were found in an intlannnatory condi-

tion. Kespecting the actual cause of death. Dr. Giinther says:

"Both the absence of food as well as the condition of the respiratory

organs aie sufiicient to account for the death of the animal; but which
of the two was the primary cause, preceding the other it is impossible

to say."

355. It would be inappropriate here to enter into any lengthened dis-

cussion of the bearings of the above facts on the methods of sealing at

sea; but as, after the tentative adoption of various hypotheses, the

mortality of the young seals was with a renmrkable unanimity attrib-

uted to pelagic sealing by the gentlemen in any way connected with the

breeding islands, and as it has since been widely and consistently

advertised in the press as a further and striking proof of the destruct-

iveness of pelagic sealing, it may be permissible to allude to a few
cogent reasons, because of which the subject seems at least to require

consideration of a nuich more careful and searching kind:

(1.) The death of so many young seals on the islands in 1S91 was
wholly exceptional and unprecedented, and it occurred in the very season

during which, in accordance with the modus vivenrli, every ettbrt was
being nmde to drive all pelagic sealers from Behring Sea. Those famil-

iar with the islands were evidently puzzled and surprised when their

attention was first drawn to it, and were for some time in doubt as to

what cause it might be attributed.

(2.) The explanation at length very unanimously concurred in by
them, viz., that the young had died because their mothers had been
killed at sea, rests wholly upon the assumption that each female will

suckle only its own young one, an assumption which appears to be at

least very doubtful, and which has already been discussed.

(3.) The mortality was at first entirely local, and though later a cer-

tain number of dead pups were found on various rookeries examined,
nothing of a character comparable with that on Tolstoi rookery was
discovered.

(4.) The mortality first observed on Tolstoi and Polavina was at too

early a date to enable it to be reasonably explained by the kilbng of

mothers at sea. It occurred, as already explained, about the 15th or

2()th July, at a time at which, according "to the generally accepted dates,

as well as our own observations in 1891, the females had not begun to
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leave tlie rookeries in large iminbers, or, when leaving tliem, to do n*»

more than swim or play about close to the shore. It has already been
stated that Bryant gives the 25th July as the opening of the period in

whieh tlie females begin to leave the rookeries. Maynard states that
the bulls, cows, and pups rejnain within the rookery limits to tlie same
date, while Elliott places this change in the rookeries between the end
of July and the 5th and 8tli August. It is, moreover, acknowledged by
the best authorities, that the dates in seal life upon the islands have
become later rather than earlier in recent years, as compared with those
in which the dates above cited were ascertained. In the case of the
death of pnps after the middle of August, it might be an admissible
hypothesis that the mothers had been killed at sea, and that subse-
quently to such killing the young had had time to starve to death, but
not at dates earlier than this. In the present case, the mortality began
long before that date, and it seems probable that the deaths which
occurred later must be explained by the same cause, whatever it may
have been, extending from the original localities and becoming more
general.

356. The causes to which the mortality noted may be attributed with
greatest probability are the following, but the evidence at present at
disposal scarcely admits of a final attribution to one or other of them.
If, however, the examination made by Dr. Acland of several of the
carcasses be considered as indicative of the state of the whole, one of
the two first is likely to aftbrd the correct explanation

:

{a.) It is well known that m consequence of the decreased number of
"killables" found on the hauling- grounds in late years, it has been found
necessary to collect these close to and even on the edges of the breeding
rookeries, and that it has thus been impossible to avoid the collection

and driving to the killing grounds with the ^'killables'' of all sorts of
seals not required, including seacatchie and females. It is also known
that the driving and killing in the early part of the season of 1891 was
pushed with unwonted energy, taking into consideration the reduced
number of seals, and it appears to be quite possible that the females
thus driven from their young, though afterwards turned away from the
killing grounds in an exhausted and thoroughly terrified state, never
afterwards found their way back to their original breeding places, but
either went off" to sea or landed elsewhere. The places where the
greatest number of dead pups were first seen on Tolstoi and Polavina
were just those from the immediate vicinity of which drives were most
frequently made.

{h.) The appearances, indicating a local beginning and greatest inten-

sity of mortality, with its subseciuent extension to greater areas, luiglit

reasonably be explained by the origination and transmission of some
disease of an epidemic character.

C4 (c.) The circumstances where the mortality was observed to be
greatest appeared to be such as to be explicable by a panic and

stampede with consequent over-running of the young, but, if so, such
stampedes must have occurred more than once. They might not
improbably have resulted from attempts to collect "drives" too near
the breeding rookeries.

{(1.) It is entirely within the bounds of probability that raiders may
have landed on at least Tolstoi and Polavina rookeries without any oue
upon the islands becoming cognisant of the f(ict. Females would in

such a case be killed in greatest numbers, for these occupy the stations

most easily got at from the sea-side, and the killing upon the rookery
ground would also unavoidably have resulted in " stampeding" large
numbers of seals of all classes.
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(M.)

—

Methods of enumerating Seals on the Frihyloff Islands and Esti-

mates of Numbers.

357. The number of seals frequenting tlie Pribyloff Islands at differ-

ent dates is of course a fact of fundamental imi^ortance, and every
attention has thus been given to the methods employed in making esti-

mates of number and to the results arrived at. Unfortunately for pur-
poses of comparison, these have been made for the past twenty years
at irregular intervals, on entirely different methods, and by quite dif-

ferent persons, excepting in the one case of Mr. Elliott, who made
elaborate observations on the spot both in 1872-74, and in 1S90, the
latter being of special value for purposes of comparison with the con-
ditions in 1891.

358. The first actual estimate of the total numbers of seals resorting
to the Pribyloh" Islands appears to have been that made by Bryant in

18G9. Bryant states that he discovered that there were no open places
on the rookeries, that they began to fill at the water-line, and extended
no further back than the breeding seals could occupy in a compact
body. He then estimated the number to a square rod, and, presum-
ably, by finding the number of square rods contained in the rookery
grounds, found the total number of breeding seals to be 1,130,000. He
next proceeded to estimate the non-breeding seals and the young of
the year, and states his belief that there were on the island [sic] not
less than 3,230,000.* If intended for both islands, as by the context it

appears to be, this estimate is i^robably a reasonably fair one, made at

least to the best of the writer's ability, though, as he does not state the
number assumed to the square rod, we are without any exact means of

checking it.

359. In his report, based on observations in 1872-74, Mr. Elliott claims
the credit for the "discovery" that the seals collected on the rookeries

in a uniform number to the square rod, and, with even greater candour
than the last writer, puts us in possession of his unit of computation.
This is very simple, for he merely allows two square feet to each breed-
ing seal on the rookery ground, divides the whole number of square
feet considered as rookery ground by two, and calls this the number of

breeding seals. His discussion of the subject is somewhat lengthy,

but he sums up his conclusions as follows: "Taking all these points

into consideration, . . . I quite safely calculate upon an average of

two square feet to every animal, big and little, on the breeding grounds,
as the initial point upon which to base an intelligent computation of

the entire number of seals before us." t Working upon this basis, he
makes the number of breeding seals on the islands, in 1872-74, 3,193,420,

and, adding an estimate for the uon breeding seals, raises the grand
total to 4,700,000.t

360. Lieutenant Maynard, in his Eeport written in 1874, states that
the seals freouenting the Pribyloff Islands " have been variously esti-

mated at from 1,000,000 to 15,000,000." He thinks Mr. Elliott's method
of estimation to be the most accurate, but, by adding a larger number
of non-breeding seals, raises the grand total, as relating to the year
1872, to about 0,000,000.§

361. Fourteen years after Mr. Elliott's estimate, Mr. G. R. Tingle, in

1887, expresses the belief that the area of rookerygrounds had increased,

and, employing Elliott's method of computation, arrived at the figures

* "Monograph of North American Pinnipeds," p. 389.

t United States Census Report, p. 50.

X Ibid., pp. 61 and 62.

$ House of Representatives, Ex. Doc. No. 43, 44th Congress, Ist Session, p. 5.
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0,357,750 for the total iiuiuber of seals. He explains, however, that the
space given to each seal by this hypotliesis was too small, and, con-
sequently, reduces his estimate by one-fourth, making- it 4,768,300.*

362. It will be observed that Elliott's mode of computing the space
occupied by the breeding seals has been made the basis for sub-

65 sequent calculations, though both Maynard and Tingle took the
liberty of essentially changing the results as they would have

appeared if this method had been strictly followed. Neither wholly
believed in it, but neither saw his way to substituting a more accurate
basis, and both, therefore, merely modified its results by guessing at
additions or subtractions.

363. Elliott's basis of computation must, however, be taken subject to
his own measurements of an adult female, which are as follows : Length,
50 inches; girth, 36 or 37 inches. Such an animal, in a recumbent
position, would be contained in a rectangle of as nearly as possible 4,

instead of 2, square feet, and as it is not the normal habit of seals to
lie overlapped one upon another, or to stand upright on their hind flip-

pers, it is surely clear that his unit of measurement is an erroneous one.
This appears to have occurred to the author himself, for, in stating tlie

totals of various rookery areas, he writes, cautiously, "making ground
for" so many seals, and it is not till he proceeds to make up his grand
totals that this statement is suddenly exchanged (though in the same
tables) for one representing actual number of seals.

364. This fact of measurement is not, however, the most i)alpable
source of error in these calculations, for the nature of the ground occu-
pied by the breeding seals in itself renders them wholly inapplicable.
A first inspection of the territory covered by any one of the Pribyloft"

rookeries is sufficient to show this, and the fact becomes more and more
obvious as they are examined in detail. The notes already given (§ 256
et seq.) on the character of the rookery grounds may indicate the reason
of this criticism, but it would be difficult to convey an adequate idea of
the rocky and broken character of some of them by any description.

Photographs may serve to exhibit better their general nature, and it

appears to be reasonably within limits of error to conjecture thai:., in the
aggregate of the Pribyloff Rookery grounds, not more than one-half the
whole space included by their outer limits can, under any circumstances,
be assumed to be a surface so level as to be " ground for the resting-

place of seals."

365. It has been considered necessary to deal with this subject because
of its direct bearing upon the question of the fluctuation and general
diminution of the seals upon the rookeries, and the evidence that it

aifords of the now scarcely-questioned fact, that the estimates made in

the earlier years of the control of the islands by the United States were
absurdly high. It may be added that no single individual of the many
questioned by us who had been familiar witli the Pribyloft' or Com-
mander Islands, or both, for longer or shorter i^eriods, was found to be
ready to maintain even the approximate accuracy of the statements of

number of seals according to the above-discussed method of enume^-a-
tion.

366. By way of further substantiating the conclnsions arrived at, how-
ever, it may be well to quote a few published opinions bearing on it,

which occur in the Congressional Inquiry into the Fur-seal Fisheries of
Alaska, made in 1888: t

* House of Representatives, Report No. 3883, 50th Congress, 2nd Session, pp. 163
and ] 77.

t House of Representatives, Report No. 3883, 50tli Congress, 2ud Session.
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Mr. S. M. Biiyiiitzky, Government Agent on the islands duiing- parts

of tbe years 1870-71-7-5, says :
" I sa-sv an approximate estimate made by

Mr. Elliott .... I do not think any estimate would be witliin a
million or two. I think he puts them at five millions, but it may be
three or seven millions, as they are eountless."

Mr. G. Wardman, Government Agent on St. George Island from 1881
to 1885, asked as to the total number of seals on the islands, says: " I

never could make it ao much as Professor Elliott has done. I made
many estimates. I have been to all the rookeries on the islands many
times, and compared them with the space occupied by the carcasses on
the killing grounds, and T feel pretty confident that the whole number
has been over-estimated." He then proceeds to justify his opinion by
special references to rookeries on St. George and to measurements.
Mr. T. F. Morgan, who was on the Pribyloff Islands in 18()8-f>9, and

again during every killing season from 1871 to 1888, as an employe of

the Alaska Commercial Company, says,resj)ectingthe-number of seals:

"I think th;it Professor Elliott has over-estimated it . . . : he laid

down the carcasses of seals and measured around them, and then meas-
ured the rookeries. . . . But they do not lie all over the territory

which he marked out. . . . The seals did not cover the whole area
as thoroughly as he measured it."

Dr. H. H. Mclntyre, Superintendent of the Alaska Commercial Cora-

pany, and on the islands every year, except three, from 1870 to 1888,

says: "I think the number has been very largely over-estimated in the
reports of naturalists who have observ^ed the habits of the animals on
the seal islands. They have made their mistake in supposing that all

the ground which shows signs of having been occupied by seals is cov-

ered by them simultaneously, when the fact is, that theljachelor

66 seals may be found to-day upon a certain rookery, and another
time upon another place. The result is, the same animals in

many instances have been counted two or three times. I think the
estimates are fully one-third, or perhaps one-half, too high."

367. No further estimate of the total number of seals u])on the Priby-
loff Islands appears to have been made until that of Mr. Elliott in

1890, in which the grand total arrived at is 959,303 breeding seals, in-

cludiii-g only 350,000 breeding females, besides a large number of bar-

ren females, while the number of male seals over one year old did not
exceed 100,000.

368. The citations above given are sufficient to show the character of

the estimates of numbers made, and to indicate why it is impossible to

follow the changes and fluctuations in numbers of seals resorting to the
Pribyloff Islands directly and by these means alone. In his original

report of 1874, Lieutenant Maynard very sensibly remarks that the most
trustworthy index of the condition of the roolieries is to be found in

the aggregate area occupied by them at particular dates in each season,

rather than in actual numbers of seals, which can never be anything
but mere approximations. His suggestion, that plans should be made
and marked with the rookery limits in each year, was unfortunately not
carried out, and we are thus thrown back upon indirect methods of

instituting comparisons between the past and present condition of seal

life upon the islands. We can only hope that for the future steps will

be taken accurately to peg out or mark the limits of the existing rook-

eries as a criterion of changes certain to occur from year to year.

369. The auxiliary methods which were adopted in making compari-
sons of the past and present condition of the rookeries, included care-

ful x)ersonal observation at three different periods in the season of
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1891, made in the liglit of evidence previously published, and with the
aid of formal and informal questioning- and conversation with all those
actnally engaged in the Avork on the islands, as well ks with many who
had previously w^orked on the islands, but were at the time in other
independent employments.

370. The differiug ages at which the males and females respectively

reach maturity and enter into the breeding class, together with the
varying times at which the sexes are supposed to continue in this class,

witli other circumstances already detailed as to the habits of the fur-

seals, together afford the data for very elaborate calculations as to the
rate of increase or decrease of numbers of seals under various condi-

tions, and subject to the killing of certain numbers of seals of specified

sexes and ages. Such calculations, from a practical ])oint of view, are,

however, more curious than useful: lirst, because of the uncertainty of

many of the data, due to a want of necessarily precise information;
and second, from the imi)ossibility of including the consideration of the
varying natural causes of loss, which in some years may be so serious

as to entirely vitiate any arithmetical result which may be arrived at

by such a calculation. An attempt of a very general character has,

nevertheless, been made to illustrate the normal increase and possible
killing of seals, which maybe presented for the purpose of putting the
matter in point. In this calculation roughly approximate data only are
employed, because it is believed that such data are, under the circum-
stances, likely to yield results as trustworthy as any assumptions of a
refined and definite character.

371. The state of the breeding rookeries of the fur-seal, under normal
circumstances, and while the surplus of males is being annually killed

off, may, it is believed, be fairly represented by a unit value consisting

of—breeding males 10,000, breeding females 100,000. Bryant's esti-

mate (which appears to be the best) of young surviving to reach matu-
rity, under normal circumstances, is 30 per cent, of the entire number
born; or with an annual birth-rate corresponding to the above "unit"
of 100,000, 30,000 would reach "maturity" each year.*

It may further be assumed that the average age of "maturity" in the
two sexes is 4 years, and that the whole number of seals upon the rook-
eries during four x)receding years has remained constant.

372. Under these assumptions, 30,000 4-year-old seals w^ould be added
each year; and it may be postulated, though it has not been actually

ascertained, that of these 15,000 are males and 15,000 females. Of
these it may be sui^posed that 10 per cent, is required in each case to

re])lace natural losses by death annually of the breeding classes, or, say,

10,000 females and 1,000 males.
373. Under these assumi)tions, it is evident that a surplus of the

yearly increment, consisting of 14,000 males and 5,000 females, may be
killed each year without damage to the existing state of the rook-

67 eries, which should thus remain at a fixed number. The death-
rate allowed is probably sufficient to cover all but very excep-

tional natural causes of loss.

If, however, uuder-these circumstances, no females be killed, an addi-

tion of 5,000, or 5 per cent., on the whole number of females, will accrue
to the rookeries yearly; and such increase, to maintain the requisite

proportion of the sexes, will call for a similar increase of 5 per cent, in

males, or 500 males; thus reducing the number of males which may be
killed, if killing is restricted to this sex, to 13,500 annually.

* Bryant estimates that during? the first year 60 per cent, of the young are lost,

during- the second year 15 j'cr cent., but before tliey arrive at maturity at least 10

per cent, more are destroyed. "Monograph of North American Pinnipeds," p. 407.
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With such an animal increase of 5 per cent, to the entire herd, this

shoukl donble in number in about every fourteen years.

Thus, about 770,000 breeding seals should loroduce annually 100,000
killable males of an average age of 4 years, and still allow for a 5 per
cent, annual increase of the breeding seals.

374. Adding to the assumed unit of 110,000 breeding seals, male and
female, the number of non-breeding seals required by Bryant's per-

centage estimates of loss by death of young, the following figures would
represent the whole number of such seals at any one time

:

Pups, just born 100, 000
Yearlings 40, 000
2-year-olds 85, 000
3-year-old8 33,000
Eiiete seals of both sexes, say 50, 000

Total of non-breeding seals 258, 000

375. Addiug to these the breeding seals, the wholfe number of seals

present, when 30,000 may be killed annually without decreasing the
aggregate number, would be 368,000, and pro])ortionate]y, in order to

produce an increase of 100,000 annually, a total luimber of 2,576,000.

376. As a matter of opinion, based ou such information as we have
been able to obtain, and notwithstanding the much larger number given
to the islands by several of the estiifiates previously quoted, we are
inclined to doubt whether the whole number of seals frequenting the
Pribyloff Islands has ever, since the exceptional slaughter of ISiiS,

actually exceeded 2,000,000. There can be no possible question that
the actual number has been very greatly exaggerated in most of the
computations made. If this opinion be approximately correct, it is evi-

deut that an annual slaughter of 100,000 males might lead to just such
a continuous and cumulative decrease in total numbers as is elsewhere
shown to have occurred before pelagic sealing had entered into the
question.

(I:^.)

—

Various NaUiral Indications offormer Extent of Ground occupied

hy Seals on the Frihyloff Islands.

377. It will be understood, that on the Pribyloff Islands all parts of

the surface above the reach of the waves, and not too rocky or too

entirely composed of loose sand, is, in consequence of the humidity of

the climate, naturally covered with grass, but that on the areas running-

back from the shore with a greater or less width, which are occupied
as rookeries or hauling-grounds by the seals, the constant movement
and passage of these animals entirely prevents any vegetable growth.
Thus, these resorts of seals, when seen even from a considerable dis-

tance, are quite distinctly marked as bare, earthy slopes. When more
closely examined, it is further found that the rocky projections and
scattered angular rocks, which are common to a greater or less extent
to nearly all the rookery grounds, have had the angles more or less

polished and worn by the constant movement of the seals over them.
The rocks being generally basaltic contain no very hard minerals, and
there being a certain proportion of silicious matter in the sand, this

supplies a very efficient polishing material, which is applied by the
flippers and bodies of the seals. Tlie polish thus imparted to portions

of the rocks is different from that i)roduced by wind-drifted sand in

being chiefly confined to points and angles, and is thus easily distin-

guished from it.
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378. It is found that such partly polislied rocks are characteristic

particuhuly of the seaward side of the several rookery grounds, and
that further inland, and at greater distances from the central parts of
the several rookeries, the appearance become less and less well marked,
till it at length ceases to be observable.

379. It is evident that the polishing and wearing down of rocky
angles in the manner above described can have occurred only during

long series of years; but it is also evident that the occupation
08 of the same sjjot by large numbers of seals, say once in every

third or eveji every fifth or tenth year, would be sufficient to

render the polishing ])rocess practically continuous. That, in fact, any
particular rocky spot, if not occupied for intervals of several or many
years, would not in such intervals lose the traces impressed upon it by
former occupation, and that, if reoccupied fiom time to time, these
traces would become cumulative. Experience gained in connection
with the examination of j)olishing due to the glacial period in other
regions, impressed on just such rocks as those of the Pribyloff Islands,

shows that such polishing is exceedingly enduring, and that the mere
action of the weather upon polished rock angles, like those found upon
some of the breeding grounds, cannot have perceptibly operated in the
direction of their obliteration since the earliest human knowledge of
the Pribyloff Islands. Otherwise stated, it may be safely asserted,

that while affording no valid evidence of recent occupation, such traces
give invaluable evidence as to the whole area at any time long occupied
by large numbers of seals during the past few hundred years.

380. In consequence of the want of actual information as to the extent
of seal occupied ground about the various breeding places on the Pri-

byloff' Islands in various years, a veiy general tendency is apparent,
even among those who have been familiar with the islands for several
years, to magnify the conditions of the past at the expense of the pres-

ent, and free scope is often given to the imagination in describing the
former extent of various rookeries and hauling grounds. An excellent
corrective to generalizations of this kind was found, however, in noting
the bare or lichen -covered surfaces of the scattered rocks. The climatf;,

as well as the rock surfaces of the Pribyloff" Islands, are well adapted
to the growth of lichens, but where seals have been in any considerable
numbers, no lichens are found on any surface over which they can climb,

or wdiich has been within the reach of their flippers. A knowledge of
the very slow growth of lichens was sufficient to indicate that where
such accessible rocks were well lichen-covered, seal life must have been
but scantily, if at all, represented for a long term of years.

381. An observation of this particular fact, continued from rookery
to rookery over both islands, showed that the lichened rocks often

extended quite to the limits of the ground still annually kept bare of
grass by the seals. By this statement, it is not meant to affirm that
the lichened rocks and stones were always and everywhere contermi-
nous with the limit of the bared ground, but that in many cases easily

accessible points of ground touched these limits, both on St. Paul and
St. George, and thus proved that the seal-frequented area had not con-

tinuously overpassed the actual limits for a considerable number of
years, and that vague statements to a contrary effect were necessarily
erroneous. This was particularly noted on West Zapadnie Rookery, on
certain parts of the Keef rookeries, and those of North-East Point on
St. Paul, and on the Little Eastern Rookery on St. George; but as a
criterion, it was in a lesser degree distinctly observed on nearly all of
the breeding- grounds.
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382. To render tlie meaning' of tliis fact clear to those wlio liavo not
particularly paid attention to this subject, the following (juotation may
be given from the article on lichens in the " Encycloptedia Britannica'' :

*

In this fitful iind abnormal life of lichens, we have the explanation in a ^reat
nieasnre of tlicir almost indelinite duration of existence. It is well known that they
are perennial ])lant8 in the widest sense of this term ; and that, though in the earlier

stages of their existence, their growth is comparatively rapid, yet this becomes
extremely slow when they arrive at a certain age. The time required for the devel-
opment of even the most rapidly growing species may be calculated by the apjx'ar-

ances of such of these as are met with on gravestones, mortar of houses, stone walls,

Avooden palings, and such like, the date of wliose erection is known. Amongst other
instances that have come under the present writer's own observation maj' be adduced
the case of rin/scia parietiiKi [the common grey lichen of the Pribyloff Ishmds is a

Fln/scial, growing in fair quantity on the stones of a granite wall, built in 1838, in

a maritime district where the plant is extremely abundant, and where tlie atmos-
pherical and other conditions are well suited for its growth. In a recent visit to the
spot, it was found that although the thallus is now well dev(?loped,no fructilication

whatever is visible, though traces of spermogones are beginning to appear, so that,

in a space of forty-five years, this plant has not yet attained full maturity.

383. Still another characteristic of the rookery grounds is, that their

surtaces are generally composed, especially in hollows subjected to little

wear, of a felted coat of mud and hair. In the damp climate of the
Pribyloff Islands this characteristic does not endure very long, and
when any particular area is abandoned for a few years by the seals, it

soon becomes again covered with grass.

G9 384. This last circumstance leads to the consideration of a fact,

ui)on which much stress has lately been laid, in connection with the
estinnition of the present and firmer areas of the rookeries and hauling
grounds. It is quite noticeable that when an area doubtless originally

covered with rough, tussocky grass of long growth, and of the character
normal to the islands (and generally or always confined to the single

species, Ehjmvs mollk)^ has been occupied by seals for such a time as

to eradicate this grass and smooth down the lumpy surface upon which
it grew, the tem})ora.ry or permanent abandonment of the area is followed

by the appearance on it of grasses of a shorter and closer growth, and
which in the later summer and autumn sooner assume yellowish colours,

in consequence of which the outlines of the previously occu}iied area
become clearly defined. It is quite natural, that in the unfortunate
absence of any consecutive record of the extent of the rookery grounds,
or of correct or comparable estimates of the number of seals upon them
or upon the islands as a whole, these "grass limits," as they may be
called for brevity, have been seized ui)on as something tangible.

385. The "grass limits" are often quite readily observable, particu-

larly from a little distance, and some special attention was given to them
in order to ascertain, as far as possible, to wiiat extent they might be
employed as a criterion of change, and particularly of diminution in the

areas frequented by seals, or in the aggregate number of seals resorting

to the islands.

386, It may be mentioned, in the first place, that the grasses to be
found in these particular areas are not in themselves peculiar, but it is

merely the predominance of certain forms and their mode of growth
which seems to outline such areas, the most abundant grass being
apparently Descltamima {Aira) cocsjntosa, with which the little crucifer-

ous plant Cochlearia officinalis is often mingled. Farther, that a very
similar growth and colouration is found in other x^ai'ts of the islands,

which have never been known to be, and which in all probability never
have been, frequented by fur-seals; as, for instance, on the easterly

* Ninth edition, vol. xiv, p. 558.
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slopes of the low hill upon which the flagstaff stands at St. Paul village.

Making- due allowance, liowever, for these and other accidental circum-
stances, the fact remains that, surrounding all, or nearly all, the present
rookery grounds, there is a margin of varying width, and not always
concentric with the still bare area, pretty clearly marked out by such
difference of sod.

387. Kespecting the time which it might take for any portion of seal-

worn ground to revert to its original tussocky condition if undisturbed,
little can be said with certainty, further than that it must be many
years. The tussocky character of the general surface upon the islands
has arisen in the course of time and by the persistence of grass-clumps,
about which sand and soil carried by the wind have collected, and
vegetable matter produced by continued growth has accumulated.
Experience on the western plains of North America, where a buffalo-

path or cart-trail is sometimes found to have retained its identity, with
little a])parent change for thirty or more years, Mould indicate that the
time of reversion here to the original state of the surface cannot be
placed at less than perhaps fifty years, while a century would, in all

probability, more nearly represent it.

388. Without, however, attaching any importance to particular limits
of time, it is perfectly clear that both in the extent of the seal-polished
rocks and in that of the distinctive vegetation, we see marked the
greatest expansion which the areas so characterized have at any time
attained during the last 100 years or so, and that these traces thus carry
us back so far as to render them of little value in the elucidation of the
changes of late years. Still further, it is obvious that such limits need
not, and i)robably do not, quantitatively represent the actual expansion
of the seal herd centering about any given rookery ground, but, on the
contrary, indicate an outer boundary, within the limits of which the
seals have oscillated during a long term of years. The extraordinary
fixity which has been attributed to the rookery areas and hauling
grounds, arising naturally from a popular exaggeration of their sub-
permanent character, has alone rendered it mentally possible to advance
to the further stage of belief, which has induced some writers to
assume that the whole of the areas showing traces of seal occui)ation
have been at some definite time simultaneously and closely occupied.
There is no basis for any such belief in nature, or in the observed
habits of the seals, and any reference to it with this meaning involved,
merely tends to cloud the consideration of the true facts of the case.

389. Dr. Mclntyre, in a passage already quoted, refers clearly to this
point, and the facts previously given in connection with changes in the
rookeries further illustrate it, though it is not at once grasped in

an inspection of the seal islands for the first time, or in one confined to

a single period of the year. It is, moreover, very easily understood that
any one with but a general remembrance of the former greater abun-

dance of seals on the islands, if asked to indicate the limits

70 occupied by them and groping for some tangible means of doing
so, should seize upon the "grass limit" as affording this means,

and maintain that that limit is co-extensive with the spread of the seals
in the " sixties" or in the " seventies," as the case may be.

390. The best locality actually found for observing the circumstances
connected with old seal-frequented areas was that of the important
rookeries of North-East Point. The "grass limit" was there particu-
larly well marked, es|)ecia]ly in the month of September, and it was
noted that the rocks with i»olished edges scarcely, and then only in a very
slightly marked form, extended as far as the " grass limit," giving reason
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to believe that the ground had been at no time thickly or very continu-
ously frequented by seals to this limit. The nearly straight shore-line
running eastward from Hutchinson Hill is almost, or practically quite,

continuously occupied by breeding-seals, though these occupy a much
greater width in some places than in others. As early as the 5th
August, 1891, it was observable from Hutchinson Hill, iu connection
with the geiieral change in the rookeries at about this date, that con-
siderable bodies of seals had worked back in three places quite to the
margin of the "grass limit," and in a fourth had almost reached this

limit. In thus working inland, the respective bodies of seals had formed
four "bays," gradually narrowing tow^ard the inner ends, where the
greater number of seals were at the time gathered, but of which the
limits w^ere quite distinctly marked by the llattening down and partial
disappearance of the short grass, and the fact that mud and sand had
been drawn over it by the restless movement of the seals. This observa-
tion alone was sufficient to indicate that even the present number of
seals might naturally, in the course of a few years, w^ork over every part
of the territory on the seaward side of the general "grass limit," and
that this limit might thus be perennially maintained.

391. When the same part of the North-East Eookerywas re-examined
in the middle of September, though there were still some large "pods"
of seals scattered out as far as the " grass limit," the arrangement above
described had partly broken up, and the "bays" were not so distinctly

outlined, as recent rains had washed and partly revived the seal-

trodden grass by which they had previously been marked out. The
seals occupying the "bay" nearest to the base of the hill had, however,
moved still further back, and were actually in occupation to the num-
ber of 2,000, or thereabouts, of an area of the longer and tussocky grass
to the rear of the general "grass limit." At the same date, near the
western base of the long slope of Hutchinson Hill, a considerable area
of the shorter turf on the seaward side of the "grass limit" was found
to show obvious traces of having been occupied by a large number of
seals for some days at least, though they had subsequently abandoned
it for some other locality. Here, again, one corner of the area thus
marked out by recent occupation overpassed the " grass limit," and cov-

ered a superficies estimated at about 50,000 square feet of the long tus-

socky grass, which showed no sign of previous occupation by seals.

The shorter grass had naturally suffered more than the longer, being
flattened down, x)artially worn off", and ijressed into the mud. The
longer grass in the course of a year will probably show no trace of its

occupation.
392. Passing now to several changes of the same general character

noted on the Keef Eookery : As early as the 18th August, not only was
a larger number of seals than before observed (mostly holluschickie)

seen hauled out on the outer part of Zoltoi sands, at the inner end of

Eeef Point, but they were also scattered in considerable numbers far

back on the hill. There were in all probably about 3,000 seals here at

this time, and one-half of them were estimated to be "killable" seals.

On the 15th September large droves of seals were resting or travelling

about all parts of the bare "jiarade ground" between the Eeef and
Gorbotch rookeries, which had on previous visits, six weeks and nine
weeks before respectively, been but scantily occui)ied, and which, if

noted only in the earlier part of the season, would have been charac-
terized as an area iDractically abandoned by seals. The only notable
exception to this occupation was the grassy flat to the southwest of
" Fox Hill," which for some reason was not frequented, and shows little
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sign of having' been much occupied either in this or former years.

While, therefore, it might easily have been assumed at earlier dates in

the season that the bare slopes of the "parade" indicated the former
existence of great masses of seals unlike any now to be found, the rea-

son of the absence of grass upon them, even under the present circum-
stances, became perfectly obvious on a later inspection.

393. Before leaving this particular subject, it may be well further to

mention that there is on the North-East Point a considerable area of
what may be called "spurious grass limit," to the west of the slopes of
Hutchinson Hill, and extending nearly to (3ross Hill. Here there is a
flat, spreading back from the beach and bounded on the inland side by
a low rise or step, which might easily be mistaken for a very wide
expansion of a former rookery ground, but which is in reality not due

to any such cause, but is physically diflerent. The higher flat,

71 running inland from the step or low bank just referred to, is

chiefly composed of loose, porous sand, a few feet only in thick-

ness at the edge, but extending in greater or less thickness over a con-

siderable portion of tbe interior of the whole l^orth-East Point peninsula.
This is overgrown by rough, tussocky grass. Between the edge of the
step and the sea the superficial sandy covering has been removed, prob-
ably by the action of the wind and sea in exceptional storms, and has
exposed a stonj^ and bouldery lower surface, on which volcanic soil rather
than sand is packed between the rocky fragments. All that part of the
lower area which is grassed, is covered with a shorter and yellower kind
of grass. ISTo distinct "grass limit" can, therefore, be traced across it,

and it is impossible in this place to outline the maximum limit of seal

occupation at any period except by the polished character of the rocks,

a feature which ceases to be observable long before the edge of the
upper flat is reached.

394. The general features here described are well shown in the sketch
forming Plate IX in Mr. Elliott's Census Report, though in this sketch,

for artistic eifect, the horizontal distances are considerably reduced in

proportion to the vertical dimensions. The sinuous line of the edge of
the higher flat may be clearly traced by the longer grass, and it is

obvious that the seals did not approach this line even at the time this

sketch Avas made, or in 1872-74. A photograph taken from the same
point of view in 1891 indicates the structural peculiarities of this stretch
of ground still more conclusively.

395. It may therefore be stated, in concluding the consideration of
this subject, that neither the extent of the seal-polished rocks nor that
of the "grass limits" in the vicinity of the breeding grounds, can be
trusted to for the purpose of giving information as to changes in area
or position of ground occupied by seals in recent years, as contrasted
with that at present occupied. Far less can it be taken to indicate in

any reliable manner the numerical decrease in the seals in these years,

or be accepted in place of the annual details on this subject which an
intelligent supervision of the rookeries would have exacted as a matter
of prime importance, but which are unfortunately wanting, and can
only be in part supi)lied by incidental allusions or collateral observa-
tions which have been preserved. Whether considered from a general
point of view, or in the light of the special inquiries made in 1891, such
indications as those above referred to must be admitted to mark out
only the maximum average limit of oscillation and range of seal occu-
pation during a very long period of years. While, therefore, exact
recent surveys of the areas marked out by such "grass limits " or other-

wise, in the vicinity of rookeries, may possess a certain limited intrinsic
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interest, they can Lave absolutely no fixed value in connection with the
I)ractical matters under discussion. It is, in fact, largely to ideas
loosely based on the observable extent of ground which has at onetime
or another, but never simultaneously, been occupied by seals, that
many of the exaggerated estimates of the amount of the present reduc-
tion in number of seals in the islands may be directly traced.

(O.)

—

Changes in Habits of the Fur-seal in recent Years.

396. The systematic and i^ersistent hunting and slaughter of the fur-

seal of the North Pacific, both on shore and at sea, has uatuially and
inevitably given rise to certain changes in the habits and mode of life

of that animal, which are of importance not only in themselves, but as
indicating the eifects of such pursuit, and in showing in what particular
this is injurious to seal life as a Avhole. Such changes doubtless began
more than a century ago, and some of them may be traced in the histor-

ical precis, elsewhere given (§ 782 et seq.). It is unfortunately true,

however, that the disturbance to the normal course of seal life has
become even more serious in recent years, and that there is, therefore,

no lack of material from which to study its character and effect even at
the present time.

397. The changes in habits and mode of life of the seals naturally
divide themselves into two classes, which may be considered separately.
The first and most direct and palpable of these is that shown in the
increased shyness and wariness of the animal, which, though always
pelagic in its nature, has been forced bj^ circumstances to shun the land
more than before, so that, but for the necessity imposed upon it of seek-

ing the shore at the season of birth of the young, it might ])robably ere

this have become entirely pelagic. Changes of the second class embrace
those which have resulted from a disproportion of the sexes, produced by
the continuous and excessive killing of males of certain ages, and from
new and more destructive methods adopted on the breeding islands
because of diminished numbers and other such circumstances. The
increasing irregularity and overlap])ii!g in the dates in the events of

seal life may be included in this latter class.

72 398. Changes of the first <-]ass have now apparently become,
in a measure, hereditary, while those of the second depend almost

from year to year upon the treatment at the time accorded to the seals,

and might, in the course of a few years at most, with care, be caused
to revert to their former normal condition.

399. Pelagic sealers of experience are almost unanimous in stating
that the fur-seal is each j'^ear becoming more alert and difficult of
approach and capture, while the independent native hunters add their

testimony to the san)e effect, and there can be no question as to the
general tact. Such changes are more notable at vseathan on the breed-
ing islands, for when at sea the seal is in its natural element, and free

to exercise its instincts of self-preservation ; when on shore at the
breeding season it is, on the contrary, practically defenceless, and,
beyond the instinct to attempt to escape from immediate death about
to be inflicted by the club or otherwise, it is incapable of seeking
safety, and is at the mercy of tlie seal killer. Its only refuge, under these
circumstances, is to seek, if such may be fjund, some new breeding-
place unknown or inaccessible to man. Captain Scammon, many years
ago, adverted to this fact in the following terms: "We may add, like-

wise, from our own observation, and as the expressed o]nnion of several
experienced sealing-masters, that their natural migrations extend over
a great expanse of ocean; and if they are unduly disturbed in their
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favourite haunts for several successive years, tbey are quite sure to
seek some distant and uuknowu place, where they cau congregate
unmolested by man."*

400. It is doubtless in consequence of this fact, as already pointed
out, that the Pribyloff and Commander Islands bad long ago become
the special resorts of tlie fur-seal of the ISTorth racitic, and to the same
cause must be attributed the abandonment of other breeding grounds
formerly frequented by this animal, as well as the attempts to take up
new rookeries which have been mentioned when describing the facts of
seal life along the western shores of the North Pacific.

401. As above stated, nearly all the pelagic sealers concur in the
opinion that the fur-seal is annually becoming more shy and wary at
sea. They add that this is most ap])arent in that part of the east side
of the North Pacific to the south of the Aleutian Islands, but that it

is becoming equally marked in the eastern part of Behring Sea; while
in the western part of the sea, where pelagic sealing has as yet been
scarcely practised, the seals do not show tlie same fear of boats, and
are more easily approached. It is thus evident that greater skill and
caution is annually required on the part of the pelagic hunters, and on
the assumption that the number of seals met with at sea has remained
the same in proportion to area of surface, the statistics quoted on a
later page respecting the catch made in relation to each boat employed,
would appear to show that the dexterity of the hunters has increased,
par i passu, with the wariness of the seals.

402. The facts observed by the pelagic sealers in regard to the abun-
dance or otherwise of seals at sea have important bearings on the gen-
eral question of the whole number of seals now or in recent years
inhabiting the North Pacific, and also when taken in conjunction with
the reduction in numbers on the breeding islands, in evidencing the
changes in habits here specially referred to. The general tenor of the
whole of the evidence to be obtained on this particular subject, whether
directly by ourselves or from other sources, shows that though changes
in position are noticed from year to year, no decrease in numbers has
occurred at sea, while an actual increase is m many cases reported.
This circumstance of the continued abundance of seals at sea in the
whole tract of ocean frequented by the pelagic sealers is so notable,
and at the same time so entirely opposed to some loose general state-
ments as to diminution which have found currency, that some evidence
relating to it may pro])erly be adduced.

403. In 1889, Captain J. O. Warren, whose experience is entirely
pelagic, as he has never been within sight of the Pribyloff Islands,
says: "I have noticed no diminution in the number of seals during the
twenty years I have been in the business, but if any change at all an
increase."t Captain W. O'Leary says, in the same year: "I do not,
think there is any decrease in the number of seals entering Behring
Sea. I never saw so many seal along the coast as there were this year,
and in Behring Sea they were more numerous than I ever saw them
before."! In the following year Mr. A. K. Milne, Collector of Customs
at Victoria, after detailing his inquiries made from jielagic sealers,
says: "I can now safely repeat what I have already said and written,
that owners and masters do not entertain the slightest idea that the
seals are at all scarce." §

* "Marine Mammalia," p. 152.

,t Parliamentary Paper [C. 6131], p. 356. London, 1890.

t Ibid., p. 357.

§ Parliamentary Paper [C. 6253]. London, 1800.
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73 404. Messrs. Carne and Miiiisie, in a letter, dated the 31st
October, 1S90, addressed to Mr. Milne, state that wliile the seals

had in that year, both in Behring Sea and along the coast, to some
extent changed tlieir grounds, they did not appear to be any scarcer
than when they first engaged in tlie sealing business in 1884. In 1890,
they found the seals most plentiful to the north and eastward of the
Islands of St. Paul and St. Gecn-ge, and distant from tlieni from 35
to 60 miles, while in former years they were most abundant to the
westward of these islands. All their captains reported that the seals

were as plentiiiil as ever in Behring Sea, and attributed the compara-
tively small catches made to the rough and foggy weather that pre-

vailed during the season. Captain J. S. Cox, in a letter bearing the
same date as that from which the above statements are taken, and
addressed to the same gentleman, says that the masters of his schooners
report that the seals are not getting any scarcer. The limited catch
made was, in their opinion, due entirely to the bad weather which i^re-

vailed in Behring Sea during the sealing season. They found the seals

most plentiful to the east of St. Paul and St. George Islands. Messrs.
Hall, Goepel, and Co., in a letter, dated the 1st November, 1890, and
also addressed to Mr. Milne, state that the captains of their schooners
found the seals to be as plentiful as in any previous year, but that,

owing to tlie foggy and boisterous weather encountered in Behring
Sea, very large catches were not made.

405. During the month of January 1892, several captains of sealing-

vessels, and hunters on such vessels, were examined under oath by Mr.
Milne at Victoria, and from their evidence the foHowing statements as

to the relative abundance of seals in 1891, as comi)ared with former
years, are taken

:

Mr. C. J. Kelly found the seals as abundant as formerly along the
coast to the Shumagin Islands.

Captain Wm. Petit followed the seals north from Cape Flattery, and
says:

I found them more plentiful last year tbau I have any year since 1886; that is,

from Cajie Flattery north .... In Behriuy Sea as plentiful as in former
years .... We saw more last year than for several years iireviously.

Captain W. E. Baker reported the seals to be as i^lentiful along the
coast to Shumagin Islands as in former years, '' in some places more
plentiful." He says: "No material difference in my average catch for

last four years."

Captain A. Bisset followed the seals north from Cape Flattery and
found them as abundant as ever before.

Captain T. M. Magneseu says

:

I think they [the seals] were more plentiful last season than I ever saw them
before .... The biggest catch I have ever made was last year, on the coast as
well as in Behring Sea.

Heurj^ Crocker thinks, from what he saw of the seals, that " they were
just as many as before."

Pichard Thompson believed the seals were as plentiful as in the
previous year.

Andrew Laing had observed no decrease in the number of seals j "if
anything, they were a little more numerous than in 1890."

Captain W. Cox took 1,000 seals in four days, 100 miles to the west-
ward of the Pribyloff Islands. He found the seals much more plentiful

in Behring Sea than he had ever seen them before.

406. Similar evidence of a general character, and confirmatory of the
statistics just quoted, was obtained by us in the autumn of 1891 from
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a number of sealing- captains and liunters, to tlie effect tliat the general
ex])erience was that seals were equally or more abundant at sea this
year than they had been in former years.

407. The actual success of individual sealing-vessels of course depends
so largely upon the good fortune or good judgment which may enable
them to fall in with and follow considerable bodies of seals, as well as
on the weather ex])erienced, that the tigures representing the catch,
comi)ared to the boats or whole number of men employed, constitute a
more trustworthy criterion tbau any such general statements.

74 Comparison helwcen the number of Boats and Men employed in the Fur-seal Fishery
and the nuvibvr of Seals taken. {Only Vessels sail iny from Victor la are included.)

Tear.
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412. At Sitka, both Whites and Indians, familiar with the sealing
business, stated that the hunters complained that the seals were now
Mild and diilieult to a])i)roach, and united in attributing- the eom])ara-
tively small native eateh of 1891 to this eause. They think that the
number of schooners engaged in the tishery is the reason of this

increased wariness. Cai)tain Morrisay stated that he did not think
the seals were less numerous at sea this year than before, but that, on
the contrary, all accounts show that they were more abundant than
usual, and that a good catch would have been obtained had they not
been so much disturbed by vessels. The Indians aver that long ago
the seals Avere very numerous about Sitka, and it is a tradition or
legend, that in early times they frequently landed on the islands in that
vicinity. Within the memory of the living hunters, single seals IukI

been seen ashore in various places on the islands otf Sitka and near
Cape Edgecombe. Two years ago, a fcjuale had been seen on the beach
on the outer side of Cape Ommeny.

413. Among the Indians from Klawok, an old man explained that in

the time of his great-grandfather there were vast numbers both of
seals and sea-otters in that vicinity, and that the old people said that
in these times the seal gave birth to its young there. He had never
heard, however, that there were any special places to which the seals

resorted for that purpose.
414. In the northern part of Queen Charlotte Islands, the Indians

state that the seals have now become so timid, that in a hunting
75 season of tM'o months they sonuitimes kill about thirty seals only

to a canoe, whereas they formerly were ott en able to get the same
number in one day. When they first began to hunt seals systematic-
ally, they generally got them 5 or miles from the sliore, whereas at
the present time they had to go 15 or 20 miles. They attribute this

change to the schooners which they see engaged in hunting off their

coast. Edensaw, the old Chief, said that many years ago the seals Avere

often Ibund lying together on the water almost touching each other, and
oO or 50 in a bunch, but that now they are more widely scattered, lie
further stated, that in Ibrmer years he had sometimes seen full grown
bulls coming- ashore in various places on the west coast of the islands
in spring. Not many years ago, he had seen a female with a recently
born puj) on the shore near Cape Kaigani; and once, long ago, he had
found a female seal in the act of giving birth to two pups on Kose Spit.

These facts are of particular interest, from their bearing upon the state-

ments quoted by Professor J. A. Allen, on the authority of Cai)lain
Bryant, now more than ten years ago, for while they do not directly

conlirm this statement, they tend to sup{)ort it. deferring to Captain
Bryant, Professor Allen writes: "In his j\IS. Peport just received, he
states that a half-breed hunter told him that he found in summer, on
Queen Charlotte's Island, groups of these animals, consisting of two or
more beach-masters, with a dozen or more females and pups, but no
half-grown males."*

415. Speaking of the same vicinity, and as the result of long experi-

ence, Mr. Alexander Mackenzie saitl that, judging from the number of

skins taken, seals were less abundant than formerly in Dixon Entrance,
but that the fact must also be taken into consideration, that there were
not now so many good hunters as before among the Indians. In 1881-82
and 1882-83 many skins were got, but in the years since 1885 the num-
ber of skins had been smaller than before.

'Mouu^ra|j]i of North Auioricau Piuuipeds," p. 333.
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41G. Tlio Tiuliiiii lumters of tlie Tsliinisian tribes say tliat before the
seals were so much limited, some of them used to give birth to their

young on rocky islets in Hecate iStrait. laving linnt<'rs bad seen this.

417. At i>ella-Bella, the Indian hunters stated tluit as long as they
themselves could remember, seals were very al)undant in that vicinity.

They had gradually decreased in number till al)out four years ago,
since which they had been moderately abundant for three years, and
in 1891, had shown a marked increase in number. They sometimes, but
rarely, saw seals, both male and female, coming out on the rocks. Two
or three had at various times been killed on shore.

418. The Indians of Nawitti, who hunt about the north end of Yan-
couver Island, had no complaint to make of scarcity of seals. They
said, on the contrary, that the hunting further at sea by schooners
had, they thouglit, driven the seals into the entrance of Queen Char-
lotte Sound in greater numbers than before. They had occasionally
seen seals of different ages sleeping on the rocks.

419. At Clayoquot Sound, on the west coast of Vancouver Island,
seals were said to have been very numerous long ago, but to have been
seen in smaller numbers for some ten or fifteen years j)ast. At Ahouset,
also in 01ayo(iuot Sound, the Indians said they had never seen or heard
of seals coming ashore to breed, or for any other i)urpose.

420. At ISTeah Bay, near Cape Flattery, the Indians stated that the
seals seen by them, in that vicinity, are now fewer and inore wary than
before, and more difficult to kill. They have never seen even a single
seal on the rocks, but always at sea.

421. Keferring to the same place, Judge J. G. Swan writes, iu 1880,
that between 1857 and 18Gti seals Mere very few, but that since that
time they had appeared in much larger numbers.*

422. Mr. E. Finlayson and Mr. T. Moffat, both long identified with
the Hudson's Bay Company on theWest Coast, believe that the fur-seals
became notably more numerous in the waters adjacent to the coast of
British Columbia about the time tlie Alaska Commercial Company
obtained possession of the Pribylott Islands. This they attribute to
some difference in the mode of cnptare practised on these islands, in
consequence of which the seals changed their former habits. Captain
Bryant has also particularly referred to the abundance of fur seals
along the coast of Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia in 1809.t

423. Some years in which exceptionally large numbers of sen Is have
been noted along various parts of the coastof British Columbia are
referred to in other parts of this report. (See particularly § 223.)

424. On another page, and in connection with the subject of the
76 migrations and habitat of the fur seal Mr. J. W. Mackay has been

cited with reference to the former abundance of seals upon the
southern part of Vancouver Island. His informants on this point were
old Indian hunters of the Songis, Sooke, and Tlalum tribes, inhabiting
the adjacent coasts. The following additional statements by the same
gentleman, from their bearing on changes iu habits of the seal, may
appropriately be included here : " The Indians above quoted stated that
the fur-seal bred on the IJace Bocks, on Smith's Island (AVashingtoii),
and on several islands of the Gulf of Georgia. They used to have their
young to within a recent period on the Haystack Islands, off Cape Scott,
Vancouver Island. It is probable that a few individuals still breed

* "Fishery Industries of the United States," vol. ii. p. 394.
t " Monograph of North American Pinnipeds," p. 332.
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there, these ishinds heing' very inaccessible to small cvaft on accoiTnt of

the stroni>' tides and cross currents which prevail in their neighbour-
hood."

Mr. Mackay's authority for the first part of the above statement are

the Indians iDrcviously referred to, and the matter must even, at the
early date at which Mr. Mackay first knew them, have become tra-

ditional.

425. Under the heading of Migrations and Eange (§ 171 et seq.), suffi-

cient allusion to the former abundance of fur-seals on the Californian

coast, and to their breeding' places there, now apparently abandoned,
has been made. Further particulars may be found in Scammon's work
and elsewhere.

420. From the foregoing notes, it may be gathered that the increasing
timidity of the fur-seal has caused it almost completely to abandon its

original habit of occasionally landing elsewhere than on the main breed-

ing islands, and has led, besides, to the probably complete abandonment
of certain local breeding places where small numbers of seals resorted

in former years. Not only so, but the seals now shun more than ever
the entire vicinity of the coast, and are found at sea in undiminished
quantity only by the pelagic sealers, whose o]ierations do not depend
on proximity to the land. The same instinct has its efi'ect also on the
breeding islands, to the continuous harassing of the seals upon which
its growth is doubtless in large part due. On the islands, it shows itself

particularly iu the late arrival, short stay upon, or continued avoidance
of, the shores by those seals not actually engaged in breeding; as well

as in erratic variations in proportional numbers of seals of different

classes at various seasons. These changes cannot be wholly attributed

to the operations of the sea-sealers, for though not so striking on the

Commander Islands as upon the Pribyloff islands, they are still observ-

able there, though the contingent of seals visiting these islands belong
as a whole to a different migration-tract, which has scarcely as yet been
touched by pelagic sealers.

427. The fact that the breeding islands are now inhabited by man, is

in itself an anomaly, and particularly so when the protection of the
seals on these islands is combined with the requirements of a large

annual slaughter. Such circumstances need to be hedged about with
most rigorous precautions, in order that they may remain compatible
wath the continuous prosperity of seal life. More care is taken in this

respect on the Commander than on the Pribyloff Islands, but even there

improvement seems possible. On the Commander Islands, great pre-

cautions are observed to prevent the smell of smoke reaching the rook-

ery grounds, particularly early in the season, when the seals first land.

Coal-oil is used for cooking in the houses near the rookeries at this

season, and all fires are quenched when the smoke blows in the direc-

tion of the rookeries. Smoking is not permitted near the rookery
grounds, and no one is allowed in their vicinity (unless for purposes of

collecting a drive) but the superintendent of the island or the foreman
in charge of the rookeries.

428. There are, however, in addition to actual fear and the instinct

of self-preservation, other causes which now render the breeding islands,

and particularly the Pribyloff' Islands, less continuously the resort of

seals than formerly. Cliief among these is the paucity of virile males,

which makes the islands less attractive to the females, and, besides, has
resulted in the existence of a large and increasing class of barren
females, which do not find themselves under the necessity of seeking
the shore.
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429. On this point, sponking of an early date in the liistory of the
islands, Venianiinor writes: "This opinion is fomulod on the fact that

never (except in one year, 1832) have an excessive nnmber of females

been seen withont yonn^'; that cows not pregnant scarcely ever come
to the Pribyloff Islands; that snch females cannot be seen every
year."*

430, To this may be added the probable circnmstance, that the con-

stantly harassed and now much rednced number of young- but already
virile males, meet the females more connnonly than before at sea.

77 431. The occurrence of increased numbers of barren females
has been more i^recisely noted on the Commander Islands than

upon the Pribyloff Islands, probably because, as the result of a better

system of protection there, these animals still come to the rookery
grounds instead of staying at sea. In 1891, a large number of females

were observed to be without young both on Behring and Copper
Islands.

432. In the eastern part of the North Pacific, the increased number
of barren females has principally been observed by pelagic sealers.

Their statements on this subject, whether those already published or

those obtained by ourselves in conversation, are of course of a general

kind, but they show that 'while barren females are more common than
before to the south of Behring Sea, nearly all the adult females got in

Behring Sea itself are of this class. The Indian hunters of the Queen
Charlotte's Islands, moreover, informed us, without being specially

questioned on the subject, that years ago the females killed by them
were always with young, but that this was now no longer the case.

Mr. A. Mackenzie, of the same place, stated that about two thirds only

of the females killed were with young.
433. Upon the Pribyloff Islands in 1891, we did not ourselves note

any great abundance of barren females, but the facts in this matter
would be scarcely apparent to those not intimately connected with the

rookeries for more than a single year. In his official report on the con-

dition of the islands in 1890, Mr. Elliott states that there were then

"

250,000 females "not bearing, or not served last year and this," but he
does not explain in what way this numerical estimate was arrived at.t

434. One direct result of a paucity of virile males, is to bring about
an irregularity and change of dates in the events of seal life, which is

especially notable upon the breeding islands in an unwonted absence of

the usual precision and simultaneousness in these events. Instances
of this are found in the recorded history of the Pribyloff Islands, else-

where cited, and facts of the same kind are again markedly apparent at

the present time. Such irregularities follow from the circumstance that

the period of gestation of the female is nearly twelve months in length;

and that therefore any want of promptitude in reimpregnation carries

the time of birth on to a date later than usual in the following year. It

is easy to see that such delay having once occurred, the female, under
the most favourable circumstances, can only revert gradually and after

several years to her original time; and that by a recurrence of delays

in impregnation the change of time will not only be carried on from year

to year, but must gradually depart more and more from the normal date.

One important effect of the resulting late birth of the young is to ren-

der these much more than otherwise open to danger of various kinds,

not only to that resulting from inclement and stormy autumn weather

* Quoted in United States Census Report, p. 141.

t Parliamentary Paper [C. 6368], p. 61.
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occurriiip: -while tliey are yet too yomig' to withstaiHl it, but also from
the circumstance that they must rtehiy longer upon the breeding islands,

and must perhaps in the end leave these islands before their strength
is sufficient for the long- southern journey.

435. The best account of the nature of such changes in earlier years
is that given by Bryant, whicli is elsewhere quoted in abstract. The
changes now apparent on the rookery grounds of the Pribyloft' Islands,

as compared with the previously described state of these grounds, and
as pointed out by those familiar with them, are chiefly of the following
kinds:

436. A general decrease in the number of seals, which is most
marked in the disproportionally small number of holluschickie or males
of an age of less than about (3 years. Allusion has already been made
to this in connection with the marked increase in size of the "harems"
or cows held by a single adult bull, in late years. It is also strikingly
apparent when the iiresent conditions are contrasted with the descrip-
tions of former years, in which the half-grown but already virile bulls
are represented as haunting the vicinity of the breeding rookeries in

great numbers, and constantly struggling to meet the females upon
them, or in the margin of the adjacent sea. It is further indicated,
and veiy definitely, by the practical impossibility of procuring more
than 21,000 male skins in 1890, though every exertion was made to do
so, and the standards in weight of skins were greatly lowered, in order
to allow the inclusion of very young males. Tliis effort was continr^d
till it became patent to the Government officers in charge that ii was
useless and cruel to allow it to go further, because of tlie very iargo
and constantly increasijig numbers of non-killable seals which were
driven and redriven to the killing grounds, in order to obtain a few
passable skins. On this subject it may be well, however, to allow
these officers who witnessed and superintended those killings to speak
for themselves.

437. Mr. C. J. Goff' says: "Heretofore, it was seldom that more
.78 than 15 per cent, of all the seals driven the latter jKirt of June

and the first few days in July were too small to be killed; but
this season the case was reversed [notwithstanding the lowering of
standards], and in many instances 80 to 85 per cent, were turned away
. . . The season closed on the 20th July, and the drives in July
show a decided increase in the percentages of small seals turned away,
and a decrease in the killables over the drives in June, demonstrating
conclusively that there were but few kiliable seals arriving, and that
the larger part of those returning were the pups of last year."*

438. Colonel J. Murray gives an account of a meeting of the natives
held for discussion in the same year and long continued, after which

—

" They unanimously declared that it was their firm belief and honest
opinion that the seals have diminished, and would continue to diminish
from year to year, because all the male seals had been slaughtered
without allowing any to come to maturity for use upon the breeding
grounds;" he adds: "lam now fully convinced by i)ersonal observa-
tion that it is only too true, and that the natives were correct in every
particular." t

439. Gaptair, ,*..W. Lavender says: " The writer was surprised when
he first visited the rookeries to find no young bull seals upon them; this

looked strange to him, and he began to look up the cause, and it occuiu"ed
to him that the constant driving of young male seals, and the killing of
all the 2- 3- 4- and 5-year olds, that there were no young bulls left to go on

* Senate, Ex. Doc. No. 49, 5l8t Congress, 2nd Session, p. 4. t Ibid., p. 8.
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to tlie rookeries, and without young- blood the fur-seal industry will be

something of the past iu a very few years."*

440. Mr. W. H. Elliott, in his official report for 3890, remarks to the

same effect on the exhaustion of the supply of young male seals, and
their reduction to a " scant teuth of their number in 1872-74."t

441. It is further noticed on the islands that the rookeries are more
scattered and less definite in outline than m foi-mer years, and that the

remaining holluschickie tend to lie close to the rookery edges for pro-

tection, a circumstance which materially adds to the difficulty of col-

lecting drives without unduly disturbing the breeding seals.

442. It is also generally admitted that the dates of arrival of the seals

at the islands, and especially that of the arrival of the females, is becom-

ing on the average later each year. It is ditlicult to arrive at a precise

statement on this .subject, for obvious reasons, but some authorities

place the average delay in arrival of females as compared with earlier

years at as much as, or more than, two weeks.

443. On the Commander Islands, where the officers in charge were
found ready to afford all information on such points with the utmost
frankness, it has likewise been noted that the seals now arrive some-

what later thau formerly. In 1891, seals capable of yielding 10 and 12

pound skins were about a- week later than usual in reaching Behring
Islancl, and the killing, which on Copper Island generally begins about
the 1st June, did not begin in 1891 till the 22nd June.

444. Various other irregularities have also been noticed in late years

in or about the Commander Islands. Thus, iu 1890, there were rather

few holluschickie, and females appeared in smaller numbers. Again, it

was remarked particularly on Copper Island, that though there had
been a large number of young born in 1890, yearlings came ashore in

markedly small numbers in J 891. The natives professed themselves

unable to account for this, but it is almost certain that the yearlings,

in consequence of the unusually severe onslaught made on the seals in

1890, had simply remained at sea. This explanation is supported by
the observation, that an unusually large number of scattered seals

were reported at sea between Behring Island and the coasts of Kam-
schatka and Siberia, in 1891, by the vessels belonging to the Russian
Gover)iment and Company. In 1890, again, according to Mr. Tillman,

an unusual event occurred in the arrival of a number of holluschickie

and mature bulls quite fat, at Copper island, in August. His conjec-

ture was that these might have come from the Pribyloff Islands, but it

is possible that these seals had merely remained lishing at sea until

this exceptionally late date.

445. The general effect of these changes in habits of the seals is to

minimize the number to be seen at any one time on the breeding islands,

while the average number to be found at seals at least proportionately,

though, ])erhaps, in face of a general decrease in total number of seals,

not absolutely increased. The regularity of the routes of migration has

no doubt been also to some extent interfered with, and it seems proba-

ble that the seals may now be more widely scattered at sea both in

their winter and summer habitats than formerly.

446. As to the eventual results of such changes in habits, if perpetu-

ated and increased by the continued and further effect of the

79 causes referred to, it is evident that they must ultimately be

injurious to all industries based en the capture of the fur-seal.

It is probable that the seals might altogether cease to frequent their

present breeding grounds in mass, and instead, as has been recorded

* Ibid., p. 9. t Parliameutary Paper [C. 6368], pp. 15, 16, 19, 21, 56, and 57.
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in tlie Falkland and otlier islands in the Sontliern Tleniispliore, scatter

out to tbnu small irregular Oolonies beneath clill's or rocks which are
practically iiuiccessibleto man. They would thus doubtless numage to

peri)etuate their species, but the numbers might be very much reduced,
so that the skins would cease to be a factor of commercial importance.
The continued prosperity of seal life requires, from its jieculiar features,

above all things, complete regularity and protection on the breeding-

places, and, deprived of these advantages, it lies open to niany acci-

dents and fiiilures, wiiich must att'ect it more prejudicially than can be
determined from the actual numerical amount of the slaughter for

skins. The extract from Scammon's work, quoted in paragraph 399, is

to the point in this connection.

(P.)

—

Fur-seals Breeding on the Southern Part of the North American
Coast.

447. It is evident tlmt many years ago a considerable number of fur-

seals bred in various places along the western coast of North America,
and probable that the seals so breeding did not take any part in the
migration of the larger body to Behring Sea. Statements previously
quoted respecting the fur-seals of the Californian coast show this, and
the traditions of the Indians of the coast of British Columbia, "partic-

ularly those relating to Race Kocks and Smith's Island, appear to have
the same meaning. Judge J. G. Swan has also collected much evidence
to the same effect, with particular reference to the vicinity of Cape
Flattery, which may be found detailed in the "Fishery Industries of
the United States" (vol. ii, p. 393), and in the "Bulletin of the United
States Fish Commission" (vol. iii, p. 201). Some of his observations
we have been unable to confirm, but the statements since obtained from
Mr. J. W. Mackay go far to iDrove that, in still earlier years than those
referred to by Judge Swan, a certain number of seals regularly occupied
certain breeding places in the vicinity of the Straits of Fuca.

448. Once established, whether on the Californian or British Colum-
bian coasts, such a race of southern-breeding seals umst have become
sub-pernuxnent; and, following' the analogy of other rookery grounds,
it is probable that the same animals tended each year to reoccupy the
same, or nearly the same, breeding stations. It is probable that these
southern-breeding families may have been directly comiected with the
larger northern-breeding race, and it is at least easy to see how they
may have originated and been recruited from it. Females delayed from
any cause, and giving birth to their young along the coast to the south-

ward, must often be served by young males, and irregular and too early

service may also occur in many instances in the case of young females,

or of those barren since the previous year. In all such cases of too

early service, it would be impossible for the female to reach the Priby-

loff" Islands in time for the birth of the young, owing to climatic causes.

She would, no doubt, remain with the other seals till impelled by nature
to seek the shore, and if in any particular year a considerable number
of females collected together for breeding purposes, the males would
doubtless soon find and follow them, and, if undisturbed, the family

thus established might probably return to the same place again in the
next ensuing- year.

449. This reasonable explanation, at all events, accords with the facts

ascertained, and, moreover, in itself appears to have so much force,

that even apart from these facts, it would be admissible to predicate th*!

occasional birth of young along the whole extent of coast frequented by
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the fur seal. It is further borne oiit by the actual existence of breed-

ing' rookeries situated ak>ni;' or near to the. migration route of the fur-

seal on the western side of the Pacific, on the Kurile Islands and on
Kobben Island. These occui)y the same jiosition relatively to the ijriu-

cipal breeding' places on the Commander Islands, which the former
similar colonies on tlie North American coast must have held relatively

to the Pribyloff Islands, and the survival of the southern colonies on
the Asiatic side is directly due to the less persistent and less efficient

hunting by the natives there.

450. This subject is in its nature closely related to the foregoing
remarks on observed changes in habits. It also, however, connects
itself with the general question of the origin of the regularly migratory
habits assumed by the larger number of the fur-seals of the North Pacific,

a question referred to under the head of migrations.

(Q.)

—

Connection or Intcrehange of Seals between the Prihyloff and Com-
mander Islands.

451. It is frequently assumed that the fur-seals inhabiting the whole
North Pacific may, from year to year, resort almost indifferently

80 to the Pribyloff' or Commander Islands at the breeding season.
Statements to tliis effect have been made by various authorities,*

and, as already noted, the arrival, in ISOiJ, of a number of fat hollus-

chickie and adult nuiles on Coi)per Island was accounted for by the
Superintendent thereon the hy])othesis that they had migrated thither
from the Pribylolf Islands, though in reality his knowledge merely war-
ranted the statement that he did not knoAV whence they came. It has
often been claimed by ])ersons interested in justifying the methods
X)ractised on the Pribyloff' Islands, that the continued abundance of
seals on the Commander Islands is not due to greater care there exer-
cised, but that they have been reinforced by accessions from the Priby-
loff' Islands, induced by the operations of pelagic sealers. One writer,

indeed, took occasion, as early as 1887, to forestall any adverse criticism

which might be directed against the methods and results on the Priby-
loff" Islands and based on tlie dimiiuition of seals there, by stating, in

anticipation, that such* decrease would have no meaning unless dis-

cussed in connection with an unknown but possible increase on the
Commander Islands.t

45-J. When it is considered that for twenty years both groups of
islands have been controlled by a single Company, whose employes
were often transferred from island to island, it is remarkable that so
little has been ])lace(l on record in regard to this particular question,
especially in view of the importance evidently attached to it by tlie

gentlemen connected with the Company whose statements have Just
been referred to. Though unable to speak from personal observations
on this point, it is clear that the result of Mr. Elliott's investigation
of the Pribyloff" Islands led him to believe that an interrelation existed
between the seals frequenting these islands and the Conunander Islands,
and that a familiarity with one group of the breeding islands was
insufficient to enable a complete view of the problem to be arrived at.|

* See Elliott, " Condition of Affairs m Alaska " (1875), p. 266 ; Miller, House of Rep-
resentatives, Report No. 623, 44tb Conji^ress, 1st Session, p. 45; Bnycitsky, Ilonse of
Representatives, Report No. 3883, 50tli Congress, 2nd Session, p. 16; Williams, ibid.,

pp. 77 and 78; Elliott, United States Census Report, pp. 69 and 157.
t "Fishery Industries of the United States," vol. ii, p. 361.

I See especially United States Census Report, p. 69.
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453. The inquiries and observations now made, however, enable it to

be shown that tlie fur-seals of the two sides of the Nortli Pacitle belono-

in the main to practically distinct niij>ration-tracts, both of which aie
elsewhere traced out and described, and it is believed that while to a
certain extent transfers of individual seals or of small j^^roujis occur,

jirobably every year, between the Pribyloft" and Conmiander tribes, that
this is exceptional rather than normal. It is not believed that any
voluntary or systematic movement of fur-seals takes place from one
group of breeding- islands to the other, but it is probable that a con-

tinued harassing of the seals ur)on one group might result in a course
of years in a corresponding gradual accession to the other group.

454. There is no evidence whatever to show that any considerable
branch of the seal tribe which has its winter home off the coast of

British Columbia resorts in summer to the Commander Islands, whether
voluntarily or led thither in pursuit of food-tishes, and inquiries along
the Aleutian chain show that no regular migration route follows its

direction, whether to the north or south of the islands. It is certain
that the young seals in going southward from the Pribyloff Islands
only rarely get diifted as far to the westward as the 17i!nd meridian of

west longitude, while Attn Island, on the 173rd meridian east, is never
visited by young seals, and therefore lies between the regular autumn
migration-routes of the seals going from the Pribyloff and Commander
Islands respectively.

455. The price obtained for sldns from the Commander Islands has
generally been somewhat lower than that for the Pribyloff skins, but
this is believed to result rather from the less careful handling and
preparation of the Commander Island skins than from any inherent
inferiority. Under this belief, the Alaska Commercial Company at one
time, in 1876, sent Mr. D. Webster, their most experienced foreman, to

the Commander Islands, to introduce better modes of treating the skins

there. M. Grebnitsky, however, states that there is some actual general

difference in the skins, such as to enable them to be distinguished by
an ex])ert, and that he is informed that the Commander Island skins are

more difficult to "unhair" in dressing, Snegik^ft", the Aleut foreman
in charge of the Behring Island rookeries, who liad also been on the

Pribyloff Islands for some years, stated that \ie had observed that in

both sexes the seals on the Pribyloff' Islands were somewhat shorter

and stouter than on the Commander Islands, and that the Pribyloff

seals have thicker fur and shorter hair on the belly. This he
81 attributed to the circumstance that the seals stay longer ashore

on the Pribyloff Islands. He said further, that on the Com-
mander Islands the females are larger, and the mature males, or "sea-

catchie," often become nearly white about the manes with age. He
added that on Robben Island, in Okotsk Sea, the seals have still longer

and thicker hair than on the Commander Islands.

450. As there is a considerable range of individualdiversity, particu-

larly in colouration, among the seals of any single locality, it would
require much longer and more detailed exaniinaiicui than we ourselves

were able to make, to verify these statements; but it ap])ears to be
probable that there is actually a slight general varietal ditlerence as

between the tribes frequenting the two i)rincipal groups of breeding
islands, whether this is due to causes such as those above referred to

or other circumstances. The amount of interconnection between the

two groups is doubtless, however, sufficient to prevent any very strik-

ing or permanent peculiarities even of a varietal rank to grow up.
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457. Some evidence not without importance in this connection is

afforded by a comparison of the diagrams elsewhere ^iven and repre-

senting- the number of seals killed each year on the two groups of

islands. Though affected by other causes as well, this number may be
taken in a very general way as a record of the state of the rookeries as

ai whole, and the corresi)ondence of the lines in the two diagrams is

thus significant of connection or of co-operating causes.

(11.)— Conditions affecting the ^ea-otter and Sea-coiv, contrasted with those

affecting the Fur-seal.

458. It has often, but incorrectly, been stated that the fur-seal of the
North Pacific is in danger of "extermination" if measures be not taken
to preserve it. The question is, however, not one of extermination, if

by that term the extinction of tlie species is meant. The breeding Col-

onies of the analogous species in the Southern Hemisphere, once
exploited and harried in every conceivable way, aiul without law or

hindrance of any kind for over fifty years, chiefly by New England ves-

sels, have, in no known instance, been absolutely destroyed. Long
before the point of extermination is reached the killing of tlie seals, by
whatever method practised, ceases to pay. Extermination is finan-

cially impossible, and therefore need not be feared. This is well enough
understood by those best informed on the subject, and it is no senti-

mental dread of the extinction of a species which appeals to the imagi-

nation of the persons immediately interested in the breeding ishinds,

but rather the practical destruction of their profitable monopoly of the
sealing business of the North Pacific. Depletion, or great reduction in

numbers, together with changes in habits of life, such as have been
already indicated, are sure to be the result of continuous indiscriminate

and unrestricted slaughter and hunting of the fur-seal, but not exter-

mination. To precisely what point the diminution in numbers of the

fur-seal might go before the increased average price of the skins ceased
to compensate for the reduced aggregate number taken, it is im[)ossi-

ble to say, but that such a point would eventually be reached is proved
by all experience. This experiment, however, it is hoped, is one which
need not be tried, for, as already made apparent, the fur-seal, by the
luiture of its life and habits, offers peculiar facilities for the exercise of

a rational protection under which it may remain a source of profit to

the hunter, while at the same time affording a continuous yield of skins

intrinsically valuable.

451). From this point of view, the sea-otter [Enhydra marina) is an
interesting case in point. This animal has played a prominent i)nrt in

the discovery and history of the North Pacific. Its skin was highly
valued long before that of the fur-seal was considered of any worth,
and owing to its intrinsic value as an article of dress, its cost has con-

tinued to increase in a greater or less degree with its increasing scarcity,

so that at the present time skins of the first quality are worth in London
700 to 1,000 dollars each. Surely, if it were possible to exterminate a
fur-bearing animal of this kind, the sea-otter should long ago have met
Avith that fate, yet it has been hunted for more than a hundred years,

and is still a chief object of ])ursuit of many hundreds of natives.

460. Originally, this animal frequented a large part of the avcsc

coast of North America, together with the east coast of Asia, and all

parts of the Aleutian, Pribyloff', Commander, and other islands. Its

limits have now been much reduced, so that it is rarefy found on the

coast of British Columbia or anywhere to the south of Sitka, and has
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altogether disappeared from the Pribjdoff Ishinds, Avhile on the Asiatic
coast it has similarly ceased to be a matter of commercial interest in the
Kurile Island chain. Althongh in the early j^art of the present century

it Avas taken by thousands in certain localities, a few hundreds
82 are now considered an excellent catch for a considerable district.

It is to be remend)ered that the diminution of the sea-otter has
been the resvdt solely of operations conducted from the shore. In the
old days the otter was clubbed, si)eared, or shot on the beaches, and
afterwards from stages or fi'om canoes close along- the rocks and beaches.

401. The seaotter possesses, however, one imi)ortant advantage over
the fur-seal in the nature of its procreation. The young are born at
all seasons of the year and not simultaneously, and it is not necessary
for this animal to resort in large numbers to particular breeding places,

or to lemaii! on or about such i)laces for any considerable time. Its

disadvantages as compared with the fur seal are that it is not properly
a ])elagic animal feeding u])on niigratory fishes, but, on the contrary,
subsists chiefly upon sea urchins, molluscs, and other such creatures,
which aie only to be obtained in the immediate vicinity of the sliores

and their adjoining rocky patches and kelp beds.
4(!2. As a result of its diminishing numbers, and the greater activity

of the hunters, it has within historic times not only greatly increased
in wariness, but has also very markedly changed its habits in directions
similar to those in which a change has already become observable in
the case of the fur-seal. In earlier years, it frequented ihe rocky shores,
and was frcipiently found on the land, forming in some instances ver-

itable colonies or ''rookeries," comparable in some res])ects with those
of the fur-seal. The young in those days were i)robably always born
on shore, and it seems further probable, though not proven, that many
of the so called "kitchen middens" of the Aleutian Islands, composed
almost entirely of the shells of eeliinus, and attributed by Dall to the
l)re historic Aleuts, really owe their origin to such prehistoric sea-otter

colonies. At the present time, it has become an event of extreme rarity

to see a sea-otter anywhere on those shores, and, so far as the natives
who spend their lives in hunting the animal can ascertain, the young-
are now almost always brought forth on floating masses of kelp.

403. The sea-otter, in fact, appears, as the result of i)ersistent hunting
and of the ellbrts and instinct to elude pursuit, to have reached a prac-
tically irreducible minimum, at which it is likely to remain unchanged
unless new factors enter into the problem.

404. The non-pelagic character of the sea-otter, however, renders its

protection a matter of comparative facility as contrasted with the fur-

seal. A strict preservation, for instance, on the Sannakh Islands, which
still constitute one of its remaining favourite haunts, would, without
doubt, result within a few years in this group being restocked with an
abnndance of sea-otters.

405. Probably, the only remaining notable colony (or rookery, as it is

called from analogy with the breeding places of the fur-seal) is that
which is now strictly preserved by the Kussian Government on the
north west i)oint of Copper Island, of the Commander group. The sea-

otters are reported by the Superintendent of Copper Island as increasing
here from year to year, though a limited number is allowed to be taken
by the natives each year, and though the natives are iiermitted to shoot,

during the winter and in the absence of the fur-seals, anj^ sea-otters

found to the south of Matveya Point on the east coast, and a designated
point somewhat further to the southward on the west coast. To the
northward of the line thus defined, no shooting is at any time allowed
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for any purpose Avliatever. This reserved area tlius comprises about
five miles of tlie nortliern eud of Copper Island, with Suikovslvy Point
and the Bobroti roclvs and reefs lyin^- off this point. Here the sea-

otters are taken at designated times and under Government supervision

in twine nets, except in certain years in whicli the natives get a permit

to make a drive of otters upon the rocks, and kill them therewith clubs

like the fur-seals. This was allowed in 1890, and twenty sea-otters were
got in the drive, though more might have been secured but for some
mistakes which occurred during the operation. One hundred and eighty
sea-otter skins in all were obtained from Copper Island during the year
1890.

4G6. Vigilance is required in guarding this sea-otter colony from
raids, and it is said that in 1887 or 1888 Captain Snow, in the schooner
"Nemo," from Yokohama, and flying the British flag, attempted to,

raid the place, but Avas fired at and driven off. Snow was reported
wounded, and two Japanese sailors killed. Since this time no raids

have been attemi)ted here.

467. Near Cape Lopatka, the southern extreme of Kamschatka, a
sea-otter colony or rookery existed till recent years, but it was raided
and destroyed by vessels from San Francisco between 1880 and 1882.

There is also stated to have been a similar colony at Pirat, or Yellow
Cape, not far from the lastr An effort was made to protect this by sta-

tioning a number of Aleuts at the place to guard it, but many of these
people died, and the remainder were withdrawn at their own request,

after which the sea-otter colony was raided and destroyed.
83 ids. Some attempt has also been made by the United States

Government to protect the sea-otter. Section 1958 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States provides that no i)erson shall, without
the consent of the Secretary of the Treasury, kill any otter, mink,
marten, sable, or fur-seal, or other fur-bearing animal, within the limits

of Alaska territory, or in the waters thereof. This is furtlier explained
by a Treasury Department Notice, dated 21st April, 1870, which reads
as follows

:

No tur-l)cariug auiniala will, tlierclbre, be allowed to be killed by persons other
than the natives, within the limits of Alaska territory, or in the waters thereof,

excei)t fnr--ieal8 taken by the Alaska Commercial Company in pursuance of their
lease. The use of iire-arms by the natives in killing other tban during the months
of May, June, July, August, and September, is hereby prohibited. No vessel will
be allowed to anchor in the well-known otter-killing grounds except those which
may carry parties of natives to and from such killing groundo; and it will be the
duty of the officers of the United States who may be in that locality to take all

proper measures to enforce all the pains and penalties of the law against persons
found guilty of a violation thereof. White men lawfully married to natives, and
residing within the territory, are considered natives within the meaning of this
Order.

469. Inquiries at Ounalaska, however, show that no attempt had
been made to enforce the law against the killing of fur-seals by the
Aleuts in that vicinity till 1800, when instructions were received that
it must be enforced, although no means were j^rovided for its enforce-

ment. The law against the killing of sea-otter and the riding as to
the months in which fire-arms shall be prohibited in hunting this

aninml is also, as a matter of fact, inoperative. The prohibited months
include all those in which it is ])ractically possible to hunt the sea-

otter, and it is well understood that if the Aleuts of the Aleutian
Islands were interfered with in this, their only means of obtaining a
living, they must either suffer great hardships, or their support must
be undertaken by the Government.
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170. Tho sole instance of the actual extormination of an animal of
the North Paeitic within historic times, and one of the very sliort list

of such eases of extermination the world over, is that of tlie Khytina
or iSteller's sea-cow

(
Hlnjilna iStcUcri). It is instructive to allude to this

instanc^e, because it beeonies obvious that it was entirely owing' to the
great ditlerences in habits and the very restricted range of the animal,
as com])ared with the fur-seal, that its extermination became possible.

471. This sea cow or manat c was found in great numbers on Behring
Island, and to some extent also on Coi)per Island, at the time of the
discovery of these islands in 1741, but scarcely, if at all, elsewhere;
though NordenskiOld conjectures that it may within historic times have
also occassionally visited the Kamsehatkau coast.

•171*. It was a large, slow, clumsy, and incautious animal, which fed
chietly along the shores ujjou marine algie; and being found easy of
capture and good for food was persistently attacked by the early ihis-
sian navigators, who often visited Behring Island for the sole purpose
of laying in a stock of its tlesli. From the accounts of these voyages,
it seems first to have disappeared from Co])i)er Island, and subse-
(piently, about 170S, less than thirty years after the discovery of the
islands, it becanu* extinct, also on Behring Island.*

473. It is stated that Br;indt exjuesses the belief that the lihytina
formerly, and in pre historic times, not only frequented the coast of
Kamsehatka, but extended also as far as the coasts of China and the
northern islands of the Japanese group, and to the western islands of
the Aleutian chain. It thus appears to have already been naturally
verging towards extinction before it was at all pursued by man. In a
])aiter read betbre the Kussian Imperial Cicographical Society in March
1884, Dr. Dibofsky expresses a similar o])inion. Mr. F. W. True writes
as follows respecting the causes of its extinction: '-The nu)st generally
accei)ted notion is that the rate of capture nuich exceeded that of the
increase of the animal, and that extinction followed as a matter of
course. Xindenskiold, however, and in a certain Avay Brandt, also
avows his belief that the sea-cow had gotten out of harnu)ny with its

environment many years before the Kussians discovered it, and that
its extermination would have occurred Mithin a com])aratively short
time Avithout the intervention of man. The fact that in Steller's time
the range of the animal was much circumscribed seems to give weight
to the latter view." t

84 (S.)

—

Breeding FJaccs and Besorts of the Fur-seal on the Western
iSide of the ^'orth Faeific.

474. The pursuit of the fur-seal on the western or Asiatic portion of
the Xorth l^u'itic, alVords much e\idence Acry directly alfecting the con-
ditions and i)rospects of the seal tishery ui the eastern waters of that
ocean, altogether apart from the question tis to how far the territorial

Powers of these Asiatic waters, viz., Eussia, Japan, and China, nuiy
desire to participate in any general regulations tending to the preser-
vation of so old-established, important, and useful an industry.

* Baron Nordeuskiold found some reason to believe tlijit a single individual of the
sea-cow Avas seen as late as the yt-av IS54, but Dr. L. Stt\ineoer, lirst in the " Pro-
ceediugs of the Tnited States National Musoum," vol. vii, 1881, ]). 181. and at later
dates in the "Auierieau N;itur;ilist,'' vol. xxi, p. 1047, and " Auicrican Geographical
Society Bullotiu," No. 4, 188ii, has advanced strong reasons to show that the animal
actually became cxtiuct in 17G8.

t " rishory Industries of the United States," vol. i, p. 135. See also Nordenskiold's
" Voyage of the >'uga," vol. ii.
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475. We have been careful to colle(;t and collate all the iufonnation
possible on the arowtli of tbe industry on the Asiatic coasts of the
Pacific, because it lias for the most part been left untouched by those
who have written on the subject. Clark* simply dismisses the subjec t

Avitli the brief remark: "The seals taken by the Japanese are those
migratinji;' froui the Commander group, the number taken averaging
4,000 annually, though some years as many as 11,000 are taken."
Messrs. Lampson t merely report: "The supply fi om this source (Japan)
has varied very much of late years, amounting sometimes to 15,000
skins a-year, at others only 5,000, Last year (1887) stringent proliib-

itory laws were passed by the Japanese Government, and very few
skins have come forward." Very little else has been published on the
subject by any one of authority. But in addition to the results of much
correspondence, ofticial and ])rivate, and gathering together of scattered
references, we have had the advantage of making the aciinaintance of
men ex])erienced in seal-hunting and in seal localities in this portion of
the Pacific, and have thus been enabled to put together a sufficient

body of information to convey sufficient accounts of the rise and prgg-
ress of the sealing industry in these waters.

47G. Among the points of special interest to our present purpose
are:—the growth of the industry 5 the similarity of conditions prevail-

ing on this side of the Pacific; the dissimilar circumstance of the
absence of j^elagic sealing; the very destructive effect of raids upon
breeding rookeries; and the attemi^ts at regulation and control by both
the Japanese and Eussian Governments.

477. After the middle of the eighteenth century, British vessels, espe-
cially under the auspices of the East India Company, extended their

voyages from Bombay and Calcutta or Macao to the coast of Kam-
schatka, and along the Aleutian Islands into Behring Sea, and as far

as the north-west coast of America, in search of furs. Such voyages
were made in 1780 and in 1786-87. These English traders at once
encountered tlie claims of the Russians and the Si)aniards to the sole

right to navigate and trade in those seas, a claim then successfully con-
tested and tacitly or explicitly ignored about 100 years before the ofilcials

of a territory belonging to the United States seized British vessels for

engaging in similar enterprises in those waters.
478. The furs thus obtained by the British were taken to the Chinese

market. The Russians were quick to notice this, and in due course
obtained from the Chinese authorities an interdict against the landing
in China of any furs from the islands and shores of the Eastern Pacific.

In the event this proved but a partial restriction so far as the English
were concerned, for they commenced at once to turn their attention to

bringing to the Canton market the fur-seal of the southern seas, and
this highly profitable trade thus started flourished from about the year
1703 until 1835.

479. Meanwhile, however, in the Northern Pacific the Russians were
active. In 1799 a charter was granted by the Czar to the Russian-Amer-
ican Comi)any, giving them control over all the coasts of America on
the Pacific; north of latitude 55° north, and tins Com])any, extending its

operations under Baranoff' and other leaders, acquired a wide dominion.
In the course of a few years, English and American vessels established
almost a m(moi)oly in the supply of goods of all sorts to the Russians and
their natives, the return trade being mostly in furs for the Canton

* Parliaineutavy Paper [C. 6131], p. 178.

t House of Representatives, 50th Congress, 2ud Session, Report No. 3883, p. 114.
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market. In 1811 the firm of Astor, of New York, made a special con-
tract to supply the Eassian Company with provisions, payment beiii^

taken in furs to be sold in Canton. This enteri)rise took the name of
the Pacific Fur Company, and the two Companies undertook, besides
this mutual trade, to prevent the natives obtaining any liquor, to assist

each other against all interlopers and smugglers, and to respect each
other's hunting areas. In the following year these rights and under-
takings were bought up by the North-West Fur Company, of which the
headquarters were in Montreal.

480. Thus, the English were in the North Pacific taking seal-skins

from the south seas to Canton, and also trading generally in

85 furs, right away to that portion of the North Pacific which sub-
sequently became known as Behring Sea, on a well-established

basis, by the beginning of the present century.
481. In connection with this part of the Nin-th Pacific, it may also

be borne in mind that about the year 1840 whaling began to be exten-

sively practised. In 1840 to 1842 the whaling tleet frequented the
Kadiak ground, where many right whales were taken. In 184(1, the
Japan Sea was found to be a good whaling ground, from which that

part of the Pacific near Kamschatka was next reached, and soon after

Okotsk Sea. In 1848, the first whaler entered the Arctic Ocean, and
thereafter not only Behring Sea, but also this further ocean, has been
regularly frequented by whalers, the bow-head whale chiefly being
taken in the extreme north. The industry has gradually declined, in

consequence of the lessened number of whales; but between 1849 and
1800, there were about 300 vessels under the United States flag, besides
British, French, Oldenburg, Danish, and other vessels. Many of the
British vessels came from Hobart Town and other places in Australasia.

482. But the fur seal of the North Pacific remained in great measure
a monopoly of the Russians until towards the middle of the nineteenth
century, and then, by reason of its becoming a well-ascertained fact

that the supply of seal-skins from the Southern Ocean had practically

ceased, English and other nations also turned their attention to the
supply of seal-skins from the North Pacific.

483. It is necessary to bear in mind tliat the commercial importance
of the skins of the fur-seal of the North Pacific; is thus of recent origin.

In the well-known "Penny Cycloptedia," published so lately as 1842,

the seal is described as follows, and it is stated that no market value
is attached to the skins of the adult:

Arctocephalus urshius.—Islands on the uortli-west point of America, Kamschatka,
and the Knrile Islands. This is the Otaria ursina of Dozmaest; Phoca ursina of Lin-
njeus, &c. When these migratory seals apjiear off Kamschatka and the Kuriles early

in the spring they arc in high condition, and the females are pregnant. They remain
on or about the shore for two months, dnring which the females bring forth. They
are polygamons, and live in families, every male being snrronnded by a crowd of
females (from lifty to eighty), ^vholn he guards with the greatest jealousy. These
families each, including the young, amounting to 100 to 120, live separate, though
they crowd the shore, and that to such an extent on the islands oif the north-west
point of America, that it is said they oblige the traveller to quit it, and scale the
neighbouring rocks. Both male and female are very affectionate to their young,
and fierce iu their defence; bnt the males are often tyranically cruel to the females,

which are very submissive. . . . The skin, whii h is very thick, is covered^with
hair There is a very soft, brownish-red wool close to the skins. ....
The skins of the young are highly prized for clothing.

484. Upon the Commander Islands, until the year 1808, nothing was
thought worthy of capture except the grey-pup seals, while on the Pri-

byloff Islands and along the coasts of North-West America the skins of

the fur-seal were considered as hardly worth the taking. For instance.
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ill 1825 skins were bartered by the Enssian Governnieiit in the Sand-
wich Islands at an average rate of 1 dol. 75 c. {7s.) ; in China, at Kiatcha,
at from 1 dolhir {4s.) to 1 dol. 40 c. (<>.s'.); while the j)rices given by the
Hudson's Bay Company at Port Simpson were, so lately as 1850, only
1 dol. 50 c. {6s.) per skin.

485. A few years later, however, more attention was given to the
northern fur-seal, and we find vessels from all quarters, including Hono-
lulu, cruizing round the North Pacific, endeavouring to trade for, or take,
seal-skins. Seal-hunters followed in their track, bringing with them the
traditions and experiences of the south seas summed up in the idea of
taking the fur-seal as and when it came ashore. Writing in 1870, Pro-
fessor Dall describes the Harbour of Chichagoflf, in Attn, as a notorious
smuggling centre for furs.

Such was the general aspect of affairs by the middle of the present
century in the North Pacific.

486. In the more westerly portion of that ocean, from a variety of
sources, and especially from the special report sui>plied to us by Mr. de
Bunsen from the British Legation at Tokio, and a memorandum obtained
from his Government by Viscount Kawaze, Japanese Minister in Lon-
don, we have a tolerably complete account of the fur-seal fishery on the
coasts of Japan and the Kurile Islands.

487. The seal fishery is an old-established iiidustiy in Japan, and par-
ticulars are on record dating back to the middle of the last century.
The skins were obtained about 1750 and 1700 from Horoinoshir, Maka-
ruru, Shimsir, and Urup by the natives of Itrup and Eashua, using
arrows, harpoons, and nets.

In 1800, we read of a regular sealing establishment being set up in
Itrup, and carried on for years with success.

80 The seal-skins were usually bartered at Nagasaki to the
Chinese. The Government in these years purchased the skins

from the natives, at the fixed rates of 90 and 45 sen for the best and
medium quality skins respectively.

During the succeeding years, Bussian subjects gradually pushed
southward down the Kurile group, aud much competition and even
conflict resulted in rival endeavours to secure seal-skins. At this
period, the Russians began to send furs to the China market direct to
Peking through the great mart established at Kiateh, in Eastern Siberia.

488. About the year 1865, the Japanese Government found itself

forced to deal with the increasing numbers of foreign vessels—chiefly
Enssian, British, American, and Dutch—which began to visit their
coasts, and frequent the bays and harbours in quest of marine products.

489. As early as 1869, the Japanese Colonial Department set up a
branch establishment in the Island of Itrup, with the special object of
carrying out the measures established to protect the Japanese coast
fishing against foreigners. The old seal-skin regulations were revived
and the Government price trebled. In 1873, Commissions were set up
specially to prevent seal poaching and sale of seal-skins by foreigners.
Much trouble was occasioned by the foreign vessels, which usually
claimed the right to remain in the bays and harbours, on the plea of
stress of weather or need for wood and water. This necessitated a man-
of-war being sent up, and, ultimately, a special cruizer was detailed
to the Kurile Islands for the sealing season, viz.. May to October.

490. In May 1874, the Government issued regulations to (;()ntrol the
fishery around the Hokkaido (Yezo) Islands, claiming jurisdiction
within a limit of two and a-half miles from the shore, and stating " if

any foreigners be found fishing within the above-mentioned limits, they
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shall be arrested in as peaceful a iiianner as possible and sent to Hako-
date, acconii)anied by guards, and delivered to the Consul of" the coun-

try of their nationality." During- these years, foreign vessels were
frequently encountered engaged in sealing. Besides many vessels from

the United States, a Danish vessel, the "Mattee," and others, are

mentioned.
In 1875, on Itrup, the Russians actually commenced putting up huts,

as did the Americans at a place called Maroko, for the purpose of

killing seals. Tliey were, however, arrested and sent to Hakodate.
491. The head-quarters of the Protection Establishment originally

set up on Itrup Island were afterwards transferred to ISTemuro, with

branches on Oonebetsu, ISTauneho, and Toshimori. In 187G, in conse-

quence of the agreements come to with liussia in 1874 concerning the

Kurile Islands, new reguLations were issued, prohibiting fishing for

seals by foreign vessels within gunshot of the Hokkaido shores; new
branch offices established on Shikotan and elsewhere, and measures
were taken by proclamation and otherwise to notify foreign vessels that

sealing was prohibited. Endeavours were also made to improve the

native methods of preparing the sealskins. In addition to this, special

regulations as to the methods of slaughter were issued, deprecating the

use of fire-arms and the killing of "p^^P*^?" limiting the number of seals

to be taken along the coast, and establishing a close season between
the months of May and November in the territorial waters. Special

inquiries were also to be instituted into the facts of seal life.

492. The Ja)>anese M^ere thus inclined to adopt wise Regulations, but
foreigners, and especially Americans, were far more reckless, and con-

tinued to maraud along the shores and to use fire-arms, eagerly seeking

the profits of to day, but ignoring all risks of depletion on the morrow.
In 1877, 1878, and 1879, the Japanese made establishments successively

in Kunashir, Iriribush, and others of the less inhabited islands, to

secure for themselves the fur-seal industry. But foreigners followed

them closely, and by the year 1880 or 1881 serious apprehensions existed

that the seals were hopelessly diminished in numbers. The Japanese
Re])ort states: "The foreigners do not in the least care about the

decrease of breeding or the extermination of the species; they freely

use their guns in hunting, and, as the result, they kill the greatest num-
ber. Thus, we are obliged to throw aside the old instruments, such as

clubs, bows and arrows, and gaffs, and to adopt the gun, as it would
be most foolish to keep to the old system, which left others to make the

greatest gain. Thus, the use of guns is the main cause of the present

decrease."
493. Over all these years, and up to the present, seals were known to

breed in numbers on at least three points on the Kurile Islands, viz.,

the Srednoi Rocks, off the Island of Ushishir, on Raikoko Island, and
on the Mushia Rocks. Indeed, in 1881, quite an impetus was given to

sealing by the nnexpected discovery of a small rookery on the Srednoi

Rocks, holding 20,000 to 25,000 seals. 5,000 skins were taken there in

that one year.

87 494. Seals were known to frequent the adjoining ocean in large

numbers from November to May, especially off the coast of Japan
between Inabosaki and the east part of Yezo, and it was reported that

during the remainder of the year the seals travelled away northwards
into the Okotsk and Behring Seas to breed on Robben Island and the

Commander Islands. They were never molested ont at sea.

495. The native fishermen, in open boats, along the Nambu and Yezo
coasts north of Inabosaki, habitually take the seals by spearing, by
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shooting' tlieiii with barbed arrows, and in nets. In some phices, a fur

covering for the head and neck enabled tlie hunters to approach ch)se

to the seals. The annual (;atch of from li,000 to 3,000 skins is disposed
of to Chinese buyers in Hakodate. In the autumn, tliey sometimes
take 2,000 to 2,500 grey pups in nets. But it has always been custom-
ary, whenever a rookery was discovered, especially along the Kurile
Islands, for larger vessels to proceed thither and take all seals that
could be killed on shore by clubbing.

490. The Japanese Agricultural Department states that the fur-seal

appears to be reared on the rocky coasts, and caught at a distance of
not more than one nautical mile from the shore, but that they are gen-
erally found on the beaches and clubbed there.

497. In recent years good records have been kept, especially of ves-

sels nnder foreign flags engaged in sealing from Japan, but it is not
so certain that all Japanese vessels so employed are always registered

498. The following are the figures, about one-half of the total being-

under the British flag:

Year.
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502. Captain Snow, the well-known sealer of Yokobama, took in one
year (1S81) 7,000 seals from Srednoi Kock alone. Next year be found
none there. The natives of Urup Island always bad seal-skins to sell,

and this led to the Alaska Commercial Company and the schooners
searching the neighbourhood, but the island being low and l^ehind others

was very difficult to tind. In the following year (1887), he secured
2,000 seals on Ushishir Island. Such are some of the examples of the

wholesale slaughter of seal on these smaller, but prolific, rookeries.

88 503. The Japanese Government was not slow to appreciate
the gravity of the case, and the Agricultural Department was

prompt to report that the promising annual catch had suddenly
decreased because of this indiscriminate slaughter on shore.

504. An Im])erial Decree was issued on the 23rd May, 1884, forbid-

ding the hunting of the fur-seal in Japanese waters except by persons
with a special i^ermit. This was supplemented on the ICth December,
1880, by Regulations issued by the Imperial authorities under the
immediate supervision of the Governor-General of Hakodate.

505. Tliese Regulations, in brief, enacted:

(i.) No fur-seal may be taken except between the 15tb April and the
31st October.

(ii.) No fur-seal may be taken outside a defined area.

(iii.) This area is divided into three portions, in only one of which is

seal-bunting permitted in any given year, the other two divisions bene-
fiting by two years of rest.

(iv.) All vessels engaged must be specially licensed, and conform to

special regulations, and fly a special flag.

(v.) All skins brought to market must be stamped at certain ports.

There is no specified limit to the numbers of licences, but the issuing

authorities would exercise discretion in the matter.

506. The Nipon Marine Products Company, of Hakodate, with a cap-

ital of 125,000?., was formed to carry on wlialingand the capture of sea-

otter and fur-seals. The Company purchased three schooners of about
70 tons each, manned by crews of twenty five men, for the purpose of

killing seals on these hauling-grounds, these being the only vessels

which have as yet taken out the necessary licences. Tbese three ves-

sels were reported to have taken sixty seals between them in 1891.

507. Last year three " foreign " vessels fitted out in Yokobama, but
their destination was to the north of the Japanese waters; and two,

the "Arctic" and the "Mystery," were captured in the late autumn by
the Russian gun-boat "Aleut" raiding Robben Island, having killed

1,500 seals.

508. It would appear that the somewhat elaborate Regnlations setup
by the Japanese Government in 1886 have been as yet j)ractically inop-

erative. It is reported that the Government vessel, the " Kaimonkan,"
detailed to enforce these Regulations in 1891, as a matter of fact never
left her station at Nemuro. It seems probable, however, that, with the
exception of the local shore fishermen, no one else has been inclined

to seek for seals among tbese Japanese islands since the rookeries were
depleted in 1881-82.

509. Apart from the Commander Islands, the most important breed-

ing place of the fur-seal in the Western Pacific at the present time is

undoubtedly Robben Reef or Island, named Tucelen or Seal Island on
Russian charts, lying off Cape Patience, on the east coast of Saghalien
Island, in Okotsk Sea. Tliis is a low, flat, rocky islet, destitute of

haven or convenient anchorage for vessels, about 1,800 feet only in

length and not more than 50 feet in greatest height, surrounded by
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sLiiigly and rocky beaclies. Wliat little is known of its history is per-
haps particularly interesting, in showing how persistently the fur-seal
may continue to resort to its favourite haunts in the face of slaughter
and disturbance provided these are not actually continuous.
When first discovered, it is reported that the seals frequented all

parts of the periphery of the little island, but especially the east and
north-east sides; at present, in reduced numbers, they congregate
chiefly on the south-easterly beach.

510. According to Mr. D. Webster, now employed on the Pribyloff
Islands by the North American Commercial Company, Eobbeu Island
was cleared of fur-seals by raiding vessels in 1851-53, and was thereafter
not again visited by sealers till he himself went there in 1870. The
slaughter here referred to is no doubt the same with that mentioned in

greater detail by Scammon, who says, however, that it occurred in the
"midst of the Crimean War " (probably, therefore, in 1854 or 1855), and
was carried out by a clipper bark sent thereby "an enterprising firm in

New London, Connecticut." He gives some further particulars of this
raid upon Eussian territory, and adds that a valuable cargo of skins
was obtained, which brought an unusually high price in the European
market because the regular Russian supply was cut oft' by the war.*
Webster thinks that aiter the above date the seals gradually increased

again in number, but nothing is known of the conditions till he himself
visited Robbeu Island in 1870. Webster did not name the vessel in
which he visited the reef, but it was probably either the "Mauna Loa"
or "John Bright," as these two vessels, nominally engaged in whaling,
are known, from information afterwards obtained from M. Kluge on

Copper Island, to have raided Eobben Island in that year. Web-
89 ster, at this time, according to his own account, assisted in

taking 15,000 skins, though Kluge's estimate of the number
taken was 10,000. Webster further informed us that he had hoisted
the United States flag on the island, and though warned that it was
Eussian territory by a vessel of that nationality, he paid no heed. A
little later, however, a Eussian Government vessel appeared, and the
officer in command ordered him to leave within twenty days. He had
already sent most of the skins to San Francisco, probably on one of
the vessels above mentioned, but continued killing until he had taken
about 2,000 more skins.

511. In 1871, this island, with the Commander Islands, was leased to
Messrs. Hutchinson, Kohl, Phillipeus, and Co., who transferred their
rights to the Alaska Commercial Company. Mr. Kluge went there in
the same year in the interests of the lessees, and found that, in conse-
quence of the raid in 1870, there were not over 2,000 seals to be found
on the entire island. The island was watched in that year, but no
seals were killed. A few may have been killed in 1872, though, if so,

the number is not known ; but from 1873 to 1878 rather more than
2,000 skins were on the average taken annually by the Company from
this one small reef.

512. About the year 1879, schooners sailing from Japan began to
frequent the island, and were in tlie habit of raiding it in the autumn,
after the guardians had been Avithdrawn. In 1881, the Company's
agent remained on the island as late as the 5th November, at which
date five or six Japanese schooners were still hovering about, looking
for a chance to land. The Dutch sealer " Otsego " was warned off by
the Company's trading steamer "Alexander." In consequence of such
raids, the number of seals declined from year to year.

• " Marine Mauiuialia," pp. 149 to 151.
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5i;;. Probably di sconraged by tlie cost and difficulty of protecting
the island, and in order to prevent competition in the sale of skins, the
Company in 1883 made a barbarous attempt to extirpate the seals ouit.

A full accouut of this attempt is given in the deposition of C A. Lund-
berg,* who arrived at Eobbeu Island in the schoouer " North Star" from
Yokohama, and found the mate of the schoouer " Leou," a vessel in the
employ of the Alaska Commercial Company, living on the island with
about fifteen Aleuts. Lundberg found a great mass of dead and decay-
ing seals upon the shore, which had been killed by these men, as they
said, in order to "keej) any of those Yokohama fellows from getting
anything this year." The crews of the ''North Star" and another
schooner, the " Helene," then set to work to remove the carcasses,
which included those of many fenmles and young, and i)roved to num-
ber between 9,000 and 10,000. In the process, they ujanaged to pick
out some 300 skins in good condition. " There were thousands of seals

in the water, but they would not pull out on the beach on account of
the stench and filth. We washed the beach as clean as we could, and
turned the gravel over as far as we w^ere able. Shoitly a heavy gale
came on, which washed the beach quite clean again, and the seals then
began to j)ull out."

514. We were also informed that Captain Hansen, afterwards master
of the German schooner " Adele," was present on this occasion. Cap-
tain Miner, an experienced sealing-master of Seattle, also visited the
island in the same year, and described to us the great heap of carcasses
which he found on the island, and the manner in which the skins had
been slashed m order to render them useless.

515. In 1884, according to Mr. Kluge, the Kussian Government sta-

tioned a steam launch at the island for its protection, and in the same
year four schooners, including the German schooner " Helene," were
ca])tnied there by the Eussian man-of-war " Easbonik."

510. In 1885, the launch was replaced by a force of twenty Cossacks,
but these were withdrawn in September, after which raiding schooners
again appeared. In that year, there were not more than 7,000 or 8,000
seals in all upon the island. From 1885 to 1890, no skins were taken
by the Company from the island, but in the last-mentioned year 1,452
skins were taken. The guard was, however, removed from the island
between tlie 12th and the 15th October, and after that date the island
w^as raided by schooners, one of these, reported as hailing from Japan,
and said to fiy the United States flag, being the chief offender. These
schooners must have obtained at least 4,700 skins, for when the island
was revisited early in 1891, that number of carcasses was found upon
it, and these were buried in order to avoid the effect which their pres-
ence might have in preventing seals from again landing.

517. In consequence of this heavy slaughter, but 520 skins were
obtained by the Company from the island in 1891, and Captain Brandt,
of the Eussian gun-boat " Aleut," estimates the whole number of seals

present on the island at this date at about 10,000. In October 1891,
Captain Brandt returned to the island in the " Aleut" when not

90 expected there, and captured two raiding vessels from Yoko-
liama, sailing under the British flag, and at the time in posses-

sion of 1,500 fur-seal skins.

Captain Blair, of the Company's schooner "Leon," further informed
us that there were at present about twenty five females to each adult
male on the islands, a proportion of males which he, from long experi-
ence of the sealing industry, considers to be far too small.

* Pailianieutary Paper [C—6131], p. 363.
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One of tlie difficulties found in guarding this island is due to itssnnill

size, in consequence of which the luere presence of guardians on shore
tends continually to disturb the seals.

518. Passing to the coast of Kamschatka, from various good author-

ities on the Commander Islands and at Petropaulovski, it was learnt

that there is some reason to believe that a new breeding place of the
fur-seal has been established near Cape Stolboi or Ca])e Kamschatka.
Females with young imps have been seen otf this part of the coast, and
an attempt was made in 1890 to examine it in boats, but was frustrated

by stormy weather.
519. At Cape Tshipunski, also on the Kamschatka coast, M. Greb-

nitsky, the Superintendent of the Commander Islands, stated that he
saw breeding fur-seals in 1879 or 1880, though it had been ascertained
in 1877 that there were no seals there. Subsequent to the time of M.
Grebuitsky's visit, the incipient rookery was destroyed by hunters or by
raiding schooners.

520. From the vicinity of Cape Kamschatka north-eastward to Bar-
oness Korf Gulf, a stretch of coast exists which has been entirely unin-

habited for many years, and about which very little is known. The
former inhabitants were killed off by small-pox, according to informa-
tion received in 1780.*

Karaginski Island lies off this part of the coast, and here it is rejiorted

that numbers of seals were seen in former years.

521. It seems certain that the killing and harassing of the seals which
has been so actively carried on for the past ten years or more from the
Japanese coast, along the Kurile Islands, has had the effect of causing
these animals to wander further afield than before, and more or less

instinctively to seek for new and secluded breeding i)laces.

522. Thus, the Lieutenant Governor of Petropaulovski, who is well
acquainted with the northern coasts of the Okotsk Sea, informed us
that up in the north, off the Ola Eiver and in Tausk Bay, the natives
have noticed the fur-seal since 1880, though not before, and that fishing-

vessels in these waters occasionally secure one or two. It is also known
that fur-seal occasionally haul out at various points, although at none
are they known to breed. Captain Brandt, of the Pussian gun-boat
"Aleut," again has himself recorded as a new feature seeing several
fur-seals off Point Povorotuy, near Vladivostock, and states that seals
are sometimes seen at Cape Seritoko.

523. The facts relating to the Asiatic coast of the ISTorth Pacific, out-
lined above, showing as they do that several outlying rocks and islands
in various latitudes, and affected by somewhat diverse climatic condi-
tions, have been or are resorted to by the fur-seal as breeding places, and
that new places of resort maybe chosen by that animal, go far to prove
that it is to the continuously inhabited character of the Aleutian Islands,
and other islands along the American coast, that the absence of such
breeding places there at the present day must be generally attributed.
This is fully borne out by the notes already given with respect to
former breeding places on the Californian and British Columbian and
Alaskan coasts, and may be adduced in favour of a belief that Avith

proper protection new rookeries might not imi)robably be established
in suitable places, jirovided there be no disturbance or slaughter by
man.

524. This is particularly worthy of consideration in the case of the
Aleutian Islands, where, in consequence of the now very small and

* Baucroft, however, gives this year aa 1768, " History," vol. xxxiii, p. 161.
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still (locrcasiiis;- number of natives, it would not be difficult to set apart
reserves for this ])urpose,as well as for the ])ropapitiou of the sea-otter.

The greatest difticulty iu the case of the fur-seal would doubtless be
found iu the nuitter of inducing the first colonizatiou of sucli new
rookery grounds, but as it has been shown that the smell of the form-
erly occupied rookeries is one of the chiefs—if not the chief—attrac-

tion to the lirst arriving seals, and as this smell is inherent chiefly in

the soil of these rookeries, it is i)erhaps not unworthy of consideration
wliether the transfer of portions of this seal-impregnated soil, and its

scattering over suitable places—particularly such as lie near the migra-
tion-route of the seal—might not lead to tlieir occupation. In any case,

such reservations would soon be colonized by the more widely wander-
ing sea-lions and hair-seals, and the security and increase of these

would probably after a time have the eflect of producing a
91 sense of sfifety which might induce the fur-seal to take up its

abode there at the breeding season. The principal objection to

experiments of this kind would be the cost of afitbrding the necessary
protection, but if such islands were also stocked with and ijreserved

for the blue-fox, the sale of the skins of this animal might alone, iu the
course of a few years, be sufficient to cover a large part of this cost.

525. Similar measures would, of course, be also worthy of considera-

tion iu the case of various places on the shores of British Columbia, or

on the Asiatic coasts of the Pacific.

II.

—

Natives of the Coasts of British Columbia and Alaska
directly interested in independent sealing. methods of
Hunting, and Number taken.

526. The native peoples of the west coast of America directly inter-

ested in the capture of the fur-seal are the following:
1. Aleut.
2. Eskimo, or Innuit, including Kaniagnuit, of Kadiak Island and

vicinity, and Chaga-Chigmut, of Prince William Sound, with probably
some other tribes of lesser importance.

3. The Tlinkit, or Koloshan tribes of South-eastern Alaska.
4. The Haida, of the Queen Charlotte Islands; with the Kaigani, of

the southern extremity of the Alaskan coast-strip.

5. The Tshimsiau, of the inner coast of Hecate Strait.

6. The Hailtzuk tribes, to the south of the last.

7. The Kwakiool tribes of the northern part of Vancouver Island.
8. The Aht, or Nootkan tribes, of the west coast of the same island,

and including the linguistically-identical Makah, of Neah Bay and Cape
Flattery.

527. All these people have known and hunted the fur-seal from time
immemorial, and in all cases either within the limits of what has beeji

referred to as the winter habitat of the seal, or along the course of its

northward migration-route. So long as the breeding islands remained
uninhabited by man, the seal was practically exempt from his attacks
in its summer habitat.

528. The amount of the interest of these native peoples in this pursuit
has naturally varied in accordance with changing circumstances, and
has, in most cases, been notably stimulated by the higher prices which
have ruled for skins withiu the last twenty years. Their aborigiual
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modes of hunting- tlie fur-sea] are soniewliat varied, includiiifi: the si)ear,

bow and arrow, net, and chib; but in most cases the gun is now the

weapon employed.
0-J9. Aleuts.—The hunting of fur-seals by the Aleuts inhabiting the

eastern part of the Aleutian chain has already been referred to in con-

nection with the migrations of the seal. The Aleuts of lliuluik Settle-

ment at Unalaska, stated that they generally got twenty or thirty seals

iu the early part of the summer and when on tlieir way north. They
are engaged in hunting the sea-otter at this season, and take a stray

seal if they find it. Such seals are generally got along the southern

side of the islands, but the seal-hunting season proper is in the autumn.
In hunting seals, these natives employ the same methods as in sea-otter

hunting. They use a " bidarka," or light skin-boat, in which they some-

times go as far as 25 or 30 miles from land. The spear, launched by
means of a throwing-stick, was formerly most employed, but is now
being superseded by the gun loaded with buck-shot. They generally

shoot from a distance of 40 or 50 yards, and liave plenty of time to

paddle up in the bidarka and get the seal before it sinks. The dead
seal is taken either with the hand or by means of a gaff carried for the

purpose. Grey pups always float when killed, being very fat. An old

male, or a female over two years of age, generally sinks when shot,

particularly iu the autumn, when seals of these kinds are thin. A
female with young may sink, but more slowly. These natives, however,

afSrm that they never lose a seal if killed. Mr. Dirks, now agent for

the Alaska Commercial Company at Atka Island, states that when
previously stationed at Sannakh Islands, he has seen the Aleuts there

pursue and overtake fur-seals in their light bidarkas, a feat which would
be imj^ossible with any boat.

530. Nets were formerly employed by the Aleuts of Unalaska and
neighbouring islands for the capture of sea-otter, fur-seal, and hair-seal.

These are described as having been from 20 to 30 fathoms in length.

Such nets were set about the rocks, generally a mile or so from shore.

They are still used on the Sannakh Islands, but have elsewhere been

practically abandoned iu consequence of the increasing wariness of the

sea otter.

531. The fur-seals killed by the Aleuts afford practically the

92 the only flesh meat which they are, under ordinary circumstances,

able to obtain, and, as food, are highly prized by them. In 1890,

for the first time, the United States Government prohibited the killing

of fur-seals by the Aleuts of the Aleutian Islands, but this rule has so

far been practically inoperative, in consequence of the want of means
for its enforcement.

532. The Aleutian Islands were originally thickly inhabited, and
settlements existed on nearly all those of considerable size. Soon after

the liussian discovery, measures were taken to concentrate the Aleuts

iu a few islands, where they might be more easily controlled. The
decrease in number of inhabitants has since then been continuous, and
the number of inhabited villages is now small. In the eastern part of

the chain the following places are still inhabited, and to all of them
the remarks above made, with vspecial reference to Unalaska, are equally

applicable. On Unalaska Island, lliuluik, Makushin, Kashega, Tsher-

nofsky ; on Spiskin Island, Burka; on Akutau Island, Akutan; on Akun
Island, Akun; and on Umnak Island, Nikolsky.

533. The most westerly of these villages is that on Umnak Island.

The next permanently inhabited place is Nazan Bay, Atka Island, 210

miles further west, and beyond this there now exists but one ijermaneut
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settlement, that on Oliiclingoff Harbour, Attn Island, at a farther dis-

tance of no less than 480 juiles. The Aleuts resident at these places,

however, during the summer months, hunt from island to island along
ahnost the entire chain, with all parts of which they are consequently
more or less familiar.

534. At Atka Island, fur-seals are occasionally seen. In former years,

they sometimes were observed to pass on their way north, between Atka
and Amlia Islands, but never of late. Grey i)ups are not infrequently
taken about Atka in November. The Aleuts here do not make a busi-

ness of hunting the fur-seal at any time, but when seen kill them with
sea-otter spears. The flesh is i)rized for food. At Attn grey pups are
never seen, but larger seals are occasionally got. They are generally
speared, as at Atka Island. The spear employed in both cases has a
small detachable ivory or copper head, and is impelled by means of a
throwing-stick. The bidarka is used in hunting by these as by the
other Aleut tribes.

535. Innuit.—The Kaniagmut Innuit people, inhabiting Kadiak
Island, kill a few fur-seals in the earlier part of the sunmier, when they
are engaged in hunting the sea-otter. They employ the skin bidarka
or kayak, and use an ivory-tipped arrow with detachable head, shot
from a bow. The same style of weapon is used along the Aliaska penin-
sula, and is probably co-extensive with the limits of the Innuit peoples
of this region. In Prince William Sound, the Chaga-Ohigmut tribe

formerly made a special business of the pursuit of the fur-seal, often

getting, within recent years, as many as 200 skins in a season. In 1891,

the number obtained was aboui fifty only.

536. TlinMt.—To the eastward and southward of the Aleut and
Inuuit ])eoples, the skin boat is replaced by the wooden dug-out canoe,
which, though comparatively rude, as made among the Tliukit peoples,
is nevertheless a serviceable craft, and with the Haida and other north-

ern tribes of the coast of British Columbia, becomes perfected in con-

struction, and assumes lines of almost ideal form.
537. In the neighbourhood of Sitka, the Indians systematically hunt

the fur-seal in the spring and early summer. They form camps at suit-

able spots on the outer coast for this i)urj)ose, the favourite places being
between Cross and Salisbury Sounds, particularly about Cape Edwards.
In some years as many as 700 skins are got, but in 1891 about 300 only
were obtained. Three or four Indians man a canoe, and when the
weather is favourable start about two o'clock in the morning for the
hunt. They continue paddling or sailing until near noon, and believe

that they often get thus as far as sixtj'' miles from the shore. They
then hunt for six or seven hours before setting out on their return, and
reach the land early the following morning. Such a trip is made about
once a-week when the weather is fine, and the hunters consider them-
selves fortunate if they can make ten trips in all during the season.

538. The Indians here first saw schooners hunting off the coast about
ten years ago, but heard of them before this. Some of these people
are employed in sealing-schooners sailing from Sitka.

539. The seals were formerly killed with spears: rifles were after-

wards employed to some extent, but in late years the gun, with buck-
shot, has been adopted by almost all. The Indians state that the seals

sometimes sink when shot, the proportion thus lost being sometimes
one, sometimes two, out of ten. One man informed us that he had in

1891 got nineteen skins and had lost four in addition, all of which he
felt sure he killed.
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540. Tlie Tliiikit (Uaiioga tribe) of Klawak on Bucarelli Sound, Prince

of Wales Island, are now mingled with some Indians of Kaigani
(Haida) extraction. They have not in recent years hunted the fur-seal

in spring or summer, being more remuneratively and less arduously
emj)loyed at that season in salmon canneries, or at other work.

93 During the winter, however, most of the men hunt the fur-seal

to a greater or less extent j a single hunter sometimes getting as

many as twenty skins in a season. Here, five men often go together

in a canoe, the canoes used being larger than those at Sitka. In the

spring and early summer the seals are far off shore, but in the winter

months they come close in, particularly the gray i)ups and yearlings.

About two years ago, seals appeared in great numbers. In a good season

,

200 or 300 skins are secured at Klawak, for which 2 dollars to 9 dollars

is paid by the traders on the si)ot. The flesh is sometimes eaten, but
not now so much as formerly, though the fat is still prized as food.

541. Haida.—In the northern part of the Queen Charlotte Islaiuls

(lying off the northern extreme of the coast-line of British Columbia),

Masset is now the principal Indian Settlement. Here the Haida ]ieople

who formerly inhabited permanent villages at Virago Sound, JSTorth

Island, and elsewhere, now centre, though still resorting for purposes
of hunting and fishing to their ojd homes. Inquiries nuule at Masset
among the Indians (including Chief Edensaw, an old but very intel-

ligent man), with other information obtained, enable the following-

statements to be made respecting fur-seal hunting by the Haida peoi>le.

542. About the beginning of the present century the sea-otter was
very abundant, and was systematically hunted. Fur-seals were often

seen, and, when required for food, were shot with arrows tipped with
the bone of the whale, or speared, though the skins at that time were
of little value. About the year 1840 (the year in which Fort Victoria

was established) the Haida first began to make a business of hunting
the fur-seal for skins. Guns were employed from the tirst in this hunt-

ing, loaded either with buck-shot or with " trade bullets," three to a
charge. At first comparatively few skins were got, but for the past
fifteen years a considerable nuinber has been obtained—in tv/o of these

years 1,000 skins or more. In 1873, a post of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany was established at Masset, chiefly for the purpose of buying fur-

seal skins from the Indians, and the increased activity of the local

hunters coincides with this date. The Indians first saw schooners
engaged in hunting oft" this part of the coast about thirteen years ago.

543. The hunting season is the spring and early summer, and most
of the hunting is done in Dixon Entrance, where the hunters have a
good chance of making the land safely, either to the south or north, if

bad weather comes on. They know that seals are often abundant in

the open ocean to the westward, but seldom go far out in that direction

because of the danger of being blown off" and lost. North Island is a
favourite starting-point for the hunters.

544. In hunting there are usually four paddlers in a canoe, and one
man to shoot. When shot through the head, and at once killed, the
seals frequently sink, and long ago hunters often lost seals in this way;
now they spear the seals as soon as they are shot, and seldom lose any.

The males are the most apt to sink, while females with young always
float. Mr. R. H. Hall, formerly in charge of the northern coast posts

of the Hudson's Bay Company, who has himself been at sea with the
Haida when hunting, as the result of his own experience, states that if

a seal is lightly wounded with shot it generally escapes, as it is then
impossible to overtake it with a single canoe. If severely wounded or
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killed outright, the seal is seldom lost. After a short time the body
generally begins to sink; but "an Indian killing or badly wounding a
seal is pretty safe to get it." He has seen three seals shot, and two
of them left floating till the third one flred at was picked up.

545. The Indians spoken to were unable to give a percentage ratio of
seals lost when shot, but in order to reach some conclusion on this point,
with regard to these particular Indian hunters, those who had lately
killed considerable numbers of seals were specifically questioned Avith.

the following result:

Hunter No. 1.—In the hunting season of 1891 got 21 seals; lost none.
Hunter No. 1.—In the season of 1890 got 38 seals; lost 3 in additiou.
Hunter No. 2.—In the season of 1890 got 37 seals; lost none.
Hunter No. 3.—In 1889 got 126 seals; lost none.
Hunter No. 4.—In 1889 got 90 seals; lost 3 in additiou.
The Haida seldom ship as hunters in sealing schooners, but the two

last-mentioned catches were made in connection with a schooner on
which these hunters were engaged, and most of the seals got were taken
in Behring Sea, "too far from shore to see the land." They are noted
here as indicating the skill of the Haida hunters.

540. Chief Edeusaw explained that long ago, when ships first began
to come to buy sea-otter skins (in the latter years of the last century
and earlier years of the present century), his people were well ofl", get-

ting plenty of good clothes, &c., in exchange for these skins. When
the sea otter became very scarce the trading vessels ceased to

94 come, and for many years the Haida were very poor, and had to
return to the use of skin clothing. Their condition has, however,

improved again in later years, partly because of the money they are able
to obtain for the fur-seal skins, partly on account of the growth of other
industries along the coast in which they can engage. The Haida gen-
erally, complain that the continued hunting of the fur-seal has caused
it to keep far off shore, and has rendered it so shy, that it is now becom-
ing difficult to earn money near their homes by hunting the seal as
before. They are, in consequence, obliged to leave their homes in search
of other work.

547. The above notes refer particularly to the northern part of the
Queen Charlotte Islands. Special inquiries were not made among the
southern Haida tribes. Many years ago there were numerous village

communities scattered along the outer west coast of the islands, but
these have gradually abandoned this coast, and coalesced with the large
communities of the eastern coast. It is, therefore, now difficult to
obtain facts respecting the outer coast, where, however, in connection
with the sea-otter hunting, many fur-seals were doubtless formerly
killed. The Haida eat the flesh of the fur-seal, and esteem it highly.

548. TsMmnan.—The princii^al fur-seal hunting station of theTsliim-
sian tribes proper is upon Zayas Island. They hunt in the spring, from
this place as a centre, in the eastern part of Dixon Entrance and north-
ern part of Hecate Strait. Till about thirty years ago these people
never systematically engaged in hunting the fur-seal, though they knew
that their neighbours, the Haida, long before this took fur-seals. Each
hunting canoe is here usually manned by four persons, and guns appear
to have been emi)loyed from the beginning of the systematic hunting
by the Tshimsians. Buck-shot, or trade bullets of twenty-eight to the
pound, three to six in a charge, are used. Three canoes hunting from
Zayas Island in 1890 obtained catches of seventy, fifty, and twenty-
eight skins, respectively, during the season. The trade prices paid for

these skins on the spot in 1891 ranged from 3 dollars to 3 dol. 50 c. for
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" grey pups" to 17 dollars for best skins. The number of skins ftot in
various years depends of course on the abundance of seals and the
character of the weather; but there is also a great difference from year
to year in the number oi' hunters, governed by the prices of skins, and
the wages ofl'ered for other work. Probably, about 200 skins are taken
each year at present by these Indians, but as these are bought by vari-
ous traders, it is difficult to get exact figures. •

549. A spear or hook about twenty feet iu length is often used to
recover the seal when shot, and the Indian hunters questioned stated
that they had never lost a seal when killed.

550. The Kitkatla tribe of the Tshimsians, whose jiermanent village
is situated on Goschen Island, are noted as fur-seal hunters, though,
because of the facility in obtaining employment with regular wages, in
late years they have not paid so much attention to this hunting as
before. They resort to Bonilla Island in the seal-hunting season, and
in 1891 there were there seventy hunters with their families. The num-
ber of skins obtained this year was, however, small, as most of the
hunters suffered from the influenza epidemic. Generally speaking,
about 300 skins are taken in spring and early summer.

551. These people hunt iu Hecate Strait, and their mode of hunting
is the same as tha' practised by fehe Tshimsians proper. A few of the
Kitkatlas have been employed on sealing- schooners for the past four
or five years, but no large numbers from any of the Tshimsian group
of tribes engage in this species of hunting. Mr. E. Cunningham, who
has been for twenty-five years familiar with the Indians of this tribe,

states that the seals do not usually sink at once unless the breath
escapes from the body.

552. Hailzuh.—The Hailzuk tribes, of the vicinity of Milbank Sound,
resort chiefly to the outlying group, named the Goose Islands, at the
seal-hunting season in spring. A number of these Indians, includ-
ing several well-known seal-hunters, were interviewed at Bella-Bella.
They stated that in ancient times the fur seal was killed by their fore-

fathers only for food. Sea otters were abundant, and the skin of the
seal was not of much value. When a fur-seal was killed, it was kept
only if fat. The flesh is sometimes eaten still, but not so much as
formerly, though the fat is always kept for food. The best part of the
seal for food is the flipper. Before guns were in common use, the spear
was employed exclusively in the pursuit of the sea-otter and fur-seal,

but now one hunter only still continues to use the spear. They began
hunting fur-seals as a business about twenty years ago—not so long-

ago as twenty-five years, which they remembered because of the small-
pox. Guns are now employed, loaded with buckshot, or with three
trade bullets. They hunt only iu their own canoes, with two to four
men in each canoe; and in these they sometimes go so far from land
that only the mountains about Cape Calvert remain iu sight. Occa-
sionally they spend a night at sea.

552*. The seal is sometimes shot from a distance of not more
95 than 20 feet, when sleeping, but often at much greater distances.

It is taken into the canoe with the hand, or, if beginning to
sink, a spear or gaff is used. Males sink more frequently than females.

553. These people were unable to state any definite projiortion as
between the seals recovered and those lost by them, but they are not
accounted very skilful hunters. The largest number taken by a single
canoe in one day in 1891 was eight, and in this case two that were
killed Avere lost in addition. About 300 fur-seal skins in all were
obtained by the Bella-Bella people alone in 1891, which was a good
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year; and iiosirly all these were bronglit in by their own co-operative
store, and sold afterwards in Victoria. The hi^liest price they j^ot at
Victoria was 1(! dollars. The Indians here volnnrarily exi>rcss('d tlu^ir

williii<iiiess to contorni to any laws made as to tlie killin;^' of tnr-seals,

but re(iuest(Hl that they niight be informed in time.

554. Kirahiool.—Nawitti, on Iloi)e Island, at the northern end of Van-
couver Island, is the jWace most noted as a centre of fur-seal hunting-
anion*;' the Kwakiool tribes. The ])eople here hunt ])riiu'ipally in the
winter, and do not resort to special huntiiiii' stations. Tliey start on
huntiii.u' trips very often from Nawitti village itself, and brin<;- large
quantities of seal meat, which they relish as food, back to this i)lace.

They hunt in their own canoes, and few of them have ever been
employed on schooners. Nearly all the men engage more or less in

hunting at the proper season. Spears were formerly used in hunting,
but guns are now always emi)loyed, though the s])ear is still made use
of to recover the seal after it has been shot. The seals shot sometimes
sink before they can i)ick them up, but this happens chiefly when they
are shot in the head and killed at once. Mr. A. W. Huson, who is

familiar with this part of the coast, states that in some years he has
himself obtained in trade as nuiiiy as 100 skins from the Indians of the
Nawitti village alone.

555. Fur-seals are also hunted by the (^>uatsino, Klaskaino, and other
tribes of the Kwakiool family, but the nnnd)ers obtained by them are
not known to be considerable, and time did not adnnt of special visits

to their villages.

550. Aht.—The Aht or Nootkan tribes, inhabiting the whole of that
part of the west coast of Vancouver Island to the south of Cape Cook,
are the most noted of the British Columbian Indians as ex])ert fur-seal

hunters. The i\lakah, of Cape Flattery, in the State of Washington
are a detached tribe of the same stock. These Aht ])eople furnisli by
far the larger part of the Indian hunters emjjloycd on sealing schooners,
and have to a gn^it extent abandoned their original method of seal-

ing in canoes from the shore in consenuence. The number of skins
still obtained by them as independent hunters is, however, not incon-

siderable.

557. They are chosen as hunters for the sealing schooners in prefer-

ence to the Indians of the northern part of the coast, i)artly because of
their experience aiul dexterity in the use of the sj^ear, but also because
they are accustomed to hunt in com])aratively small canoes, retiuiring

fewer men, and taking up less room on the schooner's deck. The north-
ern Indians reipiire larger canoes, and usually no greater luimber of
skins is taken by a large canoe than by a small one. It is true that the
spear has, even among these people, now been largely replaced by the
gun, but, meanwhile, they have become familiar with the method of
hunting from schooners. Still another cause is found in the fact, that
the Ahts are by no means so favourably disposed as other coast tribes

toward devoting themselves to regular occupation, such as cannery
work or logging.

558. The Ahts are divided into a large nund)er of tribes and village

connnnnities, from many of whicih details as to seal-hunting have not
been obtained, but the following notes on some of them may be taken
as exanii)les of the whole:
Hunting in canoes from the shore is still practised at Nootka Sound,

where the hunting season embraces about three months of the later

winter and early s])ring. The hunters go out a long way from shore,

and, when the weather Is fine, sometimes stay two days at sea. The
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skins ol)t;iiiiO(l aie disposed of to various tiadois, but, in all probability,

about UOO are got at this ])la<'0 annu.illy. One of the liuntcis said tiiat

about twenty years ago lie li;i<l Iiimselt secuicd liOO seals, but as the
prices were then very low, he obtained Just 1 dollar each tor the skins.

559. At Clayo(iuot Sound, the Indians stated that ia the tinu3S of
the gran(l-])arents of the i)resent generation, fur-seals were valued and
liuided only for food. They were then always killed with spears.
Indei)endent hunting with canoes from the shore has lalleu irdo disuse
foi' the last seven or ten years at Ahouset village and (jlayoquot proi)er,

respectively. The Indians from this vicinity now hunt only froiri

schooners, and many are so (Muployed every summer. Long ago many
of them were drowned when hunting independently, and this

90 mode of hunting has come to be (considered very dangerous. At
the present time, both the gun and si)ear are employed in taking

seals, according to (;ircumstaiu;esor the habits of the individual hunter.
5(;(). At Barclay Sound, the Indians of several villages still engage

to a considerable extent in hunting in their own canoes from the shore,

but they arc also in many eases employed on sealing s(;hooners. The
number of seals taken by them in indei)endent hunting varies between
wide limits from year to year. In the spring of 1.S9I, about l,i{()0 skins
at least were taken to Victoria from this vi(cinity, all obtained in this

way. The spear is usually emi>loyed still in preference to the gun by
these hunters.

5(11. The Makah Indians of the neighbourhood of Cape Flattery are
great seal-huiders. They themselves now own three srruill schooners,
wliich are registered at Port Townsend. Some of them go every year
in schooners owned by Whites, but the old method of inde[iendent
hunting from the shore is also still i)ractised. Two or three men gen-
erally go in each canoe, and occasionally stay out a night at sea, wliere

they are irequently as far as thirty miles from land. They usually still

sjiear the seals, whether hunting indei)endently or from s(;h()oners,

though the shot-gun is employed by some of the hunters. The older
men think that shooting is bad, but the younger men have taken to it.

The spear used has two prongs, with deta(;hable barbed heads. It is

about lilteen feet long, and is throwji from the liand, without a throw-
ing stick, the butt end being Hat and widened, with grooves cut in it for

the lingers. The same type of spear is employed by all the Alit people.

5(52. The old men say that before they were born (say, about sixty

years ago), the fur-seal was landed for food and clothing, and was
abundant; but on several occasions a number of Indians lost their lives

at sea while huiding, and, consequently, for about twenty years the
hunting was practically given up. About the time the small-pox came
among them (probably in 1852, as ascertained from other sources) hunt-
ing began again, and has been coidinnetl ever since. They think that
it was about twenty-tlve years ago (§ 5<S()) when they first knew of

Whites going to sea to hunt the fur-seal. Nearly 1,0(»0 fur-seal skins
are annually got by the Makah Indians, but a considerable projjortion

of the whole nund)er is obtained by them in their schooners along the
coast to the northward or in liehring Sea, so that the precise number
taken in the vicinity of their own territory is diffuuilt to ascertain.

Nearly the whole of the skins taken by these Indians are sold iu

Victoiia.

503. When the seals are speared, i)ractically none are lost, but when
shot some are lost by sinking, though a s])ear is employed to gaff them.
These Indians stated that in taking lifty seals, sometimes one, some-
times two, might be lost, but occasioiuUly none would be lost.

B S, I'T VI lU
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564. Furtlier i)articnlars of interest respecting the Indian fur-seal

hunters of Cape Flattery may be found in Judge J. G. Swan's report

on that subject contained in the "Report of the Fisheries and Fishery
Industries of the United States," vol. ii, p. 393. Also in the "Bulletin
of the United States Fish Commission," vol. iii, p. 201. From thetirst

of these publications, it appears that the independent catch of the Cape
Flattery Indians amounted to 1,558 skins in 1880, with an average
value of 9 dollars per skin at that time. In a letter of recent date, the
same gentleman states that no ofhcial record of the number of skins

taken by these Indians has since been kept.

565. While it is to be regretted that it is imi)ossible to give an accurate
statistical record of the number of fur-seal skins taken by the natives
of the coasts of Alaska, British Columbia, and Washington, by their

independent hunting in their own canoes from the shores, the results

of inquiries made at a number of detached places along the coasts, and
given in abstract above, are at least sufficient to show that important
vested interests are there involved.

566. It is undeniable that all the natives represented along this great
line of coast have been accustomed from the earliest times to hunt the
fur-seal. So long as the sea-otter was abundant, little use was made
of the inferior skin of the fur seal, and that animal was prized chiefly

as an article of food. At a later date, when the hunting of the sea-

otter had become scarcely remunerative because of its increasing
scarcity on this part of the coast, the price oftered for the skins of the
fur-seal was still insufficient to tempt the natives to engage systematic-

ally in the somewhat hazardous business of its capture; but as the
skins became higher in price, and notably within the last twenty years,

the hunting of the fur-seal has possessed a greater importance for the
natives. Within quite recent years, however, the independent hunting
of natives has somewhat decreased from two principal causes—the
employment of large numbers of the more expert natives on sealing

vessels, and the growth of various other industries callable of affording

remunerative employment.
567. The low prices given in former years to the Indians of the

97 British Columbian coast foi; their skins were in part due to the
fact that, in accordance with native custom, the skins were

stretched and dried, and were thus not so suitable for the trade as salted

skins; but of late years the Indians have become accustomed to salt

nearly all the skins they take.

568. Eespecting the dates between which the Indians of various tribes

engage in seal hunting, and in connection particularly with the notes
elsewhere given on the migration of the fur-seal, it must be observed
that these dates do not necessarily coincide with those defining the
occurrence of fur-seals along the coast. The actual time of beginning
the hunt depends chiefly upon the date at which such fine weather as
is described as "sealing weather" sets in. The close of sealing is, on
the other hand, largely governed by the arrival of the particular sea-

son at which immemorial custom requires that fishing of some other
kind—generally halibut fishing—shall begin.

569. The best estimates obtained of the number of skins taken annu-
ally by the Indians of the British Columbia coast alone, for the last four

or five years, show that about 1,500 in all are taken to the north of the
northern end of Vancouver Islaiul, and at least a similar number to the

south of that point, or say, at least 3,000 skins each year for the entire

coast. Estimating these at 10 dollars a skin (an average price suffi-

ciently low to cover the relatively small value of the skins of grey pups
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or yearlii)g:s whicli sonietiines form a considerable portion of the catch),

the gross vahie of the catch amounts to iiO,UOO doUars annually. This
amount constitutes a very important part of the whole revenue of these
natives, with whom also the fur-seal forms a staple article of food at

certain seasons.
570. The less direct, but financially more important, interest of the

same native peoples in tiie pelagic sealing proper, in which they are
now largely engaged, is of course not included in the above estimate.

III.

—

Pelagic Sealingt.

(A.)

—

Origin and Development.

571. The interest of the natives of the west coast of America in the
ca])ture of the fur-seal is an immemorial one, but in the earlier years of
trade upon the coast the skin of the fur-seal occupied a subordinate
position to that of the sea-otter, and in still earlier and prehistoric times
the fur-seal seems scarcely to havabeen pursued excei)t for food. The
sea-otter yielded an ample supply of superior skins for clothing, while
sea-lions, hair-seals, and other animals aftbrded skins better suited to

the manufocture of skin boats by the northern tribes, and for the south-
ern, that of other articles requiring strength of hide rather than thick-

ness of fur.

572. The principal areas in which the fur-seal was more or less hunted
in such early times, were doubtless those extending on the west coast
from the vicinity of Cape Flattery to about the latitude of Sitka. To
the south of Cape Flattery the natives were not seafaring in their habits,

and the same may be said of most of the native peojiles of the Asiatic
coast, along the Kurile Islands to Kamtschatka.

573. So long as the skins of the sea otter could be obtained in abun-
dance for Chinese markets (where at the time they were most valued),
the White traders then beginning to frequent the coast made little

inquiry for the comparatively inferior skin of the fur-seal, but these, with
other skins of minor value, were purchased from time to time by the
traders, and have occasionally been thought worthy of mention in the
narratives of their voyages. The observations on this particular sub-
ject which it is now possible to glean from these narratives are naturally
rather meagre, but even an imperfect examination of some of them, is

sufficient to show that from the first the skins of the fur-seal were counted
among articles of trade with the natives along various parts of the coast
to which these animals did not habitually resort for the purpose of
breeding, and where, conseipiently, they must have been taken by the
natives at sea.

574. It was primarily the search for, and trade in, the skins of the sea-

otter which, in the last century, iuqtelled the Russian adventurers to

extend their operations from the coasts of Asia along the Aleutian
Islands and to the American coast. When the Commander and Pribyloff
Islands were successively discovered, the skins of the fur-seal began to

be added in large numbers to the lists of articles of conuuerce, but even
from the first, and before these princii)al breeding places had been

found, fur-seal skins also were procured from the Aleut natives.

98 From iiundental references nuide in the summiiries of early Kus-
sian voyages, such as those given in liancrotVs History of Alaska,
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euougli facts to show this may be jjjatherod, thong:li a complete exami-
nation of the original works migiit doubtless atlbrd additional facts of

the same kind.

575. Thus, in 17(»0, the "Vladimir" included in her return cargo 2,000

fur-seal skins which are said to have been brought from the Near Islands

of the Aleutian chain. The number here given is, however, so consid-

erable, that it may be regarded as not improbably showing that at this

early date some place resorted to by the fur-seal for breeding, still

existed on Agatu, Attn, or other neighbouring islands of thegroui); in

which case all of these skins nuiy not have been taken at sea. The
"Arkangel Sv. Mikhail," returning from a voyage which had extended
from 1772 to 1777, during which Kadiak was reached, but in which no
mention is made of any call at the Commander Islands (the Pribyloff

Islands had not then been discovered), brought back 143 fur sealskins.

In 171)0, again, 8auer, of theEussian Scientific Expedition, under Bil-

lings, is recorded to have been told at Shelikoff's establishment at

Kadiak, that 600 double bidarkas had been sent out to hunt sea-otters,

fur-seals, and sea lions. In 1812, in Ohugatach Bay, Prince William
Sound, where seals had formerly been plentiful, the yield is stated to

have fallen off to fifty skins.*

570. Similar incidental allusions may be found as well iu the records
of other voyages. Thus, among the skins sold in China by Portlock and
Dixon, in 1788, were 110 fur-seal skins, though these navigators did not
approach the known breeding islands in any j)art of their route.t

In 1791, again, Captain Marchand obtained thirty-seven seal-skins

from the natives of Norfolk Sound, these skins forming a considerable
proportion of the whole amount of furs got there.J

577. There is often some difficulty iu identifying the particular kind
of skins which were obtained by such traders along the coast, because
of the indefinite and varied terms made use of by them, but it seems
l)robable that much of tliat classed as " beaver" was in reality fur-seal.

§

This nuist certainly have been the case in the Queen Charlotte Islands,

for though Portlock and Dixon state that considerable numbers of

"beaver skins" were purchased there, the beaver is not, and never has
been, a native of these islands.||

578. The opinion just referred to is that of Mr. Alexander Mackenzie,
who has long been familiar with the Queen Charlotte Islands in partic-

ular, and who bases his statements upon the direct testimony of the
natives themselves, to the effect that they frequently in former times
traded fur-seal skins to the vessels then frequenting the islands in search
of sea-otter skins.

579. Such facts, taken in conjunction with those already given as the
result of our own inquiries on the West Coast, are, at least, sufficient to

show that the natives were, from the earliest recorded dates, accustomed
to hunt the fur-seal, as well as the more valuable sea-otter, at sea. So
long as the skin of the fur-seal possessed but an insignificant commercial
value, little attention was paid by traders and others upon the coast to

the hunting of this animal by the Indians. The skins scarcely appeared
iu the lists of furs procured, and very little has been placed on record
on the subject. A few skins were purchased by the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany from time to time, chiefly those offered by the Cape Flattery Indians.

* Bancroft's History, vol. xxxiii, pp. 155, 171, 286, uud 528.

t" Voyage to the North-west Coast of America," p. 300.

t" Voynge Aiitour dii Monde," tome ii, p. 11.

5 Tlie term "8ea-l»eaver" was also, however, sometinu^s applied to the sea-otter.

II
"Voyage to the North-west Coast of America," pp. 169, 201, and 300.
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Tlie first really conuiiorcial ai)pejir;iii(;e of fur-seal skins at Victoria,
aceordiii,i^' to Mr. II. Finlayson, was in or about l^id, between whieli
date and 185G considerable numbers of skins from the l'ril»yloff or Com-
mander Islands, collected at Sitka by the Kussian Fur Company, were
forwarded from Victoria to London by the Hudson's Bay Company.
These were shipped in casks, and were presumably salted skins, doubt-
less all taken on the breeding islands. In ])art ov^erlapping the period
just mentioned is the record of x)urchase of fur seal skins by the same
Comi»any from Indian hunters, which runs from 1852 to the i)resent
year. (See Appendix Gr.)

580. When, however, better prices began to be paid for these skins,
those persons interested in Indian trade along the coast became familiar
with the native mode of hunting, and recognized thedillicnlty and dan-
ger to which the native hunters were often exposed in consequence of
the distances to which they were obliged to venture from the shore in

pursiut of the seal. The endeavour was then made to encourage the
Indians in sealing, because of the profits obtained from the sale of the
skins, and it naturally occurred both to the Indians and the traders
(some of whom emi)loyed small vessels for the purposes of traffic), that

a combination might be formed which would be advantageous to
99 both parties. It became evident that the danger and hardship

inherent in the independent native mode of hunting might be
much reduced by employing small vessels to carry the Indians and their

canoes to sea in search of seals, thus to serve as a base of operations
from which they might more successfully practise this industry.

581. At this time, the Indians of the coasts of South-eastern Alaska
and British Columbia knew nothing whatever about the summer resorts
of the fur-seal in Behring Sea, and very little was known by any oneas
to the extent or course of their migrations. Thus, Dall, in his elaborate
work on Alaska, published in 1870, though conversant with all facts

then available, is able meiely to make the following statement on this

subject: "The Alaskan fur-seal formerly extended from the ice line of
Behring Sea to the coast of Lower California. At present, a few strag-

glers reach the Strait of Fuca . . . , but the great majority are con-
fined to the Pribyloff Islands .... They leave on the approach of
winter—usually about the end of October. They are supposed to spend
the winter in the open sea south of the Aleutian Islands."*
Even so late as 1880, Professor Allen, after a very careful investiga-

tion of the whole subject, was able to write in the following very gen-
eral way only with regard to the migrations of the fur-seal:

Except during the season of reproduction, these animals appear to lead a wander-
iu<T lite, but the extent and direction of their migrations are not yet well known.
Steller spoke of their migrations being as regular as those of the various kinds of
sea-fowl, and they are recorded as arriving with great regularity at the Pribyloff
Islands, but where they pass the season of winter is still a matter of conjecture.!

582. It was the habit of the Indians, when sealing in their own
canoes, to bring back the entire carcasses of the seals killed, and to util-

ize the flesh and fat as food. When schooners were first employed as
an auxiliary, the same practice \vas very often followed. The carcasses
belonged to the individuals killing the seals, and w'cre prized by them,
and whenever possible carried back to the villages to which the sealing
Indians belonged. The vessels were seldom very long away from jwrt.

Tlie sealing voyages thus at first nmde were restricted in their scoi)e,

and it was only by degrees that it came to be discovered that the seals

* "Ahiska and its Resources," p. 493.

t " Monograph of North American Pinnipeds," p. 335.
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juiylit he prolitably followed in their s<?"t'i'iil iiortliward inovemeiit along;

the coast, alter the cessation ol' the rong,h wintry weathei'. Jt was also

found that some seals nii<;ht be obtained in the winter and early s})ring'

as far south as the coast of California, and b'fore " scalini;' weather"
set in on the coast of British ( 'Olumbia; and as no other protitable

employment offered for the sealing- schooners, it became customary for

them to make a cruize to the southward before engaging- in the fishery

to the north of the Strait of Fuca. At a later date still, the pelagic
Lunters ascertained, as tlie result of their own experience, that the fur-

seals might be followed with advantage through the eastern passes of

the Aleutian chain, and taken during' the mouths of July aud August,
and occasionally during- the early part of Se])tember, or till such time
as stormy weather rendered further hunting- impossible.

583. Thus, beginning- as a purely local industry, in which the Indians
of the west coast of Vancouver Island, with those of the vicinity of

Cape Flattery in the State of Washington, were chiefly interested, the
sea-sealing naturally developed and extended with the increasing-

knowledge gained of the habits and haunts of the fur seal, till its oper-

ations covered almost the entire migration-range of tlie animal, and the
number of skins obtained became so considerable, that the sealing
interests of the Alaska Commercial Com])any (at that time the lessees

of the Pribylott' and Commander Islands), and their heretofore ])rotit-

able monoi)oly of the fur-seal of the North Pacitic, was notably affected.

Not until this occurred was any serious i)rotest, or, in fact, any com-
plaint whatever raised against the practice and methods of pelagic
sealing. On the contrary, in so far as it became a matter of public
knowledge, pelagic sealing was s])oken of as a commendable new indus-

try, developing maritime enterprise, in which both citizens of the United
States and of Canada were engaged, and which afforded remunerative
employment to them, as well as to a large number of the Indian i)opu-

latiou of both countries.

From the commercial point of view^, which is necessarily that of the
lessees of the islands, it is not only and perhaps not so much the fact

that at sea a considerable number of seals are killed, but the circum-
st.'ince that this industry interferes with their monoi)oly or practical
monopoly of the market, which has frequently been admitted to be the
most valuable part of their franchise, and in the endeavour to maintain
which they have even purchased the greater j)art of the catch made at
sea, particularly in the year 1890.

584. With the altered conditions and extended range assumed
100 by pelagic hunting in the course of the few following years, certain

changes also occurred in the manner in Avhic^h it was conducted.
The Indian hunters became accustomed to go far from their native
villages, and to engage for the hunting of an entire season. The spear
employed from prehistoric times by the people of the Aht Stock was
at first the only weapon used in pelagic hunting. The captains of

schooners engaging in the business discouraged the employment of fire-

arms, under the belief that the result of their use would be to alarm
the seals and reduce the chances of a good catch. This belief was
doubtless iu some measure justified, but as White hunters also began
to engage in the business, it became imi)ossil)le to prevent the use of

such weapons; the rifle was introduced, though soon su])erseded by
the shot-gun, which has now become the usual hunting weapon. Most
of the Indians readily adopted this new and more effective mode of
hunting, aud each year the number of these people emi)loyed, together
with that of the vessels engaged in the industry, increased. The num-
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ber of Wliites emi)]<).ved ns linnters vnried, but, as a rule, coinpeteut

Indian hunters liave always been prefened wlieu they could be obtained.

585. The Indians themselves benefited largely from a pecuniary point

of view, and, in consequence of the encouragement offered by the pur-

suit of the fur-seal, began themselves to own and naviga.te sealing-

schooners. Perhaps in no other way is the influence of the sealing

industry toward the civilization of the Indians rendered more apparent
than by the facts, that three sealing schooners are now actually owued
by the Makali Indians of Cape Flattery, while five are similarly owned
by Indians of the coast of Vancouver Island, while in addition it is esti-

mated that the payment to the Indians employed in the British Colum-
bian sealing fleet in 181)0, calculated on the number of skins obtained,

was probably between 35,000 dollars and 50,000 dollars.

580. Keverting to the question of the date of the first known practical

attempts at what is now classed as pelagic sealing i)roper, it appears,

from information kindly supplied by Mr. J. W. Mackay, that this method
of sealing was first attempted by Captain Hugh Mackay, of the sloop

"luo," in the spring of 180G. Captain Mackay, however, soon found
that this sloop was too small to conveniently carry two or three Indian

canoes, and he accordingly built, for the purpose of sealing, the schooner

"Favourite," 75 tons, which was registered in Victoria on the 18th June,

1868. Little is known as to these first sealing voyages, but, doubtless,

as a consequence of their success or good promise, other vessels were
fitted out. Thus, Judge J. Gr. Swan, of Port Townsend, in a letter on
this subject, quotes Captain McAlmond, of New Dungeness, Washing-
ton, as follows on the matter: "The first schooner to take Indians

that I know of was the 'Lottie,' in 1869, from Neah Bay, believing that

we were the pioneers. I afterwards understood that a vessel from Vic-

toria was also taking an Indian crew." The vessel from Victoria here

mentioned was evidently the "Surprise," of which Mr. Charles Spring
writes : "The first attempt at sealing, in a practical way, with schooners

and Indian hunters, was made in or about 1869 by Jas. Christienson in

the schooner 'Surprise,' owned by the late Captain William Spring, of

Victoria, British Columbia." From other sources it was ascertained

that the Indian hunters emi)loyed on this and other pioneer sealing-

schooners were obtained at Pachena, on the south-west coast of Van-
couver Island, near the entrance to the Strait of Fuca.

587. The history of the progress and continued expansion of the

pelagic sealing industry may be here briefly set out. In regard to that

carried on from the British Columbian coast, it has been particularly

inquired into and recorded by Mr. A. E. Milne, Collector of Customs
at Victoria, upon whose investigations, checked and amiflified in so far

as has been possible, the subjoined summary is based.* It has already

been stated, however, in another part of this report, that, for the earlier

years of the development of the business of sealing at sea, the data are

very incomplete, as in these years it had scarcely begun to receive any
particular attention, and records were not systematically kept of it by
the Customs authorities, as has been required of them in later years.

588. From 1871 to 1878, it is known that three schooners were
engaged more or less continuously in the sealing business on the west
coast of Vancouver Island, where, however, they were also em^floyed

as traders. In 1879 to 1881 four or five schooners were employed in

sealing along the same coast. In 1882, auxiliary steam-power was
added to two of the schooners, and eight vessels in all were employed

* Parliamentary Paper [C— 636S], August 1891.
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in tlie industry. In 1883 nine, and in 1884 eleven, schooners were
employed, and all are said to have been fairly successful. One of

these vessels, the "Mary Ellen," belonging to Victoria, outfitted at

San Francisco, and eventually continued her voyage into Behring Sea,
which she entered about the 15th June, and left about the end

101 of August. Tliis, so far as ascertained, was the first of the
British Columbian schooners to extend sealing operations to the

waters of Behring Sea. It has not, however, been definitely ascer-

tained that the " Mary Ellen " was the only vessel to enter Behring
Sea in this year.

589. The result of the venture of the "Mary Ellen" having been
satisfactory, she, and at least one other vessel, entered Behring Sea in

1885. Thirteen British Columbian schooners in all are known to have
been engaged in sealing in this year.

590. In 1886, eighteen schooners engaged in the sealing industry.

One of these had been brought round the Horn from the eastern coast
of Canada for the purpose. Two were wrecked, but the remaining
sixteen vessels entered Behring Sea; and in this year, for the first

time, exception was taken to sealing in this i)art of the ocean by the
Government of the United States, and three of the sealers, the "Caro-
lena," " Onward," and "Thornton," were seized.

591. In 1887, seventeen British Columbian schooners were engaged
in sealing; fifteen of these are believed to have continued their opera-
tions into Behring Sea, six being seized there by the United States
cutters " Eush " and " Bear."

592. In 1888, twenty-one vessels from British Columbia composed the
sealing fleet, and though the fishery was carried on in liehring Sea in

the latter part of the season, no seizures were made by the United
States. One schooner, however, the "Araunah," was this year seized

and confiscated by the Russian Government, having been detected in

sealing within the territorial waters of Copper Island.*

593. In 1889, the sealing fleet consisted of twenty-two vessels, all of

which are believed to have entered Behring Sea. In this year four of

these vessels were seized, and one was ordered out of the sea.

594. In 1890, twenty-nine British Columbian vessels were engaged in

sealing, twenty-three of which entered Behring Sea.

595. In 1891, the sealing fleet of British Columbia had increased to

fifty vessels, and most, if not all, of these cleared with the intention of

entering Behring Sea. The adoption of the modus vivendi between
Great Britain and the United States, however, had the efl'ect of turning
back many of these vessels, while the patrolling of the sea and warning
of others, with other circumstances connected with the operations in

tliis year, need not be repeated here.

590. As already noted, the first extension of the cruizes of the sealing-

schooners of British Columbia was that along the coast to the south-

ward, and this began to be practised as early as 1878 or 1879. Sealing
operations were first extended into Behring Sea by sealers from British

Columbia in 1881, though one or more United States schooners had
already at that date been for several years accustomed to frequent
Behring Sea for this purpose, and cargoes obtained by them were sold

in Victoria in 1881 and 1883. The pra(;tice grew up of making in the
winter and early spring a voyage from Victoria to the southward, after

which the vessels returned to Victoria and outfitted there for the north-

ern voyage. This was found, however, to be inconvenient, from the loss

of time involved, as well as from the fact that crews often had to be

Parliamentary Paper [C—6041], 18S0.
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re-engaged for the .second trip. Therefore, in 1890, arrangements were
made by the sealers to rendezvous with a steamer at some northern
l)oint in June, to transliip their skins for conveyance to Victoria, com-
pleting their outfit for hunting in Behring Sea at the same time. In
1890, Sand Point, in the Shumigin Islands, was the place selected for
the purpose, and in 1891 Alitak Bay, Kadiak Island, was chosen.

597. The foregoing details respecting the growth of the pelagic seal-
ing industry of British Columbia have been obtained by special research
and inquiry, bnt it has been found to be practically impossible to pro-
cure, whether officially or otherwise, comparable particulars of the
pelagic sealing business conducted by United States vessels. It is

known that vessels sailing from the New England States have been
engaged in the capture of the fur-seal since the latter jiart of the last
century, their operations being carried on principally in the southern
hemisphere, and the mode of killing the seals being that of a promiscu-
ous slaughter whenever these animals could be found on shore, carried
out by means of clubs or otherwise. This method of killing seals has,
however, no analogy with that of pelagic sealing as now understood. It
is further known, tiiat in more recent years, and after the Governments
of Kussia, Japan, and the United States had provided regulations for

the protection of the respective breeding islands under their jurisdic-
tion, vessels were dispatched by unscrupulous persons for the purpose
of raiding the rookeries upon these islands. Tlie records preserved of
the raids themselves, which are treated in detail elsewhere, show that

such illegal sealing has been carried on, but, naturally enough, it

102 is difficult to obtain full particulars of its character or magnitude.
This again, however, is quite distinct from the question of pelagic

sealing proper, the origin of which little if at all antedates the year
18G9. Moreover, while this raiding of the various breeding islands
^appears to have been practised from year to year in the case of United
States vessels, it has latterly been more and more replaced by the legit-

imate pursuit of the fur-seal at sea. There was thus almost an organic
connection between the two methods of sealing in the case of vessels
sailing from the United States, that did not exist in the case of the seal-

ing industry of British Columbia, which grew up directly from the inde-
])endent Indian sea-sealing, and had not previously existed in any other
form.

598. A certain number of vessels have for many years taken clear-

ances from the Pacific ports of the United States for "hunting and
fishing voyages;" but while most of those which have been engaged
in any form of sealing have doubtless been included under this general
designation, it comprises as well vessels which may have been engaged
in various forms of fishing proper, and in the hunting of the sea-otter.

I^ven in the last census of the United States (1890) the vessels engaged
in sealing are not specially indicated, but are included under the gen-
eral designation of the ''fur-seal and sea otter fleet."* If such clear-

ances were confined to a single port, local inquiries might without great
difficulty result, in the case at least of the later years, in eliminating
vessels which were not engaged in pelagic sealing, and in affording a
reasonably exact statement of the operations of those of the latter class,

but the number of pin^ts of clearance has unfortunately baffled inquiries
made in this directioji.

599. It is certain, however, that the pelagic sealing industry has con-
tinued to grow in the United States in a ratio corresponding to that of
the same industry in British Columbia. In 1889, the best estimate

* See United States Ceusus Bulletin. No. 123.
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wliicli Mv. Milne could quote of the number of vessels enQai»ed in it

placed this at thirty-two.* The United States Census Bulletin relating
to the same year gives the fur-sealmg and sea-ottei' hunting vessels at
twenty. It is probable that though two or three of these vessels were
chiefly engaged in seaotter hunting, even tliese occupied ])art of their
time in sealing, wliile it is known that most of the fleet was primarily
engaged in sealing. In 1890, more than fourteen vessels sailed from
United States ports for sealing, but the exact number has not yet been
ascertained. In 1801, the number had increased to about forty-two,

600. The estimated value of the British Columbian sealing fleet with
its equipment, as it left port in 1801, was 373,000 dollars. That of the
United States fleet in the same year exceeded 250,000 dollars. Accord-
ing to the United States Census Bulletin already cited, the value of the
vessels engaged in the fur-seal and sea-otter industry in 1880 was
152,757 dollars. Dividing this amount by the tonnage, an average ton-
nage value for this fleet is obtained of 160 dol. 54 c, while a similar
calculation based on the figures for the British Columbia fleet of 1891
gives a corresponding tonnage value of about 114 dollars.

{B.)—Methods.

601. In what has already been given, the methods of pelagic or sea-
sealing have been indicated in a general way. These methods are essen-
tially of a very simple character, but the actual jirocedure followed in
killing the seals may now be briefly alluded to. The vessels employed
range in size from 130 to 40 tons. Taking the sealing fleet of British
Columbia in 1891, the average number of canoes or boats carried on
each of the small vessels (which are all or nearly all schooner-rigged)
is about seven. The average size of the vessels in 1891 was sixty-five

tons, and the average number of men (White and Indians) employed on
each was in the same year about twenty-two.

602. The effective hunting strength of each vessel depends on the
number of canoes or boats carried, for no advantage is gained by carry-
ing large boats, a single hunter being sutticient for each. Various plans
are therefore adopted, to enable as large a number of canoes or boats
as possible to be stowed on the deck of the schooner.

603. It is necessary for success, not only that a sufficient number of
seals should be fallen in with, or, in other words, that an area of sea-

surface rather plentifidly sprinkled with seals should be found, but also
that the weather sliould be favourable. In stormy or thick weather
sealing is impossible, and the most the sealing master can attempt to
do is to stay with the seals. The circumstances being favourable, the
boats or canoes are launched and manned, and set out in different direc-

tions from the schooner in such a way as to cover as great an area as
possible. The schooner has only to keep to leeward of the boats, so

that these may the more easily rejoin her at the close of the day.
103 604. Seals thus met with upon the sea-surface are roughly

classed by the hunters as " sleepers " and "travellers," and the
former are of course the most easily approached. Whether in canoes
or boats, i)addles are employed in ijreference to oars, as they enable
a more noiseless approach to the seals. When a seal is seen, the boat
or canoe is quietly but swiftly impelled toward it, till the hunter
believes that he has arrived within sure range, when he fires. If killed,

as happens in the majority of cases, especially now that the shot-gun
has superseded the rifle, the seal may either remain floating upon the

'Parliamentary Paper [C—6368], London, August 1890, p. 362.
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surfaoe or begin to sink slowly. In eitliov case, the boat or canoe is

at once niged forward, and if the carcass, whic-li does not ditter ninch
in s])ecific gravity from the water, is already i)artly snbnierged, it is at

oiu-e secured with a IH-foot gaff", and hauled on board. If the seal

should happen to be merely badly wounded, it either struggles u])on the
surface until gaffed, or, if retaining strength to do so, dives. If quite
lightly wounded, as of course hai>pens in some cases, it may eventually
escape; but if severely wounded, it is probably killed at the next rise

after a short submersion.
G05. We are informed that it has been learned by experience that

seals may easily be lost if shot in the neck, as in this case the nuiscular
contraction of the body often forces most of the air from the lungs, and
the carcass then may sink much more rapidly than usual.

000, This brief description refers to the killing- of seals by shooting,
which is now the method most commoidy practised.

007. The spear is still often em])loyed by the Indians, and when used
it involves a closer ajtproach to the seal, before it can effectively be
thrown. If either of the two detachable barbes enters the body the
seal is never lost, and if neither strikes it, it escapes unhurt; in short,

if the seal is S])eared, it is secured.
008. The dead seals are drawn into the boat or canoe, and brought

back at the close of the hunt to the schooner, on board of which they
are subsequently skinned, and the skins laid down in dry salt for cur-
ing. It is said that in recent years considerable imi^rovement has been
made in, and extra care given to, the preserving of the skins on the
schooners. This will no doubt have a favourable influence on the prices
obtained for the "pelagic skins."

009. The prosecution of this industry at sea requires all the courage
and skill which can be brought to bear on it. The canoes often find

themselves far from the supporting schoonor, and should bad weather
or one of the frequent fogs of the northern i)art of the west coast set
in, it may be dilhcult or impossible for them to regain her with ease.
iSeveral instances are known where Indian hunters out off" the west
coast of Vancouver Island have entirely lost the sui)porting schooner
in fogs, and have only regained the distant shore after suffering great
hardships.

010. The accusation of butchery laid against those who take the seals
on shore cannot be brought against this pelagic method of killing the
seal, which is really hunting as distinguished from slaughter, and in

which the animal has what may be described as a fair sporting chance
for its life. The little vessels employed in such work must be staunch
and well found, for they have not only to make long voyages, but nuist
be able to keep the sea in any weather, and it often hai)pens that they
have to lie-to for days together in storms, with all hands crowded in

by no means comfortable or commodious quarters below.
on. Thus, whatever arguments may be advanced against some of

the methods and consequences of pelagic sealing, it is not possible to
speak of these in terms such as those employed by Lutke, who visited
the Pribyloff" Islands as long ago as 1827, and who records his impres-
sions as follows:

II y a qiielque chose de r^voltaiit dans ce carnage de sang-froid de quelqiie niilliers

d'aniinaux sans delense. Les chassenrs, tout endurcis qn'ils sont a ce genre de
nienitros, avouent que sou vent lenr main a peine a se levei' ])()ur fra])]>er nne crea-
tine innocente ([ui, les pattes en I'air et poussaut des cris ])laintifs, quelqnefois tout
a I'ait seniblables a ccux d'un enfant qui pleuie, semble iniplorer niisericoide.*

* "Voyage autoiir dn Monde;, " Tome 1, j). 2G1.
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612. Free nso lias been made of the apjielliitioii " poaeliers " asai)plied

to pelagic sealeis in <;eueral, and to tlie Canadian sealers in i)articiilar,

in the ecjurse of diseussions arising in theBehringSeaeontroversy, with
the obvious ])urpose of prejudicing' public opinion. The use of this term
may be justified in the case of raiders upon the breeding islands, but in

such cases only, and, as has already been stated, no instance is actually
known in which Canadian sealing-vessels have been found raiding the
Pribylofif Islands. It more nearly describes, however, the operations of

the sealing Heet in the southern hemisi)here, which for many years
104 has consisted almost solely of vessels sailing from the United

States, and which as lately as 18S0 numbered ten vessels, aggre-
gating 1,277 tons, and manned by 272 men,* The decreased importance
of this fleet in still later years has resulted only from the reduction in

number of seals brought about by its operations. Sealing by these
adventurers has been conducted entirely on land, on islands or coasts
either nominally or actually in the possession of various Powers, but in

no instance controlled by the United States, and in some cases in direct

infraction of all local laws. The killing of the seals has always and
everywhere been carried out in the indiscriminate, ruthless, and waste-
ful manner described in detail in several of the works elsewhere cited in

this lleport, and in most cases a greater part of the catch has consisted
of females.t

(C.)

—

Froimrtion of SeaJs lost.

613. As to the proportion by number of seals which are lost after

being killed or mortally wounded, to those actually taken, a great vari-

ety of very wild statements have been made, and it must be admitted
that in so far as concerns mere assertion and reiteration of such asser-

tion by means of the press and in every other conceivable manner, the
critics of pelagic sealing have established an unchallenged supremacy
over its defenders. If popular opinion could be educated into the belief

that the operations of the pelagic sealer are wholly barbarous and scan-

dalously destructive, by the means of unsu])ported assertion, this should
have been fully accomplished by this time. It is necessary, however,
in order to arrive at as nearly as possible a true result, to weigh and
criticize the evidence offered, and to take into account the sources from
which it comes. It is further most important to remark that actual
numerical statements are far more trustworthy and more susceptible of

critical analysis than general assertions, which, however, have hereto-

fore been those most commonly employed as the basis of argument in

this question.
614. Disregarding mere rhetorical statements made by irresponsible

individuals, or given forth without signature in the press, the following
citations maybe made as representing the published evidence adduced
in oflicial reports in regard to the loss of seals by the sea-sealers. It is

wholly upon the evidence here cited or referred to that all the state-

ments as to great losses of seals in pelagic sealing have, up to this time,

been founded.
Captain C. A. Abbey, from June 1886 to the latter part of August in

the same year in command of the United States lievenue Cutter ''Kich-

ard Hush," in Behring Sea, says of the pelagic sealers : ''I should judge
they killed about three for every one they got."|

* " Fishery Industries of the United States," vol. ii, p. 439.

tlbid.,p."431.

t
" Fnr-seal Fisheries of Alaska," House of RopresiMitatives, 50th Congress, 2nd

Session, Report No. 3883, p. 246.
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Captain Slicpbard, in command of the same vessel in 1887 and 1888,
says, on the same subject: "1 have no very accurate information on
which to base an opinion, but I sliould judge that they lost from 40 to
GO per cent, of them. I saw a good many shot from the boats as I was
approaching, and I think they lost two or three out of five or six that
I saw them shoot at."*

Mr. W. B. Taylor, Agent of the United States Treasury Department
on the Pribyloff Islands in 1881, says, in answer to a question as to the
proportion of seals recovered by iielagic sealers, "that he does not
believe that more than one-lourth of the seals shot at are got, tlie rest
sin king." t This was before the year 1881, when but few vesKcls had as
yet engaged in the industry, and one only is actually known to have
been in Behring Sea in this year.

Dr. H. H. Mclntyre, Superintendent of the Pribyloff Islands for the
lessees for a number of seasons, says :

" I think not more than one-fifth

of those shot are recovered. Many are badly wounded, and escape."

|

Mr. G. E. Tingle, at the time Government Agent in charge of the
Pribyloff Islands, gave the following testimony: "Tlie logs of maraud-
ing schooners have fallen into my hands, and they have convinced me
that they do not secure more than one seal out of every ten that they
mortally wound and kill." He then proceeds to make some calculations
on the basis of this statement-. At a later stage, and when more closely
pressed for details, he explained the allusion above made more clearly
as follows: "I remember reading the log book of the 'Angel Dolly,'

which I captured. There was an entry in that log-book which
105 read as follows: ' Issued to-day to my boats 300 rounds of ammu-

nition, all expended, and one seal-skin;' .... another
entry: ' Seven seals shot from the deck, but only secured one.'"§
Mr. Tingle gives some further citations of a similar kind from the

same log, which may, however, be found at length in the "Fur-seal
Fisheries of Alaska." In it the captain refers to the character and
want of skill of his crew in language rather too forcible for citation in
this report.

1

1

Mr. 0. A. Williams, a member of the Alaska Commercial Company,
in another part the report of the investigation on the Fur-seal Fish-
eries, from which the above quotations are made, refers again to the
same log-book as the " best testimon'y we have" on the subject of the
proportion of seals lost by hunters at sea, and adds that the cai)tain,
in the log, estimates that he got but one seal in seven shot at.ff
Mr. H. D. Wolfe, who described himself as "in the newspaper busi-

ness," and stated he had some familiarity with certain parts of Alaska,
though claiming no experience in sealing, gives testimony to the fol-

lowing effect: "I think the hunting of seals in the open water is very
injudicious, because the hunters will shoot, and out of every 100 seals
they shoot you will not get more than thirty If you don't
hit a fur-seal or a hair-seal right in the head, you are not going to catch
him; he will sink.**

*Ibifl., p. 230.

t Ibid., p. 118.

tibid., pp. 164 and 170.

$ "Fur-seal Fisheries of Alaska," House of Representatives, 50th Congress, 2nd
Session, Report No. 38<S3, pp. 164 and 170.

II
See " Further Correspondence relating to Fur-seal Fisheries in Behring's Sea,"

Wiishington, 1890, pp. 37, 38, and 332.

U "Fur-seal Fisheries of Alaska," pp. 108 and 109.
•* "Report of United States Senate Committee on Relations with Canada, 1890."

p. 140. ' '
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615. Notliiiis" more precise than the stateineuts just quoted, every one
of them made by those presumably interested in, or engaged in, pro-

tecting the breeding islands, but without personal experience in this

matter, has been found as authority for the theory whicli has been so

diligently i^ropagated, that excessive waste of seal life results from the

l)ractice of pelagic sealing.

016. The following statements, called forth by the publicity given to

the above-mentioned theory, though for the most part nmde by persons
directly interested in pelagic sealing, are given over their signatures,

and as the result of experience, extending in some cases over many
years, must be considered as of a much higher order of accuracy than
those above cited:

Captain J. D. Warren, one of the pioneers of pelagic sealing, and for

over twenty years personally engaged in the business, says: "Indians
rarely lose a seal they strike, and if one escapes, it is always but slightly

wounded My experience with White hunters is not so

extensive as with Indians, but from what I have seen while engaged in

sealing, I can say that not over 6 in 100 seals killed by White hunters
arc lost or escape Experienced hunters seldom lose a
seal."*

617. Mr. W. Fewings, with three years' experience of seal-hunting
on the Pacific coast and Behring Sea, says: "The average number
lost does not exceed 6 in 100, and by Indians not 6 in 1,000."*

618. Captain H. F. Sieward, who has been two years master of a
sealer, employing in one year Indian hunters and in another White
hunters, says: "The Indians lose very few seals, for if the spear strikes

the seal is got, and if the spear misses, the seal of course escapes
unhurt The seals lost by White hunters, after being shot
or wounded, do not, on the lower coast, exceed 6 in 100, and on the
Alaskan coast and in Behring Sea, not over 4 in 100. On sailing I gen-
erally take 10 ijer cent, additional ammunition for waste shot—that is,

if calculating on a catch of 3,000 seals, I would take ammunition for

3,300 shots. That was double the excess the hunters would consider
necessary, and I never knew the percentage of waste shot to be used."t

619. Captain William O'Leary, with four years' experience of sealing,

in which he sealed into Behring's Sea one year with an Indian crew,

and three with White crews, says: "My experience with Indian hunters
is that they lose none—at most, a few—of the seals they spear. . . .

The number of seals lost by White hunters does not exceed 6 in 100,

and many hunters lose much less than that number."^
Mr. W. Munsie, an owner of sealing-schooners, in' 1886, and there-

fore long before the question of losses by pelagic sealers had achieved
the notoriety which it subsequently has, writes thus to the Honourable
G. E. Foster, Minister of Marine and Fisheries: "Allow me to contra-

dict a statement made by Special Agent Tingle, of the United States
Treasury Department, in which he says that three-fourths of the seals

shot in the water sink and are L-st. From the experience of our
106 old hunters, I maintain but a small percentage is lost in this

way, probably not over 1 in 50. I doubt if the loss is as great
as that caused by the rejection of skins after being clubbed by the
Alaska Commercial Company on the islands, to which reference is made
in the tables of Elliott's report."§

* Parliiimeiitary Paper [C— 6131], London, August, 1890, p. 355.

tibid., p. 356.

t Ibid., -p. 337.

§ Parliamentary Paper [C.—6131], London, August ISUO, p. 36.
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620. Mr. A. K. Milne, Collector of Customs at Victoria, wlio lias liad

occasion to make, for otticial purposes, a special study of tlie pelagic
sealing industry, and to take much sworn evidence from hunters and
others engaged in sealing, in summing up bis conclusions on the point
here in question, writes: "Many erroneous opinions have been given
in the American press, and by the paid officials of the Alaska Fur Com-
pany, as to the loss of seals by wanton slaughter (as they term it) by
our sealers. 1 have made due and diligent in(|niry as to the percentage
of seals liable to be lost after being shot, and from what I have gath-
ered it amounts, at most, to only per cent."*

621. Further evidence on this subject, derived from sworn statements
obtained by Mr. Milne, with special reference to the last two or three
years, is printed in Appendix (H). The following is an abstract of the
general statements made:

C. J. Kelly, with two years' experience of sealing, stated his belief

that the average number lost is less than 3 per cent.

(Captain W. Petit, says that Whites do not lose more than 5 per cent.,

Indians 1 per cent.

Captain W. E. Baker, states that the proportion of seals lost was not
more than 3 per cent.

C. ]Sr. Cox, states that the Indians lose 1 per cent., the White hunters
4 or 5 per cent.

Captain T. M. Magnesen believes 3J per cent, would be a fair average
figure for seals lost.

H. Crocker states the loss at 3 to 4 per cent.

George Iloberts, with four years' experience, gives 3 to 5 per cent, as
representing the proportion lost.

li. Thompson, with two years' experience, also places the loss at 3 to

5 per cent.

A. Laing, with ten years' experience with Indian hunters, states that
they do not lose more than 1 in 10.

Captain W. Cox, with four years' experience with Indian crews, states
that there is no loss of seals when Indians emj)]oy the spear.

622. From information obtained by ourselves on the West Coast, the
following brief notes may be given:
Martin Lundberg, with three other practical sealers, possessing no

vested interest in sealing, and at the time employed as seamen, and
no longer connected with the sealing business, concurred in stating, as
to the iH'oportion of seals lost, that if a man should lose two out of
thirty killed he would be considered a poor hunter.

623. Judge J. C Swan, of Port Townsend, Washington, whose famil-

iarity with the sealing industry of the West Coast, and particularly
with the Indian interest in sealing, is well known, went so far as to
characterize many of the statements made as to great numbers of seals
being lost as " scandalous falsehoods." The same gentleman, in a com-
munication subsequently received on this point, writes as follows:

I have seen several Makah Indians who have been here, and they tell me that
Indians lose very few seals, whether they spear or shoot them, as they are always so
near the seal at such times that they can recover them before they sink. Captain
Lavender, formerly of the schooner "Oscar and Hattie," who is a very tine shot, told
me that he secured ninety-five seals out of every hundred that he shot. He said that
poor hunters, of which he had several on his vessel, would fire away a deal of ammu-
nition and not hit anythinjj, but wonld be sure to report on their return to the vessel
that they had killed a seal each time they fired, but that all the seals sank except
the few they brought on board. Captain Lavender was of opinion that not over 7
])er cent, of seals killed were lost.

* Ibid., p. SGO.
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624. Oil a, consuItatioQ with the members of the Sealers' Association
of Victoria, comprising owners of sealing-vessels and sealing captains,
they called special attention and invited inquiry into the matter of the
number lost. They explained that when the seals sink after being
killed, as they often do, they sink slowly " on a slant," so that it is

usually quite easy to gatf them. They further affirmed that the result
of the sealing iu 1891 was, like that in former years, to show that the
loss from this cause averaged below 6 per cent.

025. The captain of the " Eliza Edwards," interviewed at Vancouver,
stated, as the result of his experience, that sealing must be learnt like

any other business. That '' green hands" might lose as nuu'h as 25 per
cent, of the seals shot, but that with experienced hunters the loss is

very small. It might possibly amount to 5 per cent.

107 626. The information on this point, gathered from native
sources, has already been referred to in connection with the

description of the native modes of hunting, but may here be recapitu-
lated.

Aleut hunters, questioned at Unalaska, say that they never lose a
seal if killed, whether shot or speared. Indians of Sitka, when hunt-
ing fur-seals, state that they lose sometimes one, sometimes two, out of
ten shot. Haida Indians, of Queen Charlotte Islands, state that they
very seldom lose seals shot at.

Mr. A. Mackenzie, long familiar with the Haida Indians, says that a
very small proportion of the seals fired at by them are lost—" very sel-

dom," "very few indeed." "Some canoes do not lose a single seal the
whole season."
Mr. li. H. Hall, of the Hudson's Bay Company, and equally familiar

with Ihe Haida and other Indians of the coast, said that "an Indian
killing or severely wounding a seal is pretty safe to get it."

Mr. R. Cunningham, of Port Essington, believes that the Tshimsians
may lose as many, as one in live seals shot. The Makah Indians, of
Cape Flattery, informed us that when they speared the seals they prac-
tically lost none, but that when shot, a few were lost. In taking fifty

seals they might lose one or two, but sometimes would lose none.
627. The statements given above are of course all of a general charac-

ter, and open to the objections which may be urged against such state-

ments. Those referring to the native loss in hunting, whether derived
from the natives themselves or quoted from Messrs. Mackenzie, Hall,
and Cunningham, are entirely removed from any suspicion of self-

interest. It has been endeavoured, however, still further to elucidate
the question here considered by tabulating all the well-authenticated
statements referring to the actual numbers of fur-seals shot, and the
proportion lost. These, it will be observed, record the actual numerical
loss of seals shot and not secured, by over twenty different hunters in
various years, the whole number of seals thus accounted for numbering
nearly 10,000. Some of these statements have already been published,
while others are those obtained in the course of our own inquiries. The
tables given below shoAv the results of this method of treatment, and are
believed to afford evidence of a very high class, directly referring to the
question under discussion.
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the seal, the proportion thus started probably more than represents the
ratio of seals so slightly wounded as to reach and live on the islands

in apparent health.

629. It appears to have been very generally taken for granted, on it

priori grounds, by most of the apologists for the methods of laud kill-

ing, that the fur-seal does and must sink immediately when shot at sea.

Actual experience contradicts this assumption in the manner and to

the degree explained above, and it is, therefore, useless to enter at

length into the question of the analogy of the fur-seal with other ani-

mals ill this respect, which has been advanced to show that the fur-seal

should not float. Arguments of this kind have been derived particu-

larly from the circumstance that the various species of hair-seal often

sink when shot before they can be recovered. It must not be forgotten,

however, that the hair-seal belongs to an entirely different group of the
Pinnipedia, and is characterized not only by a much heavier osseous
framework, but also by a smaller lung capacity in proportion to its

weight. Yet even the hair-seal is often shot and secured at sea, where
its pursuit is made an industry, and it is only when exceptionally lean

that it sinks rapidly.

630. The following notes bearing on this particular subject may be
quoted from Mr. J. A. Allen's "Monograph of North American Pinni-

peds," which has already been frequently referred to:

" Like other species of the seal family, the harbour seal is very tenacious of life,

and must be struck in a vital part by eitber ball or heavy shot, in order to kill it on
the spot." Says Air. Keeks: " I have been often amused at published accounts of

seals shot in the Thames or elsewhere, but which "sank immediately." What seal

or other amphibious animal would not do so if "tickled" with the greater part of,

perhaps, an ounce of No. .5 shot? He adds that it is only in the spring of the year
that this seal will "float" wlien killed in the water, but says that he has never seen
a seal "so poor, which, if killed dead on the spot, would not have floated from live to

ten seconds," or loug enough to give "ample time for towiug alongside," .supposing

the animal to have been killed by shot, and the boat to contain "two hands."

Again, referring to the bearded seal, Mr. Allen quotes Kumlien, as
follows

:

In July, during the moulting time, their stomachs contained nothing but stones,

some of them nearly of a quarter-pound weight. They seem to eat nothing during
the entire time of shedding—i^robably six weeks. Certain it is they lose all their

blubber, and by the middle of July have nothing but " white-horse "—a tough, white,
somewluit cartilaginous substance, in place of blubber. At this season they sink
when shot.

631. No loss occurs at sea from the taking of seals with "stagey" or

unmerchantable skins. All those familiar with pelagic sealing who were
questioned upon this point agreed as to the fact that "stagey" skins

are practically never got at sea, not even in Behriiig Sea at the season
at which the seals upon the islands are distinctly "stagey." The skins

taken in the earliest part of the sealing season, in December and Jan-
uary, are sometimes rather inferior, but they do not fall into the general

category of "stagey" skins.

632. It would thus appear that the distinctly " stagey" or " shedding"
condition of the fur-seal supervenes after a sojourn of some

109 length on shore, and that such sojourn results in a general change
of pelage which does not occur in the same marked way when

the animals remain at sea. Tiie same circumstance has further some
bearing on the question of the possible excursions of the seals from the
breeding islands, and on the iuterchangeability of the seals remaining
on or about the islands with those of the general sea-surface, which
thus seems to be exceptional, during at least the later summer and
early autumn, which is the "stagey" season asho/e.
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—

Composition of Catch.

633. By the pelagic sealers and by the Indian hunters along the coast,

fur-seals of both sexes are killed, and, iiuleed, it would be unreasonable,
under the circumstances, to expect that a distinction should be made
in this respect, any niore than that the angler should discriiuinate

between the sexes of the lish he may hook. Even upon the breeding
islands, it is diflicult for the most experienced natives to distinguish
virgin females from young males of corresponding size in the drives,*

and in the autumn of 1891, we are informed by an eyewitness, that in

endeavouring to secure a female yearling seal alive for the zoological

collection at San Francisco, no less than seven male seals were succes-

sively captured by the natives, who, judging from the general appear-
ance of the animals, believed them to be females, before one of the
requisite sex was obtained ! At sea, save In exceptional cases, females
can only be certainly detected by an examination of the body when it

is brought on bijard. The fur of the female is equally good with that
of the male, and under the conditions under which the hunting is car-

ried on, there is room for no sentimental considerations in favour of either
sex. But it is unfortunately the case, that at certain seasons consid-

erable numbers of gravid females are thuJ^ killed, and this killing is

deprecated by the better classes of the pelagic sealers themselves, not
alone on grounds of hunmuity, but because they see clearly that it is

unduly destructive to the industry in which their fortunes are embarked.
From communications held with pelagic sealers, there can be no doubt
that any equitable arrangement having for its object the minimizing of
this particular cause of loss would be favourably received by them.
With the natives along the coast it is somewhat difi'erent; their tradi-

tional code of ethics admits of no period of immunity for any wild
animal, and the contingency of future decrease appears to them to be
too remote to be taken into their consideration. They are constitution-

ally observant, and in no degree reticent about the killing of females
with young, and the statements on this subject obtained from them may
be implicitly trusted.

634. On the question of the general composition of the ]ielagic catch
in respect to sex and age of seals killed, and the special abundance of
various kinds of seals in certain parts of the hunting area or at par-

ticular dates, evidence varying nuich as to numerical proportion and
often diametrically opposite in bearing may easily be obtained. It is

only natural, and is entirely in accord with what might be expected,
that the proportions of seals by sexes and ages should be found to differ

very considerably in difterent instances, even in a single year, in con-

formity with the dates or places in which the greater i^roportion of any
particular catch was secured, and the kind of seals in each case fallen

in with. Some landsmen are found to be emphatically certain that
nearly the whole of the pelagic catch consists of females, but this does
not accord with the testimony of those who are or have been actually

engaged in sea-sealing; and while it is not maintained that the evidence
of such practical sealers is entirely untinctured by motives of personal
interest, it must be evident that these men know more on the subject
than any others. Subjoined are quotations or abstracts relating to the
composition of the pelagic catch, obtained from what are believed to be
trnstworthy sources, and in a number of cases derived from statements
made over the signatures of the individuals as taken under oath. The

*See "Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,"vol. ii, Part I, p. 105.
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very fact that these statements, though taken at different times, and
while varying considerably from the x^oint of view of numerical propor-
tions, tally very well in the main, one with another, is an inherent proof
of their credibility.

635. It must not be forgotten, however, in examining these statements,
that the complementary information derived from the breeding islands
shows that the persistent killing of young males has led of late years
to the existence of a very large surplus of females, and that, therefore,

the proportion of females to the whole number of seals, whetlier at sea
or ashore, is, at the present time, according to the information obtained
by us, quite abnormal.
The term ''coast catch," often used in the following statements, must

be understood to mean the seals taken to the south of the Aleutian
Islands, and, as a rule, to those taken south of any part of the coast

of Alaska.
110 The evidence first quoted below, is that obtained from Indian

hunters.
The Indians of Neah Bay, accustomed to hunt about Cape Flattery,

in the State of Washington, informed us that in the early part of the
summer they often found living young in females killed, of which at that
season there was a considerable proportion; but later in the summer no
gravid females are found, most of the catch consisting of young males or

young females. Of the total catch, they thought that about one-twen-
tieth consisted of grey i^ups. In 1890 seals of this class were abundant,
but in 1891 very few.

636. At ISTawitti, near the north end of Vancouver Island, the Indians
find young in the females killed in the early summer. These are quite
strong, and if thrown into the water swim well. One man kept such a
young seal alive for six days.

637. At Bella-Iiella, the Indians think that the larger proportion of
the seals they kill in the early part of the season are females, and these
are often with young. Young taken from females often live for three
weeks or a month. They drink water, but will not eat, and so probably
die of starvation. Some time in May the females disappear, and the
greater i)art of the catch then consists of young males, by which they
mean males somewhat smaller than the full-grown female.

638. About the Queen Charlotte Islands, many of the seals killed are
females, and a large pro])ortion of these, in the latter part of Ajiril and
early part of May, are with young. The Indians state that the young
taken from the mother might live a couple of hours, but they are inva-
riably killed, as it is believed that if allowed to live the hunters will be
unlucky. A White hunter, Avho had been with the Indians here, stated
that he had tried to keep such young, which could, in some cases, swim
quite strongly, but that the Indians had begged of him to kill them.
Mr. A. Mackenzie, when buying skins for the Hudson's Bay Company
at Masset, refused to purchase the skins of unborn pups on any terms;
but after a time the Indians found they could sell them to the Chinese,
working at salmon canneries on the Skeena Kiver.

639. About Bonilla Island, in the northern part of Hecate Strait, the
seals obtained in spring are chiefly females, but after the 1st June these,

leave, and the catch is then composed of non breeding seals, supposed
to be about three years old. The young are often fully matured in the
female, and Indians say that they will swim if thrown into the water.
The people here have not the same superstition as those on the Queen
Charlotte Islands, and have sometimes kept the young seals alive for

three weeks or a month. Mr. Lockerby, connected with the Hudson's
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Bay Conipiniy at Port Simpson, states that the slcins purchased there
are chissed by size, not according' to sex, but, so far as lie can judj;e, a
large part consists of young' males, with a considerable proportion of
grey pups.

640. Indians hunting from Sitka, in South-eastern Alaska, often find

living young in females killed. These are skinned, and the skins possess
some little value.

04:1. In the eastern part of the Aleutian Islands, so inconsiderable a
number of seals are killed in si)riug or summer, that very few gravid
females can be included.

042. The following evidence on tliis particular subject is that con-
tained in written statements as to the various places of sealing, made
by some of the most experienced and intelligent pelagic sealers:

643. William Fewings says: "It is very seldom a female is killed in

Behring Sea, carrying her young with her, and out of 1,000 killed on
the coast earlier in the season, less than one third are females carrying
their young."

644. Captain J. D. Warren says :
" Of the seals taken along the coast,

about one half are females, and of the females, not more than one half
are with young. In Behring- Sea, not mQre.than 1 in 100 of these
taken by the hunters are females with young, because as soon as the
females carrying their young get into the sea they go to the breeding
islands or rookeries, and in a few days their young are born. The cows
remain with their young till they are quite able to take care of them-
selves. I do not think that of the seals taken by Indian and White
hunters more than 30 per cent, are females actually breeding, or capa-
ble of breeding. 'Old bulls,' 'bachelors,' 'two year-old pups,' and 'bar-

ren cows ' make up the great majority. Cows actually breeding are very
watchful, and while on their voyage northward are ever on the alert,

so they are difficult to take. On the other hand, the other classes above
named make up the great class of ' sleepers,' from which fully 90 per
cent, of the whole catch of hunters is derived. I never saw or heard
of a 'cow' having her young beside her in the water, either on the coast
or in Behring Sea."

645. Captain William O'Leary says: "About half the seals taken
along the coast are cows, and perhaps two-thirds of the cows are with
young. Putting a vessel's catch at 400, from 150 to 175 might be cows
with young. In Behring Sea the average of cows with young killed

will not average 1 in 100, for the reason that as soon as the cows reach the
sea they goto the breeding islands, where their young are born."

Ill George Howe says :
" About one-third of the seals taken on the

coast are cows with pup, or capable of being with pup. In Beh-
ring Sea I got four cows with pups in them." (This was in a season's

catch.)

Albert J. Bertram says: "I got during the season 320 seals. . . .

On the coast I got about twenty-five to thirty females with young in

them, and in Behring Sea I got six or seven. I never saw a cow Avitli

her pup alongside of her in the water."
()40. In the sworn statements obtained by Mr. Milne, and already

referred to, frequent reference is made to the composition of the catch,

both along the coast and in Behring Sea. From these statements the
following abstracts have been made:

C. J. Kelly, two years' experience in sealing, found the percentage of

females to be always less than that of males.
Captain W. Petit, who seems to have paid particular attention to

this matter, savs that in 1891 of 765 seals killed, 18 were females carry-
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ing young—not quite 2^ per cent. " About 10 per cent, every season

are barren cows, and 12^ per cent, grey pups (always males). My
catcli was more than 75 per cent, males; more males were taken in

Behritg Sea than in any former year." He fuitber states that in 1886

he took off Barclay Sound, in one day, 104 seals, of which 3 only were
females. In 1887, on Portlock Bank, 29 seals were taken in one day;
of these 2 were females. "More barren cows are killed than those

bearing young."
Captain W. E. Baker's proportion last year was 3 males to 1 female.

The percentage of barren females was considerable.

Captain C. IST. Cox states that females are more abundant in Feb-
ruary, March, and April than at any other time. Very few females with

l^up are taken in May. Bearing cows are not got in Behring Sea after

their young have been born. Of 848 seals taken along the coast by
him in 1891, 75 per cent, were males, 15 per cent, were breeding females,

and 10 per cent, barren females. In 1889, 90 per cent, of his catch con-

sisted of males.
Captain A. Bissit believes that more males than females are killed,

and that more females in proportion are taken in March and April than
in other months. His catch in 1891 showed 75 to 80 per cent, of males.

Captain T. M. Magnesen states that i\^males are most plentiful in

February, March, and April; they about equal the males then. Near
Behring Sea the proportion is about 80 males to 1 female. About half

his catch last year was females, 12 or 14 per cent, bearing females, the

others barren.
H. Crocker, four years' experience, thinks females are most plentiful

from February to May; 80 per cent, of the seals killed are males.

E. Thompson, two years' experience, says that 70 to 80 per cent, of

the seals taken are males.

Andrew Laing, ten years' experience, found in his coast catch that 3

in every 5 seals w^ere males; in Behring Sea 4 in every 5 were males.

The females include barren cows.
Captain W. Cox, four years' experience, states that females are most

abundant in February, March, and April; in February and March
there are as many females w^ith young as males. About 65 or 70 per

cent, of the seals. taken are males, 15 per cent, are barren females, and
about 15 per cent, bearing females. Of 2,434 seals taken by him in

Behring Sea, about 5 per cent, were females in milk.

Captain Charles Hackett, five years' experience, has observed no dif-

ference in the proportion of females in different months. In 1890 about
one-quarter of his catch consisted of females; in 1891, about one-half.

In a catch of 1,555 seals in Behring Sea, he took only ten females with

pup between the 15th July and the last of that month. Got quite a

number of barren cows.
Captain C. McDougall, three years' experience, took 1,100 seals in

Behring Sea, of which 800 were males. The proportion of barren cows
is about one to ten bearing cows in Behring Sea.

Captain A. Douglas, seven years' experience, has not obtained more
seals in one month than in another. One or two females in pup are

taken during the season in Behring Sea.

Captain S. S. McLean, seven years' experience, got more males than
females along the coa?it; about half and half in Behring Sea. About
5 per cent, of the females taken in Behring Sea are barren. My catch

last year (1891) was made up of two parts males and one females.

647. In conferences held with sealers, some additional particulars as

to the proxjortion of females taken were obtained, as follows;
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Captain Dod stated that he had talceu over 600 seals in Behring Sea,

of which less than twenty carried youn^-, and that the schooner
112 "Viva" in 1800 took 2,000 seals in Behring Sea, of which only

two were feinales with young. Captain Baker said that in 1891

on Portlock banks he found males most abundant, consisting of young,
medium, and a few full-grown animals.

648. A consultation held with a number of representative pelagic

sealers on this particular point elicited the following general state-

ment, which, it is believed, is in entire accordance with the facts iu so

far as these are known from practical experience, as no degree of reti-

cence was shown iu.answering direct questions on all points involved:

It is generally admitted that a considerable proportion of gravid
females are found among the seals taken in the early part of each seal-

ing season. Such animals are generally fallen in with in more or less

diffuse groups, one area of sea-surface being characterized by them,
another by young males or by yearlings, a circumstance which may
explain the rather varied proportions by sex and age of seals comprised
iu the catches of different vessels. After about the 20th May, or, at

latest, the 1st June, very few females with young are ever taken. The
pregnant females then begin to "bunch up," and to travel fast toward
Behring Sea, so that in favourable sealing w^eather (or, in other words,
calms and light winds) the schooners cannot keep up with them. After
this time, the catch consists chiefly of young males or of barren females.

649. Behring Sea is now usually entered by the pelagic sealers

between the 20th June and the 1st July, and in Behring Sea the same
conditions hold. The gravid fenudes are well ahead of the sealers, who
have been working up the West Coast, and go straight to the breeding
islands. By the time the sealers rea<^h the sea, it is r>ractically only the
young males and barren, or young and non-breeding, females which
remain dispersed over the sea to be taken. At a later date in the sum-
mer, a few females in milk, and, therefore, presumably from the breed-

ing places on the islands, are occasionally killed, but no large number.
This last fact is the only one which has a direct l)earing, or establishes

a direct connecfion, between the economy of the breeding rookeries

and the hunting of legitimate pelagic sealers, as distinguished from
raiders on the islands, in Behring Sea. The killing of unweaned pups
upon the islands, together with other matters bearing on the possible

excursions of breeding females to sea, are fully noticed in another part

of this report, which should be referred to in this connection.

650. Statements of the most contradictory kind can be quoted on the

subject of the composition of the catch made by the iielagic sealers.

Doubtless, this varies very much in different cases and in different

seasons, but a number of the statements met with are so extreme from
one point of view or the other, that they must be supposed to have
been largely coloured by interest. The single fact, already referred to,

that a certain number of the young males killed upon the islands are

found to contain pellets of shot, is sufficient to show that the catch of

the pelagic sealers and Indians is not practically altogether composed
of females, as some persons would have us believe. The foregoing-

paragraphs give a general statement of the case, without taking such
extreme views on either side into account. It may be added, however,
that the excessive killing of young males on the breeding islands may
probably, by changing the proportion normally existing between the
sexes, have had the result of directly increasing the number of females
found and killed at sea in late years. This point is elsewhere treated

at greater length.
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(551. Tlie general conclusion to be derived from an examination of tlie

statements above noted is, that in i^roportion to the number of skins
obtained, that ])art of the pelagic; catch made in the early part of the
season, and to the south of the Aleutian Islands, is the most damaging
to seal life as a whole, while the skins taken after this date, whether
without or within Behriug Sea, are obtained at much less proportionate
cost to seal lile.

()52. With reference to the composition of the catch of the pelagic
sealers, a note may be added resi)e(;ting the relative amounts of those
portions of the catch made to the south and to the north of the Aleu-
tian chain, known as the "coast catch" and "Behriug Sea catch"
respectively. These may be represented iu tabular form as follows:

Yoiir.
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The female skins were also to be distingaislied by the superior fine-

ness of the fur, aud by its being thinner on the " Hanks " or under part
than on the back.

(E.)

—

Future of the Indtistry.

654. As to the probable future of pelagic sealing, which as at present
practised has not been in existence for much more than twenty years ;

—

like any other industry depending on the continued existence in suita-

ble numbers of the animal upon which it is based, this may easily be
overdone. The regulations under which the slaughter of fur-seals on
the Pribyloff Islands has been carried on for the i)ast twenty years or

more have on the average been such as to require killing there to be
pushed to and beyond the maximum figure which the seal life frequenting
these islands could afibrd, without showing eviden(;esof rapid clecrease.

The arrangements have been, in fact, so framed as to make the lessees

of the Pribylolf Islands as far as ])ossible the sole beneficiaries of the
entire eastern side of the North Pacific, under the belief, that by the
possession of the breeding islands it was ])0ssib]e to monopolize the
industry. The methods upon the islands had themselves resulted in

decrease when the growth of the independent industry of pelagic sealing

began still farther to alfect seal life, and, as else^fhere shown, co-operated
in producing a decrease at a more rapid rate in late years.

655. The hypothetical question may here be put: If all killing should
be stopped upon the breeding islands, and the x>clagic industry be left

untrammelled by regulations on the high seas, what would be the ulti-

mate effect on seal lii'e? Experience directly obtained with reference

to the fur-seal is here entirely wanting. The history of all the depleted
breeding places of other parts of the world clearly points to a single

cause of damage, viz., unrestricted and barbarous killing on shore upon
the breeding grounds. Analogy with the history of other maritime
industries, such as those conducted for ordinary food fishes, becomes,
however, in the case supposed, directly apposite. Employing such
analogies, it may be affirmed that so long as the industry continues to

be profitable, a greater number of vessels will each year be employed
in it; but that before long a x)oint will be reached at which, in conse-
quence of the greater comi)etition, the ever-increasing wariness of the
seal, and a reduction in total numbers,—the profits will diminish, unre-

nuinerative voyages will frequently be made, and a reaction will occur
such as to allow a renewed increase of the animal. Such an automatic
principle of regulation appears to be necessarily inherent in the seal

fishery as in other fisheries, but Just what the average annual catch
might number when this particular fishery reached its level of stability,

it is of course impossible to say. It is not likely, however, that it

would show a continued decline so serious as that which has affected

the whale fishery, for this is due to special causes which are well known;
and, under the conditions which have been assumed for the fur-seal fish-

ery, the breeding places of the animal would be continuously exempted
from attack.

114 656. One of the.most obvious and generally applicable methods
of controlling pelagic sealing would be the general adoption of

rules against the employment of specially destructive methods, aud such
rules might be arranged by international consent as applicable to cer-

tain defined tracts of the high seas, in the manner which has been
advocated in connection with the subject of the "purse" seine in the
mackerel fishery of the Atlantic coast.* Thus, the use of vessels with

* See '^Report of Department of Fisheries," Cauada, 1890, p. 70, and Appendix
IX, p. 14.
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steam power mijiht be prevented, as well as that of rifles in shooting
tlie seals. jSTets have scarcely been used along- the eastern part of the
North Pacitic in tlie fur-seal fishery, and it is improbable that they can
be advantiigeously employed anywhere beyond the three-mile limit.

The only known case in which nets have actually as yet been employed
occurred in 1S88, when it is on record that the Alaska Commercial Com-
pany fitted out two schooners, privately owned, to net seals in the
passes leading from Behring Sea through the Aleutian Islands, One
of these schooners is stated to have obtained 700 grey pn])s which were
sold to the Company at the rate of 2 dol. 50 c. per skin.* Netting, how-
ever, forms no part of legitimate pelagic sealing, and might well be
altogether prohibited.

657. The use of the shot-gun for the purpose of killing seals at sea
has now become so nearly universal, that it is doubtful whether it can
be changed without an undue interference with the now established
industry. The loss of seals thus shot is, as already shown, small, and
there is therefore no cogent reason why this practice should be discon-
tinued. All the evidence shows that the loss when seals are speared
by the Indian hunters is i^ractically nil, but to restrict killing to spear-
ing would necessarily be to preclude all but skilled Indians from engag-
ing in it.

658. Any such regulations applied to the use of specially destructive
engines, would have the eifect, under the assumed conditions, of increas-
ing the aggregate number of seals which would exist when what has
been referred to the level of stability is reached.

IV.

—

Control and Methods of Sealing on the Pribyloff
Islands, their Nature and Results.

(A.)

—

Methods employed.

659. The system adopted for the regulation and working of the Priby-
loff Islands by the United States Government, when its control had
been established, and after the irregular and excessive killing which at
first followed on the withdrawal of the Russian authorities, was sub-
stantially that which had gradually been introduced by the Russians,
as the result of their prolonged experience, but with one very important
exception. This exception related to the number of seals allowed to be
killed annually. The number was at this time suddenly and very
largely increased, being in fact more than doubled, as is elsewhere
pointed out in detail; and while the experience of many former years
showed that the Russian system, with a limited annual killing, might
be maintained with a reasonable certainty of the continued well-being
of the breeding grounds, it had in fact, according to the best available
information, resulted in a gradual and nearly steady increase in number
of seals. The much larger number permitted to be killed under the
new regulations at once removed the new control into the region of
experiment.

660. Theoretically, and apart from this question of number and other
matters incidental to the actual working of the methods employed,
these were exceedingly proper and well conceived to insure a large
continual annual output of skins from the breeding islands, always

* Parliamentary Paper [C.—6131], London, August 1890, p. 356.
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under the suppositiou that the lessees of these islands conld have no
competitors in the North Pacific. It was assumed that equal or proxi-

mately equal numbers of males and females were born, tliat these were
subject to equal losses by death or accident, and that, in consequence
of the polygamous habits of the fur-seals, a large number of males of

any given merchantable age might be slaughtered each year without

seriously, or at all, interfering with the advantageous proportion of

males remaining for breeding purposes.

()()!. The existence of the breeding rookeries as distinct from the

hauling-grounds of the young males, or holluschickie, was supposed to

admit,"and did in former years to a great extent admit, of these young
males being killed without disturbing the breeding animals. The young
seals thus "hauling" apart from the actual breeding grounds were sur-

rounded by natives and driven off to sonie convenient place,

115 where males of suitable size were clubbed to death, and from
which the rejected animals were allowed to return to the sea.

The carcasses were skinned on the killing ground, the skins salted, and
at a later date bundled in pairs and shipped, with such duplication or

checking of count as might be supposed to afford guarantees to the

agents of the Government and to the lessees that the interests of both

were fairly treated.
6i)2. There can be no doubt that if the number permitted to be killed

had been fixed at an amount so low as to allow for exceptional and
unavoidable natural causes of interference with seal life, and if it had
been rearranged each year in conformity with the ascertained condi-

tions, killing might have been continued without general damage to the

seal life of the Pribyloft" Islands, and very probably even with a con-

tinued gradual increase in numbers of seals resorting to the islands up
to some unknown maximum point. Such results might have followed,

notwithstanding the practical imperfection which clearly attached in

execution to these theoretically appropriate methods, and in spite of

the important change from natural conditions which any disturbance

in proportion of sexes involved, if the demands made in the matter of

annual take had been moderate; but when the number fixed for killing-

resulted, as has been shown, in an average slaughter of over 103,000

seals, it bore so large a proportion to the entire number of animals

resorting to the islands as to lead necessarily in the long run to serious

diminution. This decrease continued, on the whole, in an increasing

ratio, being due not only to the actual number of seals slaughtered, but

also to the numbers lost in various ways incidental to the methods of

control and modus operandi on the islands, which loss, though formerly

a matter of minor importance (because counted against a large annual

surplus), in the face of the greatly decreased numbers, became a very

serious addition to the total of diminution. In short, from a transcen-

dental point of view, the methods proposed were api)ropriate and even
perfect, but in practical execution, and as judged by the results of a

series of years, they proved to be faulty and injurious.

663. Summing up the records as to the number of seals killed on the

Pribyloff' Islands, Professor J. A. Allen writes as follows

:

111 this year (1822'), it was onlered that yoiiug seals should be spared, each year for

the purpose of keeping up the stock. This order -was so honestly enforced, that in

four years the number of seals on St. Paul's Island increased tenfold. The number
annually taken these years was only 8,000 or 10,000,, instead of 40,000 to 50,000, the

number" formerly killed yearly. Subsequently, the killing was allowed to greatly

increase, which prevented any augiiicntaticm in the number of seals. In 1834, the

number allowed to be killed on St. I'aul's Island was reduced from 12,000 to 6,000.

After this date the conditions of increase were more carefully studied aud more care-
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fully rooardod, so thiit tlicro was a gradual nnniorical increase from 1835 to 1857,
"when th(i rookeries are said to have become very nearly as large as now, the natives
Lelieving, however, tliat there has been since the last-mentioned date a very gradual
but steady increase.*

604. From tlie experiences thus recorded, it appears to be very clearly
sliowii that in the a\erage of yeais the killing of 4(),00() to 50,()()() seals
on St. Paul was inoi-e than this, the piincipal seal-bearing island, could
stand, while that |>ractised during the later years of the Itussian con-
trol scarcely fall sliort of the figure at which all (continued increase in

number of seals would cease. Since the oi)erations of the Alaska
Commercial Company began, the number hxed for killing on St. Paul
Island has been very much higher than any of the foregoing figures.

It was originally fixed at 75,000 for St. Paul and 25,000 for St. George
Island, but the law was changed in 1871, so that even a larger propor-
tion of the whole number might be taken on St. Paul's.

665. Captain Bryant elsewhere writes

:

During the administration of this able Governor (Shisenekoff ), these nurseries of
the seals had been developed from almost notliing to the condition in which they
were at the transfer of the islands to the United States. For many years they were
able to kill only a small number, but the seals gradually increased, so that they
killed as many as 40,000 in one year.t

666. When, therefore, following the extraordinary slaughter of 186S,

it became lawful to kill 100,000 seals each year, changes of a very
marked kind might have been expected, and, as elsewhere detailed,
they soon began to be observed.

667. The incidental waste entailed in taking the annual quota of skins
on the Pribyloft' Islands for the twenty years of the Alaska Commercial
Company's lease is aeknowledged by the official figures to have been
slightly greater than 7 per cent, of the whole number of skins secured.
This includes skins cut in skinning, " stagey" skins of seals killed for food

when not merchantable, and a number of young unweaned pups
116 killed (it is now admitted unnecessarily) for native food. Besides

these thus accounted for, however, there is reason to believe that
a large proportion of the seals which had been subjected to the very
severe ordeal of driving never afterwards recovered.^ Again, the dis-

turbance produced by various causes incidental to the habitation of
the islands, together with that, never wholly obviated, which arose
directly from the process of driving from the vicinity of the breeding-
grounds, led to various changes mimical to the favourable continuation
of seal life.

668. Such causes began to operate with much increased force when
the general reduction became so considerable, that an ever-growing
difficulty arose in collecting the fixed annual quota of skins. In addi-
tion, the inefficient guarding of the breeding islands from raids made
upon their shores by marauders, due to the absence of methods of pro-

tection and laxity of control of the natives, became serious evils.

669. Some of the more notable ill-effects which followed from the
practical working of the system of administration adopted, have already
been referred to at sufficient length, particularly in the x^aragraphs
(§396 et scq.) treating of changes in habits of the fur-seal, and those
outlining the general decrease in numbers resorting to the Pribyloflf

Islands. A few words may now be added, in greater detail, in relation

to the evidence showing the date of the commencement of the decrease

* " Monograph of North American Pinnipeds, p. 379.

t Ibid., p!: 389.

t See especially in this connection Elliott's Official Report for 1890.
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and its progress, and then on the defective methods, viewed as such,
which have been largely responsible for this result.

670. Statements have been made to the effect that during the lease of

the Alaska Commercial Company, frauds were perpetrated in regard to

the number of skins taken on the islands and couuted for taxation. No
direct evidence of this seems to have been produced, but as the oihcial

counting of the skins both on the islands and in San Francisco was done
in bundles, each of which Avas sui)posed to consist of two skins, it is

obvious that but for observed dilference of size or weight, tliree or even
four skins might have been bundled and corded together and counted
as two. Speaking of the mode of enumerating the skins, Elliott says:
"The list of the Treasury Agent on the islands, when the skins are first

shipped [the shipment being made, as elsewhere stated, in bundles], is

the official indorsement of the Company's catch for the year; but when
the ship reaches San Francisco, these skins are all counted over anew
[but again in bundles] by another staff of Government Agents."*

671. Keferring to the weiglit of the skins and bundles, he elsewhere
writes: "The average weiglit of a two-year-old skin is 5i lbs.; of a
three-year-old skin, 7 lbs.; and of a four-year-old skin, 12 lbs.; so that
as the major portion of the catch is two- or three-year-olds, these bundles
of two skins eacli have an average weight of from 12 to 15 lbs. In this

shape they go into the hold of the Company's steamer at St. Paul, and
are counted out from it at San Francisco."t

672. An independent observer, Lieutenant Mayiuird, in his report
written about the same time, says: "Finally, they are prepared for

shipment by rolling them into compact bundles, two skins each, which
are secured with stout lashings. The largest of these bundles weigh
64 lbs., but the average weight is but 22 lbs. The smallest skins, those
taken from seals two years old, weigh about 7 lbs. each, and the largest,

from seals six years old, about 30 lbs."|

673. The weights given by Lieutenant Maynard for the skins of seals

of various ages are in error, but it would appear that in thus Avriting,

these weights had been deduced from that of the bundles which he had
seen, the weight of which certainly appears to require some explanation.

(B.)

—

Decrease in Number of Seals^ its Origin and Progress.

674. With regard to the first of these questions, that relating to the
decrease of seal life on the Pribyloft" Islands, what has already been
stated respecting the available estimates of number of seals at differ-

ent dates will have shown that it is hopeless to obtain any satisfactory

and connected idea of the state of the l)reeding islands from these
a-lone. It is, in fact, largely from collateral evidence, from facts inci-

dentally placed on record, of which the meaning now becomes plain,

from statements obtained by ourselves in response to personal inquiry
and other such sources, that a general history of the condition of the
Fribyloff" Islands may be built up.

675. A gentleman long associated with the Company whose lease of

the Pribylott" Islands has lately terminated, exi)lained the matter
117 to us in brief terms, by saying that this Company—"Had a good

thing" in the lease: "They got the cream of the fur-seal business,
and kept the decrease dark." Without in any way indorsing this

statement, or attributing any such settled policy to the Company, it is

* United States' Census Report, p. 169.

t Ibid., p. 77.

t House of Representatives, llth Congress, 1st Session, Ex. Doc. No. 43, p. 9.
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certaiu that the publislied reports did not by any means convey a full

and correct statement of the condition of affairs and progress of events
on the breeding islands,

676. It is agreed on all hands thatthePribyloff Islands were in excel-

lent condition wlien tiimlly ceded by liussia. The fact that the exces-

sive slaughter of 1868 did not lead to an immediate colhipse in vseal life

npon theiii is alone snflicient to show tliis. In a tallv had with six of the

oldest and most experienced natives on St. Paul Island, all attirmed tliat

the islands liad never since been so well stocked with seals. Entering
into details, they explained that the North-east Point was then com-
pletely occui)ied by seals both to the north and south of Hutchinson Hill.

Tolstoi was in like manner entirely covered, while the Keef Peninsula
was wholly occupied by cows and seacatchie as a breeding rookery, and
the killable seals found room to haul out only at its inner end, on tlie

sands. At this time, 3,000 to 4,000 holluschickie might easily be col-

lected in a single drive from Middle Hill, South-west Bay, or the haul-

ing* grouiuls nearest to the Eeef Point.

677. Mr. Daniel Webster, who has been almost continuously on the
Pribyloff Islands since 1868, most of the time upon St. Paul Island, and
whose statements bore evidence of entire honesty, gave evidence fully

corroborative of that above quoted. He expressed himself as confident

that the seals were in greater abundance in 1868 than they had ever
been since. In that year of unrestricted slaughter, some 75,000 youn.g
males were kilk'd on North-east Point by the single Company with
which he was connected, and without exhausting the supply. In 1874
and 1875, from 35,000 to 36,000 skins were taken each year from the
same rookery without undue difficulty. According to Mr. Fowler, who
has been familiar with St. Paul Island since 1879, from 139,000 to 18,000

skins were taken from North-east Point in that and some subsequent
years. By the oflicial figures, it is shown that 15,076 skins were obtained
here in 1889, and 5,007 in 1890.* Mr. Fowler expressed the belief tliat

in 1891, if killing had not been restricted, at least double that number
might have been secured at North-east Point.

678. Eeturning, however, to the earlier years of the Alaska Commer-
cial Company's lease, it is found that in 1874 Lieutenant Maynard, as

the result of his inquiries in that year, expressed the belief, though not

without reservation, that the number of seals resorting- to the islands

had not decreased between 1872 and that time.* Captain Br^^ant notes

a slight improvement in this year as contrasted with the unfavourable
conditions observed in 1873. t It was not till 1875, however, that tlie

annual slaughter required to produce 100,000 marketable skins was
first officially reported as being too great for the Mell-bcing of seal life.

In this year Captain Bryant, as the result of seven years' experience
of the islands, wrote on this matter in some detail; but, without quot-

ing his observations at length, it may be sufficient to cite the following,

which expresses his main conclusions :

When the lease was put in practical operation in 1871, there was a very large
excess of breeding males on hand ; since then this surplus has been diminished by the
dying out of old seals faster than there has been younger seals allowed to escape and
grow up to lill their places, until the present stock is iusuflicient to meet the ueces-
sities of the increasing number of breeding females.

t

679. Of the following- year, Bryant says that "the decrease in num-
ber of breeding males may be considered to have reached its minimum

* House of Representatives, Ex. Doc. No. 43, 44th Congress, Ist Session,
t" Monograph of North American Pinnipeds."
t" Fur-seal Fisheries of Alaska," House of Representatives, Ex. Doc. No. 83, 44th

Congress, 2ud Session, pp. 176 and 177.
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[sic] in 1876. In 1877, the last season I spent on the ishmds, there was
an evident increase in tlie numbers of this class."* In the same year,

before a Committee of Congress on the Alaska Commercial Company,
he repeats his statement as to the too heavy rate of killing-, saying: ''I

think that the number of 1()0,()()(> was a little more than ought to have
been begun with. I think if we had begun at 85,000, there would have
been no necessity for diminishing. On the other hand, \ think that

within two years from now it might be increased."!

080. In 1876, a lengthened inquiry was made by a Committee of Con-

gress in regard to the operations of, and certain charges made against,

the Alaska Commercial Company. This Committee does not seem to

have had clearly before it the fact, that the actual number of seals

killed under the lease considerably exceeded 100,000, but the view
arrived at as to the killing of 100,000 seals annually, included in

118 the official report of the investigation is plainly expressed as fol-

lows: "It is certain that to kill more than this num])er (100,000)

would tend to a rapid decrease of the annual supply, and end in the

extinction of the animals on these islands long before the expiration of

the twenty years that the lease had to run." J

681. From 1877 to 1887, such allusions as can, be found to the general

condition of the seals upon the Pribyloff Islands in contem])orary reports

are almost uniforndy of an optimistic character; and a i)eiusal of these

reports might well lead to the belief that a contiinied and satisfactory

increase in number was in i^rogress, which, if truly representing the
facts, should have brought the rookeries in this period of eleven years

into a state of unexampled prosperity, though the facts were in reality

far different.

682. The only reference to any decline met with in these Eeports

—

and that is an incidental one—is due to Assistant Treasury Agent
Wardman, who shows that there was a decrease in the number of "kill-

able" seals on St. George Island in 1882, as compared with 1881. His
statement serves to prove, at least, that the practical limit of killables

on St. George had been reached in 1882, at a number of 21,000 or 22,000,

and that the balance of a quota of 25,000 accorded to that island had
to be made up on St. Paul.§

683. Though not to be found in the contemporary Eeports, the true

history of these years can. now be very clearly understood, in a general

way, as the result of more recent investigations and of our own inquiries.

684. Mr. Elliott's "Monograph" of the Pribyloff Islands is based on
examinations carried out in 1872-74, and his statements of fact clearly

show that nearly half the breeding rookeries and hauling grounds were
at this x)eriod, and had been for at least ten years previously, entirely

exempt from "driving," and therefore constituted reserves of seal life,

and esijecially of young male seals. He writes:

As the matters stand to-day, 100,000 seals alone on St. Paul can be taken and
skinned in less than forty workinji; days, xcithin a rad'ms of 1^ miles from the village,

and from the salt-house on North-east Point ;\\ hence the driving, Avith the exception of

two experimental drives which I witnessed in 1872, has never been made from longer

distances than Tolstoi to the eastward [westward], Lukannon to the northward,
and Zoltoi to the southward^f the killing grounds at St. Paul village. 51

Session, ^.^j,.„.> ^,„. „^^.., ^.. „„.

IIThe italics are not employed in the oi'iginal.

ii United States Census Report, p. 72.
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Whatever may Lave been the detailed history of tlie seal interests on
St. Paul in the intervening years, the fact that in 187!) it became neces-
sary for the first time to extend the area of driving so as to include
Zapadiiie and Polavina rookeries, or the hauling grounds adjacent to

them, shows conclusively tliat a great change for the worse had already
occurred at that date. This cannot be explained by any theory of the
mere reduction in nund)er of redundant young males, for even if it be
admitted that seals of this class were to be found in excessive numbers
after the slaughter of 18G8 (which is not probable), the normal ratio of
such males resulting from any logically permissible killing should have
been reached long before this time.

685. Many years ago, under the Russian regime, a small native set-

tlement was situated near the rookery ground of Polavina, and seals

were regularly killed there. Traces of this old settlement may still

be seen, but it has probably been abandoned since the time of the
"Zapooska," or intermission of killing wliich took effect in 1835, at
which time most of the "natives" were removed from the Pribyloff
Islands. From information gained on the islands, it appears that in or
about the year J 879 the salt-house now employed at Polavina Avas first

built, and that driving has been annually practised both from Polavimi
and Zapadnie ever since, but with much increasing persistency in later

years.
(I8(>. The time at which the decrease in killable seals began to make

itself actually apparent in the acknowledged diHiculty in obtaining the
annual quota of skins is thus pretty delinitely fixed by circumstances,
but other corroborative information with a similar meaning is now not
wanting. Colonel J. Murray, Assistant Treasury Agent, in his lvei)ort

for 1890, writes: "The whole truth nuist, nevertheless, be told, and that
is, that the seals have been steadily decreasing since 1880."* The older
and more experienced natives, conversed with on St. Paul Island, after

describing the great abundance of seals at the time the United States
first took possession of the islands, stated that the decrease became
very marked in 1882 or 1883; arriving at these dates by counting back

from the actual year.

119 087. One accessory cause of the decrease so plainly shown at
this particular time, is perhai)s to be traced in the great mor-

tality of young, due to unfavourable weather in 1870, which would
naturallv be making itself apparent on the hauling grounds in 1879 or
1880. (§817.)

()S8. It is thus made evident that the decrease of young males, con-
stituting the killable class, had reached such proportions as to ham-
per the lessees in taking their permitted number of skins, and to dis-

quiet the natives, before the pelagic sealing industry had attained any
considerable development, and some years before it could, under any
valid hypothesis, be supposed to be accountable for any such result.

Although three or four schooners were tentatively engaged in pelagic
sealing oft" the coast of IJritish Columbia in the years 1879-83, till the
year 1883 the fleet did not include nine schooners in all, and the first

of these schooners did not enter Behring Sea lyitil 1881.

(589. The United States sealing fleet, in the corresponding years, was
of similar small dimensions, and, though one vessel is known to have
sealed in Behring Sea as early as 1881, the aggregate pelagic catch was,
comparatively speaking, so small in these years, that it may safely be
left out of consideration.

* Senate, Ex. Doc. No. 49, 5l8t Congress, 2iid. Sossiou, p. 8.
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GOO. Of these persons questioned by us, almost all who possessed a
familiarity with the Pribyloff Islands, including several who had pre-

viously been connected with the Alaska Commercial Company, were,
in 1891, found ready to admit that in 18S5 and 1880 the decrease in the
number of seals to be found on the islands, and particularly that of
killable seals, had become very striking. It was not, however, till

1888, that the existing state of affairs found some recognition in the
ofticial reports, when Dr. II. II. Mclntyre, then agent for the lessees on
the islands, admitted to the Congressional Committee on tlie Fur-seal
Fisheries of Alaska that the seals had decreased since 1882, and that
it had become difficult to obtain the full quota of marketable skins,
adding: "There are at ])resent, in my opinion, too few bull seals to

keep the rookeries up to their best condition."*
GDI. In the years 188G, 1887, and 1888, the annual pelagic catch in Beh-

ring Sea probably did not exceed 17,000, being thus less than one-fifth of
the slaughter upon the islands; and .even if it be admitted, for the sake
of argument, that the killing of this' number at sea was more injurious
than that of a like number on shore, such alleged injurious effect could
scarcely have begun to make itself apparent on the rookeries for three
or four years after it took place.

,

G92. The conditions obtaining on the Pribyloff Islands in the last

three years have been so fully referred to in the present report, and in

various reports made by the officers in charge, that they scarcely
require detailed recapitulation in this particular connection. In 1889,
Mr. C. J. Goff reported an alarming shrinkage in the rookeries and
hauling grounds; and though the full quota was obtained, this was
only done by lengthening the killing season to the end of duly, and
greatly lowering the standard size of seals killed. In 1890, being the
first year of the North American Commercial Company's lease of the
islands, the number to be killed, in view doubtless of Mr. Gott's previous
report, which has not been published, was reduced to G0,000. But
killing was stopped by Mr. Goff, in charge of the islands, at the usual
date of the 20th July, at a time when, in consequence of the scarcity
of killable seals, only about one-third of that number had been secured.
In the same year Mr. Elliott re-examined the islands, and though his
report has likewise remained unpublished, a summary of his conclu-
sions has appeared, from which citations have already been made. He
states clearly that the injury to the rookeries, he now believes, " set in
from the beginning, twenty years ago, under the present system."t

693. In 1891, the result of our own examinations, as well as the evi-

dence collected by us from all available sources, lead us to believe that
some at least of the breeding rookeries are in a better condition than in

the previous year, while in none of them is any further deterioration
noticeable—a circumstance Avhich fully justifies the action taken in

restricting the catch in 1890, and clearly indicates that the rookeries,
however reduced in numbers, possess an abundance of recuperative
energy.

(C).

—

Standard Weights of SJdns taken.

694. Closely connected with the foregoing notes, and of interest in
showing that the required number of young male seals has not been

killed of late years upon these islands without great detriment to
120 their seal life, is the fact that the standard of weight of skins has

* Honse of Representatives, 50tli Congress, 2nd Session, Report No. 3883, pp. 116
to 119.

t Parliamentary Paper [C—6368], London, 1891, p. 57.
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been from time to time lowered so as to enable younger animals to bo
taken, and that even many yearlings were iiichided in 1S89.

095. In 1890, the Government tax was suddenly raised from 2 dol. 25
c. to 10 do]. 25 e. the skin under a new lease, and it became at once no
longer profitable to take very smalls kins. It was in part in consequence
of this, and in part as a direiit result of the comi)]ete sweep of the
killable seals made in 1889, the Inst year of the expired lease, that the
extremely unfavourable showing in 1890 was due. Continuous killing

had left very few young seals to come forward to properly kilhxble ages
in 1890 5 and thus Mr. Goff notes that, of the seals returning to the
islands in tliat year (besides those actually on the breeding rookeries),
nearly all were the young of the i)receding year.

09G. This lowering of the standard weight of skins appears to have
commenced as early as 1883; for, in 1888, ijr. H. H. Mclntyre says: "In
1883 the sizes decreased, and have constantly decreased ever since.

Last year they sent an urgent appeal to take larger skins, as the sizes

were running- down; but we were unable to respond, and during the
present year the catch averages still smaller in size."*

097. From infornuition obtained fiom trustworthy sources on the
Pribylotf Islands, it appears that the reduction in the standard weight
of accepted skins was mcU known and recognized there in 1880 and
1887; and that from 1888, inclusive, many 5-lb. skins were taken, and
all 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old seals were accounted marketable; while in
1889 about 40,000 very small skins were taken to complete the quota,
averaging probably about 4 lbs., and in some cases running down even
to 3i lbs.

C98. Thus, arriving at this (;onclusion from the known Aveight of skins
of seals of various ages, it appears that, in 1889, even yearling seals

were killed in large numbers. One noteworthy result of such killing-

requires si)ecial mention, ?'. t'., that in consequence of the recognized
great difliculty (amounting in most cases to absolute inqiossibility) of
distinguishing virgin females from young males of corresponding size,

it is quite certain that large numbers of females as well as males must
have fallen under the club in these years of reduced standards, and
that the protection supposed to be attbrded to fenuiles by the methods
emi)loyed on the islands was, in consequence, necessarily rendered
largely fictitious.

G99. Keferring specially to the catch of 1890, Mr. Goff writes: "There
have been no 2-year-olds of an average size turned UAvay this season;
they were all immediately clubbed to swell the season's catch."

t

700. Thus, even excluding- the extreme case afforded by the year 1889,
it is apparent that all male seals except yearlings and full-grown sea-

catchie, together with many virgin fenmles, have, on the breeding-
islands, been considered fair game by the sealers for several years past,
and, with this circumstance in mind, the cause of the dearth of males
upon the rookeries is not far to seek. Not content with taking the
youn.g males at the year, or within the period of two years in which the
skins are most valuable, the killing was carried back into the more
numerous ranks of the very young animals upon which the supply of
suitable skins for future years depended, while, at the same time, other
males, which had escaped previous slaughter, and become too old to
afford first-class skins', were not allowed to take their places upon the
breeding- grounds, but were also killed to increase the catch.

* "Fur-seal Fisheries of Alaska," House of Represeutatives. 50th Congress, 2nd
Session, Report No. 3883, p. 118.

i Senate, Ex. Doc. No. 49, 51st Congress, 2nd Session, u. 5.
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701. The fiicts above cited aftbid a connected train of evidence, show-
ing- tlie gradual reduction and deterioration in condition of seal-life upon
the Pribyloff Islands, altogether ai)art from the estimates of the total

number of seals made at various times, and as we believe of a more
trustworthy character than these.

702. As to the comparative conditions in the years 1890 or 1801 with
that of the early years of the United States' control of the islands, no
accurate information can be given. The result of our investigations and
study of the subject in all its bearings leads us, however, to l)elieve that
the aggregate numbers given for these earlier years have been greatly
in excess of the facts, and that while the latest esti unites published nniy
not be too snuxll, the total amount of shrinkage has beeli very greatly
exaggerated by means of comparisons instituted Ixitween these and the
excessive estimates of earlier times. Because of this want of trust-

worthiness in the tirst estimates, therefore, any present estinuites of a
general character, however carefully made, and though interesting in

themselves, cannot be accepted as criteria of value in relation to the
question of the actual amount of decrease.

703. The ease with which lictitions reports juay be built up on imper-
fect or ill-considered ex jxo'te evidence is illustrated by a remark made

by Elliott, who writes: "I noticed in this connection a very queer
llil similarity between the sealers on St. Paul and our farmers at

home; they, just as the season opens, invariably ])roi)hesy a bad
year for seals and a, scant sui)[)ly; then, when the season closes, they
will gravely tell you tluit there never were so many seals on the island
before. I was greeted in this manner by the agents of the Comjmny
and the Government in 187-J, again in 1873, and again in 1874. 1 did
not get up to the grounds in 1870 soon enough to hear the usual spring
crooking of disaster; but arrived, however, in time to hear the regular
cry of, 'Never was so many seals here before!'"*

(D.)

—

Brivinij of ^eals.

704. One of the most inqjortant points connected Avitli the method of
taking fur-seals on the Pribyloff Islands, is that of the driving from the
various hauling grouiuls to the killing grounds. However safeguarded
or regulated, the method of driving fur-seals overland for considerable
distances nuist beboth a cruel and destructive one. Active and graceful
as a lish in the water, the fur-seal is at best clumsy and awkward in its

movements on land, and though it is surprising to note at how good a
l)ace it can, when forced to do so, travel among the rocks or over the
sand, it is also quite evident that this is done at the expense only of
great effort and much vital activity, as well as at serious risk of physical
in juiy, A short shuflling run is succeededby a period of rest, and when
undisturbed, all movements on shore are carried out with the upmost
deliberation and fre(|uent stoppages. But when a herd of sealf?f half
crazed with fright, is driven for a distance of a mile or more from the
hauling ground to some killing place, already pestilential with the
decaying carcasses of seals x»i'eviously killed, it unavoidably, and how-
ever frequently theanimals may beallowed to rest, entailsmuch suffering.

When the weather is at all warm, or when the seals are pressed in

driving, individuals frequently droj) out and die of exhaustion, others
again are smothered by the crowding together of the frightened herd,
and it is not infre(]uent to find some severely wounded by bites ruth-

lessly inllicted by their conq)ainious when iu a high state of nervous

* Uuitod States Cousus liex)ort, p. 1G5.
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tension. It appears also, from information obtained on this subject,

that in warm weather seals, during a drive, occasionally pass into a
state of violent spasmodic activity, wliicli is aimlessly maintained till

death ensues. Under such circumstances, drives have not infrequently
had to be abandoned.

705. On St. Paul Island, the longest drives now practised are those
from Polavina to the vicinity of the salt-house near Ilocky Point, and
from Tolstoi to the vilhige killing grounds. These are about equal in

length, and each not much less than two miles. On St. George, the
longest drives are from the Great Eastern liookery and from Starry
Arteel Rookery to the village killing grounds, each being about three
miles in length, the time occupied in driving being from four to six

hours, according to tlie weather. Under the Russian regime much
longer drives were made, and in the curtailment of these a very con-

siderable imi)rovement has been effected, but the essentially injurious

features of the drive remain the same.
706. On Behring Island, of the Commander group, tlie drives are

short, the longest being about one and a half miles, from the South
Rookery. On Copper Island, on the contrary, the drives generally
extend across the island, and are from three to four miles long, very
rough, and crossing one or more intervening steep ridges. These
drives must be much more trying to the seals than any now made
upon the Pribyloff Islands, and are, in fact, only rendered possible by
extreme caution on the part of the drivers, and by the expenditure of
much time.

707. If it were possible to drive only those seals which it is intended
to kill, little exception could be taken to the method of driving in the
absence of any better method, but the mingling of seals of varied ages
upon the hauling grounds from which the drives are taken, even under
the original and more favourable conditions of former years, renders it

necessary to drive to the killing place many seals either too young or

too old to be killed. It is sometimes possible to "cut out" from the
drives many of these unnecessary individuals en route, and great care
is exercised in this respect on the Commander Islands, though little

appears to have been practised on the Pribyloff Islands.

708. It admits of no dispute that a very considerable impairment of
the vital energy of seals thus driven, and eventually turned away from
the killing grounds, occurs, altogether apart from the certainty that a
proportion of such seals receive actual physical injuries of one kind or
another, but this appeared to have been recognized on the Pribyloff
Islands only within the past two or three years. The circumstance

which has called particular attention to this source of injury to

122 seal life is the greatly increased proportion of ineligible seals

which have now to be driven up in company with the diminish-
ing quota of " killables." It is unnecessary to quote authorities at

length on this subject, but a single citation from Mr. Gofif's Report of
1890 will be sufficient to show its general character. Mr. Goff writes:

We opened tlie season by a drive from Reef rookery, and turned away ov,er 83|per
cent, when we should have turned away about 15 per cent, of the seals drTven, and
we closed the season by turning away 86 per cent., a fact which proves to every
impartial mind that we were redriving the yearlings, and considering the number
of skins obtained, that it was impossible to secure the number allowed by the lease,

that we were merely torturing the young seals, injuring the future life and vitality

of the breeding rookeries, to the detriment of the lessees, natives and Governmeiut.*

709. In other words, many of the seals turned from the killing ground
on one occasion, return eventually to the hauling-grounds, and may

* Senate, Ex. Doc. No. 49, 5l8t Congress, 2nd Session, p. 4.
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thus be driven iiiid redriven tliroii.cliout the entire killing season, if

they do not meanwhile snccnnib nnder the strain.

710. Owing to tlie restriction imposed on the killing of seals in 1891,

we were ourselves able to witness the effect of two small drives only,

one on St. George, the other on St. Paul. Both these drives were made
from the grounds nearest to the village killing places, and were there-

fore short. The weather was favourably cool, and the actual driving
from the rookeries to the vicinity of the killing ground was accomplished
with all requisite care and deliberation, i^otwithstanding this, the seals

were in both cases evidently very much exhausted and completely wit-

less from fear. The animals let go from the killing grounds at St. George
set out, when released, in small groups towards the shore, not far off,

but from weakness were unable to go more than a few yards at a time;
while some of them, notwithstanding their terror, were unable to keep
up with the rest, and simply lay hel])less upon the ground. On draw-
ing tlie attention of one of the gentlemen superintending the killing to

this, be remarked that it was nothing unusual, that, in fact, they not
infrequently remained thus in the immediate vicinity of the killing

ground for several days before recovering.

711. Much the same observations were maile in the case of a drive
on St. Paul Island, but it was noticed here that 100 or 200 of those set

free, after slowly making their way for 500 or (500 feet, remained in an
exhausted condition upon the grassy bank overlooking the northern
end of Zoltoi sands, and, on the evening of the following day, many of
them were still lying together at the same place without having made
any effort to reach the sea, which was not over 200 feet distant.

712. Incidental proof of the disastrous effects of driving may be seen
along any of the routes ordinarily taken in the significant frequency of

skeletons and bones around each rough and rocky place that has to be
passed over in the course of the drive. It is of course difficult, if not
impossible, to say with certainty in individual cases, to what extent this

ordeal of driving may prove permanently detrimental to the animals
driven. It may, however, be worth noting that Veniaminov, as long
ago as 1842, quoted the natives as authority for the statement that the
seals thus spared "are truly of little use for breediug, lying about as if

outcasts or disfranchised." *

713. Elliott, in his published summary of his investigation on the
islands in 1890, gives various reasons for arriving at a similar belief, and
sums these up as follow s

:

Therefore, it now appears plain to me that these young fur-seals which may happen
to survive this terrible strain of seven years of driving overland are rendered by this

act of driving wholly worthless for breeding purposes ; they never go to the breed-
ing grounds and take up stations there, being wholly demoralized in spirit and in

body. With this knowledge, then, the full effect of the driving becomes apparent,
and' that result of slowly but surely I'obbing the rookeries of a full and sustained
supply of fresh young male blood demanded by nature imperatively for their support
up to the standard of full expansion, t

Captain Lavender, Assistant Treasury Agent, in his Report for the

same year, and speaking particularly of St. George Island, adopts a sim-

ilar view on the matter, saying:

All the male seals driven should be killed, as it is my opinion that not over one-
half ever go back upon the rookeries again, t

714. Mr. Elliott, in the publication which has just been quoted, further

* Translation by Elliott in United States Census Report, p. 141.

t Parliamentary Paper [C— 6368], June 1891, p. 57.

t Ibid., p 21.
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siinimarizos liis idoas as to tlie caiisos of the present reduced condition

of Pribyloff Jshuid lookeries in the two following paragraphs:

1. From over-driving witiiout heedins^ its warniusj first begun in 1879, dropped
tlien until 1.S82, then suddenly renewed again with increased energy from year to

year, until the end is abruptly reached this season of 1890.

123 ' 2. From the sliooting of fur-seals (chiefly females) in the open waters of the
North Pacific Ocean and Behring Sea begun as a business in 1886, and con-

tinued to date.*

715. It will be observed, however, that, even according to this state-

ment, the overdriving began, in consequence of marked diminution,

some seven years before it is alleged that jjelagic sealing "began as a

business."
716. As already indicated, all the evils incident to 'driving' in any

form beciime greatly intensified when, with a diminished number of kill-

able seals, the attempt is still continued to obtain a large yearly num-
ber of skins. This occurs not only because of the driving and redriving

above referred to, but also in consequence of the fact, that under such
circumstances the remaining killables lie very close to the breeding
rookeries, so that it is no longer possible to make drives without dis-

turbing the rookeries themselves. Thus, it has occurred that, in late

years, considerable and increasing numbers of breeding females have
been driven to the kiUing grounds with the killables, though when
recognized there in the process of selecting for killing, they have been
released. The probable special effect of such treatment of females, as

well as the fact that in the di.sturbances caused upon the breeding rook-

eries, a certain number of the young are almost certain to be killed,

have been already noted.

717. Si)eaking of the years 1872-74, and in connection with the driv-

ing of seals, even at that time, Elliott makes the following remarks:
"It is quite impossible, however, to get them all of one age without an
extraordinary amount of stir and bustle, which the Aleuts do not like

to precipitate; hence the drive will be found to consist usually of a bare

majority of three- and four-year-olds, the rest being two-year-olds prin-

cipally, and a very few, at wide intervals, five-year-olds, the yearling

seldom ever getting mixed up."t
718. Referring particularly to his experience in 1869, Captain Bryant

writes: "At the close of this period the great body of yearling seals

arrive. These, mixing with the younger class of males, spread over

the ujdands and greatly increase the proportion of prime skins, but

also gieatly increase the difficulty of killing properly. Up to this time,

there having been no females with the seals driven up for killing, it was
only necessary to distinguish ages; this the difference in size enables

them to do very easily. Now, however, nearly one-half are females, and
the slight difference between these and the yonngcr nuiles renders it

necessary for the head man to see every seal killed, and only a strong

interest in the preservation of the stock can insure the proper care."|

719. The meaning of these remarks and their bearing on the possi-

bility of restricting the killing on the islands to males, becomes clear

when it is remembeied that the external genital organs of the male do
not become distinctly obvious till about the third year of its age,§ and
particnlarly so when it is remembered that even as long'ago as 1872-74

* Parliamentary Paper [C—6368], June 1891, p. 56.

t United States Census Report, p. 72.

i '•Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.," vol. ii, Part I, p. 105.

$ "Fishery Industries of the United States," vol. i, p. 108.
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tbe "tnaior portion of the catcli" consisted of two-aiul tliree-year-old

seals,* while at other times even yearlings have been killed.

720. In addition to the injury caused by the physical strain of driv-
ing, its probable effect on the mental organization of a naturally timid
and somewhat intelligent animal like the fur-seal must be great. The
killing grounds themselves are always strewn with the carcasses of for-

mer victims in various stages of decomposition, and even in the small
drive witnessed by us on St. George Island, the various "pods" of seals,

including both those turned away and those killed, were actually driven
over and among numbers of putrid bodies, by which the whole atmos-
phere in the vicinitj^ was infected. It is believed, in fact, that this

si^ecial feature ot the driving is responsible to a large extent for the
increasing disinclination of the seals to remain ujjon the breeding
islands, a new but not unnatural tendency specially noticed and reported
on in regard to the Commander Islands, and evidently still further oper-
ative on the Pribylotf Islands.

721. Eeviewiug, then, the subject of driving as a whole, and without
laying stress on the more extreme statements which have been made as
to its deleterious effects, it is quite evident that even if a small meas-
ure of the injury referred to this cause actually happens, the proportion
of loss of seals to the whole number of skins obtained on the Pribyloft'

Islands, due to this one cause, must very considerably add to the waste
of about 7 per cent., wdiich is admitted by the official figures. The
aggregate loss incurred is thus the result of various causes, which
together involve the killing of many seals which ought not to be killed,

and it is evident that the methods of driving and killing on the Priby-
loft' Islands, as now practised, are susceptible of very great improve-
ment.

124 (E.)

—

Protection of EooJceries from Disturbance.

722. Eeverting to the general question of the management of the
seal industry of the Pribyloft' Islands, it is conceded by every one that
the most important single matter is the safeguarding of the breeding
rookeries from disturbance of all kinds. Generally speaking, the sys-

tem adopted on the islands has this end in view, but in addition to the
specific disturbance caused in the ways already mentioned, other and
uncalled for eftects of the same kind have been and are produced in

consequence of a certain want of discipline and vigilance. Chief among
these is the raiding upon the shores of the islands, which might and
should be stopped by efficient protection. This is referred to at greater
length below. Some of the means adopted in the government and
preservation of the Commander Islands have already been alluded to,

and nothing is more obvious to any one comparing the conditions on
the Pril)ylottand Commander Islands than the greater efficiency of the
general (iontrol of the latter. This is particularly notable in the supe-
rior discipline maintained among the natives, who, as a direct corollary
of their favoured position as j)articipants in the proceeds of the islands,
are understood to be entirely at the service and under the orders of the
Superintendent on the islands. The appearance of vessels in the offing

is reported to headquarters with the utmost promptitude, as noted in

the case of our own arrival both on Copper and Beliring Islands. The
seals are more carefully assorted before being driven to the killing

grounds than on the Pribylotf Islands, and the killing of young seals

* United States Census Rej^ort, p. 77.
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for native food has been prohibited now for seventeen years. A fine

of 100 roubles is exacted in the case of each female accidentally killed,

with other such similar precautions. The methods taken to prevent

the disturbance of seals upon the rookeries by smoke have already

been alluded to.

(F.)

—

Native Interests on the Islands.

723. The condition of the Aleuts of the Pribyloft" Islands has undoubt-

edly been much improved by their connection with the sealing industry,

but it is difficult to see on what grounds the special advantages of a

material kind afforded to these particular people as distinguished from
others of the same race, and partly at the expense of interference with

the rights of hunting of those inhabiting the Aleutian Islands, can be
advanced as a valid argument in favour of the perpetuation of a com-

mercial monopoly of fur-sealing. The Aleuts on the Pribyloft" Islands

are not natives of these islands in any true sense, but were brought
thither by the Eussians for their own convenience, and to afford the

labour necessary for sealing. The actual circumstances of their exist-

ence on the islands are unfavourable to their vitality, as evidenced by
the fact that the death rate is higher than the birth rate, so that if

additions had not been made from time to time from the Aleutian
Islands, in conformity with the requirements of the lessees, the number
now remaining would be insignificant. These people are, moreover,

now in the majority of cases half-breeds, with often a notable pre-

ponderance of "white blood." As it is, the entire population of the

Pribyloft' Islands, according to the Census of 1890, amounts to but 303

persons, and therefore the question of their disi)osition and maintenance
cannot be regarded as a very embari-assing one, or one which should be
allowed to enter seriously into discussions as to the means appropriate

for the i>reservation of the fur-seal, or into the important questions

connected therewith.

724. It is also clear that the so-called natives of the islands, though
under ordinary circumstances provided for in certain respects by the

lessees according to legal arrangement, have in past times not always
been among the fii'st objects of their solicitude. Many allegations as

to the ill-treatment of the natives are to be found in the Congressional

Eeports on the Alaska Commercial Company and on the Fur-seal Fish-

eries of Alaska, while a general indictment of the treatment of the

natives by the Company by A. P. Swineford, Governor of Alaska, is

made so lately as in his Keport for the year 1887.*

725. A single instance, to which it happened that our attention was
drawn, may be cited for the purpose of showing that the natives, even
in recent years, received no more than strictly "commercial" treat-

ment. This refers to the allowance of coal made to them. The fuel

to be obtained on the islands is confined to small quantities of drift-

wood, supplemented by seal blubber, or oil from seals or sea-lions, and
naturally proves insufficient for the requirements of a long aiid inclem-

ent winter. It was therefore stipulated in the original lease that

sixty cords of fire-wood should be furnished annually for the natives

on the two islands. For this, 00 tons of coal was afterwards substi-

tuted, and the annual allowance for St. Paul Island was fixed at

125 40 tons. The supply thus furnished, being at the rate of about
1 ton i)er family each year, was naturally, and even with such

* Page 31, et seq.
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small local additious as could be made, insufficient, and when exhausted

the people often found it necessary to pnrchase more coal from the

Company, of which the price was lixed at 30 dollars {61.) ])er ton!

726. This particular abuse has fortunately been remedied under the

present lease, for in 1890 the amount of coal for St. Paul was increased

to 50 tons, and in 1891 the Government stipulated that 100 tons should

be provided for the same island, where there are now only thirty-eight

families. The more liberal provision thus made, however, tends to show
very clearly how insufficient that previously accorded actually was.

(G.)— Raids.

727. In forming- an adequate estimate of the number of seals killed

from time to time in the North Pacific Ocean, and especially on the

Pribyloflt Islands, it is necessary to take into consideration the numbers
taken by "raids," an absolutely illegal form of seal killing, which has

for years past been in active operation.

728. This form ot sealing has distinct historical connection with the

original seal hunting of the South Seas in the latter years of the last

and the earlier years of the present centuries. There seal hunting is

and was conducted entirely by the crews of vessels landed on various

islands or reefs where seals were to be found, the seals being shot or

clubbed on shore, and the skins shipped away in the vessels.

729. Such a form of sealing was obviously the most destructive that

could be devised. The seals are easily herded together on shore by

very few men, and can be driven slowly inland, and there guarded until,

if need be, every single one of those thus herded is killed. But in the

process of herding them together on the beaches thousands upon thou-

sands of seals around are and must be stampeded, and in their wild

rush to the sea not only do they do themselves much physical injury,

but they overrun the smaller seals, and especially the pups, that chance

to he in their path. We have ourselves seen the evil after-effects of

such rushes in the corpses of pups lying thick along such tracks. More-

over, in this form of killing it is usually the plan to pay no regard what-

ever to sex, age, or condition, and certainly females are not spared.

730. In addition to this, the raiding schooners make an abundant
catch along the rookery fronts, where thousands of seals, and especially

of females in milk, habitually disport themselves, and even play around

any passing boat. The consequent shooting by the raiders greatly dis-

turbs, scares, and scatters the females and males on the breeding^

rookeries close by. There thus seems to be no limit to the numbers of

females and other seals that may be easily taken or destroyed by schoon-

ers cruizing close in shore.

731. Eaiding is a purely piratical and illegal form of sealing when
carried on along shores over which Governments have extended their

sovereignty, and particularly where regulations have been established

for the preservation of the fur-seal.

732. At the present time, this illegal and destructive practice is car-

ried on in various parts of the South Seas—for instance, in a paper by
Mr. T. E. Chapman on "The Outlying Islands south of New Zealand,"

contained in the transactions of the New Zealand Institute for 1890,

though it is stated that the fur-seal is now very scarce on these islands;

the operations of seal poachers are referred to in connection with the

Auckland Islands, Campbell Island, Antipodes Island, and the Bounty
Islands. The name "poacher" is here applied to sealers killing on the

islands, in contravention of the laws of New Zealand. Some of the
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men thus referred to emiie from N"ew Zealand itself, but the only vessel
specifically alluded to in 1889 is the "Sarah A. Hunt," a seal-poacher
from America (p. 5V2).

733. Again, in the Straits of Magellan, the British Viee-Consul at

Sandy Point reports in April 1889, that tlie TTnited States schooners
pay no attention to the interdiction on sealing enacted by the Chilean
Government. Indeed, the frequent presence of sealing-vessels, most of
them hailing from ports in the New England States of North America,
is a matter of much concern to the different Governments now endeav-
ouring to preserve the seals in these waters.

734. There has been wholesale and most destructive raiding on Rob-
ben Island, and other islands in the Okotsk and Japanese Seas; and
there have been persistent and more or less successful raids made on
the rookeries both of the Commander and Pribyloft' groups.

735. In recent times, in the North Pacihc Ocean, the greatest instauce
of the revival of this form of seal hunting occurred -during the inter-

val of the transference of the Pribyloft" Islands from Eussian to

12G American control. Some vessels equipped for the purjiose at

once visited these celebrated islands and landed sealing parties.

Various Companies of United States sealers occupied the islands in

1808, chief among them bands of Connecticut sealers, all of whom
entered into armed combination to drive off the sealers under Pfliigel,

who had come uj) from the Saudwich Islands to raid. The general
result was that at least 75,0[)() skins were secured in 1867, 24-},()00 in

1808, and 87,000 in 1809, or a total of more than 400,000 skins in these
three years.

730. It is necessary for our present purpose to review the details only
of raids made or attempted on the Pribyloff Ishinds since the United
States Government leased these islands to the Alaska Commercial
Com])any, and this Company took formal possession under established
Regulations in 1870.

737. The existing records are irregular, often insufficient, and fre-

quently consist of mere allusions or indirect testimony. It is, there-

fore, probable that but a small proportion of the whole number of raids
have actually been recorded, but the notices, such as they are, amply
indicate what has been doing. In September 1870, the Secretary of the
Treasury gave written authority to the Company to use fire-arms in

protecting" the rookeries against marauders.
738. Between 1871 and 1880 several actual raids were reported, one

of the earliest being one by the "Cygnet," of San Francisco, caught
on the 30th August, 1874, shooting seals close to Otter Island, and which
raided the rookeries at Zapadnie, St. George Island, on the 1st Septem-
ber, 1874, and again in 1875. In July 1875, the "San Diego" was
seized oft" St. Paul Island with 1,660 skins taken on Otter Island. On
the 21st June, 1876, the "Cygnet" and the " Ocean Spray" raided the
same rookery.

739. In 1877, the "Industry" was reported as hovering around St.

Paul Island, and a raid was made on Otter Island.
739.* In the same year, the revenue-cruizer " Corwin " was instructed

specially to look after the seal fisheries. In the Report of her Captain
for 1879 occur the following remarks:

In 1877, our first year in these waters, there was a vessel (the schooner " Industry ")

about the islands late in September, which, without doubt, intended to tal<e seals.

She touched at St. George nuder the plea that she was short of water, but hearing
that the " Rush" was still about tlio islands, left very abruptly without waiting to

water ship. I would respectfully state that, in my opinion, it is only necessary that a
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reveniio-YCssel sliniild bo l<nown to be in these w.aters dnriiig the senson for tlio pro-
tection of the islands, tliat it is not necessary to locate an ofilicer and men from the
vessel on Otter Island, and that now—there being two special agents dnring the sea-

son on each island—an occasional visit by them in their boat from St. Pan! to Otter
Island wonld be sufficient.

740. In 1879, the reveTine-cruizer " Rush " rooeived her orders " to

cruize in the waters of Alaska and among the ishmds of the Aleutian
Archipelago . . . , with a view to protecting- the seal-iisheries and
sea-otter hunting grounds."
The Captain reported "that in June 1879 he landed 3 tons of coal on

Otter Island, and left Lieutenant Wyckoff and two men on St. Paul
with instructions to i)roceed to Otter Island as soon as the Company
could furnish him with two men and a whale-boat, this same arrange-

ment having been made every year."

He added that in the end of September (1879), "Lieutenant Wyckoff
reports that quite a number of seal would haul ashore at Otter island
during the summer. They were not inclined to stop there, but probably
would if there was no one living on the island. He had seen four or

five pups which Avere born there, but later in the season quite a number
of young coM^s came there with the male seals."

741. In 1880, the Captain of the revenue-ci^uizer "Corwin" reports

that he visited St. Paul on the 18th September:

Special Agent H. G. Otis in'fornicd nie that he had visited Otter Island several

times dnring the sunnner, and that no vessels nor nnanthorized parties had been
seen anywhere in the vicinity of the seal islands.

742. In 1880, Mr. Webster, according to his own statement to us,

found clubs, liauling-hooks, and dead seals on the Great Eastern
Kookery, St. George Island, all left there by raiders.

743. In 1880, the Captain of the revenue cruizer "Corwin" reported
to the Secretary of the Treasury his seizure of the schooner "Leo" in

the Arctic for whiskey selling to the Eskimo, adding, "There were also

found on board the 'Leo' several persons . . . : five were natives

of Kodiak, employed, probably, for the purpose of taking seals around
the seal islands in the fall."

744. In 1881, the Cajitain of the revenue-cruizer "Corwin" reported

that on the 23rd May, at St. Paul Lsland, " Colonel II. G. Otis, the Special

Treasury Agent in charge, came on board, and, after a consul-

127 tation with him, it was decided unnecessary to detail an olfi(!er

for duty on Otter Island, as it was believed that the force on
St, Paul Island would be ample to protect both islands."

745. In the same report the Captain states that, on the 19th June,

1881, he overhauled the schooner "Flying Mist" at St. Michael's, and
found 25 gallons of whiskey on board, " also complete outfit for taking-

seals, • . . . . seal clubs for killing them, and salt for preserving
their skins, and was apparently on a predatory cruize around the seal

islands later in the season."

746. The Captain of the "Corwin " also reports that the Special Treas-
ury Agent on St. Paul wrote to him that, " on the night of tlie 8th June
(1881) a schooner, supposed from her suspicious movements to be on a
predatory mission in these waters, was sighted off the east side of the
island bearing in a northerly direction, and next morning at 2 o'clock

she was discovered by the lookout at East Point standing close in

shore. Later in the morning, after the men on shore commenced mov-
ing about, she stood out to sea." On this the Captain remarks: "As
parties on board the ' Flying Mist' acknowledged to having been in the

vicinity of the seal islands, she was undoubtedly the vessel referred to
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by Colonel Otis, jiiul our suspicions as to li(3r intentions were confirmed.
She had probably been frightened off by seeing men on shore, and
would return later in the season when the nights were longer, and
endeavour to take seals during the night, and stand off shore before
daylight." Mr. Wardman reports that he noted raids on St. George
Island in 1881, the first being on tlie 2nd September: "A gap was
created in the rookery which was not filled that year." Mr. C. A. Wil-
liams reported that vessels hunted often around Otter Island, where,
in 1881, sixty carcasses were found at one time.

747. Special Agent D. B. Taylor states that vessels have been poach-
ing around the islands for years, binding under cover of fog, and that
no protection is afforded against their poaching right on the rookeries.

He adds that, in 1881, the Company was powerless to protect the seals

against marauders; but that, if a harbour were built and a steam-
launch stationed at each island, the protection would be ample. He
states that vessels visit the islands, and kill in all 10,000 to lo,000 seals

each year.* Treasury Agent Gliddon, there from 1882-So, reports that
the trouble consists in the marauding which takes place every moon-
light night.

748. In 1884, the "Alexander" was captured by the Treasury Agent
George Wardman off" Starry Arteel rookery, St. George Island, but he
reported "he had to release her because he could not hold her, being
unable to navigate, and there being no harbour at St. George, permitted
of no other course under the circumstances."
In the same year the "Adele " was captured and sent to San Fran-

cisco.

749. The Captain of the "Corwin" sending in, for 1885, his " general
report of operations of vessel for the j)rotection of the seal fisheries

and sea-otter grounds," states

:

Mr. Tingle, the Governmeut Special Agent, with a representative of the Alaska
Commercial Company, came on board (lltli September, 1885), and both stated tliat

during the absence of the '•'Corwin" in the Arctic, vessels had been cruizing in

sight of the islands for the purpose of killing seals; but anticipating the " Cor-
win's" return and the heavy weather incident to the lateness of the season, none
had been seen within three weeks of that time. These gentlemen estimated that
about 15,000 seals had been killed by the marauding vessels.

750. The Captain proceeds

:

In previous Reports I have called the attention of the Department to the impor-
tance of greater protection to seal life in Alaskan waters, and especially in the vicinity
of the Pribyloff Islands. Last year (1884) the schooner "Adele" was seized by aii

officer connected with this vessel for unlawfully killing seals, and delivered by him
to the Unitetl States authorities at San Francisco. Instead of being ])ro8ecuted,

as provided by section 1956 of the Revised Statutes, she was subsequently released
on technical infornuilities.

The same vessel has pursued her illegal occupation during the past summer, and
her release from justice has very generally led to the belief that the seizure of the
"Adele" was an act unwarranted by law.
Other vessels had previously been seized for the same offence, but in no instance

has punishment been indicted. The Department can readily see what the result
will be if this state of affairs be allowed to continue.
During the year, quite a number of vessels have raided Alaskan waters for seal

and other fur-bearing animals.

128 Rumours are current here that the American Consul at Victoria has informed
people that they are not prohibited by law from sealing in Alaska or other

waters, provided thej' keep more than tliree leagues from the shore .... ; all

in direct violation of the Regulations, &c.

The Report for 1885 concludes with the urgent recommendation "that
a revenue-cutter be sent to cruize in the vicinity of the Pribyloff" Islands

* House of Representatives Report, No. 3883, 50th Congress, 2nd Session, p. 58.
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and Aleutian group during the sealing season. One vessel cannot
protect tlie islands and visit the Arctic Ocean besides .... While
the cutter is absent in the Arctic, much damage can be done by maraud-
ing vessels to the seal islands."

751. In 1885, Mr. Webster, the Company's agent, with the aid of

Lieutenant Lutze and his two men left as guard on Otter Island, cap-

tured three schooners, one the " Adele." In the same ye.ar, Mr. Webster
found that the schooners left boats ashore, and the men actually camped
in Pirate's Cove, St. George Island, for the purjiose of taking seals along
the shore. Many vessels were seen frequently hovering around the
islands.

752. In 188G, Starry Arteel rookery was raided, and many hundred
seals taken. Mr. Morgan found the carcasses of 800 female seals on
the shore, as well as the cargo-hooks used for hauling them. The raiders
actually camped on the beach and were seen there by the natives, but
it was not discovered to what vessel they belonged.
Mr. Tingle, before the House of Representatives Committee, stated

that the "San Diego" cai)tured by the "Corwin" in 1880 had on board
175 skins of seals that had been clubbed, and some skins of pups, show-
ing that a raid had been made on St. George'Island. We also have
sworn testimony that in 188(! and 1887 the "Lookout" raided on the
islands. The "C. S. Fowler" is also mentioned as a known raider.

753. In 1887, Mr. Webster saw as many as from four to eight schooners
in sight, and hovering around from 3 to C miles olf. "Many a night
has he walked round with his rifle, and seen their boats out shooting
seal. One night in 1887, in a thick fog, boats were shooting away so

close to shore as to scare all the seals on the beach."
At St. Paul Island on the ]8th, 21st, and 25th July, a schooner was

seen shooting seals close along the shore off the North-east rookery.
On the 28th July a schooner appeared close to Otter Island, the crew
ashore killing seals. She proved to be the "Angel Dolly," afterwards
captured, because her Captain and one of the crew were accidentally

wounded. On the 4th August a steam schooner was reported off North-
east Point, and was fired at by the watchmen. She was captured by
the revenue-cutter "Hush," and proved to be the "Kate Anna."
In August the Starry Arteel rookery was raided, but nothing was

known of the occurrence until some time afterwards. Mr. Webster
found all the unmistakable signs of what had been done, either at night
or in a fog, but unknown to the authorities.

Mr. Tingle, Treasury Agent on St. Paul Island in 1887, reported a
schooner lying off", the Reef Kookery killing seals, and she was repre-

sented to have taken altogether 4,300 seals. In his report for 1887, he
strongly urged that a 2()-ton steam-yacht, armed with one gun, should
be provided to chase and board the schooners sealing along the islands.

He writes: "While the 'Rush' was busy taking care of marauders
round St. George, those schooners were killing seals near St. Paul,"
being frequently in sight, but beyond the reach of the Treasury Agent.

754. In 1888, many vessels were seen hovering around the islands.

One schooner anchored in broad daylight in S. W. Bay, St. Paul Island,

and boldly sent several boats ashore.

755. In 1889 there are several records, especially around St. George
Island, of schooners coming along shore, and of strange men being
seen on the beaches in Sejjtember and October. On the 21st November,
a schooner, supposed to be the "Angel Dolly," anchored half-a-mile

from the shore, a ad sent four men ashore who killed seals. On the 22nd
November at Zapadnie, St. George, the authorities discovered that
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three separate landings had been made, and found two chibs, seven
dead tVniale seals and one bull wounded with buckshot. In the autumn
the " Allie Algar" raided on St. George, and i)rocured more than 800
skins. A report in the "New York Herald" states tliat certain mem-
bers of a schooner's crew boasted that in this year fifteen men had in

five hours of one night killed 1,000 seals on St. George. Practical
sealers, giving evidence under oath, testified that to their certain knowl-
edge in the year 1889 and 1890 raids were made on the islands by the
"George E. White," .the "Daniel Webster," the "Mollie Adams," and
the " Adele."

750. In 1800, off the North-east rookery, St. Paul Island, on the 15th
and 16th June, there were two schooners hovering, with boats out.

Prom the 1st to the 4th July the whaling barque "Lydia" was cruizing
along close in shore. Mr. Tingle, the Company's agent, saw a

129 boat in a fog sealing within 200 yards of the beach ; he fired at it

with his rifie; an unseen vessel at once began to blow her fog-

horn, the understood signal of recall to all boats out.

On the 28th August a schooner anchored close to North-east Point.

Next day the revenue-cruizer "Rush" boarded her. She i)roved to be
the " Kate Anna," but had no skins on board. Por the next eight days
a schooner was reported off the same rookery, anchoring close in, lower-
ing her boats, and continually shooting seals within half a mile of the
shore. Nothing appears to have been done to stop her, although
Colonel Murray afterwards reported that there were any number of dead
pups found at a later date along the beach. In August the schooner
"Adele" was boarded and captured, all her crew being ashore raiding.

She was brought into the bay.
The schooner "C. 1>. Eand" was taken by the cruizer "Rush," in

North-east Bay. Her Scotch captain, declaring himself to be a mem-
ber of the Salvation Army, protested he was not and could not be seal-

ing, because it was Sunday, The only evidence given by the watch-
men on shore was that they "had seen a boat." The schooner was
released.

In September 1890 a large white schooner sailed into North-east
rookery to land a party. The Aleut watchmen fired four shots from
Martini Henry's across her bow. She returned about 100 shots and
sailed away.

757. In the same year, on St. George Island, numerous raids or at-

tempts were reported. Pour distinct attempts were made at Zapadnie
rookery. The "Helen Blum" and "Unga" failed to secure any seals.

The " Flying Dutchman " ["Adele"] secured many skins, and it is actu-

ally reported that she would have made a great haul but that her crew
at the critical moment obtained access to liquor. One schooner Avas

surprised in the act, and departed leaving 190 females killed on the
beach, the skins of which were taken and salted by Mr. Webster, ofi

behalf of the Company, as we were informed by Captain Lavender.
On the 17th Sei)tember no less than three schooners were in the ofQng,

and one attempted a landing, but retired Avheu fired at by the watch-
men. In the same year, it was also reported that one of the district

salt-houses had been broken open by the crew of a vessel, and all the
salted skins carried off.

758. Colonel Murray, the cautious Treasury Agent on St. George,
informed us that he had examined the traces remaining of many raids

that had taken x)lace, unknown to the authorities. On one occasion he
had seen the fresh blood-stained tracks down which the carcasses had
been hauled to the boats; on another, he and his companion, on a
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fairly dark uiglit, had come across thirteen dead seals, clubbed the
night before. They had lired twenty-five shots to warn off the raiders,

and had noticed, incidentally, that these shots did not in the least dis-

turb the seals around.
759. In 1891, we found all the resident oflicials and natives persistent

in their complaints of raids, and their reports of schooners hovering
around the shores with intent to raid, and of that being reported espe-

cially on foggy days. When we first arrived at St. Paul Island, on the
morning of Monday, the 27th July, the Treasury Agent, Colonel Murray,
came off at once in a boat, and besought us to proceed without delay to

the North-east rookery, as shots had been heard there repeatedly on the
previous day, and at night close along the shore. Major Williams, the
Chief Treasury Agent, and Mr. Kedpath, the manager for the Com-
pany, had driven over 12 miles to the North-east rookery to see what
could be done. When we went to the Company's house, Mr. Tingle,

the general superintendent of the Company, was perpetually working
the telephone to ISTorth-east rookery and reporting that schooners were
there. The vivid impression produced on us at the time was that what-
ever the actual amount of raiding in progress, both Government and
Company were absolutely without proper mea'ns to stop it. On the
29th July we saw abrigantinesail boldly right past the settlement, but
there were no means at hand either to detain or even to identify her.

In the late autumn the reveuue-cruizer "Bear" remained near the
islands for thirty-six days, and then proceeded to coal at Ouiuilaska;
the day after she left the islands a steam sloop raided the Great Eastern
rookery on Sr. George Island.

700. Corroborative evidence has been aff'orded in 1891 by the news-
paper correspondents who visited Behring Sea. According to their

accounts. Captain Alexander Carlson, of San Francisco, had been a
persistent raider since 1884. Captani Hansen, in the "Flying Dutch-
man" ["Adele,"] perpetrated many raids, until his vessel was wrecked
last year. In 1891 he Avished to obtain a coasting clearance for the
"Borealis," but his 0])enly-avowed intention to raid led the Collector of

Customs at Victoria to refuse him a clearance to Behring Sea, and he
went off" to Okotsk Sea. Captain Downs, of the "Hattie Gage," made
a sworn affidavit that his mate Adams, who superseded him when he
was forcibly put ashore on the Shumagin Islands, was proceeding to make

raids on the Pribyloff" Islands, and that in 1890 the Cai)tain of
130 the "Hattie Gage" had been relieved of the command because

he refused to make raids ashore. Captain Eeilly, of the "Otto,"
said that if he had his owner's permission he would willingly make
raids.

701. It will thus be seen that raiding on the Pribyloff Islands has
been carried on jiersistently at least since 1868, and that from that date
the authorities have known of the raids, and from the earliest time
urgently demanded precautions in i)revention.

702. The evils of raiding are very gieat. It is by far the most de-

structive form of sealing, combining all the disadvantages ami none of
the advantages of the other forms. The killing is chietly of breeding
females, as the raiders cannot penetrate far enough inland to obtain the
young bachelors or immature female seals. Thus, the skins they obtain
are those of females which are either still Avith pup or are suckling their

young. Moreover, the process implies disturbance of the breeding
rookeries; the scaring of the seals during their breeding time, male,
female, and young; and the stampeding of whole rookeries, whereby,
without doubt, there ensues that great killing of helpless pups which
we have already reported we obserxed in certain rookeries.
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763. We ourselves noticed the great ease with which, under present
arrangements, raids might be successfully carried out, and nothingwhat-
ever be known to the residents at the moment, while after discovery-

depended merely on accident. Even on the rookeries immediately under
the settlements no look-out is kept. For instance, we steamed into the
anchorage of the settlement at St. Paul, close past the Zapadnie and
Tolstoi rookeries, one bright moonlight night (14th September), and
moved early the next morning by daylight round the Gorbotch and Reef
rookeries to the other landing, without our presence becoming known
in any way at the settlement. On the outlying rookeries no watch what-
ever is present, except at North-east Point on St. Paul Island and Zapad-
nie on St. George Island. All the other rookeries on both islands are,

as a rule, absolutely without any watch or guard. On North-east and
Zapadnie rookeries the guard consists of two or three native Aleuts
who have rifles, but are instructed not to fire at men. Moreover, we are
by no means assured that bribery by money or drink has not been actu-

ally practised over some of these distant guards.
Evidence was afforded of numerous instances of the signs of recent

raids being' discovered, although as to the actual occurrence nothing
whatever was known to those in authority at the time, and we are not
at all surprised to see that in recent years the reports that schooners
are hovering oft" the island, anchoring close in, and sending boats ashore,
are rai)idly growing in frequency. As the prospects of a heavy catch
ashore or along the. rookery fronts are great, so is the temptation great,

especially as chances of detection are few and innocuous, and chances
of capture most remote under the present system.

In short, under present regulations and arrangements, there is no
difSculty or danger whatever to vessels raiding along shore any night,

or in any of the frequent fogs at several of the best rookeries, except
when a revenue-cruizer chances to be close by, an occasional occurrence
well known to every marauding schooner. Moreover, the United States
cruizers never interfere with " whalers," some of which undoubtedly, at
all events, report the movements of the cruizers, forming as it were both
watch-houses and store-houses for the raiders, even when they do not
themselves engage in actual raiding.

764. It is, perhaps, needless to reassert that this form of taking seals

is entirely illegitimate, and although it is a very severe and disastrous
drain on seal life, it is, nevertheless, one for which the national govern-
ment and the administration are entirely and solely responsible. Thus,
the British men-of-war which in 1801 entered Behring Sea for the pur-

pose of assisting in stopping sealing at sea were expressly and properly
precluded from taking any step within the ordinary jurisdictional limits

around coasts and islands.

765. It may be pointed out that in no case yet has it been shown or

proved that any British vessel ever engaged in raiding on the Priby-
loff Islands.

766. There is no valid reason whatever why the local authorities
should not be provided with ample means for stopping raids. It should
be remembered also that the San Francisco sealers have asserted that
the possibility of raiding, a most profitable operation, encourages seal-

ers of a certain class to tit out sealing-schooners and enter Behring Sea,
and if the local authorities made raiding the great risk that it should
be, they would take one practical step towards reducing the number
of vessels which engage in this illegitimate and most destructive
methods of sealing.
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767. While we were visiting the Commander Islands in ISOl, we paid
special attention to the means adopted for preventing- raids. The liiis-

sian anthorities acknowledged tliat the danger was great. At oik.

time, sixteen Cossack soldiers were stationed on each island authorized
to fire on all raiders, and at the present time this force consists of

thirty-six armed native watchmen under four Cossacks. The
131 Company's trading steamer was specially authorized to seize

schooners when she had the proper Government officials on
board, and now a gun-boat is detailed to cruize round the islands during
the sealing season. We found the system of watching and reporting
by the Aleuts to be in admirable order. When we first arrived, we
found even the mastheads of the "Porpoise" and the "Danube" had
been reported as having been seen above the fog on the other side of
the island, and on Copper Island our presence in a bay at one end of
the island had been at once reported by special messenger to the set-

tlement seventeen miles distant.

7G8. Among measures to this end most frequently advocated is that
of having a revenue cniizer permanently stationed at the Pribyloff
Islands throughout the months of June, July, August, and September.
But we found, in 1891, that the revenuecruizers were often far distant
from the seal islands, perhaps in Iliuliuk Harbour, waiting for mails or
coals, or away cruizing around IS^univak or St. Matthew Island, or on
duty at St. Michael's or other distant points. We also noticed that, in

the frequent fogs and the dark loom of the land, schooners can very
easily elude even the sharpest look-out from seaward. In our opinion,

the most effectual, as well as the most economical, method of guarding
against raids would be to have an armed police force with details per-

numently on guard near each rookery, and with specific orders to fire

on all persons landing or taking seals. The rookeries are limited in

number, and moderately well defined in area, and could easily be thus
defended with effect.

769. We would also point out that, in so far as disturbance of seals

is concerned, it would be well if greater restriction was placed on the
number of persons allowed to visit the rookeries and outlying islands.

We found that Walrus Island was regarded practically as a shooting
resort for all Government officials and all officers of Government ships.

Again, when on the 4th August we went in a steam-launch from St.

Paul anchorage quietly to note whether there were any seals on Otter
Island a revenue-cruizer happened to come in, and Avhile we were pro-

ceeding dead-slow along the shore carefully looking for seals she landed
a boat's crew, and the officers at once began with shot-guns and revol-

vers shooting at the foxes and sea-fowl on shore. This appears to be a
common practice in all years, and is quite sufficient of itself to scare all

seals from these particular islands. We might here also mention that
the day before we paid our first visit to the North-east Eookery (on the
5th August), American officers had been driving up and shooting sea-

lions there for scientific purposes.
770. In regard to the practical effect of these raids on the total catch

of seals, it would appear that, from the annual recorded totals of the
American catch landed from schooners, very material deductions must
be made and transferred to the annual total catch on the Pribyloff

Islands as being the result of operations on and around the rookeries

on the Pribylofi' Islands, and forming, therefore, properly speaking, no
part of the pelagic catch. It is not possible, owing to the scantiness
of records kept on the islands, to estimate jii'ecisely the total numbers
of seals thus killed. It is certain, however, that raids constitute a very
material drain on the seal life of the Pribyloff' Islands, probably

B S, PT VI 13
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amonntiBj? ill some years to many tliousand seals; that the practice

involves the barbarous slaughter of very large numbers of females and
pups of immature growth; and that it is an evil for which the remedy
is extremely simjile and easy of application, consisting merely of the

most rudimentary police arrangements for insuring the execution of

the local laws.

V.—I^UMBEB OF Fur-Seals Killed upon the Pribyloff
Islands.

771. While the foregoing account of the methods of control and the

manner in which seal killing has been and is conducted on the Priby-

loff Islands shows that the official returns cannot absolutely represent

the whole annual slaughter, these returns are of great interest for the

])urpose of instituting general comparisons as between the amount of

the killing in various years, and particularly in their bearing on the

fact of the unprecedented character of the draft which has been continu-

ously made on the seal life of the islands since they passed under the

control of the United States, which has already been referred to at

length. Much care has been given to the compilation of the subjoined

table, which, it will be remarked, does not represent either the number
of accepted skins actually got in each year or the shipments of such
skins actually made, but is intended to show, as far as the returns

admit, the whole number of seals killed according to the official count.

The unrecorded causes of loss and waste would, of course, add con-

siderably to the figures actually given:

132 Table showing the Number of Fur-seals killed on the Pribyloff Islands i7i each year,

from 1817 to 1891.

Year.

1817.

1818.
1819.

1820.
1821.
3822.
1823.
1824.
1825.

1826.

1827.

1828.
1829.

1830.

1831.
1832.

1833.
1834,

1835.

1836.

1837,

1838.

1839.

1840,

1841,

1842
1843,

1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854

Number of
Seals killed.

188
856
225
220
995
469
873
400
1(10

250
700
228
811
034
034
446
412
751
580
590
802
OOD*
000'

000>

000'

370
240
924
637
070
703
650
450
770
564
725
035
146

Number of
Pups killed.

Includes
pups.

Tear.

1855,

18.56,

1857,

1858,

1859,

1860
1861,

1862,

1863.

1864
1865,

1866
1867
1868,

1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1K74

1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890

1891

Number of
Seals killed.

23,

21,

31,

32,

21,

29,

34,

25,

26,

40,

42,

75,

242,

87.

23.

97,

101,

101,

107,

101

89,

77,

101
106,

100
101,

101
77,

101

101
100
100
100
100
20

585
550
082
810
000
590
699
294

000
000?
000?
000?
000
000*

000
773
002
698
555
932
249
478
956
394
908
634
734
736
063
013
509
772
795
450
135
995

12, 071

Number of
Pups killed.

Average
annual
killing of
about
4, 600 pups
not in-

cluded.

Not includ-
iug pups.

* Approximate, probably 270,000 if St. George Island be included.
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Total Shipments of Skins (by periods) made hy the Russian American Company and the

succeeding Alaska Commercial Company.

Includes some skius from the Commander Islands and elsewhere

—

Skiua.
Russian-American Company (and Antecedent United American Com-
pany), 1799 to 1821 (both inclusive), 23 years 1,232,374

(Elliott, Census Report, p. 70.)

Russian-American Company (second period), 1822 to 1841 (both inclu-
sive), 20 years 458,502

(Bancroft, p. 563, froniTechminoflF; Elliott, Census Report, p. 70.)
Russian-American Company (third period), 1842 to 1861 (both inclu-

sive), 20 years 338,600
(Bancroft, p. 582, from Techminoff.)

Pribyloff Islands alone

—

Interregnum (1862 to 1867), being years between last term of Russian-
American Company and period of United States control (about) . .. 242, 294

(See Table of annual killing.)

In 1868 there were taken about 240,000
(Elliott, Census Report, p. 70.)

In 1869 there were taken about 87,000
(Elliott, Census Report, p. 70.)

Alaska Commercial Company, 1870 to 1889 (both inclusive), 20 years. 1,840,364
(Parliamentary Paper [C. 6368], p. 45.)

Total, 1799 to 1889 (91 years; .' 4,439,134
Average annual shipment of skins 48, 782

133 Sources of Information Utilized in the above Tables.

772. 1786. Sbelikofif (quoted by Bancroft, vol. xxxiii, p. 192) states

that 40,000 skins were secured in tlie first year of bunting-.

773. 1787 to 1806. Taking- Eesanoff's estimate of total killing- of seals

on Pribyloff Islands to 1806 at 1,000,000, the annual killing during this

period seems to have averaged about 50,000, though known to have
been irregular from year to year.

774. 1807 to 1816. In 1817 Veniamiuov's account of number of seals

killed on Pribyloff Islands begins. No exact data have been found for

the years between 1806 and that date, but from the figures quoted in

Bancroft's History (vol. xxxiii, p. 418) from Materialui Istor Euss, a
rough approximation may be arrived at of annual killings in Behring
Sea from 1745 to 1822, a period extending from the beginning of sealing
for seventy-six years. The total number of skins obtained in this

period was, according to the above figures, 2,324,364. Deducting from
this Veniaminov's figures for seals killed on the Pribylotf Islands from
1817 to 1822 (both inclusive), the number remaining for the years 1745
to 1816 (both inclusive) is 2,056,880, or an average of 28,970 per annum.
This of course includes skins taken on the Commander Islands, with
some obtained from natives in trade elsewhere. It also includes the
years 1745 to 1785 antecedent to the discovery of the Pribylolf Islands,

during- which it is known that more than 93,000 fur-seal skins were
obtained, chiefly from the Commander Islands (Bancroft, pp. 111-191).

It, however, does not include seals killed for food on the Pribyloff
Islands, and of which the skins were not kept. It thus api)ears proba-
ble that, allowing the differences in opposite senses to offset each other,

the total average annual killing on the Pribyloff Islands from 1807 to
1816 (both inclusive) was not far from 30,000.

Another approximate value for the killings in these years may be
obtained from Techminofif's figures, w^hich are official, and are quoted
by Elliott.

Techminoff gives the total shipments for the years 1798 to 1821 (both
inclusive) as 1,232,374.* Elliott states that about 5,000 of this amount

* Bancroft, however, gives the figures for 1799 to 1821 (both inclusive) as 1,767,340

(p. 418), and no explanation has been found of this discrepancy.
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each year came from tlie Commander Islands. Dedncting these and
also the skins accounted for by Veniaminov for 1817 to 1821 (both inclu-

sive), the average annual i^roduct in skins from the Pribyloff Islands is

found to be 44,408. The period thus accounted for includes only nine
years antecedent to the period beginning with 1807, which it is wished
to bridge. It is probably nearer the fact for these years than the fore-

going estimate, with which it, however, agrees fairly well. It also tallies

well with the earlier years of Veniaminov's table. Techminoflfs figures

do not include seals killed for food or otherwise of which the skins were
not kept, but it is scarcely probable, even including these, that the aver-

age annual killing on the Pribyloff Islands for the years in question
reached 50,000, It may reasonably be assumed to have been between
45,000 and 50,000, or, say, 47,500. As in the years before 1807, the
number killed from year to year is, however, known to have been
irregular.

775. 1817 to 1837. The figures for these years are Veniaminov's, as
ascertained by Mr. Elliott from an inspection of Shisenekoff's journal,

and includes pups in the numbers given for 1835-36. It may, therefore,

X^robably be assumed that pups are included throughout.
7 70. 1838 to 1800. The figures for these years are taken from the

Correspondence relating to Fur-seal Fisheries, jDrinted in Washington
in 1890.

777. 1861. Bancroft's total for years 1842-61 (both inclusive) is 338,600.
Tlie total for years 1842-60 (both inclusive) is 308,901. This being
deducted from total for 1842-61 gives the number of seals taken in 1861.

778. 1862. Elliott (p. 165) gives the total catch for 1842-62 (both inclu-

sive) as 372,894. Bancroft's total for 1842-61, 338,600, being deducted
from this sum gives the number of seals taken in 1862.

779. 1862 to 1867. Both inclusive, being years of interregnum be-

tween last term of Russian American Company and United States
control of Pribyloff Islands, have been filled hypothetically by Elliott,

who explains that, guided by information obtained from the natives, he
has proportioned tlie number of skins in the salt-houses on the islands
ill 1867 (40,000 to 48,000) back to the latest figures given by Techmiuoff
(1861). The figures for these years are therefore far from satisfactory.

A more complete examination of the subject has enabled moderately
exact figures to be obtained from 1861 and 1862, as explained above,
while Bryant gives the number for 1807 as 75,000 (Allen, "Monograph
of North America Pinnepedia," p. 389) ; but for the years 1863 to 1866

Elliott's approximate estimates must still be taken. It is to be
134 presumed that these figures represent only marketable skins, not

including pup skins and other rejected skins. As confirmatory
of the approximate correctness of these estimates, Dall may be quoted.
Writing in 1808 (Alaska and its Resources, p. 496), he says that of late

years the Russians had not been allowed to take more than 50,000
annually. Bryant, quoted by Allen, referring to this same period, says
that for many previous years the Russians took but few seals, but the
number has increased, so that in one year 40,000 were taken. (Mono-
graph of North America Pinnepedia, p. 389.)

780. 1868 and 1869. The figures for these years are those given in

Elliott's Census Report, p. 70, and are doubtless the most trustworthy
that can be procured.

781. 1870. The figure for this year includes pups, 4,000, and a large

number of rejected skins. (Ex. Doc. No. 83, 44th Congress, 1st Session,

p. 63.)
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1871 to 1889. The figures for tliese years were taken from Corre-

spondence relating to Bebriiig's Sea-seal Fisheries, Parliamentary
Paper [0. 0308], pp. 44-47, and include all seals, other than pups, killed

for any purpose. From 1870 to 1889 (both inclusive), 92,804 pups were
killed for food, an average annual killing of 4,043.

yi.—Historical Notes on the Condition of the Fur-seal
EOOKERIES OF THE PrIBYLOFF ISLANDS IN VARIOUS YEARS,*

782. 1780. Pribyloff discovered the islands now known by his name
in June of this year. He returned to the Asiatic coast with 31,100 fur-

seal skins. It is elsewhere recorded that about 40,000 fur-seal skins in

all were taken on the islands in this year. (Bancroft's works, vol. xxxiii,

pp. l«^ "^^ 193.)

In the first years (after the discovery of the islands), the seals in St.

George Island were only five or six times less than those on St. Paul,
i. C.J equal to one sixth or one-seventh of tho^e on St. Paul. (Venia-
minov, quoted by I^Uiott in Census Beport, p. 147.)

From 1786 to 1797 or 1799, several Companies were engaged in taking
seals, without count or list. Veniaminov estimates that 50,000 to 00,000
skins were obtained annually on St. Paul and 40,000 to 50,000 on St.

George. He characterizes this as "horrible killing." (Quoted by
Elliott. Census Eeport, pp. 70, 140, and 147.)

783. 1799. The islands came under the control of the United Ameri-
can Company, which was organized at Irkutsk in August 1798.

784. 1800. First year of control of Kussian American Company, an
out growth of the last, organized in 1799.

785. 1803. Baranoff ordered Banner to go to the Pribyloff Islands,

Avhich "had not been visited for many years" (by traders), and where
a vast number of skins must have been accumulated by the natives.

(Bancroft, p. 417.)

780. 1804. Between 1801 and 1804, the Eussian American Company
are said to have accumulated about 800,000 skins, many of which rotted
for want of care. (Bancroft, p. 477.)

787. 1805. Veniaminov states that no care as to the preservation of
seal life on the islands was exercised till this year. (Census Eeport,

p. 141.)

1800. Eesanoff visited St. Paul Island in July. He found that a very
wasteful killing of seals had been in progress, that 30,000 had been
killed for their llesh alone, while over 1,000,000 in all hiid been killed up
to date. He was informed that the seals had decreased 90 per cent, in

number since the earlier years, and concluded that if the slaughter was
not reduced a few years would witness extirpation. He ordered the
killing to be stopped j but from the season of his visit it is certain that
some seals had been killed in 1806 before his arrival. (Bancroft, pp.
445, 446.)

788. 1806-1807. Following Eesanoff's order, no seals were killed on
the Pribyloft' Islands during these years (with the probable exception
above noted). Nearly all the natives were removed to Unalaska.
(Census Eeport, p. 140.)

* Notes given below which have not been derived from published reports and docu-
ments, but have been obtained as a result of our own inquiries, are inclosed in
brackets, thus [ ].
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789. 180S. Killing was recoinmeiKled on St. George and in 1810 also

on St. Paul, but not till 1812 did it amount to Lalf tbe number killed in

former years. Females as well as males were taken. Killing witliout

proper supervision continued from this time till 1822. (Veniaminov,
quoted by Elliott. Census Eeport, p. 140.)

790. 1817. Tbe fur-seals on St. George were estimated to amount to a
quarter of tbose on St. Paul; seals on tlie latter island having decreased
more in proportion. (Veniaminov, quoted by Elliott. Census Eeport,

p. 147.)

135 791. 1817 to 1837. A gradual diminution of seal life on the
islands stated to have been in progress in these years, visible in

each year, but not always equal, according to Veniaminov. This is also

indicated by Veniamiuov's quoted figures of annual catch. (Census
Eeport, pp. 143, 147.)

792. 1820. Veniaminov characterizes the annual killing of 50,000
seals, which occurred at about this date, as excessive and leading to

dimunition. (Census Eeport, j). 147.)

793. 1822. First year of second term of Eussian American Company.
Moorayveft ordered the killing to be limited, so that instead of 40,000
or 50,000 not more than 8,000 or 10,000 were taken. (This ax:>pears to

refer to St. Paul Island only.) (Census Eeport, p. 140.)

794. 1822 to 1824. Period of rest or restricted killing on St. Paul.
(Veniaminov, quoted by Elliott. Census Eeport, p. 142.)

795. 1824. Stated that between 1822-1824 the seals on the islands

were estimated to have doubled in number. (Eeport upon the Condi-
tion of Affairs in Alaska, p. 107.)

790. 1820-1827. Both years inclusive. Period of rest or restricted

killing on St. George Island. (Veniaminov, quoted by Elliott. Census
Eeport, p. 141.)

797. 1826. Veniaminov states that the seals on St. George equalled
about one sixth those on St. Paul, those on St. George having increased
more in proportion since 1817. Also, that Chestyokhoff", estimating
that the seals had doubled in number as a result of restrictive meas-
ures, ordered 40,000 to be killed annually. But with all possible effort

this number could not be obtained. Greater caution in killing females,

&c., was ordered, but the number of seals on the islands nevertheless
remained stationary, or continued to decrease. (Veniaminov, quoted
by Elliott. Census Eeport, pp. 140, 147.)

798. 1832. Veniaminov incidentally states that in this year an exces-

sive number of females were observed on the islands without young.
(Quoted by Elliott. Census Eeport, p. 141.)

799. 1834. The number of seals to be taken at St. Paul was largely
reduced, the killing being limited to about 4,000 instead of about 12,000.

(Veniaminov, quoted by Elliott. Census Eeport, p. 142.) From Venia-
minov's table the reduction ordered in 1834 took effect only in 1835.

This rest or '^zapooska" continued on St. Paul Island during 1835, 183G,

and 1837.

800. 1835. [E, Astomonoft", a native on St. Paul Island, informed us
that he remembered being at North-east Point in this year, when the
Eussians allowed only seven seals a-day to be killed there for food.]

1836, Elliott, from information received from natives on the Pribyloff

Islands, states that the winter of 1835-36 was exceedingly severe.

Great quantities of ice surrounded the islands, and remained heaped
pn the shores till August 1836. A great mortality of seals resulted, so

that, according to native count, only 4,100 seals of all classes, exclusive
of pups, remained on the rookeries of St. Paul. (Census Eeport, p. 49.)
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Mr. Elliott has iiifonued us that, aceordiiig- to a journal by the Eev. K.
Shisenekoff, only 100 holluschickie were obtained in IS.'it), the remainder
of the catch for this year being;- pups. Bryant, also according to native
evidence, gives the date of this destruction of seals as 184:2. (Allen,

Monograph of Korth American Pinnipeds, p. 388.)

801. 1841'. First year of third term of Russian American Company.
Bancroft states that a system of "alternation "in hunting grounds was
adopted, which, in the case of the Pribylofif Islands, led to great increase

of numbers of seals. (Bancroft's Works, vol. xxxiii, p. 582.)

802. 1842 to 18G1 (inclusive). The Russian American Company's ship-

ments showed a heavy decrease in fur-seal (and other) skins, as com-
pared with the preceding period of twenty years. This is mainly
attributed to the encroachment of foreign traders—particularly Amer-
ican whalers. (Bancroft's Works, vol. xxxiii, p. 582.)

803. 1845. The great importance of never disturbing the breeding
seals was first recognized in this year. (Census Report, p. 143.)

804. 1847. Up to this date males and females had been killed indis-

criminately for skins; thereafter only males were killed. (Census
Report, p. 49.)

8!»o. 18(J2 to 1867 (both inclusive). Interregnu;n on Pribyloff Islands
following the close of the Russian American Company's third term.

806. 1862. Techmainoff says, referring to this year: "In earlier times
more (seal-skins) were taken than in the later; at present there are
taken from the Island of St. Paul 10,000 annually, without diminishing
the number for future killing; on St. George, 6,000." (Quoted by
Elliott. Census Report, p. 163.)

807. 1867. Bryant speaks of the judicious administration and
136 gradual increase of seal life on the islands under the Russian

rule for many years previous to this date. In the spring of 1867,

however, the Russians, knowing that the islands were about to be
surrendered to the United States, took a much increased number of

seals, amounting to 75,000. (Monograph of North American Pinnipeds,

p. 389.)

808. 1868. Following the cession of Alaska to the United States in

1867 a period of lawlessness ensued on the Pribyloff Islands, and in

1868 a very great number of seals was killed. The number so killed in

this year is' estimated at 242,000 by Elliott; at 250,000 by Bryant.
Rival Companies were at work, and the killing appears to have gone on
without conn t, list, or supervision. In the autumn of this year, however.
Congress passed a special Resolution, prohibiting the killing of seals

until furtiier action of Congress. (Census Report, p. 25.) Bryant
states that, previous to 1868, the selection of seals killed had, under the
Russian regime, been left to the natives, and that most of those killed

were under 3 years of age, including many yearlings. The killing

being from this more numerous class plenty of males were left to reach
maturity, and the rookeries were well supplied with active males. The
males of all ages not engaged in actual breeding were about equal in

number to the combined totals of beachmasters and females so engaged.
Of these excluded males about 30 per cent, were virile, and there was
thus one efficient male to every three or four females, or about three
times as many as actually required. As a consequence, all females
were served before the 10th August. (Monograph of North American
Pinnipeds, pp. 390, 398, &c.)

[Messrs. D. Webster and T. F. Morgan were on the island in this

year. They informed us that the seals were clubbed then as now, fire-

arms being used only in self-defence among the rival sealers. The kill-
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iug was directed to young males, bat about 40,000 females were killed

inadvertently. The limit to the number killed was reached only when
salt was exhausted. Seals were more abundant at this time than ever

since. It also appears that the numbers above quoted as representing

seals killed in this year do not include St. George Island, where some
30,000 skins are supposed to have been taken.]

809. 1809. Practically indiscriminate killing appears to have con-

tinued in this year, though it is stated that seals were taken only for

the subsistence of the natives, and under direction of the Treasury
Department. (Census Report, p. 25.) The gentlemen in charge do not
seem to have known the number of seals actually killed. Agent
Wicker stated that 150,000 skins had been taken on the two islands.

Bryant states that this was impossible, as when he left the islands in

August only 10,000 skins had been obtained. Mclntyre says that,

under the orders given by him, 42,317 seals were to be killed for food

on the two islands. Major-General Thomas afterwards ordered that as

many seals as should be required for native food be killed. (United

States Senate, Ex. Doc. No. 32, 41st Congress, 2nd Session, i^p. 24, 37.)

Inconsequence of this slaughter in 1808-09, seals are reported to

have "disappeared rapidly from the Pribyloft" Islands, but two or three

years later began to return in vast numbers" (Bancroft's works, vol.

xxxiii, p. 638). Coincidently with this, Bryant states that fur-seals were
very abundant along the coasts of Oregon, Washington Territory, and
British Columbia as compared with former years (Monograph of North
American Pinnipeds, p. 332). Bryant estimated the total number of

seals on the islands at this date at 3,230,000. (Monograph of North
American Pinnipeds, pp. 390, 392.)

Mclntyre, Government Agent, after stating that for some years suc-

ceeding the discovery of the Pribyloft' Islands 100,000 skins were
annually taken by the Russians, adds, " But this it seems was too large

a number, for the decrease in the yearly return was constant until 1842,

when they had become nearly extinct. In 1858, 31,800 were taken^

which was the largest catch in any one year until 1867, when, as I am
informed, 80,000 or 100,000 were secured. From the most careful com-
putation I have been able to make, I am of the opinion that no more
than 100,000 can be taken annually without incurring the risk of again

diminishing the yearly production." (United States Senate, Ex. Doc.
No. 32, 41st Congress, 2nd Session.)

The Alaska Commercial Company was incorporated in this year.

810. 1870. The general conditions of seal life on the islands remained
as described above (under 1868), according to Bryant.
An Act was passed by Congress providing that seals should be

killed on the Pri'byloff Islands only during the months of June, July,.

September, and October, that killing should be confined to males, and
that the number killed for skins in each year should not exceed 75,000'

on St. Paul and 25,000 on St. George. Respecting the number thus
fixed, Dall says: "It is probable that 100,000 might be safely killed,"

but suggests that the number should be increased or diminished as

experience proved to be necessary. (Alaska and its Resources, pp.
496, 497.)

137 This was the Alaslia Commercial Company's first year of lease

of the islands, but no full control was achieved till 1871. Bryant
states that in this year the natives, to purchase supplies and for their

own food, killed 85,000, mostly 1- and 2-year-old seals. (Monograph of

North American Pinnipeds, p. 398.)
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Tlio killiiiJi- as per official Eetiirii made up iu 1871, liowever, sliows a

total of 23,773, from which 9,988 skins iu all were saved, the remainder

beinQ pups and other seals killed for food. (House of Eepreseutatives,

Ex. &0C. No. 83, 44th Congress, 1st Session.)

811. 1871. It was discovered that the skins of 3-, 4-, aud 5-year-old

seals were most iii demand, aud the killiug was chauged to suit this

demand; but no material change was observed in the habits of the

seals. (Monograph of North American Pinnipeds, p. 392.) Bryant else-

wliere says that a carelul comparison of this year with 1869 and 1870

shows a decrease of 10 per cent, in females. (Ex. Doc. No. 83, 44th

Congress, 1st Session, p. 65.)
, ^ .

812. 1872. The killing was directed as far as possible to seals from 4

to C years old. and some of 7 vears old were killed. This, taken in con-

junction with the killing of 1871, diminished the number of "reserves"

or virile males not actually on the breeding grounds, but doing duty

along the shores. The number of females was increasing 5 per cent,

annually. (Bryant in Monograph of North American Pinnipeds.)

Lieutenant Maynard, accepting the method of estimating the seals

advocated by Elliott, makes the whole number in this year nearly

6,000,000. (House of Representatives, Ex. Doc. No, 43, 44th Congress,

1st Session, p. 5.) Elliott estimated that the seals on St. George Island

were only one-eighteenth of the whole number, or, as compared with

those on St. Paul, as 1 to 17. (Census Report, p. 157.)

[Mr. Dirks stated to us that in this year it seemed as if the killing

of 100,000 seals annually could not injuriously aftect the rookeries,]

In this year Captain Lewis, of the Hudson's Bay Company, reported

very great and entirely unprecedented number of seals off Vancouver

Island and the entrance to Fuca Strait, chiefly grey pups and year-

lings, (Elliott, Census Eei)ort, p. 166.) This appears to have been in

connection with the change in habits observed on the rookeries in the

following summer.
i «. ^ ^ x.

813. 1873, It was now found that the 3-year-old seals aflorded the

best marketable skins, and the killing was directed to those. The

"reserves" became reduced to half their former number, aud each beach-

master had on the average fifteen females. When the rookeries broke

up at the close of the breeding season, the females lingered instead

of leaving them as before. Iu September and October a few young

were born, showing that some females had not been served at the proper

time in 1872. The females were still increasing 5 per cent, anuually in

number. (Bryant in Monograph of North American Pinnipeds.)

814. 1874. The condition of seal life remained about the same as in

1873. The " reserves" were in about the same numbers, but contained

more young as compared with fully mature males. The females appeared

iu similar number, and, on the whole, there was an evident improve-

ment in the condition of the rookeries. (Bryant in Monograph of North

American Pinnipeds.)

An Act of Congress, approved March 1874, authorized the Secretary

of the Treasury to rearrange the proportion of catch to be taken from

St. Paul and St. George respectively, and to designate the months of

killing. Under this provision, the time of killing was extended to

include the first half of the month of August, (Bancroft's Works, vol.

xxxiii, p. 638.)

815. In 1874, Lieutenant W. Maynard, U. S. N., investigated the con-

ditions of seal lile on the Pribyloff Islands as Si)ecial Government

A gent. He recommended that enlarged copies of maps of the breeding

grounds should be furnished to the agents in charge of the islands,
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wlio should be required to compare these each year with the respective
breeding rookeries. "Tliis, if carefully done, will aftbrd data, after a
tiuic, by which the fisheries can be regulated with comparative cer-

tainty." Eespecting the number of seals killed, he says: ''Since 1870
there have been killed on both islands, in round numbers, 112,000 young-
male seals each year. Whether this slaughter has prevented the seals
from increasing in number or not, and, if so, to what extent, can only be
deduced from their past history, which, unfortunately, is imperfectly
known." He is inclined to think that no decrease had occurred between
1872 and 1874, but states that the period was too short to decide whether
the killing was excessive. He adds : " The number now killed annually
is entirely exjierimental, and we have nothing to start from as a basis."
Maynard further states that the number of bulls in this year was not
more than one-tenth that of the females. (House of Representatives,

Ex. Doc. i^o. 43, 44th Congress, 1st Session, pp. 5, 6.)

138 [Mr. D. Webster states that the skins taken in 1874 and 1875
ranged in weight from 6 lbs. to 11 lbs.]

Elliott believes that the number of seals did not materially alter in
the twelve or fifteen years previous to 1874. He estimated the number
of breeding seals on the islands at 3,10o,420, the whole number of seals
on the islands at 4,700,000. (Census Keport, pp. 57-07.)

816. 1875, The killing was this year confined to seals less than 5
years old, and more 2-year-olds were taken than in any year since 1870.
This left a large number of males to mature. Many young were, how-
ever, born as late as August. (Bryant in Monograph of North Ameri-
can Pinnii)eds.) In his official Eeport for this year, Bryant protests
against the killing of pups for food, characterizing it as " a great waste,"
and adding, " I can find no precedent for this previous to the transfer
of the island to the United States, only that the former Russian Fur
Company allowed, as an extra indulgence to the natives, after the close

of the season's sealing, to take 500 of these young seals for feasting."

(House of Representatives, Ex. Doc. No. 83, 44th Congress, 2ud Session,

p. 174.)

Bryant also states in the same Eeport (p. 175) that a residence of
seven successive seasons on the islands had convinced him that the
killing of 100,000 annually did not leave a sufficient number of males
to mature for the wants of the increase in the number of females. He
exi)]ains his reasons for this in some detail.

817. 1876. No marked change in the conditions this year, but many
females landed to bring forth their young after the 20th July. A heavy
gale with snow occurred on the 30th October, driving seals into the
water, from which only a small number returned, many puj)S being lost.

Bryant anticipates that the result of this loss will appear in 1880, when
the pups should reach maturity. The decrease in breeding males, con-
sequent on excessive slaughter of 18G8 and 18G0, was in this year
greatest. (Bryant in Monograph of North American Pinnipeds, p. 399.)

Bryant again states that he believes the number 100,000 fixed for

killing to have been too high, and that in his report he had recom-
mended that it be reduced Ijy 15,000. (House of Representatives, Ex.
Doc. No. 623, 44th Congress, 1st Session, Eeport on Alaska Commer-
cial Company, p. 99.)

John F. Miller, President of Board of Directors of Alaska Commer-
cial Company, says: "Our agents report a very considerable increase
in the number of females since 1871. We cannot tell that there is

much increase in the number of males." (Eeport on the Alaska Com-
mercial Company, p. 41.)
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818. 1877. Bryant states that this year there was an evident increase
in the number of breedinj;^ males. He estimates that there were about
1,80(),()()() breeding seals ou the islands, as against 1,130,000 in 1809.

(Monograph of North American Pinnipeds, p. 410.)

819. 1878. [Mr. D. Webster informed us that he did not observe
much decrease in the number of seals till this year.]

820. 1879. [From evidence obtained by us, it appears that in this

year it became necessary to extend the area of driving for the first

time, so as to include Polovina and Tolstoi rookeries, and that the salt-

house near Polovina was built at or about this time.]

821. 3S8D. The number of seals on the Pribyloff Islands is said to
have been greater than ever before, the increase being particularly
observable in young seals. (Cruise of the "Corwin'Mn 1880, p. 55.)

Colonel J. Murray dates the beginning of a steady decrease of seals

from this year. (Senate, Ex. Doc. No. 49, 51st Congress, 2nd Session.)

822. 1881. Elliott, in his report printed in this year, strongly pro-
tests against the unnecessary slaughter of pups for food purposes.
He states in the same report that the breeding rookeries have been
gradually increasing since 1857. (Census Eeport, pj). 119, 170.)

W. B. Taylor, Assistant Agent of Treasury Department on St. Paul
in 1881, says that according to information received from those who
had been a number of years on the Island of St. George, there were as
many seals there as ever. (Ex. Doc. No. 3883; 50th Congress, 2nd
Session, Fur-seal Fisheries of Alaska, p. 44.)

823. 1882. Dr. H. U. Mclntyre, after June 1870 Superintendent of
the Seal Fisheries of Alaska for the lessees, states that since 1870 the
number of seals on the Pribyloff Islands has increased every year.
(Fur-seal Fisheries of Alaska, p. 110.) Speaking in 1888 (see under,
1888). he, however, places the beginning of decrease in this year. The
same gentleman reports that at this time the desired number of large
vSkins could no longer be obtained. (Fur-seal Fisheries of Alaska, p.

118.)

Mr. G. Wardman's statement, however, respecting the number
139 of '' killables" ou St. George Island indicates a decrease in the

number of this class as between 1881 and 1882. (Fur-seal Fish-
eries of Alaska, p. 39.)

[Natives on St. Paul Island informed us that they noticed seals to be
markedly reduced in number in tliis year.]

824. 1883. Jacob H. Moulton, Special Agent of the Treasury Depart-
Tnent on the Pribyloff Islands from 1877 to 1885, says that between
1877 and this year there was, he thinks, an increase in the number of
seals on the Pribyloff Islands. (Fur-seal Fisheries of Alaska, p. 255.)

825. 1884. [Mr. T. F. Morgan informed us that from 1874 to 1884 he
thought the seals increased. He noticed a decrease in 1884, accompa-
nied with an irregularity in habits.]

820. 1885. Jacob H. Moulton states that between 1883 and this year
there was no increase of seals on the islands. (Fur-seal Fisheries of
Alaska, p. 255.)

H. A. Gliddon, Agent of the Treasury Department on the Pribyloff
Islands from 1882 to 1885, says that from 1882 to 1885 no change in the
number of seals on St. Paul was noticed, but they vary in different
years, especially on St. George. (Fur-seal Fisheries of Alaska, p. 27.)

827. 1886. George R. Tingle, Treasury A gent on the Pribyloff Islands,
states that a frequent inspection of the rookeries on the islands showed
a decided increase in the numberof cows, with an ample supi)ly of bulls.

(" Fur-seal Fisheries of Alaska," p. 174.)
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828. 1880-87. George H. Tiii,i;le, usiii,u- Elliott's nietliod of estimating
the seals, makes the number on the Pribyloff Islands (J,357, 750. He
states, however, that he considers this result too great by about one-
fourth, which reduces his estimate to about 4,768,300. (Fur-seal Fish-
eries of Alaska, p. 177.)

[From information obtained on the islands, it appears that the reduc-
tion in average weight of skins taken was well recognized in these two
years.]

829. 1887. [Mr. T. F. Morgan told us that he noticed a marked
decrease in this year. In this or the preceding year, according to Mr.
J. C. Redpath, the standard weight of skins was lowered to enable the
Company to com])lete its quota.]

830. 188S. Dr. 11. H. Mclntyre, Superintendent for Alaska Commer-
cial Company at the time on the islands, states that the number of seals

has decreased since 1882; that the rookeries do not ])roduce enough to

bear the killing of " 100,000 by marauders in addition to the 100,000
killed lawfully." He recommends that the permission accorded to
natives of killing seal pups for food should be rescinded, and, speak-
ing particularly of 1888, says : " There are at present, in my opinion, too
few bull seals to keep the rookeries up to their best condition."

He adds, further, that the size of skins ruled still smaller than in

1883. (Fur-seal Fisheries of Alaska, pp. IIG, 117, 127, 132.)

In the same year T. F. Morgan, in the employment of the Alaska
Commercial Company, says that there had been a large increase in the
number of seals on the islands since 1808, and also since 1874. The
breeding rookeries occupied more territory.

S. M, Biiynitsky, Special Treasury Agent on Pribyloff Islands in 1870,
states that there may be 3,000,000 or 7,000,000 seals on the islands; no
estimate can be made within 1,000,000 or so of the actual number.
George Wardman, Treasury Agent on Pribyloff Islands from 1881 to

1885, estimates that the seals on St. George numbered 105,000 at most.
He thinks that the number of seals has been over-estimated. (Fur-seal
Fisheries of Alaska, pp. 12, 39, 69.)

[In this year, according to Mr. D. Webster, the jstandard weight of

skins was lowered from lbs. to 5 lbs. and to 4J lbs., because of scar-

city of 6-lb. skins. Thus, all males from 2 to 5 years old became, and
thereafter continued to be, accounted killable.]

831. 1889. Last year of lease of Alaska Commercial Company.
[To complete the catch in this year, we ascertain that some 40,000

very small skins were taken, including even yearlings.]

832. 1890. First year of control of North American Commercial Com-
pany, under new lease.

Colonel J. Murray, First Assistant Government Agent, reports that
the seals on the Pribyloff Islands have been steadily decreasing since

1880, and attributes this to the excessive slaughter of males 2 to 5

years old.

Mr. Goff states that no 2-year-old seals brought to the killing grounds
were turned away in this year. (Senate, Ex. Doc. 49, 51st Congress,
2nd Session.)

Elliott estimates the number of seals on the islands in this year at

959,393. He attributes the decrease in number of seals to

:

1. Over-driving on the islands, begun in 1879, dropped till 1882, and
then suddenly renewed and continued to date.

140 2. To pelagic sealing, which, according to him, was begun as

a business in 1886, and carried on to date. (Parliamentary Paper
London, June 1891, p. 53.)
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The bearinfc females on the rookeries are estimated at 350,000, but it

is stated tliat there are also 250,000 not bearing, and not served in

1889 or 1890, owing to dearth of virile males. He states that the con-

dition of seal life on the islands is like that which occurred in 1834
under the Russian regime.
George K. Tingle, now in charge of the islands for the ISTorth Ameri-

can Commercial Company, states that late in this season there was a
marked increase in the arrival of seals on the islands. (Ex. Doc. No.

49, 51st Congress, 2nd Session, Exhibit P.)

A. W. Lavender, Assistant Treasury Agent, notes that large schools

of killer whales were about the islands in October, destroying great
numbers of pups. (Ex. Doc. No. 49, 51st Congress, 2nd Session.)

833. 1891. [The result of our investigations and evidence obtained

elsewhere detailed shows that the rookeries were this season in better

condition than in 1890.]

YII.

—

The Pur-seal Fishery in the Southern Hemisphere.

834. In dealing with the question of the i^resetvation of the valuable
fur seal in the North Pacific Ocean, it is desirable to utilize all the
experience that may be obtained in regard to the treatment of the fur-

seal in other parts of the world, and the records of these seal fisheries

are peculiarly abundant.
835. There are several varieties of seal which have been taken in

large numbers south of the Equator which yield that particular close

fur so valued in commerce. The three chief varieties are respectively

known as the Otaria Australis {= Otaria Fallclandica, Arctocephalus

Australis, Arctocephalus FalJclandicus), of the South American coasts;

the Otaria Pusilla {^Arctocephalus Antarcticus) of the South African
coasts; and the Otaria Fostcri {=Arctocephalus cinereus, Fuotaria cin-

erca) of tlie Australasian coasts. But there is much variety in nomen-
clature, ever since the fur-seal on Amsterdam Island were described as

the Phoca Ursinus in 1770. Professor Flower, the Director of the
Natural History Department of the British Museum, has kindly sent

us a Memorandum (Ajipendix D), descriptive of these differentiations.

The southern fur-seals differ specifically, and according to some natural-

ists generically, from those in the Northern Hemisphere. The fur-seal

north of the Equator differs in structural character, and especially in

the form of the fore part of the skull, from all seals found south of the
Equator.

830. But their habits and manner of life are practically identical, and
there are certain conditions common to the presence of all these varieties.

For breeding purposes they need rocks in close proximity to the sea,

where fogs are frequent. For feeding purposes they require a wide
range of ocean, yielding small fish, and squid. For temperature, they
prefer temperate and even sub-tropical latitudes, and rarely if ever
approach the zone of ice. Ever since the first navigators from Europe
entered those seas the fur-seal was found all over the great Southern
Ocean in very great abundance from the Galapagos Islands, under the
Equator, in the Pacific, the Islands of St. Paul and Amsterdam in the
Indian Ocean, and along the shores of Africa and America to the south-

ward of the parallel of 20° south latitude in the Atlantic away south to

the groups of islands in G0° and 63° south latitude. But their con-

tinued existence in such habitats depends (m their not being destroyed
or disturbed by man, murrains, or predacious animals.
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i>'M. Til Mio Noilli AMiiiitic at Mio picsiMit day Micro exists no kiiOAvn

si»0('i('s ol" the I'lir seal, al(li(»iij;li fossil remains indicalo their cxisteiu'o

in tlie tertiary period.

S;>S. l<]xt('nsi\e sealiiii^' operations were condiu'tcd in tlie JSoiilli Seas
about (lie close of the hist century and the lirst part of the iireseiit

ciMitiiry. Vov all this period there are extant many of the actual logs
and journals of those en.uajied in the pursuit.

These " sealers" of the South Seas hailed for the most part from British
jwrt s or from those on the east coast of North America, and very consid-
erable jirofits accrued, a.ltliouf;h the work was of a. i)articularly arduous
and venturesome character.

iS;>l). It isnotvworthy, however,that Soutli Sea sea I inn, as a i;reat indus-
try, undoubtedly inid itsorii;in in the closing' of thi^ fur tradeof the Nortli

Pacitic to l*in.ulish traders and seahns when tlu^ Russians prevailed on
China, at that time the one chief market tor such furs, to close lier

I'll ports absolutely ajiainst all furs broui^lit across the racilicfrom
the islands and coasts of North America, the monopoly of the

wlioh^ trade beinu' accorded to the liussiaiis at their iireat mart of Kiat-
clia, on the A moor. hjUii'lishmen had become convinceil of the }:;reat

value of the China fur trade, and this policy of restriction on the part
of the Russians at once turned maritime enterprise to the South Seas
for the necessary sui>]>ly of furs, and in a very few years made secure
the foot iuj;- ol' the l<in<;lish and Americans in the China and other markets.

S [(). At a very early period, the biUiilish were already endeavouring; to
collect fur-seal skins for the ('himi market in the seas known to their

rejiiilar l^^ast India traders. Thus in f'ebrnary 1773, when the vessels
CiHiN eyini;- Lord iMacartney to China called at the Islands of Amsterdam
and St. Taul, in the Southern Indian Ocean, in latitude ."{i)*^^ south, they
found a sealinu' i)arty there en,i;aj:'ed in carryinji' out w contract to snp-
]>Iy L*r>,0()0 skins of the ritoca Ursina for the Canton market. The
descriiition sent home was as follows:

'I'lio soiils aro IbniHl hore in iironter iinmbors in the siimnior tlnin in tlio winter
. . . . Ill 1ht^ aiuinntM- nionl. lis tln\v ('OHIO Msliorc, isonn'tiiuos in droves of 800 to
4,000 ;it .1 tin\t\ ont ol' wliicli about 100 arc (Uvstroyod, that nninber boing abont as
luniiy as iivo nion oan pog <lown to dry in tlio coiirso of the day In gen-
oral th(<y are not shy Most of those that eonie ashore are teiiialea, in the
])ro(»ortion ot thirty to oiio lMab^. ^Vlu'th(^^ in tlieso animals nature has lixed on such
apiiareiit disin'opoi't ion b(^l,\vet^n tlie s(<\(>s, or wluithcr, whilo tlu^ rciiiajtvs hax'ti oeca-
sion to seek the shore, the males eontinue in the deep, has not hitherto been observed
by observations hero."

Ill 1785) the Island of Anisterdtim was visited by Ctiptiiin Cox, of the
" Mi'rcury," who reported as follows: "On our lirst landing we tbund
the sliort^ covered with such a multitude of seals that Ave were obliged
to disperse them before we could get out of the boat We
procured here 1,000 skins of very superior »iuality."t

Sll. Theseal-skin for long tbund its chief market iuChinaand Russia,
where it became a covettHl :ind fashionable fur, but its gradual intro-

duction into l<]urope and America dates from the time when South
S(>a sealing was first taken in hand as a regular industry. It has been
calculated that from tirst to last not less than 17,000,000 skins were thus
])hu'ed in the uuirket, and without doubt it was the threatened failure

of this enoruums supply from the south which about the year 1840 led

the Kussians, British, and Anieiicans to pay siiecial attention to the
supply of fur seals known to exist in the North Pacific Ocean.

*G. W. Clark on Eared Seals.—" Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London,
187").'' p. (i.VJ.

tlbid., p. (351.
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842. The conditions in tlio Sontli Seas (lifCered eategorically from
those MOW prevailing in the North racjlie. Th(^ various islands resorted,

to as bre(!(ling places by the fur-seal were not only absohitely uninhab-
ited by man. but were also at the time in the ])olitieal category of " no-

man's land." As a (jonsequence there was no possibility of instituting

any regulation of methods of slaugliter, restrictionsof numbers or kinds
taken, or any limitation of place or season.

84.'i. Thertt were practically no natives (as on the west coast of North
America) to h'ad tlui way in pelagic sealing. The method of slaughter

universally adoi)t<;d was precisely that of the White raiders of the

North Paci He. No labour or effort was wasted in any endeavours to cap-

ture or kill the seal at sea. The simple method was invariably adoi)ted

of establisliing i)aities of men on all likely beaclies, camped in wooden
huts or under canvas, and engaged in slaughtering and skinning all the

seals that landed, without (listiiiction of age, size, or sex. (Japtain

Weddel pithily writes of the killing in the South Shetlands in J8L'l-22:
" Whenever a seal reaches the beach, of whatever denomination, he
was immediately killed and his skin taken; and by this means, at the

end of the sec-ond year, the animals became nearly extinct. A vessel

of fr<mi 2()() to 400 tons brought out from the liome X)<>i"t the men and
camping erpiiinnejit. She would land parties on vaiious beaches, and
then would be herself safely moored in some handy harbour. Jioats,

and even tenders of 30 and 40 tons, would travel between this vessel and
thevarious islandsuntil the season's hshery wasover. ()c(!asionally the
work of destruction was more expeditiously i)erfornied when the barge
or brig carrying such landing parties came ui)on a large rookery already

well tilled out with seals, for then the whole woik of the cruize would
be acciomplished in a few days." Such sealing ])arties were found at

work l)y several ex]>loring expeditious, as, for instance, by Her Majes-
ty's ships " Erebus" and " Teri'or."

844. The mcn-e detailed records of these South Sea adventurers yield

nuiny i)oints of interest, and it may be well to cpiote from the earlier

descrii)tions of the fur-seal as indi<;ating how rapidly so valuable a fur

secured the notice of the early a<lventurers, and how speedily their suc-

cessors brought about the commercial extermination of the seal.

142 845. In the sixteenth century. Sir Francis JJrake, the first

Englishnuui who penetiat(;d to the South Seas, frequently reports

the presence and connneiits on the peculiarities of seals. These tbrmed
indeed a chief source for the su|)i)ly of Iresh meat. On his great voyage
of circumnavigation in 1.577-78, seals were taken in tlie itiode la Plata,

and again in latitude 47° 30', at an an(;horage eventually named Seal

Bay; about the middle of the month of May seals were found so i)len-

tiful that 200 were slaughtered in one hour.* In the same neighbour-

hood some years latci-, in December 1.58(J, Cavendish reports in detail

on the seals found in a bay he named Port Desire.f

840. In the observations of Sir Pichard Hawkins on his "Voyage
into th<; South Sea" in 1503, we read, in his noti^s made in the Straits

of Magellan: "Of Seals or Sea- Wolves—One day, having ended our
hunting of penguins, one of our mariners, walking about the island,

discovered a great company of scales or sea-wolves (so called for that

they are in the sea as the wolves on the land), advising us that he left

them slee])ing with their bellies tosting against the sunne. Wee pro-

vided ourselves with staves and other weapons and sought to steal

upon them at unawares to surprise some of them, and coming down the

• ''Hakluyt," volTiii, p. 733. t Ibid., p. 804-5.
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side of a hill we Averc not discovered till we were close upon them;
notwithstandinji- their seiitiiioll, before we could approach, with a great
howle waki'd tliein, wee got between the sea and some of them, but
they shunned ns not, for they ean)e directly upon us, and though we
dealt here and there a blow, yet not a man that withstood them escaped
the overthrow. They reckon not of a musket shot, a sword pierceth
not their skiiine, and to give a blow with a stafte is as to smite upon a
stone; only in giving a blow upon his snowt ])resently he falleth down
dead.

" After they had recov^ered the water they did as it were scorne us,

detie us, and danced before us untill we had shot some musket shott
through them, and so they api>earcd no more.

" This tish is like unto a calte, with four legs, but not above a spaune
long; his skinne is heyre like a calfe, but these were different to all

that I have ever scene, yet I have scene of them in many parts, for

these were greater and in their former j)arts like unto lyons, with
shaggy heyre and mostaches.

" They live in the sea, and come to slcepe on the land, and they ever
have one that watcheth, who adviseth them of any accident.

"They are beneliciall to nuui in their skinnes for many purposes; in

their nu)staches for pick-tooths, and in their fatt to make traine-oyle.

This may sulVice for the scale, for that he is well known."
847. In the seventeenth century these notices still continue frequent.

Thus Henry lUewer landing at Valentine Bay on the 0th March, 1642,

writes: ''Saw among the rocks several sea lions and sea dogs, about the
bigness of a good European calf; some of a greyish, some of a browuish
colour, making a noise not unlike our sheep."

848. Dampier, in 1083, gives the following very full general descrip-

tion of seals :*

The seals are sort of creatines pretty well kiiown, yet it may not be amiss to
describe thorn. They are as big as calves; the head of them like a doir, therefore
called by the l)n.teh, the "sea hounds " Under eachslioulder jj^rows a loTig thick tin;

these serve them to swim with w1i(>n in the sea, and are instead of le<is to them when
on the land, for raisinjj their bodies n]> on end l)y the help of their tins or stumps,
and so havinj; their tail parts drawn close under them, they rebound as it were, and
tlirow their bodies forward, drawinn' their hinder parts after tliem. and then ajjaiu

risinu: up and sprintciutj forward with their fore parts alternately, they lie tumbling
thus up and down all the wliile they are movinj^ on land. From their shoulders to
their tails they grow tapering like (ish. ;ind have two small tins on eachsidc the rump,
which is commonly covered with their tins. These tins serve instead of a tail in the
sea, and on hnul they sit on tliem when they give suck to their young. Their hair is

of divers colours, as black, grey, dun, spotted, looking very sleek and pleasant when
they come tirst out of the sea. For these at .John Fernando have tine short fur, the
like I have not taken notice of anywhere but in these seas. Here are always
thousands, I might say possibly millions, of them, either sitting on the bays, or going
and coming in the sea round the island, which is covered with them (as they lie at
the top of the water playing and sunning themselves) for a mile or two from the
shore. Wlien they come out of the sea they bleat like sheep for their young, and
though they pass through hundreds of other's young ones before they come to their

own, yet they will not sutler any of them to suck. 'J'he young ones are like puppies,
and lie much ashore, but when beaten by any of us, they, as well as the old

143 ones, will make toward the st^v. and swim very swift and nimble, though on
shore they lie very sluggishly, and will not go out of our ways unless we beat

them, but sna]) at us. A blow on the nose soon kills them. Large ships might here
load themselves with seal-skins and trane oyle, for they are extraordinarily fat.

Seals are found as well in cold as in hot climates.

849. In the British Museum are kept the admirably written MSS. oi

certain other voyagers, and in that relating the experiences of Captian
Strong ill the '' ^Velfare," in 1(581), the writer, named Simsou, states that

* " Dampier's Voyages," vol. i, p. 89.
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on the 12tli September, at the Island of Juan Fernandez, "We went on
shore, but could hardly sett a foot down, the seals lay so thick on the
l)lace. Besides we saw a great number of sea-lyons, not unlike o'tlier

lyoiis in countenance, colour, and fierceness. Tlicy had no fleet but
flins.

"As for the seals they were of a dark colour and grissled, but under
the h)iig ])ile there was couched a fur of an incomparable liDcness, that
if it (iould be felt it would answer all ye ends of beaver furr, wherefore
a ^reat many of their skins were brought to England."
This is probably one of the earliest accounts of the commercial value

of the fur-seal skins.
- 850. In the eighteenth century navigators continue to report the
abundance of seals. Thus Captain Wood Rogers, taking- Alexander
Selkirk oft' the Island of Juan Fernandez in 1700, records a lengthy
description of the fur-seal seen there at that date.*

851. The amount of information at this period extant on the fur-seal
is well emphasized by Ohapliiin Eichard Walter, of Lord Anson's flag-

ship which refitted at Juan Fernandez from June to September 1740.
This chaplain gives a very full and elaborate account of all the natural
features of the islands and of their Fauna and Flora, but he dismisses
seals in the single sentence: "The seal, numbers of which haunt this
island, hath been so often mentioned by former writers tliat it is unnec-
essary to say anything i)articular about them in this place."

852. Captain Carteret, writing of Masafuera in 17(>7, says: "The
seals were so numerous that I verily think if many thousands were
killed in a night they would not be missed in the morning; we were
obliged to kill a noted nundjer of them as, when we walked the shore
they were continually running against us, making at the same time a
most terrible noise. These animals yield excellent train oil, and their
hearts and plucks were very good eating, being in taste something like

those of a hog, and their skins were covered with the finest fur I ever
saw of the kind."

853. Captain Cook, in his official Keportof the voyage of the "Reso-
lution" in 1771, calling attention to the great number of fur-seal on New
Georgia, is generally credited with being first to direct the attention of
the English adventurers to the commercial advantages of South Sea
sealing. But before this period, and i)robably following on the sug-
gestions made as early as KiOO, Englishmen were already at work on
this new harvest of the sea. Thus, when Bucjireli, the Spanish Gov-
ernor at Buenos Ayres, sought to recover the Falkland Islands for

Spain in 1770, his first task was to forcibly eject from their established
port and station the " English sealers" at port Egmont, an act for which
Spain afterwards made full restitution.

854. Before the end of the eighteenth century sealing in tlie South
Seas had assumed very extensive dimensions. Not only were the furs
regarded as of great value, but the oil, technically known at the time
as " train-oil," assumed an important commercial i)osition. Attention
seems to have been first directed to the islands and coasts of South.
America. We hear of no less a number than 1,000,000 skins being
taken to Canton, from the neighbourhood of Masafuera in one year, in

1798, while before the seals were exterminated on that one island in

1807, no less than 3,500,000 skins had been taken.
855. All along the coast of Chile and Peru, even as far north as the

Islands of St. Felix and on the Galapagos group, seals were hunted.

* Korr's '
' Voyages," vol. xi.

B S, PT VI 14
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By the end of tlie century there were not less than thirty New England
vessels so employed on that coast. Meanwhile, in 1783, Dame Haley,

of Boston, had sent a 1,000 tons ship, the "States," down to the Falk-

land Islands, where she inocured a cargo of 13,000 skins of fur-seal

which were sold in Boston at 50 cents apiece, shipped to Calcutta,

where under the name of "sea-otter" they were sold for 2 dollars, and
eventually reaching Canton, where they fetched 5 dollars per skin.

856. The methods of slaughter involved rapid extirpation in any
given breeding place, and sealers came to be perpetually discovering

and exhausting in succession every place to which seal resorted.

144 The islands around South America, Tristan d'Acunha, the South
Orkneys, South Georgia, and Sandwich Land, were all in turn

discovered, and hundreds of thousands of skins taken from each for a
long series of years. Thirty vessels—eighteen being under the Ameri-
can, ten under the English, and two under the Russian flag, in the

three years 1819-22, took more than 600,000 seals from the South
Shetland group, completely exhausting the seal race there for the time.

857. Sealing-vessels had as early as 1790 crossed the Atlantic and
worked uj) the coast of Western Africa as far as 20° north latitude,

obtaining many seals. Others worked steadily along the open sea to

the south, successively landing upon the various groups of islands

—

Bouvet and Lindsay, Marian, and Prince Edward, the Crozets, Ker-
gueleu, and MacDonald.
Yet further to the eastward, seals were obtained on the following

islands: Koyal Company, Emerald, Antipodes, Campbell, Macquarie,
Auckland, and Bounty, while one vessel reported in Sydney a catch of

40,000 from the Fiji Islands, probably a locality named to shroud the

real killing place.

858. At this period, and especially from 1810-20, there sprung up
a very large transhipment trade in fur-seal skins in the new port of

Sydney, reaching hundreds of thousands in five years.

Enterprising men chiefly on the Reports of Vancouver and Cook had
already found their way to the coasts of "JS'ew Holland," and away
round the islands of New Zealand. Bass had reported the reefs off

Cape Barren Island, off the north coast of Tasmania, "covered with
fur-seal of great beauty." Cook had found seals in great numbers on
the rocks in Dusky Bay in New Zealand in 1773.

859. But the severe process universally adopted speedily exhausted
the different rookeries, and by the year 1830 we meet with strenuous
complaints that all the known killing grounds were depleted, and that
new grounds must be discovered. Fanning and others pointed out,

however, the significant fact that vast numbers of seals were still to

be seen cruizing about at sea, a remark of siiecial and new significance

to the owners of the North Pacific rookeries in 1892.

860. It is a matter of some difiiculty to estimate the total number of

seals taken in the South Seas during the period of the excessive energy
of the great sealing industry. But there are actual records which,
added together, bring the acknowledged total to more than 16,000,000.
These seals were taken from about thirty different island groups or

coast districts on the mainland, and they were all taken by the one
method of indiscriminate slaughter on shore.

It is probable that this wholesale slaughter did not extend over more
than seventy years, but it is certain that at the end of the period the
fur-seals were so terribly reduced in numbers that even the sixty years
of subsequent rest and total cessation of killing have not sufficed to
bring about any effectual restoration of the numbers of years gone by.
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861. Equally valuable to the treatment of the seals in the North
Pacific is Ihe more recent history of sealing in the South Seas. The
excessive slaughter of seals by man on the breeding islands alone had
brought about the commercial extermination of the once abundant fur-

seal before the year I80O.

From that period for thirty or forty years sealing was carried on bat
fitfully and seldom. Sir John Ross, writing of Kerguelen Land in

1840, says: "Of marine animals the sea-elephant and several species

of seals were formerly in great abundance, and aniuially drew a num-
ber of vessels to these shores in pursuit of them. They have now, after

so many years of persecution, (juite deserted the place or have been
completely annihilated." All other writers and travellers give similar

descriptions of the methods and results of this excessive slaughter.

The otficers of Her Majesty's ship " Beagle," surveying the intricate

passages of Magellan's Straits and Tierra del Fuego in I80U, speak in

similar strain, and it is noticeable that Charles Darwin, when visiting

these old-time resorts of the fur-seal in 1832-34, and contributing so

much of permanent value to natural history, does not make even a
single allusion to the fur-seal.

8(j2. It is instructive to Jiotice, however, that in later years, as civil-

ized nations began to assert sovereignty over these wild shores, so did
they claim the right to the seals and to control the breeding ])laces.

Augustus Earle, who has published an interesting account of Tristan
d'Acunha in the year 1834, thus recounts the experience of one of the
islanders named Kichard: " By one of those sudden acts of treachery
and cruelty which have been so common on the coast of South America
the vessel to which he belonged while quietly engaged in picking up
seal on the shore was seized by an armed Republican cruizer on pre-

tence of her occupation being unlawful, and her crew (for whom Rich-
ard had the honour of cooking) were lodged in durance vile, and

145 the only chance they had of escaping from perpetual imprison-
ment was by entering the Rei)ublican army."

863. All accounts speak of change in the habits of the fur-seal. In
Tristan d'Acunha they are described as having deserted the open
beaches and taken to haunting caves and ledges inaccessible to man.
On the Auckland group they now resort to the beaches and ledges below
the steep cliffs on the western shores, where the peri)etual heavy surf
renders it impracticable for man to land. But on some islands, as on
Adam's Island, the sealers have made roadways for themselves over
the rocks and ice of the interior down on to these beaches. This is,

however, not always practicable, and it is said that under the protec-
tion of intractable })reci pices the fur-seal are unmolested and very
plentiful on MacDonald's Island, one of the Kerguelen group.

864. A traveller, Mr. Chapman,visiting Adam's Island in 1889, writes:
" We landed at tlie cave where the seal huts are. . . . These seal-

ers make an easy road across the island, and when they arrive at the
cliffs at the other side, lower some of their number to the ledges and
caves where they slaughter seals. The slayers and the skins are then
drawn up. It is wholly illegal, but it goes on, so that the fur-seal are
nearly exterminated."

865. The naturalists on the "Challenger" frequently observed fur-

seal in 1873-74. Of Nightingale Island it is reported: "The caves,
with the sloping ledges leading up to them, are frequented by fur-seals.

Four years before the visit of the exi)edition 1,400 seals had been killed

on the island by one ship's crew. Seals were very much scarcer in 1873,

but the island was visited regularly once a-year by the Tristan people.
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The Germans killed only seven seals at Inaccessible Island daring their

stay, but the Tristan people killed forty in December 1872."*

806. Of the Crozet Island the report was: "The islands are fre

queiited by elephant- and fur-seals, although they are not so plentiful

as formerly The flesh of the seals and birds, the eggs of

the latter, together with the Kerguelen cabbage, form a nourishing
diet on which the sealers residing at times on one or other of the islands

have usually lived."

807. Of Kerguelen Island it is said :
" Two of the whaling schooners

killed over seventy fur-seals on one day, and upwards of twenty on
another It is a pity that some discretion is not used in

killing the animals."
808. Another entry tells us of the Messier Channel: "The steam-

pinnace left Gray Harbour at 4 A. M. with several naturalists and offi-

cers, and joined the ship in the evening at Port Grappler " (in January
1870). " On the way landing was eflected at several spots, and a num-
ber of birds were procured; a very large number of fur-seals {Arctoce-

phaltis) were seen, and six were shot, the skins and skeletons of which
were preserved."

809. In regard to Australia, Sir F. McCoy, kindly supplying us with
inibrmation from the National Museum, Melbourne, states of the Uuo-
taria cinerea: " Tlie decline or destruction of the fishery is certainly

attributable to the indiscriminate slaughter of the seals on the few
islands ofl' the south coast, esi)ecially in Western Port, where the old

males and gravid females resorted in the summer to bring forth and
tend the young The fur-seal fishery was conducted simply
by manning a boat suitable for landing on the islands, the lauding
usually taking place at night, and then the seals were killed indis-

criminately by clubbing them on the nose with large sticks

The Australian fur-seals were never fislied for in the open ocean."

870. Thus, over all these forty years, vessels, most of them under the

United States flag, have continued to haunt the breeding places of the
fur-seal in the South Seas for the purpose of killing all that could be
killed, regardless of sex or condition.

The records show that the number of vessels fitting out in New Eng-
land ports for this fishery averaged since 1840 from six to ten or twelve
each year.

871. At the time of the revival of sealing in the North Pacific in 1867

and following years, several more vessels were dispatched to the South
Seas and very considerable catclies were made, although not in num-
bers at all comparable to those of the old days. Nevertheless, vessels

returned with cargoes of 1,000, 1,000, and even 2,700 choice skins.

872. A summary and authoritative nccount of what occurred was
given in 1880 by the Honourable C. A. Williams, of Connecticut, before

the House of Representatives: "People who had been previously

engaged in the sealing business revisited these southern localities after

a lapse of nearly fifty years, and no seals were found on the Island of

Desolation The Island of South Shetland, and the Island

of South Georgia, and the Island of Sandwich Land, and the

146 Diegos off Cape Horn, and one or two minor points, were found
to yield more or less seal. In this period of fifty years in these

localities seal life had recuperated to such an extent that there was
taken from them in the six years from 1870 to 1877 perhaps 40,000

skins To-day they are again exhausted I do

* "Challenger Expedition Rajwrt," vol. i, p. 264 et seg.
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not think that 100 seals could be procured from all the localities men-
tioned by a close research."

873. According to authentic records, the sealers from New London
obtained from the South Shetland s and the neighbourhood of Cape
Horn and Tierra del Fuego 92,756 fur-seal skins between the years 1870
and 1880, but sealers are still at work, by their wasteful and indiscrim-
inate slaughter, preventing the fur-seal of the South Seas from recup-
erating and being restored in numbers.

874. Thus, the actual experiences of South Sea sealing unmistakably
emphasize the serious dangers of indiscriminate and wholesale slaughter
on shore, and prove conclusively that, in the entire absence of pelagic
sealing, it is i>erfectly possible practically to exterminate the seal race.

875. This serious result, actually achieved, is brought into still greater
prominence when we bear in mind the measures adopted by several
Governments of territories in the Southern Hemisphere, by special reg-

ulations or otherwise, to restore and preserve the fur-seal rookeries.

The Governments which have set uj) such regulations are those of the
Uruguay, Argentine, and Chilean Eepublics, and of the British Colo-
nies of the Falkland Islands, the Cape of Good Hope, Victoria, New
Zealand, and Tasmania.

870. In the Uruguay Republic, for many years the Government have
protected the seals resorting for breeding purposes to the Lobos, the
Es])inil]o, and the Coronilla Islands.

According to a special report, furnished to us by Your Majesty's
Minister, Mr. Satow, these fisheries have been very carefully looked
after. They are now leased to a private company for a term of years,
but without limitation of the numbers to be taken. The company have
the sole right of taking seals, and there is no Government tax levied
on the skins. The killing of seals is only permitted between the 1st

June and the 15th October in each year. All the seals are killed on
shore, chiefly by means of clubs, and there is no pelagic fishing. It is

the general opinion that no diminution is observable in the number of
seals frequenting the rookeries. Mr. Lafone, M, P., has kindly supplied
us with much very valuable information. The chief rookeries have
been, to his knowledge, in good condition for more than forty years
past. In Appendix (G) we give the figures of the numbers actually

taken in recent years, from which it will be seen that the average
annual take, with no apparent injury to the numbers of seals frequent-
ing the rookeries, is nearly 15,000 seals; but that of these more than
one-third are " small pups." In 1888 strong representations were made
against killing pups. It may be added that in the medium sizes many
females are included A^ithout injuriously affecting the total number of
the seals.

877. In 1889 the Government of the Argentine Republic absolutely
forbad the taking of seals along its coasts, and also commenced negoti-

ations with Chile for co-operation in the same direction, especially with
the view to stopping United States vessels which habitually poached
on the rookeries, notably the "Sarah W. Hunt" and the "Martha
Gale."

878. The Chilean Government has from time to time considered the
question of protecting the fur-seals. In 1883 they abstained from enforc-

ing regulations. Up to 1889 the seal fishery was free to any Chilean
subject or foreigner residing in the country, but not open to vessels and
their crews coming from foreign countries. It has, however, been found
hitherto impracticable to guard the fishing districts during the breed-
ing season, and the British Vice-Consul at Punta Arenas, in the Straits
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of Magellan, reports in 1889 tliat tlie American schooners take no notice
of tlie interdiction, although only one of them, the " Sarah W. Hunt,"
has as yet been specifically prohibited from such illegitimate sealing.

He also reports that the Chilean Government are contemplating more
stringent measures of protection for the few remaining seals.

879. The Chilean Government has always recognized the value of the
seal-fishery, although since the earlier years of the century it has been
felt that the seals were nearly extirpated. We have frequent allusions

to Government control. Thus, in 1866, Her Majesty's ship "Topaze,"
visiting the Island of Juan Fernandez, reports ten inhabitants engaged
in sealing under licence from the Chilean Government. In 187.5 Her
Majesty's ship "Challenger" reports finding a Chilean leasing the right

from this Government for 200^. a-year, and employing fifty or sixty men
on Juan Fernandez and Masa-Fuera for the purpose of collecting seal-

skins.

880. In all these places, and especially in the districts around the
Horn, the enforcement of strict regulations, esijecially instituted

147 for avoiding the taking of gravid females and disturbance of

males, females, and young during the early portion of the period
they spend ashore, is certain to permit of a great increase in the supply
of fur-seal.

881. In some of the several British Colonies where the fur-seal is found,

specific regulations have been in force for some time x)ast.

882. In the Falkland Islands there is legislative provision embodied
in the Ordinance ISTo. 4 of 1881 for the protection of the fur-seal, which
is already having an excellent effect, so far as it can be enforced. Its

main provisions (see Appendix E) are a close time from the 1st October
to the 1st April, and ])enalties and forfeiture against individual owners
of vessels and others killing or permitting to be killed any fur-seals dur-

ing those months.
883. Eecent inquiries made of those experienced in sealing in those

islands elicited the invariable opinion that the main causes of the pres-

ent depletion has been the reckless and indiscriminate slaughter of the

seals whenever they land, and especially during the breeding season.

In some cases the stocking of farms and people taking up their abode
in the neighbourhood of the seal rookeries has certainly driven the seals

to other resorts. But the killing of seals has never been attempted at

sea, and is entirely confined to parties of sealers landed from boats and
schooners, who club, shoot, and spear the seals on shore. The most
serious complaints are that foreign schooners cruize along the coast and
land sealing parties regardless of the statutory close season.

884. Experienced men in the Falkland Islands assert that the fur-

seal are known not infrequently to desert favourite landing x^laces when
they find they are molested for others where they rest and breed in

peace.
885. The Government of the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope has

for very many years paid attention to the fur-seals frequenting the

coast and islands under its authority. Thus, on the 12th April, 1844, a
Proclamation was issued

:

His Excellency the Governor, having been pleased to decide that the Seal Islands

in Mossel Bay shall not be granted on lease for the present, hereby prohibits all per-

sons from disturbing the seals on the said island, and warns them from trespassing

there after this notice on pain of prosecution.

886. A special Eeport from Mr. C. H. Jackson, the Government Agent
in charge of the Seal and Guano Islands (Appendix B), speaks of indis-

criminate slaughter on shore as the chief cause of the present deple-
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tion; and points out that, for lack of a close time during the breeding
season between November and January, a great number of females
have been destroyed "either about to give birth or suckling their
young." Pelagic sealing is unknown, the system of killing adopted
being that of landing men in boats, armed with clubs. He speaks
specially of the ease with which seals are scared from their resorts by
steamers and other vessels coming close in. He also mentions that
"by a happy provision of nature a female seal will suckle any young
one, whether her own or not."

887. There are no special protective laws, but the islands are Gov-
ernment property and are leased upon short leases, so that the Govern-
ment has power, if it will, to control this profitable fishery.

888. In the Australian waters fur- seals were found on the coasts and
islands of Victoria, Tasmania, and New Zealand in very great abun-
dance, and they are still seen and obtained.

889. In regard to Victoria, Sir F. McCoy reports as follows

:

(1.) Tlie seal fishery of Australia was never so extensive as that of the Nortli
Pacittc, and for more than thirty years the trade in Australian fur-seal skins has
entirely ceased, although of some exient in Sydney a little before that time.

(2.) In Victoriii, the only fur-seal is the eared sea\,{J<Jiintaria civerea), the size,

s]ia])e, and habits of which very nearly recall those of the North Pacific. The
decline or destruction of the fishery is certainly attrilmtable to the indiscriminate
slaughter of the seals on the few islands off the south coast, especially in Western
Port, where the old males and gravid females resorted iu the summer to bring forth
and tend the young. At present a few islands only are frequented by those seals,

now in the breeding season, and the number of individuals is too small to furnish,

any trade.

(3.) The fur-seal fishery was conducted simply by manning a boat suitable for
landing on the islands, the landing usually taking place at night, and then the seals
were killed indiscriminately by clubbing them on the nose with large sticks. The
skins were chielly exported from Sydney.

(4.) No measures effective for the protection of the fur-seal fisheries have been
undertaken on any large scale by any of the Australian Colonics, but some years ago

I recommended the Victorian Government to prohibit the killing of seals on the
148 small islands which they frequent near Phillip Island, and although the num-

ber has somewhat increased in consequence, it is far too small to furnish a
trade.

(5.) The Australian fur-seals were never fished for in the open ocean.
(6.) Generally the life history of the Victorian fur-seal exactly resembles that of

the North Pacific, following shoals of fish in the open ocean, but coming on the islands
to breed in the latter part of the summer.

890. Sealing was a leading industry in New South Wales, especially
in the years 1810-20. Several firms fitted out large schooners, and
great numbers of skins were secured, especially from places like Mac-
quarie and the Antipodes Islands. Some years ago the Government
issued an order prohibiting the killing of seals on the mainland and
islands of the Colony, and they are reported as increasing in numbers,
as, for instance, around Port Stephens.

891. From Tasmania sealing has been conducted on many neighbour-
ing islands, the seals all being shot or clubbed on the shore. No meas-
ures of preservation have been taken until 1891, when a Government
Proclamation was issued: "The taking of seals, known by the name of
seals or any other local name, in Tasmania and its dependencies, is

hereby prohibited for a period of three years from the 26th July, 1891."

The chief difficulty found is with schooners from other parts maraud-
ing on the rookeries.

892. In New Zealand at the beginning of this century seals were
numerous in several places along the coast around Port Chalmers, along
the west coast, near Westport, round Stewart's Island, and in other
places. All the neighbouring islands, such as the Chatham, Macqua,rie,

Bounty, Campbell, aud Antipodes groups, were weU-kuown haunts.
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Mr. Yate, a missionary, writing in 1835, tells of several establishments
for the seal fishery on the coast of New Zealand. But fifteen or twenty
years of persistent and indiscriminate slaughter on shore had practi-

cally exterminated the seal in 1840.

893. As to the causes of the depletion, Mr. F. Chapman, writing from
Dunedin, says: "As to the cause of this there is but one answer: reck-

less killing and disturbance in the rookeries. Mr, Dawson need not
trouble himself about pelagic sealing; there is not and never was such
a thing in these waters.'^

894. In the early years of this century the port of Sydney did a
large trade in seal-skins, and it is undoubted that with rise in market
l^rices of more than ten-fold over that period, the industry may well be
revived by judicious Government regulations duly enforced.

The main difficulty in these seas, as elsewhere, is the raiding ashore,

especially in the breeding season, by unauthorized j)ersons. It is to be
hoped that the outcome of the Behring Sea negotiations may be inter-

national agreement as to the illegality of all such proceedings, and thus
all territorial Powers will be empowered to execute regulations againvst

all comers, so necessary to the preservation of so imi)ortanl an industry
as that of sealing.

895. It will be well if the Governments of New Zealand, Tasmania,
Victoria, the Cape of Good Hope, and the 1 "alkland Island, as well as

those of the Uruguayan Eepublic and Chile, take stei)S to secure for

themselves any international advantages for the projDer protection of

the fur-seal in the South Seas which maybe determined to be applicable

under international sanction in the North Pacific. As a commencement,
each of these Governments should forthwith make statutory provision

for close seasons, restriction of numbers taken, and other matters affect-

ing seal life within their territorial dominions and the waters thereof.

896. A further point in connection with South Sea sealing remains to

be dealt with.

Some of the older sealers who gave us evidence mentioned their opin-

ion that the fur-seal of the Pribyloff Islands were the overflow of the
fur-seal of the South Sea when disturbed and harassed by the indiscrim-

inate slaughter above detailed.

We observe also that the United States authority, Mr. Elliott, in his
" Monograph on the Fur-seal" (p. 0), writes: "It appears as if the fur-

seals had originally passed to Behring Sea from the i)arent stock of the
Patagonian region, up along the coast of South America, a few tarry-

ing at the dry and heated Galapagos Islands, the rest speeding on to

the northward, disturbed by the clear skies and sandy beaches of the
Mexican coast, on and up to the great fish-spawning shores of the Aleu-
tian Islands and Behring Sea. There on the Pribyloff" group and the
bluffy Commander Islands they found that union of cool water, well-

adapted landing, and moist foggy air which they had missed since they
left the storm-beaten coasts far below."

897. We have, however, received from the Director of the Natural
History Department of the British Museum a very valuable Mem-
orandum (Appendix D), pointing out the structural and other differ-

ences which distinguish the various species of fur-seal, and
149 which clearly indicate that the seals frequenting the North

Pacific do not migrate south of the Equator. Nor can we hold
out any hope that, as was expressed by a New Zealand authority, the
persecution of the fur-seal in the North Pacific may drive them south
to rei^leuish New Zealand rookeries.

898. The rel.ilivcimiwrtanceof the South Sea fishery is insignificant

at the present day in comparison with that of the North Pacific. In
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the latter the last full years gave a total catch of about 190,0^0, whereas
the total catch south of tlie Equator only reaches 25,000. But the
South Seas, during the first seventy years of the fisheries, produced at

least 16,000,000 seals, whereas from the North Pacific it seems probable
that not more than 5,000,000 have been, in all, secured in 110 years.

To reinstate in some degree the South Sea fisheries would thus be to

revive, if only partially, a great and most profitable industry.

890. At the same time, in the immediate matter of the preservation
of the fur-seal in the Northern Pacific, it is well to bear in mind that

actual experience in the South Seas proves incontestably the following

among other facts:

(i.) Excessive slaughter on shore, in the entire absence of any pelagic

sealing, results in commercial extermination.
(ii.) Excessive slaughter and disturbance causes absolute depletion

and desertion in given breeding places, leading the surviving seals to

seek other resorts.

(iii.) As Fanning has recorded, while old rookeries are being depleted
and new ones being taken up, more seals are seen at sea than ever.

900. This is a timely object lesson for the North Pacific, where from
two known breeding resorts, for the past twerfty-five years, so great a
iininber of skins have been taken (§ 43 et seq.) l3y excessive slaughter
on shore, and complaints are now made ofiicially that unlass strong
measures of rest and recuperation are promptly adopted the seals fre-

quenting these resorts will disappear. Undoubtedly, they will seek
other breeding places.

901. Mr. Blaine has done good service in drawing attention, in his

despatch of the 17th December, 1890, to the disastrous results in the
South Seas following on indiscriminate and unrestricted slaughter of

the fur-seal. There has never been recorded any more selfevident and
striking example of the consequences of excessive slaughter by man.
It is therefore useful to bear in mind the precise character and circum-

stances of the seal fishery of the Southern Hemisphere.

VIII.

—

Marketings the Seal-skins.

902. The process of preparing the sealskins for the market, costing,

on the whole, 18s. to 20s. per skin, is the work of a prosperous industry
in London.
The skins are landed in the docks, and sorted for size, quality, and

kind, ready for the sale-room. Eventually they arrive, thus graded, at

the factory, and are dealt with in batches. The process commences
with the removal of the fat and flesh left on the skins by careless skin-

ning; the next step is thoroughly to cleanse the skin by hot-water
washing and stretching, after which the skins are deftly shaved down
to the requisite thinness. They are then treated in a hot chamber, and
the outer hair taken off. The completing stages are those of dyeing to

a uniform colour, and finally shaving the skin down to the necessary
thinness. At every stage much technical skill and judgment are
required.

903. It is a noteworthy fact, that nearly all fur-seal skins are taken
to London to be dressed and sold. The fur-seal industry thus gives
employment to much shipping on the Pacific, to railways across the
American continent, and to shiiiping on the Atlantic; while in the
business of insurance, and in the sale of the raw and finished skins,

both wholesale and retail, as well as in the processes above described,

very considerable profits are realized.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS.

904. In commencing: onr Eeport, we explained the steps taken to carry

out the duties assigned to us. In Part I we have given the conchisions

to which our investigations have led us in regard to the facts and con-

ditions of seal life in the North Pacific Ocean, and to the measures
necessary for the jiroper protection and preservation of the fur-seal.

In Part II and in the Appendices there are presented, in fuller detail, the

results of our investigations, together with such collateral information

or evidence as appears to be necessary to enable just conclusions to be
arrived at.

905. In conclusion, we would wish to record our hi^:h appreciation of

the ready response afforded to our inquiries by the numerous persons

to whom we addressed them, whether in correspondence or by word of

mouth.
90G. To the officials of the United States Government, to the Com-

manding Officers of the men-of-war and revenue cruizers, as well as to

the representatives of the Alaska Commercial and North American
Commercial Companies, we are greatly indebted for the hospitality an '

courtesy they uniformly extended to us, as well as for the zealous and
ready assistance they rendered us in our endeavours to obtain the infor-

mation of which we were in search.

907. Prom the Admiral in command of the Pacific Station and the

Commanders, officers, and men of Her Majesty's ships "Nymphe,"
"Porpoise," and "Pheasant," we received every assistance and aid, and
they secured for us much valuable information.

908. We would venture specially to commend the industry, zeal, and
ability with which, throughout our investigations and negotiations, Mr.
Ashley Fronde has conducted the arduous duties of Secretary to the

Commission and Joint Secretary to the Joint Commission. We would
also beg that the Government of Canada may be informed of the pains-

taking, capable, and thorough manner in which we have been assisted

throughout by Mr. James Macoun.
All of which we humbly submit, for the gracious consideration of your

Majesty.
(Signed) George Baden-Powell.

George M. Dawson.
(Signed) Ashley Froude, Secretary.

June 21, 1892.
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Appendix (A).

List op Persons and Authorities Supplying Evidence.

List of those who gave Personal Evidence avd Information to the Behring Sea Commission.

No.
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List of those who gave Personal Evidence and Information, etc.— Contmned.

No.
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2, Foreign Governments.

Argentine Republic. Monte Video.
Brazil. Russia.

Chile. Uruguay.
Japan.

3. Her Majesty's Consuls abroad.

Canton. San Francisco.
Honolulu. Shaugbae.

4. Officers of Her Majesty's Ships and Canadian Government Officials.

Admiral Hotbam, C. B., Senior Naval Officer, Esquinialt.

Commander Turner, R. N., Her Majesty's ship "Nympbe."
Commander Burr, R. N., Her Majesty's ship ''Porpoise."

Lieutenant-Commander Hadley, R. N., Her Majesty's ship "Pheasant."
Mr. A. R. Milne, Collector of Customs, Victoria, British Columbia.
Indian Agents on coast of British Columbia, through Mr. A. W. Vowell.

5. Miscellaneous.

Mr. de Bnnsen, British Legation, T6ki6.
Earl Browulow.
Captain Devereux, Graving Dock, Esquimalt.
Professor Flower, C. B., Natural History Museum, London.
Captain David Gray.
Dr. Guntber, Natural History Museum, London.
Hudson Bay Company.
Mr. A. W. Huson.
Sir George Curtis Lampson, Bart.
Mr. A. Lafone, M. P.
Mr. J. W. Mackay.
Professor Sir F. McCoy, Melbourne.
Sir R. Morier, G. C. B.
Mr. Murray, "Challenger" Office, Edinburgli.
Baron Nordenskiold.
Mr. Sclater, Zoological Society, London.
Mr. Justice Swan.
Mr. E. Maunde-Thompson, British Museum.
Mr. W. C. Van Home.

154 Appendix (B).

Circular to, and Replies from, Colonial and Foreign Governments.

The following Circular of Inquiry was prepared by the Behring Sea Commission-
ers, and forwarded at their request to the Governments of

—

The Cape of Good Hope. Chile.

The Falkland Islands. Argentine Republic.
New South Wales. Brazil.

Victoria. Uruguay.
Tasmania. Japan.
New Zealand.

Such replies as have been received are given below.
In addition to this Circular, direct correspondence was entered into with the

authorities on the same subjects.

Circular of Inquiry.

The Department of Fisheries of the Dominion of Canada, in connection with
questions relating to the fur-seal fisheries of the North Pacific, is desirous of obtain-

ing all ]>ossible information relating to the fur-seal fislieries of the Southern Hemis-
pliere. Tbe southern fur-seal, or "sea-bnar' ' (of the family of eared seals, or Otaridce),

is known to have formed the object of an important industry in the early part of
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the present century, but the islands on which it once abonnded are now reported,
and believed to be, almost entirely depleted of seals. As the habits and life-history

of the fur-seal of the North Pacific appear to be closely similar to those of the allied

seals of the Southern Hemisphere, it is thought probable that the history of the
decline of the southern fisheries may afford some facts having a direct bearing on
the fur-seal fisheries of the North Pacific, and may serve to indicate a proper mode
of protection to be accorded to these fisheries, if such should be found necessary.
In this connection, it would be of particular interest to know for each of the seal

islands ut sealing-grounds of the Southern Hemisphere:
1. Whether the decline or destruction of the fishery is attributable to the slaughter

of the seals while on shore at their breeding-places, or to their pursuit at large on
the circumjacent ocean.

2. In what manner the fur-seal fishery has been or is conducted in each particular
locality.

3. Whether any, and, if any, what measures have been taken by various Govern-
ments towards the protection of the fur-seal fisheries in their territories or in places
within their jurisdiction; and, further, if any such measures are known to have
proved successful in preserving or rehabilitating the fisheries.

4. Generally, any particulars as to the life-history of the animal, its migration,
season of bringing forth its young, and the habits of the seals while engaged in
suckling and rearing the young.

It is also particularly requested that copies of any printed documents or Reports
referring to the fur-seal fisheries, or embodying Regulations provided for these fish-

eries, may be furnished.

Beply to Circular received from the Government of the Cape of Good Hope.

MINUTE.

In acknowledging the receipt of his Excellency the Governor's Minute of the 25th
August last, inclosing a despatch from the Right Honourable the Secretary of State
for the Colonies, rec|uestiiig to be supplied with certain particulars respecting the
fur-seal fishery of this Colony for the information of the Canadian Government,
Ministers have the honour to submit herewith a Report which has been received
from the Government Agent in charge of the seal and guano islands, affording the
desired particulars.

(Signed) J. W. Saukr.
Cape Town, Ootoier SO, 1891.

Report upon the present Condition of the Seal Fishery on the Coasts of the Cape of Good
Hope.

The decline of the seal fishery in these waters is attributed by practical experts
entirely to the destruction of the females in the breeding season, and but for the
fact that there are many places almost inaccessible, and others where landing is diffi-

cult, the seal in these waters would probably have been exterminated, as no protec-
tion or legislation of any kind has ever been considered necessary.

155 During the "springs," as they are technically called, at certain seasons of
the year, the seals are destroyed with clubs by men landing upon the islands

from boats.
The winter or shedding season commences in June and ends in August, during

which period numbers of male seals are killed, but very few females, who do not
appear to come out of the water at this season of the year.

The summer or breeding season, which extends from November to January, is,

however, by far the most important as regards the number of seals destroyed, and
of these the larger portion are females, either about to give birth or suckling their

young. Of course, in the former case, all these seals are lost; in the latter, the
greater number perish; and but for a happy provision of nature, whereby a female
seal will suckle any young one, the destruction of the new-born seal would be com-
plete.

As the Colonial Government up to the present have always contented themselves
with letting out the islands upon short leases, with no restriction upon the lessees

as to the killing of seal, &c., no official information or statistics of any kind can be
furnished.
The life of a seal in the southern waters, if unmolested, is supposed to extend over

a cousiderable period, and it arrives at maturity in about three years. The old male
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seals, called "bulls" or "whij^s," attain an enormovis size, and fiftlit desperately
among themselves. The females generally produce two pups at a birth, and imme-
diately afterwards take the male. The " cow" will suckle any of the young seals,

whether her own or not, and this period of nursing continues more or less for about
six months.
As regards their migrations, it is difficult to give an opinion, as seals are always

to be found in these waters, although they do not take up u])on the islands in any
numbers except at the seasons I have mentioned; but I think it may be naturally
assumed that their migrations, whatever they may be, are regulated solely by the
food supply.

Unfortunately, as I have stated before, there are no printed documents or Reports
of any kind referring to the subject, but I have availed myself of information kindly
furnished by the best practical experts in the Colony, with whom I have been asso-

ciated, who are unanimous in their opinion—first, that the seals are decreasing in

these waters; and, secondly, that the sole cause of this decrease at the present time
is to be found in the destruction of the females during the breeding season.

We have practically no pursuit of lhe animals in the water on these coasts.

At one period, most of the islands were inhabited by seals, but there are compara-
tively few at the present time upon those islands in the immediate vicinity of Cape
Town, and this may be accounted for by many reasons, besides the most important
wliich I have already mentioned. Seals are very timid, and the noise of a steamer
will scare them away; in fact, passing to windward in a sailing vessel, within 2 or 3

miles of an island which they frequent, will generally disturb them. It requires
considerable experience to approach them, and old sealers never attempt to do so on
these coasts when an easterly wind is blowing.
Upon several islands, e87)ecially in the Ichaboe group, are to be foiind the remains

of vast numbers of "seal," probably the eliects of an epidemic disease at some dis-

tant jieriod. In many places, the hair, which is practically indestructible, has been
found mixed with earth to the depth of several feet, and this when sifted gives a fair

percentage of ammonia and phosphate, probably the residue of the bodies and bones
of the dead animals.
The average A^'iluo of seal-skins in the rough state in the London market, taken in

these latitudes, is about 25s., but many fetch a much higher price. No attempt has
been made in the Colony to dress the skins, and there has been no sale for them locally

except for export.
The system of killing the seals is the same throughout all the colonial islands,

namely, with "clubs," by men landing in boats.
The skins are salted upon the spot, folded up, tied, and sent to Cape Town by

coasting craft, from whence they are shipped to Europe.
(Signed) C. H. Jackson,

Government Agent jjt charge of the Seal and Guano Islands.

Cape Tovi^N, October 9, 1891.

Eeply to Circular received from the Government of the Falkland l8land$.

GOVERNOR SIR R. GOLDSWORTHY TO LORD KNUTSFORD.

Government House, Stanley, October S6, 1891.

My Lord : I have the honour, in reply to your despatch of the 31st July, inclosing

a despatch from the Governor-General of Canada asking for information regarding
the seal fisheries in these seas, to forward a prdcis of the replies to the questions

asked, which I have been able to obtain here.

I regret that the information is not as full as might be desired, but, nnfortunately,

Captain Hansen, an old and experienced sealer, from whom I had hoped to obtain

full particulars, was accidentally drowned before my letter, requesting his views
on a matter on which he was looked upon as an authority, reached him.

I have been given to understand by those conversant with these matters—indeed,

it is referred to in the accompanying j)r(5cis—that foreign vessels destroy the seals

in the close season, which exists here from the Ist October to the 1st April.

The foreign vessels alluded to are American scalers, and formed the sub-

156 .iect of correspondence between Governor Kerr and Captain Musgrave, Senior

Naval Officer on the South-East American Station.

I shall probably, when better informed on the whole question, be able to submit
iny views on the subject. At present I refrain from doing so.

I have, &c.
(Signed) Roger Tccked. Goldsworthy.
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Frdcis of Replies to Circular of Inquiry emanating from the Department of Fisheries of the

Dominion of Canada relating to the Fur-Seal Fishery of the Southern Hemisphere which
have been received from Residents in the Falkland Islands.

Question 1. Whether the decliae or destruction of the fishery is attributable to the
slaughter of the seals while on shore at their breeding places, or to their pursuit at

large on the circumjacent ocean.
Honourable J. J. Felton.—The main cause is due to the reckless and indiscriminate

slaughter of the seals during their breeding season; the death of the mothers, leav-

ing the young to perish, and the numbers who are driven from their resorts bring
forth their young in the water, which naturally perish. It has not been the practice

to shoot the seals in the water. If so shot, they sink.

J. J. Goodhart sends cutting from the "Field," which he thinks fully answers the
first three questions.

F. Nilsson.—The decline is to be attributed to the stocking of the land and people
taking up their abode in the neighbourhood of the rookeries.

H. H. Waldron.—The decline in the Southern Hemisphere, including the Falklands,

is to be attributed to the indiscriminate slaughter of the females during the breeding
season, whereby the young perish. Pursuit in the high seas is not carried on to any
extent.
Question 2. In what manner the fur-seal fishery has been, or is, conducted in each

particular locality.

J. J. Felton.—Formerly, by means of whale-boats ; later on, by cutters and schoon-

ers. They would be fitted out for the " pupping" and the "shedding" seasons; as

many men would be taken as possible, armed with clubs, spears, and guns, and,

landing at the breeding places, they would line the beach and endeavour to turn the

seals from taking to the water. If successful in this, the seals fell an easy prey.

Has repeatedly heard it said that so many were killed that numbers had become use-

less before they could be skinned. Now that the seals have taken to outlying rocks

and clifts, the work is less profitable and more dangerous.
J. J. Goodhart.—See answer to Question 1.

E. Nilsson.—They have been usually captured by shooting or clubbing.

Henry Waldron.—By men landed from schooners, who remain on the rookeries

until calm weather permits them to be taken off".

Question 3. Whether any, and, if any, what measures have been taken by various
Governments towards the protection of the fur-seal fisheries in their territories, or

in places within their jurisdiction; and, further, if any such measures are known to

have proved successful in preserving or rehabilitating the fisheries.

J. J. Felton.—In the Falklands, since the close season was enacted, there has been
an increase of seals; but foreign schooners occasionally break the law.

J. J. Goodhart.—See answer to Question 1.

F. Nilsson.—Does not see any improvement since the Law enacting a close season

was passed.
H. Waldron.—To the same eff"ect as J. J. Felton.

Question 4. Generally, any particulars as to the life-history of the animal, its

migration, season of bringing forth its young, and habits of the seals while engaged
in suckling and rearing the young.

J. J. Felton.—Does not think the seal migratory. The breeding season is about
midsummer, when both male and female make for a suitable place.

The "shedding" season is in the fall of the year, when they frequent rocks, and
the young, which before were valueless, become marketable.

J. J. Goodhart.—Has not studied the subject sufiiciently to be able to give particu-

lars.

F. Nilsson.—The seal generally is a timid animal, and recedes from advancing civ-

ilization, and migrates to any place where it can remain undisturbed.

H. Waldron.—Owing to keen pursuit, the seals prefer caves and ledges of rocks

under high cliffs to form breeding rookeries. The fur-seal hauls up to breed in Jan-

uary, the young leaving in May for other rookeries with both "whigs" and " clap-

matches."* There is no regular migration, but it is probable that, when hard
pressed, they leave the South Shetlands and mainland for the Falklands. "They
are peculiar in liking some places for seA'eral years, and then at once going away
and not hauling up there again, apparently without cause, in some instances where

but few were killed and in others quite unmolested."
157 When sealers leave carcases on the rocks, seals desert the place.

Seals will not increase in the Southern Hemis])here until the Chilean and
Argentine Governments have a close time and see it enforced.

(Initialled) V. S. S.

October 28, 1891.

* Note.—" Whigs," male seals; "clapnuitches," female seals.
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BcpJij to Ctrcnlur received from the Government of New South TVales.

GOVERNOR LORD JKUSEY TO LORD KNUTSFORD.

G0VERN!\iENT HousE, Sydney, Octoher SO, 1S91.

My Lord: I have tlie honour, in reply to your despatch of the oOth July last, to
state that I can obtain no inforniatioa concerning the Inr-seal fishery, as the fur-seal
is not found on the coast of New South Wales.

I have, &c. (Signed) Jeksey.

Reply to Circular received from the Government of J'icloria.

governor lord HOPETOUN to lord KNUTSEOliD.

Government House, Melbourne, Octoher 27, 1S91.

My Lord: I have the houour to acknowledge the receipt of your Lordship's
despatch of the 30th ,luly ultimo, requesting information on certain points ccm-
viected with the fur-seal iishcry in this Colony, and to transmit a copy of a letter,

(hitcd the 20th instant, from Sir Frederick McCoy, Director of the National Museum,
which embraces all the available informatiou on the subject.

I have, «&c. (Signed) Hopetoun.

SIR F. M coy to mi;, munro.

National Museum, Melbourne, Octohei- 20, 1891.

Sir: In reply to your letter of this date, 1 have the honour to report as follows:
1. The seal iishery of Australia was never so extensive as that of the North Pacific,

and for more than thirty years the trade in Australian fur-seal skins has entirely
ceased, although of some extent in Sydney a little before that time.

2. In Victoria the only fur-seal is the eared seal (Euotaria cinerea), the size, shape,
and habits of which very nearly recall those of the North Pacific. The decline or
destruction of the fishery is certainly attributable to the indiscriminate slaughter of
the seals on the few islands off the south coast, especially in Western Port, where
the old males and gravid females resorted in the summer to bring forth and tend the
young. At present a few islands only are frequented by these seals, now in the
breeding season, and the number of individuals is too small to furnish any trade.

3. The fur-seal fisherj^ was conducted simply by manning a boat suitable for land-
ing on the islands, the landing usually taking place at night, and then the seals were
killed indiscriminately by clubbing them on the nose with large sticks. The skins
were chieHy exported from Sydney.

4. No measures effective for the protection of the fur-seal fisheries have l)een under-
taken on any large scale by any of the Australian Colonies, but some years jigo I

recommended the Victorian Government to prohibit the killing of seals on the small
islands which they frequent near Phillip Island, and although the number has some-
what increased in consequence, it is far too small to furnish a trade.

.5. The Australian fur-seals were never fished for in the open ocean.
6. Generally, the life-history of the Victorian fur-seal exactly resembles that of

the North Pacific, following shoals of fish in the open ocean, but coming on the
islands to breed in the latter part of the summer.

I have, »&c.

(Signed) Frederick McCoy,
Director of Museum.

158 Reply to Circular received from the Government of Tasmania.

MR. SEAL TO THE CHIEF SECRETARY, HOBAUT.

HoiSART, November 30, 1S91.

Sir: I have the honour to report, for the information of the Canadian Govern-
ment, the following, in reply to the queries laid down in their Circular letter of the
9th .July, 1891:

(Jurry 1. Sealing in Tasmania and her dependencies (almost solely confined to the
islands in Bass Straits and the Macquarie Islands, situated to the south of New Zea-
Innd) has been carried on by the seals being killed on shnre at their breeding places,
and not by "pursuit at large on the circumjacent ocean."

B S, PT VI 15
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Qiierji 2. The seal fishery has been conducted by means of boats of 4 or 5 tons reg-

ister fitted u]) amongst the islands iu Bass .Stiaits, the crew being eqnipjied witli clubs
and rifles, the seals being shot upon the rocks when practicable, or followed upon
the shore and clubbed. Occasionally, large vessels come to Bass Straits from other
Colonies, but the same mode of killing is adopted. In the Macqnarie Islands the
same principles are adopted with larger vessels.

Query 3. No measures were taken by the Tasmanian Government towards the pro-
tection of the ^seal lisheries in their territories until the early part of the present
year, when, at the request of the New Zealand Government, seal tishing was pro-
hibited on the Macqnarie Islands, and in (October of the present year the Commis-
sioners of Fisheries, fearing the total extinction of the seals in Tasmania, consequent
upon their unrestricted slaughter, submitted a Regulation (cojiy attached, marked
A) totally prohibiting the taking of seals in Tasmania and its dependencies for a
period of three years.

Query 4. I inclose a newspaj)er copy (marked B) of a paper prepared and read by
Mr. Alexander Morton, F. L. S., one of the Tasmanian Commissioners of Fisheries, at
a late meeting of the Commission, which will, I think, fully answer the ((uery, as
well as give interesting particulars of the history of the seal fisheries, and habits of
the seals, as far as Tasmania is concerned.

I have, »fcc.

(Signed) Matthkw Seal,
Chahman of the Commissioners of Fisheries.

GOVERNMENT NOTICE.

(A.)

The Governor in Council has been pleased, in accordance with the provisions of
section 12 of "The Fisheries Act, 1889" (53 Vict., No. 11), to amend and approve of
the following Reguhitiou, the same having been made by the Commissioners of Fish-

eries, and published in accordance with section 13 of the said Act.

By his Excellency's command,
(For Chief Secretary, absent),

(Signed) Alvked T. Fillinger.

Chief Secretary's Office, October 26, 1891.

REGULATION.

1. The taking of seals, whether known by the name of seals or any other local

name, in Tasmania and its dependencies, is hereby prohibited for a period of three

years from the 20th day of July, 1891 ; and any person committing any breach of this

Regulation shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding 5/.

NEWSPAPER EXTRACT.

(B.)

Mr. Morton then said that Mr. A. W. Scott, M. A., of New South Wales, was for many
years prior to his death a trustee of the Australian Museum, and. acting under instruc-

tions from the New South Wales Government, published a most comprehensive work
on the classification and habits of the seals found frequenting the Australasian shores,

including the Macqnarie Island. Three species of seals are found in these waters:

the grey Australian fur-seal {Arctocephalus cinereus), the sea-leopard (Sfenorrhyciihus

leptonyx), and the sea-elephant {Mornnfja elcphantiiia). The latter is only found on
Macqnarie Island, although it is supposed .at one time to have been met with in the

islands in Bass Straits., Mr. Scott, in his work, divides the genus Arciocephahis into

two main divisions—the northern fur-seal of commerce, and the southern fur-seal of

commerce

—

(Arctocephalns ursivus and Aretocephalun Falklaiidicus). If, as has been
stated by Mr. Scott, that the fur-seal found on our coast is similar, if not identical,

with the fur-seal of Alaska, the proposed Regulations recommended by this Board
are absolutely necessary for their preservation.

1.59 At the Fisheries Exhibition, held at London in the year 1883, considerable

interest was taken in the collection of seals sent by the trustees of the Austra-

lian Museum. The skull of one of the seals sent to London was compared with the
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one at the Piiiis Museum, and found to be identical. It was the lirst tiuie that the
southern fur-seal {Arctocephalus ciiiereiis) had been seen in Enghuid. Representationa
were made to the New South Wales Government some few years back tlnit this seal
was rapidly becoming extinct. The GoverniLent issued an order protecting them on
the islands and the mainland of New South Wnles, flie result being that they are
now on the increase, and a number may be seen inhabiting the Seal Rocks a little to

the north of Port Stephens.
In New South Wales the sealing trade was in full swing from 1810 to 1820, the

linns engaged being Sydney firms, viz., Messrs. Cable, Lord, Underwood; Riley,
Jones, and liirnie; Hook and Campbell. These firms had crafts manned by crews
of from twenty to twenty-eight men to each vessel, and were usually fitted out for

a twelve months' cruize.

Owing to the want of proper restrictions, the indiscriminate slaughter was terri-

ble. It is recorded that in the years 1814-1.5, 400,000 skins from one island, the
Antipodes Island, or, as it is sometimes called, Pennatipod, were taken. These
skins being obtained in such a hasty manner were but imperfectly cured, and a
writer states that the ship "Pegasus" took homo 100,000 of these in bulk, and on
her arrival in London the skins, having heated during the voyage, had to be dug-

out of the hold, and were sold for manure.
As early as 1801-2 Peron says he found British seamen in Bass Straits killing all

that came in their way. In tne years 1803 and 1804 upwards of 3(),000 skins were
sent from the islands in Bass Straits, the slaughter being made without regard to sex.

At the present time in Macquarie Island are only to be foun^l the sea-elephant
(MoriDH/a eJephantina), yet when Macquarie Island was discovered by a eealer in

1811, the sealing master who discovered it procured a cargo of 80,000 skins, antf
another sealing party 100,000 skins, in one year.
With such a reckless killing, it is no wonder that the seals have become scarce

round our shores, and unless steps are immediately taken, it will only be a question
of time when their extermination will be comi)leted.
Along t*he shores of New Zealand, as well as the southern shores of Australia,

large numbers of seals were found. In New Zealand a vessel from Boston, called
the "General Gates," landed a party of six men near the south-west cape of the
Middle Island on the 10th August, 1821. In six weeks the party got 3,563 skins.

For about twenty years enormous numbers were captured without any respect to
age or sex, and in the year 1839 only a straggling seal was occasionally seen along
the shores of New Zealand.
The American fur-seal had a narrow escape of sharing the fate of its southern

kindred. In a paper dealing with this subject, a writer gives the following account

:

"Early in this century tlie seals were almost exterminated in many of the islands
in the North Pacific, and were there as ruthlessly slaughtered as they were in the
Bass Straits and the New Zealand coast. The extermination was, as it were, com-
menced, had not Russia first and the United States afterwards leased the exclusive
right of killing seals on the Pribyloff Islands—a famous sealing place—to a single
Company, by which means the seals were saved, as the Company had an interest in
kee])ing up the supply of furs."

This single experiment, the writer states, has proved conclusively that fur-seals
can be farmed as easily as sheep, and that sealing should not be thrown open with-
out restrictions. Seals are a property the State should jealously guard. On the two
Pribylott" Islands it is computed that 500,000 .seals resort annually. These islands,

from the value of the fur-seal, were discovered in the year 1786, when the slaughter
commenced, and was prosecuted without [ ? ] until the year 1839, when the num-
ber had been so reduced that the business threatened to be entirely destroyed within
a few years. The destruction was then stopped until 1845, when it was gradnalij^
resumed, though, instead of the indiscriminate slaughter which had before been per-
mitted, only the young males (2 years old) were allowed to be killed. The rookeries
continued to increase in size until 1857.
The Company who leased the right ef sealing in these islands were restricted about

the year 1860 to 50,000 seal-skins annually. From 1821 to 1839, 758,502 fur-seals were
killed, and 372,894 from 1845 to 1862. From another authority, Mr. Hittell, I find

that when the United States Government took possession of the islands in 1867 sev-
eral American firms took possession, and the wholesale slaughter of seals began
afresh. In 1868 not less than 200,000 seals were killed, and for 1869 it is said the
number was not far below 300,000. The United States Government, fearing their
total extinction, leased the sole right of seal-fishing on these islan«ls to one firm,

restricting the allowed number to 100,000. From what he had been able to lay before
the Fisheries Board, no tiuie should be lost in at once taking steps to protect the
seal fisheries in IJass Straits. Wherever projier restriction has been introduced a
most valuable industry has been started in connection with the seal industry, and,
instead of the three years, as has been proposed by this Board, he strongly recom-
mended five years for the close season, and if at that time the seals have increased
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tlie Governineiit might be recommended to lease the islaTids, allowing only a certain

number to l)e tiiken annnally, and on no account to allow the females to lie killed.

In New Zealand, from the year 1855, the statistics of the export of seal-skins show :

In 1855, from Wellington, 580 skins were exported; in 1857, 376. From then until

1868 there is no record. Then, in 1868, 675 ; 1861), 14 ; 1870, 269 ; 1871, 755 ; 1872, 2,012

;

1873, 1,602; 1874, 1,061; 1875, 2.767; 1876, 3,417; 1877, 1,503; 1878, 820; 1879, 2,484;

18S0, 2,648; 1881, 1,2.59; 1882, 353; 1883, nil; 1884, .374.

Professor J. H. Middleton states that the annual value of the fur-seal fisheries of

the world is about 185,000/. The male seal does not attain his full size till he is

about 6 years old, and the female wiien she is about 4. There is, says Mr. J. Clarke,

in a paper printed in the "Contemporary Review," a remai-kable disparity of size

and build between tliem. In a species where the male would be 7 feet or 8 feet in

length, and weigh 500 lbs. or 700 lbs., the female would not be more than 4 feet

160 long, and weigh from 80 lbs. to 100 lbs. The males, when aged, are whitish
grey, and between 7 feet to 8 feet in length; when adult, brown-grey to black-

grey, and about 6 feet in length : young, grey, upper portions soon assume darker
colours; pups, black. The females when adult are ash-grey to silver-grey, at times
golden-buff, frequently spotted: from 3 ft. 6 in. to 4 ft. 6 in. in length, even more
when aged; pups, bhack. The under-fur of both sexes is rich reddish, diversified

by deeper or lighter shades, and variable in length and abundance, the whole being
influenced by health, sex, and condition.

He thought the Government should step in now, as the sealing industry might
prove a valuable source of revenue to the Colony in the future.

Viscount Kawase to the Marquis of /Salishurii.—{Eeccircd Decem7)er 15.)

Legation ok Japan, Loudon, Decemher 14, 1891.

M. LE Marquis: I have the honour to inform your Excellency that, at the request

of Sir George Haden-Powell, one of Her Majesty's Commissioners on the seal fisheries,

I obtained from my Government a rapidly prepared Memorandum as to such fisheries

in .Japan. I have the pleasure to hand your Excellency herewith a translation of

this Memorandum, which may be of interest to the above-named Commissioner.
I may possibly receive a further more detailed Report on the same subject, in which

case I will forward a translation of it to your Excellency.
I have, &c.

(Signed) Kawa«e.

MEMORANDUM ON TIIK SEAL FISIIEHIES IN JAPAN.

[Trnnslation.]

[N. B. —In this Memorandum " seal " does not always mean " seals proper," but includes sometimes all

kinds of sea animals. Word "county" is iiot always api)lied to subdivision of Prefecture

("ken"), but soiiietimos it is meant for the division ("kuni") of the old system.]

Seals are considered among the most important products of Hokkaido.
They are found in every part of the Kurilo group, from Shimshu in the north to

Shikotan and Kunashir in the south; Urup and Itrup being their favourite haunts.

Although the history of the origin of seal-hunting cannot be accurately traced,

it appears that about 170 years ago a few natives of Akishi, in Kushiro, emigrated
to Shibetoro, in Itrup, and occupied themselves in hunting seals, eagles, bears,

&c., which they brought back to Akishi every year when the sea was free from ice

(after April and May), in order to barter them for rice and other necessaries of life;

while the natives of Akishi visited this new Colony for the exchange of these com-
modities.

In the course of time the emigrants increased by degrees, settling down in such
places as Toshiruri, Rianshi, in that islaud, and became hunters of seals and other

sea animals in the neighbourhood.
In 1765 (about 120 years ago) seal fishery became very prosperous, and the natives

of Rashua, as well as ihe old islanders of Itrup, carried on their hunting business in

the Isles of Horomoshir, Makaruru, Shimsir, Urup, &c.
In the same year the Russians first made their ap])earance in the Islands of Rashua

and Musir. In the following year they came to Itrup, and having obtained informa-

tion about the localities froni the natives, they went to the Island of Urup, where
they stayed for three years. During their sojourn there they treated the natives in

a very cruel manner, and provoked their great anger. But the natives being power-
less to resist their oppressors, their Chief at last Hcd from the island.
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In the siinnuer of 1770, while the natives of Itrup, with their Chief, were hunting
in tlio Ishind of Urup, the Russians c;inie tliere ;uul ordered them to shii) all their
catch to Russia, and, on their lefusal, their two Chiefs were killed by the Russians.

In the same year, w^hile the Chief of Rashua, together with a host of natives, were
hunting in Urup, the Russians again made their appearance, and seized all their
catch at the point of their guns. At lasfc the anger of the natives was aroused
to such a pitch by the Russian outrages that they resolved to avenge themselves,
and in 1771 they gathered in great numbers, each carrying some weapon, and
attacked the Russians in Urup, killing eight of them; and thence from the western
coast they passed over the mountains to Wanino, where they attacked some Rus-
sians who were living in caves. Only se^'eu of the Russians escaped slaughter.
From that jjlace the natives sailed to Makarusi, where they also slaughtered seven-
teen Russians.
At that time the chief instruments used by the natives for killing seals were the

bow and harpoon, while the Russians used guns.
After this defeat the Russians did not come for a long time.
During the years of the Anyei period (1772-80) the natives of Urup were con-

stantly cruizing and hunting round Urup and its neighbouring islands, and this pre-
vented the Russians from catching seals so freely, although now and then they made
their appearance But towards the end of the Anyei period they came in a great
number, and made a good catch.

In the years of Tenmei (1781-88), as the natives ceased to hunt for seals, all the
islands of the Knriles except Itrui) were monopolized by the Russi:ins.

101 In 1795 Government caused some thirty men and women to emigrate to Itrup,
and there were good catches made. Nets were then first used.

In 1800 Takataya Kah6, a native of Awaji, emigrated to Itrnp, and there employ-
ing the natives started a settlement for seal-hunting and other fisheries.

In the years of Kiowa (1801-3), Snwara Koyemon and Dat6 Riuyemon, of Fuku-
yama, Matsnmay6 having taken over the fishing establishment and jdants from
Takataya Kahe, and building new fishing depots in several places, carried on the
fishing of sea animals.
At that time the seal-skins were bartered with the natives as follows, viz.

:

The best ^ 20 sacks of rice (each sack containing 8 sho*) per skin; the mid-
dling ^ about 10 sacks, and the common skins were severally valued according to
their qualities; and the natives were paid according to the skins they ^jroducetl at
the time of counting their catch. The skins thus bought were called "karimono,"
and were annually sent to the Prince of Matsumayc, whoso Government ])aid for
them at the fixed rate of 0.56 sen for 1 sho of rice, which was the standard of barter;
and there were strict penal regulations against smugglers.

In the years of Keio (1865-67) the Russian Government sent Ahiskan natives to
Urup, and the Russian fishing settlement became more and more prosperous.

Seal-skins were a special product of Japan, and from olden times they were trans-
ported to Nagasaki, where they were sold to the Chinese.

In modern times seals and other sea animals, once famous products of Japan, being
mostly caught by the Russian hands, are now looked on as Russian products, and
are imported into Peking direct from Russia.

In 1869, at the time when "Kaitakushi" (Colonization Department) was newly
established, its branch office was set up in the Island of Itrup, and some officials

were sent in order to check foreign poachers, and superintend the fishing industry.
As to the mode of buying skins, the old regulations were adopted, but on account of
the old rate of exchange at 1 sho of rice at 0.56 sen being out of date, the fisheries
incurred much loss. In April 1873 the official rate was raised to 1.68 sen per 1 sho.

In June of the same year for the first time a special ofiQce was established in Itrup,
whose duty it was to suppress seal-poaching, and Commissioners were sent there.
In August instructions were given to these Commissioners to keep strict vigilance
as to poaching-vessels of foreign countries and the unlawful sale of seals in the
vicinity of the island.

As seals mostly congregated in the seas neighbouring to Itrup, the ingress of for-

eign vessels to those waters, not only Russian, but also British, American, Dutch,
and other countries, increased year after year, and oftentimes these vessels used to
anchor in the neighbouring harbours.

In such cases the Commissioners informed them of the national prohibition, and
requested them to leave, but under such pretexts as ship's repairs, or want of water
and fuel, they did not obey the remonstrances, and wlien there was a shipwreck,
which occurred very often, it gave a great deal of trouble and annoyance to the Com-
missioners, who had to look after the wrecked crews, and to have them escorted to
the port of Hakodate.

* 1 sho is equal to 0.1985 peck.
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For instance, when the "Lsalic" [?], an Amorican vessel, stranded on a reef near
Itrn]), the iialh os rendered as much assistance as tliey possibly could to tlie nulortu-

nate vessel, liut all ettorts having" proved fruitless, this vessel was wreckc<l at last,

and damages were claimed on the ground tiiat it was lost on account of siifticient

assistance not having been rendered. Such unlawful and unreasonable action on
the ])art of foreign vessels was of frequent occurrence.

All these foreign poaching-vessels being of a much more improved type than the
ordinary Japanese fishing-boats, it was very ditticnlt to watch their movements in

tlie high seas, and, as about seven-tenths of the ishmd was uninhabited, lishing estab-

lishments in the whole island being very few, it was no wonder that watch could
not be efl'ectively kept by a few Commissioners with only two or three lishing-boats

to cruize with.
Under these circumstances, in consultation with the Navy Department, two ships

of war were commissioned, and one of these two was stationed at the port of Neuinro,
one replacing the other in alternate years, and they were ordered to cruize round
the Knrile group in order to watch the poachers.

Besides, the "Kioriomaru,''of Kaitakushi, was sent to Itrup every year from May
to October (season for seal-hunting) to cruize and watch in the vicinity of the
island.

In March 1874 Mr. Alcott Brookes, His Imperial Majesty's Consul in San Francisco,
reported to the Foreign Office that six boats were being ])repared in Can:ida: to start

ior seal-hunting in the islands of Hokkaido, and soon afterwards he also reported that
some sealing-vessels had left the port of San Francisco.

In May of the same year, upon consultation with tiie Foreign Office, Regulations,
consisting of three clauses, controlling the iisheries in the waters near the islands of

Hokkaido, were issued, viz.

:

"1. Along the coast-lines the limit of the territorial right of Japan is fixed at 3 ri

(1 ri = 2.440o miles) from the shore; incase of bays, the line of limit shall be meas-
ured from a straight line drawn between the two capes at the extreme ends of the
hay; but this applies only to cases where the space between the capes does not
exceed 3 ri.

"If any foreigners he found fishing within the above-mentioned limit they shall

be arrested in as peaceful a manner as i)i>ssible, and sent to Hakodate, accompanied
by guards, and delivered to the Consul of the country of their nationality to be
dealt with in a pro])er manner.

"2. If foreigners do not snhmit themselves to the anthorities, or any violent i-esist-

ance he offered by them at the time of such arrest, necessary force may be employed
to cari-y out the foregoing Hegnlations.

"3. Inasmuch as there maybe some foreign vessels arriving in harbour in

162 consequence of stress of weather or want of water or fuel, a careful scrutiny
shall be made as to the true circumstances, and, upon ascertaining their good

faith, they shall be treated in accordance with the 'Regulations for Assistance to

Foreign Vessels in Distress.' And if His Imperial Majesty's subjects be found poach-
ing, tiieir fishing apparatus and catches shall be confiscated according to the exist-

ing Regulations, and they shall be delivered to the branch office at Nemuro, there to

be properly dealt with," &c.
The "Kioriomaru" and "Genbumaru," belonging to Kaitakushi, having on board

interpreters and Seal Fishery Superintending Commissioners, were ordered to cruize

in the vicinity of Itrup to watch any foreign poaching-vessels.
In the same month fhere was a pourparler with M. Benlin [?], master of a Danish

poaching-vessel the "Matt^e" [?].
In June, when the "Kioriomaru" was cruizing back, she met with six American

vessels, and tiiere were various interviews respecting them.
In July His Imperial Majesty's ships "Hoshio" and "Osaka" were sent over, and

the "Kioriomaru" again sailed to the islands.

In August an American ship "Snowdrop" ^^as found at Tankani Bay, and sonie

investigation was made. Five foreign vessels at Ounebctsu Bay were also subjected
to investigation. But these are only a few vessels out of many which were not
brought under notice.

. To illustrate the cunning of foreign poachers, they, all of them, would enter and
anchor in harbours, pretending that they had come under stress of weather or for

want of water or fuel, going out of one port in the morning and entering another iu

the evening, their movements being so alert that it was a matter of no wonder that

a single watch -ship was unable to keep them under observation. But, on the whole,
the Island of Itrup was found unfavourable for the purpose of promoting our fisheries

and of watching for foreign poachers. The climate is very inclement; during sum-
mer niouLhs there is dense fog, and when the autumn approaches the fog begins to

lift, but only to be succeeded by a violent northwesterly gale, causing a heavy sea.

And there is no good harbour. Thus the navigation in these waters is very difficult.
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Couseqnciitly, in tlip same niontli, tlie stationiug of the " Kiorioniai'ii " at that
ishiud was (liscoutiiuicd, and she was ordered to cruize hctween Nemnro and Haho-
dato twice every niontli; the seal-hunting affairs were left to tiie control of tlie

branch office at Ncjunro; and three branches of the superintending office were estab-
lislied in the islands at Onnehetsu, Nanneho, Toshiniori, where Commissioners were
sent respectively with three boats, four boatmen for each boat.
As to the mode- of hunting, the natives used to shoot seals with bows and arrows

while resting upon reefsor rocks. In winter, when the sea is frozen over, they simply
chased them over the ice and killed them with clubs, or they used to go in a boat
made of skins of sea-horse and whale-bones, wearing a kind of waterproof made of
the bladders of sea elephants or sea-horse, and with a head covering made of fox or
wolf-skins, thus deceiving seals when approaching them. In this clever manner they
used to catch a great many. The boat itself was very simple, but so easy of motion
that its progress was very fast, even in a heavy sea-way, and it was quite safe from
capsizing.
The weapons which the natives had in these boats were along harpoon, a club, and

a gatf. Wlieu they approached a victim they threw the harpoon, and having made
a good hit, the top, or barbed end, which is tied to a long string, separated itself

from the pole and remained in the flesh; thus, even if the animal was not killed at
one coup, its whereabouts could always be known, as the pole to which the other end
of the string is tied acted as a Jloat, and the seal was dragged out and clubbed to

death, and then gahed into the boat.
This mode was considered to be the best way of catching seals, but in modern

times it is superseded by the use of guns.
But seals are very averse to the sound of firing, and the use of the gun is sure to

drive them away from the vicinity to some far distant places, and the flocks are
thinned year by year. The natives, knowing this by long experience, abstained from
using guns, but at the present time, as all foreigners poach with guns, our mode of
hunting was also obliged to be similarly changed.

In April 1875, at Beretarubetsu, near Shibetoro, Itrup, a Russian boat was found
anchored, and its master, with three Russians and three Japanese, were seen con-
structing a hut on the coast. They were consequently warned off by the Commis-
sioners.

"

Again, an information was given to the Commissioners that at Moroco, in the same
county, the Americans Ramion Jean(^) and three others built houses, and were
carrying on poaching business since October of the preceding year. They were
consequently arrested and sent to Hokadat6, and delivered to thehands of the United
States Consul.
In June of the same year ITis Imperial Majesty's ship " Asaraa " entered into the

port of Nemuro as a guard-sliip, and cruized about the Kurile group and along the
coast of Kitami.
In September the " Asama" returned, and the " Kioriomaru" and " Genbumaru"

set out for a cruize arouiul Itrup.
In December a schooner, built at Muroran for seal-hunting, was completed and

sent to the port of Nemuro. This schooner was named the " Chishimamaru."
The Regulations for controlling seal flsheries which were issued some years ago,

after consultation with the Foreign Office, had to be amended, owing to the territo-

rial boundaries being detinitely marked out, consequent upon the exchange of the
Kuriles (with Russia) having been effected in September, 1874. Consequently, in

April 1876, new regulations for controlling the fisheries in Hokkaido, consisting of
three clauses, were issued.

The flrst clause prohibited any foreign vessels from fishing with any line, net,

guns, &c., any fish or sea animal within the range of a gun-shot from the const of
Hokkaido or of other islands belonging to the Empire of Japan.
The second clause decreed that the officials appointed under the Regulations for

controlling fisheries in the territorial waters of Japan shall order to clear out
163 of the boundary any foreign vessel which is suspected of infringing upon the

prohibition mentioned in the first clause, or if such vessel is thought to have
already infringed the prohibition, that they shall board the vessel and inspect her
cargo.
The third clause decreed that when there is any foreign vessel which has actually

infringed the prohibition in the first cl.anse, or refused to clear out of the boundary or
to submit to the inspection of cargo mentioned in the second clause, the officials under
the Regulations for couti'olling fisheries in the territorial waters of Japan shall take
such vessel to the nearest open port, shall deliver it to the Consul of the country to

which ii belongs, and upon its being clearly proved to be guilty of the offence after

due inquiries, shall demand from the Consul the infliction of due punishment.
In the same montli, in the Bay of Tsumtan, in the Island of Shikotan, in the

county of Hanasaki, an office building and a store-house were built.
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TIh', islaud of Sliikotau is 18 li in ciiciiinfereiice, and lias a jrood natural harbour.
In old times n\an,v natives nsed to ininii<irato, and the ])ei>i)le of the niaiulan<l also
used to come for lishing ])uri)oses; but. owinsjj to the dii'lirulty of communication,
almost all of them crossed over to Hk^ neii;hbourhood of Nemnro; and at the i)resent
time it is rare to tind any inhabitants iu tlie island. Thus the island became a jjcood

shelter for f()rci<;n ])oachcrs, and many vessels made the harbour their rcstini^-placo
whence to sail, and w lieu the time and wind \v(Me faxourable for their unlawful acts.
Accordingly, some Sui)erintcndin,n Commissioners were sent o\ei- to <(uar<l the
neighbourhood.

In June an olhce-honse and a store-house were built in the 15ay of Tankamu, in the
county of I'^urubetsu, Itruj).

In July His Imjierial Majesty's ship "Moslinu'" cruized about the Island of Itrup
in search of poachcis.

In August, in consideration of the diligence and hardships of the auperintendino-
oflicials of Krui) in discharge of their duty, day and nin'ht through all seasons, a
sub-regulation was made rewarding them by special grants of money, elassitied
according to the nu-rit of each individual.

In May 187S, in conse(iuence of much inconvenieuce having been experienced by
the oflicials in discharge of their duty on account of the dilferences of language on
such occasions as when interviewing foreigu vessels or making iinjuiry as to foreign
]ioachers, tlic following instructious wer(( given to tlie su[)erintcn(liug officials iu

iShikotan, and were ])oste(l in cons])icnous j)laces, written in foreign languages, \iz:
"1. This island is the Island of Shikotau, county of Hanasaki, Nemuro, Hok-

kaido, belonging to tlie Empire of Japan,
"2. You are re(|ueste(l to report in detail, in writing, the nationality of vessel,

its name and that ol' the captain, the number of crew, and the reason of coming.
If for temporary ani^horage, in want of water or fuel, or in (^onseciuence of wind or
tide, you are reijuested to leave as soon as your wants are satistied or the weather
becomes favourable.

" Hunting of sea animals is ])rohibited in tlie neighbouring seas."
The skins of the seals prepared according to the mode of the locality were very

thin, and the process of tanniug was imperfect. In .lune of tlie same year a skilled
tanner of TnkiA was consulted, and it was adviseil that the skins shall be left as
thick as ])ossible, and to prevent the change of fur-colonr, that they should be
painted w ith coal-water in siuh a manner as to allow the colour of the leather to be
seen, and when dry to be painted again twice iu the same way. In suunuer, there
being fear of moth, they were to be painted with camphor-water after being painted
with coal-water.

Heretofore, as there was no restriction as to the mode of seal-huTiting, and fears
were entertained of the extermination of the species by wanton hunting, Hunting
Regulations were issued iu October with a view to promote the increase of seals, as
well as to check poaching; and four superintending officials and thirty-six hunters
were added.
The Regulations rnn as follows:
"Article 1. In view of protecting seal-hunting and checking foreigu poachers, a

vessel of foreign type shall be commissoned to cruize in the ueighbonrliood of Itiuji.

'Chishimamaru ' shall be commissoucil for this pur))()se for the time being.
"Art. 2. The mode of killing shall mainly be by clubbing, and the use of guns

shall be avoided as much as ])ossible.

"Art. 3. Young seals shall be spared as much as possible.
"Art. 4. The number of seals to be caught within 1 ri of coast-line shall not

exceed forty-five per annum.
"Art. 5. IJetween the months of Maj'^ and November the killing of seals within 1

ri of coast-line is prohibited.
"Art. G. Any person who catches wounded or crippled seals washed ashore, even

Avithin the prohibition limit, shall be paid iu money or in kind according to the
quality of the skin.

"Art. 7. To prevent the decrease of seals by careless chasing and w^uiton killing,

special care shall always be taken, and the preventive method shall be established.
"Art. 8. The number of seals taken w'ill be inspected, and their skins shall tix the

proof of their ages.
"Art. 9. The covering and breeding seasons, &c., shall be carefully ascertained

by practical observations.
"Art. 10. Practical observations and investigations shall be made as to the truth

of the seals losing or changing the colour of their fur according to different seasons.
"Art. 11. An actual investigation shall be made as to how many seals can be

caught annually if the use of guns be discontinued, and clubs and bows and arrows
bo adopted instead.

"Art. 12. While out hnuting, if anything orcnrs* likely to form an object for future
investigation, a minute record shall be kept.
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"Art. 1.3. "Wliile tlie ]>]-c.sent Re;;n]ations sliall Le strictly ohoycd by all ilinse

lf>l will) ar(; responsible for seal-hiiiitiu^, tliey can address thenisches to the
authorities to effect required auieuduients in case practical inconveniences

shall have been experienced."
Year l)y year the use of gnus for killing seals having gradually increased, the

frightened seals escaped into distant ])laces, and began to tlock about the coast-lines

auii uear seas of the Island of Kunashir, where human beings were most seldom
found. Consequently, hunting quarters were established in the island, liunting

a!>|iaratuses newly su])])lied, Hii))crintending officers were sent and liunters engaged,
and the hunting business was started afresh. But here, again, people came and tixed

tiuiir iiunting quarters, and the arrival and dejjarture of Ixiats became frequent.

The decrease of seals naturally folio vv'ed, and foreign jjoachers also disappeared.
In June 1879 a hunting depot was built at Iriribush, in the county of Furnbetsu,

Itrup.
In May 1880 His Imperial Majesty's Consul at San Francisco repf)rted that a schooner

had left that port for the purpose of seal-hunting in the neighbouring seas of Itrup.

On ol>serving the general aspect at this time, and comparing it with former years,

the number of seals caught was found to be on the decrease, and it is evident as a
matter of course that the more they are killed tin- fewer will be bred; while, year
after year, increased influx of foreign ])oacliers coin])eted inthe fishing, there being no
means of checking them outside the line of territorial limit fixed by international law.
Besides, as the foreigners did not in the least care about the decrease of breeding or

the extermination of the species, they freely used their guns in hunting, and, as the
result, they killed the greatest number. Thus ^^e Avere also obi iged to throw aside the
(dd instruments, such as clubs, bows and arrows, and gaffs, and to adopt the gnu,
.MS it would be most foolish to keep to tlie old system while letting others make the
greatest gain. Thus the use of guns is the main cause of the ])resent decrease.

In February 1882, after Kaitakushi was abolished, seal fishery affairs were trans-

ferred to the Agricultural and Commercial Department, together with the superin-

tending officers, fishing implements, and everything connected witli the fisheries.

From this time the fishing was carried on by the authority of the above-mentioned
Department until 1887. And, in 1889, the "Dainippon Suisan Kaisha" (the Marine
Produce Company of the Empire of Japan) was given the exclusive permission of
lur ting seals and sea-otters; and the several Regulations in force at the present
time are as follows:

"dkcrke no. 16.

"May 23, 17Tn year of Mei.ii (1884).

"In future, the hnnting and catching of seals and sea-otters in Hokkaido is pro-
liibited; the offenders will be punished by 373rd clause of the Penal Code, and their

catches will be confiscated; but those who are in possession of tlie special permission
of the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce shall be exempted."

"lMl'i:iiIAI. DECIIEE NO. 80.

"December 16, 19th year of Mei.ii (1886).

"REGUI,ATI0N.S controlling THK hunting, the IMPORTATION, AND THE .SALE OF
SEALS ANi> si:a-otti;i:s and theii; raw hidk.s.

"Article I. Any person who is in possession of the special permission of the Minister
of Agriculture and Commerce, pursuant to the Decree No. 16 of the 17th year of
Meiji (1884), shall be allowed to hunt and catch seals and sea-otters within such
area and season as may be fixed by Hokkaido Clio, provided that the person shall

always carry the special permit when he is engaged in hunting, and that wherever
he may be, on land or on water, he shall at once produce and show the same to the
sui)erintending officials or i)olice officers when they ask him to do so.

"Art. 2. When any person engaged in seal and sea-otter hunting arrives in Hok-
kaido, he shall report the name of his boat, its tonnage, and the names of crew, to
the branch office named by the Hokkaido Cho, and shall always keej) fixed to the
mast, or other cons]»icuous part of the boat, a certain sign specially provided for

such hunting-boats.
"Art. 3. Any person wishing to sell raw hides of seals or sea-otters shall first pre-

sent and have them stamped (branding stamps can be used) by the proper ofificers at

the branch office mentioned in Article 2. No hides without this official stamp shall

be allowed to be sold.

"Art. 4. If any person who has imported into any port of the Empire, or anchored
in any ])ort having on board raw hides of seals or sea-otters, or had sold or is going
Ko sell these hides iu a market, be found out, the Customs authorities or the police
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ollicers shall seize the articles, and shall at once ])rosecnte the oflcnder: provided
that the raw hides of seals or sea-otters caught within the territories of Russia or

the United Stiites of America, with duo permission of the respective Governments,
can be imported into the ICnipire upon the owner or the captain of the shij) produc-
ing the certificate given them by the ])roper authority of their Government or the
guaranteeing certificate of the Russian or the United States Consuls residing in tlie

Empire."

1G5 " lieport regarding the lierision of the Details of Procedure to carry out the Regu-
lations controlling the Seal and Sea-otter Hunting.

"To his Excellency Eno^motto Takkaki,
"Minister of Agriculture and Commerce, tSc.

"Hokkaido, Cno, >1uhj 10, :21st gear of Mciji (ISSS).

"Sir: I have the honour to inform your Excellency that the details of procedure
to carry out the Regulations controlling seal and sea-otter hunting per notification

No. Kd. 1.5 of Hokkaido Cho (December) 191 h of Meiji (1886) have been revised, as

shown in the inclosed copy of Chorei No. 35, dated lUth May of the current year.
"Ihnve, &c.

(Signed) "Nagayama TAKKsmito,
" Director of Hokkaido Cho."

[" Inclosure.]

"df.taii.s of prockdure to carry out the regulatioxs controlling the
SEAL AND ska-otter irUNTING.

"Article 1. Tiie open season for seal and sea-otter hunting shall be from the 15tli

April to the 31st October in each year.

"Art. 2. The area of hunting shall be all the islands situated eastward of Itrup,

and southward of Shimshu, of the Knriles, and it will be divided into three sections,

and every year only one of these sections shall be opened for hunting.
"The first section includes seven islands, /. e., Itrup, Chirihoi, Butettchelboa [?],

Broughton, Raikoke, Mushir, and Chirinkotan.
" The second section includes six islands, i. e., Shimshir, Shiritoi, Ushishir, Sleto-

nepa [?], Rasliua, and Matsua.
"The third section includes twelve islands, i. e., Shannekotan, Yekkerma [?],

Karreukotan, Ounekotan, Auos, Makarushi, Shureuwa [?], Paramushir, Holt, Cocks-
car, Araito, and Shimshu.

"Art. 3. When a boat is going out for hunting, her name, tonnage, and the names
of the crew shall be reported for inspection to the brunch office of seal and sea-otter

hunting superintending authorities, either at Neniuro, in the county of Nemuro, or

at Shikotan, in the county of Chishima.
"Art. 4. When the branch office of seal and sea-otter hunting superintending

authorities find the report mentioned in Article 3 in due form on inspection, it will

give to the boat a Hag hereinafter shown.
"Art. 5. Any person who wishes to export and sell the raw hides of his catch shall

produce them to the Shikotan branch of the seal and sea-otter hunting superintending
authorities, and shall have them stamped."
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Laij^e uumbers of seal from the Riissiau "rookeries" are scattered every winter
over the ocean lying off the north-east coast of Japan, hut thej* are unmolested by
foreign or native sealing- vessels, and only tlie fringe of them is touched by native
fishermen in their open boils along the Nambu and Yezo coast, where some 2,000 or
3,000 are taken annually.

2.—IN WriAT MANXEU THE FUR-SEAL FISHERY HAS HiCEN OR IS CONDUCTED IN EACH
PARTICULAR LOCALITY.

2. The coast fishery by the Jajianese in the immediate neighbourhood of Yezo and
off the mainland north of Inabosaki has Just been alluded to. It is carried on in

native open boats by means of sjjearing or nets. The catch (2,000 or 3,000 skins
a-year) is dispos(Ml of to Chinese merchants at Hakodate.
Other pelagic sealing there is none in the ocean lying off Japan.
The few scattered seals still to be found about the exhausted breeding grounds of

the Kurilcs are occasionally taken by the schooners of the Japanese "Marine Prod-
ucts (,'ompany," but only two fitted out this year, and their catch was sixty seals
between them
Of British and other foreign sealers only three were equipped at Yokohama this

year, hut the sphere of their oi)erations lies to the northward beyond Japanese
jurisdiction. According to figures furnished by the British Consulate at Yokohama,
between eleven and eighteen of these vessels left Yokohama annually for the seal
iisheries in the years following the discover.y of the Kurile breeding grounds,
namely, between 1882 and 1885 inclusive. After 1885 their numbers gradually dwin-
dled, owing to the depletion of the Japanese fishery and the greater risk and uncer-

tainty attending a cruize to more northerly waters.
167 It is stated by the ,Ja])anese Agricultural Department that "the fur-seal

appears to be reared on the rocky coasts, and, in consequence, they are gener-
ally caught while swimming at a distance not more tliau 1 nautical mile from the
coast."

It may be that a few are so taken about the Kuriles, but the fishery—now almost
extinct— of those islands was carried on, in the years of its prosperity, entirely by
clubbing the animals on the beach.

3.—WHETHER ANY, AND, IK ANY, WHAT MEASURES HAVE KEEX TAKEN TOW^ARDS THE
PROTECTION OF THE FUR-SEAL FISHEIHES, AND, FUKTHEP., IF ANY SUCH MEASURES
ARE KNOWN TO HAVE PROVED SUCCESSFUL IN PRESERVING OK REHABILITATING
THE FISHERIES.

3. The measures tardily taken hy the Japanese Government in 1884 to protect the
Kurile rookeries have remained entirely inoperative. Elaborate Regulations were
framed in that year and in 1886, establishing a close season between the 1st Novem-
ber and the 15th April, and dividing the Kuriles into three groups, in only one of
which was fishing to be allowed in any one year, and then only on the issue of a
licence by the autliority constituted for the purpose.
There is no means of enforcing these Regulations, which, indeed, were not devised

until after the ruin of the hauling grounds had been eftected. A Japanese guard-
ship was told off this year to watch over their observance, but she never left her
station at Nemuro, and, except the Japanese "Marine Products Company," now
rapidly approaching bankruptcy, no one dreams of applying for the regulation
licence, or of limiting his operations to the group in which the fishery is legally per-
missilde. But, as stated above, the Kuriles no longer attract the seal fishermen to

any extent worth mentioning.
The Japanese Regulations in question have no bearing on pelagic sealing, which,

as already stated, is not engaged in by Japanese or foreign sealing-vessels.

4.—GENERALLY, ANY PARIICULARS AS TO THE LIFE-HISTORY OF THE ANIMAL, ITS
MIGRATION, SEASON OF BRINGING FORTH ITS YOUNG, AND HABITS OF THE SEALS
WHILE ENGAGED IN SUCKLING AND REARING THE YOUNG.

4. The vast bullc of the seals now found in Japanese waters, and more especially
in that portion of the ocean extending eastwards from the coast between Inabosaki
and the eastern point of Yezo are from the Russian breeding grounds in the Behring
Sea and iu the Sea of Okhotsk.
They follow the fish southwards about the beginning of November, and remain

ecattered over a large expanse of ocean, where they are quite unmolested, through-
out the winter and spring months. It is a matter of some surprise that no attempt
is made to take them in the open sea, as is done on such a large scale iu the case of
the seals resorting to the breeding grounds of the eastern portion of Behring Sea.
Possibly they scatter more in the Western Pacific, and are less easv to find.
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After their snjonvn in the south, the first to repair to tlie northern roolcories are
the old bulls, arriving about the niidille of June. They await the cows, which fol-

low them towards the end of the same month. Yearlings and other non-breeding
seals arrive at any time later. The young are brought forth in the beginning of
July.

It is sometimes stnted that the teuiales are in the habit ot leaving the rookeries
to catch tish wMthin 10 or 20 miles of the shore for the support of their young, but
the experienced authority on whose remarks these notes are founded is not of this

opinion. He has never found food inside the female fur-seal taken on the hauling
grounds.

(Signed) M. pk Buxskn,
Uer Majesty's Secretary of Letjation,

ToKio, Xovemher 19, 1891.

Mr. Wyndham to the Marquis of Salisbury.— {Reccired Norimbcr 31.)

(No. 107. Commercial.) Rio dk Janeiro, October 27, IS9I.

My Loko: With reference to your Lordship's Circular despatch No. 80 of the 10th
August last, and to my despatch No. Ill of the 25th Se])tember, on the subject of the
fur-seal fisheries of the Soutliern Hemisphere, I have the honour to transmit here-
with to your Lordsliip copy of a despatch which I have received from Her Majesty's
Consul at Rio Grande do Siil, in which he states that, having made inquires in both
States of his Consuhir district, he finds that no expeditions are sent thence to the
fisheries, and that nothing is known al)ont the conditions under which the fisheries

are carried out, or the habits of the seal itself.

I have, &c.
(Signed) HuGii Wyndham.

CONSUL HKAKNE TO IMI!. WYNDHAM.

Rio Gkandk do Sul, October 14, 1891.

Sir: With reference to your despatch of the 9th September last resi)ecting certain
information with regard to the fur-seal fisheries of the Southern Hemisphere,

168 I have the honour to inform you that I have made inquiries in both States in

this Consular district, and find that no expeditions are sent hence to the fish-

eries, nor is anything known about the conditions under which fisheries are carried
out, or the habits of the seal itself.

I have, &c.
(Signed) W. R. IIeaune.

' Mr. Wyndham to the Marquis of Salisbury.—{Received October 22.)

(No. 114.)
"

Uio TiY. .Ix^vAno, September 25,1891.

My Lord: With reference to your Lordship's despatch No. 30 of the 10th ultimo,

desiring certain information respecting fur-seal life in the Southern Hemisphere, for

the use of the (lOverumont of Canada, and to my des]iatch No. 109 of the 9th instant

on the same subject, I have the honour to report to your Lordship that I have
received a note from the JNIinister of Foreign Affairs, in reply to my request for the
information desii'ed, in which he states, on the authority of the Minister of Marine,
that seal-fishing is unknown in Brazilian territorial waters, that no laws respecting
the same exist in Brazil, and that hitherto no vessel engaged in this trade has
touched at any Brazilian port.

I have, &c.
(Signed) HuGK Wyndham.

Mr. Palcnham to the Marquis of Salisbury.—(Receircd January IS, 1892.)

(No. 51.) BtTENOS Ayres, December 22, 1891.

My Lord: With reference to your Lordship's despatch No. 24 of the 10th August
on the subject of seals and seal fishery on the Argentine coast, I now have the
honour to inclose translation of the reply of the Minister of Foreign Aftairs to my
inquiry on the subject, whereof copy is likeAvise inclosed.
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ApparenTfy tlie tjikiiig of seals is at present prohibited by law, as nlso the work-
in*? ibr i)rotit of any natural product of the south coasts, tliough it is implied that
before very long certain fishery privileges may be conferred in various quarters not
as yet named.

I believe there is an extensive industry in the seal fishery off Maldonado, near
Monte Video, and, in fact, I well remember, twenty-five years or so ago, that those
concerned in the lishery gravely petitioned the (jlovernmeut that the lighthouse at
Maldonado should bo closed, as the light appeared to alarm the seals.

1 have, &c.
(Signed) F. Fakenham.

MR. FAKENHAM TO SENOR COSTA.

IJuENos Ayres, Scpfemhrr 13, 189!.

M. i,K Ministre: I have the honour to place in your Excellency's hands a copy of
a Circular issued by the Department of Fisheries of the Dominion of Canada, and
which Lord Salisbury has directed me to lay before the Argentine Government, with
the i-eqnest that, if it is possible, they will kindly furnish the information therein
asked, which is to the effect that fears being now seriously entortnined as to the
total destruction of the fur-seal, or sea-bear, a series of queries has been issued on
this interesting subject with a view to their protection.

I have therefore the honour to request that your Excellency will kindly cause
steps to bo taken to obtain the desired information as to the pursuit, capture, or
preservation of these valuable animals in Argentine waters for transmission to the
Govex'nor-General of the Dominion.

1 avail, &c.
(Signed) F, Fakenham.

8EN0R ZEBALLOS TO MR. PAKENIIAM.

[Translation.]

Buenos Ayres, Dccemhcr 14, 1S91.

SeSor Ministro: In reply to your note addressed to my distinguished predecessor
on the 12th September last, I have the honour to inform your Excellency that the tak-
ing of seals, as also the working for profit ("exploitacion '') of any natural product
of the south coasts, is prohibited by law, and for a long time this has been the case
with this branch of national industry.

Further, from what I can judge of the case, I ara able to tell your Excellency that
the Executive Power has asked Congress for authority to concede some fishing con-
cessions to certain persons, who will be obliged to supply the necessary information
for the publication of the i^rojects presented to the Legislative Body.

I avail, &c.
(Signed) Estanislao Zeuallos.

169 Memorandum on the Seal Fishery in Urnrjnaij, hij Mr. Ernest Safow.

The seal fishery in the Republic of Uruguay is carried on at three points on the
Atlantic coast, namely, Lobos Island, at the entrance to the Rio de la Plata, at the
Castillos Islands further north, and at Coronilla group, near the Brazilian frontier.

Two kinds of seals are known there, namely, the fur-seal, and the connnou single-

hair seal. The male of the latter species is large, and of a dark brown colour, while
the female is much smaller, and of a yellow colour.

At Lobos Island there is an establishment for steaming down the oil and salting tlie

skins, besides huts for the accommodation of the sealers who live there during the
killing season.
At the highest point of the island is a large " corral," or iuclosure, capable of hold-

ing several thousand seals. When not engaged in killing, the sealers remain in the
vicinity of their huts, but when the superintendent sees a favourable opportunity,
which happens usually during cold winds from the southeast, in conse(|ueuce of the

seals coming high up out of the water, he sends the men down to intercept them, and
by making loud noises to drive them into the corral. Then, as convenience suits, a
certain number of seals are let out by a door on the opposite side to that by which
they entered, and driven to the killing ground, where they are quickly dispatched
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by a Itl'iw will) a clnb. Thti ostablishiiient for the Castillos Islfinds is at Polonia, on
the. iiiaiiilaiKl, whoure the sealers jiioceed iu boats when they jndge that there is a
I'avonrable opportunity.
The general opinion seems to be thnt there has been no diminution in the number

of the seals, at any rate of recent years. In 1876 a Decree was issued establishing a

close season from the 16th October to the Slst May, and this Law is strictly enforced.

A copy in translation is annexed.
As has been seen above, there is no pelagic seal-fishing off tlie coast of Uruguay.
The iitfures of the exjiort of seal-skins and nutria skins (the latter is a large fresh-

water rat, Myopoiamus Coijpus, inhabiting the rivers) for the last six years preceding
1891 are as follows:

1885 25,885
1886 24,191
1887 42,348
1888 22,542
1889 30,211
1890 38,462

Although there is thus considerable variation in the yield of the fisheries, there

does not appear to be any ground for supposing a constant diminution.

The female fur-seal produces one at a birth, the male pups being the more numer-
ous. The pupping season begins in November. The mothers are very careful of

their young. When the latter are about a fortnight old the mothers take them down
to the' water and teach them to swim. They suckle their young for nearly a year.

The seals never entirely abandon the islands, but go to and fro their fishing banks,

which are not far off.

The mating season is in December and .January. During this time the males often

fight savagely for possession of the females, and numbers may be seen lying on the

islands or shore of the mainland helpless from their wounds.
The fisheries in ITruguay are leased to a private Company, of which Don fjuillernio

Lalone is Managing Director.

DKCRRE ESTABLISHING A CLOSE SEASON.

['I'l-iin.slaticn.]

The Government being unable to remain indifterent to the denunciations of the

periodical press with reference 1o the abuses committed in "exploiting" the amphib-
ious animals that populate the Islands of Lobos, E^pinillo, and Tolonia, and the regu-
lation of this industry, implying not only an advantage for the Company which
pursues it, as well as' a duty a})pertaining to the public Administration charged
with the preservation and development of those factors of the national wealth, the

Provisional Governor in Council decrees:
Article 1. The slaughter of seals on the above-mentioned islands shall commence

on the 1st day of June, and terminate on the 15th day of October in each year.

Art. 2. The Civil Administrator of the Department of Mahlonado is charged with
the execution of the present Decree, and he will take the necessary measures for its

due execution.
Art. 3. Let this be communicated, published, and deposited in the public archives.

(Sigued) Latokue,
(Countersigned) Juan A. Vasquez.

Monte Video, Maij 13, 1S74.

170 Appendix (C).

VaKIOUS ^jETTETtS AND COMMUNICATIONS KELATIXG TO THE FuI!-SeALS OF THE
British Columbian and Neighbouring Coasts.

Questions addressed to District Indian Agents on the Coast of British Columbia.

[These qnestions, prepared by Dr. Dawson, were kindly forwarded by Mr. A.W. Vowell, Superintend-

ent of Indian Affairs in British Columbia, to the three Coast Agencies, in the summer of 1891.]

1. Are fur seals found or hunted by Indians in any part of your district? If so, at

what seasons are they found in greatest numbers, and about what dates are they
first and last seen each year?

2. Are fur-seals known to give birth to their young on or about any part of the

coast iu your district, fi'id^ if so. at what pli^ces and in M'hat seasons?
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If younfi; pups ai'e obsoi-vcd, please state whether th(^ Indians know their mode of
Vdrth, i. e., whether boiii on shore or at sea.

3. Do any of the Indians in your district know of bretding places formerly resorted
1o by the fur-seal, or do they remember to have heard that such breeding places form-
erly existed?

4. Have the fur-seals been more or less abundant on the coast within the past few
years J

Information received in rejdii to the foregoin;/ Questions.

West Coast In'dian Agency, Nanaimo, July 30, 1891.

Sir : In answer to Circular of the 20th July, received from India Office, I have the
Imnonr to state that fur-seals are hunted by the Indians on the west coast, and are

found in great numbers in February. Arc lirst seen in December and last in April

—

that is close in shore. After that they begin to travel along the coast of Vancouver
Island and Queen Charlotte Islands towards Behring Sea. Fur-seals are not known
to give birth to their young on any part of the coast in my Agency. All Indian
scalers inform me that seals are born on shore (from their experience in Behring Sea,
wliere many females are killed), and that the mothers leave the young on shore in

daytime, going some miles out to sea in search of food, returning at night. Indians
in my district do not know of any breeding ])lace8 formerly resorted to by the fur-

seal, nor do they remember to have heard of such places.

With regard to the last query, I should say that the I'ur seal have been less abun-
dant on the co.-.st the last few years, as the schooner coast catch has been less than
formerly. From the Barclay Sound Indians rejjort the seals have licen unusually
abundant this and last season, but were scarce for three seasons before. The reason
given to me by one of the best Indian sealers in Barclay Sound for the number of
seals in the mouth of the Sound this year was that the hunters on the schooners
who seal farther Irom shore than the Indians shoot at the seals so much that it

frightens them in shore, of which the Indians, who use only speiirs, take advantage,
and get the skins they want without frigliteuing them away; also the seals follow
theherriugs for food. Some 1,300 skins were taken to Victoria this spring at one
time speared by Indians in or near the motith of Barclay Sound.

I have, &c.
(Signed) Hakry Guillod, Agent.

Dr. Dawsox,
(Care of C. Todd, Esq.. Metlakahtla.)

Kwaw Kewltii Indian Agency, Alert Fa>i, Avguf<t IS, 1891.

Sir: I have the honour to forward, as requested, the information which I have
obtained irom the Indians at the north end of Vancouver's Island, viz., the Nfiwitti
Indiiius on the east, and the Kwatseno Indians on the west side, as these are the
only two tribes in my Agency who hunt the fur-seal.

The fur-seal is found in greatest numbers about the last week in December, and
continue to be seen for about a month or six weeks, when they decrease in numbers,
and are only occasionally seen after that time.
The Indians have never known them to have young during the time they are in

the neighbourhood, and none have been killed younger than aliout six months old.

They have never heard of any breeding grounds in the vicinity.

They say that during the last two years the fur-seals have not been nearly so
plentiful as in former years, and this year few have gone out to hunt them on that
account.
The Indian name here for the fur-seal is " ka-wha."

I have, &c.
(Signed) R. J. Pidcock, Indian Agent.

Dr. Dawson, Metlakahtla.

171 North-west Coast Agency,
Metlakahtla, B. C, September 4, 1891.

Sir : In reply to a Circular letter from the Superintendent of Indian Affairs at Vic-

toria, dated the 20th July, 1891, requesting iny answers to certain questions concern-
ing the haliits and haunts of the fur-seal in British Columbia waters, after full and
exhaustive inquiries, I have the honour to subjoin the following:

1. Yes; they are hunted and killed by Indians all along the north-west coast and
Queen Charlotte's Islands, their route whilst travelling south being near the coast-

line east of Qneen Charlotte's Islands, and returning to the northward mostly on th^
west side of said islands.
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They first appear going south ahoiit the middle of December, and disappear going
north ahoiit tlie end of May in each year.

Tlie fur-seals are most numerous duriug the mouths of January, February, and
March.

2. No; occasionally a last year's pup is fouud, aud during April and May many
iemale seals have been killed with young so near birth that they have been taken
from the old seals and have lived, can swim about, and have been raised by Indians.
The Indians all state that the mother seals go far north to give birth to their

young; that seals are born on shore faraway.
3. No such places known to the Indians of this district.

4. Indian tradition makes fur-seal very numerous long ago, but the i)resent genera-
tion of Indian hunters think that they have been the same as now for at least twenty
years.
During last spring (the Indians think) the seals were as numerous as ever, but few

were caught owing to continued rough water.
I inclose a letter from West Husou, Esij., a man well acquainted with the Bella

Bella Indians and their hunting work, which disproves the statements originating at
Bella Bella that the fur-seal bring forth their young amongst the kelp beds inQueeu
Charlotte's Sound.

I have, &c. (Signed) C. Todd,
Indian Aycnt, I^orth-west Count Atjcncy.

Dr. Dawson.

Letter from Mr. A. W. Huson, iticloscd bi/ Mr. C. Todd.

Bella Bella, B.C., August 17, 1891.

Dear Sir: As per request I have made several inquiries at China Hat and at this
])lace regarding breeding places of the fur-seal, but tiud that none of the natives
know of any breeding rookeries of the fur-seal in this part of British Columbia.
Some say the seals have their young off shore in kelp patches, then others say they
bring forth their ])ups on the outlying rocks along these shores, but none of the
natives ever saw their pupping places; most of them say the mother seal goes a long
way off to pup.
Mr. Clayton says he is liositive that the fur-seal do not bring forth their pups on

this part of the coast.

Respectfully ^ ours,

(Signed) A. W. HusoN.
J. Todd, Esq.

Extract from Letter from Mr. A. TV. Huson, dated Victoria, B. C, October 16, 1S91, and
addressed to Dr. G. M. Dawson.

The fur-seal come into Queen Charlotte Sound early in December, and are mostly
all females in pup. A little later on the grey pu])s make their appearance close iu
shore if the weather is l>ad, so that the natives kill many of them iu sight of their
vilhiges, and on oue occasion, some twenty years ago, a great swarm of grey pups
ascended to the very head of Knight's Inlet so thick that I knew of one native kill-

ing sixty in one day. , However, this was an exception, it was in the month of March,
and the young seal seemed to be falling in and feeding on the uluchan that always
ascend Knight's and Kingcome Inlets.

Nearly every winter fur-seals, both fild aud young, are to be seen in about the
waters of Queen Charlotte Sound, coming in iu December and leaving again about
April.
The number usually killed by the natives depends on the weather.
I have traded in as high as 600 skins from the natives of Nawitti iu one year.
There are no rookeries about the north end of Vancouver Is'and that I know of.

The natives say the females go off into the kelp patches to bring forth their young.

Extracts frovi Letters to Dr. G. M. Daivson from Mr. J. TV. Mackay.

Under date of the 13fch November, 1891, Mr. Mackay writes as follows:
"The ohl Indian hunters of the Sougees, Sooke, and Clalan bands often informed

me that in their younger days fur-seals ami sea-otter were in the habit of landing in
great numbers at the Race Rocks, 11 miles from Victoria; they also fre(iuented the
(jJulf of Georgia. I have bought fur-seal skius from the Seshahls who inhabit the

B S, PT VI IG
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Jfirvis Inlet, taken from animals killed at Sangstor's Island, near Tcxada. 'I'liese

animals wen-, driven to the oecan from tlie narrow waters l)y being bnntcd with the
nse of lire-arms; during the spring numbers of the young animals iish in the broken
waters inside of the outlying half-tide rocks and reefs which fringe the western
shores of Yaucouver Island and of the other islands which lie west of the main-

land from Queen Charlotte Sound to Dixon's Entrance. The older animals
172 remain further at sea, but numbers of them take shelter in the larger sounds

during stormy weather. I have seen them oft" Metlakahtla in the month of
.lanuary. They were first systematicnlly bunted by the Whites about 1856. The
Indians took to hunting them some two or three years later; before that i^eriod they
merely killed them when they happened incidentally to come in their way, as they
didAvith most other wild animals; up to that period the beaver, marten, mink, laud-
otter and sea-otter were the only animals which the Indians systematically hunted
for their skins.

"The Indians above quoted stated that the fur-seal bred on the Race Rocks, on
Smith's Island (Wash.), and on several islands in the Gulf of Georgia. They used
to have their young to within a recent period on the Haystack Island, oft' Cape Scott,
Vancouver Island. It is probable that a few individuals still breed there, these
islands being very inaccessible to small craft, on account of the strong tides and
cross currents which prevail in that neighbourhood."
A further inquiry addressed to Mr. .1. W. Mackay on the subject of the former

breeding of fur-seals on Haystack Island, elicited (under date the 7th .lanuary, 1892)
the subjoined additional particulars on this and other points previously referred to.

"Respectihg your query of the 1st instant, I got my information from the late Cap-
tion Hugh Mackay, of the schooner 'Favourite.' Mackay was the first person to

practise the taking of the fur-seal in the open ocean, and using a seaworthy vesscd

as the starting point and for shelter. The idea was suggested to him by the Indian
hunters, who rejjrcsented to him the difficulties and dangers of following tl'.e seals

far from land in open canoes, and asked him to take them out in his schooner. Ho
acceded to their demands, and success followed the operation. Mackay died about
twelve years ago. He was an intelligent Scotchman from Sutherlaudshire, a cooper
by trade; he collected much trustworthy information during the twenty years in
which he was occupied trading on the west coast of Vancouver Island. I believe his

statement respecting the fur-seal on Haystack Island, as it agrees with the accounts
which I got in early days respecting individual fur-seals having their young in the
unfrequented parts of the coasts of Vancouver Island. Mr. Huson is probably cor-

rect as regards the landing of sea-lions on the Scott Islands. In former times these
animals extended their peregrinations all round Vancouver Island. I was one night
kept awake for hours by the roaring of the male animals on Smith Island, oft' the
south entrance to Rosario Strait. The sea-lions would not interfere with the move-
ments of the fur-seals, and both varieties might herd together."
From a further correspondence respecting the date at which Captain Hugh Mackay

first attempted sealing at sea the following are extracts:
January SO, 1S92.—" The date of Hugh Mackay's beginning to take the fur-seal at

sea may be arrived at approximately by an examiuation of the Customs Records at
the port of Victoria, British Columbia. Mackay owned the sloop ' Ino ;

' with her he
traded oil and furs from the Indians of the west coast of Vancouver Island. He made
his first exijeriment on the fur-seal at sea with the ' Ino ;

' finding this vessel too small
to carry two or three canoes on deck, he built the schooner ' Favourite,' of 75 tons
burthen. The ' Favourite' was registered at the port of Victoria. The date of her
register will be about eighteen months subsequent to the 'Ino's ' first fur-sealing
cruize. I shall write to Mr. Milne, the Customs Collector at the port of Victoria, to

give me the date of the ' Favourite's' first register, and shall communicate results

to you."
January 31, 1892.—" I am informed that the schooner ' Favourite' was launched at

Sooke, British Columbia, on the 28th April, 1868. She was registered in Victoria on
the 18th June, 1868. Hugh Mackay was registered owner and master; on this data
we may conclude that tlie first attempt at taking the fur-seal at sea was made by
Hugh Mackay in the spring of 1866, say, February 1866. The above information is

from the Collector of Customs at the port of Victoria, British Columbia."

Extractsfrom Lettersfrom Judge James G. Swan, of Port Toivnsend, State of Washington,
addressed to Dr. G. M. Dawson.

Under date of the 4th November, 1891, Judge Swan writes:
" Your letter of the 28th October was received this morning. I promised you, when

we met in Victoria, to send you certain information relative to the seal catch at Cape
Flattery, and particularly regarding the date when schooners first took out Indiana
with their canoes on the sealing grounds. But there has been no ofiicial record, and
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I have had to rely iipou the recollection of individuals, which has proved very unsat-
isfactory. To-day 1 received a note irom C;iptaiu E. H. McAlnioud, of Now Duu-
geness, Washington, iu reply to a letter from mo. Captain McAlmond writes, 1st
November, 1891 :

' The first schooner to take Indians that I know of was the schooner
'Lottie' in 1869 from Neah Bay; believing that we were the pioneers, I afterwards
understood that a vess(d from Victoria was also taking an Indian crew.'

" On the 28th October last I received from Mr. Charles Sirring, of Victoria, a letter,

dated the 27th, in which he writes :
' The first attempt at sealing, in a practical way,

with schooners and Indian hunters was made in or about 1869 by James Christiensou
in the schooner " Sur])rise," owned by the late Captain William Spring, of Victoria,
British Columbia.' This is evidently the vessel referred to by Captain McAlmond,
No record of catch has been kept by any one that I have ascertained, and the recol-
lection of individuals is very uncertain. For instauce, Captain James Dalgardno,
for many years a Puget Sound pilot stationed at Neah Bay, was quite certain that
schooner ' Potter,' of Port Townsend, took Indians with canoes to the sealing grounds
iu 1861. But Captain McAlmond, who was at Neah Bay the same time, writes in the
letter received from him to-day: 'Captain Norwood, iu the " Potter," took Indians

to ])i]ot him to the halibut bank.'
173 "The only official account of the seal catch at Cape Flattery that has ever

been kept is the one I had charge of for the tenth census of the United States
under instructions from Professor Spencer F. Baird, to make a full Report on the
fisheries of Cape Flattery, including fur-seals. This Report, in full, may be found
in 'The Fisheries and Fishing Industries of the United States,' section 5, vol. ii.

This is the most complete and reliable Report ever published of the Neah Bay fisher-

ies, and was compiled by me during the entire year of 1880 while I was in the otiQcial

capacity of Ins])ector of United States Customs, stationed at Neah Bay. Since that
time no account has been kept of an official nature, nnd any attomjit to make up a
statement would be mere guesswork, and utterly unreliable. I think Captain Charles
Spring, who was with us during our interview in Victoria, is a thoroughly reliable
man, and his statement of seal statistics the most correct that I have known. I have
endeavoured to obtain statistics from parties at Neah Bay, but without success.
"The whole of tlie seal catch by the ludians of Cape Flattery has been sold in Vic-

toria, and I think, classed with other skins procured from the west coast Imlians.
I would have supposed that the Indian Dopartiueut at Washington, ever mindful of
the good effect on members of Congress it is to malse a good showing of IiHtian
industries, would Ijave instructed tlic Indian Agents to have kept a record similar
to mine, so that they could show to Congress that the Makah Indians of Cape Flat-
tery are a self supporting people. Had such a record lieeu kept, its value at this
time would liave been appreciated, but it seems to have been the policy of the author-
ities at Wasliington to ignore all kuowledge of seal industries except those of the
Pribyloff Islands ; hence the impossibility at the present time of reaching any reliable
results."

Under date of the 10th January, 1892, Judge Swan writes:
"Your kind letter of the 22ud December was received on tfie Slst. Since then I

have been endeavouring to obtain past statistics of the seal business at Cape Flat-
tery, but witiiout success. I have, however, arranged with an intelligent half-breed
Makah Indian, who has the agency store and trading post at Neah Bay, to keep au
accurate account of the catch during the present season.
"Yesterday a number of Makah Indiiins came to my office, and I had a long inter-

view with them. They told me that the.\' had come to ht out their schooners 'Lot-
tie' and 'James G. Swan' for sealing. These schooners are in winter quarters iu

Scow Bay, opposite the city. Those Indians say that seals are unusually ])lentiful

at Cape Flattery and Barclay Sound, and if the weather is good they hope to make
a large catch."
Under date of the 6th February, 1892, Judge Swan writes:
" I have seen several Makah Indians who have been here, and they tell me that

Indians lose very few seals, whether they spear or shoot them, as they are always so
near the seal at such times that they can recover them before they sink.

" Captain Lavender, formerly of schooner 'Oscar and Hattie,' who is a fine shot,

told me that he secured ninety-live seals out of every hundred that he siiot. He said
that poor hunters, of which he had several on his vessel, would fire away a deal of
ammunition and not hit anything, but would be sure to report on their return to the
vessel that they killed a seal each time they fired, but that all the seals sank ex( e]>t

tlie few which they brought on board. Captain Lavender was of opinion that not
over 7 per cent, of seals killed were lost."
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Judge Swan to Dr. G. M. Dawson,

State of Washin(;ton, December 13, 1891.

Df,ar Sik: I have just received from Neab Hay tlje following names of vessels

engaged in sealing from Neali Bay iu 1^90 and 18Lil. with the uumber of seal-skius

taken by each vessel.

1890,

Schooner— Skins.

Swau 136

Lottie 120

Teaser -50

C.C. Perkins 30

536
1891.

Swan 100

Lottie - 480

C. C. Perkijis 190

Teaser 195

1, 025

The schooner " Teaser " is owned in Seattle, the "Swan," " Lottie," and " C. C.

Perkins" are owned by Indians at Keah Bay.
Yours truly,

(Signed) James G. Swan.

174 Under date of the 28th November, 1891, Judge Swan writes:
" The same letter informs me that schooner ' Lottie,' Captain Peter Thompson,

was the tir&t vessel which took Indians and canoes from Neah Bay to hunt seals.

This was in 1869; the 'Lottie' was a ])i]ot-boat at that time. She is now owned bj"

Captain James Claplanhoo, a full-blood Makah Indian, and Head Chief of the tribe.

Last spring the 'Lottie' went to Behring Sea and did very well. Captain Claplan-

hoo, after paying all costs of the voyage, had 7,000 or 8,000 dollars left. He deposited

5,000 dollars gold in the Merchant Bank iu this city. He will buy another schooner
and try his luck again next season.

"I am amused with reading the remarks of correspondents of the eastern press

about seals. They only know what they have seen and been told on the rookeries,

but of the migratory habits of seals they know nothing and care less. I have always
contended, and still hold my opinion, that the seals are not in one great band, but iu

countless herds, like tfocks of wild geese or the bauds of buffalo. Geese do not all fly

to the Arctic, as was once supposed, nor did the buffalo of Texas go north to the

Saskatchewan in the summer, or the herds of Winnipeg visit Texas in the winter.

"All the bands of fur-seals in the North Pacific do not go to the Pribylofi" Islands,

and there are thousands which do not visit Behring Sea at all. But these writers,

who assume to know all the facts, never discuss this question, Where do the seals go
when they leave Behring Sea?
"If the killing of fur-seals is prohibited on the Prihyloff Inlands during the breed-

ing season there will be no fear of extermination. That butchery is driving off the
seals more than the so-called poaching.
"I inclose an article from the 'Seattle Post Intelligencer' of the 5th on fur-seals,

written by myself. It was published in the Sunday issue, but the demand was so

great f hat every copy was sold, and another edition published in their weekly the

following Thursday. The editor told me that it has been extensively cojjied iu the

leading journals of the east."

Extract from the "Seattle Post Intelligencer" of November 5, 1801.

[Special Correspondence.]

Port Town.sknd, October 31, 1891.

The investigations of the United States and British Connnissions in Behring Sea
during the present season of 1891 have been the most thoroughly scientific ever

made by either Government. Hitherto all the special agents sent by the IJnifed

States Government from Washington City have conlined their investigations and
reports to the seals of the Pribyloft" Islands, derived partly by their own observa-

tions, but mostly from the interested statements of persons residing at the rookeries
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on tlioRO islands, the officers .nnd employ^^s of the Alaska Coiiiiiuii'i.al Company, and
the present lessees of these islands. These iei)orts are the only ones that have
obtained credit in Washington City. All adverse rejiorts of scalers or parties
engaged in the fnr trade ontside of the i)o\verfiil nionoixdies Jiave been either
igndied or set aside with contempt, 'i'he controversy so far has been between
oiganized capital seeking to secnre a monopoly and private traders and fishermen,
most of whom are men of small means seeking by their own exertions to secnre a
profit. These latter have never combined or formcnl associations for their own pro-
tection, so as to have their side of the question fairly considered and discnssed in

Washington City. Both parties have been stimulated by greed, and not by a desire
for scientific investigation.
When the Reports of the United States and Royal Commissioners are published

enough new facts will be produced to make a material difference between what has
been dogmaticallj' and persistently asserted by interested writers in the employ of
the Alaska Commercial Company, and the real state of the case, enough to call for

a modification of the present stringent Sealing l^aws.
It is persistently asserted by the lessees of the Pribyloft' Islands that the seals are

disappearing, and that they are being exterminated by the sealing schooners, whom
careless writers term poachers. Poaching cannot be done where there is no preserve,
and the only preserve is on those islands leased by the United States Government
to the Sealing Companies. The open sea is not. and cannot be, in any sense a pre-
serve. Hence to call sealing-schooners poachers is an evident error which should
be corrected. These vessels are not poachers on the Pacific Ocean any more than
they were poachers on the Atlantic Ocean before they came around Cape Horn. ^

'the full sealing fleet list to the I'Otli June, 1891, amounted to 79 vessels, 47 of which
are under the British flag; 30 are under the United States flag. All are of North
American V>uild. The British vessels mostly came from iS'ova Scotia; a few were
built in British Columbia, and the rest were purchased from citizens of the United
States. The American vessels were mostly from Massachusetts, some from San Fran-
cisco, and a few were built on Puget Sound. Otlier vessels have been added to the
fleet, bnt their names and tonnage I haA^e not been able to ascertain. It is charged
by the lessees of the islaiuls that these 79 vessels have destroyed so many seals, and
have driven so many ofl' the islands, that they are in danger of being exterminated,
and the wailing of these unfortunate capitalists has induced the Governments of the
I'nited States and Great-Britain to send their armed cruizers to Behring Sea to put
a Slop to the killing of seals by private eTiterprise, so that the lessees of the islands
may be i>rotected and the poor seals kept from being utterly exterminated. These
specious assertions, urged with eloquent sophistry, have deluded eastern people, and
eNjJecially those at Washington City, into a belief that our hard-working fishermen
and hunters upon the high seas are working a great wrong to the monopolists and
tlie nation at large, and must be suppressed by force.

Now let us see who is really working an injury fo the monopolizing capitalists,

and the real causes why the intelligent fur-seal is leaving the leased rookeries on the
Pribylofl' Islands.

A writer in the London "Weekly Times," of the 12th September, 1891, who
175 was in Behring Sea as a reporter on the steamer "Danube" during the past

summer, says of the decrease of the seals on the Pribyloff group:
"The cause of this is, no doubt, the indiscriuiinate slaughter of these animals on

the islands by the Alaska Commeicial Company and the present Company's servants,
A\ liirh has driven the seals to other p.irts of the sea for breeding, ajid already, the
present season, considerable numbers have made their appearance on St. Matthew's
Island, where formerly they did not resort, the two islands St. Paul and St. George
lieing the great rookeries."
The seals begin to make their ajipearance in the region about Cape P^'lattery in the

latter part of December or the first of January, varying with different seasons.
When easterly winds prevail with much snow thev keep well off shore, and do not
nake their appearance in great numbers before the middle of February or the first

.of March. Last winter was very mild, with but little snow, but the prevailing
winds, which were south and south-west, were exceedingly violent, preventing
sealing-schooners from doing much hunting. The mildness of temperature, how-
ever, with the direction of the prevailing winds, drove the seals toward the coast
in incredible numbers. They gradually work up the coast toward Queen Charlotte
Island, when the larger portion of the herds move along the Alaskan coast toward
Unimak Pass and other western openings into Behring Sea. A portion of these
seals, however, pass into Dixon's Entrance, north of Queen Charlotte Island, and
into Cross Sound and Cook's Inlet, and do not go to Behring Sea, but have their
young on the innumera])]e islands, fiords, and bays in Southern Alaska and Britisb
Columbia. These seals arc^ seen in these waters all summer, at the same time of the
brci'ding on the rookeries of the Pribylofl' Islands, and are killed by Indians and
the skins sold to dealers. The great body of the seals, however, do enter Behring
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Sea, where they are followed hy the sealing-vessels. They usually take to the islaiifls

about the first of June, the hrecdiiij? cows and hulls being- earlier than the rest of

the herd. The breciding goes on altout four months.
The writer in the London " Times" before alluded to says of the method adopted

on the islands for taking the seals, that:

"It is cruel and unsportsmaulike. The animals have no chance for their lives,

hut are slaughtered like sheep in the shambles. A portion of the herd is separated

from the mniu body hy a party of men armed with clubs. These men—they can

hardly be called hunters—by shouts and blows drive the part of the herd they have
surrounded away into the interior of the islands, a mile or so from the beach.

Here, on a clear space, the unfortunate seals are atonce clubbed to death and skinned,

the carcases being left as they lie. These slaughters are carried on until the number
of skins required are secured. Latterly the seals seem to have an instinct that

there is something wrong, as the squads driven into the sand-hills never return,

only the stench from the slaughter coming down to the beach when the land breeze

blows. In consequence of this the rookeries have been less frequented than in

former years. This has given rise to the assertion of the monopolizing Company
that the taking of seal by the private vessels is causing a depletion of the seals on

the breeding islands.

"When the methods adopted by the hunters of the sealing- vessels are compared
with those of the licensed killers, those barbarous butchers, it does not require much
consideration to give an intelligent judgment in the case, and determine which
method is the most humane and which method is the real cause of the seals leaving

the rookeries.
" When the sealing-schooner is at sea she has a number of small boats of a canoe

form, bnilt expressly for sealing. When a seal is sighted a boat is launched over-

board, a huntei-, with one or two men to pull the boat, quietly take their places.

Thehnnter is armed with shot-gnns and riile. The boat is pulled iiuietly toward the

seal. In nine cases out f ten the animal takes alarm and dives out of sight before

the boat is near enough for the hunter to shoot, and in no case does a hunter shoot

until he is near enough to be certain of the game. As soon as a seal is shot it begins

to sink slowly, and the boat is pulled rapidly up to it, the carcase is gatfed and hauled

aboard. This is repeated as long as a seal can be seen. In many instances only one

or two will be killed during a whole day's hunting, but at other times as m;iny as

twenty or thirty will be taken. After a day's hunt the boats return to the schooner,

the seals are skinned, and the pelts laid in salt in the hold. This goes on from day
to day during the season. A small boat is not a very safe craft in the boisterous water

of the Northern Ocean, and the thick fogs often spring up and hide the schocmers

from the hunters' sight, when days may elapse before the boats are picked u]), and
sometimes they are never found Thus these hardy sealers pursue the objects of their

chase in the open sea. The seal has a chance of escaping, and the percentage killed

is very small. When it is considered that an extent of ocean of nearly 12,000 square

miles is hunted over, the chance is slight of the seals being exterminated by the tleet

of sixtj or seventy vessels engaged in the seal-hunting business.

'•'It has been asserted that only a few seals out of every hundred shot are ca])tured

by the hunters, and the balance sink or escape wounded to die later on. This is not

so. The ample evidence collected by the Commissioners this season proves that a

seal hardly ever escapes when shot. Of course, a few do, but not over five or six out

of the hundred.
" The sealing monopolists of the rookeries have had reports made by so-called

'experts' on the condition of the sealing business and on the probable effect on seal

life if the present rate of killing is to be kept up. All, or nearly all, of these 'experts'

have reported that but few seal are left; that the piratical poaching schooners had
killed them off, and yet the whole of the persons interviewed by the Coiumissioners,

masters of sealing-schoouers, Indians along the coast, and traders admitted that the

seals are in no ways diminishing in numbers, but that the present season of 1891 the

fur-seals in the North Pacific have been more numerous than for the past twenty
years. There is, however, miich greater difiQculty experienced in capturing them.

The wary animals have learned what a sealing-boat is, and at the sound of a gun the

animal is on its guard, and it is harder for the hunter to get in range of his (juarry.

The Indians kill the seal by paddling the canoe silently close to the slee])ing animal,

and then with unerring aim hurling a barbed spear with a line attached, with which
the seal is hauled in and taken aboard the canoe. Seldom or never does a seal escape.

The white hunters use the gun as described."

176 Although seals have appeared in incredible numbers this present season of 1891,

yet the weather all through the spring and early summer months was unusually

boisterous, and days and even weeks elapsed during which time it was imi)ossible to

launcii a sealing-boat or an Indian canoe, consequently the catch has not been as

large as was generally expected, and recent accounts from London show that the

j)rices brought for fur-seal skins at the great trade sales did not average over 13 dol-
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lai'S. As jiriccs from 17 to 22 dolhii's wore p;iid iu Victoria for these skins, somebody
lias beeu a great loser, and tlio prospect now is that fewer vessels will engage iu the
business next season, and that i)rices will rule still lower.
Of the migratory habits of fur-seals but little has liitherto Ijeen made known, for

those who have had the information to give have had an interest directly opposed to
imparting the truth. Hence the fallacious assertion has been made and stoutly
maintained by the monopolists and their mendacious hirelings that all the fur-seals
of the North Pacific Ocean congregated on the rookeries of the islands of the Priby-
loff group, and if they are allowed to be killed by the poachers and pirates, whom
the general public know as honest, industrious, energetic fishermen and hunters

—

the fur-seal will become extinct, and Miss Flora McFlimsey will have nothing to
wear, poor girl! But the scientific nivestigatious of the United States and Royal
Commissions, and particularly the latter, who have made the migrations of the seals
a special study, will show that the habits of all migratory animals, both birds and
beasts, are governed by natural laws. The seals, like the great herds of buffalo,

formerly so abundant, and the myriads of wild fowl from the north, are not (each
kind) one single great body. The buffalo were found in great droves from Texas to
the Assiniboine and the Red River of the north, but they were not all iu one band.
The herds from Lower Texas never went north to the upper limits, nor did the herds
of the extreme north ever seek their feeding ground iu Southern Texas. Every baud
had its own range. So of the Canada geese and other wild fowl, which were popu-
larly declared to visit the regions of the North Pole every spring to propagate their
young. No one thought or dared to assert to the contrary, but when Colonel Goss,
the celebrated ornithologist, found the nests and eggs and young of the Cana-tla
goose in Kansas, and other observers have discovered these so-called Arctic breeders
rearing their young at the head-waters of the Missouri and Mississi])pi, it was found
that popular belief regarding natural history is not always scientific fact, and so as
to the habits of the fur-seal. They do not move iu one immense herd to Behring
Sea, but iu droves and bands or schools like fish, all over the great expanse of the
North Pacific Ocean. Dr. Dawson, of the Royal Commission, said, as reported in

the Victoria "Colonist" of the 13th October:
"Very little has been published about the migrations of the seals on the North

Pacific coast before they enter the Behring Sea, and this point is one from which we
got a lot of interesting matter. We have taken u. good deal of evidence about the
presence of seals at Cape Flattery, and have been told that they were more numer-
ous last spring than they have ever been before I find a peculiar idea
existing among those who claim to be authorities iu regard to seals found in the
waters of South America, especially about Tierra del Fuego and the Straits of
Magellan. The notion that they are the same species of seal as those found iu Beh-
ring Sea and the North Pacific is quite erroneous. They are of a dift'ereut genus
altogether."
So also will these scientific investigations show that a portion of the so-called

California seal, which comes north every season, does not enter Behring Sea at all,

and that its habits in many respects ditter essentially from those which visit tbe
rookeries on the Pribyloff Islands. These California seals do have pups somewhere
on the coast, either at the Farallones or furth-^r south, or on the great kelp patches,
as is clearly shown by the young ])uiis which annually make their appearance with
the herd, and are taken and brouglit into Neah Bay by the Indians every season,
and it is further proved that these pups will swim at birth, and even when taken
from their mother betbre birth, thus showing a difference of habits between the
Pribyloff' Islands seal and those taken at Cape Flattery. These facts about the
habits of the fur-seals of Cape I'lattery, which I have known lor more than thirty
years, have this year been proved to be correct by the Royal scientists, and will
seem to show there are always two sides to every question. While I join with all

the sealers with whom I have conversed that there should be a close season on the
Pribyloff' Islands, when no seals should be killed on those islands or in Behring Sea,
I equally join with some of the more intelligent and observing of these sealers that
the hunting of seals along the coast of Washington, British Columbia, and South-
eastern Alaska does not in any way afi'ect the seal catch on the Pribyloff Islands, as
there is every reason to assume that these coast seals noA'cr enter Behring Sea.
When we consider how the development of the fisheries of the North Pacific have

been paralj'zed by this seal controversy, and our fishermen have been driven by the
mistaken policy of our Government to seek protection under the British flag, we
may well exclaim, "This is a sorry sight." The fishermen of Gloucester and other
eastern ports, who were protected by our Government in their fisheries on the
Atlantic, almost to the verge of hostilities with Great Britain, find that when they
come around Cape Horn to engage in the same peaceful and honourable vocation in
the North Pacific, Behring Sea, and the Arctic Ocean, they are denounced by the
same Government as poachers and pirates. They take notlVng but the products of
the ocean. They roll no man. Yet because a powerful Syndicate of capitalists
demands the right to monopolize the taking of seals to furnish articles ot luxury
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for tlio rich, our fisliprineii and liiintcrs nro Imrriod iind worried liy reAonup-cuttt'rs

and other armed vessels, not lor the ])nblic jrood, not for the benefit of the poor,

but simply to gratify the avarice of the ^vealthy few who have secured from our
Goverument a mouopoly of seal-catching on Pribyloft' Inlands, which they arrogantly
assume gives them the monopoly of the whole ocean, as well as Alaska.
When the Hudson Bay Comi)any. which for more than 100 years had lorded it with

despotic sway across the whole continent, from the Atlantic to the Pacihc, sought to

renew its Charter, those far-seeing Htatesmeu, Gladstone, Ijabonchere, Lord Bury,
and others opposed granting a renewah and Parliament refused. The course of those
wise statesmen against that gigantic monopoly opened to the Dominion of l!anada

all that great region which had been represented by tlie Company as a land of

177 ice and snow, of fogs and cold, fit only as an abode for wild beasts and the
still wilder Indian. But it has been found an agricultural region of immense

value, which has been opened and demonstrated by the Canadian Pacific Railroad
to be a fit abode for thousands of industrious white persons, who have found within
its borders happy homes, and have thus added to the wealtli of the Dominion.

So, too, Avhen we can have statesmen in Congress wlio can rise above the sordid
motives of filthy lucre, and look into this seal question and the development of

Alaska, and of our great fisheries, they will see that tlie sum paid by the Couiy)any
for the lease of the Pribylofi" Islands is not a feather's Aveight in the scales of justice,
when we coinpare this amount, great as it is, with the vastly greatrr amount of good
the nation will derive by giving every encouragement to our fishermen to bring in the
rich products of the ocean, tlie whales, the seals, the fish, and to our miners and
others to ojien up and develop the rich treasures of Alaska. All this development is

retarded and paralyzed by the action of the monopolizing Companies, just as the
Hudson Bay Company retarded the development of British Columbia and all that
great region, clear through to Hudson's Bay and the Atlantic. Instead of emulating
the example of the British Parliament and abrogating a powei ful monopoly, we seem
to have gone back to feudal times and granted rights and privileges to the moneyed
Barons which are denied to the people. Better that every fur-seal be exterminated
than the United States should enter into this unholy alliance with a monopoly to
paralyze our industries and rob the people of their inheritance.
On the North Atlantic Ocean the hair-seals have been hunted for more tlian two

centuries, and every year more vessels and larger ones are engaged in this business.
Yet the hair-seal is not exterminated. The habits of the fur-seal and hair-seal are
analogous—both live on fish, both are amphibious; but the commercial value of the
fur-seal is the greatest, and while our fishermen can kill all the hair-seals they wish
the fur seal must be reserved for those who have longer purses and can cajole Con-
gress by their sophistries.
The fur-seals never will be exterminated. They may and have been driven from

their rookeries, but they have found others, and if they i\To, being driven from the
Pribyloft' Islands, as is asserted, I predict that when the wholesale butcheries are
stopped and the stench of the rotting carcasses no longer pollutes the atmosphere of
St. Paul's and St. Ceorge's rookeries, the seals will return to their old haunts, as
they are now returning to their former rookeries at Cape Horn and other places in

the South Pacific. In all the preceding years of the history of the sealing on the
Pribyloft Islands, the Captains of the revenue-cutters have not been required to
make specific Reports on their observations of fur-seals off the rookeries, and any
voluntary statements they may have made were eitlun* pigeon-holed or not con-
sidered good form, hence we have no knowledge of any such Rejiorts. This season,
however, the Captains have been re(|uired to make Reports on their observations of
fur-seals and their habits oft' of the rookeries, and their testimony, added to the
Reports of the Commissioners, will furnish much interesting information which has
hitherto been suppressed.

If the Government will prohibit the killing of fur-seals on the Pribyloft" Islands
and in Behring Sea during the breeding season, and will encourage our fisliermen
as they are encouraged on the Atlantic, the seals will not be driven oft' nor the mar-
ket overstocked, and, better than all, encouragement will be given to the develop-
ment of our fislieries l)y furnishing a motive for a fishing fleet to congregate on
Puget Sound, and by the products of their labours to enrich our State. If such a
course is pursued one will hear no more of American vessels being driven under the
British flag for protection from the United States Government, which should protect
them. Our Government is very jealous of injuries and insults ]iut upon oiir citizens
by foreign nations, but not a word is said of the injuries and losses our citizens
have incurred by our Government in sustaining and protecting a, monopoly on the
seal islands. It is a disgraceful partnership biitween the United States and these
monopolists, which should be dissolved. It is an old adage that "when thieves fall

out honest men get their dues," and I hope that the present feud between the two
rival Companies may bring Congress to a clear understanding of this matter, and
our fishermen allowed the same privileges and encouragement that they have in the
North Atlantic.

(Signed) James G. Swan.
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Leiter from Captain .John Devcreux, addressed 1o Ashley Fronde, Esq., Seerefari/, IlehriiK/

tSea Comiiiissiov.

Graving Dock, Esquimau, Noremher 10, ISOl.

Sit? : In reply to your letter of the 28th ultimo, rospectiuc: the habits of the fur-
seal along the coasts of British Colunihia and Alaska, I beg- to report as follows:

1. From the early part of Deceuilier to the beginning of June they are found near
the edge of the bank of soundings along the coast from south of the Strait of De
Fuca to Cape Scott Islands on the west coast of Vancouver Island, and that about
the middle of June they disappear altogether, and are seldom seen again until late
in November or early part of December, when the weather is then too rough for all

Ijractical purposes to catch them.
2. The distance from the shore where they are to be found most plentiful—say oft'

Cape Boale, where the bank extends furthest from the land—is from 30 to 100 miles,
and in some cases to 150 miles; but these tigures must not be taken bj' any means as
a lixed limit, because they are frequently found inshore and up the sounds some 8
or 10 miles inside the headlands, and, in fact, I have seen them in the Strait of
Fuca, and on rare occasions in the Gulf of Georgia even.

3. When they are found along the bank on the west coast of Vancouver Island
they are feeding on their natural feeding grounds, where they feed upon all kinds
of fish in season—of which we have a variety on this coast of some thirty odd
species—however, the herring is their principal food, and then comes the salmon

and other varieties, and so long as the fish are plcntii'ul the seal never leaves
178 the feeding ground, but when the herring, salmon, smelts, and others proceed

northward and into the inlets, harbours, rivers, »fec., to spawn, the seals follow
them, but so soon as they tind shoal water they go to sea again. Now some of our
inlets on the west coast are from 50 to 100 fathoms deep, and the seal is quite at
home in them.

4. As far as my observations have extended regarding the increase or decrease in
their numbers, and I have been on this coast twenty-seven years, all I can say on the
siiltject is that when they return to their feeding grounds after their jjeriodic
migrations they appear to be in numbers very similar to the salmon, herring, smelt,
ooiachan, &c. Some years they are found in inexhaustible numbers, then for a year
or two they will be scarcer, only to return in the following year in as great abun-
dance as ever, and it is my firm belief that if the tisli never left the banks fringing
the west coast of British Columbia and Southern Alaska the seals would never leave
their feeding grounds, for the only food they can get in Behring Sea is codhsh,
which is by no means so plentiful as the herring, smelt, and oolachans further south.
As to the distance they preserve from the shore-line, I do not believe there is any

difference, foi instance, in the months of November, December, and January the
salmon and herrings, &c., are i'ar off shore, and as s^jring advances they approach
the land in shoals and the seals follow them. The herrings come in first, the salmon
follows, and feeds upon them, and the seal feeds upon all, although the herring ia

its favourite food.

Any other information as to the history of seal-fishing in this province, &c., I can
supply if necessary.

I am, &,Q.

(Signed) John Devereux, Dock-master.

179 Appendix (D).

MiscEiXANEotTs Correspondence and Memoranda.

1. Behring Sea Commissioners to Her Britannic Majesty's Consuls-General at Shang-
liae. Canton, and Honolulu.

2. Her Britannic Majesty's Consul at San Francisco to Behring Sea Commissioners.
3. iler Britannic Majesty's Consul-General at iShanghae to 15ehring Sea Cominis-

sioners.

4. Her Britannic Majesty's Consul-General at Canton to Behring Sea Commissioners.
5. Behring Sea Commissioners to Senior Naval Officer, Esquimalt.
6. Extracts from "Challenger" Reports.
7. Letter from Mr. F. Chapman.
8. Extract of letter from Baron Nordenskiold.
0. Letter from Mr. .John Murray.

10. Report of examination of dead Seal Pup by Dr. Giinther.
11. Memorandum by Sir Samuel Wilson, M. P. (Sheep-breeding).
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12. Memonmdiiin l)y Earl Hrowiilow (Dcer-brccdin^ij;). *

13. Meiiiorandiiiii by Professor Flower, C. B.

14. Letter Ironi Caii>tain David Gray, Peterhead.
15. Mr. W. Palmer, on the Killing of Seals upon tlie Pribyloff Islands.

16. Extract from the Melbourne "Argus," December 17 1887, (referred to by Mr.
Cha])man).

17. Extracts from Pamphlet by Mr. A. W. Scott on the Fur-seals of the Southern
Hemisphere, 1873.

1.

—

Letter from the Bchrbig Sea Commissioners to Her Britannic Majesty's Conaul-General
at Sliani/hue.*

GovEKNMKNT HousE, Ottawa, Noremhcr 16, 1S91.

Sih: Having been appointed British Commissioners to investigate the facts and
conditions of fur-seal life and the sealing industry in the North Pacific Ocean, we
find that our in(iuiry would be much assisted if you could furnish us with informa-
tion on the following points:

1. As to the names and number of vessels sailing from Chinese ports in any given
years, which have taken fur-seal at sea or on the rookeries, together with the num-
ber of skins taken and other particulars, such as the nationalitj' of the vessels, and
the uumbt^rs of their crews.

2. Any information as to the number of fur-seal skins landed at Shaughae, and the
market prices of the same in any given years.

[t3. Any inibrnuition on, or names of authorities for, the very considerable trade
in fur-seal skins, both from the North Pacific and the South Seas, which appears to
have been carried on at Canton during the earlier years of the present century.]
We should be much obliged if the above information could be forwarded to us as

soon as possible, aildressed to the Behriug Sea. Commission, care of his Excellency
the Governor-General, Ottawa, Canada.

We have, &c.
(Signed) Gkorge Baden Powell.

George M. Dawson.

2.

—

L( tier from Her lirilainiic Majvfitifs Consul at San Francisco to the Bihrinff Sea
Conunissioners.

San Fkancisco, January 5, 1S92.

Sir: I am in receipt of your despatch, dated Foreign Oflice, the 10th ultimo, wish-
ing me to obtain for the Behring Sea Commissioners the forms of clearance issued at
the (histomhouse at San Francisco for vesscds ])roceeding on whaling, fishing, and
sealing voyages to the North Pacific, including Behring Sea.

The precise phrases used in clearing vessels at tliis port upon these voyages is

shown on tin; inclosed forms of clearance obtained from the Custom-house. Those
that go hunting and fishing procure a clearance, which states that they are "bound
for hunting and fishing voyage, having on board stores," and those that go whaling
are cleared "for whaling voyage, having on board stores." I am informed by the
Deputy Collector of Customs, who clears all vessels here, that these are tiie only
two forms of clearance given, and that no sealing or trading clause is inserted in such
forms. He says no vessels are cleared for Behriug Sea. The steamers of the Alaska
Conuiiercial Company clear for Uualaska, and receive permission from the Collector
of Customs there to proceed to the Islands of St. George and St. Paul.
As regards a statement of the number of vessels clearing from this port f(U- fishing

and hunting, I inclose a Memorandum which I have inocured from the Custom house
at this port.

I am, &c. (Signed) Denis Donoiioe.

180 3.

—

Letter from Her Britannic Majesty's Consul- General, Shanghae, to the Behring
Sea Commissioners.

Shanghae, January S, 1S93.

Gentlemen: In reply to your letter of the 16th November last, just received, ask-
ing for cert.aiu inforuuition with regard to vessels clearing from Chinese ports which
have taken fur-seal, I have the honour to inform yon that, as far as I can learn, no
vessels have cleared for that purpose from this country, though vessels registered
here may possibly have left for Yokohama with the ultimate intention of engaging

* Sent also to Her Majesty's Cousuls-Geueral at Honolulu and Canton,
t To Canton only.
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ill the seal fishery. Most, if not all, of the vessels engaged in the seal fisheries reg-
istHjred liere are Ijiiilt and fitted out in Yokoliaina, and are only registered in Shang-
hae Ix'canse it is tlie nearest jiort wliero English registry can be obtained

.

The Imperial Maritime Customs have liindly furnished me with the following
figures showing the import of seal-skins:

Year.
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181 Rerordx of OhsrrraHoiiii on Far-Senl Life in Ike North Pacific Ocean, for flie Beli-

rinq Sea Commissiov, io be entered in a Seiyaratc Seal Lor/.

1. Place of oacli recorded obsorvation (possilily, marked oft' on separate chart by
releronce niiiiihers).

2. Toints to be noted in regard to seals:

4i.) Whether playinc;-, resting, or travelling (if tra\'elling: (o) direction, (/?) pace,

(y) whether single or in schools).

(ii.) (a) Sex, age, and size; (/i) whether accompanied by pnps or not.

(iii.) State of weather and sea at timers of observation.
3. Obtain corresponding information from any sealing-schooners visited for any

immediately preceding dates, and generally' record any information applying to seal
life.

This Memorandinn was commnnicated to the coiinnandiug ofhcers of Her Majesty's
ships "Nym])]ie," " Por]inise" and " Pheasant," wlio kindly cansed accurate observa-
tions to be made on the jioiiits indicated.
The results of these observations are, so far as were cousidered essential, embodied

in our Report.

6.

—

Extracts from Reportof the Scientific I\esnItsof the Explorinfi Voyage of Her Majesty's
Shij) " Challeiiiier," 1S7S-7G.

" The caves (on Nightingale Island), with the sloping ledges leading np to them,
are frequented, as was said, by fur-seals. Four years before the visit of the expedi-
tion, 1.400 seals had been Icilled on the island by one ship's crow. Seals were very
much scarcer in 1873, but the island w.is visited regularly once a-year by the Tristan
people, as was also Inaccessible Island. The Germans killed only seven seals at
Inaccessible Island during their stay, but the Tristan people killed ibrty there in
December 1872." (Narrative, vol. i, part i, p. 261.)

" I'^rom all sides of the precipitous black clift's cataracts fall over into the sea, and
water is found in numerous ponds all over the group. The islands* are frequented
by elephant- and fur-seals, although these are not so plentiful as formerly, and as there
is no lack of water, there is no danger of shipwrecked mariners dying of starvation.
The blubber of the elephant-seal and the skins of penguins, with tlie adherent fat,

furnish the material for tire, and the flesh of the seals and birds, the eggs of the
latter, together with the Kerguelen cabbage, form a nourishing diet, on which the
sealers residing at times on one or other of the islands have usually lived, and with
which they appear to have been contented." (Narrative, vol. i, part i, p. 321.)
"Two of the whaling-Hchooners met with at the island t killed over seventy fur-

seals on one day, and u])\vardsof twenty on another, at some small islands off Howe
Island to the north. It is a pity that some discretion is not exercised in killing
the animals, as is done in St. Paul Island in Behring Sea in the case of the northern
fur-seal. By killing the young males, and selecting certain animals only for killing,

the number of seals nuiy even be increased ; \ the sealers in Kerguelen Island kill all

they can iind." (Narrative, vol. i, part i, p. 35.5.)

"In 18(il!, when Her Majesty's ship 'Topaze' called at the island, $ there were only
ten inhabitants, and the ' Challenger' || found forty or fifty under the contrtd of a
(;hilean, who paid 200/. a-year rent to the Chilean Government, and who had a few
men also at Mas-a-Fuera island ; he was engaged principally with the hunting of the
fur seals." (Narrative, vol. i, part ii, p. 827.)
"The steam pinnace left Gray Harbour^ at 4 a. m. with several n.aturalists and

oflicers, and joined the ship in the evening at Port Grappler. On the way, landing
was ett'ected at several spots, and a number of birds were i>rocnred; a very large
number of fur-seals (Arciocephalus) were seen, and six were shot, the skins and skele-

tons of which were j>reserved." (Narrative, vol. i, part ii, p. 865.)

"In the narrative of the voyage it is stated that fur-seals frequented Nightingale
Island, one of the Tristan da Cunlia group; the Crozet Islands, Kerguelen Island,

Juan Fernandez, the Messier Channel, and Elizabeth Island, in the Strait of Magel-
lan. Specimens of eared seals, which did not possess the elongated concave palate

* Crozet Islands, Penguin or Inaccessible Island, visited 1873-74.

t Kerguelen Island.

t J. A. Allen.—The eared seals. Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. ii, pp. 1-88, 1870-71.

^ .Juan Fernandez.
II
Visited by "Challenger," 1875.

il Visited by "Challenger," January 1876.
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80 characteristic of the jieuiis Otaria iu the seuse (U'fined on p. 20, were procured from

the Kcrgueleii j;roui) of ishiiuls, in the Messier Chiinnel on the west coast of South

America, aud from Juan leruaudez. They consisted of the following specimens

lioni Kerguclen: two carcases of .voung fur-seals without the skin, procured from

the ' Kmma Jane ' at Fuller's Harhour, January 1874 ; two skeletons of fur-seals, also

at Fullers llaihour, wliich were distinguished from each oilier as No. 1 and No. 2

(No. 2 having hcen kille<l on Swaine Island). From tbe Messier Channel were

obtained the skin aud skeleton of a male and the skin and skeleton of a female; also

tvfo skeletons of males shot on rocks in January 1876. The si)ecimen fnmi Juan
Furuandez was a skin containing the skeleton of a very young animal." (Zoology,

vol. xxvi, part Ixvii, p. 37.)

182 7.

—

Seals and Sealiiif/ in New Zealand.

Through the kindness of Professor T. J. Parker, F. R. S., of the University of Otago,

Dunedin, New Zealand, the subjoined interesting account of the seal lishery in New
Zealand, written at his reciutst, has been furnished by Mr. Fiedeiick Chapman.
The communication is in the form of a letter addressed to Professor Parker, and is

dated from Dunedin, 24th September, 1891:

"I have endeavoured to get some delinite infonnation aud original opinions to

enable you to answer Mr. G. Dawson's letter of the 23rd June, with reference to tlie

extirpation of our seals, but the only person I could think of as *dd enough to give

me first-hand iniormation, yet not too old, has not yet answered my letter. I think,-

however, that from a general knowledge of the traditions and literature of old New
Zealand, and from books at my command, I can give you something to begin with,

and I will try and obtain more.
"Doubtless Mr. Dawson has access to a pajier on the fur-seal of New Zealand, by

J. \V. Clarke, in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society for 1875 (p. 650), which

is in your Museum library. This paper gives some interesting facts, the verification

of which I had previously sought for years. As I know nothing of the seals in Aus-

tralian Avaters beyond the fact that they were once numerous in the islands of Bass

Strait, I will come to New Zealand. Seals were formerly numerous on our mainland.

To get at the numbers taken here early iu the century, one w(»uld have to make
inquiries of old mercantile houses in Sydney, London, and America—the Campliells,

Euderbys, &c., if any of them exist. The old Maori traditions constantly refer to

seals, which were very numerous iu th(i neighbourhood of this port two centuries

ago, and may have been ideiitiful when the century began. The rocky west coast i>t'

this island was, however, the home of numerous seals, and a few are still killed

there in quiet places. There was a beautiful colony at the Steeples, close to the

Westport lighthouse, but when the Government Ojieued a season for sealing, a few

months since, a jiarty went out in a boat from Westport and butchered them. That

was already regarded as a past place for sealing when Briinuer explored that coast

by land in 1846, though Brunner saw a few seals there. It had evidently revived in

our time. The coasts of Foveaiix Strait and the west coast swarmed witli sealers

early in this century, and there were some on the west coast about Dusky Sound

even earlier. They were shore parties, who bagged the seals in great numbers. Dr.

Shortland, who \ isited Mr. Jones' whaling station at Waikonarti, lO miles from here,

in 1842, frequently i efers to the sealing, but rather as a past matter. Our whales were

pretty well exterminated by 1850, and had even then long been scarce, and a writer

ten years before that re])eats the protests of the French whalers, who were numer-

ous here, against the disastrous practice of the Sydney peo]de, who maintained shore

stations, and so utterly destroyed the whales. It is difticnlt to realize that in 1813

there were, fourteen whale ships lying in this port, with all their boats out daily,

and four shore stations iu active operaticm, in face of the fact that during the nine-

teen years I have lived here only one whale has been killed. I have digressed from

the seals, but the fact of the whale explains, and more than explains, that of the

"Captain Turnball, whose book I have never seen, writes in 1810 of 46,000 seals

taken at the Fiji Islands. We don't hear of seals there now. It is quite possible,

tiiat that locality was mentioned to lead others off the scent. At Macquarie Island

the discoverers killed in one season 80,000 fur-seals! Our friend Professor Scott

visited it ten years ago. and was told the fur seal never came there. Ever since then

it has been occupied by sea-eleidiant hunters, but no fur-seal ever visits them. Tliis

suggests that tlie fur-seals do not come ii]) ficm the, Antarctic ice, as tlic; sea elei)hant

do? Campbell Island was repeatedly occniiied by sealing parties, some of whose

graves are seen there Antijiodes Island was occupied in 1824. and I do not know
how much earlier or later. Ca])tain Fairi liild, of the New Zealand Govcinment

steamer, in four or live visits has never seen a seal there. The Auckland Islaiuls, the
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largest group, have been visited rejieatedly diiriug the last eighty years, and nnni<;r-

ous shore parties have lived there. On the Snares, sealers' huts still stand. The
coasts of Stewart's Island have yielded large unmbers of seals.

"The Rev. Wm. Yate, a missionary, in 1828-35, after describing the enornions
number of whales destroyed (black or inshore whales) writes: 'There are also sev-
eral establishments for the seal hshery on the coast of New Zealand or on the small
islands in the vicinity of the coast. A number of sailors are landed and left to kill

and skin the seals, many thousands of which are destroyed in the course of a few
months.' Earlier than this, in 1815, the Rev. S. Marsden, the first missionary in New
Zealand, writes narrating the adventures of the Maori Chief Diraterra and ten Talii-

tians and ten Europeans who were placed as a sealing party on the Honnty Islands.
They suffered great privations, but in a few mouths, on sixteen rocks with a total
area of about 100 acres without vegetation or water, killed and skinned 8,000 seals.

This is enough to show you that once these ])]aces were densely peopled with seals.

The Chatham Islands were another scaling ground, but of them I know very little.

All this relates to matters which happened so long ago that sealers are a dead race,

while, as you know, whalers who came later or lasted longer are only represented
by a very few old men. As for middle-aged natives like myself, we heard in our
youth of whales, but not of seals.

"Sealing has been closed for a good many years, before which the Maoris of Riv-
erton xised to visit the west coast and get a few, and though poaching never wholly
stopped, it did not pay very well. This year a sapient Covernment has opened a
season, and two vessels have been sent to the islands. One reports getting 150 from
the Chathams and Bountys, and the other 450 from the Auckland, but there is some
underhand work over it, and more may have been got, as the crew are accused of
stealing 300 skins. This is by far the largest take for many years, and has, I think,
about finished the fur-seal in New Zealand waters.

" I visited live groups of islands last year in the summer, and saw one fur-seal, and
from this and other facts concluded that they were very scarce now.
"Now, as to the cause of this, there is but one answer. Reckless killing and dis-

turbance in the rookeries. Mr. Dawson need not trouble himself about pelagic seal-

ing. There is not and never was such a thing in these waters. You could not
183 have it in our wide and angry sea. Calui days are almost unknown where you

get south of New Zealand, and I never heard of seals being seen in the open
ocean. Certain it is that ocean sealiug is and always has been an unknown thing
here.

"In December 1887 some very interesting articles appeared in the 'Melbourne
Argus' on 'The Sealers at Wdrk,' by a man who was shipwrecked in the ' Derry
Castle' at the Auckland Islands, and rescued by seal poachers. I have tried to get
these papers, but they are out of print. He describes the modus operandi. They
carry a long rope and lower one of the party over the cliffs hundreds of feet high.
He gets oft' at the mouth of the cave where tlie seals lie, and cuts off" their retreat.

He then proceeds to club them, and send up their skins by the rope. This is done
because it is so dangerous to put in a boat on the open coast with a fearful sea run-
ning. The whales, so enormously iilentiful prior to 1840, are, as I have said, almost
extinct. This is due to slaughtering them in the breeding bays, and to the occupa-
tion of these bays as shipping ports. 'Ihe ott'-shore whale (sperm whale) is still lively,

though greatly reduced in numbers. Disturbance, as you know, is as great a
destroyer as actual killing. I believe it will pay our Government some day to

restore the seal fisheries. It would be interesting to experiment with northern seals,

as they might migrate, and so people the islands and coasts, while the facts I have
mentioned, and the direct testimony of Captain Fairchild, who assures me that this

is the case, seem to show that ours keep very much to the native spot. If I can see

Captain Fairchild I will get some further facts from him. I think Filhol could give
Mr. Dawson some iutbrmation, as he told me a great deal about seals when he was
here, which I have forgotten.

"This is about all I can tell you at present. Of this I am certain, that unless the
American seal fisheries are subjected to some kind of management, they will follow

the late of ours, though it will take longer to eft'ect it in their case."

8.

—

Extract from Letter from Baron Nordeusk'iold to Dr. Duiisoit, dated Stockholm,
September 2, ISOl.

My personal experience about the higher animal life in the Behring Sea is A'ery

limited, and all the information I could collect you will find in Chapters XIV aiid XV
of the second volume of the "Vega Voyage," which work, perhaps, can be useful to

you by my references to the older literature, to which I had a fuller access than any
of the previous authors on the subject. The collections of invertebrates brought
from the Behring Sea and the adjacent part of the Polar Sea by the scientific staff

of the " Vega" were very large.
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9,

—

Observations on Sealing in the Southern Hemisphere in the ycari 1873-76.

In addition to the notes contained in the published volumes relatiiit; to the "Chal-
len<]jer" expedition, Mr. John Murray has been so kind as to furnish tlie following
information :

" 'Challengek' Expedition Office, 45, Frederick Street,
"Edinburgh, September 2, 1891.

"Dear Sir: I have been from home for some time, otherwise your letter of tiie

2nd July would have been answered long befoi'e this.
" I fear I have very little information to convey with reference to the seal fisheries

of the south. All the fur-seals that we procured were killed on land, and it was the
habit of the scal-fishers we met thus to capture all tlieir animals, VVe saw very few
seals far frojn their breeding places. We saw only three or four on the southern ice.

All the seal-fishers we encountered in the south were from New London, U. S. A. In
our time there were no Australians engaged in the trade. There were immense
numbers of sea-elephants killed every year on Long Beach at Herd Island. Men
wintered there for the purpose of killing them when they came on shore in the enrly

spring. We saw the sealers kill twenty-four fur-seals one day by landing on Swain's
Islands where they were breeding.
"We found tliat some fur-sealing was done at the Falkland Islands. You could

get information as to the present state of the trade by addressing a letter to Mr.
J'enns, Stanley Harbour, Falklauds, or you might address a letter direct to the
Governor of the islands.

"Trusting that you will have had a pleasant trip to the west, yours, &c.
(Signed) "John Murray."

10.

—

Report of Examination of Seal Pup, by Dr. Giinther, F. B. S., British Museum.

The pup fur-seal submitted to my examination was labelled " Found dead on north-

east rookery, St. Panl's Island, 5th August, 1891."

1. Its length from end of nose to root of tail 23 inches : umbilical cord closed at i ts

distal end; milk-dentition perfectly grown. Apparent age of animal about 17 days.

2. Fur in perfect order; no signs of external or internal mechanical injury. Boily

well nourished, with a fair amount of fat in the subcutaneous tissue; no fat about
the abdominal organs.

3. Organs of digestion and other abdominal organs healthy. Stomach entirely

empty, with the exception of a smooth black pyramidal pebble, size of a small beau,

and of two or three very small corroded pebbles; intestine empty, with some sligljt

accumulations of nnicus in various parts. The animal could not have taken any sus-

tenance for at least two or three days before its death.

4. The chest had not been opened, consequently partial decomposition had
184 set in before the preservative lluid could act upon the organs. It is therefore

difficult to distinguish between pathological signs and post-mortem appear-
ances. But so much is certain, that the lungs were in an inflammatory condition,

especially at the base of the right lung. The inflammation extended also some way
up the wind-pijie, tlie mucous membrane of which was covered with a granular
deposit in the portion atlected.

5. Both the absence of food as well as the condition of the respiratory organs are

sufficient to account for the death of the animal; but which of the two was the pri-

mary cause jireceding the other is impossible to say.

6. A small and thin nematoid worm, from 1 to lA inches long, was found in con-

siderable numbers in the lower half of the smaller intestines; one specimen to, per-

haps, every 2 inches of intestine. They could not have caused any inconvenience

to the animal, and, in fact, there was not the slightest sign of irritation in the

mucous membrane.
(Signed) A. Glntuer, M. D.

British Museum, </«««(/?•(/ ;?(?, 1893.

11.

—

Questions in regard to Sheep in the Breeding Season, kindly answered by Sir Samuel
TVilson, M. P.

1. Is it common and easy to make ewes suckle other ewes' lambs?—Yes. It can
be ert'ected by putting the skin of the ewe's dead lamb on the lamb she is desired to

adopt, or by holding her and getting the lamb to suck her for a few days, when she

will take to it as if her own progeny.
2. Is it absolutely certain that lambs always know their own mothers, and nevei

get milk from any other mother unless forced to do so by man?—Ewes always know
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fht^ir own lambs l>y siiiellinji; tliem. A ewe will uot allow a strange lamb to snck
lier if she notices it, bat sonietiiiics a lamb not her own may cotne ii]) on the other
side while she is suckling her own lamb, and may unnoticed by her suok her for a
time.
There are motherless larubs which go about in this way, and manage to live by

what they can steal, and the green grass, which they can soon digest, even when a
few days old.

Lanii>s at a very early age do not, I tliink, know their own mothers, but will run
iip to any ew^e bleating for the lamb, and try to suck her, when the ewe at once
knows if it be her own lamb, and if not drives it away. Older lambs know their

dams by the voice.

3. Is it usual to lead ewes accidentally deprived of lambs to suckle other lambs,
whether one or twins, or having lost their mothers?—Where the breed is valuable,
all lambs are "mothered" to ewes that have lost their own, and soi^ietimes one of
twins is put to a ewe that has hjst her lamb.
Ewes lambing at large in paddocks, however, are left to do as instinct directs,

and fewer lambs in proportion are reared than wheu well cared for.

4. If so, what are the measures adopted?—Putting motherless lambs or oue of
twins to a ewe which has lost her lamb.

5. How many ewes will one ram serve effectively in the season, and how long
does the season last?—Ordinarily one ram is ])ut to fifty ewes running at large in

paddocks, but a ram that is well fed, and only allowed to serve a ewe once, may get
200 lambs in a season.
Rams are usually kept with the ewes six or seven weeks.
6. Do the rams eat as much, and the usual food, during the rutting season?—The

rams eat as usual when serving the ewes, but fall otf in condition owing to runniug
about after the ewes. If fed artificially besides the natural pasture they would, I

think, consume more food while serving the ewes than at other times, but this I

have not tested.

7. What is the proportion of male to female lambs born?—The proportions are
about equal as a rule. In some cases there is a very considerable difference, the
causes being imjierfectly understood. Old rams put to young ewes are said to pro-

duce a much larger proportion of ewe lambs, but I have not endeavoured to alter the
proi)ortious of the sexes of the progeny, and. cannot speak from experience in this

matter.
(Signed) Samuel Wilson.

P. S.—80 per cent, is considered a good average increase in merino ewes.
A flock of ewes with careful maiuigement may double their numbers every two

and a-half years for a considerable time under favourable conditions.
S. W.

12.

—

Letter from Earl Brownloic on the subject of Deer in the Breedinf) Season.

8, Carlton House Tkkuack, London, May S, 189:2.

Dear Sir George : I am very glad to give you any information in my power about
the haljits of deer in the British Isles both in a wild and tame state. This informa-
tion I have gained in a great degree from personal observation, l)ut the details of

management of tame deer in a park I have partly obtained from my park-keeper,
who is a uuiu of very great experience, aud has a thorough knowledge of the subject.
The habits of deer differ very little in a tame or wild state.

A stag is in his prijne at about 12 years old, and a hind at about 9 years old.

Supposing that the stock in a park ct)nsists of 100 deer.

There should be forty stags to sixty hinds. Three stags should be killed each
year at 12 years old, leaving a margin of four for loss and accident, aud six hinds at

9 years old, leaving a margin of six for loss or accident. From sixty hinds you
would probal>ly get Croni twenty-five to thirty calves each year.

185 The breeding season begins about the 20th September, and lasts till late in
October.

During this time the stags eat very little. In a wild state they begin to eat white
lichen off the rocks early in October. If you kill a stag then you will find the grass
in his stomach mixed with lichen, aud later there will be no grass, and only a hand-
ful of licluMi. In a park where they cannot get lichen they will rush into the water,
and suck the green vegetation from the siirface. They soon get thin and poor, and
when the skin is removed the flesh is red, without fat, with an oftensive smell.
They are then quite unfit for food. They take no rest, and spend all their time in

hunting and keeping togelher tluir hinds.

A stag will have witli him any number of hinds from two or three to thirty.
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At other times of the year the sta<^s and hinds keep separate in small herds, the
very young stags keeping with the hinds.
A hind has one calf as a rule, which is born about May.
The stags cast their Iiorus every year, and will eat the old horns if they can get

them to supply lime for the growth of the new horn.
Although a great deal might be written on this subject, no other information

strikes me which would be likely to be of any assistance to you in your inquiry.
I remain, &c.

(Signed) BROWNLOVy^.

13.

—

Memorandum on the Place of the Fur-Seal in the Classification of Mammalia, ty
Professor Flower, C. B., F. li. S., Director of the Natural History Departments, British
Museum.

All the animals commonly spoken of as seals are divided into two very distinct
groups

:

(a.) The true seals (Phocidw), distinguished mainly by having no external ears,
and by not using their hind limbs when walking on land.

{b.) The eared seals {Otariidw), often called sea-lions or sea-bears, which have
small external ears, and which, when on land, support themselves and walk on the
soles of their hind as well as their lore limbs.
None of the first-named group have the fine under-fur which makes the skin Of

some of the species of the second group such a valuable article of commerce; it is

therefore not necessary to speak further of them in the present Report.
Up to the year 1816 both groups of seals were included under the generic name of

Phoca (Linnc-eus), but in that year the eared seals were separated by P^ron* from
the others, under the name of Otaria, a name which zoologists, whose tendencies in
questions of nomenclature are conservative, still retain for the whole group, t Others
have divided it up into nearly as many genera as there are species, founded on trifling
modifications of the teeth and skull and the length of the ears, and thus such names
as Arctocephalus, Callorhiiius, Euotaria, Zalophus, Fumetopius, Phocarctos, Halarctus,
Neophoca. Arctophoca, and Gypsophoca occur as generic appellations of various mem-
bers of the family in zoological treatises on the subject.
As the various authors who have made a special study of this group of animals do

not agree as to the relative importance of the characters upon which these distinc-
tions are founded, there is much difference of opinion as to the extent and limits of
these so-called generic divisions, and consequently as to the name to be applied to
many of the species, hence the confusion of nomenclature which is obvious '^ any
one who compares the different monographs and treatises on the natural history of
the seals.

Besides the difficulties as to the most appropriate names, there are others which
arise from our ignorance of the animals themselves, especially the distinctive charac-
ters and geographical distribution of the various species. The number of species is

not even accurately determined, as variations due to sex, age, or season have often
been mistaken for those due to specific distinctions. Indeed, until more com])lete
materials are collected in our museums, including skins, skeletons, and skulls of
animals of both sexes and various ages, and from difterent and well-recorded locali-
ties, a complete zoological monograph of the family will be impossible.
The common practical distinction between "hair-seals" and "fur-seals," or those

which, in addition to the stiff", close, hairy covering common to all the group, possess
an exceedingly fine dense woolly under-fur, does not coincide with divisions based
on other and more important structural characters. Though all true seals (Phocidw)
are "hair-seals," some of the Otariidw are "hair-seals," and others "fur-seals." It
is the skins of the latter, when dressed and deprived of the longer, harsh, outer
hairs, which constitute the "seal-skins" of commerce so much valued for wearing
apparel.

In habits all the Otariidw, whether hair-seals or fur-seals, appear to be much alike.
As might be inferred from their power of walking on all fours, they are better capable
of locomotion on shore, and range inland to greater distances than the true seals at
the breeding season, though even then they are always obliged to return to the water
to seek their food, and the rest of the year is mainly spent in the open sea far away
from land. They are gregarious and polygamous,* and the adult males are usually
much larger than the females. They are widely distributed, especially in the tem-

* "Voyage aux Terres Australes," vol. ii, p. 37.

t Flower and Lvdekker: "Introduction to the History of Mammals, Living and
Extinct, 1891," p. 593.

B S, PT VI 17
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perate regions of both bemisplieres, tbongli tbeir entire absence from the North

Atlantic is a noteworthy fact. No Otaria has ever been fonnd either on the European,

African, or American shores of that ocean north of tlio Equator.

So far as is yetlcuown, each species has a definite and limited area of geograjdiical

distribution bevond which it never wanders. In this respect they follow an almost

universal law of Nature, applicable to both animals and plants, although the causes

of this limitation are, in most cases, extremely obscure.

186 The chances of accurate observations upon the movements of marine ani-

mals are so small that we are still and probably shall long remain in consider-

able ignorance as to the exact pelagic range of many of the species, but as they always

spend some months on shore every year during the breeding season, and as the num-
ber of localities suitable lor this purpose is limited, the coast range of each species

should be ascertained with a tolerable amount of precision when a sufficient number
of reliable data are obtainable. This cannot be said to be the case at present, owing
to the difficulty of discriminating the species from the casual external observations

of uninstructed seamen upon whose information we have mainly to rely.

These remarks apply chielly to the species inhabiting the Southern Hemisphere.

With regard to those of the North Pacific, our knowledge is in a more satisfactory

state.

It is now ascertained with tolerable certainty that there are in this region three,

and only three, very distinct species, and there is no evidence that either of these

species is, or has ever been, found elsewhere.

These are

—

1. Stklleu's Sea-Lion {Otaria sleUeri^^Eumctopias .s/eZ/eri of some authors), the

largest of the whole group; found on the Pacific coast of North America from Cali-

fornia to Alaska; Pacific coast of Asia irom .Japan nortli wards into the I'oliring Sea.

2. The Califoknian Sica-Lion ( Otaria calif(>rnia)ia= Zah)2)hns califoriiiana= Otaria

(jillesjni) inhabiting the coasts of California "and Japan, but not entering the liehring

Sea.
These two are hair-seals; the next is a fur-seal.

3. The Northern Fur-Seal or Sea-Bear {Otaria ursina=^CaUorMnu8 nrsinus)

inhabits the North Pacific from California and Japan northwards into the Behring

Sea.
The main character by which this animal is distinguished from all other Otariidw,

and which has been considered by Gray and most later writers to entitle it to gene-

ric distinction, is the form of the fore part of the skull, which is short, broad, and
hi"h, being as it were truncated in front, instead of low and narrow as in all other

species. By this general aspect the skull can be distinguished at once from that of

any other. The molar teeth are six above and five below on each side. In the two
other North Pacific species they are five above and five below. The external char-

acters need not be entered into here, as they have been abundantly and minutely

described elsewhere.*
The distinctive characters and geographical distribution of the species of Otaria

inhabiting the seas and coasts south of the Equator, and met with either now or

formerly in all suitable localities round the whole circumference of the globe, are,

as stated above, less accurately determined, nor is this the place to attempt to

unravel this purely zoological problem, but the following may be mentioned as best

established.
4. The Southern Sea-Lion {Otaria juhata), formerly abundant on the Falkland

Islands and the coasts of Patagonia and Chile, extending as far north as the Gala-

pagos Islands; an animal nearly as large as the Northern or Steller's Sea-lion, but

easily distinguished from it by the form of the skull, especially of the bones of the

palate. This is not a fur-seal.

5. The South American FvkS'Eaj. {Otaria aHiitralis= Otariafalklaiidica= Arcto-

cephaliis australis and fal]da7)diciis), South American coasts, from Lobos Islands near

the mouth of the Kio de la Plata on the east, to the Galapagos on the west.

6. The South African Fur-Seal {Otaria jyiisilla^ Jrctocephalus antarcticus),

from the Cape of Good Hope.
7. The Australian Fur-Seal {Otaria forstcri^ Arctoceplialus cinereus) of Aus-

tralia, New Zealand, Auckland Islands, &c.
8. The Australian Sea-Bear {Otaria lohata= Zaloj)lms lohatus). A hair-seal from

the Australian coasts. ,

9. Hooker's SEA-ljio:tf {Otaria hookeri=^ J rctoceph at us hookeri). Auckland Islands.

Also a hair-seal. _^ ^^ ^W. H. F.

May 1892.

*See especially the excellent "Monograph on North American Pinnipeds," by

J. A. Allen, Washington, 1880.
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14.

—

Letter from Captain David Gray, Peterhead.

Pktekhead, June 3, 1892.

Sir: I had the honour yesterday to receive your communicatiou, asking for infor-
mation regarding the hair-seal iishiug in the North Atlantic.

Tlie Jan-Mayen Convention provides that no seals are to be killed within the limits
detailed in the Act, namely, from latitude 68 N. to latitude 75 N., and from the
meridian of Greenwich west to the Greenland shore. The j)eualty for killing a seal
before the 3rd April is 500i., payable to the informant.
There are no police required to enforce the close time; each ship's crew looks after

their neighbours, so that the close time in the Greenland seas has been very strictly
kept.
The effect of the close time on the seals is to protect them during the time they are

bringing forth their young, and gives them a few days' quietness to nurse them, and
is beneficial in so far that it prevents the old seals being killed before the young are
born, and also allows a proportion of mother seals to escape to continue the species;
beyond this the close time does not go. The young broods were very olteu clean
swept up, so that not one escaped.
The Newfoundland seal fishery is conducted in a different way; the St. John's

people, having the control of the fishing themselves, do not allow the ships to leave
before a date. This year the 15th March was the day fixed for the steamers

187 leaving. Sailing-ships are allowed to sail eight days sooner. The Newfound-
landers are becoming more strict every jear; the sailing day was five days

later this season than last, and they have to stop fishing on the l^Oth April.
To sum up, the position is this: at Greenland the close time will prevent the seals

being exterminated, but it will not allow them to increase.

At Newfoundland their present mode of fishingmeaus, in a few years, extermination.
I have, &c.

(Signed) David Gkay.
Sir George Baden-Powell, M. P.,

Foreign Office, London, S. W.

15.

—

Mr. W. Palmer on the killing of Seals npon the Pribyloff Islands,

The following are extracts from a paper read by Mr. William Palmer, Taxidermist
to the Smithsonian Institution, before the Biological Society of Washington, in
October 1891. Mr. Palmer visited the Pribyloff Islands in an official capacty in 1890.
The first part of the paper from which these extracts are made gives some general
account of the fiabits of the seal, together with remarks on pelagic sealing, with
which subject, however, Mr. Palmer was not personally familiar. The portion of
the paper quoted below is that giving the result of Mr. Palmer's own observaticms
made on the breeding islands, and is, therefore, of value as a record of the conclu-
sions thus arrived at by him:

Natural History.

fate of the fur-seal in AMERICA.

[Read before the Biological Society of VVasliington, District of Columbia, October 17, and illustrated
by Lantern Slides.]

The present condition of the Alaskan fur-seal islands is but another illustration of
the fact that the ignorance, avarice, and stupidity of man liaAe succeeded in reducing
an overwhelming abundance of animal life, that by careful and considerate treatment
would for ever have been a source of immense wealth, to such a condition that it

becomes a question of great moment to devise means to prevent its extermination,
and adopt measures to restore its former abundance.

But pelagic seal fishing is not the only cause of the decrease of seal life on the
Pribyloft's.

Probably, an equal cause is the unnatural method of driving seals that has been
followed on the islands since the first seal was captured.
The mere killing of seals as conducted on the islands is as near perfection as it is

possible to get it. Tbey are quickly dispatched, and without pain. One soon rec-
ognizes, as in the killing of sheep, that in the quickness and neatness of the method
lies its success, all things considered.
But the driving is a totally difterent matter. I doubt if any one can look upon

the painful exertions of this dense crowding mass, and not think that somewhere
and somehow there is great room for improvement. It is conducted now as it always
has been: no thought or attention is given to it, and, with but one exception, no
other method has been suggested, or even thought necessary.
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Each day during the season, which lasts from the 20th June to the Ist Angust,

there are three killings : one on St. George, one at the village of St. Paul, and another

at North-east Point, St. Panl.

I have marked on outline Maps of the islands the extent of some of these drives,

which are as follows:
Monday, from the Reef ; Tuesday, from Lukannon ; Wednesday, Tolstoi; Thursday,

at Half-way Point (the drive being brought from Polavina) ; Friday, at Zapadnie
(when the water is smooth the killers go by boat to Zapadnie, but in rough weatlier

the seals are driven to the village) ; Saturday and Sunday drives are made up from

some of the places driven from earlier in the week, or a number of small drives from

several places are united. At North-east Point drives are made, commencing at one

end on Monday and continuing round wherever enough seals can be found. On St.

George drives are made from each rookery in succession, the killing ground being just

below the village. Some of these driving trails are from a quarter to a mile long,

but the longest, from Zapadnie, is 5 miles.

The fur-seal is utterly unfitted by nature for an extended and rapid safe journey

on land. It will progress rapidly for a short distance, but soon stops from sheer

exhaustion. Its flippers are used as feet, the belly is raised clear of the ground, and
the motion is a jerky but comparatively rapid lope. When exhausted, the animal
flops over on its side as soon as it stops moving, being unable to stand up.

The drives are conducted in this manner: as soon as it is light, which is between
1 and 2 in the morning, several natives make their way between the seals hauled

out near a rookery and the water, and cut out as large a drive as possible. As it

is the habit of the seals when alarmed to get as far as possible from any strange

object, it follows that they are easily driven in any direction by simply walking
behind them waving the arms and making a noise. The character of the ground
over which the seals are driven is in many places utterly unfit for the purpose : up
and down the steep slopes of sand dunes, over cinder hills studded with sharp rocks,

some places being so bad that they are avoided by the people themselves; but the

seals have been driven over the same ground for many years, and on some of the

hills deep paths have been worn by the passing of tens of thousands of seals.

188 No attempts have been made to remove the rocks or to lessen the difficulties

of the passage, and the seals are still driven pell-mell over huge rocks and
down steep inclines, where many are crushed and injured by the hurrying mass of

those behind. When the drive reaches the killing ground it is rounded up and left

in charge of a man or boy to await the killiug, which begins at 7 a. m. A pod of

perhaps sixty seals are then cut out of the drive and driven to the killers, who
with long wooden clubs stun those seals that are of proper size and condition by a

blow or two on top of the head. The seals that are not killed are then driven away
by tin pans and a great noise, and while in an excited and over-heated condition

rush, as fast as it is possible for a seal to go, into the icy-cold waters of Behring Sea.

It will thus be seen that these seals are subjected on an average from 2 o'clock in

the morning until 10 to a long drive over very rough ground, then to a dense herd-

ing, where they are continually in motion and crowding each other, thence to an

intense excitement on the killing ground, and finally in a condition little better than
madness rushing into icy cold water. Uncivilized and partly civilized man has no
pity for dumb brutes, and as these drives are conducted entirely by the natives, who
prefer indolence in the village to the discomforts of a drive in the fog and rain, it

follows that the seals are often driven much faster than they should be, and abso-

lutely without thought or care. But this is not all. The seals that are spared soon

haul out again near a rookery, and perhaps the very next day are obliged to repeat

the process, and again and again throughout the season, unless in the meantime they

have crawled out on a bench to die, or have sunk exhausted to the bottom. The
deaths of these seals are directly caused as I shall exjjlain, and, as far as lam aware,

it is mentioned now for the first time.

A seal body may be said to consist of three parts, an inner, which is the flesh,

bones, &c., a ring of fat surrounding this of from 1 to 4 or 5 inches thick, and then
the skin which carries the fur. I think it will be readily seen that ;i forced drive

for a long distance over rough ground, up and down hiils, and over and among huge
boulders and fine sand, with a subsequent herding, and then after a most violent

exercise a sudden bath in icy cold water, must of necessity disturb that equilibrium

of vital forces which is essential to the good health of any animal. It is known
that the stomachs of the fur-seals on the islands contain no food, and that in all

probability many of them have fasted for several weeks. When driven into the
water the seals are weak from two causes, the drive and lack of food; before they
can secure food they must rest, and rest is only obtainable at the expense of that

most vital necessity of these animals, their fat. I remember looking with great

curiosity for the cause of death of the first dead seal that I found stranded on the

beach. Externally there was nothing to indicate it, but the first stroke of the knife

revealed instantly what I am confident has been the cause of death of countless
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thousands of fur-seals. It Lad been chilled to death; not a trace remained of the
fat that liad once clothed its body and protected the vital organs within. Since the
day that it had escaj^ed from the drive, it had consumed all its fat in the effort to
keep warm, and nothing remained but to lie down and die. I opened many alter
this, and always discovered the same, but sometimes an additional cause, a fractured
skull perhaps. I have even noted those left behind in a drive, and watched them
daily, with the same result in many cases. At first they would revel in the ponds or
wander among the sand dunes, but in a few days their motions became distinctly
slower, the curvature of the spine became lessened; eventually the poor brutes
would drag their hind flippers as they moved, and in a few days more become food
for the foxes. In every case the fat had disappeared.

It will be seen also that by this driving process the 2- or 3-year-olds, which are
the only ones killed for their skins, are culled out almost completely from the seals
which visit these islands, and therefore that very few male seals ever reach a greater
age; consequently, there are not enough young bulls growing up to supply even the
yearly loss on the rookeries, much less to provide for any increase.

It should also be thoroughly understood that until a cow seal is 3 years old she is

but a cypher so far as natural increase of the rookeries is concerned, and that a male
seal must be at least 7 or 8 years old before he can possibly secure a footing on the
rookeries. During these 3 and 8 years they have to run the gauntlet of the poachers.
If they escape the driving—and this seems impossible—they have their natural ene-
mies to encounter, sharks and killer whales, so that taken altogether, nearly every-
thing is against this increase.
Duriug the eight years' minority of the few male seals that have escaped their

enemies it is safe, I think, to assume that at least four summers were spent in gettin^g

an experience of the drives. Does any one think that they were then capable of
filling their proper functions on the rookeries?
But some one is not satisfied with the accidental landing of the seals on the

beaches, from whence they can be easily driven. Along the sea edge of the rook-
eries are many email outlying rocks, on which the young male seals congregate in

large numbers and survey the rookeries from which they are disbarred by their
inferior size and strength. An old bull seal will suffer himself to be slaughtered
rather than yield an inch of his chosen location. The cows are so timid that only
the greatest exertions of the bulls prevent their being stampeded, while as to the
" holluschickie " the sight, even the scent, of a man or strange object will drive them
pell-mell instantly into the water.
The natives have been provided with whistles, and when a boat finds itself near a

rookery (and a pretence for its presence is easily found) good use is made of them
with a consequent confusion among the seals, and a probable increase in the next
morning's drive. And yet a stranger on the islands is bamboozled with the informa-
tion that his presence a few yards from the village is fraught with great danger to
the Company's interests.

The breeding seals on the rookeries represent the principal of the sealing industry,
while the quota of 100,000 skins taken annually for the past twenty years is the
interest on the principal. Owing to poaching and the effects of driving and culliug
the principal has become seriously impaired, so that it is no longer possible to pay this

large rate of interest. The work on the islands has been directed entirely to collect-

ing this interest at any cost. The principal was left to take care of itself.

The decrease in seal life began about ten years ago; before then it was an easy
matter to secure 100,000 skins a-year from St. George's Island, the rookeries

189 near the village of St. Paul, and at North-east Point. The rookeries at Pola-
vina and Zapadnie were then never driven from. But ten years ago it became

absolutely necessary, iu order to secure the full quota of skins, to make drives from
these places, and the custom has been continued since, to the great injury of the seal

business.
But these drives from Polavina and Zapadnie, and the decrease in seal life, seem to

have been carefully concealed from the Government and others interested in the wel-
fare of the seals ; iu fact, it has been strongly put forth in the Reports of the Treasury
Agents in charge and elsewhere that the seals have actually greatly increased in

numbers; but a comparison of the sketches alone in Mr. Elliott's "Monograph of the
Seal Islands," made in 1873-74 and 1876, with the actual condition of affairs at present
on the islands, will convince any one that the opinions and Reports of political

appointees are almost worthless when dealing with the fate of the fur-seal.

How can it be otherwise? Their tenure of office exists only with that of the Sec-

retary of the Treasury; with every change of that office new men who know nothing
of seals are sent up, and these men are entirely dependent on the seal Company even
for their passage and board while there. All visitors to the islands are regarded as

Interlopers and meddlers.
It may be interesting for a moment to compare the management of the Russian side

of Behriug Sea with our own. Dr. Stejneger, of the National Museum, who has spent
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Beveral seasons on the Commander Islands, assures me that, instead of decreasing, the
fur-seals there are actualh' iucreaBin j? in numbers. A comparison of the Ivussian ideas
of seal management with our own will readily show the reason. The necessity for great
care in the driving and management of the drive seems to be a fixed fact in the minds
of the Russian officials and natives of the Commander Islands, while on the Pribyloif
Islands not the slightest interest is taken in the matter. On the Russian side the
natives are iirm in the belief that their interests lie in the proper care of the seals;

consequently, when a drive is made, it is composed of many small drives carefully

selected and slowly driven, so that the large and small seals unfit for killing are
gradnally weeded out, and when the drive reaches the killing grounds it is composed
almost entirely of killable seals.

On the American side, on the contrary, the seals are driven as fast as possible, the
only ones weeded out being those too weak to go further, while of those rounded up
on the killing ground by far the greater number are allowed to escape. Out of a
drive of 1,103 counted by me only 120 were killed; the rest were released. On the
Russian side, it is a settled fact that the islands and seals belong to the Russian
Government, and that the Company taking the skins has only certain restricted

rights for that purpose; but on the American side it seems to be a settled fact, at

least in the minds of the Company's people, that they own the seals and the islands,

while the duty of the Government is to collect the tax and appoint Agents to sub-
serve the interests of the Company only. The natives are utterly dependent on the
seal Company for their support, and while having a very vague idea that somehow
the Government is a big thing, they naturally look to the Company for everything
affecting their interests.

Sealers have no doubt about the fate that would be their lot if caught poaching
on the Commander Islands, or within 3 miles of their shores, and accordingly have
given them a wide berth ; but they have heretofore done as they pleased about the
Rribyloff Islands, and even on the rookeries. In the absence of the revenue-cutters
the islands are utterly defenceless, and liable at any time to be raided.

I have only touched lightly upon several questions of the sealing industry, and
have by no means exhausted the subject ; but enough has been said, I think, to show
that if an industry, which eighteen month ago was expected to pay the Government
a net profit of over 2,000 per cent., and is, besides, a great natural exhibit, the only
one of the kind America can produce, is to be saved, reform is necessary. For twenty
years the fur-seal has been the spoil of politics and the victim of the poacher. Inex-
perience on the one hand, and avarice on the other, have well nigh ruined the indus-
try in American waters.
There are then two chief causes of the decrease of seal life on the PribyloflF

Islands—poaching in Behring Sea, and the driving and culling of the seals on the
islands. The remedy is simple

:

1. No seals should be killed by any one at any time in the waters of Behring Sea.

2. All seals driven on the islands should be killed; none should be driven and again
allowed to enter the sea.

These remedies are not new. Nearly twenty years ago Captain Daniel Webster,
whose knowledge and experience of sealing are second to none, said, pointing to the
drive, " Every one of them should be killed, none should be allowed to return to the
water," and gave reasons which, while unsupported by evidence then, and which,
in view of the immense abundance of seal life, seemed absurd at the time, are now
beginning to be accepted as true.

There should also be a close time for at least five years to allow the rookeries to be
replenished, and then by careful management by a bureau and employes of the Gov-
ernment, trained in the knowledge and care of animal life, a rich and profitable

industry will be saved.
(Signed) William Palmek.

United States' National Museum, Washington, D. C.

190 16.

—

Extract from the Melbourne "Argus," December 17, 1SS7, referred to by Mr.
F. Chapman,

sealers at work.

[By James M'Gliie, survivor from the wreck of the "Derry Castle."]

When I wrote the account of "Life ou the Auckland Islands," which has just

appeared in "The Argus," I purposely said nothing about the Awarua poaching
seals when she visited Port Ross, and picked us up while we were cast away there.

It did not become me to tell tales against my Ix^nefactor, but inasmuch as the cap-
tain's admission of the poaching has been published in all the newspapers, I may as

well describe how seal hunting is done. The work is the most dangerous and
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arduous that men can do. It is besides so ill paid, that few but Maoris will undergo
the risk and the hardship on the terms which custom has assigned to the enterprise.
The owner of the sealing-vessel gets uearly all the benefit if'many seals are taken,
and if the trip is unsuccessful—which is very seldom the case, owing to the sur-
prising boldness and endurauce of the Maoris—he loses comparatively little. The
Maoris agree to ration themselves, to work the vessel, and to catch the seals at so
much per skin, less the cost of the provisions put on board the vessel upon the
requisition of the crew at the time of commencing the crtiize. If only enough skins
are secured to pay for the stores the Maoris get nothing for their work, while the
owner has the protit of the skins at the price they are worth in the Loudon market
to recoup him for the use of tlie vessel and for paying the captain's wages. The
rule, I believe, is that the sealers have far worse than a sailor's life at less than a
sailor's pay, but year after year crews are found ready to engage in the chase. The
men are engaged by a Headman, to whom alone they are subject, and who directs
the sealing operations. The crew (through their Chief) determine what places shall
be visited, and when thej' shall return home. The cajjlain has simply to navigate
the vessel from one haunt of the seals—called a "rookery''—to another, in order
that the men who are on shares may have the best opportunity of doing well as far
as they are inclined out of the trip.

We agreed to go with the sealers, and forthwith all hands set about preparing for
the expedition, repairing the whale-boat, cutting seal-clubs, making bullets, and
packing up. Then a start wiis made for a •' whig rookery" at Enderby Island. A
"rookery" is a home of seals in the interstices of rocks near the water's edge.
What sealers know as a " whig rookery " is one which is only occasionally the haunt
of adult seals, and is not a breeding place. The "take" depends upon whether the
seals happen to be "at home" or not. They were not "at home" on this occasion.

The next "rookery" chosen for a visit was at North-west Cape, 7 miles from Port
Ross, and across mountains over 1,000 feet high. We found the track blocked up
with snow, so while we were waiting for the snow to melt on the hills hunting
excursions were made, and three wild pigs were killed.

The sealer is armed with a club, which is a stick with a hook at one end. The club
is used to stun the seals bj'^ striking them on the nose at close quarters, and the hook
serves to bring to a halt seals which are escaping from their holes, or rookeries, into
the sea when they are attacked by the hunters. To reach the rookeries, which are on
the face of steep cliff's, invariably on the weather side of the islands, the sealers have
to travel over the mountains from the sheltered side, where their vessel lies at anchor.
These journeys, which are made in winter while the snow is falling heavily, and over
almost impassable country, are toilsome and exhausting in the extreme. The men
can carry little food or blankets in addition to the equipment for circumventing the
seals, and half starved, and without any shelter beyond wliat the rocks afford, they
for several days pursue the seals until all the prey is either killed or driven away.
But it is in descending the cliffs to reach the rookeries that the most dangerous part
of the work is done. Sometimes there is a sheer descent of 1,000 feet to the sea, on
the edge of which the seals make their home. The men are let down one after
another by their companions, some of whom remain above to haul up their comrades
and the skins when the hunt is over. When the scene of action is readied the boots
are replaced with a sort of plaited slipper, made by the Maoris, and wliich gives a
better foothold on the slippery rocks when leaping about after the escaping seals.

The rookeries are formed by masses of rock falling from the cliffs. In time they get
covered over with earth, so as to form a sort of roof. It is only in tliese places that
the fur-seal, which is the valuable article of commerce, is found. The hair-seal is

of no value, as the hide is too oily to tan into ordinary leather. The seals go into
the rookeries to breed and to sleej) after a spell at sea, and the hunters have to creep
into the holes and crevices between the rocks to get them. The seal will fight hard
when put to it. The old seals are mostly spared, as their fur is often torn from
fighting, or worn off by rubbing against the rocks, and they are left to multiply the
species. When an old seal is met with the hunter lies perfectly flat, and allows the
animal to creep over him. Sometimes the seals get so far back in the rocks that a
man cannot follow them, in which case they are pulled out to a more open space by
means of the hook and clubbed. While the hunters are raiding the interior of the
rookeries, some of the party stay ontside to intercept any that may try to escape,
like fox terriers watching the holes of a warren till the rabbits bolt. After knock-
ing all the seals on the nose and sticking them in the first onslaught, the hunters
proceed to skin the animals. The carcasses are thrown into the water. If they
were left on the rocks the seals would avoid the place for a considerable time.

The North-west Rookery, which, as I have said, was one of the first visited by the
party, can only be reached by crossing a "razor-back," or couical-sliapcd causeway,
which comes to a sharp point with the sea, 700 feet below, on both sides. Some
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191 of the men walked it, but otbers of less iron nerve crossed astraddle. The
danger is increased owing to the friable nature of the soil, which slips from

under the feet. The 7 miles walk to the rookery and back to Port Ross is one of the
most severe on the island. A fog came on, and the party lost their way among the
hills. They divided into pairs, and some did not get back for hours after the others.***** * #

A rough trip was made in the whale-ljoat to the Government dep6t at Carnley
Harbour, in the hope that some boots would be obtained for our party, who much
needed them, but there were no boots there; but we got some clothes.

A start was made across the island next morning to the Red Rock Rookery on the
western side. Our longest rope (1,000 feet) required three men to carry it, each
having a coil on his shoulder, with a slack piece between the bearers. The total
descent to the rookery was 800 feet, and it was undertaken in two lengths, the first

landing-place being at a drop of about 500 feet. The first man who (tied by the
waist) is let down runs great risk from dislodging loose stones, which may fall upon
his head. As he goes down, a lookout man, on a projecting point, gives the signal
to " stop " or to " lower away " from time to time. When five men got on to the first

ledge, they helped each other to get to the bottom, while communication was main-
tained with those overhead by means of notes stuck in the strand of the rope, which
wns hauled up on a signal being given. If firewood is to be got it is thrown down
on to the rocks, but at the rookery I am speaking of the shore was lined with plenty
of fuel from the wreck of the " Derry Castle."
After the sealing party had descended, their comrades made another trip back to

the boat for more requisites for camping as comfortably as possible, as this place is

the head-quarters for attacking all the rookeries in the locality, all of which are
within a radius of 15 miles.
On the fourth day the liunters reappeared, and signified to those who had kept a

constant watch on their movements to see if they wanted anything sent down, that
the hunting was over. They sent up forty-two skins, which was more than they
expected, and when the whole of the party mustered again on the top of the moun-
tain, they were in very good spirits accordingly.
The next rookery chosen for a raid was called "The Point," because the lowering

is down from the end of a promontory. The landing-place is a narrow piece of sward
eloping towards the sea, which is about 100 yards lower down.
The "Cave" Rookery, so designated because the seals are found in a natural cave,

and the Nineteen Rookery, whose title indicates the number of skins taken when it

was first visited. These were assailed in turn, and while waiting for snow, which
put a stop to further active operations, to melt, the skins were duly salted and rolled
up in the peculiar manner which prevents the inside of the pelt touching and injur-
ing the fur.

The next and last rookery visited was of a different nature to all the others. It is

"The Swinger," because the sealers have to swing 80 yards across a chasm, through
which the sea surges with great fury, to get to where the seals are. The cliff is close
on 1,000 feet high, and overhangs the sea. The art of getting safely across the chasm
is to place the loop for the foothold in the rope at exactly the proper length for the
leap, so that you will strike the landing-place, instead of being dashed by the
momentum of the swing against the rocks if the loop is too long, or swing fruitlessly
back if it is too short. Only a few skins were got, and the party were greatly disap-
pointed after all their risk and labour. The total take of skins was 178.

A start was made to return to the vessel. Again heavy snow fell, and it Avas not
possible to leave Norman Inlet for two days, but finally the schooner was reached.

* • * * If # *

On arriving at the boat from Norman Inlet the question was debated whether we
should proceed to the Campbell Islands and prolong the trip at least two months, or
close it at once and get back home. Caittaiu Drew was in favour of coming away,
chiefly because the young seal-skins, which were the greater portion of the take,
were not properly "primed" by age and salt water to be of the full value.

17.

—

Extracts from Pamplilet by Mr. A. W. Scott on the Fur-seals of the Southern Hemi-
sphere, 1S73.

In "Mammalia, Recent and Extinct," published in Sydney by the Government of
New South Wales, Mr. A. W. Scott writes as follows

:

" I have endeavoured . . . , by devoting as much space as my limits would
permit, to the consideration of the animals whose products are of such commercial
A-alue to man, and whose extinction would so seriously affect his interests, to point
out the pressing necessity that exists for devising the means of protection for the
fur-seals and the sperm and right whales of the Southern Ocean.
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"The islands of the Southern Seas, now lying Larren and waste, arc not only
nnmerous, but aduiirahly suited for the production and management of these valu-
able animals, and need only the simple Regulations enforced by the American Legis-
lature to resuscitate the present state of decay of a once remunerative trade, and to

bring into full vigour another important export to the many we already possess.

"A detailed account of the habits of the fur-seal of the Auckland Islands has
recently been given by Mr. Musgrave" (narrative of the wreck of the "Grafton,"
Melbourne, 1865) "which he acquired during a compulsory residence in their midst
of nearly twenty months. Of the females, he relates that 'theirnose resembles that
of a dog, but is somewhat broader; their scent appears to be very acute. The eyes
are large, of a green colour, watery, and lustreless. When on shore they appear to be
constantly weeping.

" 'In the latter part of December, and during the whole of January, they
192 are on shore a great deal, and go wandering separately through the bush, and

into the long grass on the sides of the mountains above the bush, constantly
bellowing out in the most dismal manner. They are undoubtedly looking out for a
place suitable for calving in. I have known them go to a distance of more than a nule
trom the water for this purpose.

" ' Females begin to breed when 2 years old, and carry their calves eleven months,
and suckle them for about three months.
" ' Before they have their calves the cows lie sometimes in small mobs (from twelve

to twenty), as well as while giving suck, and there are generally one or two bulls in

each mob. The cows are evidently by far the most mumerous.'
" Of the habits of the very young, he says

:

"'It might be sup])osed that these animals, even when young, would readily go
into the water—that being one of their natural instincts—but, strange to say, such
is not the case; it is only with the greatest difficulty, and a wonderful display of
patience, that the mother succeeds in getting her young in for the first time. I have
known a cow to he three days getting her calf down half-a-mile, and into the water;
and, what is most surprising of all, it cannot swim when it is in the water. This is

a most amusing fact. The mother gets it on her back, and swims along very gently
on the top of the water, but the poor little thing is bleating all the while, and con-
tinually falling from its slippery position, when it will .splutter about in the water
precisely like a little boy who gets beyond his depth and cannot swim. Then the
mother gets beneath it, and it again gets on her back. Thus they go on, the mother
frequently giving an angry bellow, the young one constantly bleating and crying,
frequently falling off, spluttering and getting on again, very often getting a slap

from the Hipper of the mother, and sometimes she gives it a very cruel bite. The
poor little animals are very often seen with their skins ])ier(ed and lacerated in the
most frightful manner. In this manner they go on until they have made their pas-
sage to whatever place she wishes to take her young one to.'

" The males are described thus:
'"One of a medium size will measure about 6 feet from nose to tail, and about 6

or 7 feet in circumference, and weigh about 5 cwt. They by far exceed these dimen-
sions. The fur and skin are superior to those of the female, being much thicker. On
the neck and shoulders he has a thicker, longer, and much coarser coat of fur, which
maybe almost termed bristles; it is from 3 to 4 inches loiig, and can be rutHed up
and made to stand erect at will, which is always done when they attack each other
on shore or are surprised, sitting as a dog would do, with their head erect, and look-
ing towards the object of their surprise, and in this attitufle they liave all the appear-
ance of a lion. They begin to come into the bays in the month of October and
remain until the latter end of February, each one selecting and taking up his own
particular beat in a great measure; but sometimes there are several about the same
place, in which case they fight most furiously, never coming in contact with each
other (either in or out of the water) without engaging in the most desperate combat,
tearing large pieces of skin and flesh from each other; their skins are always full of
wounds and scars, which, however, appear to heal very quickly,
"'At this place we saw hundreds of seals; both the shores and the water were lit-

erally swarming with them, both the tiger and black seal, but in general the tiger
seals keep one side of the harbour, and the black seals, which are much the largest,

the other side, but in one instance we saw a black and a tiger seal fighting.' , . .

"Mr. Morris, of Sydney, for many years a sealer by profession, in addition to the
information already quoted in p. 15, has kindly furnished me with the following
interesting particulars of the history of the southern fur-seal fishery and the habits
of the animal, which have the advantage of being derived from his own personal
experience.

" From him I learned the following particulars:
"

' The females in September come on shore to pup, and remain until about March.
The pups are born black, but soon change to grey or silvery grey. The herd then go
to sea for the remaining portion of the year, returning again in September with
regularity.
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'"Dnrinti tliis absoncc in the sea the male pups have changed from the grey to a
light brown colour, while the females remain unalteied.

" 'In New South Wales the sealing trade was at its height from 1810 to 1820, the
lirst systematic promoters of whicli were the Sydney tirms of Cable, Lord, and
Underwood; Rilie and Jones; Birnie; and Ilook and Campbell. The vessels employed
by them were manned by crews of from twenty-tive to twenty-eight men each, and
were fitted out for a crnize of twelve months.

" 'The mode of capture adopted Avas: The men selected for the shore party would
number from six to eighteen, this being regulated by the nuire or less numerous gath-
ering of seals seen in the rookery. These men always land well to leeward, as the
scent of the animal is very keen, and cautiously keep alonii the edge of the water
in order to cut otf the possibility of retreat; tlion when abreast of the mob they
approach the seals and drive them up the beach to some convenient spot, as a small
nook or naturally formed inclosure; this accomplished, one or two men go in to the
attack, while the others remain engaged in preventing outl)reak8. As soon as a suffi-

cient number have been slain to erect a wall of the dead, then all hands rush in to

the general massacre.'"

193 Appendix (E).

Seal Preskrvatiox Regulations and Ordinances.

Falkliind Islands. I Japan.
Cape of Good Hope.

|

Newfoundland.
Greenland Seas.

Falkland Islands.

[By liis Excellency Thomas Kerr, Governor.]

No. 4, 1881.

An Ord'ivnnce in provide for the esfnhHiihiueiit of a Clone Time in the Seal Fishery of the

Falkland Islands and their Dependencies and the Seas adjacent thereto.

Whereas the seal fishery of these islands, which was at one time a
source of profit and advantage to the colonists, has been exhausted
by indiscriminate and wasteful fishing, and it is desirable to revive
and protect this industry by the establishment of a close time during
which it shall be unlawful to kill or capture seals within the limits of
this Colony and its dependencies.
Beit therefore enacted by the Governor of the Falkland Islands and

their dependencies, with the advice and consent of the Legislative
Council thereof, as follows:

Close time for 1. No person shall kill or capture, or attempt to kill or capture, any
seal fialieiy, iiiul seal within the limits of this Colony and its dependencies, between

{) ^"clii^
* * ^ * ^"'^ the days hereinafter mentioned (Aviiich interval is hereinafter referred

to as the close season), that is to say, between the 1st day of October
and the 1st day of April following, both inclusive, and any person act-
ing in contravention of this section shall forfeit any seals killed or
captured by him, and shall, in addition thereto, incur a penalty not
exceeding 100/., and a further penalty of 5/. in respect of every seal so
killed or captured.

Liability of 2. Any owner or master, or other person in charge of any ship or
owner and mas- vessel, who shall permit such shij) or vessel to be employed in killing
terof ship. ^j. capturing seals, or who shall permit any person l)elonging to such

ship or vessel to be employed in killing or capturing as aforesaid
during the close season, shall forfeit any seals so killed or cajitured,
and, in addition thereto, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
300/. for each offence.

Prosecution of ^- Every olfence under this Ordinance may be prosecuted, and every
ofl'euces. penalty under this Ordinance may be recovered, before the Police

Magistrate or any two Justices of the Peace in a summary manner, or
by action In the Supreme Court of this Colony, together with full

costs of suit: Provided that the penalty imposed by the Police Magis-
trate or two Justices shall not exceed 100/., exclusive of costs.
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One-half of every penally recovered nuder this Ordinance shall he
paid to tlie person who probeeutcd tlie ollence or sued for such penalty.

All lines, forfeitures, and penalties recovered under this Ordinance
where not otherwise hereinbefore provided, shall be to Her Ma.jesry,
her heirs and successors, and shall l)e paid to the Treasurer for the use
of the Government of this Colony.
For all purposes of and incidental to the trial and pnnishment of

any person accused of any ort'ence under tliis Ordinance, and the pro-
ceedings and matters preliminary and incidental to and consequential
on his trial and punishment, and for all purposes of and incidental to
the jurisdictiou of any Court, or of any coustahle or ollicer with
reference to such oftence, the ofience shall he deemed to have been
committed either in the place in which it was actually connnitted, or
in any phice in which the oft'cnder may for the time being be found.

4. Where the owner or master of a ship or vessel is adjudged to pay ^ . , ., ..

a penalty for an offence under this Ordinance, the Court may, in addi- sliii'io penary?
tion to any other power they may have for the purpose of comi)elling
payment of such penalty, direct the same to be levied by distress or
arrestment, and sale of the said ship or vessel and her tackle.

5. In this Ordinance the expression "seal" means the "fur-seal," the t> «„;<.,-„ „,

"sea-otter," the "hair-seal,' the "sea-elephant," the "sea-leopard," "g^.^l,"

and the "sea-dog," and includes any animal of the seal kind which
may he fonud within the limits of this Colony and its dependencies.

6. This Ordinance maybe cited as "The Seal Fishery Ordinance, sbort title

1881."

[seal.] (Signed) T. Kerr, Governor.

Passed the Legislative Council this 27th day of December, 1881.

(Signed) John Wright Collins,
Clerk to the Coimcil.

194 CAri? OF Good Hope.

Caj)e Oovrniment Notice,

SEAL ISLAND.

His Excellency the Governor, having been ])leased to decide that the seal island in
Mossel Bay shall not be granted on lease for the present, hereby prohibits all persons
from disturbing the seals on the said island, ami warns them from trespassing there
after this notice on pain of prosecution.
By Command of his Excellency the Governor,

(Signed) John Montague,

Colonial Office,
Cape of Good Hope, April 1:2, 1S44.

Secretar
If

to Government.

[Tasmania. See p. 158.]

Japan.

Eefj Illations for the Protection of the Ftir-Scal Finlierij issued hy the Japanese Government
in October 1S7S.

Article 1. In view of protecting seal-hnnting and checking foreign poachers, a
vessel of foreign type shall be connuissioned to cruize in the iieighbourliood of Itruji.

"Chishimaniaru" shall be connuissioned for this purpose for the time beiug.
Art. 2. The mode of killing shall maiulj' be by clubbing, and the use of guns shall

he avoided as much as possible.
Art. 3. Young seals shall be spared as much as possible.
Art. 4. The number of seals to be caught within 1 ri of coast-line shall not exceed

forty-five per annum.
Art. 5. Between the months of May and November the killing of seals within 1 ri

of coast-line is prohibited.
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Art. (^. Any jxTson who catches wounded or ciij)j)led seals washed ashore, even
within tlie prohibition limit, shall he paid in money or in kind according to the
quality of the skin.

Art. 7. To prevent the decrease of seals hy careless chasing and wanton killing,

special care siiall always be taken, and the preventive method shall be established.
Art. 8. The nnniber of seals taken will be inspected, and their skins shall lix the

proof of their ages.

Art. 9. The covering and breeding seasons, &c., shall be carefnlly ascertained by
practical observations.

Art. 10. Practical observations and investigations shall be made as to the truth of

tlie seals losing or changing the colour of their iur according to different seasons.
Art. 11. An actual investigation shall be made as to how many seals can be caught

annually if the use of guns be discontinued, and clubs and bows and arrows be
adopted instead.

Art. 12. While out hunting, if anything occurs likely to form an object for future
investigation, a minute record shall be kept.

Art. 13. While tlie ])resent Regulations shall be strictly obeyed by all those who
are responsible for seal-hunting, they can address themselves to the authorities to
eHect required amendments in case practical inconveniences shall have been expe-
rienced.

Seal and Otter Catching.

We hereby give our sanction to the Regulations for catching seals and sea-otters,

and for the sale and importation of their raw skins, and order the same to be pro-
mulgated.

[His Imperial Majesty's Sign-Manual.]

[Privy Seal.]

The 16th day of the 12th month, 19th year of Meiji (1886).

Countersigned by Count Ito Hirobumi,
Minister I'resident of the Cahinet.

Count Yamagata Aritomo,
Minister of iState for Home Affairs.

Count Matsukata Masayoshi,
Minister of State for Finance.

Count Yamagata Aritomo,
Minister of Stale for Jgriculture and Commerce.

193 Imperial Ordinanoe No. SO.

regulations for catching seals and sea-ottkrs, and for the sale and
importation of their raw skins.

Article 1. Persons who have obtained the special permission of the Minister of

State for Agriculture and Commerce, in accordance with the second paragrajih of
Decree No. 16 of the 17th year of Meiji, may engage in catching seals and sea-otters

during the term, and within the limits of the places, specified for the purpose by the
Hokkaido Local Government.
Every person catching seals and sea-otters shall at all times carry a certificate of

such permission, and whenever, whether at sea or on shore, any officer supervising
seal and sea-otter catching, or any police officer, demands to inspect the certificate,

the same shall be immediately produced.
Art. 2. Any person engaging in catching seals and sea-otters shall, on arrival in

Hokkaido, report the name and tonnage of the vessel and the names of her crew to

an officer designated by the Hokkaido Local Government Office for that jiuritose,

and shall at all times exhibit, on the mast or in some other conspicuous position in

the vessel, a signal s]>ecially adopted by the Hokkaido Local Government Office for

vessels engaged in catching seals and sea-otters.
Art. 3. Any person desiring to sell the raw skins of seals and sea-otters shall pro-

duce the same to the officer mentioned in Article 2 hereof, and shall have the seal (a
brauil may be used instead of a seal) of the said officer stamped thereon. No person
shall be permitted to sell skins not bearing such stamp.
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Art. 4. Whenever it ia found that any person is importing the skins of seals and
sea- otters not stamped by tlie officer, as provided in the preceding Article, into any
port of the Empire, or is staying in any port of the Empire with such skins laden
on board a vessel, or is selling, or attempting to sell, such skin.s in the market, the
Customs or police officers shall seize the same, and shall immediately make com-
plaint to the competent authorities.

lUit the raw skins of seals and sea-otters caught within the territory of Russia or
of the United States of America, with the permission of the Governments of those
countries respectively, may be imported into the Empire, provided the owner or

master of the vessel first produces a certificate issued by a comjietent autliority of

Russia or the United States, or by a Russian or United States Consul residing in

Japan.

Details of Procedure to carry out the Regulations controlliiKj the Seal and Sea-Otter
Eauthuj, May 10, ISSS.

Artii le 1. The open season for seal and sea-otter hunting shall bo from the 15th
April to the 31st October in each year.

Art. 2. The area of hunting shall be all the islands situated eastward of Itrup, and
southward of Shimshu, of the Kuriles, and it will be divided into throe sections, and
every year only one of these sections shall be opened for hunting.
The first section includes seven islands, i. e., Itrup, Chirihoi, Butettchelboa [?],

Broughton, Raikoke, Mushir, and Chirinkotan.
The second section includes six islands, i. e., Shimshir, Shiritoi, Ushisbir, Sleto-

nepa [?], Rashua, and Matsua.
The third section includes twelve islands, i. e., Shannekotan, Yekkerma [?], Kar-

reukotan, Ounekotan, Anos, Makarushi, Shurenwa [?J, Paramushir, Holt, Cockscar,
Araito, and Shimshu.

Art. 3. When a boat is going out for hunting, her name, tonnage, and the names
of the crew shall be reported for inspection to the branch office of seal and sea-
otter hunting superintending authorities, either at Nemuro, in the county of Nemuro,
or at Shikotan, in the county of Chishima.

Art. 4. When the branch office of seal and sea-otter hunting superintending
authorities find the report mentioned in Article 3 in due form on inspection, it will
give to the boat a flag hereinafter shown.

Art. 5. Any person who wishes to ex])ort and sell the raw hides of his catch shall
produce them to the Shikotan branch of the seal and sea-otter hunting superintend-
ing authorities, and shall have them stamped.

Newfoundland.

In reply to an inquiry as to the Regulations for the protection of the hair-seal
fishery in Newlbundland, information to the following effect was kindly furnished
by Sir Terence O'Brien, K. C. M. G., the Governor of that Colony.
The accompanying Acts will furnish the whole legislation on the matter.
The Regulations extend to all vessels under the British flag, there being no foreign

vessels engaged in the fishery.

The Regulations are acknowledged to be effectual, and were much needed for the
preservation of the seals.

The means taken to enforce the Regulations Avill be found in the Acts above men-
tioned, which, it may be added, have no force in extra-territorial waters as such.
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196 Newfoundland.

Acts respecting the Prosecution of the Seal Fishery.

ANNO QUADUAGKSIMO SECUNDO VICTUlU.E REGIN/E.

Cap. I.

—

An Act respecting the Prosecution of the Seal Fishery

.

[Passed February 22, 1879.]

Section.
1. 36 Vicb., cap. 9, repealed.
2. Steamers not to sail befare 10th March ; Penalty.
3. Sailiiig-vpsseis not to sail belore lat March; Penalty.
4. Seals not to be killed before 12tli March ; Penalty; Proviso; Notice.
5. Cats not to be killed ; Penalty; Definition; Proviso.
6. Limitation.
7. Times of Clearance ; Proviso; Sundays.
8. Recovery of Penalties; Appropriation.
9. Appeal; Proviso; Recognisance.

Enacting Be it enacted by tlie Governor, Legislative Counbil, and Assembly,
•'^""''^'- in Legislative Session convened, as follows:

ao Vict., cap. 9, I. The Act passed in the thirty-sixth year of the reign of Her pres-
repealed. ent Majesty, entitled "An Act to regulate the Prosecution of the Seal

Fishery," is hereby repealed.
steamers not to J J, Nq steamer shall leave port for the seal fishery before the 10th

Jhmh'''"'*' *^^y o^ March in any year, under the penalty of 2,000 dollars, to be

Penalty. recovered from the owner or other person on whose account the steamer
shall have been sent to the seal fishery.

Sailing-ves.sel8 m ]v[o sailing-vessel shall leave port for the seal fishery before the

I'^t Mareh
''^ 1^* ^^^y ^ March in any year under the penalty of 400 dollars, to be

Penalty.' recovered from the owner or other jjersou on whose account such ves-
sel shall have been sent to such fishery.

•M^'i'? *4''*^?oH^ ^^- ^^ seals shall be killed by the crew of any steamer or sailing-

March *^ vessel before the 12th day of March in any year, under a penalty of 4

Penalty

;

dollars ibr every seal so killed, to be recovered from the owner or other
person as aforesaid, or from the master or crew of the said vessel, or

Proviso; from the parties receiving the same respectively: Provided, that in

case of the owner or other person as aforesaid, that such owner or other
Notice. person received such seals with notice or knowledge that the same

had been killed before the 12th day of March in any year,
Cats not to be y_ ^q immature seals, known as cats, shall be killed by the crew

Penaltv of any steamer or sailing-vessel at any time, under a penalty of 4 dol-
lars for every such seal so killed, to be recovered from the receiver of
such seals, or from the master or crew of any such steamer or vessel.

Dehnition; ^^^^ j^ j^ hereby declared, a young seal pelt of less weight than 28 lbs.
Proviso. shall be considered an immature, or cat seal: Provided, that no party

or parties referred to in this section shall be liable to the penalties or
fines herein stated, unless it be proven that over 5 per cent, in number
of seals taken on board or landed from such vessel are of less weight,
each, than 28 lbs. aforesaid The fines and penalties mentioned in this
section to apply to the excess over such 5 per cent.

Limitation. VI. No action shall be brought by any person to recover any pen-
alty provided by this Act after twelve months Irom the time such pen-
alty shall have been incurred.

Times of clear- VII. No officer of Her Majesty's Customs in this Colony shall clear
ance; any steamer for a sealing voyage before the 9th day of March, or any

sailing-vessel lor a sealing voyage before tbe last day of February:
Proviso; Provided, that in the event of either of these days falling on Sunday,
Sundays. such vessel may be cleared on the preceding Saturday.
Recovery of Vlll. All penalties incurred under the provisions of this Act shall

penalties; |,g g,je,| fyp and recovered in a summary manner before a Stipendiary
Appropriation; Magistrate, by any person who may sue for the same; one-half of sijch

penalty shall go to the party who shall sue for and prosecute the
same, and the remainder to the Receiver-General for the use of public
hospitals.

Appeal,- IX. If any person shall feel himself aggrieved by any Judgment of
a Stipendiary Magistrate, under this Act, he shall have liberty to
appeal therefrom to the then next sitting of Her Majesty's Supreme

Proviso; Court at St. John's: Provided, that notice of the same be given to the
Magistrate within twenty-four hours after such Judgment shall have

Heoognizance. been delivered, and within five days thereafter recognizances, or other
security, with or without sureties, at the option of such Magistrate,
shall be entered into to prosecute the same without delay, and pay
each amount as may be awarded, with costs.
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197 ANNO QUADRAGKSIMO SEXTO VICTORI.E REGIN^.

Cap. I.

—

An Act to amend an Act passed in the 42nd year of the Keign nf Her present
Majesty, entitled "An Act respecting the Prosecution of the Seal Fishery."

[Passed March 3, 1883.]

Section.
1. 42 Vict., cap. 1, sections 2 and 3, repe.ilefl.

2. Steamens not to sail before 6 a. m., loth March; .Penalty; Proviso.
3 Sailing-vessels not to sail before 6 a. M., Ist Mai-ch; Penalty; Proviso.

Be it enacted by the Administrator to tlie Government, Legislative Enacting
Council, and Assembly, in Legislative Session convened, as follows r^l^^use.

I. The second and third sections of the Act passed in the forty- 42n(l Vict., cap.
second year of the reign of Her present Majesty, entitled "An Act 1, sees. 2 and 3,

respecting the prosecntion of the Seal Fishery," are hereby repealed, repealed.

II. No steamer shall leave port for the seal fishery before the hour Steamers not
of 6 o'clock in the forenoon on the 10th day of March in any year, to sail before 6

under the penalty of 2,000 dollars, to be recovered from the owner or AM^iOjh March;

other person on whose account such steamer shall have been sent to Proviso.'
such fishery. Provided that, in the event of the said 10th day of
March falling on Sunday, any steamer may leave port for such fishery
at any time after 6 o'clock in the forenoon of the previous day.

III. No sailiug-vessel shall leave port for the seal fishery before the Sailing-vessels
hour of 6 o'clock in the forenoon on the Ist day of March in any year, not to sail before

under the penalty of 400 dollars, to be recovered from the owner or ^^•,'*'-^'''t^^''*rc'i;

other person on whose account such vessel shall have been sent to "^"^ ^'

such fishery. Provided that, in the event of the said 1st day of March Proviso,
falling on Sunday, any sailing-vessel may leave port for such fishery
at any time alter 6 o'clock in the forenoon of the previous day.

anno QUINQUAGESIMO V1CT0RI.15 REGINyE.

Cap. XXIII.

—

An Act to regulate the taking of, and Right of Property in, Seals.

[Passed May 18, 1887.]

Section.
1. Right of property in seals.

2. When seals not to be killed; Penalty.
3. Second trip of steamers; Proviso.
4. Penalty; Proviso.
5. Masters' penalty.
6. Term "second trip."

7. Complaints must be made within three months.

Be it enacted by the Administrator of the Government, the Legis- Enacting clause,

lative Council, and House ofAssembly, in Legislative Session convened,
as follows:

I. In any action or proceeding for the recovery of, or in relation to, Ri^ht of prop-

the property in seals, or seal-pelts, killed by persons engaged in or ®''^ *** seals,

prosecuting the seal fishery in steam-vessels going from, or coming to,

the ports of this Colony, it shall be held that no property, or right of
property, shall have accrued except in seals killed, sculped, panned,
or bulked by and in the actual and personal charge of the claimants,
or some person or persons for them watching or engaged in carrying
away such seals or seal-pelts.

II. No seals shall ])e killed by any crew of any steamer, or by any When seals not
member thereof, before the 12th day of March, or after the 20th day of to be killed;

April, nor shall seals, so killed, be brought into any port in this Colony
or its dependencies as aforesaid, in any year, under a penalty of 4 dol- Penalty,

lars for every seal so killed, to be recovered from the master and crew
by, and paid to, any informer who shall sue for the same, in a sum-
mary manner before a Stipendiary Magistrate.

III. No steamer shall be permitted to go upon a second or subsequent Second trip of

trip to the seal fishery after the Ist day of April in any year: Provided steamers;

that, if it be shown to the satisfaction of the Collector, Sub-Collector,
roviao.

or other Customs officer of the port I'rom which the said steamer sails,

that a steamer has been forced, by any accident, to return to port
during the first trip, she shall not be deemed to have gone upon a
second trip if she again leaves port before the 10th day of April.
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Penalty; IV. The master, owner, and crew of any steamer, which shall go on
a second or subsequent trip contrary to the tliird section of this Act,
shall be liable to forfeit double the value of their respective interests
in the seals which shall be brought in on such second or subsecjuent
trips, to be recovered and paid to any informer who shall sue for the

Proviso. same, in a summary way, before a Stipendiary Magistrate: Provided
that, in case the owner or purchaser of such seals, having had notice
that such seals were killed on such second or subsequent trip, shall
be liable and responsible i'or the payment of such penalty, to the
extent of the interest of the owner, master, and crew of such steamer

:

Provided that, in cases in which a larger sum than 100 dollars
.198 shall be adjudged, against any defendant, he may appeal to the

Supreine Court, upon (if required) giving good and sufiBcient

security within ten days after conviction, to prosecute the appeal and
abide final Judgments.

Masters' pen- V. Sealing-masters violating the third section of this Act shall be
^Ity. incompetent, for two years after conviction for any offence thereunder,

to be employed to command vessels of the seal fishery, or to be cleared
at the custom-house, as masters of such vessels.

Term "second VI. For the purposes of this Act, vessels shall be deemed to be on
*"?•" a second or subsequent trip if they shall engage in killing seals on

the coast of this island and its dependencies, after clearing and sail-

ing for Davis Straits or Greenland fishery, and the master and owners
shall be liable to the same penalties as ])rovided in fourth and fifth

sections of this Act. Any complaints, on information under this sec-

tion, may be made within three months next after the return of the
said vessel to a port of this island.

Complaints VII. Any complaint or information, under the foregoing provisions

wUhin thi^oe"^ *'"^ Act, must be made within three months of the time of the

niouilis. alleged breach thereof.

Anno Quinquagesimo Secundo Victoki^ Rkgin^.

Cap. I.

—

An Act to amend the Law relating to the taking of Seals and Right of
Property therein.

[Passed March 7, 1889.]

Enacting Be it enacted by the Governor, Legislative Council, and Assembly,
clause. in Legislative Session convened as follows:
Repealing I. The first section of the Act passed in the fiftieth year of the

clause. reign of Her present Majesty, cap. 23, entitled "An Act to regulate
the taking and right of property in Seals," is hereby repealed.

Memorandum respecting the Seal Fishery of the Greenland Sea, prepared at the Board of
Trade at the request of the Behrimfa Sea Commissioners.

Roughly speaking, this so-called fishery used to be carried on l)etween Spitzbergen
and Iceland, its chief centre being the neighbourhood of the Island of Jan Mayen.
As early as the month of February 1873 the late Mr. Frank Buckland, by a letter

to the "Times," entitled "A Plea for the Seals," and otherwise, called public atten-
tion to the abuses connected with the pursuit of this fishery. The circumstances
would appear to have been as follows

:

About the time of the Spring Equinox, the seals congregate in immense numbers,
and the females give birth to their young upon the ice. The young at birth are
very helpless, and weigh about 4 lbs., but they grow with astonishing rapidity, and
it is said that in about a fortnight the weight of each young seal is some 70 lbs.

Owing to competition in the fishery, it had become the practice to take (i. e.^'^kill)

seals immediately upon the birth of the young. In this way the mothers were slain
or often scared away from the young before the latter were of age to take care of
themselves. The young were of small value for commercial purposes at this stage
of their existence, and though some of them were killed and shipped, enormous
numbers were left to die of starvation.
Conducted in this manner the fishery was a scene of revolting cruelty, the cries of

the thousands of young dying seals being said to resemble the cries of hundreds of
thousands of human infants, and the destruction of the fishery by the scattering or
extermination of the seals seemed not far distant. The seals in question are not
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tlioso from which the fashionable fur is obtained, but their skin is much used for
makiui; boots, especially patent leather Iwots, and the oil obtained from them is
applied to various purijoses.
As regards the United Kingdom, the fishery was prosecuted from the ports of

Dundee and Peterhead. Norway was the foreign country mostly interested. In
1874 the Swedish Government suggested to our Foreign Office that some international
arrangement might properly be attempted with a view of imposing restrictive Reg-
ulations to remedy the evils above referred to.

The earlier action of the Board of Trade upon this proposal is set forth in Par-
liamentary Paper No. 73 of 1875 (copy herewith). The result so far was to obtain
concurrence on the part of those interested, both in Great Britain and in Norway,
as to the necessity for a close season about the time of the birth of the young seals.
But there was considerable divergence of opinion both as to the date for ending and
the duration of such close season.
Subsequently, the Board of Trade, in consultation with the Foreign Office, framed

a Bill, which they introduced into Parliament, and which became law as "The Seal
Fishery Act, 1875" (38 Vict. cap. 18). This Act empowered Her Majesty, by Order
in Council, to lix a day before which it would be illegal for British subjects in any
year to kill or capture, or attempt to kill or capture, seals within an area specified
in the Schedule to the Act, and the Act provided heavy penalties for those contra-
vening its provisions. The area in (juesfion was that included l)etween 67^ and 75°
north latitude, and 5° east and 17^^ west of Greenwich, in adopting which the Board
of Trade were chiefly guided by Captain David Gray, of Peterhead, one of the most
experienced of the ship-masters engaged in the fishery, and by whose graphic repre-
sentations Mr. Buckland had been put in motion.
In the meanwhile, the Foreign Office were making representations to other coun-

tries who might be interested in the matter, with a view of insuring recip-
199 rocal legislation on their part. As already indicated, the fishery was chiefly

conducted by subjects of Great Britain or Norway, but Germany, Holland
and Sweden were also, thoagh to only a small extent, concerned.
In the course of the year 1875 all the Governments of these foreign countries

expressed a willingness to initiate legislation of the character desired. It was also
thought well to jirovide for the contingency of the subjects of Russia, France, Den-
mark, or the United States joining in the fishery. The Governments of these latter
countries were accordingly informed of what was being done, and a hope was
expressed that, in the event of their respective subjects coming, as they might any
day do, to fish within the area in question, similar legislation would be adopted by
the Governments, and that, in the meantime, they would not allow their flags to be
carried by the subjects of countries which had legislated in the matter for the pur-
pose of evading such legislation.

The replies of the first three of these Governments were generally favourable, but
that of the United States was indefinite. Neither French nor Danish subjects were,
however, engaged in the fishery.

By the commencement of the year 1876 the stejis towards legislation in Norway
and Sweden were represented as approaching completion, and satisfactory assur-
ances as regards legislation in Germany and Holland had been received. An Order
in Council was thereupon obtained in this country which brought the Seal Fishery
Act into operation, and fixed the 3rd Ajjril in every year as the day before which
British subjects should not commence the taking of seals within any part of the area
defined in the Schedule to the Act. This date was named as a compromise between
the views of British and Norwegian subjects.
The former wished for a rather later, and the latter for a rather earlier, date.
This Order had hardly been promulgated when a telegraphic intimation was

received from Her Majesty's Minister at Stockholm to the eft'ect that the Norwegian
Government would be unable to obtain legislative authority for fixing a close season
as regarded the fishery of the current year. In consequence of this, the British
Order in Council had to be revoked.
In the course of the same year the necessary legislation was obtained as regards

Norway. There had, however, been in that country a reaction of opinion as to the
need of a close season.
This was probably due to a consideration of which the Board of Trade were later

on made aware by Captain Gray, i. e., that the new-born seals, which had formerly
been of little commercial value, had now become far more valuable owing to a proc-
ess invented for utilizing their hair in the manufacture of sham seal-skin. They
would, in consequence, be taken in as large numbers as possible, instead of being
left to die of starvation after the slaughter of the mothers. This, if a fact, would
make it perhaps unnecessary to interfere with the conduct of the fishery on the
ground of preventing cruelty, but would make a close season more needful as regards
preventing the extermination of the seals. The Norwegian Government, however,
thought themselves bound in honour to proceed with the measure. Strangely

B S, PT VI 18
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onough, during the progress of the Bill, there was some idea of mating it apply to a
larger area than that contemplated by the English Act, it being held in Norway that
such an area was an unduly restricted one, and the Bill was passed on the under-
standing that a modification on this point should hereafter be made, if necessary.
In November 1876 a fresh Order in Council was obtained in England again fixing

the 3rd April as the day for opening the fishery, and steps were taken for circulating
copies of it and of the Act amongst those concerned in the United Kingdom, and for
informing the foreign Governments interested.
By about the end of March 1877 the Governments of Norway, Sweden, Germany,

and Holland had all taken legislative steps similar to those adopted in Great Britain,
and the close season until the 3rd April thus established has been duly observed by
parties of these nationalities and by British subjects, who were all that were engaged
in the fishery, except possibly some Russians. It has not been necessary to orgaui^^e
any police for the enforcement of the Act. No date was fixed for the commencement
of the close season, though Germany raised the point, the advisableness of fixing a
date for that purpose being then doubted by the Board of Trade.
In 1879 Russia intimated that she had imposed similar restrictions on her own

subjects.
In 1885 Captain Gray and others of the Peterhead interest represented that the

close season which had been imposed had had most beneficial results, but that further
restrictions were to be desired.
They intimated that a new branch of the fishery, i. e., that for " hooded seals," had

been created between Iceland and Greenland, extending as far south as the latitude
of Cape Farewell; and that, with a view to more effectually protect the breeding
seals and immature young, the close season should be extended.
They accordingly proposed that the area for restrictions should in future be that

comprised between 60° and 76° north latitude, excluding Iceland and its territorial
waters, and between the Greenland coast on the west and the ice margin on the east,
that the close time should end on the 10th April, and that a definite date (10th July)
should be fixed for commencement of the close season.
They added that there was reason to believe that the Norwegians, as the only

foreigners then engaged in the fishery, would be ready to concur.
These proposals were supported by the Fishery Board for Scotland, the only part

of the United Kingdom from which ships were known to proceed to the fishery. At
the instance of the Board of Trade the proposals were submitted by the Foreign
Office to the Governments of the five foreign countries who participated in the exist-
ing restrictions.

By November 1886 replies were received from all those countries, with the excep-
tion of Russia. These replies were to the following effect

:

GERMANY AND HOLLAND.

The Governments expressed themselves as disposed to favourably regard the
Scottish proposals but as awaiting information as to the course contemplated by
other Powers.

200 SWEDEN.

Those interested received the Scottish proposals rather favourably, but wished, in
consideration of young seals moulting in April, that opening of fishery should be not
later than the 7th of that mouth, and, further, that closing day should be the 7th July.

NORWAY.

Those interested thought the 10th April and 10th July inadmissible as dates for

opening and closing, and did not wish Iceland and its waters excluded from the
protected area. They also had proposals of their own widely divergent from those
of Scotland. These were:

{a.) That to prevent destruction of females, it should be forbidden to kill old seals
before the 15th April (6 A. M.) at the places where the young are taken.

(6.) That in consideration of hooded seals having no young to need protection
towards end of close season, the fishery for these seals between Cape Farewell and
Spitzbergen should be free until the 15th July (6 p.m.), after which date it was,
according to them, pursued only by one or two ships under conditions ruinous to
the fishery, as the seals having by that date become very wild, immense numbers
were then destroyed by shooting at long range without many being actually taken.

(c.) That to obviate dangers incident to opening the fishery immediately after
midnight, the opening should be at 6 a. m. on the 3rd April, or, if that day is a
Sunday, at 6 a. m. on the 4th.

(d.) That the limits of protected area should be 60° and 78° north latitude, the
east coast of Greenland, and 10° east longitude (Greenwich).
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These views were conveyed to the Scottish Office by the Board of Trade, with an
intimation that they were unable to see that future steps towards establishment of
new restrictions could be taken unless some course could be suggested for reconciling
the respective views of the Scottish, Norwegian, and Swedish interests.

Early in 1887 the reply of the Scottish interests was received. They thought the
point raised by Sweden in connection with young seals moulting not material, as the
short hair skins had now become more valuable than the fur-skins. Tbey were will-
ing to accept the area as defined by Norway, and that, on the day of opening, the
fishery should commence at 6 a. m. They agree as to need for protecting fuiuale

seals, but thought opening on the 10th April would insure this, as later the females
would get too wild to allow of their being shot, and they agree as to need for pro-
tecting hooded seals late in the season.
They were, however, firm as to the need for making the opening and closing dates

for the fishery as near the 10th April and 10th July as possible, and did not see how
hooded seal fishery could be made free during general close time without endanger-
ing the observance of close time for other kinds of seals.

These views were communicated to the Foreign Office by the Board of Trade in
the hope of an understanding being arrived at between Norway and Scotland, so as
to form a basis for negotiation with the other Powers. At the same time, it was
pointed out that the including of Iceland and its waters in the protected area would
involve inviting Denmark to join in the arrangements.
In March 1888 a further communication was received from Norway. It now

appeared that, owing to a change observed in the last two or three years in the con-
dition of the ice off Greenland, the Norwegian interests no longer wish the hooded
seal fisheries to close on the 15th July.
They declined to make any concession as regards the day for opening the seal

fishery generally, and it was doubtful whether they would adopt any date for clos-

ing. On other points they now acquiesced with Scotland, to which country these
views were conveyed.
Later in the year Russia intimated that she concurred with Norway on all points.
Subsequent correspondence afforded no pi'ospect of reconciling the divergent-

views of Scotland and Norway, whilst Denmark took exception to the territorial
waters of either Iceland or Greenland being included in the area of protection.
In these circumstances, the negotiations came to a standstill, and the arrangements

made in 1875-79 have been maintained.
Copy of the English Act, with the Order in Council, in handbill form, as circulated

in the past amongst those interested and now in force, is annexed.
(Initialled) J. M. N.

February 11, 1892.

Seal Fishery (Greenland).—38 Vict., Cap. 18.

Order in Council made the 28th day of November, 1876, for applyimj "The Seal Fishery
Act, 1875."

At the Court at Windsor, the 28th day of November, 1876.

Present: The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty in Council.

Whereas by "The Seal Fishery Act, 1875," it is enacted that when it appears to
Her Majesty in Council that the foreign States whose ships or subjects are engaged

in the seal fishery in the area mentioned in the Schedule to that Act, or any
201 part of such area, have made or will make, with respect to their own ships

and subjects, the like provisions to those contained in that Act, it shall be law-
ful for Her Majesty, by Order in Council, to direct that that Act shall, after the date
mentioned in the Order, apply to the seal fishery within the said area, or such part
thereof as may be specified in the Order

:

And whereas it has been made to appear to Her Majesty in Council that the foreign
States whose ships or subjects are at present engaged in the seal fishery in the area
mentioned in the Schedule to the said recited Act have made or will make, with
respect to their own ships and subjects, the like provisions to those contained in the
said recited Act

:

Now, therefore. Her Majesty, in exercise of the power vested in her by the said
recited Act, by and with the advice of her Privy Council, is pleased to direct that
"The Seal Fishery Act, 1875," shall, after the date of this present Order, apply to
the seal fishery within the area mentioned in the Schedule to the said Act.
And Her Majesty, in exercise of the same power, by and with the like advice, is

further pleased to fix the 3rd day of April in every year as the day before which the
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master and person in charge of, and every person belonging to, any British ship, and
every British subject, shall uot kill or capture, or attemj)t to kill or capture, any seal

within the area mentioned in the Schedule to the said Act.

"The Seal Fishery Act, 1875," is as follows:

38 Vict., Cap. 18.—An Act to provide for the establishment of a Close Time in the Seal
Fishery in the Seas adjacent to the Ea&tern Coasts of Greenland.

[June 14, 1875.]

Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with
the advice and cousent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Com-
mons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of
the same, as follows

:

Application of 1- When it appears to Her Majesty in Council that the foreign States
Act by Order in whose ships or subjects are engaged in the seal fishery in the area men-
Council in con- tioned in the Schedule to this Act, or any part of such area, have

ioiei"upstates!
' "i^de or will make, with respect to their own ships and subjects, the

°
like provisions to those contained in this Act, it shall be lawful for

Her Majesty, by order in Council, to direct that this Act shall, after

the date mentioned in the Order, apply to the seal lishery within the
said area, or such part thereof as may be specified in the Order.
Her Majesty may, by the same or any subse(i[uent Order, limit the

operation of the Order, and render the operation thereof subject to

such conditions, exceptions, and qualiiications as may be deemed
expedient.
So long as an Order under this section remains in force this Act shall,

subject to any such limitation, condition, exemption, or qualification

as aforesaid, apply to the seal fishery within the said area, or such
part as may be specified in the Order.
Her Majesty may from time to time, by Order in Council, rescind,

alter, or add to any Order made in pursuance of this section, and
make a new Order in lien thereof.
Every Order in Council made in pursuance of this section shall be

laid before both Houses of Parliament within six weeks after it is

made, or if Parliament be not then sitting, within six weeks after the
then next meeting of Parliament, and shall also be published in the
" London Gazette."

Close time for ^- When an Order in Council has been made for applying this Act,

seal fi-sbery. then, SO long as such Order remains in force, the master or person in

charge of or any person belonging to any British ship, or any British
subject, shall not kill or capture, or attempt to kill or capture, any
seal within the area mentioned in the Schedule to this Act, or the part
of the area specified in the Order, before such day in any year as may
be fixed by the Order, and the master or person in charge of a British
ship shall not permit such ship to be employed in such killing or cap-
turing, or permit any person belonging to such ship to act in breach
of this section.
Any person who is guilty of any breach (by any act or default) of

this section shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding 5001. for each
oft'euce.

Prosecution of 3. Every offence under this Act may be prosecuted, and every pen-
offences, alty under this Act may be recovered

—

(1.) In England, before two Justices of the Peace in a summary
manner, or by action in any of Her Majesty's Superior Courts at West-
miuster, together with full costs of suit; and

(2.) In Scotland, by action as for a debt in the ordinary Sheriff

Court or in the Court of Session ; and
(3.) In Ireland, before two Justices of the Peace in a summary

manner, or by personal action in any of Her Majesty's Superior
Courts at Dublin.
Provided that the penalty imposed in a summary manner by two

Justices shall not exceed lOOZ., exclusive of costs.

One-half of every penalty recovered under this Act shall be paid
to the person who prosecuted the offence or sued for such penalty.
For all ijurposes of and incidental to the trial and punishment of

any person accused of an offence under this Act, and the proceedings
and matters preliminary and incidental to and consequential on his

trial and punishment, and for all purposes of and incidental to the
jurisdiction of any Court or of any constable or officer with reference
to such offence, the offence shall be deemed to have been committed
either in the place in which it was actually committed or in any place
in which the offender may for the time being be found.
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4. Where an offence under this Act is committed, then

—

(a.) If the same is committed by the fault or with the connivance ^ . , ., .

,

of the master of any ship, that master, and- owner and mas-
202 (b.) If the same is committed by the fault or with the con- terofshipiucer-

nivance of the owner of any ship, that owner

—

tain cases.

shall be liable to the like penalty to which the person committing
such offence is liable under this Act.

5. Wliere the owner or master of a ship is adjudged to pay a pen- Liability of

alty for an otfence under this Act, the Court may, in addition to any '^^^P *'" penalty,

other power they may have for the purpose of compelling payment of
such penalty, direct tlie same to be levied by distress or arrestment
and sale of the said sliip and her tackle.

6. In this Act the expression " seal" means the harp or saddleback
seal, the bladdernosed or hooded seal, the ground or bearded seal, and ,,

^efimtlon of

the tloe seal or floe rat, and includes any animal of the seal kind which
may be specified in that behalf by an Order in Council under this Act.

7. This Act may be cited as " the Seal Fishery Act, 1875." Short title.

Schedule.

Area to which Act applies.

The area included between the parallels of 67"^ and 7.5° of north latitude, an~li

between the meridiaus of 5° east and 17'^ west longitude, reckoned from the meridian
of Greenwich.

Norwegian Laiv for the establishment of a Close Time for Seal Fishery in the Arctic Seas.—
Stockholm, May 18, 1S76.

[Translation.]

We, Oscar, by the grace of God King of Norway and Sweden, the Wends and
Goths, hereby notify that a Resolution passed by the Ordinary Storthing now in
session, on tlie 25th April of this year, of the following tenour, has been submitted
to us:

1. When it shall appear that the foreign States whose ships or subjects are engaged
in the seal fishery in the area included between the parallels of 67"^ and 75^^ of north
latitude, and between the meridians of 5° east and 17° west longitude, reckoned
from the meridian of Greenwich, have made or may hereafter make the like provi-
sion, it shall be lawful for the King to fix a time of year during which it is forbidden
either for the crew of a Norwegian vessel or for a Norwegian subject within the area
aforesaid to kill or capture seals, including Cystophora cristata.

2. Any one guilty of a breach of the prohibition enacted by section 1, or who shall

in any way aid or abet such breach, shall be liable to a fine of from 200 to 10,000
kronor. But none of the crew shall be held liable except the master in case the said
breach took place either by his order or with his knowledge, and without his having
done everything in his power to prevent the same.
The provision in the Criminal Law of the 3rd June, 1874, 2nd chapter, section 40,

last sentence, is not applicable.
3. In the event of a breach of the present Law taking place, it will be dealt with

by the Police Court. The vessel will be liable for any fine that may be incurred by
either the master or owner. One-half of the fines shall go to the informer.
We have, therefore, accej)ted and sanctioned, as we hereby accept and sanction,

this Resolution as law.
Given at our Palace at Stockholm, the 18th May, 1876, under our hand and seal of

the realm.
(Signed) [l. s.] Oscar.

Ordinance of the King of Siveden and Norway to establish a Close Time for the Seal
Fishery by Swedish Vessels in the Arctic Seas.—Stockholm, November 30, 1876.

[Translation.]

We, Oscar, by the grace of God King of Sweden and Norway, of the Goths and
the Wends, make known that, considering that the seal fisheries in the Arctic Seas,
especially in the neighbourhood of Jan Mayen's Island, are conducted in such a man-
ner as to threaten the extermination of the seal in those waters, and the total destruo-
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tion of the fisheries, negotiations have been initiated by our Kingdom of Norway
with the Governments of those foreign countries whose inhabitants take part in the

said fisheries, and those Governments having now promulgated, or declared their

willingness to promulgate, suitable Ordinances to the above efi'ect, and seeing that

a certain small number of Swedish ships also take part in the fisheries, and that, in

60 far as these Ordinances are calculated to work the desired effect, it is essential

that, as has already been ordained elsewhere, the liability for their violation should
be of such a character as to outweigh the benefit to be derived from a breach of the

law, we have now thought it right, in so far as Sweden is concerned, to participate

in the said Agreement, and we have therefore graciously ordained as follows:

^ 1. In the Arctic Seas, between 67° and 75° north latitude and 5° east and 17°

west longitude from Greenwich, all Swedish ships and all Swedish subjects are for-

bidden until further notice to kill or catch seal (including the Phoca cristata) earlier

in the year than the 3rd April.

203 $ 2. All persons infringing the Regulations contained in the foregoing par-

agraph, or being in any manner parties to such infringement, will be liable to

a fine of from 200 to 10,000 kronor, with the proviso that, should the said infringe-

ment have taken place either in obedience to the orders of the captain of the ship

or with his knowledge, or without his having done everything in his power to guard
against it, he alone of all the crew shall be liable to the penalty incurred. Of the
fines imposed, half goes to the informer and half to the Crown. Failing means to

meet the fine, the corresponding legal penalty shall be enforced.

$ 3. In cases of violation of the prescriptions of this Ordinance, jurisdiction lies

with the ordinary Courts.
Let this be obediently observed by all whom it may concern. For further cer-

tainty we have hereunto affixed our hand and seal.

(Signed) (l. s.) Oscar.
Stockholm Palace, November SO, 1876.

204 Appendix (F).

Particulars of Pelagic Catch of British and United States Sealing-
VESSELS, 1871-91.

Memorandum on the Number of Fur-Seal Skins taken at Sea in 1891.

From the Returns (Table A) compiled by Mr. Milne, the Collector of Customs at

Victoria, British Columbia, and from information furnished by Mr. D. Oppenheimer,
the Mayor of Vancouver, it appears that the number of British vessels engaged in

sealing in 1891 was fifty, and that their total catch for the year was 49,615. These
Returns have been compiled with the greatest care.

With regard to the catch of the United States sealing-vessels for the same year,

there is much difficulty in arriving at an estimate of the number of skins taken,

owing to the fact that practically no records were kept by the United States Cus-
toms authorities of the number of skins landed. The only official Returns supplied
to us are those derived from a telegram from the Custom-house at San Francisco to

the Treasury Department at Washington (Table B), which gives certain particulars

as to the catch of sixteen vessels, and statements from the Collectors of Customs at

San Francisco, Port Townsend, Astoria, and San Diego, giving the number of sealing-

vessels that cleared from those ports in 1891 (Table C).

From the latter Table it appears that the number of United States vessels engaged
in sealing in 1891 was forty-two, but no details as to their catch are given.

It has been ascertained that 62.500 seal-skins were sold in London in 1891, under
the classification of "North-West," this being the termed used for skins supposed
to be taken at sea.

If we assume that these represent the whole pelagic catch for the season of 1891
in all parts of the North Pacific Ocean, and deduct from this number those known to

have been taken by British vessels, t. e., 49,615, there remains a balance of 12,885
skins to be accounted for. A certain number of these may have been taken by the
Indians in canoes on the coasts of Washington, British Columbia, and South-East
Alaska, but their number would probably not amount to more than 3,000. This
would leave about 10,000 as the catch of the United States sealing-vessels.

It must, however, be borne in mind that the above figure of 62,500 does not repre
sent the total number of skins taken, as a portion of those sent to London are
re-exported after having been dressed, and thus would not appear in the sales list,

and that, besides, many skins are not sent to London at all to be dressed, but ar«
prepared in America.
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It appears, tlierefore, that in the absence of sufficient official recorrla it is impossi-
ble to loim anything more than a very approximate estimate of the number of seal-
skins taken by the United States sealing-vessels.
Taking the average catch of the British Columbian vessels as 1,000, and allowing

a similar catch to the United States vessels, their total catch would amount to
about 40,000, but from information derived from unofficial sources this estimate
appears to be too great, and after careful consideration it may be estimated that the
catch of the forty-two United States vessels engaged in sealing in 1891 was between
16,000 and 20,000.

205 Table (A).

—

British Columbian Sealing Fleet, 1S91.

Name of Vessel.

Annie C.Moore
Aurora ,

Auioka
Ariel
Annie E. Paint
Beatrice
Beatrice (Vancouver)
Borealis
C. D. Kand (Vancouver)
Carlotta G. Cox
Carmelite
C.H.Tupper
Eliza Edwards, steam-ship
(Vancouver)

B. B. Marvin

Favourite
Geneva
Katherine
Kate
Letitia
Labrador
Laura
Minnie
Maggie Mac
Mary Taylor
Mascotte
Mountain Chief
Mary Ellen
MaudS
May Belle
Otto
Ocean Belle
Oscar and Hattie
Penelope
Pioneer
Kosie Olsen
Sierra
Sapphire
Sea Lion
Teresa
Triumph
Thistle, steam-ship
Umbrina
Venture
Vancouver Belle (Vancouver)
Viva
"W. P. Sayward
Winnifred
VTalter A. Earle
Wanderer
Walter L.Rich

Fifty vessels
Skins purchased from In-
dians at Victoria in 1891. .

.

113
42
75
91
82
C6
48
37
19
7G
99
99

37
117

92
81
58
28
25
19
4G
71
43
40
23
69
97
58
85
83
81
70
60
38
35
124
50
63
98
147
98
48
73
92
59
13

68
25
79

3,401

Cresv. Catch.

308
137
54
7

21
21

170
54

229
162
40
886
30

354

176

187
7

198
7

3,565

442
340
406

136
136
473

517
751
235

1

462

337
224
191

373
548
445

609
394
701

568
409
410
712
176

974
584
307
666
294
405

1,261
734

848
200
519

17, 162

1,588
47

1,082
154
876
206

1, 547;

1,519
1,639
374

49

2,381
267

1,224
1,100

216
61
22
3

264
79

65
1,030
241
48

1,170
1,062

691
1,484

52

2,435
82
985
171

82
504
659
28
731
801
98

1,021
330
21

28, 888

2,076
440
406

1,082
154

1,071
342

2,419

2,036
2,390

609

50
738

2,753
494

1,415
1,132

4
590
61

703
688
763
86
21
695

1, 424
942
48

1,908
1, 525
1,330
2,358
268
880

3,439
1,020
1, 292
1,013

385
909
659
28

1,992
1, 722

105
2,067

537
540

49, 615

1,953

Date of
Warning,

Aug. 6

July 7

June 30
Aug. 16
June 29
July 23

July 12
Aug. 10

8
July 1

" 7

1

(Seized
July 6)

Aug. 12
July 16

'' 18

July 18
" 17
" 15

1

July 2
" 23
" 22

Seized
June 30

July 7

July 24

Aug. 9
July 14
" 17
" 17
" 12
" 23

July 5
June 30

July 15
Aug. 12
" 15

June 29

Date of
Return to
British
Colum-
bia.

Aug. 30
" 11

July 27
Sept. 7
July 28
Sept. 27
Aug. 29

" 31

Aug. 30
Sept. 2

July 27

Sept, 18
Aug. 30
Sept. 24

•' 28

Aug. 28
" 24

3

July 14
Aug. 29
Nov. 16
Aug. 29
July 29
Sept. 26
Aug. 21
Sept. 27
" 23
" 22

Oct. 3

Sept. 17
Aug. 29

Sept. 2
Aug. 1

Sept. 27
Aug. 5

" 1
Sept. 9

" 17

Sept. 17
Aug. 22

" 11
Sept. 2

" 17
July 27

t Total oraw.
•I.= Inside Behring Sea. O.= Outside Behring Sea.

} 399 caught off £urile Islands. ^ Qy. Boats apart from canoes.
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206 Table (B).— Particulars of United States Sealing Fleet, 1S91.

N. B.—These particulars are derived from information given to the Behring Sea Commissioners by
Mr. J. Stanley-Brown at Washington in Marcli 18!)2, and which he stated was all that he was ahle

to collect from official sources.

24 aealing-vessels cleared from San Fraucisco in 1891, as per telegrams from Collector

E. B. Jerome, February 25 and 26, 1892:

Albert Walker.
Hattie Gage.
Helen Blum.
Lily L.
C. G. White.
Hermann.
La Nimfa.
Louis Olsen (s. s.).

Mattie T. Dyer.
C. H. White.
City of San Diogo.
J. H. Lewis.
E. E. Webster.
Lizzie Derby.
•John Hancock.
Mary Gilbert.

Sophie Sutherland.
San Diego.
Annie Harley.
Emma and Louise.
Rosie Sparks.
Pearl.
Alexander.
Thistle (s. 8.).

9 sealing-vessels cleared from Port Townsend, as per telegrams from Collector A.
Wasson, February 25 and 26, 1892:

Allie Alger. George R. White. Henry Dennis.
Emmet Felix. Mist. J. G. Swan (Neah Bay).
Challenge. Mayflower. Lottie (Neah Bay).

2 sealing-vessels cleared from Astoria, as per telegrams from Collector E. A. Taylor,
February 25 and 26, 1892

:

Bessie Rutter.
Kate and Ann (Yakina Bay).

2 sealing-vessels cleared from San Diego, as per telegram from Collector John R.
Berry, February 26, 1892:

Laura.
Ethel.

5 sealing- vessels cleared from miscellaneous United States ports:

Sitka (2). Eadial- Island (3).

Leo. Nellie Martin.
Sitka. Undaunted.

F. F. Feeney.

42 total number of vessels.

Table (C).—Information tabulated from Telegrams from the Custom-ltouse at San Fran-
cisco to the Treasury Department, Washington, dated February 16, 1S92.

[Taten from Manifests; and Mr. Stanley-Brown statesisall that the Custom-house isable to furnisli.]

Name of Vessel. Date of Arrival.
Skins

leported.

.T. H. Lewis
Eosie Sparks
Sophie Suthorland-
San Diego
C.H. White
C.G.Wilson
Mattie Dyer
C.G.White
Alexander
Ditto
LilyL
Hermann
Helen Blum
E.E.Webster
Pearl
Emma and Louise .

La Nimfa

March 7,1801
August 1,

"

5,
"

17,
"

17,
"

21,
"

21,
"

September 1,
"

8,
"

December 28,
"

September 16,
"

23, "

24, "

October 3,
"

.
I

November

7

148
17

465
438
23
15

1,686
9
10
61
31
3

2
894

9
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Tlie following skins were taken to ports in Alaska, and arrived at San Francisco
in coastinsc-vessels:

Name of Vessel. Date. Cargo.

SS. Bertha.
Undaiiiitecl
N. Tliaver .

Blakeley...
SS. Jeniiie .

Arago

July
A ujiust

October
November

31,]

4,

14,

27,

8,

9,

17 cases of skins.
16 barrels.
150 i)a<'kages.
46 sacks and 12 bundles.
21 skins.
42 bundles and 1 box.

207 Summary Staiement of the Approximate Number of Fur-Seal Skins taken hxj Pelagic
Sealers from 1871 to 1891.

Year.
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It was reported in the years 1874 aud 1875 that the American schooner " Cygnet,"
Captain Kiinberly, went to Behring Sea and obtained good catches. This is probably
incorrect, as the chief object of her voyage was sea-otter hunting, she once bringing
them to Victoria.

SEALING REPOKT FOR YEARS 1878 TO 188a

Vessels.

Favourite..
Tbornton .

.

Anna Beck
Onward

Crew.

These vessels were engaged in the coast sealing only, with an average catch each
of about 1,200; price of skins then in Victoria from 4 to 5 dollars each, the Indian
catch being about 2,000 to 2,500 skins yearly.

208 SEALING REPORT, 1881.

Vessels.
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SEALING REPORT, 1883.

283

Vessels.
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CATCH OF BRITISH COLUMBIAN SEALING-VESSELS, 1885.

Vessels.

Rustler
Kate
Favourite
Onward - -

.

Dolphin
Black Diamond
Alfred Adams
Grace
Thornton
W. P. Sayward
Mountain Chief
Anna Beck
Mary Ellen

(Thirteen vessels.)

Tons.

701

Men.

166

Catch.

Coast.

1,450
1,67.5

1,726
1,694
1,833
1, 426
1,512
1.800
1,425
1,900
1,225
1,234
1,489

20, 389

Behring
Sea.

800

Total.

1,450
1,675
1,726
1,694
1,833
1,426
1,812
1,800
1,423
1,900
1,225
1,234
1,989

21, 189

OTHER SKINS LANDED AT VICTORIA.

Adfele (German). 50 15 1,856 400 1,756

210 CATCH OF BRITISH COLUMBIAN SEALING-VESSELS, 1886.

Vessels.

Mary Ellen
Pathfinder
Dolphin
Penelope
Grace
Anna Beck
W. P. Sayward
Alfred Adams
Favourite
Black Diamond
Teresa
Arctica
Kate
Thornton*
Onward"
Carolina*

(Sixteen vessels.)
Ad^le (German)

Tons.

920
50

Boats
and

Canoes.

101
4

Crew.

314
16

Catch.

Coast.

1,200
750

1,040
600
600
541
750
650
650
350
800

1,300
1,090
500
400
700

11,921
433

Behrino
Sea.

2,353
950
960
650

1,100
601
850
750

2, 231
378

1,400

12, 423
132

Total.

3,553
1,700
2,000
1,250
1,700
1,142
1,600
1,400
2, 881

728
2, 200
1, 300

1, 090
500
400
700

24, 344
605

* These vessels were seized and confiscated hy the United States Government.
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CATCH OF BRITISH COLUMBIAN SEALING-VESSELS, 1887.

285

Vessels.

W. P. Sayward*
Anna Beck*
Grace*
Doliihln *

Alfred Adams *

Ada *

Lottie Fairfield
Mary Taylor
Patlifiiider

Penelope
Triumph
Favouiite
Black Diamond
Mountain Cliief

Teresa
Kate
Mary Ellen

(Seventeen vessels.)
Adfele (German)

Tons.

59
36
77
60
69
64
125
43
66
69
98
80
81
26
63
58
69

1,143
50

Boats.

123
5

Crew.

361
20

Catch.

Coast.

477
210
410
330
525
512
400
450

1,000
800

630
250
700
550
743
515

8, 502
720

Behring
Sea.

126
359
288
854

1, 364
2,600

550
1,300

700
480

1,257
245

696

'945

11, 764
630

Total.

477
336
769
618

1,379
1,876
3,000
1,000
2,300
1,500
480

1,887
495
700

1,246
743

1,460

20, 266
1,350

* Seized by United States Government in Behring Sea.

CATCH OF BRITISH COLUMBIAN SEALING-VESSELS,

Vessels. Tons. Boats. Crew.

Catch.

Coast.
Behring
Sea.*

Total.

Mary Ellen
Penelope
Juanita
Mountain Chief
San J086
Sapphire
Viva
Black Diamond
Mary Taylor
Triumph
Annie C. Moore
Maggie Mac
Favourite
Annie
Rosie Olsen
Pathfinder
Lilv
O.S. Fowler
Minnie
Aurora
Araunah t

(Twenty-one vessels.)
Adfele (German)

69
69
40
26
52

124
92
81
43
98
113
71
79
25
39
66
68
34
46
41
71

1,347
50

805
1,410

177
400
107

1,200
806
231
392

910
1,937
1,017
825

2,069
863

125
300
156
100
600
93

230
200
335

2,470
715

1,299
1,834
1,039
500
650

442
20

7,676
392

16, 653
822

1,715
3,347
1,194
1,225

107
1,200
2,875
1,094
392

2,470
715

1,424
2,134
1,195

600
1, 250

93
230
73t
335

24, 329
1,214

* The Behring Sea catch for this and previous years includes a certain number of skins taken on
the coast of British Columbia to the north of Vancouver Island, the schooners having no opportunity
of landing the skins before entering Beliring Sea.

t "Araunah " seized by Russians near Copper Island (Parliamentary Paper C. 6253, p. 80).
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CATCH OF BRITISH COLUMBIAN SEALING-VESSELS, 1889.

Vessels.

Pathfinder
Teresa
Annie C. Mooro.
Vira
Penelope
Sapphire
Aurora
Juanita
Mary Taylor
Minnie
"Wanderer
Ariel
Lily
Black Diamond..
Ka*/e
Favourite
Mountain Chief.
Sierra
W. P. Sayward .

•Winnifred
Beatrice
Maggie Mac

(Twenty-two vessels.)

Ad^le (German)

Tons.

66
63

113
92
70

123
41
40
42
46
15
90
68
81
58
79
26
10
59
10
67
70

1,329

Boats.

179

Crow.

481

Catch.

Sprinjj

384
284
313
589
384
754
330
103
383
200
178

280
347
624

210
80

22
500
164

,129
240

Coast.

558
198
489
872

610
486
32
364

841

'282

'340

6,242
1,461

Behring
Sea.

48
828

1,318
2,182
1,796
1,626

29

'566'

844
74
55
800

1,764

1,643

700
1,290

15, 497

Total.

990
1,310
2,120
3,643
2,180
2,990

816
164
747
700
178

1,685
354
684

1,424
2,104

210
80

2,200
22

1,200
2,067

27, 868
1,701

212 CATCH OF BRITISH COLUMBIAN SEALING-VESSELS, 1890.
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Approximate Number and Catch of United States Sealing Fleet, 1886-91.

1886—
„ ^ _ ^ Skins.

City of iSan Diego )

Sylvia Handy > Landed at Victoria 2,648
Vanderbilt )

About ten others, with total catch of, say 8, 500

Total for 1886 (thirteen vessels) 11, 000

1887—

viVerbm^'?:!^":::::::::::: !!'-<'»'" -*^-'"'- 2,487

About thirty others, with total catch of, say 13, 500

Total for 1887 (thirty-two vessels) 16,000

1888—
'

About eight vessels, catch unknown.
1889—

Walter L. Rich
San Diego
Venture
Allie Alger
Henry Dennis

J>

Landed at Victoria 5,741
Lottie
Molly Adams
Bessie Rutter
J. H. Lewis J
About twenty-four other vessels, with total catch of, say 7, 600

Total for 1889 (thirty-three vessels) 13,300

1890—
Mattie Dyer
San Diego
Geo. A. White }> Landed at Victoria 3,116
Henry Dennis
Venture
About seven others, with total catch of, say 8, 000

Total for 1890 (twelve vessels') 11,000

213 Appendix (G).

Miscellaneous Tables.

1. Average Prices realized for Alaska Salted Fur-Seal Skins at Public Auction in
London.

2. Statement of Fur-Seal Skins obtained in trade from Indians by the Hudson Bay
Company on the coast of British Columbia between Port Simpson and the north-
ern end of Vancouver Island, 1852 to 1890.

3. Skins taken for Shipment from Commander Islands, 1862 to 1891.

4. Shipment of Fur-Seal Skins from Lobos Islands, communicated by Mr. Alfred
Lafone, M. P.

5. Particulars of Fur-Seal Skins in London Market, from Messrs. C. M. Lampson
and Co.
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1.

—

Average Prices realized for Alaska Salted Fur-Seal SKi)is at I'lihlic Auction in London,
furnished by the Hudson Bay Company.

Tear.
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214 3.

—

Skins taken for Shipment from Commander Islands, 1863-91^

Notes.
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215 4.- -Shipment of Fur-Seal Skins from Lohos Islands, communicated iy Mr. Alfred
Lafone, M. P.

Tear.
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(B.)

—

Sales of Cape Morn Salted Fur-Seal SIdna.

201

Tear.
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217 (C 4.)

—

Dry North-west Coast Fur-Seal Skins sold in London after commencement
of Pelagic Sealing in Behring Sea.

Year.
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(E.)

—

Sales of Copper Island Salted Fur-Seal SMns.

293

Year.
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apparently mortril wouud. There was a cut about 2} by 3 inches a little above tlie

side behind the flipper. This wound appeared to have been made about three days
previously, and in that time it had healed half-an-inch all rf)uiid.

8. Q. Are there more seals shot sleeping than in motion?—A. I should say that the
larger proportion of seals are shot whilst sleeping, that is, as far as my own expe-
rience goes.

9. Q. What do you consider the vital part of a seal? Where do the hunters aim
for generally—the head or the heart?

—

A . It depends largely upon the iiosition of the
seal. The vital parts are in the head, in the vicinity of the heart, and, if a seal is

shot so as to bleed internally, the hunters are sure of securing it. The head is the
usual mark.

10. Q. What is usually a safe shooting distance?—A. It depends largely upon the
circumstances of the case. Somewhere between 10 and 30 yards would be about the
distance. I should say that it is the average with sleeping or travelling seals. The
sleeping seal is often approached to within even less than 10 yards, but the average
is from 10 to 20 yards for sleeping seal, and from 10 to 30 yards for travellers.

11. Q. The seal is very sensitive, is it not?—A. Yes; we have to approach them
from the leeward always. Their sense of smell is very acute;

12. Q. Do the seals generally travel far when wounded?—A. That will depend
upon where it is wounded. If it is vitally wounded in the head, it will hardly move
from its position, for it is likely to die right there, but it will not sink. This is

from my own observation. There is only one way that a seal will siuk after being
shot, that is, when it is shot in such a manner as to be thrown backwards, sinking
tail first, thus allowing the air to escape out of its mouth. I might say, further, that
I have never seen a seal sink which was shot while sleeping.

13. Q. Will you state the proportion of seals lost as compared with those hit in
sealing?—A. My own personal exi)erience during the past two years is that

220 my loss by seals sinking would not average 3 per cent. During the last yeur
(1891) I actually lost only two seals out of seventy-seven—that is, I shot sev-

enty-nine, and secured seventy-seven.
14. Q. In hunting seals, what is the direction in which they usually travel?—A.

In the spring months they are leisurely travelling towards the north, when they
change their position.

1.5. Q. In hunting seals, have you ever met with pups in the water?—A. Not gen-
erally ; but during the season of 1890, while off' Middleton Island, the hunters reported
seeing two seal pups, probably a week old, bat they appeared to be only just born.

16. Q. What is your opinion of the proportion of males to females killed during
the hunting season? Are there any months in the year when there are more
females than males killed?—A. It depends upon circumstances. My experience is

that groups of bachelor bulls will travel together, and sometimes groups of females,
including barren cows, willtravel together, and again groups of yearlingpups appar-
ently travel together. That is my experience, and the experience of a number of
others. The catch of any schooner coming into contact with groups of bulls, or of
females, would be no criterion of the catch of other schooners as regards the number
of females. In the year 1890, while in Behring Sea, one day we took seventy-five
seals, and the next day we took eighty, and in the whole of that number I observed
only one female, and the hunters particularly informed me that they did not see any
female seals at all; that they were all vigorous young bulls.

17. Q. Would anything lead you to think. Captain Kelley, that there is a likelihood
of more females than males being killed between here and Shumagin Islands? That
is, from January to June?—A. I can safely say that my personal experience has been
on the side of the males, largely—both on the coast and in the Behring Sea the num-
ber of seals caught is made up largely of males.

18. Q. Are there any months of the year during which there are more females
caught than males?—A. I should say that, as far as my own observation has gone,
there is no dilFerence; but in every month, during my voyages, I have had more males
than females.

19. Q. Do you know of any Canadian vessels who have raided the seal islands

during any year in which you have been engaged in the sealing industry?—A. I have
every reason to believe that none of the Canadian fleet have ever raided, or attempted
to raid, or made any preparations to raid, any seal islands in the Behring Sea.. If
any such a thing had. happened, I should most certainly have heard of it, and I

believe it to be true that the American schooners "George R. White" and "Daniel
W^ebster" did raid these islands, as also the "Mollie Adams." That they did raid

the seal islands is a fact well known to all Canadian sealers. I also heard that the
German schooner " Adele" raided the Pribyloff Islands, which action met with the
strong disapprobation of every Canadian sealer.

(Signed) C. J. Kelley.

Sworn to at Victoria, British Columbia, this 22nd day of January, 1892.

(Signed) A. R. Milne, Collector of Custom*.
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Before A. R. Milne, Collector of Customs, Victoria, B. C, January 2S, 1S92.

Captain William Petit, present master and part owner of the steamer "Mischief,"
having been sworn

:

1. Q. {Mr. Milne.)—Captain Petit, how many years have you been engagedin seal-

ing?—A. Six years, Sir.

2. Q. Continuously.—A. Yes, Sir.

3. Q. What vessels did you command?—A. In 1886 I commanded the "W. P. Say-
ward," in 1887 the steamer "Grace," in 1888 the schooner "Sapphire," and in 1889,

1890, and 1891 the "Mary Taylor."
4. Q. Have your catches during these six years been reasonably successful in com-

parison with other vessels?—A. About an average.
5. Q. You have sealed south of Cape Flattery, have you not, and followed the seals

along the coast of British Columbia and into Behring Sea?—A. Yes.
5*. Q. During last year, to your observation, were the seals ajipareutly as plenti-

ful from the coast to Shumagin Islands as they were in previous >ears?—A. I found
them more plentiful last year than I have any year since 1886, that is, Cape Flattery
north.

6. Q. How did you find them in Behring Sea?—A. I found them there in Behring
Sea as plentiful as in former years.

7. Q. Are the seals now more frightened or more timorous than they have been on.

account of more vessels, or from any other cause?—A. I have seen no material dif-

ference.
8. Q. In shooting seals, what is your experience?—A. My experience is that unless

a seal is mortally wounded—hit in the head or in the region of the heart—the shot
does not appear to injure it.

9. Q. Do you believe that a seal, when shot, and not mortally wounded, does not
sink, or seeks some place to die—a rookery, or some such place?—A. No, Sir; a
wounded seal will not alter its course in the slightest. It will move along as before,

its wound healing rapidly.

10. Q. What do you consider the vital part of a seal? Where do the hunters gen-
erally aim for?—A. For the head or the heart; it depends upon the position of the
seal, but usually the head.

11. Q. What is the distance at which you shoot seals?—A. It depends upon cir-

cuinstauces.
12. Q. Are more seals shot while sleeping than in motion?—A. There are more shot

8leei>ing, Sir. It is my opinion that the larger proportion of seals are shot while
sleeping. The seals taken by the Indians are nearly all killed while sleeping.

13. Q. What is the shooting distance?—A. It depends upon circumstances ; 10 to 20
yards for sleepers, and a little more, 10 to 30 yards, for travellers.

221 14. Q. You have seen the hunters and Indians approach even nearer than 10
yards, have you?—A. Yes, I have seen them approach to within less than 10

feet.

15. Q. When seals are vitally wounded, say in the head, will they move far from
the position in which they are shot.—A. No, Sir.

16. Q. They are likely to die right there, are they?—A. Yes, Sir.

17. Q. And they will not sink?—A. With few exceptions, such as when a seal is

shot and thrown backwards, thus allowing the air to escape out of its mouth.
18. Q. Will you state your opinion, Cai)tain Petit, of the proportion of seal lost

by sinking after being shot?—A. My personal experience during last season with
white hunters would not exceed 5 per cent., and with Indians in former years I

doubt if it amounts to even 1 per cent. The reason of this percentage in favour of
Indians is because they were caught with a spear, and consequently could not get
away.

19. Q. Have you ever seen a seal shot while sleeping sink.—A. I have never known
one to sink.

20. Q. Then you are clearly of the opinion that seals will not sink for some time
unless thrown backwards ?—A. I am. When they do sink, even to 10 or 15 feet, they
can be reached with the gaff.

21. Q, When the hunters return to the vessel at night, do they usually discuss

their day's proceedings, and particularly mention the loss of seals, when such loss

occurs?—A. Yes.
22. Q. Then, Captain Petit, you conscientiously adhere to the statement that the

loss by sinking of seals hit will not exceed 5 per cent. ?—A. I certainly do ; but there

are seals hit and not mortally wounded, and these escape, but they are not "lost," as

they are quite as vigorous as before, because their wounds heal very rapidly. I have
often found shot in the skin.

23. Q. What is your opinion of the proportion of females to males killed during
the last hunting season?—A. Last year, out of my catch of 765, 1 had only 18 females
carrying young—not quite 2^ per cent. Of course, as in other seasons' catches,
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we had a number of barren cows—about the usual run, 10 per cent., and 12| per
cent, of grey pujjs. These grey pups are always bulls, and one year old.

24. Q. Your catch, then, would be about 75 per cent, of males last season?—A. Yes,
Sir; including the yearlings it was more than 75 per cent.

25. Q. You say grey ptips are always males; will you explain this?—A. The Indians
called my attention to this fact years ago, but the reason is not quite known, still it

is a fact. I have observed very closely, and have never yet seen a female grey pup
one year old. I try to account for this by the supposition that the yearling grey
male pups are driven early out of Behring Sea by the old bulls.

26. Q. Last year, did you hear any remarks about the number or proportion of the
males to females caught from any one or any source?—A. Yes, Sir; I heard that a
much larger percentage of males were caught last year than in any former year.

27. Q. I would ask you. Captain Petit, if in any former years tliere was a similar

preponderance of males—do you remember of any such fact?—A. Yes, I do. In 1886,

when oif Barclay Sound, in one day we had taken 104 seals, of wliich 3 only were
females. In the following year, 1887, when off Portlock Bank, we took 79 in one day,
and only 2 females were found in that number.

28. Q. How do seal cows travel? Singly or in pairs?—A. They travel singly or in

pairs.

29. Q. How do bulls travel?—A. They travel in bands, as do also the bull pups.
They travel singly too.

30. Q. Are female seals carrying young very timid?—A. Yes, Sir; they are. They
sink their bodies so that nothing but their noses and eyes are out of water, and are
therefore smaller marks for the hunters.

31. Q. Barren cows travel with bulls, do they?—A. Yes, Sir; barren cows usually
travel with the bulls.

32. Q. Are there any months in the year during which there are more females than
males killed? Any particular time that you have observed?—A. No, Sir.

33. Q. Is it your candid opinion that there are more barren cows killed than seal-

bearing cows?—A. Yes, Sir; I think tliere are more.
34. Q. Do these barren cows, from the knowledge you have of seals—do you think

that they ever become bearing?—A. I think they do.

35. Q. That they will have periods of bearing?—A. I don't think that a seal will

bear before she is 4 years old.

36. Q. How long does a seal carry her young?—A. It is understood to be eleven
months.

37. Q. Were there any circumstances occurred to you upon your last voyage which
would indicate a marked decrease in the number of seals?—A. None whatever. Sir.

On the contrary, I should say there were more. There seemed to be more last year,

at least we saw more that year than for several years previously.
38. Q. In your observation as to the habits of the seals, they appear to be like the

salmon—that they return from no known cause in larger numbers?—A. Well, I don't

know. Sir; I think that they have their annual migrations; but there is question
whether they follow the same track every year. You will find them on some grounds
one year, and in other years on other grounds.

39. Q. Do you think that the number of female seals killed in the hunt is mate-
rially injuring the reproduction of seals?—A. No, Sir.

40. Q. Can you give a reason for that?—A. From the small percentage of females
killed, I don't think it would injure reproduction in any way.

41. Q. Were you in Behring Sea last year, and were you ordered out ?—A. And was
ordered out by the United States ship "Corwin."

222 42, Q. Before being ordered out, what was your usual fishing distance from
land?—A. 60 to 100 miles.

43. Q. You found seals all along that distance from land?—A. Yes, in large
numbers.

44. Q. You had the prospect of a fair catch?—A. Yes, Sir; I had the prospects of

a very fair catch up to the time I was Avarned.
45. Q. Youcousider it a very material loss, being warned at the timeout of Behring

Sea?—A. I do, Sir; I consider it a very heavy loss.

46. Q. You still adhere to the statement that the seals between 60 and 100 miles
from land were as plentiful as in any previous years in your experience ?—A. As plen-

tiful as they were in any year since 1886.

47. Q. Did you observe in your catch in Behring Sea any preponderance of females
over males, or vice versa?—A. Yes, Sir; the males were in excess.

48. Q. Can you state from recollection an average day's hunt in Behring Sea?—A.
Forty-eight was about the largest I made while in Behring Sea.

49. Q. Do you remember hearing any of the hunters speak of losing any seals by
sinking?—A. No, Sir; 1 don't remember any instances of such loss.

50. Q. Did you cross from the American side of the Behring Sea into the Russian
gide?—A. No, I didn't; I came straight home to Victoria through Ounimak Pass.
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51. Q. During the ycnr, did you licar from any source tliat any Canadian vessels
had raided the seal islands or any of them?—A. No, Sir; I never heard of any British
or Canadian vessels, not during the past year, or any year I have been engaged in
sealing.

52. Q. Captain Petit, do you helieve any of the stories that are told about the
"Geo. R. White," the "Daniel Webster," and the "MoUie Adams" raiding these
islands?—A. Yes, Sir; I believe those rejiorts.

53. Q. These were all American vessels, were they not?—A. Yes, Sir,

51. Q. During the last two years, it is reported that the American schooners "J.
Hamilton Lewis," formerly the British schooner " Aida," and the "City of San
Diego," raided the Copper Islands?—A. Yes, Sir.

55. Q. Do you believe that is true?—A. I do, Sir; and also in 1886 or 1887, the
American schooner " Ijook-out " raided the Pribylotf Islands, so that the history of
raiding the seal islands is peculiarly American, and solely by American schooners

56. Q. Was not the British schooner "Aida'" seized by the American Governmeat
and sold?—A. Yes, Sir. In 1887, and renamed the " J. Hamilton Lewis."

57. Q. Is not this same vessel, the "J. Hamilton Lewis," the same vessel as was
seized by the Russians this year, in the vicinity of Copper Island?—A. Yes, Sir; and
served her right too.

58. Q. If any of the Canadian vessels had raided either the American or Russian
seal islands, your long experience in the sealing lieet here would have insured your
beiug aware of it?—A. Yes, Sir; I should certainly have heard of it—learned it from
hunters, masters, or seamen. Ifc would have been sure to have leaked out.

59. Q. Is it your opinion that ship-masters or ship-owners have been most care-
ful in instructing their masters or captains to avoid any interference whatever with
the seal islands?—A. I have served with different owners, and I have been iustructed
to carefully avoid approaching the islands within the international limit. In fact,
all the sealing I have conducted has been done outside at least of the 20 miles from
land.
Mr. Milne.—That will do. Captain Petit. Thank you rery much.

(Signed) William Petit, Master.

Sworn to before me, at Victoria, British Columbia, this 23rd day of January, 1892.
(Signed) A. R. Milnk, Collector of Customs.

Before A. B. Milne, Collector of Customs, Victoria, B. C, January 22, 1892,

Captain Wentworth Evelyn Baker, present master of the Canadian schooner "C.
H. Tupper," and formerly master of the schooner "Viva," of Victoria, being duly
sworn:

1. Mr. Milne.—How many years have you been engaged in sealing. Captain Baker ?

—

A. Four years.
2. Q. What Canadian schooners have you commanded during those four years?—

A. The schooner "Viva."
3. Q. During the four years have you been more than reasonably successful as a

seal-hunter?—A. Yes, Sir.

4. Q. How many white men would your vessel usually carry?—A. Twenty-three,
all told.

5. Q. You have hunted all along the coast, and also every year in Behring Sea?

—

A. Every year except 1891. During last year I was always outside of the line of
deuuircation between Russian and American waters.

6. Q. During last year, to your observation, were seals as plentiful along the coasts
to Shumagiu Islands as they were the year before?—A. In some places I found
them as plentiful ; in others I found them more plentiful. In some places where I
never found any before I found them last year, and I found none where I had pre-
viously found some.

7. Q, Then, Captain Baker, you think there is no material difference, on the aver-
age, during the four years? That is to your observation?—A. I should say, to my

observation, there was no material difference.
223 8. Q. Your coast catch last year was equal to that of former years, was it?

—

A. It was equal to the first two years, and better than the third year by almost
as many more skins, having 698 skins in 1890, and in 1891 I had 1,260 skins.

9. Q. Owing to the number of vessels, do the seals appear to be more timorous?

—

A. Well, I did not find them so, except in some places. It is a great deal owing to
the position in which you find them. 1 found that the nearer the coast the wilder
they are, and the further at.sea you go they don't seem to be any wilder than pre-
viously, I think that what makes them wilder along the coast is the increase of
traffic, steamers and so on being very numerous.
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10. Q. It is said tliatseal travel in groups of females aiul gronps of bachelor bulla
and young bulls—not mixed. Is that so?—A. I have always i'ound it so.

11. Q. So you think that the number of male or female seals caught would de])end
entirely upon the schooner falling in with groups of males or females?—A. Entirely.

12. Q. How is that?—A. It is much harder to keep the run of females than of the
males or barren cows. Females with young appear to be much more timid, and when
you get among them and commence shooting, they disappear very quickly, and show
only the nose and eyes above water when travelling, and do not expose their bodies
as much above the water as the bulls and barren cows do, as if the maternal instinct

to preserve their young was apparent. This fact is well known to all seal-hunters.

I have often been in a group of cows with pups during the afternoon, and at night
they would all disappear, and, apparently from maternal instinct, they will travel
away as quickly as possible.

13. Q. Do you consider it more difficult to shoot females, so little exposed as they
are, than males?—^A. It is decidedly more diflicult, x>articularly on the coast.

14. Q. You have observed a number of barren females?—A. Yes; quite a [ ? ].

15. Q. How do they travel?—A. Usually by themselves, or mixed with bulls; I

have never found a cow with pups among the bulls.

16. Q. Have you any idea what the percentage would be of the number of barren
cows to the number of seals caught?—A. I could not say exactly, but the percentage
is considerable.

17. Q. What is the accepted theory among the sealers as to the barrenness of
cows?—A. I don't know as I have heard of any theory—unless they are like other
animals.

18. Q. When you speak of barren cows, you mean those who have been more than
one season barren?—A. Yes; because before that they are called pups. The barren
cows are those who are old enough to have pups, but didn't.

19. Q. You are quite of a clear opinion, then. Captain Baker, that there is a con-
siderable percentage of barren cows?—A. Yes, Sir.

20. Q. Are there more seals shot whilst sleeping than in motion?- A. Yes, Sir; my
experience has been that there are more seals shot whilst sleeping, and that is the
experience of most of my hunters, by their report.

21. Q. What do you consider the vital part of a seal?—A. The head or the heart,

or in the neck.
22. Q. Do your hunters prefer to shoot the seal in the head?—A. Yes, Sir; on

account of preserving the skin, and also that, the moment the seal is shot in the head,
the head sinks and the wind cannot escape. Then, if the seal is not killed, the shot
will stun it, and its head will drop below water, so that it cannot sink.

23. Q. What is usually a safe shooting distance?—A. For sleeping seals the dis-

tance would be about 10 yards, and for travelling seals the distance would be about
10 to 30 yards.

24. Q. Considering that the seals are shot in the head, and the greater portion
whilst sleeping, will you state the proportion of seals lost, as compared with those
hit, in sealing?—A. The proportion is very small, because, as the usual distance for

shooting is al)out 10 yards for a sleeping seal, we most always kill them instantly,
and being so near the seal—even if they are inclined to sink—they are gaffed before
they have time to sink. If they even did sink 15 feet, say, we could catch them, as
when sinking they go very slowly. The only time I know of when a seal is likely

to sink is after it has been chased around in the boats and winded, then shot again,
so as to be thrown backwards, allowing the wind to escape from its mouth, when it

sinks tail first. Every boat is supplied with a long pole, about 15 feet, and a spear
and gaff' on the end, so that we can reach that distance. It is very seldom that a
seal will get away. I would say, therefore, from personal experience that the per-
centage of loss, as comijared with those hit in sealing, would not exceed 3 per cent.

Last year I killed, myself, on the coast, fifty-five seals, and out of that number I

lost only one by sinking.
25. Q. As a general thing, is the percentage of loss more now than it was four

years ago, or is it smaller?—A. From personal experience, I think about the same,
and from the reports of the hunters I should judge it was the same, as they all report
their experiences on their return to the vessel each night, and when a seal is lost it

is always spoken about. From a record kept by hunters daring two voj'ages the
aggregate loss by each hunter is shown, and the percentage is not greater, on an
average, than 3 per cent.

26. Q. How many hunters do you usually carry?—A. Six; and I hunted myself.
The ship's company consists of twenty-three persons.

27. Q. What size shot do you use in shooting seal?—A. No. 2 buck-shot or "S"
Canadian shot; and the guns are of the very best material and very expensive, cost-

ing from 70 to 100 dollars.

28. Q. What do you think is the proportion of females to males in the number
killed in the different months of the fishing season?—A. I don't know, I am sure.
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It depends upon circumstances. My experience last year was very largely on tbe
bull side on the coast; that is, the proportion taken were largely male seals. I can
conscientiously say that it must have been three bulls to one female, and I had a
larger number of seals than any other vessel on the spring catch.

29. Q. In the Behring Sea, to your observation, were the males or females in the
prei)ouderance?—A. My exjierience is that they are very much as they are on the
coast. Sometimes I would meet with groups of all bulls, and again with groups of

all cows.
224 30. Q. While in Behring Sea last year what would be your usual sealing

distance from the land?—A. I was not in Behring Sea last year, but in pre-
vious years it would be from about 30 to 90 miles from land. The usual distance is

about 60 miles. Sometimes we are inside of that, sometimes outside of it.

31. Q. I^ast year, I understand you to say. Captain Baker, you were not in the
Behring Sea on the American sidef—A. No.

32. Q. Do I understand you to say that on the Russian side the same observations
will apply to the habits and shooting of seal as on the coast?—A. Precisely the same
as to their grouping and habits.

33. Q. During the four years that you have been sealing, Captain Baker, I would
like you to state explicitly if you saw or heard of any Canadian vessels raiding the
American seal islands?—A. No, Sir. To my knowledge I have never heard of any,
and I have every reason to believe that there has never been any Canadian schooner
raiding any of them.

34. Q. If anything like this had happened, you would have heard of it?—A. Most
certainly I would have.

35. Q. You have never heard any information of any of our sealers conniving ^o
raid the seal islands?—A. I never did.

36. Q. Two years ago it was reported that some American schooners had raided
seal islands. Did you hear such a report?—A. Yes, Sir; I heard a report that cer-
tain American schooners had raided these islands. The "Geo. R.White," "Daniel
Webster," " MoUie Adams,' and for two years the "J. Hamilton Lewis," have been
raiding the Copper Islands on the Russian side, and it is reported that the American
schooner "City of San Diego" also raided the Copper Islands last year.

37. Q. You have heard of the German schooner "Adelo " raiding these islands?—A.
Yes; in 1889, with poor success. These illegal acts meet with the strong disappro-
bation of every Canadian sealer.

38. Q. And if Canadian sealers had done acts of that kind, you think it would
most certainly have leaked out?—A. It most certainly would have.

39. Q. You are quite satisfied, then, that not a single Canadian schooner at any
time has raided the seal islands?—A. Not to my knowledge. I don't know of one
single case.

40. Q. What was your entire catch last season?—A. 1,991 for the whole season.
41. Q. Giving your opiuion in confidence, what is your opinion of the seals on the

coast and in Behring Sea? Are they decreasing or increasing?—A. From my expe-
rience, I have not seen any decrease, but I have noticed also that they change their
grounds from time to time, and where you find them this year you may not fijul

them the next. This was very remarkable during the year 1890, for the seals were
all found to be eastward of Pribylotf Islands, while in former years they were found
to the westward.

42. Q. When did you find them to the eastward of St. Paul's Island? lunderstand
you to say that you found them very numerous?—A. More so than I ever did before.

43. Q. Have you any opinion to otfer as to the return of the seals to the coast last
year?—A. I have no direct opinion, but certainly the seals were more plentiful on
the northern coast last year than the previous years.

(Signed) W. E. Baker, Master.

Sworn to before me, at Victoria, British Columbia, this 22nd day of January, 1892.
(Signed) A. R. Milne, Collector of Customs.

January 19, 1892.

Clarence Nelson Cox, master of the schooner "E. B. Marvin," of Victoria,
examined by Collector Milne

:

1. Q. What vessels have you commanded on this coast and in Behring Sea, Captain
Cox?—A. I have been two years master of the " Triumph," and one year mate of the
"Sapphire" with my brother.

2. Q. This makes your fifth or sixth year?—A. This makes my fourth year. I was
in Behring Sea so late last year; that is probably why it may seem I have been out
oftener than others.
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3. Q. The inquiry, Caiitain Cox, is to elicit, first, the number of seals lost by being

hit. It is alleyod that you lose a large proportiou of those that are shot, and we
wish to get at the facts. Also to establish the number of females caught during the

last and previous years, and also to investigate if there were any Canadian sealers

raiding the seal islands. In the spring of the year, when you leave port^, you go
down to meet the seals along the coast?—A. Yes.

4. Q. I have been given to understand that the seals travel in bands?—A. Yes; all

the cows together, and all the bulls together, and the grey pups together.

5. Q. I suppose they are quite distinctly separated?—A. Yes; we get the grey

pups closer to shore, always inside of the large seals.

6. Q. As a matter of factyou do not find many female seals bearing young travel-

ling with the bull seals?—A. I have never seen them in company together. I have
found the barren cows and bulls in company.

7. Q. This separation is from natural selection, or instinct?—A. Yes; while carry-

ing their young they are never found with the bulls. The barren cows occasionally

do travel with the bulls.

8. Q. During what months have you found more females carrying young as com-
pared with other mouths of the sealing season?—A. In the winter, whenwe first go

out—February, March, and April.

225 9. Q. That is, both bearing cows and barren cows, too?—A. No; bearing
cows. There are also grey pups about at that time.

10. Q. What do you mean by '' grey pups"?—A. The yearling seal. After that it

is called a "brown pup," then a ''two-year-old."

11. Q. Along the coast, from the time you strike them in the spring, do you shoot

the larger proportion of the seals sleeping, or are there more shot while travel-

ling?—A. Yes ; the larger portion of the seals killed during the season are shot while

sleeping.
12. Q. You say you find the bearing cows travelling continually?—A. If the

weather is rough, they are travelling, but if fine, they are usually seen sleeping or

resting.

13. Q. Is it a fact that the females with young swim low down in the waterf

—

A. Yes ; the bulls and barren cows keep their heads well up, looking around.

14. Q. When you come upon a group of seals, your catch, then, will depend upon
whether the group is composed of males or females?—A. Yes; very much.

15. Q. As a matter of experience. Captain Cox, have you come upon more groups
of males than of females during the last year, say?—A. I have caught more bulls

the last season—a great deal more. I had 848 seals coming up the coast before enter-

ing Behring Sea, and of these about 75 per cent, would be males.

16. Q. Have you any private opinion as to the reason of this preponderance of the

males last year as compared with previous years?—A. 1 cannot account for it. In

fact, I could hardly advance any idea of the cause. I get the most of them from
Queen Charlotte Island coast northwards.

17. Q. You think, though, with some of the other sealers, that at about May the

cows are well in advance, going to Behring Sea, to the breeding grounds, consequently

the males would be left behind ?—A. That is the only reason 1 can see for it, because

we get very few females " with pup" in May.
18. Q. What do you consider » sufficient shooting distance, that is, sufficiently

close range for sleeping seals?—A. A great many are shot inside of 15 yards. I think
about 15 yards.

19. Q. As a professional sealer, what is your honest and candid opinion about the

percentage of seals lost, that is, the number lost after being hit—those that sink?

—

A. With'the Indian hunters it would not amount to one in a hundred. They kill

with the spear, and I know it would not amount to 1 per cent. 1 was only one sea-

son with Indian hunters. Last year I had Whites. I do not think the loss would
be more than 4 or 5 per cent, with shooting by the white hunters.

20. Q. The spear of the Indian sealer is barbed, is it not, and fastens in the ani-

mal?—A. Yes, it has two barbs and a line attached, so that they are sure of their

seal unless their line breaks, or the spear is not stuck in far enough to hold, neither

of which happens often,

21. Q. You can quite confidently state that the loss of seals killed by white hunters

would not exceed 4 or 5 per cent. ?—A. I can.

22. Q. This you base upon your own personal knowledge ?—A. Yes.

23. Q. How many of a crew do you carry on your vessel?—A. Six boats, that is,

six hunting boats and a stern boat; seven in all.

24. Q. Your ship's company would be how many?—A. Twenty-three men.

25. Q. And the number of hunters ?—A. Six hunters, or, counting the stern boat,

seven hunters.
26. Q. Your catch last year was how many skins?—A. On the coast 848 skins.

27. Q. Of that number how many would be breeding seals?—A. I do not think

there would be more than 15 per cent.—about 126 female skins.
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28. Q. What percentage of them would be barren female skinsf—A. About 10 per
cent.

29. Q. Is the percentage of hearing cows greater than that of barren cows?—A.
Yes; every year in my experience there have been more bearing cows than barren.

30. Q. About 15 per cent., then, would be bearing cows, and 10 per cent, barren
ones?—A. Yes.

31. Q. You stated that it would entirely depend upon the groups you struck along
the coast whether you got males or females?—A. Yes.

32. Q, And you base your tigures upon four years' experience?—A. Yes.
33. Q. Then you know the percentage of bearing cows would be 15 per cent., and

the barren cows 10 per cent?—A. Yes. The first year I was with my brother I
believe we had not more than 10 per cent of cow seals; one of our seasons we had
at least 90 per cent, bulls.

34. Q. That statement applies to Behring Sea?—A. Yea.
35. Q. What year was that?—-A. 1889, when I was with my brother as mate of the

"Sapphire." The catch on the coast ui> to Behring Sea was about 90 per cent, bulls.
36. Q. In the Behring Sea, what percentage of females had you, as compared with

males—I am told there are less bulls?—A. I think the percentage of bulls in Behring
Sea is less than on the coast.

37. Q. Bachelor bulls?—A. Yes. The greater percentage would be cows—bearing
cows; after they have dropped their young we don't get them in Behring Sea.

38. Q. Do you not find a lot of bachelor bulls hovering about the outskirts of the
groups of seals?—A. Yes, we get some, but there are more females in Behring Sea.

39. Q. Did you find it so last year?—A. Of course, I was not in Behring Sea long
enough to know.

40. Q. Your remarks, then, would not apply to last season?—A. No.
41. Q. You think there would be about an equal number of cows and bulls in

Behring Sea?—A. Yes; I think that the bulls and cows are about equally divided.
42. Q. It is well known among sealers that the old bulls keep their herds, and

drive the "bachelor" bulls off?—A. Yes.
226 43. Q. Do you find many groups of bachelor bulls in Behring Sea ?—A. We

do not find them so much in groups as on the coast.

44. Q. Taking your whole catch for the past year, skin for skin, what percentage
of females had you?—A. We had not more than 25 per cent, barren and bearing
cows. That would leave us about 75 per cent, bulls.

45. Q. 25 per cent, females, including barren cows?—A. Yes.
46. Q. In the years before last would that percentage hold good?—A. I think the

previous years would not differ very much.
47. Q. In the months of Februarjf, March, and April, you think that the females

killed are more numerous than in Behring Sea?—A. I think so. We get a good many
more grey pups in the winter.

48. Q. Among all the hunters it is pretty well known that the average of loss by
being hit would not exceed 3 to 5 per cent.?—A. Yes; that is well known.

49. Q. Wounding a seal so that it escapes, you don't consider that lost?—A. No;
they carry a lot of shot, and the hunters don't just shoot at it and leave it if it does
not die on the spot, but give chase, and if wounded badly it has not much chance of
getting away.

50. Q. Considering the hazardous occupation of sealing, the men get very expert
in it?—A. Yes; I have a man aboard who does not lose five seals during the whole
season.

51. Q. Is it your opinion that the female seals with young are somewhat timid,
and more on the alert than the old bulls?—A. Yes; they are.

52. Q. That is one reason why the percentage of females is so small, I suppose?

—

A. Yes.
53. Q. In Behring Sea you say the percentage of loss would be more than on the

coast?—A. I think the percentage of loss in Behring Sea is less than on the coast,

because the sealers get more seals asleep in the sea. They seem to be right at home
there, and not travelling about so much.

54. Q. Have you at any time known any of our vessels (that is, Canadian vessels),

registered Canadian vessels, landing on the seal islands for the purpose of raiding
and killing seals? A. I can conscientiously say that I have never known of any of
our vessels landing there.

55. Q. And have never heard our masters or sailors encourage that sort of prac-
tice?—A. No.

56. Q. Have you heard of any vessel having done so?—A. Yes; I have.
57. Q. What vessels?—A. The "Mollie Adams," "George R. White," and the

"O. S. Fowler," of San Francisco, I heard, raided the Pribyloff Islands.
58. Q. That fact is well known to the whole fleet?—A. Yes, Sir.

59. Q. You were not in Behring Sea last season?—A. I was in, but didn't stay long;
I was ordered out of it.
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60. Q. You left as soon as ordered to leave?—A. I did; came direct home.
61. Q. Who warned you?—A. The British steamer " Pheasant."
62. Q. You.didn't try to seal after that?—A. No.
63. Q. Or lowered your boats?—A. I didn't lower any boats after receiving the

order.
64. Q. You have heard of some American schooners raiding Copper Island?—A. I

have.
65. Q. Do you know the McLean brothers?—A. Yes; and the "City of San Diego"

here, and the "Webster" and "J. Hamilton Lewis," three American vessels who
raided Copper Island.

66. Q. You have no idea of why the seals were more plentiful along the coast last
year than other seasons?—A. I have no idea.

67. Q. There has been no practical theory advanced as to why last year the seals
were more plentiful close in shore than in other years?—A. I have none, except that
it is on account of their food fish. The seal follows the food. The earlier those fish
strike along the coast, and the closer in shore, the earlier and closer to the coast we
get the seals.

(Signed) C. N. Cox.

Sworn before me, this 18th day of January, a.d. 1892.

(Signed) A. R, Milne, Collector of Customs.

Captain Alfred Bissett, master of the Canadian schooner " Annie E. Paint," of
Victoria, British Columbia, being duly sworn, says:

20. Mr. Milne.—How many years have you been engaged in sealing?—A. Two
years; this is my third year—have been master, mate, and hunter.

21. Q. You have had about average luck?—A. Yes; about the average.
22. Q. You have followed the seals from south of Cape Flattery north, haven't

you?—A. Yes, Sir.

23. Q. During the last year, to your observation, were the seals as plentiful along
the coasts as they were the previous years?—A. They were.

24. Q. Did the seals appear more frightened than usual?—A. I think not; I
noticed no difference.

25. Q. Did you notice last year, or any year, in hunting seals, that the cows travel
together by themselves, and the bulls by themselves, in herds?—A. I did notice that
the bulls, in a general way, travel together, and the cows together, and small seals

—

as a rule, pups—travel together.
26. Q. When hunting, of course, if you struck a band of bulls the catch that day

would be principally bulls?—A. Yes; principally bulls.

27. Q. Do you think more seals are shot while sleeping than when in motion ?—^A.

Oh, yes; far more; about 80 per cent., 1 think.
28. Q. What do you consider a safe shooting distance for a sleeping seal ?—A. For

a sleeping seal about 20 to 30 feet is a sure distance.
227 29. Q. And when they are on the move, what is the distance?—A. Well,

from 25 to 30 yards.
30. Q, What is your opinion of the proportion of seals that are lost after being

hit?—A. I think from 3 to 5 per cent, would cover everything.
31. Q. Where do you aim for in shooting a seal?—A. I aim for the head.
32. Q. So when a seal drops his head down, the air is stopped from escaping?

—

A. Yes; that is the reason we shoot in the head.
33. Q. During last year did you notice the proportion of females to males killed?

—

A. From countiug the skins, and noticing the seals coming on board the ship, I
I should form 75 to 80 per cent, were bulls, and the remainder females.

34. Q. Do you know the reason of that?—A. I don't know, unless the cows travel
a little faster than the bulls, who follow the coast. I have always noticed that there
are more bulls killed on the coast than there are females.

35. Q. Have you ever noticed when the number of females predominate?—A. I

hardly know, but I have noticed that during the months of March and April that
there were more cows than males than in the months of May, June, and July.

36. Q. Can you form any idea, from what you have heard, whether there are more
females killed than males?—A. I should say that there are decidedly more males.
That is from what I have heard and seen myseK. There is no doubt that the low
price obtained in London this year is due to the large number of small bull skins
taken, the skins of the females being larger and better.

38. Q. During the two years that you have been engaged iu sealiug have you ever
known any Canadian vessel to raid any of the seal islands?—A. No, Sir.
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39. Q. If there lincl been any such thing going on, it would have leaked out?

—

A. It would certainly have leaked out, and I would have heard of it. It is almost
impossible to kee]) it quiet.

(The above having been carefully read over to Captain Bissett, he corroborates and
substantiates the same.)

(Signed) Alfred Bissett.

Sworn beforeme at Victoria, British Columbia, this 18th day of November [sic], 1892.
(Signed) A. R. Milne, Collector of Customs.

January 19, 1892.

Captain Theodore M. Magnesen, in command of the schooner "Walter A. Earle,"
of Victoria, examined by Collector Milne:

1. Q. How many years have you been sealing in Behring Sea, Captain Magnesen?

—

A. Three years; this will be my fourth.
2. Q. You have had very good success last year?—A. Yes; very fair success.
3. Q. Did you notice last year any perceptible decrease in the number of seals

compared with previous years ?—A. I think they were more plentiful last season than
I ever saw them before.

4. Q. Do you mean in Behring Sea?—A. Yes; both along the coast and in the Sea.
The biggest catch I ever made was last year, on the coast as well as in the Behring Sea.

5. Q. You have noticed the habits of the senis—how they travel?—A. They travel
in batches, the bull seals by themselves, and the cow seals by themselves, and the
yearling pups by themselves.

6. Q. As a matter of fact, are there more seals shot while sleeping than while they
are travelling?—A. That is hard to say; but I think there are just as many shot
while moving as there are sleeping seals.

7. Q. When you shoot seals by sleeping, what is the safe shooting distance?—A.
About 25 yards.

8. Q. And when travelling?—A. About 4,5 to 50 yards.
9. Q. The usual mark you shoot at is the head of the seal?—A. Yes.
10. Q. When hit in the head, the seal does not sink?—A. No; sometimes he does,

though, if he is shot when short of wind at the moment, and he will sink if you are
too far away to pull it out.

11. Q. You have noticed them sinking?—A. Yes; they generally sink tail first.

12. Q. If the seal is shot in the head, he drops his head, and that confines the
breast, and it floats?—A. Yes; that is the way 1 have accounted for them floating.

13. Q. How many seals, in your experience, do you think a hunter loses out of say,
100 shot at?—A. I know my head hunter killed 498 seals last year, and 17 of them
sunk.

14. Q. That would be about 3^^ per cent?—A. Yes.
15. Q. Do you consider that a fair average on the number of seals lost?—A. As an

experienced hunter, I think it is a fair average.
16. Q. Would you say that a man who loses, say, 5 per cent of the seal he shoots

would not be an experienced hunter?—A. He could not lose more than that.

17. Q. Will that percentage of loss apply to the travelling seals as well as to the
sleeping seals?—A. Yes, the most of the seals lost are the ones shot by the ones
moving or travelling.

18. Q. Your boats carry pole, spear, and gaff ?—A. Yes; and if the seal sinks down
10 or 15 feet they are easily recovered.

19. Q. If you were on your oath, now, and heard any one say that for every seal
that was killed, male or female, one was lost, you would say it was a misstatement?

—

A. Yes ; that is not so.

20. Q. If any one came here and said that for every seal you hit you killed another
seal ?—A. That is nonsense.

21. Q. The highest percentage of loss, you say, would be 5 per cent, for

228 sinking seals?—A. Yes; and I may say that I have taken seals with shot
in them, dropped out when skinning, and they seemed as strong and healthy

as ever.
22. Q. That is to say, that unless you shoot a seal in a vital part, the wound heals

quickly ?—A. Yes ; and unless you hit it hard the seal gets away.
23. Q. You have seen females with young?—A. No; I never saw them carrying

their young in the water.
24. Q. Down the coast the seals are pretty well divided, are they not?—A. Yes.
25. Q. The cows travel by themselves, and the bulls by themselves?—A. Yes.
26. Q. Did you say that you have caught more bull seals than cow seals during the

season?—A. Yes, along the coast; but when I got up and up I got more bulls than
cows.
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27. Q. What months have yon seen more cows in proportion than other months?

—

A. In February, March, and April.

28. Q. But even when you see more cows th« average of the seals killed is in

favour of the bulls, is it not ?—A. No ; it is about equal.

29. You say the cows travel quicker towards the Behring Sea?—A. Yes; when we
get further up the cow seals seem to leave the bulls behind.

30. Q. Has it always been so?—A. Yes; I have got 181 seals in a day, and not a
cow amongst them, but you sometimes get one. I think the average is about 1 in 90.

31. Q. You always get more bulls than cows?—A. Yes, up there.

32. Q. How many out of every hundred seals you had on board your vessel last

year would be femaleei?—A. I think fully a half of them would be cows.
33. Q. How many of them would be bearing cows, and how many of them would

be barren cows?—A. Of bearing cows, I think about 18 or 20 per cent, would be
bearing cows. I do not think there would be so many as that. I had 2,000, and I

think there would be only about 12 or 14 per cent, with pups; the others would be
what are called barren cows, and a lot of them would be dry cows.

34. Q. With the barren cows and the ones bearing young you say would make up
about half your catch?—A. Yes; about half and half.

35. Q. The proportion of males and females, though, depends upon the crowds or

groups you get into?—A. Yes; it depends upon the band you strike.

36. Q. You never, at any time, had more females than males in any of your
catches?—A. No; never.

37. Q. While in Behring Sea during the last four years had you ever heard of any
Canadian schooners " raiding" the Pribyloflf Islands?—A. No. I never heard of any
of my crew being engaged in such. Several of my crews told me of the American
sealers raiding them, but I never heard of a Canadian vessel doing so.

38. Q. If you were bound to make a statement on your oath, you would say you
believed no Canadian vessels ever raided the Pribyloff Islands for seals f—A. Not as

far as I know.
39. Q. You believe, as a matter of fact, that the owners of Canadian sealers and

their masters have never countenanced this raiding?—A. I believe that is the feeling

that prevails among them all.

40. Q. You have heard mentioned the names of the American vessels that raided

those Islands?—A. Yes ; I heard of the " MolUe Adams" and " George R. White," but
not any others.

41. Q. You have not heard of any others?—A. No; I have not heard of any others.

42. Q. You have heard of vessels raiding the Copper Islands?— A. Yes; I have
heard of the "Hamilton Lewis" and "Webster" raiding Copper Island.

43. Q. Those vessels you name are all American vessels?—A. Yes.

44. Q. Manned by American crews?—A. Yes.

45. Q. Have you any recollection of seeing any of those vessels in this (Victoria)

Harbour?—A. No.
(Signed) Theo. M. Magnesen.

Sworn, before me, this 23rd day of January, a. d. 1892.

(Signed) A. R. Mii-ne, Collector of Customs.

Henry Crocker, hunter on board the schooner "Annie E. Paint," having been
sworn

:

65. Q. How long have you been engaged in sealing?—A. I have been hunting now
for three years ; this is my fourth.

66. Q. From your observation, do you think that the seals were as plentiful last

year as they were during the previous seasons?—A. Yes; from what I saw of them
I am sure they were just as many as before.

67. Q. In what months do the female seals seem to be the most plentiful in the

sealing grounds?—A. I believe that from February to May the females seem to pre-

dominate in numbers; that is, when the cows are getting heavier with young, they

make for the Islands sooner than the bulls.

68. Q. Is it more difficult to shoot a female seal than it is a bull?—A. The males

are more easily killed than the females, owing to the inquisitiveness of the males,

and the females being more shy, and also as they move along the water with only

their nose visible.

69. Q. As an experienced hunter, what percentage of loss have you had by seals

sinking?—A. It is very rarely that a seal will sink. I have been a whole season and
have not had more than half a dozen sink during the whole season.

70. Q. Can you form any estimate of what your loss has been?—A. I would say not
more than 3 or 4 per cent.
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229 71. Q. Was tlie loss last year more than in previous years?—A. I conld see
no difference.

72. Q. As a reason for the small percentage of loss, you get very near the seals
before shooting?—A. Yes, Sir; the usual distance is within about 20 feet to the
sleeping seal.

73. Q. If a man has a higher percentage of loss than that, he must be careless, you
think?—A. Yes, I should say so, and not a first-class hunter, for there is no necessity
for losing a seal.

74. Q. Does your percentage of loss agree with other hunters with whom you have
conversed?—A. Yes.

75. Q. So that on the coast and in Behring Sea the same percentage would apply ?

—

A. Well, on the coast one does not very often sink a seal; but in Behring Sea, if a
cow, having delivered her pups, is shot, she will be more apt to sink, as the blubber
is very much thinner. But, on the whole, I think the percentage will not be more
than 3 or 4 per cent, of loss.

76. Q. Have you taken notice in hunting whether there are more females than
males, or the reverse, taken?—A. There is fully 80 per cent, of bull seals killed off

the coast, as well as in Behring Sea. I think the reason for this is that the younger
bulls are driven off by the older ones, who guard their particular herds.

77. Q. In the three years you have been in Behring Sea has it always been your
experience that there were more males caught than lemales? And in what propor-
tion?—A. I say about the same as this year; [ don't see any difference.

78. Q. Does your percentage of females taken agree with that of other hunters
with whom you have conversed?—A. Yes.

79. Q. As an experienced hunter, then, you adhere to the statement that for the
whole season's catches for the years you have been hunting, that the percentage of
seals caught will be about three males to one female?—A. Yes; about that.

80. Q. Do you include in that statement barren cows?—A. Yes.
81. Q. Have you any idea or reason of your own why the males come to predomi-

nate so much?—A. I think it is because the females make for the islands earlier than
the young bulls and barren cows.

82. Q. Have you ever heard of any Canadian vessels raiding the seal islands?—A.
No, Sir.

83. Q. You have never heard of any Canadian master or owner offering any induce-
ment to hunters to raid the islands?—A. No, Sir.

84. Q. There has never been any bonus offered you to raid the islands?—A. No,
Sir; while in Behring Sea we are always too anxious to get away from the islands.

85. Q. If any Canadian vessels had raided the islands you would have likely heard
of it?—A. Yes. I think it is impossible to keep it as quiet as that.

86. Q. You have heard of American vessels raiding the Copper and Pribyloff
Islands?—A. I have heard it. I have known of the American vessels going into
Sand Point just after they had raided the islands, and I was in Sand Point when one
vessel was fitted out for the purpose of making a raid.

87. Q. The masters with whom you have sealed all seem to have avoided the
islands?—A. Oh, yes; they keep away from the isiauds between 50 and 100 miles.
(The foregoing having been read over to the said Henry Crocker, he corroborates

and substantiates the whole of the said statements.)
(Signed) Henry Crocker, Hunter.

Sworn to before me, at Victoria, British Columbia, this 18th day of Tnnuary, 1892.
(Signed) A. R. Milne, Collector of Customs.

George Roberts, hunter on board the schooner "Annie E. Paint," being duly
sworn, says:

55. Q. How long have you been engaged as a sealer?—A. I have been at seal-

hunting for three years, one season as a hunter.
56. Q. Were the seals more plentiful last year than in previous years?—A. They

were just about the same as regards number.
57. Q. How do the seals generally travel—in mixed numbers, nviles and females

together?—A. The seals travel in bands of bulls and bands of cows, both by them-
selves.

58. Q. What is the proportion of seals lost by inking after being shot?—A. Well,
I should say that 3 to 5 per cent, would cover the whole loss. It is not more.

59. Q. What is the distance you are off a seal when you shoot, generally?—A.
Well, from 20 to 30 feet for a sleeper, and for a traveller from 25 to 30 ieet.

60. Q. What part o^the seal do you aim att—A. I aim at the head, aa the best
place, being the surest.

B S, PT VI 20
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61. Q. Do you tliiuk there were any more female seals shot than males last year?

—

A. No; I think there were more males shot; in fact, I think that since I have been
engaged in the business there have been more males killed than females.

62. Q. What months liave you noticed more females than males?—A. In the months
of March and April there are more females than at any other time. There are more
females killed during those months than tliere are any other time.

63. Q. Have you ever heard of any of the Canadian vessels poaching on the seal

islands?—A. I never did; I would have heard of it if there had been any. I have
heard of the American raiders; but I do not know of a single Canadian vessel

raiding a seal rookery.
230 64. Q. If a seal is sinking, does it go quickly or sloMy?—A. If it is not too

far away it can always be secured, as it does not go too quickly to get it.

(The above having been read to the said George Roberts, he corroborates and sub-
stantiates all of the foregoing statements.)

(Signed) George Roberts, Hunter.

Sworn to before me at Victoria, British Columbia, this 18th day of January, 1892.
(Signed) A. R. Milne, Collector of Customs.

Richard Thomson, hunter on board the schooner "Annie E. Painter," being duly
sworn, says:

40. Q. How long have you been engaged in sealing?—A. I have been engaged as

a hunter for two years.

41. Q. Were the seals as plentiful last year as they were the previous year, to your
observation?—A. Yes; I believe they were.

42. Q. Were the seals apparently harder to approach than they were in previous
years?—A. No; I can't say that I saw any difterence.

43. Q. How do the seals generally travel?—A. As a rule the biills travel separately,
and quite a distance apart generally.

44. Q. What is your experience in hunting as to the number of seals lost after

being hit?—A. I should think from 3 to .5 per cent, would cover all.

45. Q. What is the usual manner in which seals are lost?—A. Well, if the seal is in

a certain position and shot so as to allow the air to escape, the seal will be lost. As
long as the head sinks below the water first, the seal will not sink. Tliey very
rarely sink in any case.

46. Q. You carry a spear on a gaff, don't you?—A. Yes; it is carried to spear the
seals when they are going down.

47. Q. From your experience in sealing, you consider that from 3 to 5 per cent,

would cover the total loss of seals, after being shot, through sinking?—A. Yes.
48. Q. When you shoot a seal at a distance, and do not shoot them in a vital part,

they make off, do they?—A. Yes.

49. Q. You don't consider that lost, then?—A. No; we don't consider the seal lost

unless it sinks.

50. Q. Have you handled more males than females during the past two years?

—

A. I should say more males.
51. Q. Have you any idea of the proportion of males—would there be two males

to one female?—A. I should say from 70 to 80 per cent., or about three males to one
female.

52. Q. In what months do you consider that there are most females killed?—A.
During the months of April and May. There are apparently more females, but not
as many as males.

53. Q. You have never known of any Canadian schooners raiding the seal islands,

have you?—A. I have never heard of a Canadian, but I have of the American.
54. Q. During the time that you have been to Behring Sea, you would have heard

of it?—A. I would certainly have heard of it.

55. Q. You have always sailed out of this port?—A. Yes, Sir.

(The above having been read over to Richard Thomson, he corroborates and sub-
stantiates the same.)

(Signed) R. Thomson, Hunter.

Sworn to at Victoria,, British Columbia, before me, this 18th day of January, 1892.

(Signed) A. R. Milne, Collector of Customs.
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Victoria, B. C, January 22, 1892.

Andrew Laing, called and examined by Collector A. R. Milne:
1. Q. You are one of the oldest seal-liunters in the province, Mr. Laing?—A. I

have been ten years at it.

2. Q. Your knowledge of sealing really goes beyond the present knowledge of the
average sealer?—A, I have had as much experience as any of them. I think I know
as much as any of them.

3. Q. Your observations on the west coast extend beyond the advent of the seal-

ing business in Behring Sea?—A. Yes. I went ou the coast in 1871, and have been
sealing with natives for the last tweutj^-one years.

4. Q. You had ample ojiportunity of observing the life and habits of the seals?

—

A. Yes.
5. Q. From those observations last year did yovi notice any perceptible or material

decrease in the number of seals?—A. None whatever.
6. Q. It was generally reported last year they were more numerous than the year

before?—A. Yes. I think, if anything, they weie a little more numerous than 1890.

7. Q. Does that remark apply to full-grown?—A. To full-grown and mid-sized.
8. Q. What direction do the seals on the coast usually come from?—A. They come

from the south, following the herring, which spawn on the west coast and different
places, and the seal follow those fish into the shore or far out, as the case may be.
The natives get a great number of these seals among a school of herring.

9. Q. What is the usual distance which the natives hunt away from shore?

—

231 A. In the spring they will hunt 10 or 15 miles off, later in the season 20 or 25
miles. I have seen them 40 miles from the land.

10. Q. How long does the hunting of the seal on the west coast usually last?—A.
Commences in February, or latter end of January, and lasts till the 1st June, when
you get more or less seals; you can get a few stragglers in July.

11. Q. And the tendency of the seals is from the south?—A. Yes, following their
food fish.

12. Q. You have been down the coast to where you meet the seals in their migra-
tion?—A. I have gone down as far as Shoal Water Bay, Columbia River.

13. Q. How do you meet the seals—in large bands or batches?—A. Yes, in schools,
from two to twenty in a school.

14. Q. Do they seem to travel in pairs,?—A. No, Sir.

15. Q. Do you find in these schools, or bunches, Ihey are all males or females?—A.
They are mixed. I remember an instance—I think in 188G—when we got on the coast
off Cape Flattery either 104 or 109, am not positive, and out of that there were over
100 bull seals, and the next day we got about 86, and out of that number over 70
were bulls. That was in the year 1886.

16. Q. Would your observation lead you to suppose that your catch would depend
entirely upon the group of bulls or females as to which your catch would be com-
posed of principally?—A. As we get amongst them; yes.

17. Q. But taking one year with another—from 1886 to the jireseut time—have you
seen any more females killed than of bulls ?—A. No, Sir. I think we have got abouo
three males in five, and when we get up about the Bank, about Middleton Island, I
think they will average more males than females.

18. Q. When you strike the seals on the coast about 40 or 50 miles from shore, do
you find a large proportion of them sleeiJing?—A. They are generally sleeping. The
Indians get none but sleeping seals. I have never been working with Whites.

19. Q. The natives approach the seals very close?—A. Yes; and he comes to the
leeward of them, and if there is any sea on they get into the trongh of the sea and
make no noise. If he went to windward the seal would scent him, and get away.

20. Q. When he gets close enough he throws his spear, and seldom misses?—A.
Yes; he don't miss one in ten.

21. Q. And when once his spear is fastened, the seal never gets away?—A. No.
22. Q. If an Indian loses more than what you say, he would not be a good hunter?

—

A. No good at all. It would not pay to "pack" him.
23. Q. Do the Indians ever shoot?—A. Sometimes. They never shoot if the seal is

sleeping.
24. Q. Does that percentage of loss apply to the sleeping seals only ?—A. Yes.
25. Q. You mean by "loss"—what?—A. By sinking.
26. Q. If the seal is wounded so it gets away, you don't consider it lost?—A. No.
27. Q. If speared and wounded, and scurried off, you don't consider it lost?—A.

Oh, no; not lost.

28. Q. The Indian hunter is very close to the quarry, and rarely misses his aim ?

—

A. Well, he will got within 25 or 30 yards of it.

29. Q. Have you noticed any marked difference in the manner in which the females
carrying young travel as compared with the males?—A. The only difference I could
see is that they will travel very fast for a little distance, and then turn up and rest
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30. Q. I mean, do they sink their bodies more?—A. No; they do not.

31. Q. Do you think that the female is more shy than the male, that is, those "with
young"?—A. No; I think they are not any more shy. The female is always inclined

to be sleepy. The male is always on the watch, and will rise till his head and shoul-

ders are out of the water.
32. Q. One hunter xias said that the female lies deep in the water, exposing only a

portion of her head?—A. I have never noticed that. When lying asleep one-half of
the head is under water.

33. Q. Then you will say that the percentage of loss of the Indian hunters is not
more than how many in the hundred ?—A. Not more than one in ten ; not more than
10 per cent.

34. Q. You say you never hunted with white men until this year?—A. No.
35. Q. If any person made a statement that there is a greater amount of loss than

what you say, you would not regard it as correct?—A. I would say it was not cor-

rect, with Indian hunters.
36. Q. Your statement is based upon actual experience?—A. Yes.

37. Q. In going down the coast in the spring, in February, March, and April, have
you noticed that females are more plentiful than in the following months?—A. I do
not think they are.

38. Q. But as they come from the south, you think they are not?—A. Between
January and June, and between the south and the Shumagin Islands, have you
noticed any time or place where there were any more females killed than others?

—

A. I think in May, I have noticed one thing: you will not lind, take one in ninety,
you will never find a female pup. Where the female young go to is something that
the Commissioners ought to have found out before they came down from the sea.

39. Q. It has been stated that the Indians eay there is no such thing as a female
grey pup?—A. I have never seen one yet, and cannot account for it, unless the
females go one way and the males another.

40. Q. Among all yearling grey pups, there has never been anyone known to have
found a female?—A. Yes, it is a fact. I have heard a great deal of talk of females
having young on the kelp, too, but I don't think that is so. Some hunters re^wrt of
seeing pups otf Middleton's Island, but I think that is impossible.

41. Q. Have you ever seen them cut a pup out of the female seal?—A. Yes; and I

have seen the pup so cat out walk or move about the deck of the vessel, and I have
tried to raise it. I have also thrown it intd the water, and have seen it swim about

like a young dog; I have seen it keep afloat for fifteen miuutes, as long as the
232 vessel was within sight. On the islands, the mother seal will take the young

and force them into the water to teach them to swim. They will never take
the water freely themselves for from six weeks to two months.

42. Q. You think they will swim 50 yards probably, or 100 yards?—A. Yes; but
don't think they could live continually in the water if they were born in it.

43. Q. When you strike the seals on the west coast, what would you say was the
usual distance per day that the seals travel?—A. That is impossible to say; it

depends upon their food.
44. Q. That is, they linger longer over good food than otherwise?—A. Yes; I

remember in, I think, 1888, where an Indian threw his spear at a seal, and his line

broke; it was near the Shumagin Islands, and he took the same seal the next day

—

we lay-to all night—and he recovered his own iron spearhead. That might show the
distance they move in, say, a night, because it did not travel far.

45. Q. When you lower your boats two Indians go to a canoe?—A. Yes, and both
paddle.

46. Q. The Indian in the bow keeps his spear right before?—A. Yes.

47. Q. And he throws it at the animal, and strikes it where?—A. It makes no dif-

ference where they are hit. They try when shooting to hit in the head.
48. Q. When a seal is struck, or wounded, what time does it require to heal?—A.

It heals very rapidly.
49. Q. What time does it require to get the seal aboard after it is speared?—A.

Not more than two minutes when they spear, and not as long as that when they
Bhoot it.

50. Q. What is the usual length of the sealing-boat?—A. About 20 feet.

51. Q. And the canoe?—A. About 22 feet.

52. Q. Is it not a fact that sealing in these small boats in the stormy spring months
is a very hazardous undertaking ?—A. Yes.

53. Q. It is commonly reported that our seal-hunters, both Whites and Indians,
are more expert than any others on the coast?—A. That is so. They are the most
expert.

54. Q. It is said also that unless the weather is very tempestuous nothing will
retard them?—A. Yes; they go out every chance they can get.

55. Q. The loss of a full-sized skin meant the last two years how much to the
hunter?—A. About 3 dollars per skin.
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56. Q. Wliat is the largest number •vcliich you ever saw an Indian canoe bring
aboard in one day?—A. Forty-eigbt in one cauoe, in Bebring Sea.

57. Q. On the coast, how many ?—A. Thirty-four; that is over the average.
58. Q. In leaving the schooner, how far do the hunters, both Indians and Whites,

go?—A. They go as far as 10 or 12 miles, sometimes 15 miles, from the vessel, till

they can jnst see the tops of her sail.

59. Q. And this in pretty rough weather?—A. Yes; pretty rough. It might be
smooth when they go out, but it often comes on rough before they can get back.

60. Q. In following the seals up the coast in February, March, and April, and May
and June, where do you begin to get them in larger numbers?—A. Off Queen Char-
lotte Islands.

61. Q. At this time, are the females in advance of the males, seemingly hastening
to the sea?—A. They get through as soon as they can, the males in advance of the
females—they haul out hrst.

62. Q. Some sealers think the cows go ahead?—A. The males haul out, and each
one gets his batch of females, and as the cows come in they make up their herd of
females.

63. Q. Have you ever, when with sealers, heard the percentage of loss talked of?

—

A. No; I have never heard it mentioned with sealers.

64. Q. Yon speak from your experience with Indians? Your percentage of loss of
1 in 10 wonl!"! be based on actual experience with Indian hunters?—A. Yes; 1 in 10.

65. Q. You have stated that in the month of May you think there would be more
females than in the other mouths of the season? At that time what part of the
ocean would you be?— A. Up off Queen Charlotte Island.

66. Q. You have also stated that the more plentiful the food, the slower the seals
travel.—A. Yes; they stay longer where the food is.

67. Q. At the end of any of your seasons, have you actually counted the number
of females you had in your cargo?—A. I have never done so.

68. Q. Have you any idea of your last year's catch, what proportion of females
you had in the coast catch?—A. I think there would be about 3 males in 5—3 males
to 2 females.

69. Q. That applies to the const catch only?—A. Yes; up to Kodiak.
70. Q. In the Behring Sea, what proportion would it bear?—A. I think about 4

males in 5—4 males to 1 female.
71. Q. Were you in Behring Sea last year?—A. The vessel was. The way lacconnt

for getting so many males was, during the beginning of July and August, when the
females would be ashore nursing their young the greater part of the time.

72. Q. At any time in Behring Sea, what has been your nearest point of hu»iting
to the seal islands?—A. I have never been closer in hunting than 30 miles—usually
30 to 90 miles off. We got blown in there once, the only time I saw the island; we
were within 10 miles of them then.

73. Q. You never saw or heard of any schooners, or spoke any schooner, who made
a boast of raiding the islands?—A. None belonging to us. I heard of the "Webster,"
"Mollie Adams," the "Hamilton Lewis," and the German schooner "Adele" raiding
the islands.

74. Q. All these were American schooners?—A. Yes; except the "Ad^le."
75. Q. There is no doubt, then, among sealers, that these vessels did actually raid

the islands.—A. It has been commonly reported, and I have no reason to disbelieve it.

76. Q. Did any of those vessels at that time belong to Victoria?—A. No; they did
not.

77. Q. Can yon advance any idea as to when the seals leave Behring Sea?—A. To
the best of my knowledge, about the middle of October.

233 78. Q. Is it the accepted idea that those seals which leave Behring Sea in
the fall are the same that return in the spring?—A. That is my opinion.

79. Q. You have never heard at any time any inducement ever offered by a captain
or sailor from Victoria to ship men or to perform any work with the intention of
raiding those islands?—A. Not from a Canadian vessel.

80. Q. It is a fact that every ship-owner and master of Canadian vessels has depre-
cated the raiding of the islands, that is, have never agreed with it?—A. They do not
agree with it at all. Every one I have sijoken to are very well satisfied to go into
the sea and get their catch legitimately.

81. Q. Yon think there is ample field for hunting seals without raiding the
islands ?—A. Yes, I do.

82. Q. Is it your opinion, Captain Laing, that, with the increased number of
schooners here and in San Francisco, there will be any material injury to the sealing
industry?—A. I do not think so.

83. Q. From observations made last year, you are quite of the opinion that the
seals were more plentiful than you had ever seen them before?—A. They were more
plentiful last year, 1891, than the year before, 1890.
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84. Q. Is there any way you can account for that?—A. None wliatever, unless it

is the same as with any species of tish ; some years you get more than others. There
is no accounting for it.

85. Q. Referring to the number of females caught in the spring, there are quite a
number of the female seals barren, or have never borne young? You have noticed

it?—A. Yes; some are barren that have had young, and others that have not borne.

86. Q. When you speak of the proportion of females killed, you mean the barren
cows as well as those that are bearing young?—A. Yes.

87. Q. Have you formed any idea of the general average or percentage of females
carrying young killed in April and May?—A. I could not form any idea.

88. Q. Nor of barren cows?—A. No, Sir.

89. Q. Would you hazard a statement that all the females, both bearing and barren
cows, were certainly less than the male seals taken?—A. Yes; certainly less in

number.
90. Q. If any one were to make the bold statement that for every male seal killed

there is a female killed, would it be correct.'^—A. That would not l)e correct.

91. Q. You have not heard any estimate of the percentage of barren females as

compared with the bearing cows killed?—A. There are less of the barren cows killed

in the spring than there are in the fall. I don't think that they go as far south as

the cows that bear young.
92. Q. You say that in Behring Sea the males preponderate?—A. Yes.

93. Q. Y'ou cannot account for this, you say, except it be that the females are all

ashore bearing young?—A. The males we get in the sea are all 3- or 4-year-olds,

which the old wigs would not let ashore at all.

94. Q. Are there any " rooki^ries" along the coast of any extent?—A. I have never
heard of one this side of the Shumagin Ishmds.

95. Q. Year after year, hunting, then, do you find them travelling along the same
course?—A. Yes, where their food is, from 15 to 35 miles out.

96. Q. Your opinion is that the percentage of loss as compared with those hit

would not exceed 10 per cent, with Indian hunters?—A. How do you mean lost?

97. Q. You say a seal hit and not killed is not lost if it escapes ?—A. Y'es.

98. Q. Then the proportion of loss in proportion to those killed is about how
much—10 per cent. ?—A. It does not exceed that.

99. Q. In the number killed during the different months of the season, what is

the proportion of males to females?—A. Three males to two females.
100. Q. As to the abstention of Canadian sealers from raiding the seal islands, you

are quite positive that from your knowledge of sealing-vessel owners and masters,
you give it as your direct opinion that no Canadian sealers ever raided those islands.

Y'ou would say so upon oath in Court?—A. They never did to my knowledge.
101. Q. If such a thing had been attempted, it would, as a matter of fact, have

leaked out?—A. Yes; it stands to reason the crews would have been unable to keep
it to themselves.

102. Q. They would tell it either to their associates on board or after getting
ashore?—A. They could not keep it.

103. Q. After the hunters get aboard at night, they usually recount whether they
lost any seals, and in speaking of their loss it would mean those seals that would
sink, not those that escape?—A. If they lost any, they would not tell it at all, but
if they sunk any, they would speak of it.

104. Q. You are at present a ship-owner, Captain Laing?—A. Yes.
105. Q. You have had great opportunities of hearing from all sources matter rela-

tive to the seal fishing?—A. Yes.
106. Q. Has it been noticed that the skins taken last year in the Behring Sea were

smaller than usual?—A. About the same general size.

107. Q. Is it generally known that the seals caught on the Copper Island are better
than the average?—A. I have never seen them, but it is repoi'ted they are better.

108. Q. It is reported also that seals caught in .January, March, and April are better
than any in Behring Sea; they say the fur is better?—A. They say so, but I don't
know that you can see any dift'erence.

109. Q. It has been said that the fur of the seals caught during the winter and
spring months is light ? The fur of all animals in cold climates is thicker in winter ?

—

A. I have never noticed that with seals.

234 110. Q. A few years ago it was said that the Behring Sea skins were the
best?—A. It has been so reported, but I don't think there is any difference.

111. Q. The "grey pup" of this year will be a "brown pup" next year?—A. Yes;
a "2-year-old" or " brown puj)."

112. Q. Do the hunters usually follow the grey pups with the same zeal as they do
the other seals?—A. They can't tell the difference till thev are actually "on top of
them."

113. Q. And they are apt to shoot little as well as big?

—

A. Yes; everything they
come across.
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114. Q. Were the Iiuliau biinlers more successful last year tliiui Whites?—A. No,
they were not, It was a "stand oft'" between them. The only difference is that the
Whites will risk more than the Indians.

115. Q. The expensive wages, cost of outfitting schooners, considered, don't you
think that 4 dollars per skin a high figure for hunters?—A. It is.

116. Q. How many boats does the average schooner carry?—A. About six and the
stern boat.

117. Q. And each boat takes three white men?—A. Yes, a hunter, a boat-puller,
and a boat-steerer.

118. Q. The ship furnishes the boat, guns, and outfit?—A. Yes, the whole outfit of
guns, ammunition, provisions, wages for the two men, and pays the hunter so much
per skin.

119. Q. At the present time, how much per skin?—A. 3 to 4 dollars.
120. Q. With Indian crews?—A. They furnish their own canoe, spears, and outfit;

one Indian steers ; but the vessel finds them in provisions only. The last two or three
seasons some vessels have sujj^ilied guns and ammunition.

121. Q. Does the Indian get 4 dollars per skin; does he out of that pay his own
boat-helper?—A. Yes, he pays out of his rate per skin. The ship pays the stcerer
nothing.

122. Q. Therefore, if the Indian crews were as profitable, they are the cheapest;
if they get as many skins?—A. Yes, if you can get them.

123. Q. Is the Indian a good hunter, in j'our experience?—A. Yes, Sir.

124. Q. Bold and intrepid?—A. Yes, when he is in his canoe nothing will scare
him. I have seen an old bull seal capsize a canoe, and the Indians would get into it

again, bail the vv^ater out, and go on hunting as though nothing had happened.
125. Q. Is the Indian lazy, or docs he seem anxious to proceed in the hunt from

day to day?—A. In fine weather, yes, but when the sea is "choppy" he would
usually rather stay aboard.

126. Q. His canoe is not quite so strong as the sealing-boat?—A. No, not quite.
127. Q. Have there been many accidents among the Indians—loss of life?—A. Not

since, I think, 1887, when a schooner foundered with all al>()ard.

128. Q. Do you think that as the years pass along the Indians, as well as the Whites,
get more expert in seal-hunting?—A. Yes, they do.

129. Q. Notwithstanding all the ships in the fleet on the ocean, you would adhere
to your statement that yon don't think there is any noticeable decrease in the number
of seals?—A. Yes; I do not think so. If the vessels had been let alone in Behring
Sea last year, we would have had a bigger catch than any previous year.

130. Q. Do you think. Captain I^aiug, if they would cease killing seals on the
Pribyloff Islands it would increase the number of seals on the coast?—A. I think it

would.
131. Q. If the rookeries were undisturbed by anything, you think the seals would

be more plentiful?—A. I do.

132. Q. Have you any opinion to offer as to killing seals on the islands doing more
harm than anything else?—A. I think the American people are doing more harm by
killing seals and interfering with them on their rookeries or seal islands thau we
huuters do on the coast.

133. Q. You have never heard of any rookery along the coast?—A. I never heard
of one. There is a rookery of sea-lion off Queen Charlotte Island, but I never heard,

of any of seals.

(Signed) A. D. Iming.

Sworn before me, this 25th day of January, a. d. 1892.

(Signed) A. K. Milne, Collector of Customs.

January 25, 1892.

William Cox, present master of the schooner "Sapphire," of Victoria, called and
examined by Collector Milne

:

1. Q. You are engaged in the sealing business, Captain Cox?—A. Yes, 1 have been
master of the sealing-schooner " Sapphire" for the last four years.

2. Q. How many boats do you carry in your outfit?—A. I carry canoes and an
Indian crew.

3. Q. With the exception of how many white men to navigate?—A. Seven white
people I carry for navigating the vessel.

4. Q. The number of Indians?—A. The last two years I have had twenty-eight
north to Behring Sea.

5. Q. And how many canoes?—A. Fourteen canoes.
6. Q. Had you more canoes on the coast?—A. Yes, I have had twenty-four canoes

while on the coast.
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7. Q. When you finally leave for Behring Sea, you drop a number of the Indians,

and only take about fourteen canoes with you?—A. Yes.

8. Q. Do you prefer Indian crews to wliite men?—A. Yes, I do.

235 9. Q. What are your reasons for the preference?—A. Well, I get along bet-

ter with them for one thing ; there is more honour among them than among
the average white crew in this business. They don't make an agreement to-day, and
break it to-morrow if they see a chance to make a little more.

10. Q. And they don't quarrel among themselves?—A. No; and you can generally
trust them more.

11. Q. They are more profitable, too, are they not?—A. Yes, a little more.
12. Q. They furnish their own canoes?—A. Yes, and spears and boatmen ; audit

is not such a heavy outfit, but their canoes are light and easily broken by the heavy
seas.

13. Q. They are better than aboard a large vessel?—A. Yes, but you have to be
very careful—the canoes are "dug-outs" and easily shattered.

14. Q. Apart from getting along easier with the Indians, the experience is just
about the same as with the white crew?—A. Yes, the skins cost about the same in

the end.
15-. Q. Do the Indian crews venture out during the stormy weather as much as the

white men?—A. Yes, almost as freely. I have had the same crew so long now that
they will do anything I wish them to do.

16. Q. Do you take them down the coast?—A. Yes, and up the coast and on into
Behring Sea.

17. Q. They spear all their seals?—A. The greater number of them, yes, but some-
times shoot; they spear all the "sleepers."

18. Q. What proportion do you think they shoot?—A. They shoot probably twenty
out of the hundred; but I think now the fleet is getting so large there are more
wake seals, that consequently they did more shooting with me last year than ever
before. They never shoot a sleeping seal.

19. Q. Do you think the seals are getting more shy on account of the larger fleet of
vessels?—A. Yes, they are much more shy.

20. Q. Do the Indians approach the seals from leeward?—A. No; the Indian always
goes "across on the wind;" he pulls up almost in range of it, and goes across the
wind. They have a sort of idea that the seal sleeps with one eye open, hence the
way they approach.

21. Q. When they heave the spear, tHe barb holds fast?—A. Yes; if they strike
the seal at all, they cannot lose it.

22. Q. Therefore the percentage of seals killed by Indians and lost would be very
small ?—A. I would really count it nothing. If they did lose one by the spear pulling
out of the blubber it would not kill the seal, as it heals so quickly again.

23. Q. The barb holds them, and they have no chance to sink?—A. Yes.
24. Q. Therefore the percentage of loss is nothing?—A. I would not reckon it

anything.
25. Q. The loss they make is only when firing at a travelling seal?—A. Yes.
26. Q. And that loss would be by the animal escaping?—A. Yes.
27. Q. You would not consider it lost, then?—A. No; if not hit in a vital part it

is not lost, for the Indian fires at a close range, and there are two in a boat, and
almost sure of it before the shot is fired, because they can't sink far before they are
right on to it.

28. Q. So the percentage of the seals lost by Indian hunters, "sleeping" and not
"travelling," would be how much?—A. With Sleeping seals there is no loss. In
travelling seals there are none lost, only in escaping. Last year I saw a great num-
ber of seals brought in that had been shot before.

29. Q. From personal knowledge and observation, you are satisfied that a flesh-

wound made in the seal would heal rapidly and not injure the seal?—A. Yes; theshot
seems to strike in the fatty parts or blubber, and does not seem to hurt the animal,
as it closes over and soon heals.

30. Q. In the montlis of February, March, and April, have you seen a marked
number of female seals bearing young killed ?—A. Yes ; in winter there are a number.

31. Q. Does that mean "barren" cows?—A. No; on the coast we get them "with
young." I have not seen many "' barren cows" out here in winter.

32. Q. During the months of February, March, and April, what would you say
was the proportion of males to females?—A. I have only done one winter's sealing,
and that winter they would be fully one-half females during February and March.

33. Q. That is, there would be as many females as bulls and grey pups?—A. Yea;
I have never seen a female grey pup on the coast. That is a yearling grey female
seal ; that is corroborated by the Indians. All the yearlings seen by me have been
males.

34. Q. That is well known, you say, by the Indians?—A. Oh, yea. They remark
thig.
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38. Q. Bnt there is a larger number of males killed than females in April, May, and
June?—A. Yes; in those three mouths we get a larger number of males; bulls from
3 to 4 years old ; all about the same size.

39. Q. Your opinion is that the females, after the month of May, hasten on to the
Behring Sea?—A. Yes.

40. Q. Now, from the beginning of the sealing season, when you start out this
time of year (January), till the time you enter Behring Sea, what is your opinion as
to the percentage of female seals, including both bearing aud barren cows, killed?
What would be the proportion of female seals, including both bearing and barren
cows, killed? What would be the proportion of females as compared with the
bulls?—A. Right up to the Shumagin Islands?

41. Q. Yes. Would it be 60 per cent., or 70 per cent., or what?—A. Yea, I think
it would be about 65 or 70 per cent, of males, and the remainder mixed cows—bear-
ing and barren cows.

42. Q. About what percentage of barren cows?—A. I think about equally divided

;

about 15 per cent, of barren and 15 per cent, of bearing cows, and 70 per cent, of
bulls, would pretty near represent the catch on the upper and lower coast.

43. Q. There is an opinion expressed that a seal pup will not swim ; some people say
so?—A. I have seen three with their dams in the water on the Alaskan coast.

236 44. Q. How far from shore?—A. 40 or 50 miles from shore, in the month of
June.

45. Q. Is it your opinion that they would be born in the water?—A. Yes, or on the
kelp. Seals mate in the water, sleep in the water, and I have seen pups taken from
the dead mother on the vessel, and thrown overboard aud swim about awhile in the
water. I have watched such pups swim about for half-an-hour or more. They
seemed to have no difficulty in swimming.

46. Q. You have never seen or heard of a Canadian sealing-schooner attempting to
raid the Pribyloff Islands?—A. I have never heard of one.

47. Q. If such a thing had been done or attempted it would bo sure to be known
among sealers?—A. Yes; it would be impossible to keep it a secret.

48. Q. Is it your opinion that our ship-owners and masters have done everything
they could possibly do to discourage anything of that kind?—A. Yes; everything.

49. Q. What has been the general distance you have sealed—the distance from the
seal islands?—A. From 100 to 140 miles. I was within 80 miles of them last year;
that was the nearest I was to them.

50. Q. Of course your men on board would, if they had ever been engaged in such
raiding of the islands, certainly have told their fellows?—A. Yes, it would soon have
become known.

51. Q. It is well known to all sealers that certain schooners have raided those
islands?—A. Yes, during 1889 and 1890.

51*. Q. Do you remember what their names are?—A. Yes; the American schooner
"Mollie Adams," " George R. White," and others.

52. Q. Do you remember any other schooner raiding the islands?—A. Yes; the
German schooner "Adele."

53. Q. It was well known that it was a German vessel?—A. Oh, yes.

54. Q. Those American vessels that raided the Pribyloff Islands recruited their
crews—where?—A. I think the "MoUie Adams" recruited her crew at Gloucester.

55. Q. In the United States?—A. Yes; she fitted up in Port Townsend, Washington.
56. Q. Did you ever hear of any American vessels fitting out at Sand Point to raid

the islands?—A. I do not remember it.

57. Q. Were you ordered out of Behring Sea last year?—A. Yes.

58. Q. By whom?—A. The British steamer " Porpoise."
59. Q. On being ordered out of the Sea, you immediately complied?—A. Yes; I

came right away.
60. Q. Did you lower your boats afterwards?—A. I did not. I came right out of

the Sea.
61. Q. What month was that?—A. 9th August.
62. Q. Had you not been ordered out, were you in good hunting ground?—A. Oh,

yes.

63. Q. Were the seals plentiful at the time you were warned; that is, as plentiful
as you had previously seen them?—A. Yes; just as thick as ever.

64. Q. What was your catch up to the time you were warned out?—A. 2,434 in

Behring Sea.

65. Q. What was your coast catch?—A. 1,008 on the coast, and 2,434 in the Sea.

66. Q. Had you been unmolested for another thirty days your chances were good
for a large catch?—A. Yes; our chances were good for quite doubling our catch.

67. Q. Your principal ground for sealing you found—where?—A. About 100 miles
westward of the Islands of St. George and St. Paul. I took 1,000 in four days there.

68. Q. During that time, when you were getting seals so quickly, was your per'
ceutage of loss greater tlieio tliau on the coast?—A. No; they were very quiet.
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69. Q. Yon have stated that, from your personal observation, you think the seals

were as plentiful last year as you have ever seen tliem in Behring Sea?—A. Yes;
much more so tlian I ever saw them before.

70. Q. More so at a distance of 100 to 130 miles from the nearest seal island?—A.
Yes.

71. Q. What course would that lie from the Pribyloff Islands?—A. About west.
72. Q. At the time you were sealing there were there any other Canadian schooners

in your company ?—A. Yes ; the*"Annie C. Moore," the " Carmelite," and the "Ariel."
They had all an average catch.

73. Q, Have you ever heard of the McLeans raiding Copper Islands?—A. Yes.
74. Q. Do you believe they did actually raid them?—A. Yes.

75. Q. Did you hear the story of their going, with three boats of the "Webster"
and " City of San Diego " in a crowd, landing at a passage between the rocks and
the mainland of the island, and standing there, where the water was swift, and
shooting the seals as they passed through?—A. Yes; but they lost a great many. I'he

captain of the " San Diego " said that they didn't get one-tenth of what they shot.

76. Q. It is the prevailing opinion among the sealers that the "J. Hamilton Lewis "

was seized for landing on the islands?—A. Yes; the Russians had been watching
her. She was seized for actually raiding the islands.

77. Q. You didn't go to the Copper Island side at all?—A. I did not.

78. Q. In leaving Behring Sea, where did you come out through?—A. Through the
Four Mountain Pass.

79. Q. After you had been warned out, did you speak any other cutter?—A. I did
not.

80. Q. Did you see any seals from the time you were warned out till the time you
came through the pass?—A. They were just as thick as ever within 40 miles of the
Four Mountain Pass. We were two days sailing through them. It grieved us very
much, I can tell you, to sail through seals and couldn't touch them.
8L Q. The Four Mountain Pass is about what longitude?—A. "172 Pass" we

call it.

82. Q. But you say there were plenty of seals from the time you were warned up
to within 40 miles of this pass?—A. Yes; just as thick as where we had left.

237 83. Q. Will you state in direct evidence, as though in Court, that, as far as
your knowledge goes no Canadian sealer, directly or indirectly, ever raided or

attempted to raid the seal islands?—A. 1 have had ample opportunity of learning if

such had been the case, and I know of none.
Captain Cox, continuing, said : I didn't take one "bearing" female seal last season

in Behring Sea. 1 have taken a few which were evidently " with milk."
84. Q. What percentage do you say ?—A. There might be 5 per cent, of what I took

which had had young; there was evidence of having had young; whether they had
last year or not I do not know.

(Signed) William Cox.

Sworn before me this 25th day of January, 1892.

(Signed) A. R. Milne, Collector of Customs.

Victoria, B. C, February 15, 1892.

SEAL-HUNTING IN NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN AND BEHRING SEA.

Captain Charles Hackett, master and managing owner of the schooner "Annie C.
Moore," of St. John's, New Brunswick, being duly sworn:

Q. How many years have you been sealing?—A. This is my fifth year.

Q. You have had reasonable success in seal-hunting?—A. Yes.

Q. You have followed sealing from San Francisco to Behring Sea?—A. I have.

Q. What has been the number of your crews?— A. Twenty-three men all told.

Q. The number of boats your vessel carried?—A. Seven altogether.

Q. You have had every opportunity of seeing seal life?—A. 1 have.

Q. On the coast did the seals appear to be as xdeutiful last year as former years?

—

A. I have found them so.

Q. Please state how the seals travel?—A. As a rule we find the bearing females by
themselves.

Q. Did the seals appear more timorous last year than former years?—A. I don't
think so.

Q. Are there more seals shot whilst sleeping than travelling?—A. As far as my
exi)erieuce has been that about seven-eigiiths, that is seven are shot while sleeping

to one travelling.
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Q. Please state about the average distance tliat seals are ^liot while sleeping?

—

A. From 10 to 15 yards.

Q. What do you consider the proportion of seals lost as coni])ared to the whole
that are hit in pelagic sealing?—A. One of my hunters, named Folger, kil led over 400
seals during the season, and only lost live seals; the exact number is hard for a
master to say, but I believe that 5 per cent, would be the outside.

Q. <Ja]itain Hackett, would you consider that a hunter tliat lost more than live in
the hundred would not be a good hunter?—A. I certainly do.

Q. Do you mean by being lost, that is by sinking?—A. When I say lost I mean by
sinking.

Q. When a seal is shot in the head you generally get him, and mostly all the seal

are shot in the head?—A. They are; and when we shoot them from the deck of the
schooner, to lower the boat and bring the vessel to generally is from ten to fifteen

minutes; but we always get the seal floating.

Q. From actual observation, then, you would say that the actual loss during the
seasons you have been sealing will not exceed 5 jier cent. ?—A. I certainly say so.

Q. Are there more lost on the coast than in Behring Sea?—A. In the Bcliriug Sea
the percentage of loss would not be 5 per cent.

Cj. Have you observed in any month a greater number of females than in other
mouths; that is, on the coast have you observed a greater number of females taken
during the months of April and May?—A. I have not observed any difierence.

Q. What proportion of females were in your catch last year (1890), and also in

ISUl?—A. In 1890 about one-quarter were females, and in 1891 about half and half.

Q. Would this percentage apply to your catch in Behring Sea as well as on the~

coast?—A. Yes; the percentage of females in 1890 would be about one-quarter, and
in 1891 about half and half.

Q. What was your catch in 1890?—A. About 1,.500.

Q. What was your catch in 1891?—A. 2,070 seals.

Q. What proportion of females Avith pup did you observe taken on the coast dur-
ing the past two years?—A. About half and half.

Q. What proportion of females with jiup did yon observe in Behring Sea?—A. In
a catch of 1,555 seals in Behring Sea last year I had only ten females with pnp ;

those
with pup were taken between the 15th and last of July, and that those I'emales

killed with pup appeared to come from the westward and got mixed with grouj)S of
other female seals which had their young and were entirely dried up.

Q. Do you find many yearling pups in Behring Sea?—A. No; I have found no
yearling pups in Behring Sea; we get what we call the white-boll j^ pu])s; they are
from two- to three-year-old pups, and we get quite a number of barren cows.

Q. What do you mean regarding barren cows?—A. I mean those who have not
borne young during that year.

Q. Did you notice if the seals were smaller in size last year?—A. I did not; they
were as large as any year.

238 Q. Whilst in Behring Sea last year were the seals as numerous as you have
seen them before?—A. They were more numerous than I have ever seen them

before.

Q. What age is a seal-skin at its best?—A. I consider at 3 years old.

Q. What has been the distance from the Pribyloff Islands that you were while
sealing any year in Behring Sea?—A. From 50 to 100 miles, and was never nearer
than 50 miles.

Q. You were warned out of the Sea last year?—A. I was.
Q. Were the seals plentiful at the tiuie?—A. They were quite numerous.
Q. How far were you from land when warned?—A. About 100 miles to the west-

ward of Pribyloff Islands.

Q. Had you not been ordered out of the Sea your catch would have been good?

—

A. My catch would have been at least 3,000 seals.

Q. Have you ever heard of any Canadian vessels during the years that you have
been employed in the sealing industry raiding the Pribyloff seal island in Behring
Sea?—A. I have not.

Q. Yould would have certainly heard of it had it occurred?—A. Had that been
done, I would have heard it; I am acquainted with all the princijjal sealing men.

(Signed) Chas. Hackett.

Sworn before me this 15th day of February, 1892.

(Signed) A. R. Milne, Collector of Customs.
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Victoria, B. C, Fehrnary 8, 1892.

Caleb McDougall, master of the schooner "Pioneer," of Victoria, British Colum-

bia, personally appeared, and being duly sworn, doth depose and say:

That this is the third year that he has been engaged in hunting seals in the North-

ern Pacific Ocean and Behring Sea.

That he has had every opportunity of watching every peculiarity of seal-hunting.

That it is his opinion, from actual observation, that the number of seals lost, as

compared with those hit in pelagic sealing, is about one in hfty, that is, one seal is

lost to fifty caught.
That the loss of seals is by sinking.

That the greater number of seals are killed while sleeping.

That seals travel in groups, that is, groups of males and groups of females, also

of grey or yearling pups.
That in Behring Sea during the year 1890 in one place the hunters would bring

110, and 120, and 130 each day, all males and no females, that is, in that one place,

and the greater number of hie catch (1890) were male seals, that is, his vessel had
1,100 in Behring Sea, of which 800 were males and the rest females.

That there is no doubt but that the old bull seals drive the younger males away
from the islands, and that is the reason why he considers that more males are caught
than females in Behring Sea.

Tliat the proportion of barren cows is about one in ten to the bearing cows, that

is, there is one barren and ten bearing in Beliring Sea.

That since ho has been engaged in sealing he thinks the seals are increasing, and
that he found the seals in Behring Sea thicker last year than he ever found them.

That it depends entirely upon what portion of the Sea that the vessel is in and
striking a band of males or females, but with all vessels in Behring Sea the catch is

always more males than females.

That he does nut know of auy single instance of a British sealing-vessel raiding

the seal islands in Behring Sea, and he is quite sure that no British vessel in any case

attempted to raid the seal islands. If they had, he would have heard of it.

(Signed) C. McDougall.

Sworn before me, this 8th day of February, 1892.

(Signed) A. R. Milne, Collector of Customs.

Victoria, B. C, February 1, 1892.

1. Q. Captain William O'Leary, how many years have you been sealing?—A. This

is my sixth year.

2. Q. You have been generally successful ?—A. Yes.

3. Q. You have had all opportunities of watching every peculiarity of seal-hunt-

ing?—A. Yes.
4. Q. What is your opinion of the proportion of seals lost as comx)ared with those

hit in pelagic sealing?—A. My opinion is that only 3 to 5 per cent, are lost.

6. Q. Do you mean those who are lost by sinking?—A. Yes.

6. Q. Are there any lost in any other way?—A. Yes; by escaping.

7. Q. What is your opinion of the proijortiou of females to males taken during the
season on the coast ?—A. My experience on the coast has been that the females and
males are about equal, and of the females there are an equal number of barren cows

and bearing cows.
239 8. Q. Whatis your opinion about the proportion of bearing cows?—A. About

half and half, that is, half barren and half bearing cows.
9. Q. In Behring Sea is your catch chiefly male seals?—A. Yes; about three to

one ; that is, three males to one female.
10. Q. Captain O'Leary, what is your opinion about the increase or decrease of

seals?—A. I think the seals were as plentiful last season as I have ever seen them.
11. Q. Captain O'Leary, being one of the oldest sealing captains, do you know of

any single instance of a British sealing-vessel raiding the seal islands?—A. I have
never heard of one, nor do I believe that auy British vessel raided or attempted to

raid the seal islands ; I would have heard it if such had been attempted,
(Signed) William O'Leary.

Sworn before me, this Ist February, 1892.

(Signed) A. R. Milne, Collector of Customs.
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Victoria, B. C, February 16, 1892.

BE SEALING IN PACIFIC OCEAN AND BEHRING SEA.

Abel Douglas, present master and managing owner of Canadian schooner "May
Belle," of Victoria, British Columbia, being duly sworn, in answer to the following
questions, says:

Q. How many years have you been sealing?—A. I have been seven years.

Q. You have been reasonably successful in the sealing industry?—A. Yes, I have.
Q. You have followed the seals along the west coast and in Behring Sea?—Yes,

Sir; I have.
Q. How many men composed your crew last year?—A. Twenty-one men, all told.

Q. The number of your boats carried?—A. Six boats.

Q. You have had every opportunity of being acquainted with the habits and life

of the seals?—A. I have.
Q. On the coast, did the seals appear as plentiful last year as former years?—A. I

have seen no decrease; in fact, I saw more seals last year, but they appeared a little

shyer.

Q. In Behring Sea, did the seals appear as plentiful last year as formerly?—A. I

saw more seals and larger bodies of seals in Behring Sea last year than in any year
before.

Q. Did the seals appear more timorous in Behring Sea than formerly?—A. No, they
did not, but seemed quite quiet, and not frightened.

Q. On the coast do tlie females travel by themselves?—A. The females generally^
travel by themselves; think the males don't travel so far south. We tind the males
ajipear more iiientiful towards Alaska.

Q. Are there more seals shot sleeping than travelling?—A. Yes, Sir.

Q. What is the usual distance that seals are shot while sleeping?—A. About 40 to
45 feet.

Q. What would be the distance shooting at a travelling seal?—A. About 30 to 40
yards.

Q. Where are the seals usually struck when shot?—A. In the head and neck.
Q. From your long experience, what do you consider the proportion of seals lost

as compared to the whole that are hit in pelagic sealing?—A. I am quite sure that
not more than I'rom three to live in the hundred, in one year in Behring Sea; out of
216 seals taken by myself, I never lost a single one; and last year I lost seven out of
205 killed by myself; the loss was by sinking.

Q. Having personal experience hunting every year, how quickly do you reach the
animal shot sleeping?—A. About five to ten minutes if the seal has been shot
sleeping.

Q. Sleeping seals don't sink quickly, do they?—A. Sleeping seals very seldom
sink. The loss by sinking is altogether the travelling seals.

Q. Then you would say that the percentage of loss, that is, three to five in the
hundred, has been your experience for several years?—A. Yes; it has been about the
same.

Q. Is the loss greater on the coast than in Behring Sea?—A. No, Sir; very few are
lost on the coast.

Q. On the coast, have you taken a greater number of females in some months than
in other months ; say, have you observed a greater number of females taken in April
and May?—A. No, Sir.

Q. Where do you find the yearling grey pups?—A. Always on the coast.

Q. Do you find many pups in Behring Sea?—A. No; I have only found two grey
pups in Behring Sea.

Q. Do you find any brown pups, about 2 yearsold, in Behring Sea?—A. Very few.
Q. Have you observed in Behring Sea that the females have delivered their

young?—A. Yes, Sir.

Q. Do you take any females with pup in Behring Sea?—A. Very few; say one or
two in the season. They have all delivered their young before the vessels enter
Behring Sea.

Q. Did you observe any difference in the size of seal-skins last year?—A. None;
they are the same as former years.

Q. What has been the distance from the seal islands that you usually hunted
in Behring Sea in the past years?—A. From 60 to 100 miles generally to the west-

ward.
240 Q. You were warned out last year, and by whom?—A. Yes, Sir; and by the

United States ship "Mohican."
Q. At the time you were warned, what distance were you from the seal islands?—A.

At the time I was warned I was 115 miles to the north-west of the seal islands.

Q. At the time you were warned were the seals plentiful?—A. I have never seen
the seals so plentiful in Behring Sea.
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Q. Do you say that bad you uot been forced out of Bebriiig Sea tbat you would
Lave bad an excellent catch?—A. I certninly would have had a good catch.

Q. Then you consider that having been ordered out of Behring's Sea last year that

it has been a serious linancial loss to you?—A. It has been a great loss to me and a

very great hardship.

Q. Have you ever heard of a British vessel, during the years th;it you have been
engaged in the sealing industry, raiding, or attempting to raid or take seals in any
way on the Pribyloff or seal islands in Bebring Sea?—A. I have not at any time bearil

of any British vessel taking any seals from the seal islands.

Q. If any vessel had attempted to do so you would have certainly heard of it?—A.

I certainly would; for I am acquainted with all the principal sealing men sailing

from this port.
(Signed) Abel Douglas.

Sworn before me, this 16th day of February, 1892.
'"'Signed) A. R. Milne, Collector of Customs.

Victoria, B. C, February 20, 1892.

KE SEALING LN PACIFIC OCEAJM AND BEHRING SEA.

Laughlin L. McLean, present master of the Canadian schooner " Favourite," of

Vietorta, British Columbia, and master of the same vessel for the past seven years,

personally appeared, and being duly sworn, in reply to the following questions doth

depose and say

:

C^. Captain McLean, you have been master of the ''Favourite" during the past

Beven years?—A. Yes; for seven years.

Q. You have been reasonably successful in the sealing industry?—A. Yes; I have.

Q. You have had every opportunity of observing the seals and seal life?—A. I

have had every opportunity.

Q. What number of men compose your crew usually?—A. From thirty to thirty-

two men, all told.

Q. How many Whites and how many Indians ?—A. Seven Whites and about twenty-

five Indians compose my crew.

Q. Have had Indian hunters every year?—A. Every year but one, that was 1887.

Q. Do you prefer Indians to Whites for hunters?—A. I do.

Q. Were the seals to your observation as plentiful last year as former years?—A.

They were more plentiful.

t^. Were they as plentiful on coast?—A. Yes.

Q. W^ere the seals as plentiful in Behring Sea as in former years?—A. In my expe-

rience I have never seen the seals as plentiful in Behring Sea.

Q. Did the seals in Behring Sea appear to be more timorous?—A. No; they did

not ; but appeared quite tame.

Q. From your long experience, what do you consider the proportion of seals lost

as compared to the whole number that are hit in pelagic sealing?—A. I would say

with Indians about one in ten, and with good white hunters about 5 per cent.

Q. Have you observed in any mouths more females than males?—A. No; but I

think there are more males in the month of April on the coast.

Q. Did you have more males than females in the coast catch?—A. Yes; I had
more males than females on the coast.

Q. What percentage of males to females did you have in Behring Sea last year

and any year?—A. About half and half, and every year about the same.

Q. Did you notice that the females taken in Behring Sea had delivered their

young?—A. Yes; they had all their young some time before that. They give up
their young about the end of July. We never get them with pup after July.

Q. What proportion of females taken in Behring Sea are barren?—A. About 5

per cent.

Q. Do you ever find yearling or grey pups in Behring Sea?—A. No ; we never find

them.
Q. Do you find brown pups (2 or 3 years old) in Behring Sea?—A. We find a few;

not many ; occasionally one or two.

Q. From your long observation, do you think that the females taken in Behring Sea

have remained long enough with their pups so that they care for themselves on the

land ?—A. Yes, I do.

Q. You mean by barren cows those that have not borne that year?—A. Yes, I do.

Q. In Behring Sea do they all travel together, that is, males and females?—A.
They are pretty well mixed up.
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241 Q. Theu you say that, inclndiusi; barren cows, tliat the percentage of all

females taken in Behring Sea is about ec^ual to the males?—A. About that,
and no more.

Q. Do I understand you clearly to say that the catch on the coast was mostly
males?—A. Yes, I do.

Q. Captain McLeau, would jon please say in what proportion the males were to
the females in your catch on the coast?—A. About two-thirds males, that is, two
males to one female.

Q. Did you observe auy change in the habits of the seals last j^ear from former
years?—A. On the coast 1 do not observe any diftoreuce, but in Behring Sea I iind
the seals further from land; a few years ago I found them 25 or 30 mik's from land,
that was our favourite hshlng ground

; but the last two or three years my best catches
have been from 140 to 150 miles from land.

Q. Have you ever known or heard of any British vessel engaged in the sealing
industry raiding or attempting to raid or to take seals in any way from the Pribylotf
or seal islands in Beliriug Sea?—A. I have not heard that auy British vessel in any
year attempted any such thing, as I know all the principal men engaged iu sealing,
and I would certainly have heard it if such had occurred.

Q. You have heard of some American vessel raiding the seal islands?—A. Yes,
two years ago.

Q. You were ordered out of Behring Sea last year?—A. Yes, by Her Majesty's ship
"Porpoise."
Q. Were you in good hunting ground when warned?—A. Yes, the seals were very

thick.

Q. Had you been let alone your catch would have been very good?—A. Yes, my,
catch would have been an extraordinary good one, for I had 2,183 when ordered out,
and 1 had a full month to go, and my catch if let alone would have been at least

3,500 seals.

Q. On your way out did you observe that the seal were plentiful in Behring Sea?

—

A. They were thick all the way out to the pass coming out of the sea, and it was
very annoying to see so many and not be able to touch them.

Q. Where did Her Majesty's ship " Porpoise" speak you and order you out?—A. In
113^ west longitude, about 135 miles from nearest laud.

Q. Then you consider that being ordered out last year has been great financial
loss and hardship to you?—-A. I do, most certainly; my vessel was equipped' for a
voyage two months longer.

(Signed) Laughlin L. McLean,
Master, Schooner' "Favourite."

Sworn before me this 20th day of February, 1892.

(Signed) A. R. Milne, Collector of Customs.
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Seals arrive lal er than on PribylofF Islands
" seen all the winter in miht seasons

Skins taken for sliipment
Communication between seals on Pribyloff and Commander
Islands {iec also Intermingling)

Composition of Catcli (see Pelagic Sealing)—
Evidence of sealing captains
Percentage of bearing females

Copper Ishand

—

Description of
Kookeiies on
Yearlings scarce on, in 1891

Cows {see also Cows suckling)

—

Age when first pup is born
Arrival on Islands
Date of first going to feed
Distances they go to feed
Travel rapidly in Behring Sea when in pup

Cows suckling

—

Killed at sea
Natives say they do not eat
Remain as a rule close to shore
Keiiiarks as to theory
Tlieir own young. Analogy of other animals
Views of P'rofessor Elliott

Currents in North Pacific Ocean

Paragraph.

725
635

231
295-297

295

247
261
706
197

244-276
167

D.
Dall, Mr—

Early history of Aleutian Islands
Dates of arrival of seals on islands
Dead pups

—

Autopsy by Dr. Acland (Akerly)
" by Dr. Giinther

Exceptional in 1891
None on St. George's Island
Not due to pelagic sealing
On North-east Point rookery
On Tolstoi rookery

,

Opinion of Mr. Fowler
,

Opinions of natives as to causes of
Probable causes of

Decrease

—

AfWrmed
Chiefly of males on islands
May be arrested by Regulations
Not entirely due to pelagic sealing
Not observed at sea
On Coniniander Islands
On land, observed in 1880
On Pribyloff Islands
Origin and progress of

,

Deer-breeding—
Analogous to seal-breeding. Information from Earl Brown-
low

Departure of seals from islands
Depletion (see also Extermination)

—

Greater danger of, on shore
Less danger of, at sea

Depositions (see Affidavits).
Destruction

—

Nat ural causes of
Derereux, Captain G.

—

Seals on coast of Vancouver
Diagrams (.<^ee also Maps)

—

Comparison of pelagic and island catch in one season
" of numbers killed on land and sea from early

times to present /.

.

283
202

Page.

451-457

645-647
644

263
268
444

285
279
306

309-312
187

314
207
309

317-324
317-325

320
196

248
278

352
354
355
348
355
346
348
348
346
356

57, 94
71
94
71
87
92

686
89-91

674-C93

1-17

118

326-313

184

218
214

183

184, 185

177

Facing 22

" 15«
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Diseases of fur-seal (see also Epidemics)
Distances cows go to feed. Various statements as to.

.

Distribution of seals at sea
Aflected by winds and currents
Charts 111 and IV
Means taken to ascertain
Various observations on

Drives

—

Cause fright and distress
Cruelty of
Large number of seals rejected from, as unkillable.
Length of, on Commander Islands

" of, on Pribylotf Islands
Mr. Gofl's opinion on
Mr. Palmer's oj)inion on
Mortality caused by excessive
Professor Elliott's opinion on
Eecommeudations as to regulation of
Vital energy of seals impaired by
Waste of seal life in

Weakness of seals after

M.

Early Explorations in Behring Sea

—

Keferences to fur-seals in accounts of
Elliott, Professor

—

Observations on death of seals from natural causes
" on driving
" on interrelation between Pribyloff and Com-

mander seals
" on proportion of males to females
" on seal life

Epidemics {see also Diseases)

—

At Cape of Good Hope
Evidence

—

Circular of inquiry to Governments
List of persons and Governments supplying
Replies of Governments

Excrement

—

Absence of, noted
None on rookeries

Extent of ground occupied by seals
Extermination {see alio Depletion) of Fur-seals

—

rinancially impossible

F.
Fairweather Ground

—

Seals most numerous on from 1st to 15th June
Falkland Islands

—

Protective Regulations on
Reply to inquiries

Farallones Islands

—

Seals formerly bred on
Females (see also Cows)

—

Destruction of, at Cape
Excess of, owing to killing of males on shore
Large number killed on islands in 1868
Proportion of, in pelagic catch

Fish-
All kinds of, eaten by seals

Large number of, near rookeries
Flag-

Distinctive, for pelagic sealers in Japan
" recommended

Flattery, Cape-
Catch of seals near

Flower, Sir W. H.—
Memorandum on classification of fur-seal

Fogs-
Assistance to raiders

Food—
Absence of, in cows killed on Commander Islands
Distance to which seals go for, from islands
Fur-seal on Juan Fernandez reported to abstain from.

" surface not bottom feeders
Information gained on, from natives
Migration habits depend on (see Migration)
Of fur-seal
Only bachelors and cows leave islands for
Principal kinds of
Rarely found in seals killed on islands
Stones found in stomachs of seals
Worms in stomachs of seals

Paragraph.

339
309-312
209-223

209

210
223

74
704
708
705
705
708

74, 704
714
147
708
721
710

205, 206

337
714

452
10

277

243
242

377-395

458

187

248

635
808

77,78

226
231

162

185

768

235
303-310

243
230,231

225
224

224-243
305

226, 227
23:'.

236-238
237

Page.

Facing 150

154
151-153
154-169

129-193
155, 156

154

172, 173

185
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Fowhvr, Mr.—
Opinion as to dead pnpa in 1891

Fnr-seal (see also Seals)

—

Abundance of, affected by weather
" in sea near rookeries

Becoming more pelagic
Bred Ibnnerly on rocks in Hecate Strait
Breedins; trrounds on southern part of North America
Breedingijlaces of
Breed on outlying rocks on Asiatic coast
Change of habits in recent years

" " on each side of Pacific
" " produced by disturbance

Contents of stomachs examined
Continued abundance at sea
Date of arrival at Pribyloti' Islands

" leaving Pribyloff Islands
Distribution at sea (see Distribution).
Does not migrate in Southern Hemisphere
Early take.s of. on Pribylotf Islands
Evidence of return to same liauling-grounds
Excess of breeding males in 1871
Excessive killing of, iu 1868
Food of (see Food).
Habitats in winter and summer (see Migration)
Habits of (see Habit,s)
Hunted bj' Aleuts

" Indians from time immemorial
Increased wariness of
Maximum age of
Migration range of (see Migration)
Most abundant near rookeries

,

Motives for landing
Northern limit of
Number killed on Pribyloff Islands

" seen at sea not ]n-o])ortionate to distance from islands
Of eastern side of North Paciiic; extreme southern range of
Of North Pacific identical in habits with those of South Seas.
Old breeding-grounds of, on

—

Gulf of Georgia
Haystack Island
Eace Rocks (near Victoria)
Smith's Island ( W ashington Territory)

Place in classification of mammalia
Possibility of deserting breeding-grounds if too much
harassed

Scarcity of, on I'ribyloff Islands, iu 1835-36
Table of number killed on Pribyloff Islands, 1817-91
Used as food by Indians
Varieties of, in Southern Hemisphere

Furriers

—

Evidence of

Paragraph.

a.
Gaff-

Used to secure wounded seals
Goff, Mr.—

Opinion on drives
Report on decrease

Germany

—

Interests of, in sealing industry
Grass

—

As indication of rookery area
Gravid Females

—

Killed off Queen Charlotte Islands
Killing of, deprecated by pelagic sealers ..

" " should be avoided
Number iu pelagic spring catch
Seldom killed in Hehring Sea
Travel rapidly in Behring Sea

Gray, Captain

—

Letter on hair-seala
Grelinitzky, M.—

Views as to migration of seals
" " proportion of lenialea to males
" " "stagey " skins

Greenland-
British legislation affecting
Hair-seal Fishery Regulations
Norwegian Law and Ordinance ,

348

408
313

85, 428
416

447-450
30-32

523
396-446

207
46

234
402-407

188
174

29
772^779

270
078

677, 808

28
26

175
527

397, SOD, 412-414
288
27

214
246
218

771-780
215
190
836

Page.

440
800
771
582
835

653

C04

708
692

103

384-387

638
633
80

648
643
187

202
54

202

172
172

171,172
172

185, 180

186,187

200-202
198-203
202, 203
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Grey pups—
Large muubei's seen in 1870 in Knight's and Kingcombe Inlets
Seen itt Atka Island
" in Queen Charlotte Sound ,

" at Unalaska
Giinther. Dr.

—

Autoi<.sy of dead pup

H.
Habitats

—

Britisli Columbian coast iu winter in Eastern Pacitic

In summer and winter
Japanese coast iu winter in Western I'iicific

No separate summer and winter, in Sonthern Hemisphere
Summer and winter distinct in North I'ucitic

Habits of fur-seal (nee Fur-seal)

—

Cause of change in
Change of, in recent years

Hair-seal

—

Diseases of
Letter from Captain Gray as to
Protective measures {see Greenland aiul Newfoundland).

Harems—
Break up of
Danger if too large
Increased size of
Proportion of males to females

Hunting riglits of—
Aleuts
Natives of British Columbia

" of islands

I.
Ice-

Mortality of seals caused by
Increase of seals on Pribyloff islands iu later Kussian times...
Indians—

Employment of, in sealing-schooners
Interest of, iu seal tisliery

Metliod of hunting fur-seal

Number of seals lost by
Prices paid to, for skins, in 1891

Indian Agents

—

Keplies of, to Circular of inquiry
Interests involved

Aleuts
As represented by skins taken
British Columbian
German
Indian
Japanese
Land and sea, compared
Natives on islands
Russia

Intermingling of Commander and I'tibjlolf seals
Mr. Elliott's views on

Interrelation of Commander and Pribylot)' seals (see lutermiu-
gliug).

Jackson, Mr.

—

Seal rookeries at Cape of Good Hope
Jan Mayen

—

Regulations for hair-seal fisheries

Japan

—

Distinctive flag for sealers in
Fur-seal fisheries of
Regulations for seal fisheries

" " " not enforced
Reply to inquiries <.

Sealiiig-vc.^scls sailing from
Winter habitat of seals on west side of Pacific ,

Joint Commission

—

Report of

Paragraph.

179
175

27,186
192

27,201
29
29

397
396-446

280
292

54, 55, 4:!0

293

123
123
123

327
41,42

111- 113, 5.'->7, 566
569, 570

536 et seij.

545
548

Page.

123
108

111-113. 123
103
112 I

103

127, 128

112, 123
103

451-457
452

324

162

475, 486-5li,S

503-505

K.
Kelp-

Birth of pups on, improbable
Eaten by pujjs in Si'ptember

Killable soais {»ee Killing of Seals on Pribylolf Islands)-
Number fixed too high
Small number of, iu 1890

498

27, 201

245
240

58,59
436, 437

171

183

186, 187

170, 171

17, 18, 19

180

165

162-104
167

160-167
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327

Paragraph. Page.

Killer-whales

—

Destruction of young seals by
Killing of females at sea

Pei-niissible, to preserve normal proportion of sexes
Sur|)lus of fenink's renders iinutice less harmful

Killing of Seals on Prib\ loli Isbnids—
Average annual slaughter under United States management
too great

Control of, by United States
Evil etfects of
Excessive in early Pussian period
Immediate cause of danger to seal life

Methods employed in, cruelty of (see Drives)
" " theoretically good
" " waste involved in

Mr. Palmer on bad effect of
Number killed, 1817-91
Kegulations for, at different periods

'

'

difiiculty of
Sudden incfease of, under United States management
Suggested improvements in

" proliiljition of, on one island
" total prohibition of

Killing on Breediiic. Ishuuls

—

Cause of de]deti(iu in Southern Hemisphere
Only method ever employed in Southern Hemisphere

Klawak

—

Seals taken by Indians of
Kurile Islands

—

Sealing in the

334-336
77-80

80
79

47-51, 662
43

35, 44, 45, 6()9

40
117
on
660

74,75

L.agoon Rookery on St. Paul Island
Lampson, C. M., and Co.

—

Sale of skins in London
Licences

—

Proposed issue of, to white hunters
Lichen

—

Test of area of rookeries
Limitation of Sealing by

—

Close season
Number of seals taken (see Number Limit)
Restricted area

Lobos Islands

—

Fur-seal tisherv on
Skins shipped from (1887-91)

" sold in Loudon (1873-92)
Total catcli of .seals on (1876-91)

Little Eastern Rookery, St. George Island
Loss of seals a t sea (see Pelagic Sealing)
Lukannon and Ketavie Rookeries, St. Paul Island.
Lutkt!

—

Observations on killing of male seals

Mactay, Mr. J. W. —
Seals on coast of British Cohiiiibia

Male Se.als (see Killingof Seals on I'ribylotf Islands).
Males-

Age of virility
Danger to seal life if too many killed
Decrease of, on islands
Proportion of, to females
Scarcitj'of, on islands, makes haljits of seals irregular

Manatee (see Sea-Cow).
Management on

—

Commander, compared with that on Pribyloff Islands
Pribyloft' Islands; insuliicient care taken till recently

Maps (sec also Diagrams).
1. Track Chart, sliowing route of British Commissioners. .

.

2. Resorts and migration routes of seals
3. Area of seals, July and August
4.

" " August and .September
5. Diagram showing number of seals killed, and price of

skins
Maynard, Lieutenant

—

Observations on seal life

Report on Pribyloff Islands
Meteorological observations taken in 1891

39, 771
36-38

76
659

147, 148
164

121, 106-168

117
151-160

176

250, 273

380-382

]:!0-i:!8

i:;o. i:;i, i;;;

130, 141-144

257
77,81,82

183-185

287
289
71
54

434

72, 427
7G

187-189

215-217

169
215
215
215

Facing 150
150

" 150
150

" 151

815
219
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Paragrapli.

Methods of taking Seals

—

Improvements suggested at sea
" '• GO shore

Migration

—

At Uape of Good Hope
Course of seals in spring
In Koitb Paoilic
Inquiries as to, made in British Columbia
None at Falkland Islands
Ilange of, on west side of Pacific
Reasons of
Seals travel north in spring and south in autumn.
Southern course in Kortb Pacific hypothetical
Two lines of

Modus Vivendi of 3 891

Mortality of young seals in 1891 (xeeDead Pups)

149, 150

147, 148

195
171-196

172

IV.

Native interests on islands
Natives on Islaiuls

—

Alleged ill trcatmiMit of
Insutiicient ooal 8U))iily to

Native races interested in sealing
Neali Bay (see Cape Flattery)—

Evidence of Indians as to gravid females taken near ,

Nets-
Employment of should be forbidden
Grey pups obtained by

Newfoundland protective Kegulatiuns
New South Wales—

•

Sealing industry in, ceased to exist
New Zealand-

Seal fishery of
Nordenskiold, Baron—

Letter from
North Atlantic

—

Fur-seal unknown in
North-East Point, St. Paul Island

—

Kookery on
North Rookery, St. George Island
North-west catch

—

Sales in London
North-west Coast

—

Indian seal fishery on
Number killed on Islands (see also Killing of Seals on Pribylolf

Islands)

—

Not properly curtailed
Suggested maximum ,

" minimum
Number Limit^

—

Best combined with time limit ,

Possible application of, at sea
Safe maximuTu sliould be fixed on land
Especially effective on land ,

Number of Seals on Islands

—

Atfected most by excessive killing on shore
Area occupied best index of
Bryant's method of enumerating

,

Elliott's " "

Estimates of, exaggerated
Opinions of various authorities as to

197-208
208
27
196
27

595
344-356

723-726

724
725

526-570

635

150
656

837

250, 390, 391
257

Okhotsk Sea-
Fur-seal in

Origin of decrease of seals.

Otter Island-
Raids on
Seals on

O.

72, 73. 131
155
156

137
136, 161

151
131

92
368
358
359

90, 305
366

522
674-693

746

254, 740

Pacific

—

Migrations of fur-seal in (see Migration).
Palmer, Mr. W.—

Observations on breeding-islands
Pelagic catch (*ee also Pelagic Sealing).

Approximate statistics of United States ...

Behring Sea, about 5 per cent, cows in milk

.

British Columbian, Reports of
" " schooners

Character and composition of
Diagrams illustrating

652
633-653

207-212

Facing 22 and 150
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Paragraph. Page.

Pelagic catch {see also Pelagic Sealing)—Continued.
Early catches in Behring Sea
Incompleteness of United States statistics ,

Number per bo.at and man
Proportion of females
Skins taken in 1891
Summary from 1871 to 1891

Pelagic Sealers

—

Not poachers ,

Opinions as to abundance of seals at. sea
Pelagic Sealing

—

Advantages of Indian method of spearing
Affidavits respecting {tee Affidavits)
Amount paid to Indians engaged in 1840
A new factor of decrease in seal life

At first not objected to
Beuetits to Indians
Capital employed
Conflicting evidence as to sexes taken
Coutiuuation depends on abundance of seals
Could not have caused tirst decrease on laud
Criticisms on
Cruelty of, as compared with land killing
Danger to men employed
Date of commencement ,

" " in Behring Sea
Early history of
Pirst known' attempts

" practised in cauoes
" seizures by United States Government

Future of
Growth of, in United States
Improvements suggested
Indians seldom lose seals when speared
Loss exaggerated

" by white hunters
Methods enii)loyed
None at Cape of Good Hope

" iuFalklar.d Islands
Not cause of dead pups in 1891
Numl)er of gravid females caught in spring
Origin and development of

691

108, 597
87

77,78

612
40;i-407

657

585
60

58S
585

106,114
6:i4

6.')4

091
77

610-012
609
04

09, 596
588
586
582
590

654-058
599

140, 150
617-027

014
616-628
601-612

Originated with natives on coast
Parity of interests with land sealing
Peculiar to North Paeiflc
Proportion of seals lost
Regulations suggested
Self-regulative
Sexes not distinguished
United States interests in
Value of United States and British Columbian fleets, 1S91.

Periods of Rest

—

Found necessary in Russian period
Suggested as ])rotective measure

Physical characteristics of Pribyloff and Commander Islands

.

Places visited liy British Commissioners
Polavina KookeVy, St. Paul Island

First driven in 1879
Poachers

—

Term cannot be applied to pelagic sealers
Precautions on Islands

—

Better on Commanders than Pribyloffs
Pribylotf Islands-

Date of discovery
Decrease of seals noticed in 1879
Decrease of killable seals marked in 1885
Description of
Historical notes on rookeries
Killing of seals excessive
Methods employed
Mr. Palmer's visit to
Native population of
Physical characteristics of
Statistics of skins taken ou

Proportion of Seals lost at Sea

—

(iS'ee Pelagic Sealing.)
Protection (see Protective Measures and Regulations)

—

Australasia
Condiiions of, .summarized
Desirable
Duty of, affirmed

355
648

61-63. 66-08,

571-600
571-580

126
65

613-632
650

118, 055
633
103
600

40
105

244-276

256
684

427

247
084
090

250-253
782-833

0.54

659-073

723
244-270

109

129
146
145

204
207

219-241

155
156

4,5

187-189
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Paragraph. Pago.

Kegnlations (smoIso Protecti\'o Measures)—Continued.
International co-operation necessary
May arrest decrease
Methods of carrying out
Mutual concessions necessary
Should be based on industrial as well as physical require-
ments

Specific scheme of, recommended
Various suggestions for

Kitles, use of, in pelagic sealing, should be prohibited
Kobbeu Island

—

Destruction of seals on, by Alaska Commercial Company . .

.

Means taken by Russian Government for protection of
Migration routes of seals frequenting
Kaids on :

Rookeries

—

Area of (see Area of Rookeries).
Features of
Former extent of
Necessary conditions for, exist elsewliere
Not necessarily limited in area
On Bebring Island, North and South
On Copper Island
On St. George Island (Great Eastern, Little Eastern, North,
Starry Arteel, and Zapadnie)

On St. Paul Island (Lagoon, Lukannon and Ketavie, North-
East Point, Polavina, Reef, Tolstoi, and Zapadnie)

Protection of, better on Commander than Pribylotf Islands.
Reports as to condition of, unsatisfactory
Should not be disturbed
Smell of

Russia

—

Increase of seals on Pribyloff Islands under rule of
Interests of, in sealing industry ,

Management of Commander Islands by
Precautions against raids by
Robben Island protected by

8.
San Francisco

—

Reply to inquiries made at
Sealing fleet

Scarcity of seals {see Killing on Islands)—
Due to over-killing of males

Sea-cow

—

Extermination of
Former abundance of

Seal Fisheries

—

Argentine Republic
Australian
Cajje of Good Hope
Chilean
Falkland Islands
Lobos Islands
New Zealand
South Shetland

Sealing at Sea (see Pelagic Sealing).
Sealing Fleet

—

British Columbian
Un i t e (1 S t a t es

Sealing Industry {see also Interests involved)

—

Capital eniidoyed in
Former and present condition of
German, Japanese, Russian, and United States interest in ..

Interests on sea and shore
Number of men employed in

Seal Islands—
Flourishing condition of when ceded by Russia

Sealing on Islands

—

Parity of interests with sealing at sea
Suggested improvements in methods

Seal life-
Becoming more j>elagie

Conditions of, on breeding-islands
Disturbance of, greater in recent years
Evidence as to conditions of
Fluctuations in number
General conditions of
Gradual diminution of, on islands
Natural conditions interfered with
Should bo studied atJsea as well as on land

1G9, 170
94
162

102

100
155-161

130
150, 656

513
515-517

203

510, 513

258-260
273
276
272

266, 267
268, 269

257

53
148
271

41,42
103

72, 722
767

515-517

470
471

877
869, 889
885, 887
878, 879
882, 884

876
892-894
872, 873

600
600

103
102, 103
111,112

126
147, 148

85
277-283

396
52, 53, 56

33
26-34

701
34
15

179
200

205
200
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Paragraph. Pago.

Seal Logs

—

Kept by Her Majesty's and United States cruizers in 1891 ..

Seals feeding (see also Food)

—

Doubtful wlietlier by night or day
Seals {see aho Fur-seal)

—

Methods of enumerating
Sinking when sliot

" Loss of by, exaggerated
" Views of Profe.ssor Allen as to

Sea-otter, Observations on
Breed all the year round
Catch of, in Jai>an
Could be protected more easily than the fur-seal
Former rookery of, at Cape Lopatka
Inadequate protection of, by United States Government
Large number of, in early days
Not properly pelagic
Only remaining rookery is on Copper Island
Value of skins of

Seecatchie (see Bulls).
Seizures of Sealiug-vessels by United States Government

—

l)ateof first seizure
Summary of

Sexes^
Requisite proportion of

Slianghae—
Keply to inquiries from

Sheep—
Analogous to seals in breeding habits
Habits when siu'kling

Shot found in seals killed on islands
Skins

—

Average price in London. 1871-91
Bought from Indians mostly "grey pups " or smalls
Classed in Loudon more by qiuility tliau origin
Copper Island, sales of
Diil'erences between "Alaska" and "Copper"
From Cape Horn

" Cape of Good Hope
" Commander Islands (1862-91)
" Lobos Islands

Marketing of
North-west coast catch, distinguished by shotand spear marks

" " sale of
Obtained from Indians (1852-90)
Of "stagey" and pup seals unmerchantable
Shipmen t of, no evidence of fraud
Weight of
"Weight of, on islands

" " Reduction in since 1888
Southern Hemisphere

—

Account of fur-seals in earlj' times
Fur-seal fisheries of

" " Falkland Islands destroyed by Ameri-
can vessels

South Sea Sealing

—

No analogy with pelagic se.iling
Spears used by Indians for killing seals
"Stagey" season

Period of
" Stagey " skins

—

J^ever taken at sea
Unmerchantable

Stampedes

—

Deatli of pups caused by
Starry Art eel Itookery, St. George Island
Stones found In stomachs (see Food).
Suckling {see also Cows)

—

Cows will suckle young of other cows at Cape of Good Hope
Habits during time of

Swan, Judge-
Letters from ^

Thinks seals are found near Cape Flattery all the year round

T.

Table showing normal increase of seals
Tasmania

—

Protective Regulations in
Replv to inquiries from

Tax on skins paid to United States Government, increase of...
Time limit {see Close Season)
Tolstoi Rookery, St. Paul Island

210

310

357-376
613-G:!0

613
630

459-469
460

464
467

468, 469
460
461
465
459

590
109

292-294

325
628

182
653

902, 903
653

74
670
671

694-703
697

844-854
834-901

597
563

202, 281
133

134, 031, 632
74

74, 331-333
257

317-325

695
130-138

256

180

184

216
155
214
215

216, 21
213

83, 190-192

155, 156

155

172-177

158
158, 159
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U.
United States-

Sealing fleet, 1891
" " incouiplete Keturns of catch of.

Uruffuav—
Keply to iuqiiiries

V.
Veniaminov, Bishop

—

On drives
Virgin females difficult to distinjjuish from j oung males.
Virility, age of
Volcanic origin of breeding-islands

W.
"Wariness of seals causes them to shun the coast
Wark Inlets

Grey pups taken in

Waste of seal life on islands
"Weight of skins taken on islands

" " " largely reduced in 1889.
" " " lowered in 1883

"Western side of North Pacific

—

Breeding-places of fur-seal on
History of sealing industry on

"Whale Food-
Seals most numerous where it is found

"Wilson, Sir Samuel, M. P.—
Information as to sheep-breediug

"Worms-
Seals troubled by ,

Yezo—
Coast fishery
Seals seen near, in autumn and late winter.

Z.

Zapadnie Kookery, St. George Island.
" "

St. Paul Island...
Za])ooska (tee Periods of Kest).
Zone of Protected "Waters

—

.Defined
Kecommended

597

712
633

284-291
249

420

177
74, 75, 607

694-703
697
090

424-525
477-485

199

257
250

155-160
151-155

206

1G9

184

166
















